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ABSTRACT
Gviided by the central question "How do professional development opportunities
regarding the use of running records effect the thinking and practice of veteran
teachers ?", this study investigated the way in which eight highly experienced literacy
teachers learned to use formative assessment to giiide instruction of a student at risk of
failure in reading. From the most veteran teacher with thirty-three years to the "baby"
with fifteen years of service to children, they represented a seasoned group of early
childhood professionals wilUng to grapple with formative assessment, a concept for which
all admitted they had been ill-prepared. Through this action research project, intentionally
imdergirded by constructivist principles, the researcher facilitated a series of eight study
groups designed to engage these seasoned educators in the challenges of change.
Participants engaged in structured interviews, coding and analysis of focal students'
running records, audiotaped reading lessons and journal writing. They videotaped
administrations of the Developmental Reading Assessment which, in turn, served as teaching
vehicles facilitating collegial and systematic observation of students' literacy skills. All focal
students made significant gains.
The study's overarching aim was to elucidate a paradigm of professional
development that recognizes the distinctive learning needs of veterans as artioilated by
veterans. Sub questions included:
•How do veterans perceive and report shifts in their thinking in regards to
assessment "now and then"?
•What particular aspects of this professional development experience do
veterans say support these shifts ? What is challenging to them ?
•hi what observable/measurable ways can these shifts in thinking be linked to
changes in assessment practices ?
•To what extent does context [classroom/school/system] impact thinking shifts
and accompanying changed practices ?
Data analysis leads the researcher to draw the following implications about
professional development for the highly experienced educator: 1) professional support
requires co-construction based on self-analysis interwoven with systemic requirements
2) veterans value and seek time to observe and reflect upon actual student work with
research as an informant 3) although content is critical, format with opportunities to practice
new strategies and take risks, mentored by a knowledgeable colleague, appears to be more
transformattve 4) collegial interaction can make or break the teacher's disposition to learn
and grow in a school; research participants were adamant about the need for generous
direct and indirect support of the principal in this regard.

Statement of the Problem
...particularly in the world of teacher development, the central
ingredient so far missing is the teacher's voice. Primarily the
focus has been on the teacher's practice. What is needed is a focus that
listens above all to the person at whom "development' is aimed. This
means that strategies should be developed which facilitate, maximize,
and in a real sense legislate, the capturing of the teacher's voice.
(Goodson, as cited in Hargreaves and Fullan, 1992, p. 114)
In the cacophony of educational reform, as it relates to literacy
instruction, where is the voice of the veteran educator ? According to a
1993-94 study by the National Center for Education Statistics, veteran
teachers are the rule with an average age of 43 in the profession, up three
years from the 1987-88 average. Nearly, three quarters or 67% of public
school teachers are 40 years or older (Meek, 1998). Evans, over a decade
ago, also found that most teachers were in the middle to latter part of
their careers. According to work by Felstritzer in 1986, the average
teacher was approaching 50; seventy-five percent of teachers had been
teaching for at least ten years and fifty percent for fifteen years or more.
On national state and local levels, heightened attention is being paid
to professional development. Sparks and Hirsch cite the remarks of an
urban administrator:
It is most satisfying to demonstrate the link between professional
development and student outcomes. The investment in quahty teaching
is the most important investment we can make. All educators need the
opportunity for continuous improvement. 1 believe professional
development will be the major educational issue of the 21st Century.
(1997, p. 51).
In stark contrast, such levels of interest are NOT being paid to
professional development needs as articulated by veterans, one third of
whom are eligible to retire in Boston within the next decade (Endo and
Metzer, 1998). 1 believe this population has much to offer both in terms
ofproficiency and experience appropriately meeting individual student
needs and mentoring new teachers. Additionally, due to high numbers of
seasoned teachers in our national teaching force, and a pending critical
teacher shortage within the next few years, professional development
efforts must focus on retention and revitalization of this particular
teacher. In a similar vein, Goodson argues that "too few of the countries
at the hard edge of teacher shortages have bothered to fund serious study
of teachers' lives to examine and extend our understanding of teacher
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drop-outs" (1992, p. 118). I agree and contend such mid-career teachers
have unique stories to tell which would shed tremendous light on the
mushrooming problem of teacher shortages.
Although professional development efforts must be informed by
current research, veteran teachers must have license to define what they
deem as meaningful to their growth, feeling free to evaluate what
facilitates their development. This view is reflected in Steffy's "career
stages model" (1989) which moves away from behavioristic orientations
to a human development model. It incorporates the person, the whole
teacher and considers factors of willingness, receptivity and degree of
technical competence to undergo development..." (p. 8). Although there
is an "overlay of age component" (Rhee, 1974; Havighurst, 1963), it is a
model based on "attitude and self-actualization" (p. 19) through one's
work despite having reached a certain age. Steffy's model celebrates
efficacy of the individual teacher recognizing that
...internal orientation to teaching is not stable. Rather it is fragile,
permeable, regenerative and expandable. Because teachers are human
their orientation to work is renewable. Schools are at the same time no
better or worse than the least able teacher... teachers remain the one
indispensable, yet most mysterious resource that exists in schools.
1 believe humanistic professional development nurtures
efficaciousness. Steffy's model explains the existence of countless
veterans who remain exuberant and competent. If educational reform is
to bring substantial change, we must hear veteran teachers' stories. We
must listen to how they talk about the following questions in the context
of professional development:
• When instructional practice changed, how and why did it take place?
• When you - as a seasoned practitioner -have torn the fabric of your
teaching, embracing the pain of change, what supported you
through the process?
• What belief barriers have come crashing down in your career and
why?
• What values have you discarded in your professional journey and
why?
Roskos and Neumann (1999) comment that learning teachers result
in learning students. Similar beliefs are promulgated by Allington and
Walmsley (1995) who candidly describe Uteracy teachers' influence on
instructional experiences of children. While they recognize the limits that
can be placed upon educational possibilities by administrative decisions,
they point out the lack of skill displayed by classroom and specialist
2

teachers in literacy instruction, especially with low achieving students.
Here then is provided yet another reason highlighting the importance of
quality professional development for veteran classroom teachers
responsible for teaching literacy.
Being able to articulate professional development needs may be
problematic for most seasoned teachers who were socialized in a
transmission model and who were not attuned to the values of reflection
on their craft. They were given directives, methods, and activities and
told what to do. This was the traditional view of professional
development (Lortie, 1975; BPS Curriculum Document, 1962; Sarason,
1971; Keel and Rowland, 1974; Jones, 1966). Darling- Hammond (1996)
states that education reform now calls for teachers to grasp content areas
at much higher levels and do it in more flexible ways using students' own
learning as instructional entry points. She goes on to say that "most
training of teachers is not prepared for these two challenges - content and
flexibility." Similarly, Krupp (1988) more pointedly contends that "as a
profession, norms for continual growth have not been high". Kamii in a
similar vein believes that "two or more generations of teachers must
retire before a change to constructivist education takes place" (1982, p.
13).
Despite socialization, which led most veterans not to reflect on their
practice, not to articulate what they needed, not to evaluate utility of
professional development experiences, I contend lack of opportunities to
engage in these ways has exacerbated the tendency to teach without a
reflective orientation. This study explores my contention that conceptual
change leading to change in practice can take place. It happened to me
after twenty years of literacy teaching. Veterans need more professional
development opportunities, which incorporate constructivism as an
epistemology of learning. Taylor (1990, p. 6) writes:
Constructivism provides.. .a strong methodological rationale for facilitating,
teacher conceptual change. It requires that teachers' existing knowledge and
beliefs be the starting point for a socially negotiated process of conceptual
change. A collaborative research relationship with a teacher-as-researcher
focus provides a context for the teacher to evaluate the viability of [her]
pedagogical beliefs, knowledge and classroom actions. An interpretative
research approach provides a means of interpreting qualitative classroom-
based research data from a constructivist perspective, providing the teacher
with operative knowledge of constructivist epistemological principles (cited
from Tobhi & Espinet, 1987).
My research incorporates these ideas as they relate to the highly
experienced literacy practitioner (more than twenty years). Professional
development of most seasoned teachers was vastly different than that
3

described by Tobin and Espinet. Darling-Hammond (1996) describes
these earlier methods of training as the "factory model of management".
Supervisors planned and thought; workers merely did. Principals
organized the work for teachers whose job was to do it. Teacher training
was viewed as "in-service wherein veterans received quick fix directives
and specific materials, methods and activities to manage their work. Now
in a rapidly changing technology based society where diversity is the rule
rather than the exception, the present-day work of veterans "cannot be
teacher-proofed through management systems, testing mandates or
curriculum packages" (p. 7, 1998). Until very recently, most seasoned
practitioners have had limited opportunities to do more than read or
simply be lectured to regarding their practice. These teachers generally
"experienced learning divorced from practice, and divorced from
interpretation of that practice" (Darling-Hammond, 1996).
My work provided veterans with opportunities to question, puzzle
out and inquire about children's actual work in the context of a study
group. It was envisioned that these experiences would result in a
derailing of the old paradigm of professional development where they
were viewed as professionals who had completed learning about teaching.
Darling-Hammond labels this ideology as a mechanism, which sought
"remote control teachers with simplistic formulas and cookie cutter
routines (1998, p. 9). In contrasting fashion, my work embraces the
human development paradigm which defines the professional as one who
"learns from teaching" and such a paradigm builds the capacity [of
teachers] to inquire systematically and sensitively into the nature of
learning and the efforts of teaching" (p. 9). It is a paradigm of
empowerment (Dewey, 1929). If we desire independent students, new
ways of learning must be co-designed by the significant number of
veterans (nearly 50%) employed in our schools. It is my contention and
experience that providing such a "cafeteria of professional development
pathways" leads to independence and empowerment for veterans. (Steffy
et al, 2000)
This research explores a place to begin by encouraging veterans to
chart their learning opportunities informed by current research, being
supported and challenged to shed entranced "appreciation systems"
(Schon, 1983) if need be. I believe that most veteran teachers are
committed enough and experienced enough to articulate professional
development strengths and needs ifgiven the opportunity with guidance
from a trustworthy, knowledgeable, sensitive mentor (Daloz, 1986).
Veterans in this study hopefully learned the value of inquiry and began to
see teaching as a craft. Schifter (1996) describes, "trying out new ideas
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and analyzing students' learning's as "not merely the means to [our]
practice, [but] the essence" (p. 499).
1 conducted this research not desiring to tell teachers, in a didactic
fashion, what they should do or know. Through this experience, I hoped
to provide the opportunity for veterans to reflect-in-action carrying out
as Schon states a "reflective conversation with the materials of a
situation..." (1987, p. 31). Desforges presents the work of Bereiter who
also captures a unique view of teaching as "acquired modularity" or a
"certain way of relating to the world" (1990, p. 612). Bereiter says the
challenge is to "...provide a theoretical account of how resources for
learning are brought into play in the construction of new learning„,a
theory of the learner expert is at once "a theory of private and social
factors and a theory of application and acquisition of knowledge." My
study examined this concept, and placed these teachers in a discovery
mode~a mode to which most veterans are not accustomed where it was
perfectly acceptable to view mistakes as a source of discovery rather than
an occasion for self-defense. Veterans need such opportunities to safelv
step out of the role of didactic expert, and safelv drop the "fagade of
infallibility" (Schon, 1983). Such a constructivist philosophical
orientation with respect to professional development did not always exist;
such process-oriented concentration on the teacher as learner was not
always the case. The veterans' previous self-acknowledged view of
themselves as learners is nearly nonexistent. The Carnegie Forum (1986)
underscored this unfortunate state of affairs stating that as a society,
higher values needed to be placed "not just on schooling but on learning".
Educators who began their teaching careers during the 1960's
tended to be led by tradition and what they'd been taught. Educational
theory and university research were divorced from the business of daily
classrooms. Although there was limited progressive reform, change was
nearly impossible because inadequately trained teachers were unable to
implement complicated teaching that such reforms called for. Those
entering the profession adapted to their context, and the more
experienced teachers lacked socialization regarding inquiry, which would
have led to exploration of education reform of the times (Cremin, 1961;
Hoffman, 1998).
Educators construed their role as laborers being supervised to do
their work (Jones, 1974; Kamii, 1982; Schifter, 1996; Fueyo and Koorland,
1997; Hague and Walker, 1996; Dading-Hammond, 1996/98). During the
time in which most veterans began their careers, teacher training
generally led to the acquisition of knowledge and literacy methods rather
than maintenance of a disposition to learn (Spache 1964; Chall, 1967;

Freire, 1972; Sarason, 1971). Behaviorist principles under girded much of
the learning and teaching (Steffe and Gale, 1995; Zahorik, 1995; Fosnot,
1996; Sparks and Hirsch, 1997). Ball (1996) posited that traditional in-
service programs "assume[d] a stance towards practice that concentrated
on answers, conveying information, providing ideas and training in skills.
He goes on to say that this approach provide [d] teachers with lots of
resources but limit[ed] their potential by "lack of critical discussion." He
comments that past staff development efforts concentrated on making
teachers comfortable "rarely challenging teachers' assumptions, or
intentionally providing disequilibrium or conflict" which led to a "culture
of individualism" in teaching.
This individualist orientation resulted in a scathing commentary
issued by the federal government in 1970 entitled the Right to Read
Report of Forum 7 of the White House Conference on Children. It
bemoaned the critical lack of research-based techniques and the fact that
"research bearing on the reading process...needed to be completed and
brought together". This disjointedness, the report contended, had led to
an "absence of hard knowledge" resulting in "facts and easy solutions". It
criticized teaching in a transmission mode encouraging "conformity" and
"passivity". It spoke of teachers who were inadequately trained to operate
within instructional models that utilized individualized instruction or
encouraged creative thinking. It criticized education calling it a "cottage
industry" wherein each system, each school, even each teacher performed
the job in his own way, guided as much by intuition and tradition as by
good management. The report presented a strong argument for
researchers to develop a criterion reference system that teachers would
implement. This ushered in an era of greater research-based professional
development concentrating on student outcomes with the teacher serving
in the implementer role.
Borne out of this national focus on increased monitoring and
accountability (Dow, 1992) was an exhaustive research report entitled
Becoming a Nation of Readers (1985). Glaser writes in the introduction:
The last two decades of research and scholarship on reading, building
on the past have produced an array of information which is unparallel
in its understanding of the underlying process in the comprehension of
language. Although reading abilities and disabilities require further
investigation, present knowledge, combined with the context of literacy
in the educational process, makes the report cause for optimism. Gains
from reading research demonstrate the power ofnew spectra of
research findings and methodologies to account for the cognitive
activities in school.

With the burgeoning of reading related research came new
discoveries about the nature and interrelatedness of teaching and
learning. Constructivism, as a theory of learning, underpinned much of
the philosophical shifts taking place in education. Cummins (1964)
commented that traditional behaviorist models wherein teachers imparted
bits of information into an empty vessel (child) "inhibited the intrinsic
motivation and active involvement in learning that are essential for the
development of higher order cognitive and academic skills. In an even
more emphatic statement, he suggested that "learning disabilities of many
students are pedagogically induced rather than a reflection of some
intrinsic processing deficit (p. 223). Fosnot (1996) makes reference to
these opposing paradigms.
"Constructivism.. .is in direct opposition to behaviorism and
maturationism. Rather than behavior or skills as the goal of
instruction, concept development and deep understandings are the
foci; rather than stages being the result of maturation, they are
understood as constructions of active learner reorganizations" (p.
10).
Thus, emphasis on the role of the learner, and how learning occurs
came to be more widely explored (Vygotsky, 1978; Piaget, 1964; Dewey,
1968; Bruner, 1973; Chomsky, 1972; Clay, 1991; Zahorik, 1995).
Constructivist philosophy was also embedded in emerging theories about
the reading process throughout the 1970's and 1980's. The view of a
reading method as an end in itself was giving way to a more expanded one
wherein methods were limited means to an end. (Goodman, 1970; Smith,
1971, 1976; Golinkoff, 1975; Guthrie, 1977; MacGinitie, 1975; Garguilo,
1971). All of this research paved the way for a more detailed
consideration of literacy instruction with particular attention to the role
of the teacher as it impacted the learner.
This heightened emphasis on the teacher generally manifested itself
in two ways in the context of professional development. First of all,
teaching behavior as it impacted the learner became more of a concern
than actual teaching methods. Silverman (1970), following the lead of the
Right to Read proponents, attacked outmoded ways of teaching. His work
gave rise to more innovation and flexibility epitomized by the Open
Education movement. Shanahan and Newman (1997) scrutinized forty
studies desiring to understand the extent to which research findings
influenced classroom literacy. They described thirteen of the most
influential studies since 1961, These researchers concluded that no
instructional method was superior, but that an eclectic approach bv the
teacher was associated with high student achievement. They highlighted

"teacher effects" and the need for greater concentration on "teacher and
learning situation characteristics rather than methods and materials..." (p.
208). In an apparent call for more attention to teacher shortcomings
rather than those of the student, they state:
...the status of reading achievement [i.e. the student...] has been
monitored for decades, but instruction [i.e. the teacher] has not. (p. 204).
Numerous similar studies were conducted expousing directly or
indirectly a constructivist orientation in which the interplay between
teacher and student was examined and found to be critical; professional
development blossomed as an effort which equipped teachers with
research based theory and practice (Jones, 1966; Powell, 1972; Schmidt,
1973; Lyons, 1990; Clay, 1991; Flood and Lapp, 1990; Dahl and Frappon,
1991; Mosenthal and Ball, 1992; Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks ,
1993; McGilly, 1994; Scheurmen, 1998; Saunders and Goldberg, 1996).
Additionally, journals and professional texts began to flourish offering
research-based strategies for literacy teachers to implement (Graves,
1983; Palinscar and Brown, 1985;Holdoway, 1979; Dixon-Krauss, 1995).
Research also flourished as the driving force informing the work of
teachers most notably in the field of reading.
A second manifestation of this increased investigation of teacher
responsibility came in the form of a radical paradigm shift regarding the
process of teacher training. This shift led to an expanded definition of
teaching and what it meant to be a teacher. It was no longer mere
transmission of methods, but now a craft to be continuously refined. She
was no longer a repository of didactic information, but was now a
dynamic learner and inquirer always poised to "flexibly adapt [her]
actions to fit specific contexts" defined by Roehler and Duffy (1991) as
"instructional, effectiveness". Once again, constructivist ideology fueled
this shift as had happened in the case of student learning:
• Unless teachers are given ample opportunities to learn in
constructivist settings and construct for themselves educational
visions through which they can reflect on educational practices,
the instructional programs will be trivialized into "cookbook"
approaches (Brooks and Brooks as cited in Sparks and Hirsch,
1997, p. 11).
• ...it is the ability of the teacher to provide a context that
responsively shapes instruction to the needs of the learner that
makes the difference. It is not the content or form of the
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instruction, but opportunities that the teacher provides for the
student to negotiate meaning through talk. Ability to understand
and conceptualize learning and instruction at the cognitive and
sociolinguistic levels takes reflection, practice and time (Lyons,
1990, p. 374).
• Learning to teach is inseparable from learning to inquire (Dewey,
1910 as cited in Fueyo).
• Knowledge...demands a constant searching. It implies invention and
reinvention... in the learning process the only person who really
learns is s/he who appropriates what is learned, who apprehends
and thereby reinvents the learning; s/he who is able to apply the
appropriate learning to concrete existential situations. On the
other hand, the person who is filled by another with "content"
whose meaning s/he is not aware of which contradicts his or her
way of being in the world, cannot learn because s/he is not
challenged (Freire, 1972 as cited in Elsasser and John-Steiner,
1977, p. 101).
As new insights developed about the teacher as a learner, numerous
studies were launched which established a corollary relationship between
constructivist-oriented professional development efforts and heightened
levels of teacher change. (Mosenthal and Ball, 1992; Flick et al, 1997;
Stein, Norman and Clay-Chambers, 1997; Sparks and Hirsch 1997).
Numerous other studies concentrated more specifically on reflection and
practice establishing that such opportunities facilitated shifts in teacher's
thinking and instruction (Van Manen, 1977; CHft, Houston and Pugach,
1990; Sparks-Langer et al, 1992; Kilnon and Todnem, 1991; Brubacher,
Case and Regan, 1994; Pinnell, 1994). Through reflection, teachers are
encouraged to explore "cognitive structures" which they have created
based on their reactions with the world. These structures or "schemas"
represent "categories, theories and ways of knowing that provide maps of
the world" (Clinchy, 1995). Learning takes place when these "schemas"
Le. values, attitudes, beliefs come in contact with dissonant or new
information. Professional development opportunities with a constructivist
orientation place special emphasis on beliefs and attitudes as a vehicle for
engaging the teacher as a whole person in the learning process (Powell,
1972; Gurney, 1989; Perrone, 1991; Weiner, 1993; Floden et al, 1995;
Steffe and Gale, 1995; Morroco et al, 1995).
It is the concern with veteran teachers' dispositions or attitudes
9

towards learning that sets my study apart from many others. I maintain
that a veteran (literacy) teacher is unique as a learner. She enters the
professional development setting with a host of values, beliefs and a wide
range of experiences. She is required not only to pay attention to vast
amounts of research that have emerged since her initial training; she is
often required to implement ideas which seem alien and illogical to her.
In many cases, she operates out of a very different philosophical paradigm
than that espoused by recent research. She is being barraged with
massive amounts of research that have been developed since her initial
training. She is, simultaneously, being required to implement these ideas,
which may be foreign and illogical given her frame of reference. Forced
to operate cognitively (and quickly) at surface levels, many veterans
superficially implement literacy practices due to inadequate
understanding about underlying theories. But who's listening to the
veterans' voices? Who is attempting to take a pulse on what supports
their continuous learning as articulated by them? Anders (1991) found
stark contrasts between researchers' priorities and teachers' actual
epistemological and practice priorities. Dewey, more than half a century
ago provided insight about this much-needed collaboration between
practitioner and researcher:
[practitioners would be liberated] from the bondage of habit which is
always closing in on us, restricting our vision of both what is and
restricting our vision of both what is and what the actual may become
(p. 210) and the theorist would be liberated from the expectation that
they carry all the burdens of knowledge (1929, p. 298).
There is a requirement to move beyond explaining to the veteran
towards conversing with her. While research is burgeoning about more
constructivist-oriented methods of professional development, research
on the interplay of these methods as they relate to and support the
veteran literacy practitioner is scarce in the Uterature. The impact of
socialization patterns and entrenched belief systems has been studied, but
not with the specific targeted population in which I am interested
(Sarason, 1971; Holmes report (1980); Evans, 1989; Taylor, 1990;
Morocco et al, 1995; Schifter, 1996; Sparks and Hirsch, 1997). [I am not so
naive as to think that there is one simplistic solution to addressing professional
development issues regarding seasoned practitioners. Although not largely dealt
with due to limited scope of this research, systemic factors play a substantial role
(Werner, 1993; Swenson, 1995; Hague and Walker, 1996; Airasian and Walsh, 1997;
Sparks and Hirsch, 1997; Stem, 1997).]
In this study, it is my intent to conjoin discipHned inquiry with the
10

study of practice as experienced and reported by eight veteran literacy
teachers. I seek to hear their voices, their articulated vision amid the
cries for education reform in literacy. As a heuristic researcher, I bring
my own personal experiences as a veteran literacy teacher learner. This, I
hope, provides a level of believability for those policy makers and
administrators who embrace mandates discounting the value of more
constructivist approaches to professional development for veteran
educators. Hopefully, this research will extend the repertoire of teacher
educators, consultants, and other staff developers as they wrestle with
facilitating change via professional development efforts, which include
large numbers of veterans. Finally, and most importantly, 1 envision the
study being viewed by veterans themselves from two perspectives. First of
all, the engaged, vibrant veteran will come to understand that professional
development needs (informed by research) can and should be articulated
by her. Secondly, the marginal, but willing veteran will come to view
herself as a work in progress and to understand that there are "safe" ways
to learn and grow as a literacy professional. Such teacher empowerment,
I contend, leads naturally to students who are joyful, independent literacy
learners. I can vouch, personally, to that. Let us now proceed on this
journey as I traveled alongside eight veteran literacy educators. 1 sought
to hear their unique voices; I sought to hear how they personally
articulated needs for revitalization not retirement. Join me now.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY INCLUDING RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The purpose of this study was borne out of my very personal story
of professional transformation. Thus, it is critical that I explain some of
the experiences and thinking that gave impetus to the more specific
purpose of this research.
My career, as a teacher, began at the age of thirteen in Sunday
School. The church elders all marveled at how a fledgling disciple could
teach with such wisdom and confidence. My view of teaching as a calling
led me to decide, as a junior in high school, to become an elementary
teacher. I taught primary grades for many years before deciding to
specialize in reading. The need to problem solve and troubleshoot on
behalf of the struggling reader was certainly the catalyst for this move.
Driven also by an innate desire to instruct as well as inspire Title 1
students, I created a language arts game supported by a state funded
grant. During a subsequent teaching sabbatical awarded by the
Department of Education, my passion for working with other educators
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became apparent. As I reflect on Steffy's (1989) Life Career Model, I now
view this time as a transition from "professional" to "expert" teacher. I
served as a principal for a short while, but realized my true interest lay in
teacher education. As a Reading Recovery Teacher Leader working with
literacy specialists, that devotion (and skill) blossomed. These events
awakened that sense of calling, experienced thirty years ago, beckoning
me to support other veteran literacy teachers in the classroom who yearn
to understand and apply research-based principles in their daily teaching.
I began my research as a teacher-educator who had experienced the pain
and risk of change, as a teacher-researcher who adamantly believed that
students are our informants.
1 believe in the transformative power of teaching and my personal
ability to make a difference in students' lives. However, I view teaching as
a job filled with contradictory roles. Peter Elbow describes the
paradoxical nature of teaching as he writes, "teachers should be lawyers
for the defense" (1986, p. 149), taking an advocate stance supporting
strengths in order that students grow and learn. At the same time, he
describes teachers as "judges and prosecuting attorneys" (p. 149) as they
get involved in issues of grades and evaluation. I continuously grapple
with this paradox of being the pupil's supportive instructional ally while
simultaneously serving as the critical minded coach. In one role, 1
encourage interaction and a certain level of dependence. In the other, I
foster independence and self-actualization. Marie Clay writes about this
dissonance and poses these questions about which 1 too wonder. How do
I manage "to time the steps of pedagogy to match unfolding capacities",
how do 1 manage "to instruct without making the learner dependent, and
how do 1 manage to do both of these while keeping alive the zest for
further learning"? (1991, p. 344) This ongoing dynamic between the
developing student and the teacher intrigues me. 1 am increasingly
convinced that formative assessment serves to enrich this dynamic. This
constitutes the reason, in part, that utilization of the running record as an
assessment tool constituted a key element in the design of this research
project. Helping other veterans investigate accumulated beliefs and
knowledge about assessment represented authentic research in my quest
to support them as lifelong learners focused on finetuning their literacy
practice.
1 embarked on this journey seeking to provide opportunities for
expansion of veterans' schema regarding the nature of learning. The
complexities and contradictions, embedded in the act of teaching, had
become increasingly clear to me as I'd worked with Reading Recovery
teachers and their low-achieving students. I had come to understand the
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unproductiveness of transmission models because I'd learned how to
assess and build on strengths. I witnessed the accelerative nature of
teaching in constructivist-oriented ways. I saw struggling, dejected
readers evolve into empowered, independent readers. I experienced
working with teachers who valued inquiry, problem solving and critical
feedback as guides for instruction. Pinnell describes this phenomenon:
...the inquirer who tests hypotheses and reflects on the results gains more
than the accumulation of information and even more than learning the
answer to a particular question. The act of investigation contributes to
expansion and reformation of the original ideas; change in conceptual
understandings or learning is the result (1994, p. 10)
Armed with this ever evolving sense of what it means to teach, I
designed the purpose of this study. It is incumbent upon those of us in
teacher education to explore new paradigms of professional development
which embrace a philosophy of teaching as operating within
"indeterminate zones of practice (characterized by) uncertainty,
uniqueness and value conflict" (Schon, 1987, p. 6). This research allowed
me to facilitate exploration of theoretical underpinnings ; to provide
opportunities to view the goodness of teaching that's uncertain, tentative
and totally subject to student response. Through this study's design and
purpose, and newly discovered personal understandings, 1 sought a view
of the interrelatedness of these veterans' core beliefs, research-based
literacy practice and learner-centered professional development. 1
wondered if revolutionary paradigm and instructional shifts would occur
as had happened with me. What would it take to assist these seasoned
teachers in further learning ? How would they speak of support over the
years ? How would they articulate needs and barriers ? I saw this
research as a venue for providing answers to those questions.
Working in an urban setting with high rates of retention, large
numbers of special needs students and a host of other disheartening
elements, these teachers-like me- had stayed the course. Learning with
colleagues served as a major buttress for me. As a teacher educator, my
capacity as a teacher was expanded each time I interacted with others. I
pondered the importance of collegiality for veterans. What specific
factors had enabled them to stay the course ? Though in possession of
decades of experience, I continue to view teaching as a craft or puzzle
wherein I am always making connections. This constant making of
connections, 1 believe, revitalized my instruction leading to increased
potential for student learning. Collegial inquiry in conjunction with self-
initiated reflection facilitated my connection making. Without this
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ability, Haberman believes teachers are unable to develop and
improve...teachers with the ability to make connections, who can tick off
ways they can act upon or use an idea have an unlimited capacity for
growth (1995, p. 46). Haberman describes this kind of educator which he
calls a star teacher:
The ability to move from action to thought and back to action means that stars
continue to grow throughout their careers. They start out ahead, and get
better and better. Some teachers have a single year of experience, 30 times.
Without the ability to reflect on one's behavior, there is only rote learning.
Stars are able to reflect and thereby grow and develop on a career long basis.
In possession of an arsenal of understandings about my own professional
development as a veteran, 1 fashioned this research project.
As I worked with other veterans, my hope was to operationalize the
Vygotskian model described by Tharp and Gallimore (1988) helping them
"reproceed through assisted performance to self-regulation and exit the
learning zone in an automatized state." My vision, as I developed the
purpose of this research, was the empowerment of veteran literacy
educators via the mechanism of transformative professional development.
At the end of our journey together, I anticipated that they would:
• understand more deeply the transactional role they play in the
life of every child taught
•celebrate and advocate for specialized professional development
supports
• view barriers to learning as opportunities to boldly
articulate unmet professional development needs
•unabashedly embrace challenges of new learning proud of the
fact that effective teachers never "arrive"
The purpose of this study was to provide a paradigm of professional
development that recognizes the distinctive learning needs of veteran
teachers while simultaneously valuing their unique experiential strengths.
This study constituted an action research project (Patton, 1990) in which
the source of the major question lay in the problems and concerns
experienced by veteran literacy educators in urban elementary school
settings as they learned to use assessment as a guide for daily
instructional planning. The research enabled me to generate potential
solutions to the entrenchment of "appreciation systems" (Schon, 1983)
held by highly experienced educators in regards to an alternative method
of literacy assessment.
The thrust of Boston Public Schools' literacy effort during 1999-
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2000 was the promotion of formative assessment tools to guide
instruction among which was included the running record. Additionally,
this tool was selected based upon my experience with it as part of the
evaluative component (1992-1998) by the Center for Reading Recovery in
the Boston schools. In qualitative data collected, sixty-nine Reading
Recovery teachers regarded the running record as a means through which
they understood more clearly assessment guided instruction as it related
to the lowest achieving first grade readers in their schools.
GRAND TOUR aUESTION AND SUBQUESTIONS
Guided by the central question "How do professional
development opportunities regarding the use of running records
effect the thinking and practice of veteran teachers ?", 1
investigated the way in which eight veteran primary level teachers of
literacy learned to use the running record as a guide for instruction of 1-2
focal students deemed to be working below their potential by the
classroom teacher. 1 envisioned gaining perspectives peculiar to veterans,
teachers who had a great deal of knowledge and a wealth of experience,
but who recognized the value and need to continually finetune practice. I
wanted to learn about what it takes to engage these highly experienced
teachers in the process of change. Through this action research, 1 learned
about their learning as they extended and unlearned what they knew in
order to better assess and teach their students. Sub questions for the
study included:
1. How do veterans perceive and report shifts in their
thinking in regards to assessment "now and
then"
?
2. What particular aspects of this particular professional
development experience do veterans say support
these shifts ? What is challenging for them ?
3. In what observable/measurable ways can these shifts in
thinking be linked to changes in assessment
practices ?
4. To what extent does context [classroom/school/system]





•assessment- the act or process of gathering data in order to better
understand the strengths and weaknesses of student learning, as by
observation, testing, interviews, etc. (Harris and Hodges, 1995)
• assessment-driven instruction-teaching which relies on
systematic, ongoing observation with recorded data over time and
views student error as an opportunity to teach something (Clay,
1991)
• Beaver's Developmental Reading Assessment/DRA- a set of
specially selected assessment texts which help teachers to assess and
document primary readers' development over time in four areas:
previewing, oral reading strategy use (w/running record),
comprehension and reading habits. (Celebration Press, 1997)
• constructivist-oriented professional develonment-learning
experiences formulated with and by teachers in a risk-free
environment where they apply new knowledge as teacher-
researchers based on current research and reconstruction of
present understandings. These understandings are valued as are the
breadth of teachers' experiences. Teachers cite opportunity for
immediate practice in classrooms, relevance, and engagement with
a credible colleague as other critical factors (Taylor, 1990; Steffe
and Gale, 1995; Sparks and Hirsch, 1997; Hawley and Valli, 1999)
• running record-one type of authentic assessment that "involves
[recording] and examination of a reader's oral mistakes as the basis
for determining the strengths and weaknesses in the background
experiences and language skills of students as they read" (Clay,
1993; Harris and Hodges, 1995)
• thinking-assumptions, values, beliefs, opinions, understandings
held by teachers and accumulated over time by life's experiences;
these thoughts drive instructional practice (what they do in the
classroom) and are very often tacit or unstated (Schon, 1983) In
some cases, teachers admit to inability to clearly articulate rationale
for their thinking (Gurney, 1989).
•veteran (before research study) -an educator who has taught for
over fifteen years and who is in the mid-40's age bracket
(Meek, 1993; Endo and Metzer, 1998; Danielson and McGreal, 2000)
•veteran (after research study)- an educator who has taught five
years or more with an appropriate induction program and




Delimitations or ways I limited the research scope:
•Teachers were invited to participate subject to longevity of
service (20 or more years)
•Teachers were invited to participate based on their
experience of never having analyzed a running record to
guide instruction.
•Teachers were all primary level teachers.
• Curricular focus was early literacy assessment and
instruction.
•Targeted examination of a professional development
strategy i.e. after school study group model
Potential weaknesses (limitations) in the research design:
•purposive sampling procedures decreased the generalizability of
the findings( researcher known to all participants); all teachers
voluntarily participated)
•sample size of eight teachers
•researcher's position as a "Central Office" employee as well as a
colleague to principals may have impacted power dynamic and calls
disclosure of completely honest responses into question
•all participants were female; two males invited, no acceptances
•one participant was a trained Reading Recovery teacher, and
expert in running record analysis; decision reluctantly made in
order to increase sample size
•reasons for accelerated levels of student achievement attributable
to several sources; no way to delineate one causal factor
• professional development strategy involved no in-class support by
study group leader/researcher
•researcher bias; long-term collegial relationships with 3/8 teachers
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The people who come to see us bring us their stories. They
hope they tell them well enough so that we understand
the truth of their lives. They hope we know how to
interpret their stories correctly. We have to remember
that what we hear is their story.
Coles, 1989, p.70
Significance for researchers
Educational research is replete with studies about effective schools
(Lortie, 1975; Lightfoot, 1983; Lieberman and Miller, 1984; Purkey, 1983;
Haberman, 1995; Comer, ), effective teaching (Delpit, 1988 ; Hiebert,
1991; Palmer, 1998) and the process of educational change (Cuban, 1988;
FuUan, 1991; Hargreaves, 1996). Schools are now increasingly seen as
communities of learning and systems of networks (Rosenholtz, 1989;
Sizer, 1992; Sparks and Hirsch, 1997). However, with the wealth of
information about reform in the schools, there is little research which
presents this phenomenon through the eyes of the veteran educator~a
major player in the school community. We write about teachers; we write
for teachers, yet there remains a paucity of research that records their
voices. Huberman found "only a handful" of references to research on
teachers' careers and "no references" to life cycle issues of teachers as
professionals upon perusal of the massive work Handbook of Research on
Teaching in 1992. The few references he found were concerned with pre-
service education "as if the ensuing forty years were less meaningful units
of analysis" (p. 122). More than fifty percent of our nation's teachers are
highly experienced with more than 15 years of service (Meek, 1993). My
work involved looking at the nature of instructional change as directly
experienced and reported by eight seasoned literacy educators.
Change, I contend, will come by looking outside in as well as inside
out. Researchers have done a masterful job of looking from the outside
into our schools. This study supplements those research-based views by
presenting the perspective of those who live in our schools and have lived
there for many years-veteran practitioners. According to Rawlings
(1942) in his book Cross Creek, "a man may learn a great deal of the
general from studying the specific whereas it is impossible to know the
specific by studying the general ". 1 embarked on this study seeking
specific examination of change in eight veterans, yet hoping to be able to
understand more generally how to move veteran reading teachers toward
change in thinking and practice. Glesne and Peshkin posit that in a
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qualitative study, a particular case is likely to contribute to an
understanding of similar cases (1992, p. 148).
Educational researchers desirous of learning more about change
should fmd this study enlightening to the extent that it presents a
perspective from a very specific but vital school community member—the
veteran educator. For external researchers, there is "trading point" value
in collaborating with practitioners as researchers. Goodson posits that
the world is seen through different perspectives of thinking and daily
work. The external researcher can "offer back goods in the trade": the
practitioner offers data and insights while the external researcher, "in
pursuing glimpses of structure in different ways, may also bring data and
insights" (1992, p. 119). In the richness of that collaboration, is then
found a wealth of insight about schooling.
Significance for practitioners
In most research about effective schools, student outcomes
constitute the bottomline. Many teachers grapple with how to best meet
the diverse needs of an entire classroom of children. This study
demonstrates the power of observation and close individual assessment of
children to shift thinking and transform literacy instruction. By the end
of our time together-approximately eight months-the learning trajectory
of every focal student (selected based on academic need) was positively
impacted. In a majority of these cases, teacher expectations changed as a
direct result of observation and meticulous ongoing individual
assessment. Additionally, some teachers reported that knowledge
emanating from observation of a focal student was applied to other
students. Other struggling readers in the classroom made academic
strides as well. While there is no presumption that involvement in the
study was the only factor supporting student strides, research
participants were definitive about instructional assistance provided by
study group participation. I am especially heartened by the teachers'
reports about the level of success with their most puzzling students.
According to research by Hargreaves and Fullan (1992), bringing low
achievers "up to speed" was acknowledged by experienced teachers as
one of their most challenging tasks.
These veteran teachers, some of whom had taught for over 30
years, marveled at students' strengths that were uncovered. They then
modified instructional approaches due to increased close observation and
assessment continually using the running record and Beaver's
Developmental Reading Assessment. It appears that surprises regarding a
student's academic behavior-documented by these tools-left teachers with
a compulsion to adjust instruction. This modified instruction, nurtured
by monthly study group exchanges, led to further learning by students as
well as the teachers themselves. The students, in essence, became
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instructional informants (Elbow, 1986). It was heartwarming to see such
highly experienced teachers actually being surprised by students after all
these years ! It also speaks to the issue of tenure, and that with
appropriate professional development supports, continued excitement
about teaching can be engendered among the most veteran staff.
This experience, I believe, is analogous to a pebble dropped in a
pond. That is, surprises via observation led to thinking shifts which led to
instructional changes leading to student strides which led to more
instructional risk-taking supported by ongoing assessment which led to
more surprises followed by thinking shifts and accompanying
instructional change and so on. A critical lesson to be learned here is
that instructional practice can be improved for all children, notably those
most at risk, when teachers buy into the efficacy of assessment guided
instruction.
Significance for policvmakers
In Massachusetts, the Education Reform Bill was enacted in 1993.
Professional development for teachers is a major component of most
reform initiatives. Educational decisionmakers and stakeholders clamor
for results. Teachers now operate in a work environment driven by
standards and accountability at national, state and local levels. By and
large, veterans, along with other stakeholders, realize that ways in which
we were trained and socialized often do not support today's students'
learning needs (Danielson and McGreal, 2000).
This realization alone is not enough. Veterans need support as they
work toward change. Although the view of reform as improvement is
more popular, for many veterans, reform is associated with loss of tightly
held beliefs and practices. In some cases, it is accompanied by feelings of
confusion and incompetence (Evans, 1996). It is confirming that this
research-based perspective is a leitmotiv in my personal journey as a
veteran. Policymakers need to be apprised of this more complex view of
professional development in regards to the veteran educator. My
research highlights critical ideas that have not been fully appreciated by
policymakers. As major decisionmakers, they are in a position to effect
change in models of professional development. It is not simply a question
of more professional development. There is, 1 believe, little disagreement
on that point. However, the kind of professional development which
leads to self-initiated growth, instructional change and student gains
requires much more attention from policymakers. Have they considered
that over half of those facilitating instruction in schools have operated for
more than 20 years ? There are countless years of experience that need
to be considered when professional development initiatives are created.
Fashioning a learning experience for a veteran of 20 years and an
apprentice with two years cannot be approached in the same way. The
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supports needed as well as challenges posed will present themselves
quite differently for the highly experienced teacher. In most cases, as in
this study, veterans easily articulate what is helpful and what is not.
Policymakers need to listen more intently.
Additionally with an early retirement bill looming on the horizon in
Massachusetts, we face a crippUng teacher shortage if we don't
acknowledge the importance of supporting their professional
development needs more appropriately. Less people are entering the
teaching profession (Yeo, 1997 ); we need our veterans not only to stay
as competent instructors, but to serve as experienced mentors for
apprentice teachers. Strategies must be ferreted out to reenergize and
rekindle their desire to be and do their best. This research presents one
possible vehicle for accomplishing that. It illustrates the power of and the
need for mentoring despite one's tenure. It underscores the importance
of talking to learn accompanied by deliberate provision of time to
practice, refine, question, fail and try again. Policymakers are in a
position to provide budgetary supports which recognize these ideas. It
confirms the relational nature of learning even for the most senior
teachers among us, the crucial role of principals as instructional leaders,
and the overwhelming influence of a system's culture on continued
learning, all insights articulated bv these eight veterans. Understanding
the ramifications of these ideas can facilitate more wise decisionmaking
on the part of stakeholders who participate in formulating policy
regarding professional development.
PROCEDURES
Assumptions and Rationale For a Qualitative Design
"Qualitative inquiry cultivates the most useful of all human capacities -
the capacity to learn from others."
Patton, 1990, p. 7
I selected qualitative study precisely because of the opportunity it
affords for learning from other veteran educators. It was "situational
responsiveness" (p. 39) that drove my decision. 1 designed my research
based on the goals of my investigation, the questions I sought to answer
and the human resources of which 1 deliberately sought to avail myself. 1
believe it is not so much a question of strict adherence to prescribed
canons of qualitative or quantitative methods, but rather appropriateness
of the design (Creswell, p. 161).
By selecting a qualitative approach it was my interest to inquire into
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the "process of understanding a social or human [issue] i.e. professional
development needs of the veteran educator based on "building a complex,
holistic picture, formed with words, reporting detailed views of [teachers]
and conducted in a natural setting (Creswell, 1994, p. 2). Alternatively, 1
did not pursue a quantitative study wherein I would inquire based on
"testing a theory composed of variables, measured with numbers and
analyzed with statistical procedures, in order to determine whether the
predictive generalizations of the theory [held] true" (p. 3).
Qualitative inquiry intrigues me because there is no one correct way
to conduct it. It is dynamic and constructive by its very nature.
Knowledge is not a didactic entity; it evolves in an inductive fashion
through interaction with research participants, examination of the
literature and reflection. We were all teachers and learners in a very
iterative process.
Patton and Creswell (1994) describe characteristics of qualitative
inquiry but Patton prefers calling them "strategic ideals" (1990, p. 59).
These ideals were useful as I considered a rationale for my research and
designed the study.
• Concern mainly with process rather than product; "especially
appropriate for developing, innovative or changing programs
where the focus is on program improvement facilitating more
effective implementation, and exploring a variety of effects on
participants" (p. 53). [I sought to explore the effects ofa
constructivist-oriented experience, not focused on evaluating
or judging teachers.]
• Focus on informants' perspectives and experiences; desire to
understand nuances of multiple realities; "meanings and
interpretation are negotiated with human data sources
because it is the subjects' realities that the researcher
attempts to reconstruct" (Creswell, 1994). Thus, data is not
quantifiable. [I sought descriptive detail and real-life examples
ofpoints being made in journals and interviews.]
• Researcher is the main instrument for data collection and
analysis; data is mediated through an investigator committed
to understanding the world as it is remaining true to multiple
perspectives that evolve and balanced in reporting, confirming
and dissonant evidence. [1 was vigilante about exploring and




• Inclusion of fieldwork and physical interaction with people as
behavior is observed and documented. [I facilitated all study
groups, and documented events by audiotaping , videotaping
and writing analytic memos.] Bryn (1963, p. 226 cited by
Patton, 1990) describes my rationale:
"The mandate to go into the field...involves the studied commitment to
actively enter the worlds of interacting individuals (Danzin, 1978a, p
8-9). This makes possible description and understanding of both
externally observable behaviors and internal states (worldview,
opinions, values, attitudes, symboUc constructs, and so on). For the
qualitative researcher attention to inner perspectives does not
involve administering attitude surveys. "The inner perspective
assumes that understanding can only be achieved by actively
participating in the life of the observed and gaining insight by
means of introspection"
• Inductive process in which researcher builds ideas and theories
from details; accuracy of the information is intricately tied to
verification of information from data triangulation. [Through
several sources of data, 1 sought enlightenment about issues
related to veterans' learning. For example, monthly running
records served to confirm journal entries and interview data
about student academic gains. Conversely, classroom
audiotapings in conjunction with study group dialogue served
to delineate disconnects between public talk and daily
practice.]
• Concern with in-depth description and understandings gleaned
from actual quotations capturing informants' perspectives and
experiences. [The driving questions proved highly operative in
highlighting teachers' actual descriptions and conceptions
about assessment.]
These foregoing basic considerations provided a more clear direction for
the qualitative road I chose to travel.
Concurrently, reflection on some differences between the two major
paradigms - quantitative/experimental and qualitative/naturalistic -
represented yet another helpful strategy for explicating rationale for a
qualitative inquiry. Lofland describes my sentiments regarding those who




In everyday life, statistical sociologists, like everyone else, assume that
they do not knov^ or understand very well people they do not see or
associate with very much. They assume that knowing and
understanding other people requires that one see them reasonably
often and in a variety of situations relative to a variety of issues.
Moreover, statistical sociologists, like other people, assume that in order
to know or understand others, one is well advised to give some conscious
attention to that effort in face-to-face contacts. They assume, too, that
the internal world of sociology - or any other social world - is not
understandable unless one has been part of it in a period time. How
utterly paradoxical, then, for these same persons to turn around and
make, by imphcation, precisely the opposite claim about people they
have never encountered face-to-face - those people appearing as
numbers in their tables and as correlations in their matrices! (1971, p.
3).
A quantitative approach would not have allowed me to understand
the realities and minutiae of a teacher's professional life. It would
necessarily preclude development of closeness (physical and emotional)
with other veterans in the social sense of shared experience and
confidentiality. I needed to get close to the sources of data (the teachers)
in order to pay more attention to setting, interdependences,
complexities, idiosyncrasies and context as teachers' understandings
developed over time. I consciously did not seek the distance or
detachments that quantitative research calls for. Vowing to get my hands
dirty, I decided against a research paradigm, which would have me
describe teachers in quantified, standardized dimensions. Statistical
relationships and isolated variables would not have provided adequate
answers to the questions about which 1 pondered.
Taking into account the theoretical perspectives of the two
paradigms also supported my decision-making. Positivism has origins in
social sciences dating back to the theories of Comte, Durkheim, Newton
and Locke ( J. Smith, 1983). According to this theory, facts and causes of
social phenomena exist apart from the subjective states of individuals
(Patton, 1990). The qualitative paradigm is termed the naturalistic
approach with roots in philosophy and sociology. It began as a counter
movement to positivist ideas, through theories such as Dilthey, Weber and
Kant (J. Smith, 1983). The researcher "is committed to understanding
social phenomena from the actor's own perspectives... The important
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reality is what people perceive it to be (Taylor and Bogdan, 1984). 1
subscribe to the second theory which requires that I attempt to
investigate and understand the veterans' world as it actually exists to
them, and not as I imagine it to be with theories to test or predetermined
facts and causes to support or refute. Therefore, given the purpose of my
research, I saw myself in this paradigm - as an involved social scientist
seeking insight, which Patton (1990) describes as the "core of social
knowledge". Insights are gained not by standing on the outside and
looking in, but by being on the inside of the phenomena...participat[ing]
in an activity which generates interest, purpose, point of view, value,
meaning intelligibility and bias" (p. 58).
As theoretical constructs are considered, two assumptions surface
here as well-ontological and epistemological in nature. The quantitative
researcher views reality as that which lies outside of the informants,
something that can be measured by a tool. My research, however, sought
to explore reality via multiple lenses: my own, other veterans and readers
interpreting the study. The second assumption is related to yet a third
one. My relationship with the researched was designed to be collegial and
interactive, not distant or removed. Simultaneously, there was an
axiological assumption. The positivist's values are kept out of a
quantitative study. I, on the other hand, readily professed the values and
personal biases brought to this study. Indeed, it was values regarding
professional development that propelled me into this academic journey ! I,
as the researcher, happily placed myself on center stage as the evaluator
of information gathered from the data.
A final assumption related to axiological (or values) issues is
rhetoric for the research. The positivist values impersonal and formal
language based on a set of predetermined definitions. My study, on the
other hand, includes informal language, and is written in first person.
Words such as understanding, discover and explore are prevalent;
definitions evolved as the study proceeded.
One final factor, which led me to select a qualitative approach, was
the nature of the problem and the need for exploration. Creswell (1994)
posits that in most quantitative studies, the problem grows out of the
literature, which may be substantial. Variables are known, and there may
be preexisting theories that need to be confirmed. On the other hand,
qualitative studies are launched because a problem needs exploration
since there is a paucity of information. This is precisely why I selected the
issue of continuing professional development for veteran literacy
educators. Very few studies exist regarding the issue of continuous
learning for the highly experienced literacy educator, although much
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research has been carried out in the areas of Uteracy and professional
development.
I undertook a qualitative study because 1 wanted to focus on the
context that would shape understandings of how the veteran literacy
teacher is encouraged and sustained as a learner. I looked for categories
that would form a pattern. Unlike a quantitative study, the process was
fluid and dynamic. While particular theories of teacher development
(Pinnell, 1994; Steffy, 1989) helped shape the design, theories did not
rigidly guide the study because such theories - in regards to the veteran -
are incomplete and inadequate.
Qualitative inquiry allowed me to conduct research with the notion
of developing exploration or "pattern theories". Neuman (1991)
describes the aspects of such theory development:
Pattern theory does not emphasize logical deductive reasoning. Like
casual theory, it contains an interconnected set of concepts and
relationships, but it does not require causal statements. Instead pattern
theory uses metaphor or analogies so that relationship 'makes sense.'
Pattern theories are systems of ideas that inform. The concepts and
relations within them form a mutually reinforcing closed system. They
specify a sequence of phases or link parts to a whole (p. 38).
In other words, there were interconnections between data I collected and
theories that were emerging. Propositions were generated from data in a
dialectic fashion that permitted me to use theoretical frameworks, but the
qualitative stance allowed me the freedom to use a theoretical framework
without requiring conversion of the framework into a container into
which data was poured (Lather, 1986). I did not conduct this research
specifically looking for cause-effect relationships, although seemingly
interdependent variables did evolve.
Naturalistic inquiry afforded me the opportunity to work within the
real world setting of a teacher study group. As a participant-observer, I
was delighted when teachers described successes, and empathetic as they
articulated challenges. Although participants agreed to attend after
school sessions, submit student work samples and written monthly
reflections, there were no predetermined constraints or outcomes. They
were always free to bow out. My demeanor, from the outset, was non-
manipulative and non-controlling with a stated openness to whatever
emerged from the research and our time together. My role was to
discover not to prove, test or evaluate them. Guba (1978) describes such
inquiry as a wave in which the researcher moves from varying degrees of
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discovery to varying emphasis of verification in attempt to understand the
real world.
Pursuing a qualitative study allowed me the freedom to consider the
veteran from a holistic perspective. That is, factors affecting her growth
and development are complex and interdependent. The veteran teacher
has prior socialization and training experiences as well as tacit belief and
value systems. Compounding the complexity are contextual factors that
operate at the classroom, school and system-wide level. Examining
professional development as a phenomenon among veterans required,
that I study it as a "complex system that is more than the sum of its parts"
(Patton, 1990, p. 4). Via this more constructivist approach, I was able to
gather data on multiple aspects of a teacher's setting in order to assemble
a comprehensive picture. Thus, triangulation of data which included a
series of interviews, videotaped group sessions, audio taped lessons,
student work samples and written reflections permitted me to treat each
teacher's case as unique with "its own particular meaning and its own
constellation of relationships emerging from and related to the context
within which it exist [ed]" (p. 5). For example, in most cases there was a
clear positive correlation between teacher efficacy and administration
involvement. Yet, in one case, the correlation was negative. In yet
another example, collegial interaction was deemed supportive and
problematic by the same respondent. Qualitative inquiry allowed me to
uncover such complex interrelationships rather than search out discrete,
linear cause-effect connections.
Being able to study the cases of particular veterans supported the
purpose of my research. Patton (1990) calls this unique case orientation.
Qualitative study was especially useful because I wanted to understand
special people - highly experienced teachers - and a particular problem -
professional development. Studying these eight teachers, as unique cases,
afforded me opportunities to explore in depth by gathering information
rich in detail. The cases were rich "in the sense that a great deal [could]
be learned from a few exemplars of the phenomenon in question."
Because all teachers involved were veterans, common outcomes were less
important then individualized outcomes and "the more a program or
treatment aims at individualized outcomes, the greater the
appropriateness of quahtative case methods" (p. 54). This mode of
research supported me in my task of understanding and interpreting how
eight veteran teachers in a social setting viewed their professional world.
The design of my study included comprehensive, long-term interactions
with relevant people (Glesne and Peshkin 1994, p. 6).
Via this case orientation and in the context of a study group,
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qualitative inquiry allowed me to explore professional development from
the inside out, an emic view. Being the study group facilitator sensitized
me to complexities and contradiction of context as viewed by teachers...
Peshkin comments:
[Qualitative researchers] thereby give credence to the contextual nature
within which both the researchers and their research phenomena
abide, and also to the fact that both are... Shaped by and embody passion
and values that are expressed variably in time and place (1988, p. 418).
My worldview also led to consideration of a qualitative study.
Because of my own learning journey as a veteran, 1 could not embrace a
quantitative approach. Surveys, checklists or research conducted within
by outsiders were insufficient in my view, to describe how veterans felt
about professional development. I saw reality as subjective and needed
close interaction with these teachers. If I could articulate professional
development needs and concerns, why couldn't other veterans? I do not
down play the role of research or literature or objectivity. 1 simply
contend that the approach must be more inclusive , and that includes
listening to the voices of actual veterans. Like Anders (1990, p. 216), 1
believe researchers must do more listening and less "explaining" because
"teachers knowledge and language have not been valued [enough] and,
therefore have not been adequately studied..." Additionally, in terms of
my psychological attributes (Creswell, 1994), I was comfortable with lack
of fixed rules and procedures, and the emerging nature of the research. 1
am an individual who takes in and has a relatively high toleraince for
ambiguity, which the qualitative method demands. This kind of research
generally requires more time, and the study lasted for almost an entire
school year.
A final factor was the audience for my study, which included those
who were supportive of qualitative research. My graduate committee,
journal editors, state and local educational agencies, college faculty and
colleagues are all accustomed to this kind of approach, and view this




Type of Qualitative Design Used
The identified problems and strengths of these [action-oriented]
alternative models suggests that much potential lies in the concept of
practitioners (e.g. teachers, nurses, social workers) as researchers who
investigate, with others, their own "backyard" (Bissex and Bullock,
1987; Ebbutt 1985; Goswami and Stillman 1987; GrifGths, 1985;Hustler,
Cassidy and Caff, 1 986; Miller 1 990; Mohr and Maclean, 1 987).
Practitioners who couple basic research theories and techniques viith
an action- oriented alternative mode can develop collaborative,
reflective data collecting and analysis teams for their own practices and
thereby better the socio-political-economic context in which they dwell
(Glesne and Peshkin, 1992, p. 2).
Qualitative inquiry presents an expansive menu of options based on
varying theoretical traditions. Due to the clear, definitive differences
between the qualitative/naturalistic and quantitative/experimental
models, a belief exists among many that there are only two
methodological choices. This is not the case as Patton (1990, p. 65)
states "...qualitative inquiry is not a single thing with a singular subject
matter. He further states that "the rich tapestry of qualitative inquiry is
woven together from many threads" depending on purpose, rationale for
the research and how questions are being asked.
While all qualitative approaches recognize the importance of
inductively generated theories and research which is grounded in the
empirical world, there are distinct differences in what qualitative
researchers conceptualize as important to ask, elucidate and understand
about the empirical world. Based on these conceptualizations, there are a
variety of theoretical traditions and orientations within qualitative study.
My study, I believe, was phenomenological because it focused on
"descriptions of what people [teachers] experience and how it is that they
experience what they experience" (Patton, 1990, p. 71). I sought to
understand how veterans experienced the structure and "essence" of
professional development as they worked in totally unfamiliar territory -
formative assessment. I wanted to explore how thev were making sense of
the experience, how thev were describing things, essentially how thev
were developing a worldview.
Phenomenology is a philosophical tradition first developed by
German philosopher Edmund Husserl (1859-1938). It was extended and
established as a major philosophical and social science perspective
through the work of Alfred Schutz (1977, as cited in Patton, 1990). It has
recently been an influence in certain types of psychotherapy (Moustakas,
1988, as cited in Patton, 1990). The basic philosophical assumption is
that "we can only know what we experience by attending to perceptions
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and meanings that awaken our conscious awareness" (p. 69).
Through this study group process, a key dimension identified my
study as phenomenological in nature: the assumption that there is an
essence or essences to shared experiences. That is, there are core
meanings mutually understood among and between the informants and
the researcher. This method involved "studying a small number of
subjects through extensive and prolonged engagement to develop patterns
and relationships of meaning (Dukes, 1984; Oiler, 1986, as cited in
Creswell, 1994). In my study, we all were veterans, and I already had
undergone professional development in unfamiliar territory, which had
been transformational. In this qualitative orientation, experiences of
different people are bracketed, analyzed and compared to identify
essences of the phenomenon... it is the defining characteristic of a purely
phenomenological study (Patton, 1990, p. 70). While each teacher had a
unique set of behaviors, which were treated as truth, the phenomenologist
"assumes a commonality in those human experiences and must use
vigorously the method of bracketing to search for those commonalities.
Results obtained...can then be related and integrated with those of other
phenomenologists studying the same experience, or phenomenon
(Eichelberger, 1989, p. 6, as cited in Patton, 1990).
Two other implications of this perspective include:
• The importance of knowing what people experience, and how
they interpret their world.
• The only way for us to really know what another person
experiences is to experience for ourselves. This leads to the
importance of participant observation.
Glesne and Peshkin (1992) posit that researchers may elect to
integrate techniques based on being flexible to learning about social
phenomenon from varying theoretical perspectives. I concur and as a
result, also describe my research as reflective of heuristic inquiry which is
a derivative of phenomenology. Heuristic inquiry is strongly rooted in
humanistic psychology (Maslow, 1956; Rogers 1961, 1969, 1977; Polanyi,
1962, as cited in Patton, 1990), and its emphasis on personal knowledge
indwelling and the tacit dimension. That is, much human understanding is
unstated or can't be articulated yet it gives rise to hunches, insights and
new meanings. Thus, the rigor of heuristic inquiry is conversation with
self and others to unearth understandings. As I analyzed data, I
constantly moved back and forth between my own previous experiences,
and the "lived" experiences which the teachers were describing. Such
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study fit my adventuresome and empathetic stance as a learner as
captured by the following researchers:
• This mode of inquiry affirms the possibility that one can live deeply
and passionately in the moment; be fully immersed in mysteries
and miracles, and still be engaged in meaningful research
experience (Patton, 1990).
• The power of heuristic inquiry lives in its potential for disclosing
truth. Through exhaustive self-search, dialogues with others and
creative depictions of experience, a comprehensive knowledge is
generated beginning as a series of subjective understandings and
developing into a systematic and definitive exposition (Douglas
and Moustakas, 1984, p. 48, as cited in Patton, 1990).
• Discovery comes from a kind of being wide open to surrender to the
thing itself, a recognition that one must relinquish control and be
tumbled about with the newness and drama of a searching focus
that is taking over life (Douglas and Moustakas, 1984, p. 47, as
cited in Patton, 1990).
By defining my study as heuristic, I did seek surprises, and to be
"tumbled about" concerning new understandings in regards to
professional development as experienced by other veterans. Vigilante
about control issues, I held tightly to my facilitator role insisting that
teachers view me as a participant-observer who was there to learn. They
were learning something different than I, but we were all learning.
Heuristic inquiry required that I have a personal and intense experience
leading to new insights about professional development. Secondly, it
called for a sharing of the intensity of those heightened revelations with
the co-researchers. The word heuristic originated from the Greek word
heurisian, which means to discover. At the forefront of the heuristic
study are discoveries, personal insights and reflections "of the researcher
along with the researched". Via the medium of a study group, such
inquiry developed "a sense of connections between [me] and the
[teachers] in [our] mutual efforts to elucidate the nature, meaning and
essence of a significant human experience" (Patton, 1990, p. 72).
Heuristic research highlights and sets as a priority, the manner in which I
conducted myself as the primary instrument. It presented a real challenge





Patton posits that deciding what one wants to be able to say
something about at the end of this study helps researchers select
appropriate units of analysis. Cases (individuals), a specific group, a
particular program, time sampling were all units of analysis I chose, and
they were not mutually exclusive (Patton, 1990). That is, I wanted to
report findings about individual cases, depicting them as a group of highly
experienced teachers was another unit of analysis; analyzing the program
(i.e., the study group) as a vehicle for learning was a third unit of analysis.
Finally, looking at the specific individuals at particular time junctures
(early, mid and end of project) was especially useful in order to gauge
changes, both cognitively and practically.
Special Characteristics of the Design
Teachers were selected due to their veteran status. That is, all had
been teaching for more than twenty years. They participated in six
ninety-minute study groups focused on formative assessment agreeing to
follow one or two students utilizing the running record. This was, in fact,
a kind of applied research wherein teachers were being helped to
accomplish a task. The strength of this research was its immediate
practical use. It was, in fact, action-oriented (Neuman, 2000, p. 25)
because:
• The teachers themselves participated in the research.
• The research sought to raise consciousness about professional
development needs of veterans.
• The research was explicitly political, not value neutral.
• My goal was to improve the professional lives of teachers.
• My goal was empowerment in that veterans were self-reporting
professional development needs.
• My assumption was that ordinary people [practitioners] could
develop awareness of conditions, articulate and implement
actions to improve those conditions.
• I sought limited generalizations that concerned the effectiveness of
a specific intervention (study group) on a specified population
(veterans) under specifiable conditions (Patton, 1990).
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The action-oriented approach in this study, I believe, is reflective of
Freire's (1972/1988) work in which I viewed myself as a
participatory researcher helping these veteran teachers develop
"critical consciousness" about their work as professionals..."
(Glesne and Peshkin, 1992, p. 11).
Role of the Researcher
Complete objectivity is impossible, pure subjectivity undermines
credibility, the researcher's passion is understanding the world
in all its complexity... the researcher involves personal
experience and empathetic insight as part of the data, while
taking a neutral non-judgmental stance toward whatever context
may emerge.
Patton, 1990, p. 41.
1 entered this study as a colleague of the research participants, a
literacy teacher with nearly thirty years in the field myself. During 1991-
1992, 1 went through a professional transformation in terms of theoretical
understandings and practice due to my involvement in Reading Recovery
- an early intervention program borne out of the efforts of New Zealand
educational psychologist and literacy theorist, Marie Clay. Due to the
responsibilities of my position in this urban district, I had worked
alongside some of these teachers as a coach, mentor and supervisor. In
one case, I had served as a Reading Recovery professional development
specialist with Tina ( 30 year veteran) mentoring and observing literacy
lessons for an entire school year. In another case, I had known Tracy (33
year veteran) as an apprentice teacher, colleague and friend for nearly
twenty-five years. More recently, 1 had worked in her school and that of
Mary as a district-sponsored literacy coach. In another case, 1 had hired
Kate (20 year veteran) while serving as a principal in this urban district.
The relationship between Kate and I was diffident but mutually respectful.
The other four participants all knew about me, and were referred by
colleagues who had worked with me.
The doctrine of verstehen undergirded my work. This tradition
stresses, "empathetic understanding based on personal experiences and
connections between mental states and behavior" (p. 57). Because of
personal transformative experiences in professional development and my
status as a veteran, I felt 1 brought to this research "a capacity to know
and understand [the teachers] through empathetic introspection and
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reflection based on ...interaction with [them]". It was my intention to
delve deeply, desiring to "check the code" of the veterans' culture,
seeking "categories into which [these teachers] coded actions and
thoughts as they learned about an unfamiliar strategy [running records] in
the context of a social setting - the study group.
The heuristic nature of the research flooded my thoughts as
preconceived notions swirled in my head. I had biases about what they
might be feeling and experiencing. For example, fear of letting others
know about weak understandings had crippled me at times. How would I
build an atmosphere of trust? Having to shed tightly held conceptions
had not been easy for me. How would 1 deal with this phenomenon if it
showed up as resistance or in some other negative form? The literature
regarding professional development (Evans, 1989; Steffy, 1989; Fullan,
1991; Sparks & Hirsch, 1997; Pinnell, 1994; Darling Hammond, 1997)
provided me with ideas for structuring the study particularly for veterans.
Familiarity with the setting and topic led to ties and rapport with
most of the research participants; this presented both a blessing and a
curse. Therefore, I needed to proceed with caution. Yes, there was
reason to celebrate: my knowledge of the topic and personal experiences
provided me with the opportunity to "build on tacit knowledge that is the
peculiar province of the human instrument" (Guba and Lincoln, 1981, p.
113). Similarly, Patton's stance is that "many major contributions to our
understanding of the world have come from scientists' personal
experiences" (p. 48), including Piaget, Dewey and Newton. He goes on to
state that" closeness does not make bias and loss of perspective
inevitable; distance is no guarantee of objectivity" (p. 48). While these
revelations made me feel better about working in my own backyard, I
embraced a self-imposed mandate that my study be credible and
legitimate.
First of all, I worked hard at adopting an "attitude of strangeness" by
questioning and observing ordinary things. 1 fought hard not to assume
that these teachers viewed this learning experience as 1 did. McCracken
posits that "intimate acquaintance with one's own culture can create as
much blindness as insight" (1988, p. 12). I did not want to be blinded by
what I knew. 1 knew it would short-circuit discovery - the reason I began
this journey in the first place. My constant quest was to see events from
an outsider's view as "social processes" (Neumann, p. 356). Davis
provided me with an insightful approach - the Martian and the convert.
The Martian sees everything as strange, and questions
assumptions, whereas the convert accepts everything and
wants to become a believer. Researchers need both views, as
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well as the ability to switch back and forth (1973, as cited in Neumann,
2000).
Balancing my roles as researcher, learner and "acceptable
incompetent" presented challenges all along the way. As a researcher, I
needed to be always attuned to my behavior and its influence on the
teachers. The dynamic of that interaction was complicated because of
preexisting collegial ties. Seeking honest feedback, from the teachers
about my interaction with them, facilitated this continuous self-
monitoring. As a learner, I was expected to listen, limiting my talk and
display of authority. This was extremely difficult due to teachers' prior
work with me as a mentor. In at least two cases, 1 had known the level of
competence to be less than satisfactory. So I struggled with personal
predispositions as well. Embracing the role of "acceptable incompetent"
(Neumann, p. 359) was gratifying because it allowed me the freedom to
be a learner and a teacher at the same time. An acceptable incompetent
is someone who is partially competent (skilled or knowledgeable) in the
setting, but who is accepted as a non-threatening person who needs to be
taught. I taught and facilitated the study group as a literacy specialist -
that was a mutually agreed upon role. But, 1 constantly reminded teachers
of the need to view me as one who sincerely wanted to learn more about
professional development. As the research evolved, I sensed they
understood that sincerity because constructive comments and suggestions
were frequent and voluntary. Glesne and Peshkin's "tests" (1992) also
elucidated appropriate roles I should be playing:
• Was 1 seeing things 1 never noticed before ?
• Was there a growing determination to see things from the teacher's
perspective ?
• Were lots of things I heard or saw being connected or at least being
considered for connection to the idea of professional development
for veterans ?
A fmal issue 1 grappled with involved the degree of personal rapport
with certain members of the group. 1 related more easily with group
members who were flexible as learners. That is, they listened and were
willing to take risks attempting an instructional proposition without
prejudging its utility. One member, on the other hand, passively
dismissed novel theoretical insights and instructional possibilities without
any consideration. However, being committed as a researcher to looking
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at the same things again and again, "until they themselves began to speak"
(Malcolm, 1987, p. 95), I was determined to stave off annoyance, accept
experientially based (and opposing) viewpoints, and consider the issue
from the teacher's perspective. I must confess that the inclination to
demonstrate my authority, citing "the research", continually reared its
head. Constant reminders to myself that 1 was an "acceptable
incompetent" helped quell this tendency on my part.
Gaining Entry
1 selected a large urban school district as the setting, with the intent
of investigating data rich cases, a variety of activities and events over
time. In this district, over fifty percent of the teachers have been teaching
more than twenty years. Because I was employed by the system, physical
access was not a problem.
Neumann (2000, p. 353) compares field entry to peehng layers of
skin from an onion. It is an interesting analogy, because it is how I felt.
First of all, I approached a major gatekeeper - the Research and
Development Officer. After submitting a copy of my research proposal, I
was instructed to notify all administrators whose teachers would be
involved. The question of which administrators to contact was solved by
selecting those whose express focus was on an initial investigation of
formative assessment. 1 sent flyers to sixteen principals with no response.
I placed follow-up phone calls to those principals. In most cases,
information had merely been put in teachers' mailboxes.
After much vexation about limited responses, 1 conferred with my
Dissertation Chairperson, who recommended I make personal contact
with veteran teachers. The suggestion worked. 1 knew this represented
the final layer of onion skin to be peeled ! This strategy greatly enhanced
samphng methods (to be explained in another section).
Access was gained in half of the cases through an intermediary. Two
of those situations involved a gatekeeper. I clarified the purpose of the
research, provided explicit written statements about what was expected of
informants, a well as delineated steps to retain confidentiality and
anonymity. This phase of negotiation and disclosure was not as extensive
as it generally might have been due my long-term tenure and standing in
the system.
After an initial extended phone conversation with the interested




• purpose of the study
• reason for selection
• expectations
• remuneration (for study group involvement)
• informed consent form (for signature)
• interview schedule
•study group schedule
• transcription procedures addressing anonymity issues.
It is at this juncture of the disclosure stage, that I addressed the
issue of reciprocity. 1 needed to obtain data, and the teachers selected
needed something, which would make their cooperation worthwhile. I
wrote a mini grant, which enabled each informant to receive a small
stipend as well as her own copy of the Developmental Reading
Assessment/DRA tool being used by the school system. This was
welcomed by 7/8 participants, since in all buildings they were sharing
this tool. 1 attended to the issue of reciprocity because I contend as
Jorgensen does that "mutual trust, respect and cooperation [were]
dependent on the emergence of an exchange relationship or reciprocity"
(1989, p. 71, as cited in Glesne and Peshkin, 1994). Glazer defmes
reciprocity as "the exchange of favors and commitments, the building of a
sense of mutual identification and feeling of community (1982, p. 50, as
cited in Glesne and Peshkin, 1994).
From the outset of the study, 1 was exhilarated about accomplishing
my goals through teachers' involvement, but worried about my inability to
reciprocate sufficiently. However, as 1 tussled with this concern, Glesne
and Peshkin's perspectives regarding a "miscellaneous category of
commodities" lifted the weight of worry. In their view, the interviewing
process was an opportunity for reciprocity - Ustening to teachers closely,
providing a sense of uniqueness and identifying important issues. In many
cases, the interview process turned out to be amazingly (and mutually)
therapeutic. Good listening with its "attendant reinforcement, catharses
and self -enlightenment are the major returns researchers can readily give
to interviewees" (1992, p. 123).
The action-oriented nature of my research also led to a more
comprehensive view of reciprocity. This study was more than a data
gathering exercise. Mere publication of the ideas was not my endpoint.
First of all, the research design called for new learning - via study groups -
which would hopefully assist these teachers in accomplishing literacy
goals set by the school system. Utilizing actual descriptions from veteran
educators about their unique professional development needs and
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supports, I understood that study findings could have tangible effects on
their professional lives. I saw my role as a "transformative intellectual"
(Cuba and Lincoln, 1994, p. 115).
A final consideration connected to my research role is that of ethics.
Such consideration goes beyond satisfaction of human subject review
boards and gatekeeper's demands. "Ethical considerations are inseparable
from your everyday interactions with your others and your data." (Glesne
and Peshkin, 1992, p. 109). Continually asking myself what it meant to be
ethical was a never-ending task as I developed and conducted
relationships in the field. An ethical code is concerned with "aspirations
as well as avoidances, it represents our desire and attempt to respect the
rights of others, fulfill obligations, avoid harm and augment benefits to
those we interact with" (p. 110).
A major principle related to ethics is informed consent. Teacher's
participation was voluntary, and there was no coercion. Getting
permission was not sufficient; it was critical that teachers fully
understood how and why they were being asked to participate. Informed
consent contained the following:
• Stress on the voluntary nature of participation.
• Guarantee of anonymity and confidentiality.
• Notice that all data would be made available as requested.
• Statement that participation could be stopped at any time.
• An offer to provide frequent updates and summary of findings.
Issues of privacy arose in two major ways. First of all, during interviews
comments were made that teachers asked to be masked in the data. They
gave me permission to report their information, but wanted guarantees of
discretion. 1 complied in accordance with the informed consent
statement. Secondly, I gave each teacher a pseudonym, and did not
mention specific schools. I struggled with the ethical question of whether
my analysis or thinking might differ from the teachers, and which
viewpoint I would include. In those limited instances, areas of conflicting
analysis became areas of future study. For example, the time consuming
nature of running record administration remains an issue for continued
research. Thorny privacy issues were kept to a minimum due to frequent
member checks (at study group sessions) regarding data analysis.
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I end this section with several roles I played, and some ethical
dilemmas with which I wrestled that accompanied each role (Glesne and
Peshkin, 1992).
•The "exploiter" role always had me asking if 1 was "using" the
teachers for my purposes. Several of them knew and respected me.
I did not want to believe they were coerced into participation, but
perhaps they were in psychological and emotional terms.
•In the "reformer" role, 1 was always questioning what to do with
distasteful information about which 1 learned. In one case an
administrator's philosophical view about literacy was totally at odds
with that of the most recent research. 1 decided to write about
relationships between administrators and highly experienced
teachers-in my summation-as an area deserving greater attention.
•In the "advocate" role, I sought to champion causes in terms of
issues related to ineffective practices by veterans. Rather than
laying blame, I envisioned advocacy for change in the context of
professional development supports needed. For example, closed
questioning with reading groups indicated, perhaps the need for
more on-site coaching and demonstrations of teaching for
understanding.
•In the "friend" role, 1 heard a great deal of intimate information
about settings and culture. I decided to give teachers the choice of
whether or not very confidential information should be included in
my final report. In all cases, teachers agreed to inclusion of the





It was my intent to select information with cases for in-depth study.
Patton (1990) describes information rich cases as those "from which one
can learn a great deal about issues of central importance to the purpose
of the research" (p. 169). Thus, the term purposeful or purposive
sampling (Neumann, 2000) describes how these eight teachers were
selected. I wanted to focus in an in-depth way on understanding the
professional development needs and interests of the highly experienced
literacy educator. Such sampling is appropriate when a researcher needs
cases that are especially informative or will yield insights from which
much will be learned (Patton, 1990; Neumann, 2000). Neumann states:
The researcher never knows whether the cases represent the
population. It is used in exploratory research... the purpose is less to
generalize to a larger population than it is to gain a deeper
understanding of types (2000. p.l98).
Intensity sampling is one type of purposeful sampling. Given the
heuristic nature of my research, this method is quite suitable. That is, as
a 30-year veteran educator, my beliefs and literacy practices had
undergone intense transformation due to the professional development I
experienced in the Reading Recovery program. These eight teachers - as
co-researchers in this study - were also in the midst of change regarding
beliefs and literacy practices spurred by a systemic focus on literacy
assessment. Four teachers self-reported attempts to modify practice, the
remaining four were recommended by a stakeholder or administrator.
Yet another perspective regarding sampling is that the group was
homogeneous in make-up. In other words, all teachers had taught reading
for more than twenty years; this allowed me to explore how these very
seasoned literacy teachers with similar periods of longevity in education,
participated in a professional development experience in which they were
all learning something unfamiliar (with one exception).
Setting
This study was conducted within a large urban school district. The
system employs approximately 5,000 teachers who serve about 50,000
students. More than three-quarters of the students are of color. The
average age of a teacher in this system is 46 years. In-depth interviews
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were conducted in respondents' classrooms with one exception. In this
case, the interviews were held in the researcher's office. This decision
was supported by Patton's point that physical and social setting is
important. According to work he presents by Moos (1975), social
climates have "personalities" like people and some social environments
are more supportive than others (p.4). Most of the study group sessions
were held in the teacher's classroom. Towards the end of our time
together, traveling time was an issue. Thus, final sessions were held at a
more central location based on a consensus vote by the group (researcher
abstained). Patton describes research in which close links existed
between environment of the facility (i.e. child-centered work) and other
program attributes (i.e. clarity of the [teachers] theory of literacy).
Therefore, interviewing and meeting in actual classrooms, I believed,
would provide me with deeper insight about respondents' beliefs and
practices.
Research Participants
The informants in this study were eight public school teachers who




Using a phenomenological approach, I focused on these teachers'
description of their experiences, and the meanings and perceptions
attached to those experiences. I hoped to gain invaluable insights as they
voluntarily participated in professional development to investigate an
unfamiliar instructional area - formative assessment. The heuristic nature
of the research allowed me to weigh issues neutrally, and in light of my
own transformation as a veteran literacy educator.
1 conducted in-depth one-hour entry interviews with each teacher
using the structured interview for establishment of baseline data.
Questions were drawn from the following categories: appreciation system
(Schon, 1987); nature of learning, teacher role, years of service, grades
taught, undergraduate/graduate training, scope of professional
development experiences related to assessment, philosophical orientation
in regards to assessment and literacy instructions, present assessment
practices, anxieties and expectations about the study. All interviews were
audiotaped; transcription was done by an assistant. I wrote an analytical
memo after each round of interviews in an attempt to incorporate
personal impressions and reactions as a heuristic researcher.
Teachers completed a brief questionnaire after our initial study
group session. This was originally planned as an interview but my work
schedule did not permit that. This questionnaire served to capture novel
insights a well as any major roadblocks for teachers as they entered the
study. This instrument yielded little new information; it appears that
insights had not yet formed that were much different from those offered
in the entry interview. I conducted a second in-depth interview - midway
through the project - to explore challenges teachers were having and any
impact on practices they articulated. A third in-depth interview was
conducted at the end of the study with the intent of contrasting initial
perceptions and exploring new theoretical insights and practices as
described by the teachers.
We met eight times which included six ninety-minute study group
sessions; four were audiotaped; the first and last meetings were
videotaped. Three sessions were hosted by three of the participants. The
other three sessions were held in more central locations when teachers
complained about challenges of locating schools and arriving late. Each
study group session began with observations of a brief videotaped
interaction between an emergent reader (a focal student) and a research
participant. These segments had been videotaped by each teacher using
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Beaver's Developmental Reading Assessment/DRA (1997) as part of the
agreement to participate in the study.
Research-based theory to practice links were made using the Pinnell
and Fountas text entitled Guided Reading: Good First Teaching For All
Children . Teachers spent time, during each session, analyzing the
running records of at least one focal student although some were
following two students. With my facilitation, teachers learned to analyze
a running record in three ways and were introduced to the concept of
"teaching for strategies". Topics were as follows:
Session Date Tonic
1 October Introduction to observation and the
Developmental Reading Assessment.
2. November 1^^ Iq^qi Analysis of Running Record:
Computing Instructional Levels
3. December 2nd level Analysis: [3] Sources of Information
4. January 3^^ Level Analysis: Problemsolving Behavior
5. March Teaching for Strategies
6. April Oral Presentations of Focal Student's Strides
Celebratory Dinner
The ninety-minute study group framework (Paris, 1995) was flexible with
all of the following occurring but not necessarily in this order and with
equal emphasis:
• reflecting on monthly running record samples and instructional
implications, untangling confusions
• responding to and articulating shifts in thinking and practice in regards
to assessment as a result of video observations, readings, lecture.
• Reviewing next steps, new insights gained, setting short-term personal
goals re: focal student.
• Open dialogue (sky's the limit) involved my soliciting help with certain
aspects of the study or doing a member check regarding data
collected for purposes of validity
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In addition, teachers attended two Saturday seminars led by two
local university professors and sponsored by a local foundation. These
four hour sessions involved learning the administration of Clay's Record
of Oral Language Assessment and analysis of the running record. All
teachers attended the first session; Leah and Kate did not participate in
the second one.
Each teacher was asked to write two reflections per month
describing her learning experiences or that of a focal student. She was
also asked to audiotape 2-4 small reading group sessions in which one of
her focal students was included. Two videotaped administrations (pre
and post study) of the Developmental Reading Assessment/DRA were also
collected. Monthly running record samples for at least one focal student
were submitted as well. Text Reading Growth Charts were an optional
form of documentation completed by two teachers, [see Appendix H]
My intent was that there would be a flow from inductive approaches
(i.e. open-ended interviews, unstructured written reflections) to discovery
of major patterns and dimensions of professional development specific to
these veterans. I then focused on verifying and elucidating what appeared
to be emerging (in the final interview particularly), which was a more
deductive approach to data collection. I was comfortable with this
impure methodological stance in regards to data collection after noting
Patton's comments:
Advocates of methodological purity argue that a single evaluator cannot
be both deductive and inductive at the same time. One cannot be testing
predetermined hypothesis and still remain open to whatever emerges
from open-ended phenomenological observations. Yet, in practice,
human reasoning is sufficiently complex and flexible that it is possible
to research predetermined certain aspects of an [issue] while being
quite open and naturalistic in pursuing other aspects of an [issue]"
(1990, p. 194).
Rationale for Specific Tvoes of Data Collection
In-depth standardized interviews provided depth, detail and
meaning at a very personal level. Posing the same questions to
informants reduced the bias that might have come from having varying
questions for different people. I wanted to get a complete set of data on
the same topics from each teacher. I recognized the drawbacks to this
interviewing style in that it reduced "flexibility and spontaneity" (Patton,
1990, p. 281). I thus decided to add a final question at the end of each
interview, which called for any issue I had not addressed. However
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because teachers were asked the same questions, comparability of
responses was increased which facihtated analysis of data in terms of
major patterns and trends.
Although the eight meetings could not be strictly defined as focus
groups, these study groups supported the goal of this study which is to
conduct a type of needs assessment (for veterans) in which
understandings could be gleaned about their professional development
needs and supports as well as the challenges of change. According to
Patton,
the object [of a focus group] is to get high quahty data in a social
context where people can consider their own views in the context of the
views of others" and [they] provide some quahty controls on data
collection in that participants tend to provide checks and balances on each
other that weed out false or extreme views (1990, p. 33).
Additionally, these study groups served as vehicles for me to play
the role of participant-observer. Due to work responsibilities, 1 was
unable to directly observe teachers in their classrooms. Thus, serving as
facilitator of the study group afforded me opportunities to work beyond
the selective perceptions of those teachers as reported in the interviews. I
was able to learn things that teachers had not reported in their interviews;
it provided a portrait of teachers not apparent from interviewing.
Additionally, interacting with teachers as they collaborated with peers
allowed me to better understand the actual learning context within which
teachers operated. Solely relying on prior conceptualizations of
professional development would have limited my view as a researcher;
whereas first hand experience with these teachers-within the study group-
facilitated a discovery-oriented stance on my part which was a very
personal goal. Combining the roles of participant-observer and facilitator
was tricky, but crucial in order to explicate teachers' meanings to those
outside of the classroom.
Private documents including journals, running record samples, and
Text Reading Growth Charts represented unobtrusive indicators of
teachers' experiences. From this information, 1 hoped to learn things that
could not be observed, or about which teachers might not talk. Secondly,
reflecting on journal entries and student work provided impetus for
questions to pursue either through interviewing or as facilitator in the
study group - especially in the open dialogue segment of our agenda.
According to Webb and Week, paying attention to unobtrusive indicators
"emphasizes" sympathy toward multi-method inquiry, triangulation,
playfulness in data collection outcroppings as measures and alternatives
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to self report" (1983, p. 210, as cited in Patton, 1990). This aspect of
data collection suited my goals, as a researcher, to explore teachers'
developing understandings in a multifaceted way. That is, these
documents represented an unobtrusive way to "get inside" their thinking
about themselves as learners and teachers engaged in this professional
development effort
.
Audiovisual materials provided the teachers with the opportunity to
share directly her "reality". The videotapes also allowed teachers to serve
as coaches for one another as they observed, commented and
constructively questioned each other. Due to my inability to observe
classrooms directly, the audiotaped lessons provided me with "behind the
scene" insights about a participant's thinking as well as actual
instructional moves. In my work, I fmd that teacher's private talk does
not necessarily match the "walk" (i.e. practice). These audiotapes assisted
me (albeit in a limited way) in determining the degree of match between
what teachers were saying (in interviews and study group) and what they
were doing (in classrooms). Thus, video and audiotapes were used to
shape emerging hunches as well as to corroborate findings. Videotaping
the study groups was invaluable in allowing me to ponder more deeply the
teacher's words and their collegial interactions. There was the
phenomenon of microanalysis in which I could replay a segment over and
over getting beneath surface meanings of words spoken and specific
group interactions. Reviewing these tapes also provided an extraordinary
guide for further question development and areas to investigate. It
supported the heuristic nature of my inquiry - facilitating much
introspection and self dialogue (Patton, 1990).
A final area of data collection involved protocols for collecting
information. Following the third study group meeting, 1 began writing
analytic memos [Appendix G] which included:
• Descriptive notes - evolving portraits of the teachers,
reconstruction of dialogue,description of the physical setting,
accounts of particular activities
• Reflective notes - my personal thoughts such as "speculation,
feelings, problems, ideas, hunches, impressions and prejudices
(Creswell, 1994, p. 152)
• Demographic data - time/place/date
The protocol used for teachers' written reflections [Appendix F] and
taped study group sessions included:
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• Demographic information (teacher/date)
• Changes in thinking about assessment and instruction, linked to
changes in assessment and instructional practices
• What supports/helps/affirms
• What is challenging/difficult/hard/frustrating
A key method for evaluating observations about audiotaped reading
groups was degree of alignment of the lesson framework with teaching
protocol recommended by Fountas and Pinnell [Appendix 1].
Data Analysis Procedures
The first step in analyzing the data involved simple description.
Initially, my main interest was collating and providing actual responses to
the research questions. As I presented these responses, 1 sought themes
and underlying common threads of revelation as 1 answered each research
question. Interpretation was conducted by searching for
interrelationships between and among responses to the four research
questions regarding specific factors which promote and hinder these
teachers' learning. From these factors, I then deduced implications for
my work as a teacher educator.
Patton maintains "the discipline and rigor of qualitative analysis
depends on presenting solid descriptive detail in such a way that others
reading the results can understand and draw their own interpretations"
(1990, p. 375). However, this desire to present lots of description must
be offset by "constant winnowing". The trick is to discover essences and
then reveal those essences with sufficient context, yet not become mired
trying to include everything that might possibly be described (Wolcott,
1990, p.35). I initially focused the analysis by deciding how I would
approach the reams of data collected. I decided to conduct my analysis
by using a cross case analysis (Patton, 1990). In other words, variations
in individuals were not my primary concern. Rather, I sought to glean
themes and patterns of experiences and reactions from this veteran group
of literacy educators. Cross case analysis allowed me to group responses
from various teachers to the same question enabling me to analyze
different perspectives in major areas. The use of an interview guide also
helped focus the analysis. Thus, 1 used an interview guide for the entry
mid point and exit interviews. [Appendix D] I was able to group answers
on the same topic from different veterans. This ultimately provided me
with a built-in analytical framework.
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After these decisions were made to facilitate a more focused
analysis, I began a content analysis of the entry interviews and monthly
reflections. [Appendices E, F] 1 hand coded each page by making notes in
the margin using various colors to denote a label. Using Wolcott's
suggestion, I began by "identifying the broadest categories imaginable" (p.
33). Wolcott suggests that keeping things simple prevents one from
hypothesizing which is another step to be taken much later in the
analysis. The initial codes were:
learning: how information taken in by student or self
supports: helpful people or experiences in their career
thinking: beliefs, values opinions
practices: literacy assessment teaching, methodology
change: stated shift in previous ways of thinking or doing
something
context: people and events within teachers' world outside of
study group
challenges: unhelpful people and experiences in their career
With the help of my senior advisor, I designed a graphic [Appendix
Jl] to assist me in a more logical analysis of the data much akin to
Patton's matrix concept. He writes:
Creating cross-classification matrices is an exercise in logic. This procedure
involves creating potential categories [using participant generated
constructions and/or evaluation generated constructions] by crossing one
dimension or typology with another, and then working back and forth
between the data and one's logical constructions filling in the resulting
matrix...Thus the analyst moves back and forth between logical construction
and the actual data in a search for meaningful patterns (1990, p. 41).
This graphic representation combined with revisiting the research
questions helped tremendously in identifying and organizing the data.
Simultaneously, 1 began using Hyper Research 2.0, a qualitative analysis
software program that provided me with more expeditious organization
and management of data. No more hand coding was done. The midpoint
and exit interviews were all analyzed with this software program. While
the coding became less tedious and faster, there remained the
requirement to closely read the transcribed text ascribing codes, and
categorizing them.
Major codes now included those which emerged from the data as
well as those determined by the research questions which Patton refers to
as sensitizing concepts. These categories of analysis gave me "a general
sense of reference" and provided "a direction along which to look" (p.
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about deepening understandings and "teaching more about fluency" which







In addition, teachers articulated a self-sustaining spirit which supported
their learning. I created a sub category in the major code of support and
labeled it "self-extending system".
As I reviewed the major code of practice and reflected on the
transcripts, I noted that, in many cases, teachers were invariably
articulating thoughts and then describing a change in classroom practice.
Because this issue was directly tied to one of the research questions, I
created two subcategories within the major code of practice and named
them:
• new thinking linked with new instructional practice
• new thinking linked with new assessment practice
As I surveyed the texts to which the major codes support or
challenge had been attached, I began seeing relationships and fine-tuning
these two major areas. It seemed that teachers generally spoke of
challenges or supports contextually. 1 then created six context-based
subcategories for challenge or support.
• system related (emanating from principal or central office)
•school related (emanating from colleagues; outside of own
classroom)
• classroom related (emanating within classroom)
• student related (emanating from child)
• home related (emanating from parent)
• profession related (emanating from teaching as a profession)
• family related (emanating from personal lives)
These newly created subcategories replaced the two original major codes
of challenge and support.
The audiotaped reading lessons were incorporated as a way to check
consistency of findings via triangulation of sources. Through these
tapings, I was able to compare teachers "public" talk via interviews and
study group sessions with their "private" classroom talk and behavior.
Due to my work schedule, 1 was unable to make classroom observation,
and audiotaping versus videotaping was the preferred option by
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391). Major codes were: thinking, practice, challenge and support
iteaories included.Sub catego ,
prior thinking about literacy theory
prior thinking about children/focal students
prior thinking about literacy instructional practice
prior thinking about literacy assessment practice
prior thinking about the running record
new thinking about literacy theory
new thinking about children/focal students
new thinking about self as teacher-learner
new thinking about literacy assessment practices
new thinking about literacy instructional practices
new thinking about running records
prior literacy assessment practices
prior running record practices
prior literacy instructional practice
new literacy assessment practices
new running record practices
new literacy instructional practices
prior sources of support
prior sources of challenge
new sources of support
new sources of challenge
Wolcott (1990) aptly describes this phase of the analysis as dialectic, not
linear. As I reviewed the codes and conducted the ongoing categorization,
I found myself moving back and forth between description and analysis,
between seeing something new in the data and trying to make sense of it.
This process resulted in several changes in coding. First of all in the
major code of thinking, I noticed many instances where teachers spoke of
prior and new thinking in the same breath. I then created a new
subcategory that included prior and new thinking.
As 1 reviewed transcripts of study group sessions, I decided to make
the study group a major code instead of a subcategory under support. I
did that in an effort to delineate explicitly how the study group-on its
own-had supported their learning. Thus, the study group was noted "sg"
and "indigenous concepts" (Patton, 1990) were described. That is,
teachers spontaneously talked about concepts related to format and
content, which I ended up naming. For example, they spoke a great deal
about "being in the same boat" which I coded as format. They talked alot
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participants. Each teacher taped two reading lessons at least one month
apart. 1 asked that the focal child be included in the group that was
taped. All but one participant completed two tapings. Two participants
worked with an individual student rather than a group because they were
not classroom teachers. Overall results of the taping analysis are included
in Appendix I. Desiring to glean insights about the teachers'
conceptualizations about literacy, I evaluated each tape in the following
areas :
1. degree of alignment of lesson with Fountas/Pinnell research-based
guided reading lesson framework/protocol [Appendix I]
2. teacher language/line of higher order questioning
Of the eight teachers, two teachers implemented the reading protocol as
described in Fountas/Pinnell text. One of these teachers (Reading
Recovery trained) had undergone extensive training in the protocol prior
to entering the study. All teachers seemed to understand that reading is
meaning driven judging by teacher led introductions to the stories being
read by students. Pictures were alluded to and a great deal of prediction
was encouraged by all teachers. In half of the cases teachers also
concentrated on vocabulary, by simply telling children words or over
explaining the meanings. Although prompts to sound out words were few,
there was little or no explicit teaching of phonetic principles. The
teachers who'd already learned the protocol also did the most strategic
teaching about phonics. Except in two cases, there was minimal
independent reading; lessons were teacher-centered characterized by lots
of closed type questioning, i.e. yes or no For example, a teacher asked if
the dinosaurs looked dangerous; students answered in the affirmative. In
one case, lecture constituted roughly ninety percent of the interaction.
Round robin was used in one case. Choral reading was done in two
others.
Teacher questioning mainly involved word prediction. Rarely were
children taught how to problem solve with unknown words. Telling was
generally the strategy used. When I shared this with one teacher, she
changed her strategy in the second taping and began articulating the first
sound of the unknown word for children. In another case when I
provided feedback, there was a significant change in the amount of
independent reading the children did. Effective questioning was a clear
area of need by all teachers. Even the teacher with extensive training did
too much telling at the child's point of difficulty rather than teaching the
child how to integrate use of meaning with phonics skills. Possible causes
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for this disconnectedness between these tapings and revelations in
interviews and reflections will be dealt with in the final section.
The use of pre and post video tapings also served to monitor
consistency of findings generated by data collection methods. That is,
progress of focal students was q uan titative7y reported using numerical
instructional levels from the Developmental Reading Assessment.
[Appendix H] In conjunction with qualitative narratives provided by
written reflections and teacher reports via interviewing, it is readily
apparent that all focal students made tremendous progress. In addition,
running records [Appendix H] supplemented quantitative measures of
reading progress. .
The data gathered in this study was voluminous; I was continually
engaged, as a researcher, in reducing it in terms of themes and patterns,
and then interpreting; it was a cycle of reducing and interpreting. Tesch
(1990) calls this process "de-contextualization" and "re-
contextualization" and comments:
While much work in the analysis process consists of 'taking
apart' (for instance, in smaller pieces), the final goal is the
emergence of a larger, consolidated picture"( p. 97, as cited in
Creswell, 1994),
Bearing this in mind, I found graphic displays (Miles and Huberman, 1984,
as cited in Creswell, 1994) quite useful in facilitating the process Tesch
describes. Though artistic expression is not a strong point of mine, it
served tremendously in elucidating and interpreting the story I would
ultimately tell. In the final section, after providing descriptive answers to
each of the driving questions, interpretation of the data takes a
metaphoric turn. As I "reduced" the data about these veterans, the image
of a ship on a long journey came to mind, [see Appendix J] "Strong
winds" represent factors which impeded growth as articulated by these
educators. When learning was facilitated, "calm seas" were present in the
form of factors which promoted their growth and forward movement.
During this voyage, between the "strong winds" and "calm seas", there
were "squalls". That is, situations exist which dampen spirits, but do not
take these veterans off course. Additionally, there are inveterate
"monsters of the deep": issues veterans described as omnipresent causing
angst and stress; issues lurking in the classroom, at the school-wide level,
within the educational profession and with parents.
As I reflected on how to "recontexualize" the data searching for a
"larger, consolidated picture" of these veterans' journeys, the image of a
tall, strong oak tree came to mind, [see Appendix J2] My findings,
supplemented by concepts in Steffy's (1989, 2000) Life Cycle of the
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Career Teacher Model, evoked this image of growth over time, as teachers
move through developmental phases from novice to emeritus. As they
grow, in my research and according to Steffy et al, there are very clear
implications for conditions which support teachers in remaining lifelong
learners. I believe, the uniqueness of my research is that actual voices of
veteran educators, make the case for these conditions. It is a model that
advocates what works for the veteran articulated by the veteran.
Methods For Verification
As a qualitative researcher, I sought believability, in this study based
on coherence of the findings personal insight, instrumental utility and
trustworthiness of data through a process of verification (Creswell, 1994).
Traditional modes of validity and reliability were not my intention.
Conducting this kind of research freed me from mandates to produce
"completely objective, unassailable certainties and [permitted me] to
concentrate on the more immediate task of providing credible, balanced
and practical information in regards to the professional development of
the highly experienced educator (Patton, 1990).
Internal validity addressed the issue of accuracy regarding the data
and its match to reality. Via triangulation, I hoped to find convergence
among various sources of information. Thus, the three interviews
allowed me to gauge change and consistency of what teachers said about
the same things over time, i.e. utility of running records . By collecting
written monthly reflections, I was able to explore thoughts of teachers in
a more unobtrusive manner, and match those reflections with interview
responses. The observational data gleaned from audiotaped reading
lessons was yet another source of triangulation to compare what was
being said in public(study group time) with private instructional practice.
Use of the interview guide also enabled me to compare perspectives on
the same issue by different teachers.
Triangulation of data methods also was included. To supplement
qualitative reports of student progress, teachers tested focal students
using Beaver's Developmental Reading Assessment, which yields an
instructional level. These administrations were all videotaped (pre/post)
except for one teacher who pretested but failed to post test. A formal
member check was also done midway during the study. I shared emerging
codes with teachers regarding challenges and supports. Teachers
expressed satisfaction with the findings up to that point, and provided no
other written feedback although they were encouraged to do so. I plan to
submit the final section of my dissertation (outcomes and implications) to
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at least half of the teachers. Receiving feedback from the participants is
key because I intend to use these research findings to inform my future
work in the field of professional development.
The intent of this research was not to generalize findings. However,
I hoped to present limited generalizability of the findings. I sought to
provide credible ideas in regards to supporting veteran educators, not to
provide all encompassing truths. External validity involves the existence
of a unique interpretation of events. 1 am careful not to overgeneralize
from the responses of these eight veteran teachers, but 1 am able to
present documentation regarding what conditions need to be present for
change to happen among very experienced teachers. The notion of
extrapolation rather than generalizability gives me great cause to
celebrate this study's findings. According to Patton,
...an extrapolation clearly connotes that one has gone beyond the narrow
confines of the date to think about other applications of the findings.
Extrapolations are modest speculations on the likely applicability of findings
to other situations under similar but not identical conditions. Extrapolations
are logical, thoughtful and problem on otlier than statistical and
probabilistic. Extrapolations can be particularly useful when based on
information n ch samples and designs. ..provid(ing) relevant information
carefully targeted to stakeholder concerns about both the present and the
future.. .(1990, p. 489 )
Thus, my findings represent an "extrapolation" of lessons learned and
likely future directions as opposed to generalizations. In this study, 1
sought to spur on my audience rather than make demands, to enlighten
rather than to demonstrate, to be believable rather than certain, and to
present data which was acceptable, and hopefully compelling. To put it
simply, 1 wanted to open up possibilities for supporting the learning of
veterans with informed action. The ideas presented are not to be
purported as absolute truths to be generalized to all veterans.
Similar to concerns of generalizability, reliabihty or the abihty to
replicate this study is a thorny issue. Needless to say, my research took
place within a specific context. In checking the design, there are two
clear threats to reliability. First of all, these teachers self-selected into the
study. The sampling was done in a purposeful, deliberate manner. They
were all veterans interested in learning about the running second.
A second threat had to do with my relationship to the participants.
Four of the eight participants had a prior history with me (3 very
positive). This resulted in less time at the outset spent on trust building.
Essentially, we "hit the ground running" in terms of the preexisting open
context for learning. In addition, there was a power dynamic that existed
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between teachers and me. I held a position in central office, and may
have been perceived as a supervisor (albeit a supportive one) rather than
a colleague or mentor. Thus, more honest reactions may have been kept
in check particularly in the areas of challenge. I entered the study quite
biased in regard to use of the running record. The group was told that
this assessment tool had "transformed" me as a teacher of literacy.
Another threat to replicability involves the understandings I brought
about professional development, which undergirded the study. Due to a
year long training in the Reading Recovery Programi, I had clear ideas
about what conditions 1 wanted to create vis-a-vis the format or how the
study would be conducted. Another researcher, with a different paradigm
regarding professional development, might have created a totally different
structure for the study. In an attempt to offset these threats, 1 embraced
triangulation as well as reporting findings in great detail. Additionally, in
my closing remarks, I intentionally articulate new learnings and insights
with which I now grapple. 1 wholeheartedly attempted not to be found
guilty of merely confirming what 1 already knew. 1 worked to keep at bay
threats associated with "working in my own backyard". Finally, the need
for constant self-dialogue led to the inclusion of a separate section on my
role as the researcher in this study.
Outcome of the Study and
Its Relationship to Theory and Literature
Description of findings: Answering the research questions
In this section, the four questions are answered directly by the data.
This segment is mainly descriptive with minimal interpretation
interspersed for clarity of organization. It is meant to provide a linear
description of the findings to the research questions.
In the second part of this section, respondents' statements are used
to answer the driving question as well as consider causes, consequences
and relationships emerging from the findings. It is here that I lay the
foundation for implications in which I "attach significance to what was
found by offering explanations, drawing conclusions, extrapolating
lessons, making inferences, building linkages, attaching meanings,




1. How do veterans perceive and report shifts in their
thinking regarding literacy assessment and instruction
"now and then?"
This question's intent was to explore as well as gauge shifts in
teachers' thinking over time which includes beliefs (Goldsmith and
Schifter, 1997). Pajares (1992) maintains that "beliefs teachers hold
influence their perception and judgments, which, in turn, affect their
behavior in the classroom ... understanding the belief structures of
teachers.. .is essential to improving their professional preparation and
teaching practices" (p.307). Teachers' responses to this question are
categorized in the following manner: thinking about primary literacy
assessment and instruction at the outset of study group involvement;
evolving understandings about primary literacy assessment and
literacy instruction; evolving understandings about the relationship
between primary literacy assessment and literacy instruction and
teachers' actual descriptive observations of focal students which
reflect evolving understandings about this relationship Sample responses
from each category are included below.
Thinking about literacy assessment at outset of study centered
on:
(l)tentativeness about the use of specific assessment tools
•Well, I'm learning and I don't know. I've been doing [running records] most
seriously the last part of last year. My assistant principal used to come in and
say "you have to do this" and I said when am I going to do this? I'll be here
until 9PM. It's a great tool but you look at it and it's like a graph. I hope once
I get more familiar with it, things will go easier. [Mona/EI-Entry Interview]
• ...so my intention this year and my goal is to really use the DRA. I did the
Observation Survey because we were required to all do the same thing, but I'm
going to now begin using the DRA although I don't know how to interact with
it and then do a mid-year assessment [Ora/EI]
(2) definite views about the importance of informal teacher
observation
•I think college courses prepare you. They broaden you but you take from the
courses what you feel you can learn plus your own assessment of them as they
apply to your students. Assessment is something that is always
ongoing. [Tina/EI]
•Well, I think most of my preparation was based on needs. I don't care how
many courses you take, you have to study your class I feel ...with any program.
Particularly now with the literacy program and centers. The centers have
to meet needs. [Leah/EI]
•I think I always read the teacher's guide and I picked and chose what I
thought would work. I feel that it really rests with you to take that
information to see. I'm with these kids all day. I have to do something.
[Leah/EI]
(3) beliefs about the benefits ofrunning records as an assessment
• ...with the running record, I don't want to say intimacy, but I use it very
loosely cause you're there with the child. [Leah/EI]
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•Well, a lot of people are of the opinion that parents won't understand. I said
I'm not advocating that you go and give them a lesson on running records.
I'm just saying, say simply, this is an assessment of what the child is doing
when he/she does oral reading and this is what we check for and this is what
we found and this is what we feel this child should work on. End of discussion.
It's something very tangible. So I'm planning to do that....the bottom line is
parents want to see their children reading. But if in June they're
coming to you and saying "Hey my child isn't reading like I thought she
would be" and you haven't spoken to them except in general terms about how
their child is or especially what the child brought into first grade, then you
really have left yourself open. [Ora/EI]
•With assessment, it's easy to do report cards. It helps me also with students*
needs. OK, because again with 25 kids, 25 different needs for each student...so
assessment helps me grade and keep track of the needs of the students.
[Mona/EI]
•I think [assessment ] is a big part of the picture today and I think where
there is so much emphasis on MCAS, it's obvious that other things we do in
the classroom that build up to that. If we're not doing the job effectively, we
want to know where we can help and that's the goal for the whole system. We
have to do a better job of helping children...[Tina/EI]
•...Not only hopefully do you tease out what you can do differently or what
you're doing, but you might tease out some other sources as to what the
problem might be and then you have to do some things differentiy, to try,to
ask for help from different directions [Mary/EI]
(4) personal understandings about assessment
• ...we did the manual, we did the lesson plan, you know, the objectives and
everything but it was just cut and dry. I mean the manuals that teachers use
now with the anthology and everything, there's more critical thinking and
more graphic organizers. There's more writing involved which in those days
there wasn't. The big thing was getting all these red marks and if you spelled
a word wrong, heaven forbid . I mean that way is changing. I like the
children not worrying about that stuff. [Tina/EI]
•Assessment is ongoing looking at an individual through testing, observation
and listening-different avenues to see what the child knows maybe you missed
something and to get to them before they've missed it altogether. The
teacher needs to find out step that's been missed before the child goes on to the
next step.. .lots of observation. [Kate/EI]
Thinking about literacy instruction at outset of study was
focused in two areas:
(1) instructional aspects ofliteracy teaching
• ...it's more of a holistic kind of work with the reading than just the coding
and gaining meaning from print or pictures. There are other things that go
into it that involve the child as a whole, knowledge of information, knowledge
of self, being able to function independently, or feel positive that they can
achieve ...to be able to teach them how to go about attacking something new
even right to setting up how to organize the paper on the desk, how to move
from one thing to the next... [Mary/EI]
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•I think all children need phonics, sight words and background to build
foundation. I think my job to teach reading is to give them the key to that
code-how to unlock that code so that they are able to make that connection
that transition to say "OK the ABC's that I learned will give me something big.
There is a practical purpose for it and it's reading. [Ora/EI]
(2) appropriately meeting the needs of individual students
• I feel we should be giving children a chance to learn in little parcels, giving
it to them in smaller units to allow them to make their own pace and not
assume that everybody is on the same level.[Ora/EI]
•One of the most rewarding points about this study group is the enthusiasm
that I see with this group of teachers to learn all they can to understand how
they can help their students. They want to analyze the running records and
utilize their learning to make a difference to their children. Many of them
like myself were taught to teach reading in more traditional ways totally
missing out on individual reader's needs. [Tina/MI-Midproject Interview]
A major evolving understanding about literacy assessment dealt
with seeing the running record as an addition to their
repertoire of assessment tools
•I'm finding these workshops to be very helpful in providing me with
additional knowledge and skills. Specifically, this is true regarding the
running record which has given me a new and additional way of assessing a
child's reading. [Mary/Journal]
Evolving understandings about literacy instruction mainly
related to:
(1) redefined views ofreading as a strategic process and the
teacher's role in that process:
•...I've learned to go beyond letter/sound to attend to how words look and how
they communicate meaning. I'm gaining a systematic understanding of
how words work rather than just viewing reading as a collection of words to
read. [Fanny/journal}
•I feel our study group of "veteran " teachers saw it as very beneficial to
open up the mystery of how children learn to read and how to work
with children who are having difficulties. [Tina/journal]
•One important thing that I'm learning as a reading teacher is to help the
students apply reading strategies independently before, during and
after reading [Fanny/journal]
•In this study group I've learned many reading strategies. My goal now is to
teach the children to reflect and integrate these strategies into their daily
reading. In other words, I want to empower them with these strategies
so that they could use them independently and become better
readers.[Fanny/journal]
• I'm still thinking about K. and debating on the proper strategies to use
to help him acquire phrasing and fluency. Should my next strategy be
engaging K. by talking more about the story and using some of the text
language ? I know this is a strategy that Guided Reading uses. [Fanny/journal]
(2) heightened sense of instructional handicaps for second language
learners
•I'm thinking about some of the children I'm tutoring and how hard it has
been for them to acquire reading fluency. I know that it is a critical factor in
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comprehension but my students' oral language is not helping them. I think
one of the factors is that the texts they read do not resemble their
oral language. The other factor is that English is not their primary
language. [Fanny/journal]
Evolving understandings about the relationship between literacy
assessment and instruction included:
(1) value ofassessment as a teacher "enabler"
•I'm learning that you cannot talk about teaching without talking about
assessment. 1 never would have made a statement like this a few months back.
[Fanny/journal]
•After our November session, I felt a lot more confident about giving the
DRA--not only the 'how to' aspect of it but 1 was starting to gain a sense of
how to interpret the results. I saw how the documented results of this test
could lend information that should effect my immediate teaching strategies for
[the focal child tested]. [Mary/journal]
•My feelings about assessments have been varied and not entirely positive
(particularly for first graders). However, I'm very much for helping children
to learn to the best of their abiUty and beyond. In addition, I am always
interested in how I can be the most effective teacher possible, The fact that
I'm learning to competently give and use these assessments to enable me to
more effectively teach my students to read is key to me, [Mary/journal]
•Taking running records is time-consuming, but I'm finding out the results
are great, it is a worthwhile work. It has given me the opportunity to
know my students better and to know the strategies they use while they
read. [Mona/journal]
• ...when some of my peers are looking at the DRA as another dictated task to
complete, I am now looking forward to what I will learn about my students and
what I can use to enhance my teaching strategies,[Mary/journal]
•Not only was my desire to become more knowledgeable and skilled at
administering the DRA fulfilled , but I've learned how to use this test to
inform my teaching [Mary/journal]
(2) value ofassessment to facilitate specific teaching interventions
•After retesting the two girls and listening to a tape of their group's reading,
I've become more aware of how little they use attack skills. They
comprehend the story ...for the most part. V. [however] tends only to look at
the first letters of words and said her for his and Marie for Maria. Now I have
to get her to focus more on the end of the word...L. is in better shape. She is
paying attention to the structure, meaning and visual/print...! need to get
her to look at the middle of words now.[Tracy/journal]
• I can't believe how far off the beam I've been with some of my children.
They could read higher level books fluently and with great
comprehension. This is also demonstrated in their writing. [Tracy/journal]
•So often I've felt that I'd mismatched E. with texts, so I've felt elated to
find a steady progression upward in levels for him and realize that to
study one child's reading behavior has been helping me to more clearly see
what other children were doing when they read. How freeing ! [Ora/journal]
•The DRA was an assessment tool that I have been introduced to in the study.
This tool made me think more of pictures as an introduction before
the reading. I also felt it showed whether the child was reading for meaning
or just using the text as a word by word adventure, [Kate/journal]
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(4) new awareness of the challenges of formative assessment
•I do think many teachers in the system are using the DRA (because they have
to) but are not using the results to guide classroom instruction. [Tina/journal]
•My first focal student Y. still wants to "read" texts with lots of words in it.
Step by step with a lot of patience and explanation 1 have been able to help her
read read stories at her appropriate level...Taking running records on her is
difficult because she always stops to ask questions, to talk about other matters
and to make up her own stories about the picture or book. [Mona/journal]
(5) deepened insights about instructional benefits of the running
record in particular
•I cannot say enough things about the running record portion of the study
group. 1 have been at workshops with literacy gurus, have worked with the_
Guided Reading text, but the study went indepth on how to [determine] the
child's level, how to score their errors, and what strategies the child
was using on his instructional level. [Kate/journal]
Descriptive observations of focal students reflective of
teachers' evolving understandings related to:
(1) notice ofincreased self confidence directly related to improved
literacy performance emanating from assessment driven teaching
•...the other child, a second language learner has progressed a lot. She wasn't
rereading, she wasn't looking at the whole word, so just pointing out just a few
little things to her made a big difference, and she's well on her way. She has a
lot of things, sometimes that sound right to her because of the language 1
think. That was the problem with her in the beginning but she's getting
better. She's got self-confidence. [Tina/journal]
• ...one of them actually, who is the lowest of the two is gaining more self
confidence. I had to look at her running record and her meaning was lacking
big time. You know just from Reading Recovery, I am using some of the same
strategies and questions and getting her to look at things in a different way,
does this make sense, just asking her things like that, what is happening in
the picture. She is becoming more fluent and it is not word by word, not
sounding out, she is becoming more phrased, more meaningful and she is
more comfortable with herself. She is gaining self-confidence and is not
afraid to go on and doesn't just stop anymore. She's doing more problem
solving herself. She has got a long way to go, but she is not afraid to try and
she is not looking at me... [Tina/journal]
(2) shift from strictly behavioral [negative]descriptors to
descriptions centered around academic strengths based on
individual assessment
•I see N. doing alot, he has a lot of good strategies. 1 see him as a good reader
now. Initially he seemed very quiet, a little bit withdrawn and apprehensive,
not asking for help when needed, not really openly showing what he knew
or he didn't know and not quite as invested in the whole literacy or learning
process. I see him a little differently now. 1 see him as having a lot of
strengths, and more invested in the process, really excited about it, really
eager. And some of the things that I see have come with learning and his
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achievement which has helped to give him more positive self-esteem. [Mary,
EXit Interview-XI]
•Well, from September, first of all I was fascinated with the child, but 1 was
not quite sure how he was reading, how he was managing to read, what skills
he was bringing to his reading and then 1 got frustrated. His behavior was
getting in the way. He knew a lot and everybody else didn't so that was getting
in the way. Now I think 1 am beginning to look to see more of what it is that
he is using. I know he is using heavily a lot of meaning. He picks up on the
pictures, and the flow, the meaning, so 1 reinforce the meaning and
structure. When he is fumbling, it is because he is not paying close attention
to visual. He's monitoring a lot better... [Ora,Xl]
2. What particular aspects of this professional development
experience do veterans say support these shifts ? What do
they see as challenging ?
The potent impact of socialization and context on learning is now
irrefutable (Vygotsky, 1978; Lortie, 1975; Bruner, 1966; Freire, 1972).
The powerful role of context in the professional development of teachers
has also been extensively studied, and is now a prevailing view (Sarason,
1971; Steffy, 1989; Evans, 1989; Rogoff, 1990; Fullan,1991; Pinnell, 1994;
Sparks and Hirsch, 1997; Darling Hammond, 1996/1998). This
perspective was underscored by the findings of this study. While relevance
of the content for use in daily classroom practice was held in high regard,
it seems that the context of this experience created a comfort level that
allowed nearly all (7/8) teachers to incorporate and successfully apply
content. When asked about the professional development "fit" of the
study group, teachers mainly talked about issues centered on how they
were learning rather than what was learned. Responses included "learning
from one another","honest interaction", "okay not to know" as well as
comments about my involvement which included"valued our experiences"
and "highly credible". These comments elucidate the clear importance of
format and structure for these research participants. Sample interactions
from study group sessions depicting the context follow:
[honest interaction,okay not to know; November study group]
MAJ: Any other observations about his reading?
GRP: I am not sure I understand the answer to what Tina said about when the pauses
become monitoring.
MAJ: 1 think whenever they pause they are monitoring. Now if you taught them
how to fix things and they are not fixing it,now they are not active problem
solvers and you have to have a conversation...
GRP: Are they monitoring themselves just by stopping?
MAJ: It is monitoring, when they stop, they don't know something. They know that
they do not know something.
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GRP: I thought that monitoring was more about them thinking and using
some strategy.
MAJ: Yes, that's possible, hi addition for a child to stop, shake his head, any
sign of uncertainty is monitoring.
GRP: Um, hm. They can be appealing also. They pause and they are
appealing.
MAJ: Yes, appealing is a form of monitoring. You have to decide what is a
good wait time when a child appeals. If you know that this is a child who needs
a little bit more wait time, then you give a little bit more . If it is a child to
whom you are just teaching him some new things, then you go back and
review with him what you taught him. You have to know your child to know
how much wait time to give.
GRP: But also this also may be behavior depending on the running
record. I don't want to wait too long.
MAJ: Yes, right and too long a wait can interfere with meaning making on
the running record.
[learning from one another; November study group]
MAJ: Everybody has calculators here? Ok. You have 10 minutes to
do this, select a partner.
GRP: (The groups discuss the book in pairs).
MAJ: Discuss the three levels of analysis. Who didn't
get an analysis sheet ? Did every couple get one ?
GRP: I don't know the story.
MAJ: I'll read it to you [MAJ reads story of My Dog Willy]. OK?
GRP: Yes.
MAJ I will leave the book here for reference.
GRP: ( group discusses the analysis in pairs).
Tl- How many running words ?
T2-I think diere's 71.
Tl-Oh, you checked the top of the running record sheet, I see.
T2-So now we have to figure out the rate ?
MAJ: Yes, but please do all three levels of analysis.
GRP: (continued group discussion in pairs )
MAJ: Work together so that what one doesn't know, the other one knows
hopefully (laughter)
GRP: ( groups counting miscues, analyzing them and answering one
another's queries)
[presenter valued our experiences; November study group]
GRP: OK, I understand what you are saying in terms of the
meaning and fluency, but in the case where he is going
through and is not reading accurately because his
eyes are really not focusing on the words but when he
points he is real accurate, would you say then that the
one to one match isn't developed well ?
MAJ: What do the rest of you think? Your feeUng is that




MAJ: What do the rest of you thmk?
GRP: I thought some of that was that it was a Uttle too hard for him.
MAJ: You think he should be at the lower level? Did he keep his finger on
the words or did he look up at the picture. How much was he using
the picture?
GRP: Not that much, but I thought when he did stop, he used it
some but this picture was unclear. The bed and
the chair, I find it confusing. The chair is very strange.
It doesn't look Uke a chair. No it does not. It is very
weird. 1 mean he had trouble and I had trouble figuring out the
picture.
MAJ: So what Mary is suggesting is if you dropped down a level it
would be interesting to see if he'd have less difficulty...
[all in the 'same boat']
•Sometimes because we are older teachers, or we lose the eagerness to learn,
so I said to myself, Oh, these teachers are with it... And usually when we
reach a certain age, teaching, you tend to think that you know everything.
And these teachers, they were so much fun to work with and didn't mind
saying "this is what I don't know and this is what I know!" [Fanny/Ml]
• ... I don't find people fluffing up their feathers. 1 find that they are real, but
then again you can't help being real because by agreeing to be in the group
you say, hey, I've been in this for a while and all these new things are being
thrown at me and I need to learn.So I have really enjoyed that professionalism
that existed in the group and the fact that anytime you could sit down and be
on the same page with people, realizing I know some of these things, but I
don't know all of them [Ora/MI]
• I really enjoyed the group because I saw people who never had any
experience with the running record. They'd say. Wow. It is powerful! You
know? And they really embraced it with everything they had being teachers
for thirty years and saying, "Why didn't I know this before?" Any
experiences that another teacher has, you can share, you are all in the same
boat and [study group] gives people confidence to do this with other people and
to share their ideas, whether you are having bad times or good times. [Tina/XI]
• I do think that it was a supportive group. I think that people had more in
common than not, and that basically the people in the group felt like me.
They were there because they wanted to do the best thing for the kids, and
they wanted to learn, earnestly learn, and that they were sensitive
enough people and professional enough that we were able to, you know, see
that in one another and accept that and build on that...One thing that I thought
was really excellent was we were all first-grade teachers. [Kate/XI]
•We were all more or less in the same boat, so like this is normal, everyone has
the same feelings once in a while. [Kate/XI]
•It's nice to meet with other teachers and know where they're coming from. I
acquired a lot of knowledge from the other teachers because they are veteran
teachers, you know, like me. I did get a lot of insight from them.[Mona/XI]
•Sometimes I go to meetings or even classes and I don't talk. But with this
group thinking that they are veteran teachers who have been there for so
many years, and I have been there also, and maybe what they encountered,
what they have experienced, I have too. So we can help each other. [Mona/XI]
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With more specific regard to content, teachers overwhelmingly
referred to the utility of the information learned in the study group for
supporting instructional shifts. Descriptions reflected the importance of
relevance, getting specific content and feedback to improve or expand
classroom practice and receiving confirmation about practices that were
being attempted. Included in the following second set of representative
descriptions are "purely" content-related supports of the study as
articulated by the teachers. In most cases, conditions under which thev
studied and which thev value are wedded (almost inextricablv) to content
learning. Following are some examples of that:
•I'm not saying tiat one study is changing everything, but it fits so well
with my professional development and current functioning at
work. It has enhanced my understanding while providing the
necessary practice along with relevant feedback and support. My
beliefs are often reaffirmed and enlightened with what I'm learning
from MaryAnn, my peers and the literature. Thus, this study has been very
personal as it has helped me to grow. [Mary/journal]]
•I got a chance to learn the levels of analysis through what we were
doing here, in our course study work, giving the test, talking about it in
our group, with peers, with close supervisional feedback from you,
but also going through the seminar that was given at the Manning School. All
of that was really helpful in opening up my
under standing...[Mary/journal]
•I think for me the important thing was hearing other people comment
on what I was doing or what my problems were. If I would say that I'm
having trouble getting this child to really focus on the ending of words, you
would say, "well, what does the rest of the group say ?", and that was very
valuable to me. It was also valuable to get to look at other children's work that
came from other classes and not only did this validate some of what I was
trying to do with my children, it also gave me sort of like a pre-
knowledge of some problems that cropped up that I hadn't
encountered... [Ora/Xrj
• It wasn't so much what was on the video, but the discussion that
followed and how people were thinking and some of the questions
they asked about wait time and about teaching fluency and about just
dealing with kids who didn't have any type of confidence at all. [Ora/XI]
• ...I need to have some of my beliefs confirmed. To see them in
practice. To see some of the things I was doing be discussed and [study group]
gave me a chance to sort of pull it out for myself and look at it more
objectively, to say well this was a good idea, but you know what, maybe you
ought to think about doing something different. [Mary/XI]]
•I think [study group] was very beneficial because first of all we videotaped
ourselves which a lot of people are reluctant to do and you showed
the video tapes and pointed out certain things about running records.
Just that alone is an eye opener for me, because you are really not used to
seeing yourself and you are Uke oh I did this wrong, I did that wrong, so that
is beneficial. [Tina/XI]
• I think seeing the videos of the kids and watching their
behaviors, it helped me to recognize those behaviors in my
students because when you're right there with the child, you're so task
oriented and I'm not picking up on their appeals for help. There are so
many ways that children appeal for help that I learned in the
study group, you know, looking at their body language, knowing that
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hesitation in reading is not always bad. [Ora/XI]
•With tliis model, you can talk [constructively] about your children.
Sometimes you go to the teachers' room and they're all complaining, Half the
time I just want to go and have my lunch. We're in a very nice environment
where it's allowed to talk about if you might be having a problem
with a child but not just the problem ,how would [others] handle
it. That's what I like. [Kate/Ml]
«... I have never been with a group so many times and so close
where I can express myself and when, I was really learning
something that I can bring back to the classroom. [Mona/XI]
acquisition ofnew content knowlege and skills for classroom use
•What has made this professional development opportunity so successful for
me has been the fact that it was totally relevant. [Mary/journal]
•The January study group discussed meaning and syntax on the running
record. 1 feel more comfortable using these records for analysis.
[Kate/journal]
•...we get bilingual kids in our class and so a lot of it was relevant
because of the grade level and the population with which I work. So 1 would
like to see this group continue. [Tina/Xl]
•It was this study that really helped me to become as efficient that as I
am in [DRA], and to prepare me or to bring me to the stage that I am at now
where now I'm saying, I need to know this, I want to fix this, 1 want to do that,
1 want to change that. All of getting to this level or this point has a lot to do
with this study. [Mary/Xl]
•I know one big benefit of having been in this study group is just
being able to do the DRA and understand the DRA, the intention of the
DRA and how to really work with it. [Ora/XI]
Following are sample transcripts which highlight areas teachers
alluded to when talking about content or what they had learned. The
three areas most discussed by participants include increased
understandings about fluency, monitoring as a reading strategy and
specific analysis of running record miscues to inform teaching.
[Analysis of the running record miscues; December study group]
MAJ: After you do your coding,, what are the three questions?
Lets review the three questions and circle M, S or V.
OK. What are the three questions you are asking yourself ?
why do you circle M when you do your analysis?
GRP: Does it make sense ?
MAJ: Can you give us the second question. Why do you circle S ?
when you do the analysis ?
GRP: Because it sounds right.
MAJ: Yes, when it sounds grammatically correct. Ask "Can we say it that
way ?"
GRP: Ok.
GRP: But for some of them it does sound right even if it's not
grammatically right because that is how their parents talk, so with
first graders, one of the biggest problems I have is they will say, "my
mother says it that way".
MAJ: Good point. You might just say yes, but books don't say it that way. This is
the way the book talks. All right and what about V, what is the
question we ask ourselves?
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GRP: Does it look right.
MAJ: Great, any of the print on the page indicates use of visual
information. That kind of confuses people because they think that
circling V means that they looked at the picture, but it has
nothing to do with the picture. It is the print on the page. If they
use any letters of the print on the page. That is your guide...
[Fluency and Monitoring; November study group]
GRP: There were some words he worked on alot, but then on the last page
he knew all the words and he was very comfortable and all of a
sudden they came together.
MAJ: So you felt he was more fluent on the last page?
GRP: Right because he knew every single word and he felt good about it.
MAJ: Or maybe the story came together for him and by the last page
he knew what was going on in the story which enabled him
to be more fluent. Then he was able to predict and be fluent because he
knew more about the story. OK. Alright, what else? So you
notice he wasn't as fluent... starting off he was word by word. Say
more about that.
GRP: He did a lot of pausing in his reading.
MAJ: He did alot of pausing, what we do we call that? That is a reading
behavior.What is that called ? What is that when children pause ?
That is good reading behavior, there is a word for it. What do you
think?
GRP : They are reflecting.
MAJ: They are reflecting, yes, they are monitoring and N. did alot of nice
monitoring. He knows that he doesn't know. That is excellent
reading behavior. That is monitoring. Good readers know that they
don't know, they check on themselves.
An unanticipated outcome related to supportive aspects of the
group dealt with the issue of capacity-building. That is, over half of the
teachers reported self-initiated efforts at teaching their peers about the
merits and mechanics of assessment guided instruction. It appears that
newly discovered understandings served to empower certain teachers.
Two teachers, already in leadership positions, began sharing the
information with grade level colleagues midway through the study. One
of those teachers had begun making plans to revamp how
paraprofessionals would be trained to work with at-risk students. Three
other teachers, during the final interview, described how their learning in
this group would be used, and this teacher sums up their responses:
•I was really learning but learning is not just something you acquire for
yourself. It's just you come and practice in the classroom. But not only in the
classroom, because what I learned is something I can share with co-workers,
and that is what happened in this study group. I've been relating things that
happened there, the things that I learned to co-workers and it was real
professional development, it was an effective learning, it was something that
I can share and I will share now. [Mona/XI]
There were few challenging aspects of the study group experience
reported by teachers. The videotaping experience was intimidating to all,
with some describing it as "contrived . However, most of them saw it as
helpful not only for self analysis of teaching, but as a vehicle for refining
observational skills. In addition, despite a desire by all to visit each
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other's classrooms, traveling to a different destination each month proved
to be an anxiety-provoking pursuit. All teachers agreed to a more central
location for the final three sessions. The major dimculty associated with
this professional development experience named by all of the teachers
involved time: juggling time for family and other school responsibilities;
insufficient time to converse among themselves, tight after school travel
schedules, inadequate time to prepare group assignments. Sample
responses follow which highlight the pervasive nature of this challenge:
• ...And there was me coining from a late school and getting there, I was just
like, 'Wow, we need a little bit more time'. So, it would be interesting to see
something like the study group, whether it would have been possible to get
people to commit just a small portion of the summer where you're not so
hedged in with, tomorrow is another day of school and then you have famihes
and so on. [Ora/XI]
•I Uke to start on time, and 1 like to end on time. I think that's very important.
That's turns people off. It drove me crazy when people came late ... And it
wasn't fair to you. [Leah/XI]
•Sometimes in the afternoon, trying to get there it's hard trying to do
everything doing your job, trying to have a Ufe and doing everything else.
But 1 know to get there it is hard, but when 1 leave there I feel that 1 am glad I
went. [Kate/Xl]
•I would 've Uked for us to have more time to talk among oxirselves of the
problems or the things that go on—whether you have ideas on what else to do
with the focal students. You know ,more time to talk about what you're doing
with your student that has been successful and what has failed. [Mona/Xl]
•The study group did help... but really two hours wasn't that much time to
allow, but it kept us focused and you had a deadline... The agenda was a good
way to keep us on track, but 1 would have been willing to spend more time to
have even more shared interaction... perhaps by extending each session by 30
minutes [Tracy/XI]
• ...and 1 know that the sessions and lessons were really clear with you, and we
had time to practice. But really 1 would have liked more time, like, how to set
up the classrooms. [Mary/Xl]
• ...we took care of talking about the students that we are focusing on and
learning some sort of reading strategy every time to bring back to the kids,
but then we had other needs, you know, something that was stimulated
through thought patterns or by some of the discussion and we wanted to delve
more into that. And then it was time to go. [Ora/Xl]
•I honestly felt 1 never had enough time to do justice for what you were
asking. [Leah/Xl]
•Sometimes it was difficult even getting the work done; getting the reflections
done or getting the testing in; the video stuff in and the guided...especially if
they were the guided reading groups. And again, that was difficult getting
that done at times; peoples' workloads vary and what was asked of them. And
so it was difficult. I think that doing some of that stuff is really important,
even though it wasn' t the most convenient time or it was difficult to get it
done, it was still important stuff to be done. So those things were a challenge
or problematic. I don't know that they should be eliminated. [Mary/Xl]
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3. In what observable ways can shifts in thinking be linked to
changes in instruction and assessment practices?
Patton (1990) describes "sensitizing concepts" as one kind of data
organizing tool which provides the researcher with some "directions
along which to look". In analyzing information gathered for this question,
1 found this idea quite helpful, and applied it in conjunction with Short's
study regarding a literacy teacher's role in developing strategic readers
(1991). Short found three major indicators in terms of what teachers
did; that is, certain actual teaching interventions or practices tended to
develop independent literacy learners, The practices included using
assessment continuously to guide instruction, facilitating learning rather
than dispensing knowledge and explicit teaching for particular reading
strategies before, during and after the reading of a text. Since this
research question is primarily concerned with observable practices, using
Short's findings as my sensitizing concepts allowed me to move past
thinking, and to hone in on particular observable teaching practices as
reported by the teachers themselves.
Self-reported practice as an observer and user of assessment
involved shifts in paradigm generally accompanied by shifts in
practice categorized in the following manner:
(1) reconceptualized views about assessment and teacher's role
•I think from September, I became not just comfortable, but maybe more
knowledgeable about the running records as a form of assessment- an
assessment that isn't a test. It is an observation, but yet a scientific approach
to observation, that allows you to make some conclusions and allows you to
further guide yourself as to what you are going to do next. I think I've moved
more from being assured that testing isn't the thing, but it is more of a daily
assessment, a weekly assessment, the one on one conversations that 1 have
with the kids, and I am still thinking of ways to document all of that. [Ora/XI]
•I am keeping all this in a folder of their assessment with the paperwork, even
though in the beginning I said what's this...because we need another day in
order to really keep up with the paperwork, so what I have done, now I think
is that my reward is 1 have something to show parents and to show myself and
to show other people, the growth, or the academic growth or no growth of that
student. 1 was able to tell [parents] this is the problem, that he is not checking
carefully. Before I would say to myself what's wrong with [this child] He
should know this, but he doesn't know. How do I explain to the parents??
[Mona/XI]
•Last year, it was always, why do we have to do this ? It was because I was
doing it in April and I didn't do it in September, but this year it's something
that I look forward to doing because I had done it in September and I had done
it in February and I can see the growth of the student, what they now know
that they did not know in September. [Mona/XI]
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(2) assessment as a catalyst for reflection leading to deepened
understandings about childrens' literacy learning
•Now I can say this is where I am going. Before, in testing, when you tested a
child, for me I remembered that they would give you a number, this is the
percentile of this child, 90% or 80%. What are you going to do with this
number? You see it there, but you don't know what it means. Now with the
running record, what I see is strategies, the meaning and all that,
I know where I am going to and what 1 will do with this assessment
.
[Fanny/Ml]
• ... I think we all, whether they are spoken or unspoken, we know that it is
why we are there, because we have identified that we need to be more
proficient at assessing our children. And not only assessing because I think
we all have done that through the years, but what do you do with the
assessment afterwards is the piece that I have really come away
with. [Ora/XI]
•The assessment we gave before, we assessed the children, but it didn't give me
a clear picture. They just give you a few skills, things to teach. Now this
assessment that 1 have, this tool is very good and I make better
decisions and I record the behavior better. [Fanny/Xl]
•Just being able to figure out what level the child's on. That is the first step
and then when you go into the second and third level of analyzing,
what is it they are using, and then what strategy do I need to teach
, that is how I really find the running records the most useful for
me. [Ora/MI]
• ...you give more time to your student, is one of the things that through the
running records, you know the student better, the strategies, the
behavior when they read and that allows you to give those student
what they really need. 1 have two students this year, they are receiving
[language services] because of the running record. [Mona/Ml]
•Being in the study group and doing the deep analysis that we have
done of the running records really helped me to be able to select
other children to learn along with my focal child. In the beginning
to look at some of what the other children were doing while they weren't as
aggressive readers or ferocious readers as he was, but they were holding their
own on a level with him. [Ora/XI]
•I've been doing continuous on-going assessments on the weaker students to
see where their needs need to be met and teaching to them. [Tracy/Ml]
•Using DRA and doing running records, during guided reading or
in other groups, I have noticed the children really enjoy reading
and writing. They ask more questions among themselves, and help each
other with "unknown" words. They read more from charts around the room.
Everyone is learning. [Mona/journal]
•I'm going back and forth between the DRA and the running record. I'm
kind of using them in the same breath. But it seems to give more specific
information versus just a reading inventory test, either standardized
or informally given. So because the information is more specific, then that
lets me know specifically about the child, this is what they either
know, so that I can continue to build on that, or don't know, so that 1
can make sure I put in that. For example, from the running records, I'm
finding that they're consistently leaving off endings or they are not seeing
the vowels. [Kate/Ml]
•I see that I had been holding children back in years gone by, by
underestimating them. Through our ongoing monthly assessments of my
focal child, and the other "low achievers", I see giant steps of
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intellectual growth accompanied by higher senses of self- esteem.
[Tracy/Ml]
•I had taken running records on most of my students, and it really
surprised me, the strengths and weaknesses I "Discovered". I have
already begun to match students with the correct level books and to group
them according to their academic needs. [Mona/joumal]
•1 had never done running records, 1 knew about them, but had never done
them until this year and I do them all the time now. I would say at least once a
month I see every child one on one for 5 minutes. I'm very happy I did it
because it just said to me, Okay, you have another assessment that you can use.
The DRA means a lot to me because now if a child is really
confused, and I'm really frustrated, where do I go from here? [I]
give him the DRA and figure out what's going on. [Kate/XI]
•If I remember well, some of the goals were to explore the distinctive learning
needs of veteran literacy teachers. Well your goal has been accomplished.
With so many years of teaching on my back, I thought I was doing everything
very well. "Wrong". I was in some parts, but participating in our
discussions, by reading the book "Guided Reading" and by
practicing running records. I have realized some ups and downs
of my career, and for me, a positive way to change my teaching
style, to see my needs and also the needs of my students and plan
according to our needs. [Mona/joumal]
•1 look forward to our meeting with Irene Fountas. I was able to give the
Record of Oral Language test and made notes regarding the types of errors my
students made. My concerns were confirmed. [Mary/journal]
(3) assessment as a catalyst for specific teaching interventions
•I wanted to get better at the text I selected for E. to read, as well as to
involve him in a group of more than one other child. He is still at that border
of emergent (E) and early (F), but is squarely instructional on the (F) level. At
least, having now determined the latter, my quest for his instructional level
gives me the basis for what I need to teach this child, who from all casual
observation, approaches any book with confidence that he "could read" it.
But, he was yet, inconsistent in grade level books. [Ora/journal]
•Both students chosen for this project, Y. and M., showed similar difficiilties,
and I have developed some activities for them and for other
students as well i.e. alphabet collages - beginning sounds;poems-
rhyming and ending sounds,peer grouping - emergent readers with fluent
readers. [Mona/journal]
(4) assessment as a catalyst for major instructional shifts
•By doing this study, I didn't just assess L., I did some other kids, but more on
her. You'd see the growth. She was just looking at the beginning of the word,
then later on, she was looking at the middle of the word. I could track her
growth more. If I weren't in the study group, I'm sure I wouldn't
have been doing all this extra assessment, it shows progress. I
would have done the beginning and the end. So this way , I saw
the continual growth of what I needed to do, or lack of growth and
focused on it, to teach that. [Tracy/XI]
•While doing running records, I noticed that some students were
having language problems. They were lacking vocabulary. They were
having problems understanding the stories because they did not know the
meaning of words. I knew children needed to hear good adult language and
need ample time to express themselves. They need to master vocabulary. I
knew for a fact, but never took the time to plan activities where
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they talk more, even if the topics has nothing related with stories read.
This year I have done this, and students have developed sufficient oral
vocabulary and improved articulation. [Mona/journal]
•Finding out through the DRA assessments that they read on second and third
grade levels, I gave them more challenging stories to read, and the
children love them. [Tracy/Ml]
•By giving Y. the DRA, I have realized she can do more and better
academic work when she is taught one-to-one. She gets very distracted
in large groups. 1 have a clearer idea of her strengths as a reader. I have
pinpointed some areas where she needs more help. I intend to work closely
with her and to do assessments more often in order to meet the needs she has.
[Mona/journal]
•Before I had small groups. But one child can be reading across from
where I'm sitting. If he makes a mistake, you can't always really pay close
attention to it. With the running record, this one-on-one when you
are doing it you see that the child is having some particular
difficulties. [Mona/MI]
•Before it was just assessing, children read the paragraph they gave
back information literal comprehension ,no critical thinking. Now I
ask them to give back information, details, but also be able to
form opinions and make judgments and back them up. That is it. The
critical thinking. [Fanny/journal]
(5) assessment as a catalyst for making coUegial decisions
about children [other than focal] experiencing difficulty
•Learning more about running record and its stages of analysis has also
helped. I feel more at ease doing them now that I have a purpose. 1 have been
able to help other teachers with the process. It is an authentic assessment and
provides the student the opportunity to demonstrate the level of his/her
development. [Kate/XI]
• ... if you really want to help the child who's having problems, this is a
positive step, besides having them go up to Student Support Team/SST for
testing. This [DRA] is a good resource for decisions about whether
the child should be brought up before the SST group. [Tina/XI]
•What I suggested as team leader to grade 1 level teachers is that
when we have February open house, that they try to use the
running records to talk about kids that they are concerned about
with their parents. I think it is a very tangible record of what the child has
been doing, as opposed to saying listen Mrs. So and So, your child is having a
problem. [Ora/MI]
Self-reported practice as a coach or facilitator involved shifts
in values held about the roles of teacher and children in the
learning process accompanied by instructional changes
categorized in the following manner:
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(1) replacing teacher/program-centered emphasis w/child centered
approaches
•Coming out of my work with the running record, I see it as another approach
to get more information about what the children know. I am looking at them
as individuals, rather than looking at them as this group, where when I first
started teaching a zillion years ago, it was like everyone was reading the exact
same page and the exact same basal. Truthfully I just had the children
in groups in September and kept on going with the exact same
children always together. And now I am changing them all the
time because they all have different needs and one group needs one
thing more than another. [Kate/XI]
•Before, I did not let my children have enough time to read for
pleasure, because there were stories from the "series" that had to
be read, discussed, and a work book to work on. Now, reading for
pleasure is an important part of my teaching. I give more time to
students to read freely for satisfying their curiosity, to relate stories to their
own Ufe, or just to have fun while they read. I encourage students to respond
to stories read to them, relating them to their own experiences. This has
helped them discover the value of reading, [Mona/journal]
•Positive reinforcement works with J. so nicely... 1 bring him into
the book area and let him choose the text at his level. He is
interested, he wants to read it and he feels good about himself.
Again, J. has gone another level up to level E. He is so much happier when I
call his reading group, he wants to answer more questions and he tries to help
others to find ways to tackle unknown words. Jonathan makes me feel that the
study group was worthwhile. I may not have taken the time to work so hard
with an individual child. I felt I picked the right child for my study.
[Kate/journal]
•S. has been very successful. This makes me feel pleased. It is rewarding to
hear the conversation that is promoted as a result of the reading
of texts that relate to his interests. The books also allow for problem
solving. .. These readings have sparked independent reading so
much so that I am asking the librarian if there are dinosaur books
available to read. He perseveres with his reading, particularly if he is very
interested in the topic and I offers my support and interest. [Leah/XI]
•Once again, I can say that participating in this research project has helped
me extensively. Discussion and lessons made me change my teaching style.
Mostly working with students 1-1 and in small groups has given
me the opportunity to know my students better, to observe their
reading and writing behavior and to meet their needs in an effective way.
[Mona/journal]
•.. before I would use a big book for one day. But now I'm using it for pleasure
for the first day, then I'm getting one or two different aspects out of it, such as
maybe taking off the silent E and adding I-N-G, [Kate/XI]
•Mostly, 1 was focused on teaching that series, that book. We have
to cover five books in first grade. And I was using books that I was attached to-
- the theme or unit. But this year, I have used more books like the small
books that I have here and I have given the children more time to
explore by themselves. [Mona/journal]
• ...assessing the kids right up front. Then I saw what they needed. I didn't
wait, and I taught the others, pulled it out of them to see where they were at
and where they needed to go. You gotta give the kids more credit. I
was really surprised at how much they really knew, so I started off
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at a higher level. 1 started seeing strengths very early and
having the concrete data, so you can just start off at a higher level on the
ladder and take off from there. They really have a lot more knowledge than 1
thought they had, and they really do share with each other. There is a lot
more student input than my input now. [Tracy/Ml]
•I'm going in and taking the guided reading books. The guided reading books
are a lot easier for the kids because it's not like ten stories together. It's one
story. The children say, "I've read a whole book." It's not just a story.
[Kate/Ml]
•This year I had more of an awareness and began use of trade
books as opposed to doing the basal. Trade books have always been
something that unless you have the ability to somehow buy them, borrow
them, beg for them they're is not available. But this year 1 think of it as
soaking my children with trade books and I just really saw that in
bringing that change to my classroom, it had such a positive
affect that I didn't care where I had to walk to, who I had to ask in
order to get a steady flow of those trade books coming in. With
realizing that as children read and finish those books, they feel
more like readers as opposed to reading a story out of book and they're
picking up that same book week after week after week. [Ora/XI]
(2) seeing child as active participant vs. empty vessel and teacher
as facihtator vs. all-knowing fount ofknowledge
•When 1 did the first running record for my case study, and I
found out myself, he was looking to me for too much information.
He would just wait there and look cute. So now I'm saying all
right, let him try it on his own. And the first time he really was not
willing to even attempt. Then the next time he goes,Well, 1 know.And he said.
Wait a minute, Miss K. I can do this. And the waiting period was probably
forty-five seconds. Now it's down to probably ten to fifteen seconds, [Kate/Ml]
•But I never had them [word walls] in place. It's up here all the
time now, they can use it, and they don't have to always be looking
for me. [Leah/Ml]
•1 now give L. more wait time, because she really does have a lot of the skills.
[Tracy/Ml]
•I have learned to be a better listener and observer. I provide
students more opportunities to look and read books. They choose their own
topic for writing. I support and encourage them to take risks while reading
and writing. 1 am not the center now. They are! [Mona/journal]
•Now when children write, I am saying tell me about it in your
own words rather than taking one page and writing from that
page and illustrating it. I am saying "in your own words tell me what the
whole story was about "so he has the power to do that now and I think
that before I would not have given him the opportunity, I would
have just said this is how you spell it. [Kate/Xl]
•They're not just being lectured to. So I allow them to help each other
out, I think that the kids need to become more independent, I'm not the
only resource, [Kate/XI]
• If we don't know, we ask questions in the study group, 1 was so used to not
letting children look at somebody's paper, now I let them. If that's the way to
get the answer because it's not a test. [Fanny/XI]
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Self-reported practice as a more knowledgeable literacy teacher
involved theoretical shifts about the reading process and new
understandings about elements of that process categorized as
follows:
(1) view ofreading as an interactive process in which teacher
language impacts a literacy learner's thinking and behavior
•I was learning about the appropriate [assessment] tools, but still it all applies
to reading in general. ..1 mean, in terms of what I say to the kids, what
language I use to help support certain behaviors, what language I
may or may have been using that didn't support certain behaviors
or it may have encouraged other behaviors. They're saying, "Sound it
out" and before that would have been a great answer, but I've been working so
hard to get these other strategies in, and they're still saying, "Sound it out".
So now I'm learning some of the little gray areas of fine tuning. But there
are some other things I'm doing which lead more to sounding it
out, and so that's why I'm getting more of that kind of an answer.
[Mary/XI]
•Good punctuation and phrasing and their intonation [are
important] when they're reading, to give it more meaning, to always
reiterate the phrases that make sense, and does it sotmd right. Just say to have
it be a normal part of their way of thinking; to make them internalize it. I
make sure that they're doing some self-monitoring and problem-
solving now. [Fanny/XI]
(2) new instructional practices incorporating "teaching for
strategies" and "how to" vs. telling answers and teaching skills
•I was giving the answer and not giving him strategies. Now he is
using a lot more word attack skills and he will say, well I see that word in
there, I don't know the whole word but 1 know part of it, so we go from there,
we go from what he does know and we extend on that. [Kate/XI]
•I enjoy the DRA, because it has made me think before I start a
book with a child to say, let's take a look at these pictures. Let's get
a little bit more detail before we start reading. So it gets the child a little bit
more comfortable with the story. I do that now because of the DRA. [Kate/XI]
• ...that testing made me stop and think about when I start a book
now, I make them look at the pictures before they start anything,
[Fanny/Xl]
• I had done a running record with her on a book,,, and 1 came back to
her and did the running record on it again and one of the things she was
having trouble with is the weird thing in English of T-I-O-N being
"sion", so we worked on that. [Ora/MI]
(3) new instructional practices incorporating fluency as a strategy
•I put it out to the whole class, in fact, about they weren't stopping at
periods. They were just running them in together and I was
imitating how they sounded- word-for-word. It's amazing because
when they read now in the classroom, they'll say. Oh, I didn't stop.
They're thinking and they say,that doesn't sound right, that sounds funny. So
they're internalizing and it's helping them gain more meaning I
think. [Tina/Ml]
•Before I didn't really assess many strategies I was using . Maybe I was using
them, but I wasn't letting the kids know, like what to look for when they read,
strategies like looking at how things sound. I taught beginning sounds
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and ending sounds, but to tell the student, listen to this and see if
it sounds right, 1 never did that. [Mona/MI]
•I told him do not use the finger. So he will look at the phrases,
chunks of words, instead of just one by one, so he could acquire
fluency. Also we are now working with the beginning of words because this
is where he is lacking, visual. The last running record I took I noticed that
this is where he is lacking. He does not associate the beginning sound with
the sound of the word. [Fanny/Ml]
•I'm using the strategies, you know, how to read by phrases. And I
said, "Please do not point. Now let's say three words at the same time and this
is the way we talk." We don't talk like that, you know, word-by-word.
[Fanny/Xl]
4. To what extent does context at the classroom, school
and system level impact shifts in thinking and
classroom practice ?
As indicated in the previous question, context within the study
group played a dominant role in contributing to these teachers' shifts in
thinking and accompanying new classroom practices. Thus, it is no
surprise that this issue remained prevalent as implementation efforts were
launched back at the school site. Teachers do not work in a vacuum;
their students, other colleagues, administrators and parents exhibit
various levels of influence within the context or school community in
which these teachers work. In addition, family matters were cited as
influential in their professional growth. According to Schulman (1997),
context or a "culture of inquiry" is a major contributing factor to the
growth of professional learning. He contends that such a context is not
automatic, but must be deliberately and continuously nurtured . These
teachers provide much insight into what is helpful and what is not in
terms of a context which constitutes a "culture of inquiry". Their
responses are divided in the following manner: student-related supports
and challenges include issues that emanate from direct work with
children, classroom-related supports and challenges include issues for
the teacher within classroom group parameters, school-related
supports and challenges includes issues mainly dealing with collegial
interaction, system-related supports and challenges includes issues
borne out of work with supervisory administrators and matters controlled
by central office, home-related supports and challenges include issues
involving parents, profession-related supports and challenges include
ways in which these veterans have been nurtured or not by the
educational professional community, and personally-related supports
were family matters spontaneously spoken of by teachers as highly
influential in their professional lives. Finally, a category that emerged
involved comments of a self-efficacious nature. These responses reflect
a seemingly innate desire to continuously learn or self-appraise, and are
categorized as self-extending supports.
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Student-related supports fell into three categories:
(1) seeing students succeed supports teachers
•Changes are not easy, but what makes it easy for me is the student because I
realize it's them. I'm here for them. [Mona/EI]
•Sometimes I might purposely set out to find out what I can do to fix this or to
be more effective here. So then I might seek out specific kinds of information
not just because I believe in this particular philosophy or that this is the new
way to learn, but I'm looking for something to help this particular kind of
learner. [Mary/EI]
• ...some things you put your time into, but it really isn't worth it. If it works
for the kids, I'll do it...when I see them making progress, it's ongoing support.
The kids are doing well, I'm supporting them and it's just going back and
forth. [Tracy/EI]
•You know I'm always so concerned that I don't want my kids to be lacking
because of me. So if there's anything I can do to help my kids reach their full
potential, then I'll try to do it. And so those kinds of professional development
workshops or things that I think will help me to help my kids, that's what I'm
most interested in...[Mary/EI]
•..So, what am I not doing, or what could I do to make it better. So I always
question myself, what can I do to help. And this child isn't picking it up this
way. So it's not a question of how can I make him fit into this hole, but maybe
he's learning a litde different, of seeing a little bit different, in seeing it and
what can I do, to help him take in that information. [Mary/EI]
• ...Well certainly your long term goals make a difference... But most immediate
is your ongoing assessment of what's happening with the child, how they're
taking in the information, how they're learning, what needs to happen to
help me to be more effective so they can gain that information or utilize that
information. [Mary/EI]
• .. if [I] shut off the brain from learning, I have no right to do that if I am
teaching. ...I'm an active learner all the time, looking for more ways, better
ways, different ways to do this and do that, to reach [the children]. ..[Kate/EI]
(2) seeing former students continually succeed supports teachers
•I think for me in my teaching, the questioning is also tied to how my students
do when they leave me. In other words, that's the final confirmation for me.
[Ora/EI]
(3) an ethic of care is a buoy for teachers
• [changing] the mindset of what teachers are, maybe all the talk about
teachers having it so easy, why do they want to do this, they have the surmners
off, they don't try, they don't work. People don't really realize that some
teachers really go the extra mile to learn, to keep up with new techniques,
new strategies. They're always trying, they're always giving to children. I
mean, this is their whole heart and soul. I mean, if you're a teacher, you want
the best for your students, and you really try your best. It's not just a job. It's
a responsibility and if you didn't, you know, care for kids, it wouldn't mean
anything. [Tracy/EI]
•There many many time,s you know, when you feel put upon by the system
and you want to quit, you feel frustrated, but you get in front of the children
and they are the ones who work the magic... [Ora/EI]
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Student related challenges involved both academic and social
domains:
•I am concerned about one of my students who does not have ESL
background support. This is her second year in first grade. Her oral and
written language is very poor. The Record of Oral Language workshop may
provide me with some additional insight about her difficulties. [Mary/El]
•One of the things that's changed is before 1 wasn't that religious, now 1
am...Five or six years ago, I had a student who was driving me crazy. I used to
hate coming into work. He would scream at me and curse me...l
began to attend daily morning mass. Now it's a habit 1 cannot do
without to set the tone for my day. [Mona/Ml]
•The child, for example, may be asked to function in a world that
isn't quite the same as it was several years ago. So what they did
several years ago, doesn't quite work now the same for me as a
teacher. So there's that part and then there's also that fact their
environment changes how they are. It's not that they are just trying to fit into
a new environment, but the environment that they are in has changed, so if a
child is watching TV all the time and is used to things flipping fast, being
entertained, and that kind of a mind set that they're in, you know, then that's
a challenge. Perhaps, it's come from the environment, but you know, you've
gotta work with that. If they are not getting sleep, if they are not getting food,
if they are worried, constantly look to the child to evaluate that they are
getting it and not getting it, then you pick up on some of those issues. Not
only, hopefully, do you tease out what you can do differently but you might
also tease out some other sources as to what the problem might be and then you
have to do some things differently,to ask for help from different directions.
[Mary/EI]
Classroom-related supports centered on issues which met
individual needs of students or teachers
(1) student-centered approaches as teacher motivators
•To just see the success of that one child, it was sort of like 1 had to focus on my
worst, on the one who was giving me the pain, the worst case scenario and
make that a success. Then when 1 used that 1 was able to broaden it where 1
was doing it for the whole class. [Ora/Ml]
•The grouping has made it easier, because if you have different groups, the
more groups and the more centers gives you more time but less students
within a group. [[Ora/Xl]
(2) teacher-centered format for professional development
• I think that effective professional development not only gives you the
information, but also gives you a channel to practice, you know, or to be
supported. 1 think if you, you can go to a million and one sessions and you
have full intentions of bringing it back to your classroom to your children,
but you find you get there and it's so difficult to graft it into your already
estabUshed routine, but if somebody comes along besides you and says,You
know what, I'll come to your class. I'll work with your kids, for a couple of
weeks, a couple of months, however long you think it will take for you to do
this, it makes a big difference. [Ora/XI]
•It has to be practical. It has to be given in a way that I can use it in my
classroom. I like things that I can take away and use right away. I will read, I
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will look at some of the research or some of that information, but I need the
more hands-on knowledge and how it directly affects the kids. And that's what
I need. 1 need it always to be directly connected and not just too much for the
abstract and just intellectual way out there. It has to be directly related.
[Mary/XI]
Classroom-related challenges mainly dealt with issues of time
and inordinate class size often interwoven as problems.
•And so the time continues to be a challenge, even now. Our school, we have
to do DRA testing. Right now, we have to do it at the beginning of the year and
the end of the year. That's gonna definitely go in place for next year. We
started it this year. And we have to have subs, because we couldn't physically
sit with one child and be expected to maintain twenty-four other children.
Now that's all well and good, but if that substitute, that support is taken away
even though I want to assess 1 might not be able to physically do that for all
the kids. So like with the running records, I think it's really important and
it's really helpful. And I've done it with my focus child, and sometimes it was
difficult getting that in with one or two students. How 1 can physically do it
with twenty-five students may not be something that 1 can do even if 1 really,
really want to. So time constraints continue to be a problem, [Mary/XI]
•It's important to assess and you have to teach the needs. But you have 25 kids.
I mean you're doing like four sets of tests and each test takes more than one
period and you have 25 kids. When are you going to be teaching ? [Tracy, MI]
•...sometimes what gets in the way is the time. We don't have enough time.
We have the P&Ds, but most of the time is taken for the meetings, and that's
one of the things that can get in your way for changes, because we want to be
prepared for the student, but when, again, do you have the time to prepare ?
And sometimes that's hard taking time to do it at home, I mean it's
overwhelming pressure. [Tracy/XI]
•...but we do not adjust. [We assess ] but we never, never adjust, maybe
because we have too many children in the classroom... [Fanny/Ml]
•I am feeling so inadequate as I try to put all these pieces into place here,
because I am still teaching something else which is antiquated or that doesn't
quite fit, there's the challenge including the 25 kids and a few real behavior
problems and doing the guided reading and how to go about it...[Mary/XI]
»School-related supports centered around beneficial "in-house
aspects of the context as well as appropriate structures for
professional development
(1) school-wide literacy model provisions as a support
• that is great that the environment here is such that you can come in and find
a book that after you determine their needs, that you actually have a place in
this school, that you could find books which meet his needs [Kate/Ml]
•J., I would say J. [lead teacher] supports me. And anything I like, like the
other day in running records I went to her right away and we did certain
things together so that has been very, very helpful. [Fanny/Ml]
•There's some of what we've learned here was also the DRA testing, that was
talked about in the ELIC course [schoolwide literacy model]. We had someone
come to the school and talk to us about it. So you could say that it was
duplicated or that we had other ways to learn about the same thing, but not
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really with the intensity... [Mary/Ml]
• ... I am hoping to receive more training. I am one of a very few teachers, at
our school, who is working at trying guided reading along wdth our existing
reading program. I have, however, signed up for the optional peer coaching
which will begin this week. [Mary/Ml]
•Well, J. said, "I think [study group] will be very beneficial for you". Because
this is a tool that we use in a lot of our assessments and all that. And this will
teach you how to, will give you more learning about how to use the tools and
strategies, how children use those. [Fanny/ El]
(2) collaboration with other "learning" colleagues as support
• I listen to some of the other teachers, I hear them say, and I think it's
already happening, is they shared it with other teachers, and they're
spreading things around and other teachers are embracing it, so 1 mean it
might be a good way of reaching out, branching out to some of these resistant
people, having a veteran teacher sort of say. Gee, this is really happening;
seeing results of children making bigger gains. [Tina/Xl]
•Having a constant study group in Chelsea , that all teachers were attempting
to teach things around the same time of the year, we would get together and we
would plan our lessons together for reading in particular, because the
emphasis was on that and it was truly helpful. Because of some confirmation,
it's the confirmation that I constantly need. To say, you're not just out there
feeling like a pied piper or something. [Ora/EI]
• ...their[colleague's school] scores were veiy, very good and I can see why.
Most of the teachers were trained in the strategies, so that they solved the
problems early on and the kids when they get to a higher level, there is no
problems. [Tina/Ml]
(3) the principal as a main support and advocate ofa learning
culture
•... the environment in the school. 1 have everything that 1 ask, well not
everything, but 1 write a note to her[the principal]... and say "Hey, 1 need this,
or some advice, or some relief at lunchtime because 1 don't know how to do
this." Like if I switch to this, 1 don't understand she wall send to someone who
knows. [Mona/El]
(4)professional development structure supporting individual needs
•Our professional development[should be] more than just listening to someone
rehash all the information at us. ..dictate...You know, they always want hands-
on, they always want modeling. The teachers do because they're not sure,
because it's like testing the water and they say, Am I doing it right? Am 1
doing it wrong? Show me how to do it and then I'll try it. 1 think that would be
better for people. [Tracy/Xl]
•...professors from B.C. were involved. It was the Team Unit leading there and
they gave us a lot of ideas. Just how to get performance based objectives, did a
lot of work with writing. John Cawthorne was an expert on writing. [Tina/EI]
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School-related challenges in all cases related to some aspect of
dissonan t colle^ial rela tionships
(1) colleagues' missing or lost vision of their work
• I think people receive you, no matter how humble or diplomatic you try to
present your work, people tend to perceive you as a competitor when you're
working shoulder to shoulder and I'm not sure that individual teachers can
truly make the difference in a school. [Ora/MI]
(2) colleagues' resistance and adherence to the familiar
•I think in the building, it's hard for me because a lot of people are resistant to
these ideas. They're set in their ways. They have their lesson plans all done
for the whole next year with no spontaneity, is that how you say it, which I
think is very important in teaching because you sort of have to go with the
child and the flow because it's more meaningful to them... Planning is good,
but there's gotta be ways to deal with the instructional curriculum to get to the
points where if you teach the child with different techniques, to meet all the
needs of all the children. [Tina/Ml]
• 1 feel that we have gone a littie bit backwards at this school, because we are
not doing very structured and I feel bad that we are not an ELLl School
because the other teachers that I have talked to their training is very, they
know exactly where they are heading, they know exactly what is expected and
everyone is on the same page. My school being what do you call it a home
grown model is going every which way. The people are doing the DRA's, they
are all doing the DRA, but they are not analyzing so that it is not going
anywhere. Sort of like being in limbo. [Tina/Ml]
(3) colleagues' view of teaching as a job vs. a craft
•As a matter of fact, I was talking with a colleague yesterday. It's like, why are
you doing so much and some teachers just come and they come in the door at
9:10, they leave the door at 3:35, and that's it. And she said. Those teachers are
working just for the money. I said, I don't care about what those teachers do.
[Mona/MI]
•I question myself because I see people sit down and read a books and the child
reads and then they help them if that child misses a word. And then the next
child has a turn. So they're getting through their reading material a lot faster
and I'm saying to myself, "maybe this is the method, maybe that's what 1 ought
to be doing, maybe I don't need to go into all the structure for the vocabulary
and that all, but maybe it's not worth it. [Ora/EI]
•You almost have to be in a position that gives you that sort of tag that says,My
job is to disseminate this information to give it to you and you're more
received at that level as opposed to me bursting in here and saying, "Hey guys,
this is what I'm learning in study group. I talk about it, you know, and the
people who are interested, they bite, you know. I present it in my grade level
meetings, you know, because I've had the opportunity to be the one making
the agendas, you know, what we're going to discuss, but for example, I talked
about this in my grade level reading. WTiat are the habits of good readers? I
offered the pink form that has all of that and out of four teachers who
actually, we"re about seven that meet, but four of them actually Grade 1,
there's only two people who were in this, and the other ones decided to carry
on a private conversation while I was talking about it. [Ora/MI]
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(3) colleagues' mismatched expectations of children
• I think more cross grade, because when there's some cross grading, you
know, the teacher that had the children the previous year, she'd know what
was expected of them and what the goals are to get them more together. That
hasn't happened yet. [Tina/XI]
•Maybe somewhere along the line there would be a sort of like a meeting of
the minds and even a quality, so where sometimes I mean it is probably not my
business, but I worry about kids getting inconsistent teaching. [Ora/MI]
(4) lack of time for collegial engagement
• If I put it together at night, you know, I come in and do it. But things don't
go on as scheduled because this and that and this and that and there's just so
much going on in school all the time. All of sudden administrator's coming in,
we're gonna have this program or that and whatever. Things don't go as
scheduled. Everyone's running so much, everyone's on a roll. There's really
not that much time to get together. There's so many demands that it's tricky
just to make another demand on somebody's time and they're already
overloaded. [Tracy/Ml]
(5) colleagues' "egg-crate" mentality
• ...So then I'm waiting for a particular book (out the common bookroom), and
I'm waiting for this, and then some of the books are missing, you only can get
two... I mean, I'd be willing to share, but no one seems to keep to the rules. I
asked one teacher one day, I said to her, I said. Well, you have this particular
book, someone told me. Oh, she said, My children love it. I said. Yeah, but
that's not what I asked you. I said, You've had it for quite awhile now. Well,
you know, she was so reluctant. I didn't get it for a couple of more weeks.
[Leah/Ml]
System-related supports mainly revolved around varying kinds
of professional development opportunities within the school
[inside learning] and beyond the school walls [outside learning]
with attached budgetary provisions:
(1) inside learning with in-house resources
• ...implementing certain things have become mandatory; that's [sometimes]
how I implement them. The way I have embraced things has a lot to do with
this course and system requirements. [Mary/Ml]
• ...Like Martha , we go over there and get the books. That was always
wonderful. I think Martha G.'s office has really been like the big influence.
Knowing what's what and she's getting us to know. She has the connections.
And the office follows through. [Tracy/ EI]
•Millie v., I got her, and a couple of workshops were given . And she was
great. I mean, she really gave people hands on techniques that they could use
. You know, she brought a multitude of things to show, so that they really had
some real good things to work with. People like that were brought right in the
building that we worked with from the district office. [Tina/EI]
•I take five periods a week planning and development is essential. It just takes
a lot of preparing. [Mona/MI]
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(2) outside learning funded by system
•I think the teachers should have freedom of choice, as what interests them,
when it's applicable to the curriculum at their level. [Leah/Xl]
•The two systemwide workshops presented in conjunction with Lesley College
that I attended...were very informative and well run. The most important
thing I see coming out of this group is the sincere openness of teachers
embracing the strategies they're being taught and wanting to learn more so
they can effectively make a difference to the children in their classes. I hear
them talking about showing their colleagues in their schools what they're
doing and this makes me feel there is hope for many more teachers to make
changes so their children can reap the rewards. [Tina/Xl]
•One of the things that 1 wanted to find out more about was the Record of Oral
Language. 1 am very pleased to get in on these sessions with Irene Fountas
and just delighted to learn how to give the test. [Mary/Ml]
(3) inside learning funded by outside agencies
•We have an Annenberg Grant here that we have to, for the last three years,
did every other week, before if was every week, not it's every other week, to
look at student work. So that has helped me a lot. [Mona/EI]
• I think, I've been changing all along, but the Reading Recovery training
[provided by the system] really was a mind blower! (Laughter) No, it really
was! It changed my whole outlook on everything, I mean, completely.
[Tina/EI]
•To get these kids and all these Uttle centers is a big task. So I made two signs.
Tony [trainer from schoolwide literacy model] showed us some, like most
people would come to our districtwide sessions and their concern was
management. 1 don't know how many examples his assistant gave us - but
there was one that had 'open' and 'close', so I made that to help me with
management of my centers. [Leah/El]
An additional system support mentioned was that of the
principal as an encouraging presence and model:
•...when the principal comes in and says to the children. Could you read that
for me? 1 never feel intimidated. Never, because 1 know that they should be
able to read it. I have enough belief in myself, okay? I know that... And she
knows the children, and she knows who can do it,she will know that.
[Leah/Ml]
•I can count on [my principal], like if I need something, like materials, 1 can
go to her. Also, um, she had with professional development, she gave us a lot
of facts, too, not only has she given us opportunity to participate, she
participates herself. This is a great plus because 1 mean, hey we have to do it,
but she is not just showing us that we have to do it, but she has to do it too.
[Mona/EI]
System-related challenges fell into three categories:
(1) lack of system-driven ways to build and maintain a common
knowledge base
•I think everybody doing the same thing is good, but I think if the people are
involved - I know, I've had training in certain things, so it hasn't been a
problem for me - but new people coming in haven't been given enough
training and they are expected to know certain things. So I think that's been
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a deterrent for a lot of people in the building. [Tina/EI]
•I also feel that [district-wide] professional development should be done on
running records and the DRA professionals who know how to analyze the
results and give teachers first-hand knowledge on steps to take to remediate
the children's problems. Unfortunately, many teachers go through the
motions of collecting the data but this is where it stops. 1 feel that the
Superintendent should make it clear that "change" is what is needed to reach
some of our children. I'm not saying the old way is a bad way, but when you
have certain schools who are using these important tools to help them guide
their instruction they (children) are making great gains and others are just
going through the motions. [Tina/journal]
(2) union /contractual elements that send mixed messages
•Sometimes 1 wonder am I crossing the line, because 1 don't want to, I mean, be
against the union because it's my union. But it can be something that 1 choose
to do because 1 need, I want to be prepared. I'm coming here at 9 o'clock, and
I'm leaving at 3:30. That doesn't make me a good teacher. Where is the time to
plan? So I want to be here at least one hour, and it's better for me to do it in
the morning. But then there's the union. You can find yourself with your
hands tied...[Mona/XI]
(3) diminished sense ofprofessionalism
• ...you're helping all children read in your classroom. And then you set up a
system where you can't get, those kids can't get support, then that's a real
problem. Right now, this whole SPED thing, it's a real problem, because the
emphasis is on meeting the standard, yet SPED referrals are limited, regardless
it seems to be acting at the expense of the chUd. I'm opposed to it, I'm not very
quick to run down with a referral. So when I do go, you know, it's a serious
problem with a specific need, and I do think that they qualify. But when
you're talking about, doing or not doing something, just for numbers sake
then 1 think that's not healthy, that's a problem. , so anything that looks at
something in a more self serving way, when you're supposed to be doing
something to help children but the truth of it is, you have a whole other
agenda, then I don't find that helpful. [Mary/EI]
•Some administrators want to do the whole ball game, you gotta do it my way. A
deadline, and you do this, and they really don't understand what they are
doing. [Tina/EI]
•Requirements regarding products or systems mandates are a challenge. I
want the child's best versus fast pace and pumping out products. I'm taking
more time to get the best out of the child slowing the pace of instruction as
determined by the child. [Kate/Ml]
Home-related supports mainly involved parents working
alongside teachers as advocates for their child's learning which
manifested itself in various ways:
(1) more knowledgeable parent regarding literacy learning
• I was just overwhelmed with the idea of doing this [running record] for a
whole class. But I think this is an idea that is wonderful and for the first time
we have something I think parents can truly get in touch with it. [Mona/MI]
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(2) parent visits to school
•S. is a twin. I guess Xhe other twin's not doing well. And anyway, I asked to
see her. And he started to improve. And then she came up again because of
the other daughter, and she said to me that's she's been so pleased...[Leah/Ml]
(3) rich social relationship intentionally developed by teacher with
parent
• ... she is very disturbed because of what's going on at home. And I have
known this. I want her to do the best which is why 1 picked her for this study,
I have to come closer to the mother and, and know the family better. I mean,
this child is learning now. [Tracy/Ml]
•maybe because I know the parents the extent of the eye problem is very
serious and they are hoping that if he were to wear the glasses all the time,
that some of it would begin to correct itself and indeed this year, they said that
some of it is starting to get better. [Mary/Ml]
•I try to get them to realize that, you know, we're in this together. Years ago,
they would take it as a threat, I guess, when the teacher would say it. Now, you
know, 1 say we're a team, we're gonna work together to help your child... they
need to see the teacher as a helper, the guider, and we work together, and, you
know, they ask me to send home different things and I do. And I found that's
been important. [Tracy/Ml]
(4) child's success as catalyst for parent involvement
• 1 can see the children who are really progressing beautifully, they are really
forcing their parents to pay attention to them, [Kate/Ml]
Home-related challenges dealt with the following issues;
(1) little or no parent interaction due to own work schedule
•...being a parent and coming from a large family where there's a lot of kids,
1 know, because I work too. But if 1 need to meet with my teacher, my child's
teacher, 1 have to do it at nighttime or early in the morning. So parents
sometimes they get on my nerves (Laughter). Many of these kids go home and
no one interacts with them. [Mona/Ml]
(2) impoverished home situations which naturally touch school life
•Starting out with TLC so many of them don't get any, between the kids being
in shelters, this other little one, was taken from her mother. That's a bad home
situation. These are the kids happiest hours in here. So I make learning fun.
Anything that's making learning fun, that what's it's all about for me.
[Tracy/EI]
(3) diminished sense ofprofessionalism
•If you're going to make a decision or something that affects children or
teachers and you gotta make a certain rule, then you should know what you're
talking about. You know you shouldn't get the ice cream man in here making
a decision, an educational decision. Often times, that's what happens... a
parent can come in and have more leverage [than me] 1 mean, there are
parents, who could walk in and say things and be gone and you know, these




Profession-related supports revolved around ways teacher
learning had been cultivated, sustained and enriched over the
years:
(1) positive impact of early mentors and "real world" experiences
•I remember Jenny Dunn. Jenny Dunn 1st grade teacher-I learned so much
with her. A tremendous lady - she was a nun, what I learned was some of the
reading things. And I learned how to manage a classroom... she used to give
me groups, small groups to teach them, you know, how to read. Teach them the
techniques, what to use, what to do. Do this, give them that. Over here we do it
by syllables, over here we do it by sound, things like that, you know. And how
to deal with the parents when the parents come... [Fanny/El]
•Well they were like out of all the classes that I took, 1 can say like two or three
only taught me how to do certain things regarding strategies I use. 1 can say
that by being a paraprofessional and looking at the people that 1 used to work
with and observing and doing it, practice was what made me a good teacher of
how to teach reading and writing. ...experience and my years as a para
professional. [Mona/El]
• I got a lot of input from a teacher that 1 shared a room with. She was an
experienced teacher - Ellen Lowen - she was very helpful and being in with
her, watching her... She taught me an awful lot , strategies to use, I think. We
didn't get any methods courses. I think the hands on training is more, being
in the field, being with an experienced teacher was really helpful to me. Um,
watching her do thing, just her way with the students was really very eye
opening. She had a nice way with children. She challenged them, but she
never put them down. [Tina/EI]
•
, when I first had to teach a reading course, 1 felt overwhelmed, because I had
all these theories, up here in my mind, but I really had no idea how to put it
into practical use. And if um, the thing that helped me was going and asking
people whom had already been doing the job. [Tina/EI]
•The wonderful thing about Antioch, was that everyone in the class were
professionals, already working in their own field. We were all adults, we were
all old people in school, (laughter). So, we got the benefit of the textbook
knowledge and we would discuss things in that manner, but we also got first
hand experience of not only the instructor but those other people working in
their field. [Mary/EI]
• 1 think a university professor was one who influenced me most, I did
research for him. He really got me started thinking in terms of what if there
were a barrier of some sort of learning, be it language, be it just cultural and
opening my eyes to the fact that even within the United States, from north to
south, there are cultural differences. From east to west and so on. Within even
the same city. How to make my teaching more individualized and 1 think about
how he responded to children. The way he'd work one on one with children,
and just watching his style. I think I absorbed that and that has made an
impact to me... 1 felt my whole attitude change to where 1 felt that it was OK. I
don't have to teach in the middle, 1 can teach to that individual child as well as
group lessons. It has also made me come away more from perhaps being
behind the desk to coming in front of the desk and being right there, fact to




(2) teacher-centered professional development opportunities
•In terms of what setting is best for me, I need to be in a setting where I can
learn, where I'm expected to learn, where I know I can, that has to do with
respect. It has to do with giving the information that I'm looking for that's
necessary and not somebody spinning off just at the top of their head or
showing how smart they are, but I want that information to be relevant,it must
be relevant. And then in a situation where I'm respected as a learner, and
where there can be an exchange of dialogue, and I will be able to find in my
area of learning that there are things... that need to be clarified or if I need to
ask questions about it or I need to repeat so that it can be affirmed that this is
what it is because that's how sometimes I learn as well. [Mary/EI]
•In the study group our opinion counts and a lot of different types of
professional development you just sit there and Usten to it. This time, it [was]
hands on and you had to ^Q things. [Kate/XI]
•Special thanks to Marie Clay, Irene Fountas, Gay Su Pinnell and others who
were able to write it down. [Kate/XI]
• ...The workshops that we have taken for certification. [Fanny/XI]
(3) teacher recognition as a sustaining influence
•I think 1 was very fortunate, because for as many of those negative people
that I encountered there was always someone who beUeved in me. And who
saw positive and so in the face of the negative, they were saying positive
things. And there were people like that all along the way. [Mary/EI]
•For me it was also helpful to go to the Saturday sessions, you know, and be
involved in a larger group of veteran teachers because I found a lot of people
who came there had been teaching for many years, you know, and it really
confirmed to me that despite what sometimes we hear, you know, it's either
communicated one way or the other between things not said, I saw a lot of
highly experienced people who are not jaded, they still want to bring fresh
things to their children. [Ora/XI]
(4) systemic factors that support enrichment of one's teaching
• In kindergarten S. could barely write, his spacing was terrible, everything.
If you have smaller classes, even in kindergarten, they can give them more
attention. That's all you need in kindergarten, a couple of very disruptive
children and it's very hard to teach... [Leah/EI]
• Having had that 5th grade experience and it comes to 1st grade
I'm saying I feel like a counselor to know, this is how the children
learn to begin reading and if I give them varied Uterature to read and not
just say things that I think only a 1st grader will be interested I think I've
already given them one step up to the 2nd or 3rd grade. [Ora/EI]
Profession-related challenges dealt with factors that negatively
impacted teacher learning early in the career and over the
years:
(1) inadequate formal induction experiences as novice teachers
•My student teachers have told me that they were not taught to teach reading
in their colleges. Interestingly enough my colleagues and I were just
discussing the very same thing a few years back. [Mary/EI]
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• ...a lot of theory. One of the things that I'll always remember about [my
university experience], a lot of theory, but not a lot of practice
(laughter).[Mona/EI]
•To tell you the truth 1 was not prepared, they did not prepare me. I had to
learn what I've learned based on my own reading of books. They didn't teach
me anything about how to teach reading...[Fanny/EI]
•They didn't give us hands on training. I thought they were to idealistic, so
when we really got into the work place, it was a whole new ball game. Things
would be wonderful if you could do what they said, but its just didn't work out
that way. [Tina/EI]
• ... I mean,you can read all you want, but until you see it done effectively, I
think you really don't make the connections that you should. Just like in
college, you learn the philosophy of this, the theory of this, but until you're in
a classroom,it doesn't make any sense at all. I mean, it's just words. [Tina/EI]
•Now I have a student teacher, I have had student teachers all along, and even
my present student teacher says, "they don't really teach you how to teach
reading" (laughter). She says you learn a lot about theory and ,you know,
maybe philosophy, but they don't really teach you how to teach
reading. [Leah/EI]
(2) insufficient or inappropriate kinds ofrecognition and respect
•I mean, being a veteran teacher doesn't mean that, well, as I said before,
quote me, put out to pasture, because they have a lot of good ideas to share with
people. Most veteran teachers mentored new teachers long before the
mentoring program, and did it willingly with, you know, open arms. You
know, try to help a new teacher out, and I don't think the veteran teachers
should get the bad rap that they get. [Tina/XI]
•I'd like to see teachers be able to, to communicate and work together with
both parents and administrators to be heard to make their voice heard and to
show the importance to education for each child. It becomes an issue at
election time and often times, what's being said is just so annoying. You know,
people say what they think will get them elected -" I think we ought to hold
those teachers accountable" - you know, but let's get together and work on the
kinds of issues that really make a difference in education for our children.
And it's not about pointing fingers; and let our focus be the child, not our
political aspirations or our own self-importance...[Mary/XI]
• I still really want books for going to professional development. Now they
give me a PDPs... I'd rather have the books. [Leah/XI]
(3) questionable levels ofprofessionalism within the ranks
•There still needs to be an education of what ESL, especially the way ESL is
being done presentiy for other teachers. You know, so for me, I feel like
there's a lack of respect for my field. It even sometimes gets to the point
where it's even a lack of respect of me-the person. [Ora/MI]
(4) pervasive time constraints in and outside classroom
• ...So, that connection is gone. I can't go up the North Shore, I just don't have
the time. Plus you don't know those people up there. It's a different ball
game. We used to have a lot in Boston now we don't. The Mass Reading
Association now they gotta up on the North Shore, so that's been a pain so I
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just haven't made it... I liked it before when they had it at Braintree-more
centrally. I mean, if they want to do more with the reading associations, they
should come back by Braintree . Because you've got the Lantana's, you've got
the facilities there. [Tracy/MI]
•But that's the only thing about after school workshops that when I get there,
1 love it. I really do, but it's like getting there and saying. Okay, I should have,
no, I should be on the treadmill...[Kate/Xl].
•..how much time the teacher has. Because even our P&Ds that we finally got,
we've lost them. We have to do other things, and we're constantly being given
other things...and we don't have a choice sometimes. And then after school
and before school it's just so much there because if you're the person who has
to go out and get the professional development that's the only time that's
provided for you...[Mary/MI]
•I find a lack of time doing all the assessments. I always come to school at a
littie after 7:00 in the morning to try to line up stuff. Then, you know, I stay
after school... [Mona/MI]
• I always leave a few minutes earlier to allow for getting in line and exiting.
I feel time constraints, more so now than ever. Before 1 always felt 1 had a lot
of time. [Leah/Ml]
• ... And I'll tell you, when I first started this program, 1 thought "How am I
gonna make this work ?" And I'm thinking if you had thirty-six children, I
don't know how this program would work. I'd need four listening
centers... [Leah/EI]
Personally-related supports
•I have a Reading Certificate, as 1 have always been very interested in
reading. My mom was my first reading teacher, she read to us and my
father long before. They were immigrants from Italy and they were
interested in education. [Leah/EI]
•I am here because, I couldn't make it without two people. I mean, there's a
lot of things on the walls, my diploma is not there. Because when I received
the diploma, I passed it on to my husband and my older sister.
Because without them two, I would NEVER have made it. [Mona/EI]
•My mom, my family have always been very strong support and the
church. That's always been a very important foundation. [Mary/EI]
Self-extending supports revolved around deeply held values
about the process of teacher learning and their roles as
craftspersons in that process as well as a striking allegiance to
students:
(1) fundamental view of oneself as a learner
•Professional development is a very selfish thing in that, you are doing it to
keep your mind stimulated to keep learning, an ongoing process for you and to
give you fresh materials to bring back to your children. I was a believer in
professional development before it was forced upon us. [Ora/XI]
•I think I'm going to learn that other teachers are good resources. How am I
going to find out about new things if I don't talk to people. I want the
opportunity to learn because it is a process of aging that's continual and your
mind is open to new ideas, there's an outside world...[Kate/EI]
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•I'm starving for positive company. You know what I'm saying - people who
are seeking the same things. Who are taking extra time because they, like me,
want to learn. I want to learn how to do what I'm doing and do it well. [Ora/EI]
•You know, I don't feel that I have changed. Once I know, I feel the power of
it, I have not changed. But I questioned myself. You know, I'm constantly
questioning myself. [Ora/EI]
• I'll tell you, when we first started this [new literacy] program, I like to try
new things, so I think when you begin like that, as opposed to people saying,
"Well, teachers who are older didn't like it" well, that wasn't the truth.
[Leah/EI]
• ... we are all veteran teachers, we do learn from each other, that is why we
were saying we need to talk more to one another. In a sense you have
tremendous knowledge here from all the teaching. And I feel good because by
seeing them, I feel we are at the same level when it comes to running
records. ..it is incredible that we have been teaching for so long and we just
became so aware now. [Fanny/MI]
(2) well developed understandings about teaching as a profession
• I try not to get too aggressive about it, but you know trying to maybe
standardize is not really the word I am looking for... but you try to even if you
say standardize, you try to say it when people come and ask you why did you do
this, or how did you come about it, you try to stay grounded in research based
practice. You try to make your materials and ideas available to people. [Ora/XI]
•The more I think about it, the more determined I am to make sure any time I
come in contact with someone that I have to teach something that I do it in the
most pleasant and exciting manner so that they're not turned off by the
process of learning. So, some of the adult learners, some of the adult non-
learners that we see, are a result of being children who were turned off on
learning and reading and inquiry based type of things a long time ago.
[Ora/XI]
•I want to learn more about the theory because I attend meetings, I mean I
want to have information... You have to know how to take running records,
yes, I've taken this, I'm doing this. I want to be a good teacher or become a
better teacher; bottom-line I have to, I want to become a better teacher. How to
help my students and I think this can help because I mean, there are people
who are in the same boat that I am. [Mona/EI]
...Okay, I'm in, I want to learn more, for the benefit of the school and for my
own information so I can talk about it - running records, I mean I don't know
anything about running records. [Mona/EI]
• I can take a running record, and I can look at it, and I've gained certain
information, but I still feel that there's more I can learn. I still feel that I
want it to be more automatic. [Mary/XI]
(3) Student success as a support for personal efficacy
•Well, the expression, what is it? You can't teach an old dog new tricks and
things like that. Well, I might be an old dog. But I will try to learn a new
trick if I think it's going to help my kids. And that's the driving
force. [Mary/EI]
•My reward would be these kids if something happens for them. They would
be enjoying and they would be learning, and they would be reading and
writing. [Mona/EI]
• ...Well certainly your long term goals make a difference... But most immediate
is your ongoing assessment of what's happening with the child, how they're
taking in the information, how they're learning, what needs to happen to
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help me to be more effective so they can gain that information or utilize
that information. [Mary/El]
Summative Discussion of Findings: Smooth Sailing and Rougii Seas
I launched this research as a means to take a learning voyage in
which I was the traveling companion of eight veteran literacy educators. I
sought to hear their voices, and how they articulated the degree to which
"seas were smooth or rough" on this and past professional journeys. I,
thus, begin this section by summarizing factors which appear to promote
"smooth sailing". That is, the following factors, according to these
veterans, have facilitated their continual growth and renewal in the area
of professional development. Factors leading to "rough seas" are issues
described by veterans which constitute impediments to their continual
growth and renewal.
Factors Which Promote "Smooth Sailing" for These Veterans
1. Feeders for a Self-Improving Svstem in Learning
Nearly ninety percent (7/8) of these veterans alluded to thinking or
activities that were self-initiated during previous times in their career or
while participating in this study. It seems as though with appropriate
conditions, there emerges an introspective ability for instructional
troubleshooting and goal-setting. There were 44 specific self-generated
critical reflections by 7/8 of these teachers. They generally spoke of past
performance as literacy teachers, and their present grasp of knowledge in
the field of literacy. Additionally, when queried about next steps to this
experience, they all (8/8) spontaneously offered personal goals and ways
to enrich the next study group. Some ideas included: reaching out to
other grade levels, enlarging the group, having co-facilitators and bringing
more student work samples. It's almost as if learning begets learning, and
the system powers itself for these veterans. Clay's (1991) description of a
"self-improving system"aptly illustrates these veterans' internalized drive
to learn.
This self-extending system was energized by teacher's work with
students. In 50 references, teachers specifically mentioned students when
asked to describe their thinking in regards to what helped them to change
literacy practice or philosophy. At least three practitioners spoke about
being revitalized mainly by students when they were feeling unappreciated
or simply tired. In 7/8 cases, students' needs provided an impetus for
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change and continued professional growth.
Events and people within the school served to additionally empower
the self-extending system of these teachers. Every teacher (8/8) made
reference to some element of support emanating from the school site.
Mentioned twenty-six times by all teachers (8/8), they cited visits from
the principal, participation by the administrator with teachers in
professional development, designated lead teachers available for
classroom consultation, school-wide literacy models that provided readily
available classroom materials, and on site professional development in
teams and grade level work.
A final observation in regards to the self-extending system involves
the impact on veterans of simply being in the presence of other "learning"
veterans. Ninety percent (7/8) of the teachers made at least 20
references to "being in the same boat" and learning from each other.
These comments reflect the sense of buoyancy provided by the mere
company of like-minded professionals who were free to ask " Why didn't 1
know that after 30 years?"
2. The Studv Group As An Avenue of Professional Develonment
A second major factor which veterans spoke about in terms of
facilitation of learning was the structure of this professional development
experience. That is, they talked a great deal about the conditions under
which they learned. There were 3 1 references to the study group
structure where teachers were asked about the fit between the study
group model and their needs as a learner. Comments included "sharing
ideas", "time to practice", "honest interaction, okay not to know",
"ongoing learning", "time to talk" and time to practice.
The teachers also valued content learning but all spoke of ideas
gleaned in terms of relevance to classroom practice. All teachers (8/8)
made over 100 references to thinking about links between assessment and
instructional practice. Seventy-five percent (6/8) of the teachers
mentioned the importance of "getting feedback" regarding practices
within the study group. Ninety percent (7/8) spoke about how their daily
practice had been "expanded" or "confirmed". It appears that despite
many years of experience, these teachers valued coaching if provided by a
trusted colleague.
An interesting development was the building of capacity. That is, it
appears that certain conditions of the learning led to increased skill and
understanding which led to a sense of empowerment in several teachers.
In 5/8 or sixty percent of the cases, participants either became more
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vocal at their school site or were making concrete plans to lead the
modification of school based assessment practices. In one specific case,
Fanny, a fairly reticent participant, had spoken to the literacy coach in her
building; together they were making plans to retrain all literacy tutors
using an observational technique she had learned in the study group.
3. The Profession of Education
The area of profession-related issues was secondary to school
related issues in terms of supports primarily alluded to in teacher
interviews and journal entries. Within the arena of profession related
supports, these teachers mainly talked about how they had been groomed
by experienced teachers as they entered the profession. Three had come
into teaching after serving as paraprofessionals; one of these teachers,
Mona, commented that experience "made [her] a good teacher" .
In terms of preparation for literacy teaching, all teachers (8/8)
made the case for experience being the best teacher. Fifty-percent of
these teachers were able to recall the names of experienced mentors who
had nurtured them in their early years in the profession. Two teachers,
who regularly mentor student teachers, recounted how even now
preparation for teaching reading includes lots of theory and limited
opportunity to practice or implement those theories. Other elements that
these teachers viewed as being supportive by the profession were
constructivist-oriented professional development sessions where "her
opinion counted" and availability of professional books by educational
researchers like "Marie Clay or Irene Fountas" who were able to "write it
down".
A final interesting facilitator of change, cited by Ora, included her
experiences at different grade levels. Having served at one level appears
to have expanded her understandings and kept her more current about
literacy teaching . Although not fully addressed in the context of this
study, there appears to be a relationship between level of career
satisfaction and "role shifts" during the course of one's career
(Hargreaves and Fullan, 1992).
4. The Contextual Fabric
Teachers' professional development was promoted when there was
collaboration between various constituencies. In some cases, there was
scaffold by a specific constituency and teachers benefited. Thus, when
teachers spoke of supports in the school setting, often that assistance was
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sponsored by the system. For example, school-wide literacy models,
which funded in-school coaches and training as well as materials, are
system-driven initiatives. In another type of collaboration, district based
or centrallv based personnel provided direct service in schools in a
professional development seminar or program, i.e. Reading Recovery. An
interesting observation is that specific people were more readily
mentioned than programs, projects or departments.
Teachers cited administrative involvement regarding school-wide
and classroom-related matters as vital. They welcomed, for example,
classroom visits in which the principal observed and interacted with
children. They viewed a principal's involvement in professional
development experiences as having a dual purpose. They believed it
helped the administrator to become more knowledgeable about teachers'
daily classroom practice; it also sent a message to all teachers about the
efficacy of continued learning. It seems that support by the administrator
did not propel as much as it affirmed them as teachers and learners.
These veterans desired and needed affirmation from their supervisors. To
use the sea journey metaphor, administrator involvement served to
encourage a positive disposition for learning by "all crew on the ship".
Another collaboration, which helped teachers, was that of support
gathered from outside agencies by the school system. They found grants
helpful in allowing them to study student work samples as teams with
outside experts. University personnel serving as consultants in specific
curriculum areas at the school site were also seen as invaluable. One
insight to be gleaned here is the fact that all assistance mentioned as
helpful was provided at the school site except for one case.
Teachers also spoke about positive ways in which school-wide issues
impacted their work at the classroom level. They cited cross grade level
teams as useful in keeping them apprised of teacher expectations before
and after the year they taught a child. Sharing resources was mentioned
several times as another way to support their classroom practice. Half of
the teachers (4/8) proposed this idea as a major activity when asked
about a sequel to this study group project. Finally, provision of adequate
and accessible materials was cited by sixty percent (6/8) of the teachers
as important to their continued professional development. Respondents
viewed materials as necessary in facilitating experimentation as they
learned and implemented new instructional strategies.
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Factors Which Lead to "Rough Seas" for These Veterans
1. Strained Collegial Relationships
These veterans' descriptions of the impact of school setting provide
a paradoxical view. On the one hand, as described in the previous
section, school culture has a powerfully faciUtative impact on their
learning. Simultaneously, issues dealing with work at the classroom and
school-wide level were cited as most challenging. Nearly ninety percent
(7/8) of these teachers made fifty-two references to challenges at the
classroom or school-wide level.
Collegial relationships within the school were especially challenging
for most of these veterans. Two teachers spoke of a feeling of
intimidation and remaining silent in meetings rather than sharing newly
learned ideas because colleagues "are resistant to these ideas".
Discouraged, Tracy reflects, "Ijust get sick ofhearing this is the way I've
always done this..." Ora experienced the same feeling but remained quiet
believing that colleagues "tend to perceive you as a competitor when you
are working shoulder to shoulder... " Half of the teachers described
feelings of alienation and insecurity because they valued new learning, yet
were surrounded by peers who sought to squelch the sharing of new
insights or understanding in a public forum.
What I am trying to say is that when I went back and looked at some things
I've done in reading and what I brought to my practice, I felt sort of like a
Lone Ranger because I wasn't aware of other people teaching it that
way. I kept starting to question myself... [Ora/EI]
In one instance, Kate was queried by colleagues as to her reasons for
participating in this project, which involved so much work and time.
Another teacher, Mona, attempted to provide rationale to colleagues in an
attempt to demonstrate her loyalty:
/ try to talk to them and convince them that this needs to be done. Like it or
not, it's something we have to do... and the whole thing is part of the pohcy
next year so we have to do it, like it or not. And it's not something personal.
I'm there because I was the one who went and took the training. But, I am in
the same boat - not to see me as the person against that (i.e. the enemy).
Without exception, all teachers who experienced challenges in the
school setting placed responsibility for dealing with such challenges
squarely on the shoulders of the school administrator. None felt that they
alone could make a difference. They viewed demonstrative intolerance -
by the principal - as a primary step in eliminating indifference and
withdrawal. Ora pointed out that an administrator did not aggressively
"encourage" the pursuit of learning and collegial sharing. Tracy, in a
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similar vein, commented on lack of knowledge by an administrator, who
was leading in ignorance,
"Some administrators want to do the whole ball game, you have to do it
my way. A deadline, do this, do that and they really don't understand
what they're doing."
2. Systemic Mismatches
System related issues constituted major inhibitors to continued
growth of veterans. Although these factors did not cause them to "stall"
on their learning journey, the issues impacted enthusiasm sometimes
dampening their spirit to learn, and thus slowing down growth. I see them
as temporary squalls on this sea journey. Thirty-two references to
challenges at the central administrative level were cited by ninety percent
(7/8) of the teachers. A major portion of the challenges was tied to
issues of collaboration and negotiation.
For example, several teachers saw the need for a greater balance
between system mandates and teacher input. Choice of reading
curriculum materials, policies regarding special education and extent of
parent's power were three areas these teachers named as requiring less
mandating and more negotiating. According to these veterans, their
informed rationale was often ignored to the detriment of students' best
interests. In one case, a teacher felt system goals were taking priority to
the needs of children. She stated " I want the child's best versus fast pace
and pumping out products..." Two teachers described how they flexibly
integrate system mandates. By implementing what resonates with their
belief systems and superficially doing all else, mandates become more
palatable.
A second challenge mentioned by teachers represents the flip side of
the previously described point. Although they believed system-wide
mandates required teacher input, concurrently, they contended that all
teachers needed a common core of knowledge regarding literacy
instruction. Two teachers, spoke specifically about the need for teachers
to be on the "same page" and the importance of some system mandated
professional development for all teachers, i.e., running records.
Ora and Tina each called for this spirit of collaboration for the sake of
students, reflected in the following comments:
Maybe somewhere along the hue, there would be a meeting of the
minds and even a quality... I worry about kids getting inconsistent
teaching.
I feel district-wide professional development should be done on
running records and the DRA... I feel the Superintendent should make
it clear that change is what is needed to reach some of our children...
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In considering these two system-related perspectives, it seems as
though they are mutually exclusive. However, I believe these veterans
desire to be valued as knowledgeable, competent decision makers who are
attuned to what's best for students and to what works for them as
experienced, committed professionals. They simply desire more inclusive
decision making policies.
3. Inveterate Professional Monsters
Drawing from the metaphor of a sea journey in regards to learning,
there appear to be some "professional monsters of the deep". That is,
these challenges are ensconced and long standing in the profession, and
constitute perennial major hindrances for educators as professionals. For
each of these eight educators, at least one of these monsters lurks nearby
always threatening professional growth.
These teachers viewed preservice and early preparatory years as
sorely lacking in regards to the teaching of reading. When queried about
undergraduate experiences and preparedness to teach reading, fifty
percent of the responses (9/19) cited inadequate training. There were
sufficient amounts of theory learned, but little opportunity to implement
and practice what they were learning.
Related to this particular challenge is the issue of how these
teachers were prepared or socialized into the profession. For 7/8
teachers, the view that teachers were all knowing didactic sages was
promulgated during preservice experiences. Thus, they entered teaching
with limited views of the teaching role and of themselves as learners.
Reflection, inquiry, exploring research, questioning policies, and teacher
advocacy were not valued practices. It is interesting to note that the one
teacher who underwent a less traditional undergraduate program (at a
private institution) provided the only response related to the need for
teachers to become more publicly involved as teacher advocates in the
political arena. These preservice behaviorist type experiences led to a
propensity towards complacency as learners for the profession generally
(Evans, 1989). This particular "monster" reared its head in certain
comments by some of the teachers. Ora complained that -as a profession-
teachers were largely ignorant of research-based findings about second
language learners. She spoke about her frustration related to teachers
who lacked "respect" for the ESL professional, which tended to accompany
lack of knowledge about this issue. Less than adequate understandings, 1
believe, led Kate to comment that an ESL student's problems in school
were directly related to lack of English spoken after school when "he is
with the grandparent and they only speak Indian or whatever you call the
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language". Despite the high percentage of teachers (7/8) who voiced and
demonstrated belief in the notion of reflective practice, there remains
work to be done (even among the "converted") regarding key
understandings about certain issues in the field of literacy. 1 attribute this
need, in part, to the "monster" of socialization and to the lack of our
vigilance, professionally as teacher-learners. It also touches upon issues
associated with changing demographics in schools; student populations
are becoming more diverse as teachers become more homogeneous and
mainstream.
Class size was mentioned as the second biggest "monster" (after
time-related factors) impeding teacher effectiveness as the classroom
level. All teachers (8/8) strongly believed in the merits of assessment -
guided instruction, but with twenty-five students Tracy wondered, "when
are we going to teach ?" Fanny candidly reflected about missed
opportunities to finetune practice:
...we don't adjust, we assess but we never, never adjust. Maybe (it's)
because we have too many children in the classroom.
Class size was also referred to as a challenge at the school-wide
level. A teacher described her focal student as "needing more attention in
kindergarten" but not receiving it due to large numbers, which led to
increased problems for her when the child entered her first grade
classroom. Class size was indirectly alluded to as a profession-related
issue. Fifty percent spoke about juxtaposing instruction to meet
individual needs of 25 students with accomplishment of system-wide goals
or standards in the classroom. They seemed to serve as spokespersons
for colleagues when queried about what had been helpful or problematic
in facilitating changed practice over the years. Mary commented on the
system mandate to assess each child, and the need for substitutes...
we have to have subs because We couldn't physically sit with one child
and be expected to maintain twenty-four other children...
The biggest "monster" plaguing educators as professionals is time.
Lack of time was mentioned by teachers as a critical problem in all arenas
- classroom, school, system and profession. In several instances, time and
inordinate class size were interwoven as major hindrances to
effectiveness. Individuallv administered assessments led to increased
small group work, which required additional time . There were twenty-five
references to time-related issues at the classroom level when teachers
responded to questions about inhibitors of change. Ninety percent of the
teachers (7/8) acknowledged merits of the running record, but 50% (4/8)
mentioned it as time-consuming. Despite preparation periods-devised for
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purposes of reflection and planning -teachers voiced concerns about
constant intrusions on that time.
At the school-wide level, teachers described being on "overload".
Mary celebrated having fought all of the "demands on her time" to
participate in this research project. Issues of collegiality were impacted
as teachers described peers who were "running so much" and "on a roll"
leaving little time to collaborate and mentor one another. In one case,
Ora described a grade level meeting in which colleagues squabbled about
engaging in an entire versus partial administration of a particular
assessment due to constraints of instructional time. In another example,
Tina described a team meeting-set aside for looking at student work-
where teachers spent less than appropriate amounts of time reflecting
about the students' work, anxiously and quickly moving to instructional
strategies due to an insufficient allotment of time to reflect. This same
teacher pointed out the lack of time provided for induction of new
teachers in regard to literacy curriculum at the building or system level.
Allusions to the critical influence of parental involvement were made by
ninety percent (7/8) of the teachers. Half of these responses centered
around how decreased time with children by parents tended to curb
instructional impact. Much like the challenge of systemic mismatches,
lack of parental involvement appears to retard rather than remove the
inclination to grow and change by these teachers(another sea squall!)
At the profession-wide level, Tracy spoke about decreased
involvement in professional associations due to the time factors. She
advocated reestablishing networks more locally due to issues of travel
time at the end of a school day. Mary also indirectly referred to time as an
element in setting up communities of learning with the public at large,
including politicians. She felt that such work together only "becomes an
issue at election time". She believed discussions needed to be ongoing
and more constructive; finding time is a major roadblock. A final
problem vis-a-vis time and the profession involves when educators find
time to learn in more structured settings. These teachers viewed
involvement in professional development efforts after school as extremely
arduous. Given the overwhelmingly positive feedback about this project,
constraints on time constituted the major area of negative feedback
regarding participation. All teachers (8/8) made 18 references to some
level of angst on the topic of time and the project. Mary, Mona, Leah and
Tracy mentioned the running record as "time consuming" (albeit
meritorious); Leah, Mary and Ora teachers referred to feelings of guilt
about limited amounts of time to productively carry out research project
assignments; Tracy believed she had no right to infringe upon the time of
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a skilled but busy mentor in her building who could have helped with the
running record; Kate reported her struggle in balancing after school
interests, i.e., working out on the treadmill and coming to the study
group; Ora and Tracy were continually apologizing for late arrival; Tina
was actually scolded by an administrator for attempting to leave early to
attend the monthly study group. Based on the fact that these teachers
opted to join this project and stayed the 8-month course (which included
two Saturdays), we can conclude that they valued reflection, desired
growth and renewal as veteran practitioners. However, it is just as
striking to note their struggle with the major challenge of finding time for
professional development amid all the after school events of their lives -
both personal and professional.
IMPLICATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Every individual becomes educated only as he has an opportunity
to contribute something from his own experience, no matter how
meager or slender...; and finally that enlightenment comes from
give and take, from the exchange of experience and ideas.
(John Dewey, Democracy and Educating, 1916)
As one who works in the area of professional development, I believe
developmental theories present concepts which serve to heighten my
awareness of teachers' motivations, experiences and overall engagement
with ideas as they relate to change. In designing and conducting staff
training, such understandings assist in the provision of a theoretical base
for my work; insights have led to more profound self-knowledge on my
part as well as more keen realization of teachers' experiences and ideas.
The implications I present provide a fresh view of old understandings
including foundational ideas about the human side of professional
development as it relates to reform. Additionally, it is important to note
that the first implication, a developmental perspective in regards to
professional development, constitutes the overarching implication
encompassing the other three. In this introductory section, after laying
extensive groundwork about the developmental perspective, 1 include
thoughts about the human dimension of change with particular regard to
the veteran educator. This is followed by description of Steffy's Life
Cycle of the Career Teacher Model, an intriguing framework for
implementing the perspective I propose. I then delineate the remaining




Development of The Veteran Teacher: Person, Practice or Both ?
Serving as a teacher educator requires that I advocate for
appropriate ways of supporting teachers' growth. In this advocacy role,
I've selected a road less traveled (historically) in professional
development and one that has been largely overlooked by staff developers
(Hargreaves and Fullan, 1992). It is my contention that a developmental
spectrum exists among experienced practitioners which necessitates
specific kinds of supports. With these more teacher-centered
professional development interventions - self-generated or context-
supported - renewal is continuously stimulated resulting in professional
growth throughout the teacher's entire teaching career. Since
development plays a vital role, it is important to consider at this point in
our discussion: development is centered on the teacher as a person, and
on the captive audience of her internal "eve" at professional junctures in
her career. Is that audience her students, her colleagues, her profession,
her survival, her self-discovery? I contend that the audience or object of
the teacher's attention, determines the productivity of a professional
development effort. That is, an experienced teacher's inner eve provides
the impetus for discovery and engagement in terms of professional
development. Proust captures this sentiment:
The beauty of discovery lies not in viewing new landscapes but in
having new eyes.
Similarly, Goodson (1992, p. 112) captures my thinking in equally striking
metaphoric terms as he describes the unfolding insights of a folk song
collector:
The opinion grew in me that it was in the singer that the song becomes
relevant. Analyzing it in terms of motif, or rhyming structure, or
minute variation becomes, in my view, sterile if the one who carries the
particular song is forgotten. We have all met the scholar who can talk
for hours in a very learned fashion about folk songs and folklore in
general, without once mentioning the singer. Bad enough to forget the
social context, but to ignore the individual context castrates the song.
As I got to know the singers, so 1 got to know and imderstand their
songs more fully.
Steffy describes the work of Carl Rogers (1961, p. 32) when as a
beginning psychologist he asked, "How can I treat, or care, or change this
person?" Later, his question emanated from a more mature stance: "How
can I provide a relationship which this person may use for his own
personal growth ?" Similarly, professional development is not something
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done to teachers to fix them, I beheve effective professional development
is developmental and aligned with the needs of the experienced teacher,
Marczely (1996, p. 8, as cited in Steffy, 2000) notes:
Teachers differ not only in professional goals they set for themselves,
but also in their learning modes, stages of development, philosophies
and abiUties.
Goodson describes this inner developmental process as a "way of
art." In his view, teacher development can involve the invisible manner in
which we arrive at more enhanced understandings; these ways "entail
looking at teaching differently, seeing it in a new light, coming to
appreciate its complexity more than we have done as yet" (p, 67). This
development may not be perceived by others. According to Goodson, our
teaching may initially appear worse. Surprisingly, a teacher may not feel
satisfied, but confused and anxious. Goodson believes, "sadness and
wisdom" are not incompatible. He goes on to say:
...once we have mastered the most rudimentary pedagogical skills, the
indispensable skills that keep us from being booed or jeered by our
students or run out of town by the local school superintendent or
college dean, the really important changes that we undergo are those
which emanate from [private] transformations of our vision.
In reflecting on Goodson's sadder but wiser teacher, I too remember
myself as a Reading Recovery teacher filled with regrets about past
inappropriate teaching practices, yet elated about new discoveries borne
out of enriched understandings regarding my role as a facilitator of
learning. 1 am reminded of the voices of study group participants like Ora
who regrets scolding her focal student for misbehavior when, in fact, it
was lack of challenge provided on her part; or Tracy who moaned about
"missing the mark" by providing children with instructional texts that
were much too easy because she had not utilized the running record to
assess prior to instruction. I, along with these teachers, have "developed",
no one captured the actual moment of transformation because its genesis
was internal and developmental. Another perspective of teacher
development by researchers relates to the remarkable amount of
connections teachers make to their personal lives when talking about
their policy and teaching practice. Thus, listening to teachers should
emphasize the importance of autobiographical data, i.e. development.
(Hargreaves and Fullan, 1992).
Development can be viewed in two ways (Raymond, et al., 1992). A
"descriptive" approach explores the actual development of teachers
through the "current social conditions of their lives, careers and
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experiences of existing educational cultures and contexts" (p. 143). An
"intentional" approach describes teacher development as something,
which requires facilitation; this is the traditional view of development as
mere professional development. My purpose in elucidating implications is
to propose an integration of these two approaches. It is my attempt to
mold "event theory" (speculation about how inner development occurs)
with "praxiological" theory (speculation as to the best means/conditions
(outer work to reach appropriate ends). My propositions emanate from
listening to the voices of the study group members as well as reflecting on
research in teacher development. They are not meant to be prescriptive,
but to serve as a paradigm which identifies some conditions, actions and
contexts that can be formulated and shaped by experienced teachers with
teacher educators to facilitate more productive professional development
efforts. It is a "humanistic" stance (Hargreaves and Fullan, 1992). That
is, the ideas present a perspective on teacher development which places
traditional views of professional development alongside consideration of a
teacher's self, life, career and school context. These implications loudly
proclaim the merits of professional development when it is recognized as
a "process of self-understanding grounded in the teacher's life and work"
(p. 12).
Before continuing to build my case regarding the benefits of a
developmental approach, it's vital that I briefly address some of the major
criticisms. First of all, such an approach may end up with self-indulgent
(albeit motivated) teachers rendering this model difficult to replicate.
Relational aspects must be maintained that focus on the teacher's own
sense of efficacy in bearing the greater part of responsibility for
continued growth as a professional. For example, in my study, one
participant proposed implementing a program to build observation skills
(as had been done in the study group) back at her school site. While 1 was
elated about her newly developed value about the benefits of observation,
I resisted the urge to assist her in that implementation. I suggested she
work with a lead teacher in her building offering to consult only if
needed. Holmes highlights my sensitivity as he states "...there is a critical
difference between developing and being developed " (Holmes, 1989, as
cited in Hargreaves and Fullan, 1992).
Another criticism is the costly and time-consuming nature of
professional development initiatives focused on humanistic aspects
(Hargreaves and Fullan, 1992). While the study group model, for
example, proved successful, it is not the sole method that should be
implemented on a system-wide basis. It is an approach that engaged these




Finally, I would never presume that change happens solely through
teacher development. While I contend there is major personal
responsibility for student learning outcomes, it is a fact that the context
in which a teacher works inhibits or enhances development in definitive
ways. This was unequivocally confirmed by this study and in all literature
I reviewed. The role of social context will be discussed in later
implications.
My argument for the importance of pursuing and aligning
understandings about adult development with my practice as a teacher
educator are based on the following notions (Oja, 1990):
1. Developing understandings about theories of adult learning enables
me to more sharply perceive individual needs of various adults
with whom I work. It provides me with a flexibility of thinking
and short-circuits a "broad brush" mindset on my part.
2. Knowledge of these theories continually leads me to profound
insights about my own development in a formal way. The
opportunity to juxtapose the research against my actual life
experiences has led to self-insight and ability to relate to other
highly experienced teachers. This lends credibility to my role as
a mentor.
3. Knowing the theories has not only increased my sensitivity to
professional development needs but ability to apply theoretical
understandings to support adults in a variety of settings. For
example, I work with Ora and draw ideas from Steffy's career
stage model. Ora is in need of a forum to "share expanded
understandings" with colleagues as she moves from the
professional to expert career stage. Drawing from this same
model 1 view Kate as at the earlier stages of the professional level,
still tentative in her efforts to meet needs of her most challenging
students. For another teacher, Leah, 1 look to Huberman's (1992,
p. 126) research and the issue of conservatism where there is
"increased prudence, greater resistance to innovation, greater
nostalgia for the past and more concern with holding on to what
one has." In yet another example of theory informing my
practice, 1 am keenly aware of the key role administrators play in
facilitating growth opportunities for the experienced teacher.
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4. Applying these theories provides a critical eye as 1 design more
appropriate professional development interventions or consult
with others to design activities.
In addition to informing my work as a teacher educator,
understanding the nature of development as it interfaces with other key
factors provides tremendous insights about a teacher's thinking and
practice. One's background experiences are part of her self-hood. Issues
related to class, gender and ethnicity as well as upbringing are ingredients
teachers incorporate into their work. Leah talked about her parents who
both were teachers and held her to high standards. Fanny remembers
attending Catholic school in an impoverished area, and dreaming of being
a teacher to help "poor kids". I witnessed the damaging effects of
illiteracy in my immediate family, and vowed to empower children with
literacy. Goodson states what I've always believed:
...to the degree that we invest our self in our teaching, experience and
background therefore shape our practice... Background is an important
ingredient in the dynamic of practice (1992, p. 116).
Another dimension of socialization confirmed in my study was
preservice influences. Without exception, each teacher not only
recounted how a favorite mentor had assisted, but first and last names
were remembered! (Bear in mind, most of these relationships began
nearly thirty years ago.) In at least two cases, collegial ties have
continued through the years. These mentors influenced ideas about
suitable pedagogy, and in one case caused a participant to reexamine her
prejudicial thinking about children who were acquiring a second language.
Subsequently, the teacher has become an advocate for such learners. Our
own school experiences as students constitute another major dimension
of socialization, which Schultz refers to as "a horizon of pre-
acquaintanceship" (1967, p. 50, as cited in Hargreaves and Fullan, 1992).
Teachers enter the profession with "the system of references involved" (p.
60) originating in our biographical stories prevailing life situations and
critical incidents which all impact teacher styles and practices.
The role of teacher development in regards to change has also been
documented. Wasley presents research by Popkewitz, Tabachnick and
Wehlage (1982): the extent to which teachers embrace change depends a
great deal on "underlying assumptions about knowledge, their concepts
of... working responsibilities and their personal ideologies." Wasley also
affirms that, "unless these underlying assumptions are dealt with, no real
reform takes place" (1991, p. 13). This finding supports the phenomenon
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of learning shifts in my research study. Tremendous paradigm shifts took
place in regards to newly discussed understandings and subsequent
valuing of assessment guided instruction. Participants commented often
about the comfort of questioning themselves and others in an
environment of mutual respect and trust.
Despite the enthusiastic self-engaged work of teachers in my
research, it was undeniably evident that their development was intricately
interwoven with a myriad of factors within their social context. Among all
these factors, success with students was a major catalyst for continued
professional growth and development. Simultaneously, the school context
was described by most participants as one plagued by indifference,
competition and entrenchment. Ongoing teacher development was clearly
being challenged in at least six of the schools. Lieberman and Miller
(1999) caution us to maintain this as a primary goal, but not to the
exclusion of "underlying processes which, support teacher growth and
change..." (p. 60). Research participants' responses highlight this
concern. Collegial conflict constituted the most challenging context based
issue. Although, this will be discussed at length in a later implication, its
potential as a factor which makes or breaks development requires some
limited discussion here.
Thinking ofprofessional development as a problem of enabling
teachers' learning and continued professional vitality focuses attention
on the organizational conditions of individual development and the
critical consequences of school level choices. Explanations of why -
within the same district - some schools are "dead" and others are
charged with energy and excitement Ue in site level strategies to
engage teachers in learning and development in the context of their
particular classroom settings. These site level strategies are reinforced
and enhanced by district-level or teacher-based policies that
acknowledge the need for site or teacher specific professional
development opportunities, convey high expectations and support for
teachers' professionalism and exploit the strengths of teachers'
networks and professional affiliations. These are factors that enable
and sustain teachers' professional growth and feelings of efficacy in
the classroom.
(McLaughlin, as cited by Lieberman & Miller, 1991, p. 79)
Lieberman and Miller describe work by McLaughlin and Talbert
(1993) which provides interesting insights about the interplay of context
(student success) and teacher development. They describe the
disengagement of some teachers and a return to former inappropriate
practices when students were unresponsive due to confused teachers
attempting novel practices without adequate ongoing classroom support.
They also describe the more efficacious teacher who had learned to work
in concert with peers feeling enabled to try new things; such teachers do
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not abandon new practices but are constantly torn between implementing
more new ideas and investing less time in thinking about the quality of
that implementation. In both cases, student success is the impetus for
teacher learning, but contextual factors impede a healthy trajectory of
development.
Context plays a key role in "determining who we become and how
we function as persons and professionals. Social context is thus a
powerful variable influencing teacher development... (Steffy, 2000, p. 19).
According to constructivist theory, interactions between people and their
environment play a predominant role in their learning. Because one's
context is fluid and always changing, the potential for growth or
stagnation remains in flux throughout one's career. While only two
teachers in the study described their schools as providing supportive
contexts, change in administration or collegial mix might pose a
problematic contextual dynamic even for them;the ebb and flow of
context is a teaching reality. A teacher's sense of self-efficacy would need
to be drawn upon. Here is an occasion, 1 believe, which demonstrates the
benefits of self-knowledge and self-actualization. This was illustrated in
the case of Ora, a research participant working in an entrenched school
setting. Though discouraged by collegial indifference, she held frequent
academic monologues where she questioned her own practices and
described herself as the "lone ranger". She has since moved from
classroom teaching to a district level position.
Creating schools as communities of learning impacts teacher
development. The role played by experienced teachers as they mentor
novice teachers provides one manifestation of this idea. Four of the
participants regularly mentored novice teachers. They celebrated their
involvement with these teachers, and humbly attributed prowess of the
novice's development to their efforts. In some cases, the novice
maintained contact for ongoing support and advice. In an earlier pilot
study, I conducted research to examine the benefits of the "immersion"
type preservice model where novice teachers "live" year long at a school
engaging in course work on site rather than the university campus.
Without exception, the experienced teachers involved in mentoring
equated that work with the opportunity to learn and grow along with the
novice. In yet another example, Steffy (2000) posits that the context of a
school may wield a more powerful influence than individual orientation to
ongoing development. In that case, an individual may seek another more
suitable context if not supported. Other contextual factors impacting
teacher growth and change over her career (Steffy 2000) include:
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• Professional Community - research participants mentioned conferences
and seminars as a source of learning. One teacher lamented the fact
that MRA meetings were not held in more convenient locations at
more convenient times.
• Policy Environment - although research participants agreed with the
need for recertification, some expressed dissatisfaction with the
process. For example, one teacher complained about lack of time
provided to locate suitable supports. All teachers felt the pressure
of heightened standards (locally and nationally) without the benefit
of time to practice and hone instruction. Hargreaves (1994)
describes this phenomenon as "intensification" or a situation which
leads to lack of time to retool one's skills and keep up with one's
field...creates chronic and persistent overload, foster[ing]
dependency on externally produced materials and expertise" (p.
118). (Discussion of issues of intensification and time will be
expanded in a concluding section).
• Societal Attitudes - although these teachers spoke minimally about
parental and societal influences, parent involvement particularly
was seen as vital. All of these teachers provided examples of how
parental cooperation validated their efforts in facilitating focal
student achievement. One teacher spoke of the need for community
problem solving around hard issues rather than simply blaming
teachers. Another teacher attributed a focal student's lack of
progress to parent apathy. Teachers generally agreed with Evans
(1996) who calls this a "depletion of social capital" wherein children
are spending less time with parents and other adults resulting in an
"erosion of intergenerational exchanges on which maturity is
successfully built (p. 87).
While these particular contextual factors did not appear to impede
these teachers' development, they served to dampen enthusiasm,
encouraging a noncommittal (albeit temporary) attitude towards their
work. To offset these constant career-long threats to ongoing
development, Steffy (2000) advocates the establishment of supportive
contextual networks which foster "resilience" in a teacher. Through such
relationships, she maintains, "the reflection and renewal process becomes
internalized" (p. 112). Positive collegial contact facilitates a continuous
support system for sharing achievements or troubleshooting about
concerns. This idea manifested itself in the study group wherein most
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participants were able to access collegial feedback about the running
record back at their school sites. These"back-up" systems speeded up
internalization of new learning. Networking, then, proved to be
tremendously facilitative in terms of deepening the teacher's practical
grasp of this assessment tool, and providing a forward thrust to learning.
Change Processes and the Veteran Teacher
The implications 1 propose embrace a view of school life which
places human resources at the center of change. They extend beyond
mere concentration on what teachers will learn, but necessarily include
consideration of behaviors, dispositions, strengths and needs. All
teachers have a story to tell; this story is wedded to who they are as an
educator, and what they do in the classroom. The human side of change
sees teachers as people whose idiosyncratic lives significantly and
regularly impact teaching performance.
Attempts at teacher development and educational change will meet with
little success unless they engage with the purposes of the teacher,
unless they acknowledge the person that the teacher is, and unless they
adjust to the slow pace ofhuman growth that takes place in the
individual and collective lives of teachers. Short of relegating in-
service training somewhere on the road to Damascus, there are few
better starting points for proponents of teacher development than this.
Hargreaves, 1992, p. 236
A paradoxical situation exists regarding school improvement:
teachers, the essential implementers of change are simultaneously targets
and enemies. Evans contends that reform proponents view change as a
product requiring restructured objectives, responsibilities and rules. In
stressing structure, human dimensions are discounted (1996). He
maintains that change is "generative", and necessitates accomplishment
by people. My motive here is not to share these implications in a didactic
way. Rather, 1 , like Evans, provide an avenue for rethinking the human
side of reform; and a vision for support of the development of
experienced teachers in ways that truly "take". Evans describes a
perspective on change centered on a requirement for teachers to
experience meaning in their life and practice, and the school's part in
provision of that meaning.
Evans draws from two theories of organizations: strategic
management and systems theory. Systems theory focuses on the
complexity of factors that impact a person or group in terms of a long
range view. It "looks at wholes rather than parts, at patterns of change
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rather than static snapshots" (p. 10). Strategic management theorists
emphasize "people issues" and "nonnatural" aspects of organizational life.
It sees more than complexity; it sees chaos without and fluidity within."
This, 1 believe, is an apt description of the school as an organization with
its balkanized groupings, competing political forces among other factors.
A teacher's work life within a school is constantly interrupted by the
unexpected. Several research participants noted that their time was often
taken by unplanned events and frequent interruptions i.e., public
announcements, parent dropping in, unruly student. Evans (1996) cites a
colleague's remark:
..routine work drives out non routine work and smothers to death all
creative planning, all fundamental change... make whatever grand
plans you will, you may be sure the unexpected or trivial will disturb
and disrupt them (p. 13).
Change, with an eye on human resources, proceeds as a journey, not a
preplanned blue print. Accomplishments generally are approximations of
actual intentions because change is viewed in terms of a multiplicity of
factors, formal procedures, politics and most importantly its people
(Vaill, 1989, as cited in Evans, 1996). This perspective of change is
transformative since people not only learn and practice new behaviors,
but most especially shift belief and value systems. The study group was,
in fact, a journey. While there was an overall structure and some
parameter setting, I had little insight about how the journey would end. It
proved to be a transformative experience for me and participants leading
to both skill acquisition and modified understandings about assessment.
Change agents must steer clear of defining an implementation based
on a single lens of reality. Evans maintains that the personal experience of
the teacher needs consideration if reform is to succeed (1996). A key
task, then, is to transform the teacher's subjective reality. Being open to
others' realities does not preclude ownership of deep convictions. It
does, however, call for flexibility and readiness to modify one's ideas . In
more than one instance, study group participants presented divergent
views with which 1 did not agree. 1 acknowledged the view, for example,
that administration of running records was time consuming. (It is!).
Simultaneously, 1 described the merits of the tool despite that drawback.
Evans believes, as I do, that "hubris" has marred many past efforts at
school improvement" (p. 16). Enforcing a singular view, and steam rolling




Our response to change, particularly when it is imposed upon us is
determined by how we understand it, what it does to our attachments
and beliefs, and how we can fit it into the sense we make of our world.
This is crucial to our motivation; few of us will accept the losses and
discontinuities of change unless the undertaking is meaningful to us (p.
17).
The meaningfulness of change cannot be discussed without
including issues of culture. In the strategic-systemic paradigm, culture is
crucial and refined as "the deep, implicit taken for granted assumptions
that shape perception and govern behavior (p. 17). Reforming school
structures necessarily calls for attention to social structures which are
intricately bound to systems of meaning, value, belief and knowledge.
Schlecty contends that "structural change requires cultural change"
(1990, p. XVI). This too, was borne out in the study group in which the
most motivated participants spoke more often and more adamantly about
constraining aspects of their school culture. Although they were learning,
the culture in which they worked did not ascribe to those same values.
Let us now explore possible reasons for ambivalence or indifference
towards change (bearing in mind the insights as they relate to experienced
teachers). Evans posits that such a response "springs from a deep seated
conservative impulse to find patterns in life and preserve the continuity of
things (p. 26). Gould says we are "pattern-seeking animals", and need for
predictability continues throughout our lives as humans (1991, p. 6)).
This need for security explains why most change is associated with stress -
even positive change such as getting married or a job promotion. A
universal element of our existence as humans is a "deep loyalty to the
familiar" (Mitchell, 1988, p. 273, as cited in Evans, 1996). Our response
to change has cognitive and emotional components: understanding and
attachment (Evans, 1996). There is meaning in life when we create and
maintain logical predictable patterns from life experiences. We also
develop loyalty not just in relationships but to beliefs and ideas that guide
our lives and work.
Values have an emotional charge. [They] mean something to people.
They are the family jewels, and are not juggled about casually. When
[they] are vindicated, the feeUngs are of elation and triumph when
[they] are ignored or denied, it hurts (Vaill, 1 987, p. 54, as cited in Evans,
1996).
Thus, taking into account issues related to development (values,
personality, biographical history) validates a teacher's personal meaning-
making subsequently facilitating more positive responses to change in the
status quo. Those desiring successful reform must incorporate issues of
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meaningfulness into the implementation: teachers need to be co-
developers rather than implementers of expert's prescriptions (Elmore
and McLaughlin, 1988; Riley and Morocco, 1999). Public meanings of
change are automatically tied to growth; private meanings can be quite
different.
Another way to think about change from the private perspective is
associated with loss. As I reflect on Evans (1996, p. 28) this notion which
involves "a discrediting of familiar assumptions, I immediately am
reminded of the one research participant who did not "grow" in any
substantive way that was visible. I now see how Leah might have
perceived this experience as one of "bereavement" in which assumptions
she lived by and took for granted seemed to be devalued. For example,
using a technical tool like the running record (in her view) seemed only
appropriate for special education teachers. Children needing substantive
help (in her view) were the domain of reading specialists. Asking her to
write reflections, I believe, constituted (in her view) an indirect evaluation
of her skill as a teacher unable to make perfect decisions. Due to the
immense emotional significance of her belief systems, I postulate that
Leah was unable "to simply accept the loss of familiar attachments in the
name of some impersonal utilitarian calculation of the common good"
(Evans, p. 30). That is, when 1 celebrated the fact that using running
records had made me a more skilled literacy teacher, Leah was probably
thinking "I'm already a skilled literacy teacher." Her structure of meaning
seems to include dissimilar views about the nature of teaching in
comparison to mine and possibly may have been formed in the context of
specific relationships (I was an "outsider"). The last point is a powerful
one for consideration since the school-based coach had a very different
view of Leah as a learner. Evans provides more insight into teachers (like
Leah) who appear resistant:
Construction of meaning... is cumulative and grows more fixed over
time. ..the more profound the changes we are forced to make, the greater
the loss we experience...most people cannot accept even the simplest and
most obvious truth if it...would obUge them to admit the falsity of
conclusions which they have delighted in explaining to colleagues,
which they have proudly taught to others, and which they have woven
thread by thread, into the fabric of their lives (Gleich, as cited in Evans,
1996).
A final comment about resistance as it relates to change involves the
tension between policy and practice. While policymakers tend to possess
a more broad perspective of innovation and see the "forest", teachers
"know the trees, what works and what doesn't" (p. 296). When
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policymakers ignore the reality or discount validity of teacher's
understanding, resistance is intensified and change becomes even more
problematic. Additionally, humanistic orientations play a role in the
interaction of policymakers, educators and parents as they arrive at a
"value-consensus" about the purpose of education. Evans argues that
such a consensus needs to include clear policy about "what we want for
our children and how we want them to grow up as people and as learners
(p, 396). In addition, Evans contends that the goals must be clear as well
as focused. Simultaneous, multiple improvement essentially dilutes
meaningfulness of practice, and short circuits the individual teacher's
sense of ownership, desirability and feasibility of change. There must be
mutually agreed upon standards, accountability mechanisms, but the
work of individual teachers - most notably the experienced educator -
cannot be micro managed by those outside of the school. All stake
holders, including policymakers, must come to recognize that teacher
development is the "linch pin" on which all [school] improvement efforts
are based (p. 72).
Any change comes down to people first bow you help them face it and
then howyou help them move with it (1996, p. 55).
The focus in school change must be placed on the realities of teachers and
the contexts in which they practice. Schlecty believes improving the
outcomes of any "knowledge work enterprise" such as a school involves
investing in [teachersK supporting [teachers] and developing [teachers]...
(1990, p. 139).
Goodson proposes a similar but more broad approach. By
examining a teacher's work in the context of her life, an expansive source
of data can be tapped for understanding the person and the professional.
He posits, and 1 concur, that "if we begin witli life, we find there the
teacher not simply as a practitioner but a striving, purposeful person as
well" {1992, p. 10). Goodson further believes in the "formative"
influences of class, gender, life style and life cycle. Mere
acknowledgement is insufficient, but "the teacher's voice that articulates
the life and purposes., should be actively sponsored as a priority
within... teacher development work (p. 10).
Acknowledging the teacher's role in educational change as a person
and professional constitutes a recent realization according to Hargreaves
and Fullan. Teachers are not mere implementers of curriculum, but are
reinterpreters as well. In many circles, reformers still see improvements
of teaching, limited to development of better methods or instruction.
Teacher development as described by Hargreaves and Fullan has little to
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do with providing teachers with new tricks. They posit, and I agree, that
the quality, range and flexibility of teachers' classroom work are closely
tied up with their professional growth - with the way they develop as
people and as professionals. A teacher's practice is much more than skills
she has or has not acquired. A teacher approaches her work drawing
from her background, biography and continuing visions of what she'd like
to become. Greene (1991) describes this latter phenomenon based on
Sartre's work (1963):
...our behavior is not only determined by our relation to the real and
present factors which condition it but by 'a certain object, still to come,
which is trying to bring into being., this is what we call the project (p.
5).
Teachers invest emotionally in their daily work; hopes, aspirations,
anxiety about these things, collegial relationships all conjoin to effect a
teacher's level of motivation and morale. Personal factors, then, are being
given much more attention in the literature. These factors may relate to
the teacher's collegial ties, and the teacher's response to reform or
specific skills related to classroom practice. The teacher, as an individual,
whose personal development is interwoven with her professional
development is becoming more central in issues related to school
improvement. The implication 1 propose highlights my contention that a
more humanistic emphasis is needed as teachers work through change:
viewing the teacher as a person is a way for me to more deeply
understand their responses and idiosyncrasies, as well as a way for
teachers to develop themselves as they work through reform efforts.
Reflecting on personal development as it impacted professional
development of the research participants, presents intriguing insights.
These revelations assisted me in supporting them as they learned this
novel method of assessment.
•Ora was bilingual; she viewed change as a risk taking opportunity to
refine her thinking about teaching. In the study group she welcomed
challenging dialogue. The two of us conversed a lot about language
structure and reading. 1 asked her to serve on a panel to share insights
about bilingualism to a group of preservice teachers (she was absolutely
enthralUng).
• Tina was constantly frustrated by an obtrusive administration; 1, thus
provided her a great deal of validation regarding her commitment to
students and improved practice on their behalf.
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• Tracy thrived on collegial contact, and sharing new learnings with
building colleagues. I, thus, provided her with many follow-up
supplementary resources including hand-outs, and information
about upcoming literacy conferences and seminars.
• Kate was prone to overly scaffold students in an effort to support their
self-esteem. I helped her understand the importance of
independence and wait time through challenging conversation and
questioning.
• Mary admitted to issues with poor self esteem, was extremely tentative,
not prone to take many risks. I spent time after interviews and
study group sessions affirming her attempts and reexplaining
rationales and procedures with which she grappled.
• Fanny described her job as a mission for helping poor students. I then
shared my hopes with her about my personal mission to wipe out
illiteracy among impoverished children. She became less reticent
and began to ask more questions.
• Mona related how spirituality (prayer) assisted her in coping with
demands of teaching. 1 shared my deep religious convictions
encouraging her to continually draw on that when learning got
especially challenging during the study group experience.
• Leah spoke of parents who had high expectations. She seemed unable
to articulate teaching challenges, and chose to lay blame on focal
students for lack of progress. I posed questions, shared many
examples in an effort to broaden her thinking about possible
teaching moves. I was, however, unable to crack her self-protective
shell. My interaction with Leah is exemplified by Schein's comment:
I have found over and over again that the acceptance of a new point of
view.. .has much less to do with the validity of that point than v^th
[one's] readiness to consider any alternatives whatsoever. (1987, p. 107,
as cited in Evans, 1996)
I also believe the humanistic orientation encourages greater
authority and control by teachers engaged in change initiatives. They,
should not be bystanders as other less knowledgeable participants make




...what I am asserting here is that, particularly in the world of teacher
development, the central ingredient so far missing is the teacher's
voice . Primarily the focus has been on the teacher's practice, almost
the teacher as practice. What is needed is a focus that listens above all
to the person at whom 'development' is aimed. This means that
strategies should be developed which facilitate, maximize and in a real
sense legislate, the capturing of the teacher's voice...
i as cited in Hargreaves and Fullan,1992, p. 114).
Loucks-Horsley and Steigelbauer describe a similar concern related
to change during the late 1960's and early 1970's. They describe
beginnings of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) which focused
on teacher's developmental experiences with change and implications for
staff development. CBAM was not prescriptive, but rather provided
insights for those working in the field of professional development (Hall,
Wallace and Dossett, 1973). The following ideas represent the
perspective of this model which places the teacher as a person at the
center of the change:
1. Change is a process achieved with teachers. It is not an event or
something done to them.
2. Because the focus is on the teacher as a major player, individual
needs are the center of attention in contrast to organizational
priorities.
3. The personal dimension including satisfactions, frustrations,
concerns, motivations and perception need attention if reform
is to be successful.
4. "The change process is developmental" with teachers experiencing
varying levels of skill as well as fluctuating levels of emotions
as they work through the innovation.
5. Staff developers must concentrate more on the stated needs of
those experiencing the change and less on those leading the
change. There must be a measure of "diagnostic/prescriptive"
thinking.
6. Maintaining a systemic view of change and a willingness to adapt
behavior is required of staff developers seeking successful
change. Assessing and reassessing individual teacher progress,
and then tailoring support based on the latest information is a
vital role of the staff developers.
CBAM exemplifies the notion of professional development I suggest:
the teacher as a person (conjoined with context in which she practices) is
the linch pin in school improvement efforts.
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A final aspect I'd like to interject into this conversation about
change and the individual teacher deals with the recognition of
recognition. Getting teachers to attempt new things or dig deeper in
terms of practice is the start of change. Real results come much later in
the change process. People need confirmation for mere curiosity or
sincere effort. Evans calls this "rever[sing] the golden rule" and
encourages school administrators to utilize "a strategy of small wins"
(1996, p. 261). Viewing change as a personal, developmental process
requires the understanding that we accept error and uncertainty in an
environment of openness and reflectivity. Setbacks represent the fruit of
the teacher's labor. Motorola and other top corporations understand this
principle: their motto is "We celebrate noble failure." School leaders, in
particular, can use the powerful "recognition vehicle" called "reframing"
which redefines a concept, behavior or relationship event in a different
context, approaching it from a different angle" (p. 261). Our work in the
study group reflected these ideas. 1 believe teachers understood the value
I placed on simply attempting to learn the coding and attempting to
analyze the results of the running record. On many occasions, 1 balked
when teachers prefaced a question by stating "it might sound stupid." I
quickly reminded them that in this forum, "there was no such thing as a
stupid question." One participant was able to do her own "reframing".
After lamenting the fact that she did not appropriately challenge her focal
student (which had led to misbehavior), she was able to reflect on her
newly discovered insights about selection of texts which would now
benefit ail of her students. Through modest increases in sincere gestures
of appreciation, school administrators can take advantage of
opportunities to reinforce the importance of reform, confirm the
teacher's sense of adequacy and build self-worth in teachers even as they
grapple with innovation and fail.
Evans (1996) posits that through such efforts comes a "triumph of
hope over experience" (p. 298). Havel (1993) defines hope as a state of
the mind, not a state of the world, "an orientation of the spirit not a
forecast" (p. 68). School change, as I and these researchers describe it,
calls for the belief and hope in the potential of teachers as professionals.
It requires understanding teachers as persons and teaching as very
personal. Let's now explore an immensely personal change in the life of
schools - the graying of the classroom. Having reached midlife and mid
career, the majority of teachers have modified interests, attitudes and
energy levels which generally result in "reduced investment in " one's
appetite for innovation". (Evans, 1996, p. 13).
Before discussing change as it relates to aging faculty in schools, an
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examination of the revisioning of professional development is important
here. Veteran faculty were generally subjected to professional
development which called for "supervision". This included a primary
focus of ensuring that safe practice was the standard in the teacher cadre"
(Griffm, 1990, p.243). Oversight of this safe practice was the work of
those in a school or school system serving in administrative-supervisory
roles (Griffm, 1982). Preservice and in-service teachers were given
supervisory assistance which included "workshops
conference/observation/follow-up meetings with system officers, micro
teaching practice sessions, and the shaping of teaching to correspond to
selected manuals of teaching effectiveness" (p. 244). All veterans in this
study group described previous professional development experiences
which reflect these ideas. Beginning in the 1980s reform movement, this
model of supervision began to be reshaped so that schools became the
focus of improvement in contrast to individual teachers (Goodlad, 1984;
Schlecty, 1990). Staff development was defined as "a serious and
systematic effort to engage a group of professional educators who work
together... in activities designed specifically to increase the power and
authority of their shared work" (p. 244). As researchers looked more
closely at effective schools, they described places where teachers were
more collegial than congenial, where principals facilitated a community of
learners, where teachers collaboratively explored practice, and classroom
inquiry was self-generated by teachers (Rosenholtz, 1989). Griffin (1990)
posits that these findings laid the foundation for revisioning of the
teacher as a professional working according to a somewhat codified
research derived knowledge base. He further states:
I believe it is timely to think about the functions, nature and expected
outcomes of staff development as a school improvement strategy that
can rest in large measure on research findings suggesting how that
improvement comes about and is supported. This is in contrast to
staff development that derives its context, usually in the form of
templates for effective teaching practice, from research findings (p.
246).
Griffin uses the phrase "interactive staff development" to reflect the
emphasis of this professional development model on :
The reality that people, ideas, events, outcomes, expectations, beliefs,
purposes and perceptions are in constant mutually effecting motion.
The term staff situates participants in a context - the school.
Development indicates forward motion, links activities and events in
coherent ways, considers people as individuals at varying stages of
expertise, and focuses attention on working toward... a vision of the
possible." All underlying principles "begin with the teacher, place the
teacher in a school context and then deal with the interaction of context
and teacher in terms of professional grov^ and development" (p. 247).
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Griffin's descriptions align closely with that of the study group in my
research. There was continuous reflection drawing from teacher
judgments about their assessment practices as a basis for improving the
achievement of focal students. The teachers' stories, accomplishments,
challenges and obstacles served as critical reference points in our study
group. Their ideas and personal recountings impacted the progress and
flow of our work in the group. It epitomizes the undergirding values in
Griffm's interactive development model, and represents redefined views
regarding professional development.
Lieberman and Miller, in a similar vein, believe that traditional
methods of inservice are inadequate. Like Griffln they see these methods
based on teacher deficiency, a view of teaching as technical, an
assumption that development is prescribed and teachers are empty
vessels ready to be filled by all-knowing outside experts. They call for a
model of professional development based on the concept of "growth in
practice" which "assumes that teaching is intellectual work and
professional development occurs when teachers have the opportunity to
learn from theory and practice as part of their job" (1999, p. 60). The
link between theory and practice was a key determinant for selection of
the running record for study in my research. Teachers cannot analyze
this very technical assessment (practice) without incorporating
understandings about reading as a process (theory). These researchers
also point out the importance of interweaving professional development
with classroom inquiry as was done in the study group.
...the focus on student work shifts thinking about [teachers'] own
development in an important way. Looking at student work through the
lens of subject matter content helps teachers observe more carefully
what students are learning, where they are having problems and what
strategies might be more effective..." (p. 25).
A final element of the "growth in practice model" is provision of
opportunities for learning outside of school. As I think about my role in
the study group, Lieberman and Miller aptly describe what my intent was:
outsiders can support, encourage, empathize, but they can also teach,
model, provide a supportive pressure, and add dignity to the struggle to
get better..."
Participants, as well, viewed the study group as a kind of network
"...providing a safe and trusting set ofrelationships with [other veterans]
undergoing the change process" (p. 26).
In redefining professional development, Steffy (2000) calls for
capitalizing on the "underutilized invaluable" resources of emeritus
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teachers. In addition, Daegenais et al cite the work of Fallon and
Steigelbauer (1991)who contend that this redefined view should guide
the process by which apprentice teachers are mentored:
The ultimate purpose of professional development is less to implement a
specific innovation or policy and more to create habits and structures that
make continuous learning a valued and academic part of the school culture
(2000, p. 102)
Hargreaves and Fullan (1992) agree that the main purpose of
professional development should "be to help teachers articulate their
voice as a way of constructing and reconstructing the purposes and
priorities in their work, both individually and collectively" They see
teacher change as a delicate balance between vision and voice. Vision
includes a common mission, mutual goals and clarity about
implementation of the change between teachers and other stakeholders.
Voice refers to developmental aspects of a teacher's personal growth
wherein she clarifies her priorities; there is a clear link between practice
and who the teacher is, or her life. 1 contend that a sensible way to
approach professional development is to incorporate these researchers'
notions about vision and voice. There must be a vision which includes
voices reconciled about valid constructs of teaching and learning for
students and teachers. Vision must be co-constructed in ways which
honor teachers' voices, wisdom and experience.
A discussion about change and teacher experience immediately
draws our attention to the issue of an aging teaching force. There has
been a definite demographic shift in the faculty make-up of schools. They
are veteran, midlife and mid or late career most have taught for twenty
years or more. In the 1960s and 1970s, when most of these teachers
began teaching, there was a more heterogeneous blend of age and
experience levels. In schools, across the nation, teachers' average age is
nearly forty-five; only 5 percent of teachers are under twenty-five
(Feistritzer, 1986/1988/1990). Fully three quarters of all teachers have
been teaching for at least ten years; two-thirds have been teaching for
fifteen years and one quarter for at least twenty years. Teachers' career
stability is impressive; half have taught in only one or two schools, two
thirds still live and work within 150 miles of their birthplace, and the
largest single reason cited for job change is involuntary assignment.
Despite remarkable rates of stability, Evans cites research by Farber
(1991) describing sharp declines in morale and career satisfaction.
Nearly one-half of teachers claim they would not select teaching if given a
choice of careers again, one-quarter are contemplating departure and
teacher attrition during the first five years approaches fifty percent.
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Administrators report large numbers of teachers "coasting", minimally
carrying out daily responsibilities. Evans posits that veteran teachers'
disenchantment reflects more of a sense of heartbroken resignation than
angry resolve. Barth (1989) writes:
Teachers are dejected. Many would not enter the profession if again
given the choice. They commonly report a sense of discontent and
malaise, they feel unappreciated, over worked and demeaned as
professionals. They feel little trust for or from either school and district
administrators or the public, they are even alienated from one another.
They feel trapped in their jobs, powerless to effect change, and
frustrated at the never ending non teaching demands...Many
would agree with what one fourth grade teacher told me recently:
"Excellence is no longer a goal toward which to aspire. Now I'm
satisfied if I can do it all, let alone well. " A bumper sticker
appearing in parking lots ofmany public schools sums it up: I Feel
Better Now That I've Given Up Hope (p. 227, as cited in Evans, 1996).
My research project was borne out of a need to celebrate the
strengths of this predominant segment of teachers. While it is a fact that
many experienced teachers operate with a seemingly passive resignation,
research supports a view of these teachers as persons who are thoughtful
about practice and passionate (Lieberman and Miller, 1991/1999;
Hargreaves and Fullan, 1992; Solomon, 1999; Steffy, 2000). Part of the
issue in regards to a semblance of disengagement is related to
socialization of veteran teachers:
...teachers, particularly veterans are often less precise about [their]
thoughts and considerations, in large part because of the absence of
any need to become articulate, to be communicative, to use
[their] thoughts as objects of systematic attention with colleagues
(Lieberman and MiUer, 1990, p. 248)
Methods of inservice training for most veterans did not encourage
self-generated articulation of needs, strengths, priorities or values. The
tide has now turned towards more humanistic modes of professional
development. Most veterans now must rethink notions of personal
development concurrently with their actual developing. The
developmental perspective, 1 propose, will assist in the revitalization of
the highly experienced teacher. We must begin in the most appropriate
place - with awareness of the experiences, perceptions and behavior
common to teachers in midlife and mid career. It is, sadly, an overlooked
area in professional development (Evans, 1996; Hargreaves and Fullan,
1992, Lieberman and Miller, 1999). Making intentional efforts to
comprehend such issues enables me, I believe, to sit at the professional
development table with deeper understandings about the interrelatedness
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of change, the veteran teacher's personal worldview and professional
growth.
According to Sikes, Meason and Woods, "the human Ufe cycle
comprises characteristic phases of development that embody typical
concerns (1985, as cited in Evans, 1996). A young apprentice teacher's
attention is centered around very different issues than teachers at the
middle of their life span. Teachers in this latter group possess much
greater life experience, begin to ponder immortality, possibly are dealing
with health issues and generally are more concerned with balancing life
and work. In particular, the reahty of mortality serves as a catalyst in
shaping new realizations about themselves and use of time. Evans writes
of one English teacher's midlife perception,
I'd taught John Donne's 'never send to know for whom the bell tolls' for
years. When my father died, the shock of finding that the bell really
tolls for me, too was intense. Things 1 had worried about - how old my
car was - suddenly seemed trivial. And things 1 had tolerated - useless
faculty meetings - suddenly became unbearable" (p. 99).
Thus, change may not be wholeheartedly or evenly embraced by all
veterans. Hargreaves and Fullan assert that:
Teachers at different points in the life cycle have characteristically
different orientations to change and improvement as well as different
needs in terms ofprofessional development (1992, p. 8).
In contrast to what popular culture claims, middle age tends to be a time
when one becomes more tranquil and more savvy as a certain freedom of
spirit is acquired by virtue of more years on this earth (Evans, 1996).
Despite these "advantages", Evans contends that:
...they do not stimulate innovation or increase one's appetite for
change. Second, there are definite stresses in mid-life, and they tend to
exert a profound- and negative-influence on teacher's motivation,
performance and response to planned change" (p. 97).
There is ambivalence, and the resignation of having to live with
regretful earlier life choices. Middle age adults move from "the bold
primaries and light pastels of the first half ofadulthood .. to darker
mixtures that suggest ambiguity, ambivalence, complexity and a new
uncertainty about the world" (McAdams, 1997, p. 200, as cited in Evans,
1996). They are often surrounded by life changes (departing children,
aging or ill parents) leading to shifting priorities and perceptions which
"greatly reduce tolerance for change at work" (Evans, 1992, p. 90). Thus,
midlife passage presents several challenges to implementation of change
with veteran educators. Reform at school is not the only kind of change
with which they may be a dealing. Some may even view work as the only
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unchanging entity. Secondly, owing to mere years of experience and
sophistication of judgment, veterans may be skeptical of any innovation.
Thirdly, time and energy are more valuable resulting in pursuits which are
more personally appealing (and a particular change project may not be!).
Finally, researchers find that over time, human roles may change but
one's personality does not (Evans, 1996).
The way we understand the world, our construction ofmeaning is
cumulative and solidifies over time; by middle age it is firmly
entrenched... These findings about stabiUty help to account not
just for general fixity ofhuman behavior but also for a tendency that
grows more prominent in midlife: we become attached to our burdens
(p. 101).
This finding, I contend, lends further credence to the need for
increased emphasis on a developmental perspective as I carry out my role
as a teacher educator. Evans posits that it's nearly impossible to change
"how" individuals think and the "way" they pursue goals. In contrast, I
contend there is great potential for influencing how teachers think and
the way in which they work: through a developmental approach which
seriously considers dispositions, values, interests, along with skills
acquisition and the context in which they operate.
Mid career or professional pressures generally accompany midlife
concerns. A professional career is typically divided into entry
(exploration and self discovery lasting up to five years) mid career (an era
of exercising competence); and exit (several years of progressive
disengagement (Evans, 1996). Schein's research points to two obstacles
related to the mid career professional and the phenomenon of reform:
decreased work-related interests and lower levels of performance (1978,
as cited in Evans, 1996). These obstacles manifest themselves in several
ways:
• shift from primacy of the work role to more self-centered interests and
priorities
• increased focused on material or extrinsic rewards of one's
occupation. For example, student achievement though not
unimportant becomes less important than procuring a suitable
medical plan
• accomplishment of mastery leads to reduced recognition by others and
challenge of the job.
Although these may be prevailing research derived views, these ideas did
not play out among the veterans in my research. These teachers remained
passionate about student achievement, assumed almost self-effacing roles
in use of energy and time and were highly concerned about mastering the
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skill of assessment-informed instruction. Once again, I contend that
unique professional development support of these highly experienced
teachers constitutes the underlying reason for behavior which is in stark
contrast to Evans' portraiture.
Yet another distinguishing factor among today's veterans -
particularly those with 20-30 years of service - is the "cohort factor"
(Evans, 1996; Hargreaves and Fullan, 1992) This refers to the
composition of a particular group and the influences of the historical
period in which it exists (p. 109). These "cohort factors" directly impact
teachers' responsiveness to change. This cohort includes teachers who
have made a full career of teaching; due to prolonged work in the same
field, they experience more stress. This cohort is comprised of unusually
high members of male educators, who show greater evidence of burnout
than their female counterparts, and are more vocal and defiant about this
dissatisfaction (Farber, 1991, p.l46, as cited in Evans, 1996).
Furthermore, education was not the preferred career for nearly one-third
of teachers (many avoided the Vietnam war) resulting in low levels of
personal fulfillment in the profession. Finally, the cohort is a product of a
unique era in American education: 1960s.
The professional lives and values ofmany educators were shaped by the
"magical and mythical quaMties of that era, its promises of 'radical'
social transformation, its optimism, its good intentions, its surreahstic
character...most of us were naive about the fuiictioning of institutions
and the realities of overcoming entrenched patterns of economic and
social injustice...many of the teachers became... "suffering heroes" -
people who tried to make any system work even at the sacrifice of their
own personal lives. They expected few rewards and little recognition.
They tolerated poor management and inadequate facilities. They tended
to be bright, creative individuals who viewed education as a noble
calling and accepted the role ofhero willingly (Bowman, 1991, p. 251).
It appears that a great deal of these "heroes" now see too much sacrifice
and too little fruit for that sacrifice. Unfortunately, too many starry eyed
optimistic apprentices have become disgruntled, under appreciated
veterans. Thus, the cohort factor in combination with stage of life and
stage of career intensify aversion to change: a natural characteristic of all
humans. For this teacher, participation in change is not merely a question
of acquiring technical skill, but requires consideration of personal
identity. It, 1 believe, forces a reconceptualization of professional
development which incorporates the concept of "teacher as person"
(Hargreaves and Fullan, 1992, p. 117).
Research, in regard to veterans and collegiality provides two major
divergent views. This supports the findings of my study in which the
participants simultaneously welcomed the benefits of collegial support
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and decried its challenges. Wasley (1991) cites several studies which
describe the merits of collaboration and coUegiality in facilitating positive
change. Of particular note is the work of Rosenholtz (1989) wherein is
described connections between a schools' collaborative structures and
teacher growth. Additionally, Lieberman and Miller cite work by
McLaughlin & Yee (1980) which found that teachers, themselves, did not
defme a successful career in traditional ways - vertical movement upward.
Instead they viewed it in personal terms - ways to grow professionally
with the ultimate goal of "increasing effectiveness with students - not
another rung up the ladder" (p. 19). CoUegial opportunities to problem
solve and practice new learning were seen as avenues to professional
success by research participants in my study as well.
In contrast, Evans cites work by Barth (1989, p. 229-230):
Though collegiality's benefits are obvious, logical and compelling, it is
the least common form of relationship among adults in schools.
According to Evans, reasons for fragile collaborative ventures are
explainable. He describes norms of autonomy and privacy among
veterans which are entrenched due to years of "demoralization and
enforced passivity in badly run schools" (p. 234). Fear also serves as an
obstacle to group participation. If teachers accept responsibility, and err
in a collaborative enterprise, they fear reprisal by the "system" or an
administrator. Most veterans view collaboration or group governance as
more work requiring increased investment in the job in terms of time.
For example, team teaching involves expanded periods of planning and
debriefing; governance calls for before or after school work. Evans
asserts:
I have never encountered a school that has significantly reduced
teaching loads to compensate for these added demands
(p. 234).
Mid career professionals, thus, are prone to be directed toward the
limiting of school-related priorities and greater attraction to more
personal pursuits. Though widely believed, but not often stated, most
teachers prefer interaction with students. Lortie (1975) reported that
"satisfaction and success come chiefly through dealings with students"
Many teachers who are extremely skilled with students find working with
adults unpleasant and uncomfortable. Finally, the very nature of teaching
presents a largely ignored hurdle to collegial interaction. It is an
"inherently individualistic occupation." Evans contends that, in some
ways, communication among teachers is more challenging and less
suitable than it appears. It is challenging because:
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Two [teachers] can teach the same curriculum to similar students but
operate in vastly different ways on vastly different [entrenched]
assumptions that are hard to explain, let alone budge.(p. 235)
The possibility of ill suitability stems from values placed (by many
veterans) on issues of separateness and "professional egalitarianism".
That is, involvement with others may constitute arrogance if a teacher
offers assistance and weakness if a teacher solicits help. 1 believe one
strategy to offset this egalitarian mindset - in teacher education - is the
facilitation of a "work in progress" ideology through incorporation of
personal and professional dimensions.
A final consideration peculiar to the veteran and development
concerns career satisfaction. Although participating in school-wide
change is stimulating, it was a strong "predictor of disenchantment"
(Hargreaves and Fullan, 1992, p. 131) among veterans:
Teachers who steered clear of reforms or other multiple-classroom
innovations, but who invested consistently in classroom level
experiments - what they called "tinkering" with new materials,
different pupil groupings, small changes in grading systems
-were more likely to be satisfied later on in their career than others,
and far more likely to be satisfied than their peers who had
been heavily involved in school-wide or district-wide projects.
A second factor contributing to career satisfaction was "a sligiit,
spontaneous role shift wtien we began to feel stale'' ( p. 131). Every
fourth or fifth year, researchers found such teachers making changes in
grade level, subject matter, school building or academic involvement. It
seems that continual role shifts served to ward off stagnation. Another
factor closely connected to extended periods of satisfaction involved
"experiences of acliieving significant results in the classroom which
tended to correspond with "a major instructional shift on the teacher's
part - to a new didactic set of materials, to a more diagnostic approach,
to an interest centered curriculum - which brought in its wake some
exceptional results.. .{p. 132).
All of these factors manifested themselves among participants in my
study who were at the mid to late part of their career. Without exception,
all were "tinkering" in their own classrooms in various ways. For example,
Leah was exploring learning centers, Ora sought more trade books, Kate
experimented with leveled texts, Tracy engaged in more thematic teaching
and Mary modified grouping practices. Role shifts were also apparent:
Tina had recently become a consultant teacher of reading; Fanny had left
the classroom to become a tutor trainer and Mona regularly shifted
between ESL teaching and SSL teaching.
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Also, teachers remained passionate about pupils' academic success.
For most, this passion was the catalyst for participation in the study with
me. During the course of the research, initial successes of focal students
served to fuel more risk taking and teacher learning. From a very
personal standpoint, the research captures my professional story as well.
Involvement in Reading Recovery training was a self-generated venture
owing to my desire to assist low achieving students in literacy. It
represented a role shift from principal to literacy coach. As 1 review my
30 year career, 1 have, in fact, engaged in six role shifts which averages
out to one change every five years:
1969-Classroom Teacher
1976-Title 1 Reading Specialist
1986-Lucretia Crocker Fellow
1987-Principal
1991-Reading Recovery Teacher Trainer
2000-University Instructor
As teacher educators provide ways to quell cynicism and eliminate
demoralization among experienced educators, such research derived data
about career satisfaction provides many insights upon which to build.
Having considered unique perspectives involving the veteran and
development, one might be tempted to despair. Reform is inevitable.
Revitalization of the experienced teacher constitutes an equally important
mandate. Are the two issues mutually exclusive? Evans, believes, as 1 do
that we have not paid enough attention to human resources, and that
"standard measures used to motivate change don't woric" (1996, p. 115).
It is vital that we "lift [our] gaze" beyond structural components of change
to focus on people." Before we can expect veteran teachers to react to
any change initiative, we must "unfreeze" their present understandings
and "reach them in a fundamental way. Professional development of the
veteran teacher must include increased focus on the teacher as a
person in conjunction with a continued constructivist-oriented focus on
the teacher's practice.
Teachers' stories clearly illuminate the way in which ...personal
experiences and personal development have a profound influence on
who they are and who they [have] become. Since these personal
dispositions shape teachers encounters with career situations and
contexts, the inevitable individuality ofprofessional development is
underlined (Raymond, Butt, and Townsend as cited in Hargreaves and
Fullan, 1992, p. 159).
Professional development, which holds revitalization in high regard,
is not focused primarily on superficial levels of teacher input, work with
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experts, complex training programs or modified organizational situations.
These are important, but only to the extent that they comprise a system of
reconceptualized teacher development in which veterans are the primary
agents of their own development. Such a system intentionally supports
experienced teachers in coping with certain developmental tasks (Schein,
1978, as cited in Evans, 1996) which they, ultimately, must master on
their own:
1. Specializing versus generalizing - teachers must decide
whether to keep improving skills in a specific subject or if
assumption of a totally new role is appropriate.
2. Establishing an organizational identity - teachers need to make
recognized contributions in the workplace.
3. Modifying career dreams -teachers need to continually self
assess and find new sources of meaning in their work.
4. Achieving a balance between work, family and self-
development - teachers need to constantly reassess priorities
and investments in various aspects of their lives.
5. Maintaining a positive growth orientation - teachers need to
sustain a constructive outlook on life and work treasuring
successes, appreciating accomplishments and passing on to
others what they have learned.
...to become generative, to avoid premature resignation when
options for growth remain, is a core issue ofmid career and
sustaining happiness as one ages" (Evans, 1996, p. 113)
A faculty is comprised of separate individuals each with her or his own
personal and professional biography. Conducting professional
development for veterans as if one size fits all will not lead to the
revitalization of which 1 speak - a revitalization that is required if reform
that lasts is our goal. Teacher educators need to simultaneously consider
the teacher as a developing person and the teacher's practice. Steffy's
LIFE CYCLE OF THE CAREER TEACHER MODEL poses exciting practical
possibilities in regard to the developmental perspective I propose.
Developmental Concept of Professional Development: One Model
Steffy's Life Cycle of the Career Teacher Model (2000) is
developmental in that it portrays a continuous process of growth
spanning a teacher's career.
...the model views growth as unfolding through interaction between
[teachers] and their environment in an identifiable, sequential
pattern;... acknowledges that individuals move along the continuum at




According to Steffy et al, the model describes phases of development akin
to those of Erikson (1968) emphasizing "content and tasks that flow from
one to another along a continuum." These researchers contrast phases
with stage theory proposed by Piaget (1954) or Loevinger (1987) which
are more concerned with organization, and typically are more discrete in
their relationship to one another (p. 5).
In this model, each phase ''is content and task specific, and exists
along the continuum of excellent teaching across the career." The phases
build upon one another, and are impacted by numerous factors including
biographical history and school context. Aligned with a developmental
perspective, each phase distinctly lays groundwork for phases that follow.
However, sequence is not the sole "thread of continuity" in this model:
each phase adheres to effective teaching principles espoused by NCATF
(1996); each phase boldly identifies unique issues which facihtate or
impede a teacher's learning at a particular developmental juncture.
In my role as teacher educator, incorporating developmental phase
theory into the design of professional development initiatives provides
exciting possibilities for revitalizing the veteran educator. Phases present
opportunities for capacity building, supports for role changes, and
supports for renewal within a phase (Lieberman and Miller, 1991) which
require increased levels of expertise and wider recognition.
This model is founded on the contention that educators achieve high
levels of skill by the fifth year of teaching, and with adequate assistance,
continue to hone practice until the end of their career (Steffy et al, 2000;
Hargreaves & Fullan, 1992). It is a descriptive model in that it outlines
developmental phases and accompanying renewal possibilities. It also is
prescriptive offering ideas and strategies for enhanced professional
development supports at each successive phase, and in a manner that
facilitates ongoing development. Steffy believes researchers who view
teaching as a craft generally describe development on a spectrum from
novice to expert (Fuller, 1969; Gehre, 1987; Huberman et al., 1993; Katz,
1977; Vanderven, 1988). She sees this as a limited view of teacher
development:
...little attention has been paid to the nature of the intermittent steps
between inexperience and expertise, factors and process that influence
teacher growth over time, and those that allow for reflection about
teaching. Our life cycle model addresses these issues by providing a
framework for supporting career-long professional development at
each phase (p. 4).
It is this unique focus in Steffy's model on "career-long" issues and "steps
between" that capture my attention vis-a-vis supporting needs of the
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experienced teacher. This model not only describes life long movement
through a career, but how I might appropriately nurture that movement
along the way in a manner which fosters self-efficacy on the part of the
developing veteran.
Aligned with the goals of Natural Commission on Teaching and
Americas' Future (NCTAF), the model's goal is to invoke thought and
action, which will result in creating "competent caring, qualified teachers
for all children". Benefits include:
• Teacher realization that teaching is a craft to be worked on so that
there is continuous movement toward expert levels of skill.
• Principal's awareness of unique needs of teachers working in a
particular phase and knowledge about how to support the
reflection renewal-growth process.
• Increased sensitivity by principals and teachers to signs of withdrawal
or burnout, and focused efforts to redirect teachers to the
reflection-renewal-growth process.
• Greater recognition provided for teachers reaching professional and
expert level.
• Adequate provision of supports to novice teachers which enable them
to move to the expert level.
• Evolution of school into a community of learners in which all
stakeholders are engaged in continuous growth opportunities.
The Life Cycle of the Career Teacher model is developmental in that
it targets a teacher's personal and professional development throughout
her career with reflection and renewal serving as catalysts for that
development. Additionally, it includes several underlying values about
teaching as it relates to development:
• Teacher development is focused and impelled by the need to improve.
• The level of development in the life cycle of teaching is a function of
personal characteristics, school contexts, support systems and
solid preparation.
• A community of inquiry about teaching encourages learning among
teachers and students
• Teaching excellence is influenced by one's ability to learn, do
scholarly work and commit to growth.
• Situation or context is a powerful force for growth and/or
withdrawal.
• Excellence in teaching depends upon the centrality of caring for
students, self, ideas and the profession.
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In reflecting on the values embedded in this model, 1 am struck by the
intersection of my research findings and these values. Some examples
include:
1. A centrality of caring for students was evident among research
participants. Engagement in the study was precipitated by
genuine desire to see students succeed.
2. Context was described by most participants as either an extremely
powerful stimulant or potent inhibitor of learning (in some cases,
both kinds of experiences were mentioned).
3. Development for the sake of self-improvement impelled these teachers
to participate in the project. It was a self-selected venture.
4. In listening to these teachers, development is not simply a matter of
skill acquisition but incorporates issues of self-efficacy, school
context and other supports (parent, system, family).
Thus, this framework highlights the value of teacher development as a
means for improving the profession. In no way, does it place totality of
improvement on teachers' shoulders. Rather, it requires explicit attention
to the teacher and the teaching context at various developmental phases.
It ingeniously incorporates a duality of focus: facilitating teacher growth
in service of student learning.
Six phases are delineated including entry and exit points as well as
four directions for growth between those points (Appendix J). I'll briefly
describe four of those phases, and will focus on the two, which, I believe,
best capture the developmental phases of the eight research participants.
According to Steffy's research, skilled teachers experience six basic
phases in their career: novice, apprentice, professional, expert,
distinguished and emeritus. It is a paradigm, which outlines the wav in
which teachers grow and gain skill along a developmental spectrum. As
teachers move along the spectrum, one phase builds upon the next and
lays groundwork for coming phases. Phases are progressive and
sequential, however, "each phase is bound by a shared vision of
excellence and articulation of factors that support growth" (Steffy et al,
2000, p. 109). In other words, skilled teaching and engagement as a
learner are valued in everv phase. But, the manner in which a teacher
develops or is supported in that development remains quite individualistic
and context specific. A brief description of four of the phases follows:
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Novice - Phase One: starts during preservice education as
teachers learn in prepracticum, practicum and student teaching
experiences. Due to lack of mastery of professional skills as well as
content, most novices are tentative and uncertain in their work. In time,
generally through classroom experiences of teaching, with oversight by
mentors and observation of master teachers, novices "became sensitive to
the needs of children and slowly acquire skills to became competent
teachers. As they grow in skill and self-confidence, novices reflect on
newly acquired skills and experiences, then enter the apprentice phase"
(p. 6).
Apprentice - Phase Two: begins when teachers become
responsible for planning and implementing instruction in their own
classroom. Understandings about professional practice including
pedagogy deepen leading to increased levels of competence and
confidence ushering in the professional phase. These teachers tend to be
highly "idealistic", "growth-oriented" and passionate about students'
achievement. Without encouragement and adequate systems of induction,
however, twenty percent of these teachers leave the profession (NCTAF
1996) due to perceptions related to lack of self-efficacy. [Phases three
and four, the professional and expert, will be discussed in detail after this
brief overview.]
Distinguished -Phase Five: follows the expert phase. Such
teachers are the exception rather than the rule in terms of giftedness in
teaching. Steffy refers to them as the "pied pipers" of the profession
impacting policy decisions in their professional roles and daily work.
They become consultants for lawmakers and other policymakers at
national, state and district levels. These educators comprise national
groups like State Teachers of the Year, Golden Apple Fellows and Milliken
Teacher Awardees. They bring a "missionary zeal" that goes beyond
career and teaching assignments. Their passion is combined with
"determined action" making them "self-assured leaders" in educational,
political and business circles", and their motives are propelled by the
needs of others as many such teachers involve themselves in social justice
issues. They exemplify Erickson's work (1982) in terms of their "urgent
commitment to care" as well as that of Kohlberg (1984) which describes
on orientation to "universal ethical" issues (Steffy, 2000, p. 88-89).
Emeritus -Phase Six: begins when teachers retire formally from a
lifetime of teaching. Due to high levels of skill and commitment, such
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teachers find other ways to continue contributing and serving others.
They exit the profession having left an impressive legacy; "thousands of
students whose hves have been forever enriched by a quahty education".
As an emeritus teacher, one's involvement may include an endless range of
activities: consulting, volunteering, mentoring, serving professional
teacher groups, advocacy and lobbying for teachers, supervising student
teachers, teaching university courses. In some cases, a new career begins
such as work in higher education.
Professional - Phase Three: follows the apprentice phase and
occurs after 4-5 years of teaching. Success with students facilitates the
emergence of self-confidence. This, 1 believe, is the phase at which six of
the research participants had arrived. Mutual respect between a teacher
and her students is the "bedrock foundation upon which this phase is
built". These teachers represent the ''backbone of the profession" with
most holding student achievement and motivation in highest regard
(versus aspiration to administration). There is a demonstrable shift from
personal needs to an exclusive orientation to students. Each student-
centered success results in an increased level of self-efficacy that one is
truly making a difference (personal) and that one's skill has improved
(professional). This was evident in numerous remarks from research
participants, which typically (and happily) alluded to newly discovered
learnings and accompanying student strides. While apprentice teachers
work mainly on broadening the instructional repertoire, professional
teachers concentrate on drawing from that increased repertoire to meet
the needs of specific students (Germinaro and Cram, 1998, as cited in
Steffy et al, 2000). This phase is similar to Huberman's (1992)
"stabilization" phase characterized by consolidation of pedagogy. These
teachers continuously seek growth opportunities outside the classroom,
yet embrace the concept of learning more about their teaching from
observing and listening to students. Wolfe et al write:
Moving from an instructional paradigm to a learning paradigm is a
distinctive mark of a maturing, caring and competent teacher. The
former orientation emphasizes methods and teacher behavior, the latter
stresses learner behavior and student growth. In determining the
teacher's attitude, the critical question is, "with whose performance are
you most concerned 7 (2000, p. 65)
The personal and professional dimensions intersected, I believe, as I
viewed teachers in my study with an impressive ethic of care who were
simultaneously fine tuning instruction. The ethic of caring generated
professional development.
In this model, the principal plays a predominant role in the
continued growth of the teacher in the professional phase. In at least half
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of the research cases, administration was mentioned as either a vital
motivating support for learning or a clear hindrance to the teacher's
growth. Steffy et al make a sobering point in this regard:
Because professional teachers look to their students to provide them
with motivation, administrators often treat them differently, give them
less attention, and take them for granted. Administrators must be
especially careful to acknowledge the valuable contribution teachers at
the professional phase make to the effective functioning of school
(2000, p. 8).
Positive collegial ties are especially supportive for professional
teachers who voluntarily seek help from other teachers. They see peer
interaction as a means for broadening understandings about practice.
This point is reflected by the fact that research participants opted into
this study in order to learn from colleagues. In addition, "sharing" was
mentioned as a highlight of this study group experience. At least three of
the teachers had begun to present ideas about using running records to
building colleagues. As they felt supportedfthey in turn freely offered it
to others.
Since classroom management, generally, is less of an issue for such
teachers, they have more time to spend on developing intellectual habits
of reading, study and reflection on practice. It is interesting to note
absence of much commentary related to classroom management by
teachers in my study.
Professionals are clearer about expectations of the system "including
where the power is." Thus, such teachers take time to troubleshoot about
their own teaching rather than reacting to system-mandates in a blind
fashion. One research participant spoke of her self-made negotiating
process in which she only integrated those system directives which were
best for children. Another teacher candidly remarked about her
continual modifications of suggestions offered by the externally
supported literacy coach.
Expert-Phase Four -.follows the Professional Phase with teachers
formally (or informally) meeting National-Board for Professional Teaching
Standards (1998-99) desired by NCATF. Expert teachers possess a deep
theoretical grasp of learning and teaching, and are able to attain results
with most students regardless of background or ability level. Of the eight
research participants, two teachers, I believe, had moved to the expert
phase. Such teachers see reflection as a natural part of teaching, and are
in tune with the latest research derived ideas in their field. Collegial
networking at the district, state or national level is maintained, with
assumption of leadership roles in associations and content area
organizations. Experts "embody what parents and society desire for
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unlocking the learning of children" (Steffy et al, 2000, p. 9). They pursue
reflection in collaborative ways through focus groups and coUegial
dialogue. The personal dimension occupies a key (health, finances, family
matters) role in the lives of expert teachers (due to age overlay).
However, due to high levels of commitment to students, and to their own
learning, they develop ways of combating these influences. Their
"boundaries extend beyond the school house door" as was the case for
Ora who decried treatment of English Second Language learners by general
practitioners or Tina who bemoaned the extent to which the needs of
"low" students were being met by the district. Mary (who was moving
towards the expert phase) voiced concerns about ill informed
policymakers regarding a recently adopted reading program.
In contrast to novice teachers who act in a "structured inflexible
manner" Berhner describes the expert as "arationaF with a seemingly
"intuitive grasp of a situation" and the ability to make responses in a
"nonanalytic, nondeliberative ways^\ This was evidenced, I believe, in the
study group when Ora and Mary observed tentativeness on the part of a
student in a video. Both recognized that the child was in a state of
discomfort as he haltingly read a passage of unfamiliar text. They later
learned that the strategy was called monitoring, and wanted to know more
about appropriate teaching interventions. Expert teachers have a keen
recognition of diverse learners, which is reflected in "proactive" teaching,
and the ability to teach any student in any setting. They thrive on learning
about new trends and social issues, and pursuing new ideas. Ora,
epitomized this characteristic, serving as only one of two teachers in her
entire district to successfully teach a multilingual group of students how
to read. (Students in her class came from the countries of Africa, India,
Pakistan, Yugoslavia to name a few.) In addition, expert teachers often
invest their own time and money to pursue learning opportunities: both
Ora and Tina regularly attended conferences at their own expense. These
teachers strive to "create environments ofmutual respect among students
and colleagues" as Ora attempted to do as grade level team leader. She
advocated use of the running record by colleagues to establish a more
substantive reporting system to parents. Tina, in a similar vein, proposed
more cross grade team meetings in order to build collegial ties in her
school. Although neither of these ideas was embraced by colleagues, both
teachers remained convinced about the efficaciousness of their ideas.
Characteristic of expert teachers, they remained engaged in the process of
reflection and renewal despite contextual barriers.
Owing to their vast experiential base, expert teachers are astute
problem solvers, and effective mentors. They exemplify the value of
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lifelong learning upheld by the Life Cycle of the Career Teacher Model,
holding multiple degrees - sometimes a terminal degree. These teachers
also have great moral integrity as evidenced by Ora's concern that
colleagues viewed her as a competitor when, in fact, she only desired to
share new learnings. She also expressed major concerns about uneven
levels of teaching quality as students progressed through the grades in her
building. Again, this concern is reflective of a veteran in the expert phase
whose "inner eye" looks beyond one's immediate classroom.
While apprentices struggle with self-reflection due to limited
experiences in the classroom, experts rely on "procedural knowledge and
instructional principles" (p. 80). Apprentice teachers analyze lessons at
very superficial levels while experts focus on ideas, which undergird a
lesson. For example, a study group member in the professional phase
commented on a child's disfluent reading but couldn't explain the
importance of fluency. Both Ora and Tina drew from deeper
understandings of the reading process, and explained how such reading
interferes with a child's ability to read meaningfully.
Several factors, which mitigate against ongoing reflection and
renewal by the expert teacher, emanate from the social context. Experts
are often frustrated by limited opportunities for professional
development. They complain about the preponderance of opportunities
for less experienced teachers which tend not to address their needs.
Another common complaint described by Steffy, and which was made by
participants dealt with lack of time, to receive training, "process and
develop new strategies' (p. 81). Although this issue will be addressed
more thoroughly in a later section, it is one that continually threatens
ongoing reflection and renewal. Time is essential for experts "to revitalize
their craft" and can impact forward movement into the distinguished
phase of teaching. Such teachers need time to "strengthen their teaching
as they... critically examine their practice, seek to expand their repertoire,
deepen their acknowledge, sharpen theirjudgment and adapt teaching to
new findings, ideas and theories" (p. 81). Coupled with an inner drive for
self-improvement , expert teachers need time on order to proceed into
the ranks of distinguished teachers. This last point is one about which I
can personally witness. Without time to research and write about this
issue, I would never have finished my academic journey in such a timely
fashion.
A final context based issue for experts centers on the administrative
role. These teachers may challenge the traditional view of the principal's
role. Shared governance adds vitality to a setting, and administrators
"must view the provision ofphase related support as a right rather than a
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privilege if they are to put the vision ofmaintaining excellence [for
experienced teachers] into practice" (p. 115).
The Life Cycle of the Career Teacher model offers me-as a teacher
educator-a unique opportunity (and mandate) to contemplate and
respond to concerns at each phase of a teacher's development, while
adhering to the values of reflection and renewal inherent in this model. It
is distinctive in its design for addressing the developmental needs of
highly experienced teachers throughout their career. It also proposes that
novice teachers have effective induction programs; it suggests ideas for
assisting the apprentice in moving from "student of teaching to teacher of
students^'; it provides concrete strategies for combating burnout, and
supporting continuing refinement of practice by veterans who are at the
professional, expert or distinguished level. It encourages emeritus
teachers to continue as viable, productive members of the profession
despite formal retirement. It upholds the belief that a teacher is more
than her practice; that teacher development is contingent upon one's
opportunities to reflect (on one's own or with others) conjoined with
certain optimal conditions that facilitate professional growth.
Necessary Conditions for Developmental Models
If professional development is to be transformative, specific
conditions must be present which support teachers in broadening their
conceptualization of teaching and learning. Thus, my role encompasses
more than helping teachers modify practice. Neither Steffy's model or any
other professional development intervention will work without certain
prerequisite operant conditions. To speak metaphorically, there must be
specific preparatory and ongoing steps by a farmer to establish conditions
for the crop, once planted, to thrive and grow. Oja (1990 p. 50) refers to
these as "design principles" or "focus points" which are necessary for
effective professional development. Evans (1996) calls them "tasks of
transition" (p. 55). Generally, such conditions are categorized in a
manner which places equally important emphasis on the teacher (the
personal) and contextual supports.
In the teacher-centered or personal category, teachers' levels of
understanding are recognized with professional development custom
tailored to those understandings and needs of teachers. Evans (1996)
contends, as I do that "all change is personal which means that it has to be
accomplished person by person (p. 71). Interventions must take people
from where they are by honoring what they know, and simultaneously
nurturing any inclination to take risks and change. Theissen (1992)
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maintains that our assistance should be "less a matter of determining
what to do 'to them' or 'on their hehalP, and more a matter of teachers
inventing what to do 'with' others or 'by themselves^' (p. 85). He further
contends that teachers should negotiate with other stakeholders for
structural and political support while maintaining control of all
instructional/decision making. Mandates of others "should not displace
the primary protagonists on the classroom stage: teachers and student^'
(p. 87). Supporting this idea of conditions which recognize personal
aspects of professional development is research by Loucks-Horsley and
Stiegelbauer (1990) who conducted studies spanning two decades. They
posit that willingness to change one's practice is closely tied to seven
levels personal concerns ranging from "awareness" (I'm not concerned
about it) to "refocusing" (1 have some ideas about something that would
work even better)" (Lieberman and Miller, p. 67). These researchers
conclude that "change is a process, not an event and teachers must adapt
personally and developmentally" (p. 17). Recognizing the personal
dimension, in terms of conditions, requires the necessity for teachers to
apply learning along with constant reflection. It is within such conditions,
that old assumptions conflict with new learning. Such reflection serves to
"facilitate the cognitive restructuring process needed to integrate new
learning with old patterns of thought (1990, Oja, as cited in Lieberman in
Miller). Reflective practice can and should transpire at a purely personal
level. Certainly, undertandings are enriched and broadened when shared
in more collaborative settings and relationships. This point underscores
the need for certain contextual conditions that support optimal growth.
Conditions for growth also emanate from the context. That is, they
are outside the control of the teacher, but are crucial in supporting
renewal and growth. Showers, Bruce, Joyce and Bennett (1987)
concluded that four conditions were necessary for change: understanding
the ideas behind the change; viewing demonstrations of the practice in a
classroom; time to practice the change with high regard for risk and
failure; regular opportunities for interaction with peers including
feedback and coaching. Similarly, Oja emphasizes the importance of peer
interaction arguing that:
... this model of support/challenge and action/reflection can stimulate
adult development in the areas of ego, maturity, cognitive complexity
and moral reasoning (1990, p. 51).
Evans (1996) stresses the importance of continuity which
incorporates the idea of working through change over time. Mastery of
concepts, he contends, occurs in the final stages of reform. Survival is
the first stage wherein teachers cope with a new strategy as they take
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risks and receive constructive feedback. Consolidation, the second stage,
requires integration of the new strategy into established routines and
roles with psychological and personal kinds of support. Evans contends
that such emphatic support is needed because reform learning always
involves a certain level of discomfort and disequilibrium (Linh 1987;
Poplin, 1988). Thus, conditions must necessarily include ongoing
support, which exists throughout the various stages of implementation.
A fmal contextual condition involves assumption of enlarged roles.
This idea aligns with Steffy's notion of meeting a teacher's developmental
needs. 1 believe it constitutes an intersection of the contextual aspect
with the personal dimension in terms of conditions for growth. Oja
defines role taking as "the ability to take into account the perspective of
others, to understand a situation from another person's point of view, and
to act "as if" by assuming the role of another...". Oja further posits that
role taking is a "major means for personal and social development (p.
52). As I reflect on this condition, 1 am struck by its power as a potential
catalyst for moving teachers from Steffy's professional phase to expert. It
appears that Ora and Tina seemed comfortable as role takers; they spoke
often about other teachers' perspectives in a very open, professional
manner. I believe the study group experience advanced the roletaking
capability of all research participants due to the high level of spirited,
collegial dialogue and debate. I can see how learning this skill would
broaden one's "professional shoulders".
These conditions for growth serve as a prelude to a final discussion
of three other major implications for my work as a teacher educator
emanating from this study. The groundwork has been laid: I've presented
a case for professional development which honors the developmental
needs of the experienced teacher, a perspective which recognizes that
teachers are people, much more than their practice. Oja writes that in
reviewing more than 400 articles from 23 professional journals and 507
doctoral dissertations between 1977 and 1984, researchers found
research methodologies which simply surveyed professional development
content and procedures or discussed knowledge level skills (Danesh,
1985). Future research directions included suggestions for a study of
reconceptualization of staff development. Use of adult development
ideology, I contend, constitutes a sound and practical way to formulate
professional development. The view of teachers as people led researchers
Riley and Morocco (1999) to deduce a unique insight. They discovered
that although "teachers participated in a common adult learning
experience" ...they all "were able to grow in varied ways." They further
state that their literacy intervention appeared "to have created
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'zones of proximal development' for individual teachers' growth" . In
referring to the research of Brown and colleagues, Riley and Morocco
(1999) write:
Brown's group uses the term 'mutual appropriation' to refer to
the multidirectional flow and interpretation of ideas that take
place. A [study group] becomes a zone of proximal development
for many participants if they can use the ideas that emerge in
different ways and give and receive varied levels of support
(cited in Solomon, p. 130)
These aforementioned ideas serve as the undergirding framework
upon which 1 predicate my three final implications. Along with each
implication, 1 present research to augment my findings, cautions and
suggested concrete strategies for implementation. Although presented in
a linear fashion, each of the three ideas is intricately bound with the
others. For example, the need for reflective practice [implication one]
within the context of constructivist oriented professional
development [implication two] initiatives is absolutely essential. Equally
important is the habit of reflective practice on one's own
[implication one] in the classroom as well as in ongoing collaboration
with colleagues [implication three]. Similarly, constructivist-
oriented professional development [implication two] endeavors
require some degree of collegial engagement [implication three].
Reflective Practice and Development of the Veteran Teacher
A second major implication of this research underscores the critical
role played by reflective practice in the professional development of
experienced teachers. It appears that participants' propensity to reflect
on their teaching was directly related to the degree of shifts made in
thinking and instruction. Seven out of eight teachers reported and
manifested tremendous shifts in regards to beliefs and practices about
early literacy instruction. Boud, Keogh and Walker (1985) capture my
sentiments:
The capacity to reflect is developed to different stages in different
people, and it may be this ability which characterizes those who learn
effectively from experience (p. 19, as cited in Steffy et al, 2000).
Steffy's Life Cycle of the Career Teacher model incorporates
reflection as a facilitator of renewal and ultimate growth. Reflection is an
integral element in the model's constructivist view of learning in which
the major catalyst is engagement of self by choice (Yager, 1991). In this
study, I found self-efficacy to be inextricably woven with reflection. The
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most reflective participants were tliose who were engaged in constant
self-dialogue about effectiveness of their teaching. These teachers'
intentional decisions lead to professional growth. Engaging in reflection
fueled that growth; but the initial impetus was self-improvement. In
Steffy's view (and 1 wholeheartedly concur), such an attitude is a
professional mandate. Context-as a support or inhibitor-wields a
powerful impact, but one's own commitment to teaching as a craft is
essential. Huberman (1992) calls this "personal teaching efficacy".
Similarly, Dewey (1910) describes three important learner dispositions
(as cited in Steffy et al, 2000):
• Open-mindness -a learner is willing to acknowledge a problem may
exist, remains open to exploring options to solve it and explores
alternative solutions that may challenge his or her belief system.
• Wholeheartedness -commitment to and enthusiasm for finding a
solution.
• Responsibility -acceptance of ownership for being part of the problem
and finding a solution. This is both a moral and an intellectual
resource.
As I ponder the manner in which the research participants were
involved, 1 am struck by the degree to which 7/8 teachers exemplify the
attitudes described by Huberman and Dewey. Thus, it is not surprising
that reflection proceeded successfully in this study since such attitudes
were overwhelmingly present. It is important to note that the one teacher
who was the least open-minded, the least whole-hearted and the least
inclined to admit to being part of the problem, found reflective
opportunities extremely uncomfortable (almost annoying). At one point,
she approached me with the question "What do you mean by reflect?"
The issue of self, as it relates to engagement in teaching, is expressed by
Maxine Greene in this way:
It (teaching) demands ofyou a reaction which cannot be prepared
beforehand. It demands nothing of what is past. It demands presence,
responsibility, it demands you (p. 3).
Evans (1996) describes self-efficacy as a major deterrent to burnout
in which there exists a sense of "inconsequentiality" (p. 95). He discusses
the role of efficacy in motivating teachers' performance, and sustaining
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them through adversity, which is a natural part of most reform efforts.
He writes..
...when one's sense of efficacy is low, wbetJier as a result of internal
psychological issues or of external pressures and constraints, one's
effort, engagement and persistence weaken (p. 95).
Reflective practice requires grounding in a teacher's appreciation
system (Schon, 1983). That is, a veteran's repertoire of values,
knowledge, theories and practices all influence how she recognizes
dilemmas, frames and reframes them, makes judgments about feasibility
of solutions and investigates outcomes of implemented strategies.
Therefore, work with highly experienced teachers in this study was
designed to provide opportunities to learn reflective processes (use of a
running record) in conjunction with strategies that served to unfreeze
ensconsed appreciation systems, (i.e. critical feedback, peer dialogue).
In this study, there were "feeders" which appeared to fuel reflective
processes and bolster efficacy. Raymond, Butt and Townsend (1992)
point to one "feeder", attributing a teacher's drive for self-improvement
to deeply personal [biographical] roots. They describe early life
experiences as "seeds" for present teacher behavior in regards to efficacy.
1 concur with these researchers, but also was moved by these teachers'
unconditional commitment to the success of students, which seemed to
fuel reflective activity. Theissen (1992) strongly advocates for a new
approach wherein "teacher educators... take urgent steps to promote the
view of teacher education as an ongoing enterprise in which teachers
and pupils work together through principles of research to refme
classroom practice" (p. 100). Griffm (1987) discusses the value teachers
place on student relationships noting that:
the importance [of students] has been associated with teachers' sense of
efficacy, with teacher^ views about their place in the larger society and
with their willingness to participate in individual or school
development activities and strategies (p,. 248).
In addition to consideration of elements which fuel reflection, it's
important to define it more succinctly before discussing its benefits. My
initial understandings mainly involved two basic levels of reflectivity
which Van Manen (1977) describes
... the effective application of skills and technicalknowledge...
reflection about assumptions underlying specific classroom
practices. ..applying educational criteria to teaching practices to make
individual and independent decisions about pedagogical matters (p.20).
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Clift, Houston and Pugach (1990) also capture my perspective:
Reflection is a process that leads to thoughtful mediated action usually
involving putting into practice of research findings and theoretical
formulations of education. ..help(s) teachers replicate classroom
practices that empirical research has found to be effective (p.
23).
I am convinced that, the reflective practice component of Reading
Recovery transformed me as a veteran literacy teacher. It deepened my
understandings about myself as a learner as well as expanding my
knowledge base about literacy practice. Reflective practice allowed me-as
it did the research participants-opportunities to view learning as
constructive. I learned it was okay not to know. I learned " there is no
magical linear line from novice to expert, but rather many false starts,
recursive thinking, reflective moments, and problem solving episodesi"
(Roskos, Risko, Vukelich, p. 234, 1998).
Prescriptive methods of professional development do not work for
the seasoned veteran who brings years of experience, and deep personal
meaning to her work. I posit that the practice of reflection naturally
includes support via networking and challenge via risk taking. Many
veterans need large doses of support to validate efforts, which several
participants mentioned. In addition, these teachers were challenged to
think harder, longer and deeper. Reflective practice enabled these
veterans to make sense out of their daily work in an environment of trust
where support and challenge were welcomed. This study incorporated
reflective practice operating within Winnicott's theory of the "holding
environment": support and challenge helped these veterans "carve a
boundary [between themselves and their environments] in a way that
allowed [them] to consolidate each new sense of self so that [they] could
maintain meaning and coherence...yet remain open to...fresh wonders"
(Daloz, 1986, p. 190).
Shulman (1987) contends that teaching is an intellectual practice
which not only includes what teachers know but how they will attain that
knowledge. Reflective practice serves as a scaffold assisting veterans
(many with entrenched views), to move beyond mere acquisition of
content knowledge to critical and deliberate application of knowledge in
meeting specific student needs. Reflective practice-due to its research-
based nature- also serves to lessen the tendency of veterans to rely solely
on experience and tacit understandings.
Pragmatic to a fault, most veterans over rely on first-hand experience
and gut reactions in making professional judgments, not well grounded
rationales, which seriously limit the intellectual quality of their
coaching, and obstruct the development of critical reflection skills
(Roskos, Risko, Vukelich, p. 231, 1998).
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This realization of pragmatism was experienced by several research
participants: Tracy bemoaned years of unsystematic assessment resulting
in low expectations and accompanying inappropriate book selections; Ora
vowed to continue her focus-as a grade level team leader-on acquiring
research based rationales for daily decisions steering clear of overreliance
on gut reactions. Mona critiqued past instructional decisions realizing
she'd relied on what was comfortable rather than what was appropriate
(i.e., assigned, sequenced basal reading versus independent, self-selected
reading).
Scouting the terrain of literature an reflective practice could have
taken me on an endless journey. The amount of available research was
voluminous forcing me to reflect on selection of specific prototypes as 1
shaped this study. In this project, 1 primarily drew from two sources. In
the first conceptual framework, developed by Grimmett, MacKinney,
Erickson and Riecken (1990), the place of knowledge is a key ingredient
in a teacher's reflective process. There are three aspects: (a) the source
of knowledge that is reflected upon (b) the mode of knowing represented
by the particular conception of reflection (c) the use to which that
knowledge is put as a result of the reflective process (p. 22).
Te elucidate this model, 1 provide how I believe each mode of
reflection could play out:
•Scenario One: I reflect on my practice using research-based
practices that direct my teaching. Knowledge is seen as an external
source of mediating my teaching actions.
•Scenario Two: 1 reflect on my practice using research-based
practices, but those practices are mediated through colleagues and
the context of actual teaching situations. Knowledge has a
relativistic quality, and informs rather than directs my teaching
action.
• Scenario Three: I reflect on my practice by reconstructing my
experiences, and using context of the setting and application of
personal knowledge. Knowledge is seen as dialectical and emergent
and is used to transform my teaching actions.
A professional development prototype designed by Wildman, Niles,
Magliaro and McLaughlin (1990) also served as an impressive resource.
The work of these researchers was directed by the belief that "meaningful
reform" evolved out of a conception of teaching as "deliberative or
reflective activity which would improve as a teacher became increasingly
empowered and skilled at conducting inquiry." They also believed that "in
the rush to improve practice, teachers' voices were being ignored in the
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suggested formulae for reform" and that "the power ofresearch lay more
in its usefulness in informing and improving teacher's deliberation about
their practice than in providing rules and regulations through which
practice could be...governed" (p. 141). This model promotes reflection as
an "action oriented enterprise" providing tasks which generally transition
teachers from a less to a more "systematically reflective posture." This
shift in posture was supported by "varying both the degree of complexity
and uncertainty of the task, as well as the extent to which the task
focused on the teacher's own teaching or that ofanother." Thus,
videotapes were widely used as was done in my research. The researchers'
description of their project mirror my own:
First we wanted to develop a set of training tasks and procedures that
could reliably stimulate veteran teachers: (1) an attitude of inquiry and
reflection (2) a sharpened abiUty to look at teaching and talk about it
with colleagues (3) the confidence that they could effectively influence
their own professional lives [as well as that of novices]. Second, we
wanted to identify those factors in the work place that contributed
positively and negatively to collaborative reflection and to develop
profiles of reflective work as it occurred in natural settings... Moreover,
through tasks that allowed for practice and immediate feedback, skills
important to reflective practice could be activated, shaped and refined.
Finally, tasks assigned outside the immediate training context and
oriented to each participant's own teaching situation helped teachers
bring some structure and relevance to what could otherwise be an
amorphous request (i.e, go reflect on your teaching!) (1990, p.141-142)
This final point regarding relevance speaks to the transformative
power of orienting new skill development to a teacher's actual teaching
situation. Reflection on one's teaching reaps limited rewards if divorced
from the actual classroom context. Thiessen (1992) calls for a
reconceptualization by teachers wherein they view "the classroom as not
only a place of work but also a source ofprofessional development" (p.
86). To carry out the job of teaching should naturally involve the
simultaneous development of one's practice. He sees the classroom as
"the culture in which teachers and students form, make sense ofand
adapt their development experiences... the classroom is both the means
and the end to teacher and student development..." (p. 88). 1 subscribe to
this view, and found that study group meetings-while immensely
beneficial-did not replace the classroom as the major laboratory for
reflective practice. Theissen writes:
Teachers and students...learn primarily from interactions of the
classroom, using their evolving relationships to promote reflection, to
understand their circumstances, and to alter their patterns of work.
The actions of teacher development became intertwined with
the actions of the classroom itself (p. 90-91).
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In this study, reflection grounded in classroom assessment practice,
served to spark dialogue, foster experimentation and ultimately transform
instruction.
But what happens when reflective processes are not valued,
embraced or encouraged? Steffy et al (2000) describes "withdrawal" as a
"form of disengagement" that leads teachers to "remove themselves from
the reflection-renewal growth process;" (p. 15). It appears in stages, and is
progressive if left unattended. Initial levels of withdrawal usually begin
when the reflection-renewal cycle is broken. It starts with "a change in
the educator's internal motivational drivei" of which they may or may not
be aware (p. 16). Teaching remains adequate, but there is little or no
self-initiated learning. Withdrawal features fall into three categories of
negative teacher traits which become increasingly negative as withdrawal
deepens: physical, emotional and mental (Pines, Aronson & Kafrey,
1981). Some mental signs include diminished self-esteem, pessimistic
attitudes and blatant obstructionist behavior in the face of proposed
reform.
According to Steffy et al, teachers in withdrawal become
"gatekeepers" who literally "filter or deter" school improvement changes
they're asked to make. At the deepest level of withdrawal, all learning
has ended with a view of reflective practice as antithetical to one's values
system. No student should be subjected to the action of a teacher in deep
withdrawal. Strategies must be collaboratively developed so that ( 1
)
astute administrators recognize initial withdrawal signs, (2) the
reflection-renewal growth cycle is maintained throughout a teacher's
career. Some ideas for promoting and sustaining reflection, grounded in
daily practice, follow:
• Teacher-led focus groups studying specific journal readings about a
classroom based issue or problem.
• Funded conference attendance for pairs or groups of teachers who
are responsible for sharing with colleagues back at the school
site.
• Participation in a mini-sabbatical to pursue an action research project
alone or with another veteran
• Thematic case studies (written by teachers) of focal students in study
groups facilitated by mentors knowledgeable about that
curricular issue
• Use of diaries or reflective notes which are "modalities" for
reflection
• Involvement in analogue experiences which are "adult, integrated
reading/writing/discussion challenges" requiring similar kinds of
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thinking needed to plan for work with children (1993, Riley and
Morocco, as cited by Solomon, 1999).
• Developing and maintaining constant attention to the mundane in
one's classroom: Mary already had reading groups in her class.
She began to question the extent to which her language with
specific children within the reading groups was impacting
strategic development.
• Remaining vigilante as a critic of one's own classroom practice: Ora
constantly questioned the extent to which her instruction was
reflected in research based literature. She developed from
constant "informed interrogation of [herself]" (Thiessen, p. 94).
• Serving as an "independent, one teacher version of action research" :
Tracy noticed that texts were too easy (after administering the
running record) and began placing children on higher
instructional levels. Mona noticed students' love of trade books,
and began to use the basal less. These teachers used "their
initiative as change agents to facilitate their own development (p.
94).
• Designing one's own professional development in which you
"conspire with the world to make for [yourself] a heaven or
purgatory of [your] own designing " including the following
principles (Clark, as cited by Hargreaves and Fullan, 1992):
• Make beliefs explicit and visible by annually writing a credo of teaching.
• Select professional development activities that help you improve upon
your strengths.
• Develop (and write) a five-year plan of ways you hope to be different or
better.
• Experiment with ways to nurture your own professional development in
your "own backyard", i.e. your classroom.
• Become more vulnerable; seek help for ideas, money or mere
enCOuragemen t.
• "Go first class." "Read great literature, visit Stratford and see a play, use
the most beautiful room available for your conference."
• "Blow your own trumpet" in order to "make coherent and public the ways
your professional development is evolving." (pp. 77-83)
Professional development of teachers is a multifaceted enterprise.
Neither a teacher's sense of efficacy nor reflective practice act as sole
agents in sustaining change. Rather, attention must be given to
"organizational conditions of individual development and critical
consequences of school-level choices" (Lieberman and Miller, 1992, p.
70) which involves the final two implications: constructivist-oriented
contexts in which veteran teachers learn and work. The next implication
discusses issues related to the context in which teachers learn: it deals
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with the traditional notion of teacher learning: knowledge and skill
development. Although not separate from one's learning context, work
environment (a broader view of context) will be discussed as the last
implication.
Constructivist-Oriented Professional Development and the
Veteran Educator
A third major implication for my work as a teacher educator is that
among highly experienced practitioners, constructivist-oriented learning
opportunities-facilitated by a trusted mentor-appear to foster
transformative kinds of teaching. Hargreaves (1992) views the culture of
teaching as a crucial "focal point" for "creating a context that supports
professional development' (p. 16). Context, then, can be investigated as a
focus and condition of teacher development. In this research project, 1
intentionally created certain conditions for learning including setting up
an inquiry mode of professional development (Pinnell, 1994) involving
practice and application as well as selection of an assessment tool which
necessitated "observations ofphenomena important to these [teachers]
and which they encounter[ed] in their daily work (p. 19). Simultaneously,
context was a focus of teacher development in that my continuing aims
were to engender trust, lead from behind and foster collegial dialogue,
feedback, risk taking and perspective-taking.
In the contructivist view, "the ultimate purpose of professional
development is less to implement a specific innovation or policy and more
to create habits and structures that make continuous learning a valued
and endemic part of the school culture" (FuUan and Steigelbauer,1991 as
cited in Steffy et al 2000, p. 102). Taylor presents similar ideas:
..constructivism provides.. .a strong methodological rationale for
facilitating teacher conceptual change. It requires that teachers'
existing knowledge and beliefs be the starting point for a socially
negotiated process of conceptual change. A collaborative research
relationship with a teacher-as-researcher focus provides a context for
the teacher to evaluate the viability of [her] pedagogical beliefs,
knowledge and classroom actions. An interpretative research approach
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provides a means of interpreting qualitative classroom-based research
data from a constructivist perspective, providing the teacher with
operative knowledge of constructivist epistemological principles
(1990, p. 6).
It is now widely understood and documented that constructivist-
oriented professional development initiatives are an appropriate conduit
for reform of teaching practice (Mosenthal & Ball, 1992; Hargreaves &
Fullan, 1992; McGilly, 1994; Zahorik, 1995; Steffe and Gale, 1995; Sparks
and Hirsch, 1997; Shanahan & Newman 1997; Scheurman, 1998).
Constructivist approaches strive to do far more than assist teachers in
altering instruction. Veteran teachers are now being required to
drastically reorient views of their role and that of students. Those
reorientations must be encouraged, nurtured and modeled within
professional development settings. The following instructional
implications for teachers seem equally viable for teacher educators:
...[teacher educators] will have to learn to guide, not tell; to create
environments in which [teachers] can make their own meanings, not
be handed them by the [teacher-educator]; to accept diversity in
construction, not search for the 'right answer; to modify prior notions
of right and wrong; not stick to rigid criteria and standards to create a
safe responsive environment that encourages disclosure of [teacher]
constructions, not closed judgmental system... [teachers] will have to
learn to think for themselves, not wait for the [teacher educator] to tell
them what to think, to proceed with less focus and direction from the
[teacher educator] not to want for explicit [teacher educator] directions;
to express their own ideas clearly in their own words, not to answer
restricted response questions; to revisit and revise constructions, not to
move immediately on to the next concept or idea (Airasian and Walsh,
1997, p. 448).
Cautions, in regards to such implications, include eliminating the
dichotomy between "explicit teaching" and "inquiry teaching". Skilled
teacher-educators explicitly teach inquiry skills and habits of mind in an
inquiry-oriented atmosphere (Flick, 1997). Secondly, balance must be
achieved in activities which engage teachers in and constructing and
receiving knowledge given that not all aspects of a subject can or should
be taught in the same way or be acquired solely through "hands on" or
learner-centered means (Airasian and Walsh, 1997).
In constructivist-oriented professional development, teachers are
optimally engaged when students are at the center of learning
investigations. Classroom based explorations in which "materials or
instructional models are varied incrementally until a promising mix is
found then consolidated" (p. 135) were cited in research by Huberman
(1992) as the major vehicle through which experienced teachers achieved
mastery. Collegial work and inservice offerings placed second and third
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as supports for mastery. These findings serve to bolster my research
conclusions about the relationship between high levels of teacher
engagement and interest in students' success. In several instances these
veterans attributed sustained levels of energy and the drive to "keep on
keeping on" to concern for students. The view of teaching as a craft, and
the classroom as a laboratory for learning facilitates lasting change,
according to Huberman. He asserts:
...the key lies in the ways by which the group works through its tasks
and, in particular, the necessity of each member actually to experiment
in the classroom with the skills and strategies that emerge from
discussions and observations...I have tried to argue that the chiefreason
why this mode is effective is that it involves the kind of tinkering
which teachers use spontaneously to test, improve and derive pleasure
from their work. Loosely structuring this process [i.e. a study group]
should raise it to a much higher power when one brings into it peers
trying out similar approaches, opportunities for ongoing exchange,
access to consultants or to fellow crafts people slightly more skilled in
this area than oneself, and probably, more intensity and care than one
would spontaneously put into it if one were alone (1992, p. 138).
In reflecting on Huberman's words, Tracy's admissions echo in my ear,
recounting how she would not have maintained consistent assessment
records without study group involvement; Ora's comments also
reverberate when she admitted focusing initially on her focal student's
misbehavior, but shifting her attention (due to my gentle insistence) to
more cognitive assessments of behavior. In both cases, student-
centeredness propelled teachers' interests, and constructivist elements
(ongoing exchange; fellow skilled craftsperson) enhanced professional
development.
Capitalizing on teacher's interests and concern with students leads
to considerations of the content of professional development. What
understandings or skills should be our focus? Riley et al posit that " the
ways teachers think about individual students, at least, in the area of
literacy, are closely tied to their basic view of teaching and learning"
(1995, p. 172). Practice appears to be driven by teacher thinking in
regards to reading and writing (Zahorik, 1995). 1 concur, and thus
selected the running record as an assessment tool that would facilitate
teacher thinking about the reading process, and how young children
acquire literacy (Fountas and Pinnell, 1996). Solomon (1999) cites the
research of Driscoll in this regard:
... We saw assessment as a fertile ground for teacher development
because, when structured appropriately, assessment activities can
engage teachers in exactly the kind of active observation and reflection
characteristic of constructivist pedagogy. By revealing students'
knowledge and misconceptions, good assessment tasks can provide
teachers with a powerful tool for actively reshaping their instruction to
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fit their students' needs. Moreover, we hoped that teachers would come
to see teaching as essentially a process of assessment. We hoped that
they would no longer view assessment as a separate end-stage activity
used to check knowledge gains after instruction, but rather as an
ongoing interactive process of instruction... It would be our job to
structure a process to ease their transition, facilitating their movement
from reliance on assessment as judgment to assessment as diagnosis.. .(p.
81).
In my study, this researcher's ideas are epitomized in Fanny's journal
entry midpoint during the project:
I'm learning that you cannot talk about teaching without talking about
assessment. I never would have made a statement hke this a few
months back.
Lieberman and Miller (1999) also see shared dialogue centered
around the use of assessment as a way to communicate about experiences
and values. They see this as ""professional development of the highest
order" placing teaching and learning rightfully in the realm of experience-
one that is "shared, public and accessible to others" (p. 70). [Another
content area deserving my future attention is work with the second language
learner in literacy acquisition]
I am convinced about the efficacy of constructivist-oriented
professional development in helping the veteran teacher '"learn the skills
and perspectives assumed by new visions of practice, and unlearn the
practices and beliefs about students and instruction that have dominated
their professional lives to date..." (Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin,
1995 as cited in Sparks and Hirsch p. 3). My own professional
development experience in the Reading Recovery program provided me
with the "occasion... to reflect critically on [my] practice and to fashion
new knowledge and beliefs about content, pedagogy and learners!" (p. 14).
Constructivist theory holds that "learning is promoted when there is a
partial discrepancy between existing cognitive structures and new
experience" (p. 9). Herein lies a major role for the mentor or
"knowledgeable other" (Pinnell, 1994) within the professional
development context. If we want teachers to view students' endeavors as
"works in progress", we must hold that same attitude as teacher educators
about teachers as learners.
Solomon views teaching as an intellectual process. She refers to
teaching behaviors as "artifacts" of instructional decisions. Thus, the
purpose ofa mentor is to build a teacher's capacity to make thoughtful
instructional decisions. In the foreword of her book, she writes:
The intent of coaching is to modify teacher's capacities to modify
themselves... the constructivist [mentor] in an atmosphere of trust
challenges existing practices, assumptions, policies and traditional ways
of delivering curriculum (1999)
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McLaughlin (as cited in Lieberman and Miller, 1990) describes the
role of consultants as critical in facilitating enduring change. In studying
implementation strategies, these researchers found that skill-specific
training minimally influenced student progress, and was short
term due to its inability to assist teachers in assimilating and integrating
project methods. Staff support activities were necessary to
sustain gains made by teachers in the training. A major element in
the staff support component involved use of local (in system) consultants
and those provided externally. Teachers found in class concrete
assistance provided by in-system coaches as invaluable as they attempted
to implement new practices. These local consultants were judged more
helpful due to accessibility and provision of assistance that was
situational. External consultants, generally were seen by teachers as " too
abstract to be useful" and providing "a lot ofgeneralizations and
worthless theory" (p. 65). Those consultants deemed most useful also
facilitated teachers' own problem solving efforts rather than providing ilig.
solutions. Researchers concluded that while external consultants can
stimulate professional growth and support change efforts, it is not the
"externalness of the expert that inhibits their effectiveness but how they
interact with the local setting."
These findings are not surprising given responses of my research
participants regarding my role and that of local consultants. In all cases,
for example, in school-wide literacy models, teachers valued support by
in-school specialists more than that of external consultants supplied by
the intervention agency. For example, the in-house literacy coach was
often mentioned while the outside consultant was not alluded to at all
when Fanny spoke of professional development supports. Although
classroom visits were not part of my research design, several teachers saw
that as a shortcoming (as I did), and were clearly desirous of my input as
a "sympathetic critic". It is my contention that these classroom exchanges
would have helped teachers gain more solid footing as they "risk[ed]
discomfort in return for a world always ready and deep" i.e. feedback
from an informed source (Oberg and Underwood as cited in Hargreaves
and Fullan, 1992, p. 168,170).
Several teachers also alluded to the "tone" 1 set as the facilitator.
Underwood believes tone's "essence is respect for individuals, a
discriminating respect which balances appreciation for the already
developed with positive expectations for the not yet developed" (p. 17). 1
was committed to establishing an atmosphere wherein I appreciated the
"goodness" of the teachers and their work; I trusted that they sought
meaningful learning encounters; and 1 was vigilante about validating their
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conclusions and impressions (even when I disagreed). This constitutes an
essential element of a mentor's work; with this calculated orientation on
my part, teachers felt empowered to take risks resulting in significant
cognitive leaps and accompanying student strides.
Stein, Smith and Silver (1999) propose ideas which call for radical
shifts on the part of professional developers as they support teachers in
transforming practice. Their contentions underscore the need for
mentors to reconsider how they conduct the business of professional
development. Just as there was discomfort for teachers in my study, 1
now feel that same sense of disequilibrium as I reflect on the suggestions
of these researchers. They describe four components of a new paradigm
for my work as a teacher educator. Some, clearly, present more of a
challenge than others.
First of all, they call for a change in our use of strategies: from a
focus on ideas or techniques presented in primarily workshop format to a
focus on building capacity to understand subject matter more deeply in
site based formats.
Secondly, consideration of knowledge and beliefs of all participants
must be more inclusive: more co-constructed agendas, increased
understanding of group dynamics versus individual teacher development
and emphasis on problem solving which assists transfer of a new practice
to real world setting.
Thirdly, the extent to which context shapes success of a professional
development venture requires more attention as well as increased support
on site including classroom visits and interaction with "peripheral"
colleagues by the professional developer (those collegaues not directly
involved in the learning endeavor). I personally grapple with this point
because of such strong beliefs about self-initiated effort. Close
monitoring by administrators is required, 1 posit, for the educator who
remains aloof despite provisions of support.
Finally, the element of critical issues addresses the need for me to
supplement my work with the individual teacher by focusing on building a
community of learners within the teacher/learner group. Historically,
these researchers posit, leadership training has not been the domain of
professional developers; but such training is required if veterans are to
assume responsibility for capacity building within the profession. This
final element clearly reflects Steffy's ideas about shifts that can be
facilitated to move the veteran from professional to that of expert in the
Life Cycle of the Career Teacher Model. This capacity-building
phenomenon did surface as research participants spoke about follow-up
ideas in our exit interview. Half of these teachers were planning to lead
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collaborative work with colleagues as a result of study group involvement.
It is clear that teacher learning encompasses much more than mere
acquisition of skills or content, and necessarily includes issues related to
teachers' beliefs and personal theories about the processes of teaching
and learning. A brief discussion follows which describe professional
development efforts that espouse this approach in the field of literacy.
Riley and Morocco (1999) describe the growing transformation of a
teacher, who, through increased student observation began to analyze her
writing instruction due to "[her] unexpected success of [her] own
instruction" (p. 27). The power of teacher thinking to impact practice
was illustrated as this teacher began to scaffold children differently based
on observational records. Riley et al (1995) emphasized the importance
of helping teachers clarify basic understandings about teaching and
learning stating that "detailed knowledge of children's thinking is
irrelevant if the teacher's major purpose is transmitting pieces of
knowledge" (p. 173). Another standard these researchers established was
that these interventions "need[ed] to be anchored in teachers' own
classroom practice and take place over an extended period of
time...changing mind set...ha[d] not been well accomplished through...
sporadic inservice training most of [these] teachers had experienced".
Finally the researchers believed that getting teachers more personally and
"viscerally engaged with the kinds of thinking required in authentic
literacy activities "would strengthen their observational skills regarding
learner processing and student products.
Mosenthal and Ball (1992) describe the goal of their summer writing
institute as "help[ing] teachers see themselves as learners about
facilitators ofchildrens' intentions in writing" (p. 353). They declare that
despite its importance, "making teacher subject matter experts was not
[their] goaF in this particular professional development endeavor.
A fmal paradigm which Pinnell (1994, p. 19) describes as "an
inquiry-oriented system for staffdevelopment for all literacy teachers",
suggests several guiding principles that evolved from work with Reading
Recovery educators:
• An activity structure that builds strong content knowledge.
• Observation of phenomena important to participants and which they encounter
daily in their work.
• Guidance from an expert.
• Daily work of an investigative nature.
• Careful records to guide investigation.
• Case examples for the group to consider.
• A group of professional colleagues who work together over time.
• Recognition of the central role of language.
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More generally Lieberman and Miller (1999) propose a "growth-in
practice" model (pp. 67-73) in which teachers develop through (1) direct
teaching i.e., workshops, (2) "learning in school" i.e., peer coaching,
coUegial case studies (3) "learning out of school", i.e., school university
partnerships, educational reform networks. These researchers posit that
participation in experiences - both organizational and individual -
sustains one's inclination to reinvent her teaching . A teacher can be
inspired by provision of a variety of professional development formats
which apply pressure with support, and offer different entry points based
on one's career stage.
1 conclude this section by delineating a few cautions in regards to
formalized professional development structures. First of all, forces exist
which mitigate against the very experienced teachers' value of
involvement in constructivist-oriented learning opportunities. We have
been socialized to believe in external authority, and thus self-initiated
reflection and action does not come easily for many veterans (Ball, 1996).
Our preservice and early training experiences served to exacerbate this
"laborer" mentality: in many cases our practicum was an experience of
having to prove ourselves rather than learn about ourselves (Gurney,
1989; Weiner, 1993). Veterans have deeply entrenched tacit values which
require time to change, and are intricately tied to views of themselves as
learners (Floden et al, 1995).
The knowledge base (in literacy) has been radically reshaped and
expanded due to mind-boggling amounts of research over the past three
decades. For most experienced literacy teachers, there is a double
whammy: what we teach (content) has grown immeasurably and how we
are to teach it constitutes a never-ending maze of possibilities (quite
different from our training which provided recipe-like plans). Now add to
these two challenges, who we are teaching i.e. student demographics.
Teaching responsibilities, indeed, are absolutely awesome for most
veterans (Perrone, 1991; Holmes Report, 1986; Goodlad, 1990; Ball and
McDiarmid, 1990; Hague and Walker, 1996; Riley et al, 1995, Flick et al,
1997).
A final area of caution refers to notions of balance. Huberman
found that the best scenario for satisfactory career development was
through a "craft" model (1992, p. 136). That is, most experienced
teachers who were happiest, at mid or end of career were those whose
learning had proceeded through "tinkering" in their own classrooms. This
finding would seem to fly in the face of all that's been stated about social
benefits of constructivist learning opportunities. However, it does not.
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Teaching, by nature, tends to support individualistic tendencies
(Lieberman & Miller, 1990). There must be a balance, I believe, between
privacy to tinker with one's craft and interactions with peers to refine
one's beliefs and practice. For example, teaching issues related to culture,
class and gender cannot, 1 believe, be sorted out solely within the
confines of one's classroom. These challenges need public airing so that
teachers who are prepared to teach one kind of student learn how they
mi^ht adapt their teaching via collegial interaction (Weiner, 1993). The
study group participants demonstrate these principles in action. All of
them had tinkered and continued to refine their practice over the past
twenty or more years. Yet, each of them expressed appreciation for
collegial networking and feedback about practice gained through this
study group. It is even more compelling to note that desire to continue
the group was unanimous.
One other issue requiring balance is the attention given to research
in professional development initiatives. One researcher views reliance on
incontrovertibility of findings as "incipient sexism" which embraces a
masculine stance of hard-nosed certainty and over confidence.
Hargreaves and Fullan in their foreword state:
In a rapidly changing post modern world characterized by
indeterminacy and unpredictability, this faith in the certainty of
educational research findings is both exaggerated and misplaced (1992).
This does not mean that we operate in blissful ignorance. It does
suggest that research based findings are "tentative and provisional", that
context matters, that the extent to which teachers believe in the practice/
research-based finding impacts success of implementation. Research
should not be used to support bureaucratic control, but to supplement
meaningful discourse and "collective wisdom of practice." 1 now embrace
such a perspective about "hard research", and have learned to interpret
teacher disagreement not as a problem or sign of resistance, but rather as
a venue for engaging in spirited dialogue while honoring that teacher's
"soft" practical wisdom. This point alludes to the final implication, which
involves matters related to the social dynamics of one's work
environment, with particular focus on interactions with one's colleagues
and one's principal.
Contextual Relationships and the Veteran Educator
Among highly experienced practitioners, the quality of collegial
relationships- particularly within a school-wields a powerful influence on
the teacher's disposition to learn and grow. Despite the slippery nature of
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collaboration as a concept which Hargreaves (1994, p. 17) refers to as
"conceptual wooliness", it is a potent force to be reckoned with in terms
of teacher development. Hargreaves and Fullan (1992), in their
introduction, cite "ecological" or contextual matters as an integral
element of a teacher's development. They mantain that the nature of
context can "make or break teacher development." Hargreaves further
contends that:
Cultures of teaching help give meaning, support and identity to
teachers and their work. Physically, teachers are often alone in their
own classrooms, with no other adults for company. Psychologically,
they never are. What they do there-their classroom styles and
strategies-is powerfully affected by the outlooks and orientations of the
colleagues with whom they work... teacher cultures, the relationships
between teachers and their colleagues are among the most
educationally significant aspects of teachers' lives and work. They
provide a vital context for teacher development. What goes on inside
the teacher's classroom cannot be divorced form the relations that are
forged outside (p. 21 7-218).
Maxine Greene (1990) cites Dewey's (1938/1963) view regarding
the reality of teaching and importance of the social dynamic:
The principle that development of experience comes through
interaction means that education is essentially a social process. This
quality is reahzed in the degree to which individuals form a community
group. It is absurd to exclude the teacher from membership in the
group. As the most mature member of a group, [she] has a peculiar
responsibility for the conduct of the interactions and
intercommunications which are the very life of the group as a
community (p. 58)
Aligned with Dewey's notions of community, Sparks and Hirsch
(1997) posit that systems theory and constructivism have become driving
forces in staff development efforts. Such efforts are no longer merely
confined to what teachers learn, but who will learn with them, and how
they will all learn together (Deming, 1986; Senge, 1990; Fullan, 1991).
This pronounced social dimension is reflected as Sparks and Hirsch
(1997) present a new vision of professional development:
• Improvement in teacher performance alone is insufficient. Success
for all students involves self-renewing organizational efforts.
• Involvement with colleagues in job embedded learning, i.e. action
research rather than sole use of transmission methods led by
experts.
• A view held by administrators that they are managers as well as
instructional leaders.
• Teacher participation in new roles involving staff development, i.e.,




Issues related to school culture are slippery concepts yet culture
must be reckoned with if enduring change is to happen. Change
necessarily involves confronting underlying cultural assumptions. Thus to
change a school's structure, for example, requires attending "nof only to
rules, roles and relationships, but to [teacher] beliefs, values and
knowledge" (p. 17). Schon (1992) defines culture as "the deeper level of
basic assumptions and beliefs that are shared by members of an
organization, that operate unconsciously, and that define in a basic
'taken-for-granted' fashion an organization's view of itself and its
environment (cited in Evans, 1992, p. 41).
Evans describes three levels of culture: artifacts/creations, values
and basic assumptions. The first is the most tangible because it includes
physical and social features of a school. However, these features do not
always mean what we think they mean. Attractively decorated halls, for
example, don't necessarily mean that student-centered learning is taking
place. The second aspect, values, typically are espoused but not
necessarily practiced. How often do we hear "every child can learn", but
is everv child learning ? The third aspect of culture-assumptions-provide
the most profound indications of a school's culture. They "endure over
time" producing a "unique common psychology" among teachers (Vaill,
1989, p. 17, as cited in Evans, 1996). Generally, entrenched and not
visible to the naked eye, this layer of culture is the most impenetrable in
regards to change. In my study, three teachers spoke of intractable
cultures, which continually posed daunting challenges for them as
learners. It is interesting to note that those teachers who talked the most
about this issue were in Steffy's expert phase or rapidly moving towards
it. It is , thus, my supposition that the more expert a teacher becomes, the
more sensitive her reaction to broader issues of context. That is, she
begins to "have new eyes" in regards to issues that extend beyond her
immediate practice. I contend this encapsulates the concept of
development which mandates incorporation of practice and person.
Hargreaves (1992) describes culture in yet another way. In this
view, the content of teacher culture is made up of beliefs, values, habits
and shared ways of doing things in a school. It is "what teachers think,
say and do" (p. 219). However, he contends that it is the form of teacher
culture or "patterns of relationships" that need to be studied. It is
through these forms or associations with one another that content (i.e.
assumptions, beliefs) is defined or redefined. Put more simply, changing
one's assumptions, (and ultimate practice ) tends to parallel changes in
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the ways teachers relate to one another. (This principle, I hypothesize, is
reflected in the high correlation between positive collegial interaction in
the study group and the pace of change in beliefs and practices by
participants.) Hargreaves admits that content of culture is immeasurable.
He, however, describes four key forms of culture (1992, pp. 220-230).
He believes:
understanding the major forms of teacher culture can. ..help us
understand much about the dynamics of educational change or its
absence... It is in the patterns of relationship between teachers and
their colleagues... that much of the success or failure of teacher
development and educational change is ultimately to be found"
(p. 232).
Strengthening of collegial bonds is, therefore, a major concern for
me as a teacher educator. The impact of interpersonal relationships on
one's disposition to continually grow was evident in my research. It is a
personal reality, which Maxine Green (1990) views as absolutely vital for
building a community of learners and expanding our professional
horizons. She asserts:
...7f is when teachers are together as persons, according to norms and
principles they have freely chosen, that interest becomes intensified
and commitments are made. And this may open pathways to expanded
landscapes, richer ways of being human-unique and in the 'we-
relation' at one and the same time (p. 13).
My study found that despite its powerfully positive impact on
teachers, collegial interactions can also wield a psychologically painful
influence. Research of Raymond Butt and Townsend (1988) demonstrated
this as well. Within their study of teacher's life stories, no particular
comment was solicited about colleagues, yet 98 percent of teachers
commented on intercollegial relations: 80 percent reported negative
events; 60 percent described positive aspects of collegial relationships.
Therefore, coUegiality is problematic, but it seems that with appropriate
contexts and supports, it is an impressive facilitator of teacher
development as the following selected studies indicate.
In Steffy's Life Cycle of the Career Teacher Model (2000), collegial
participation constitutes the most substantial indicator that the reflection
and renewal process has become internalized. This model emphasizes
changing roles overtime, which facilitates richer intercollegial
relationships as teachers progress through the phases. Ideas for creating
and promoting such structures require more attention by stakeholders,
since it is widely accepted that collaboration facilitates schools as
communities of learning (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Palinscar, Magnusson,
Marano, Ford and Brown, 1998).
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Rosenholtz (1989) studied the school as a workplace seeking to
identify schools as "learning enriched." In such schools, teachers had
shared goals, adhered to a widely accepted mission, and initiated
experimentation and innovation. This was all supported by a principal
who was actively engaged in ongoing efforts at problem solving through
administrative arrangement of schedules, times, rewards and incentives.
Lieberman and Miller (1999) also cite several studies which support
the concept of enhanced collegiality as a major vehicle for encouraging
teacher change. Professional communuities in which teachers and
principals work collaboratively reinforce a climate of respect for
teacher's work, resulting in culture changes leading to enhanced
instruction (Little 1993/1996; Newmann and Wehlage, 1995). Peer
support validates the struggles veteran teachers encounter as they wrestle
with reform. Additionally, Lieberman (1998) posits that professional
communities serve as "mediators for teachers' interpretation and analysis
of student learning" occupying a place in between mandates from the top
and practical realities at the bottom ( Stokes, Sato, McLaughlin and
Talbert, 1997).
The balance between collaboration with sole inside knowledge
(which may end up as war stories) and overuse of outside knowledge
(which may seem too theoretical to practitioners) can be maintained via
professional communities. Outside knowledge i.e., consultants' ideas
need not be viewed as mandates to follow, but rather as an appropriate
way to apply pressure with support. Sharing inside knowledge i.e., grade
level analysis of student writing creates a sense of community, and is
essential to change which endures (McLaughlin and Oberman 1996;
Ancess, 1998; Shulman, Lotan and Whitcomb, 1998, as cited in Lieberman
and Miller, 1999).
A final area in which collegial work supports teacher development is
the building of "an ethic of collaboration". Often teachers are
"encouraged to learn alone but act as colleagues" (Lieberman and Miller,
1999, p. 64). Learning together and working collaboratively is a relatively
new model of interaction for veteran teachers. It seems that our
professional ethic of care leads us to mistakenly believe that any level of
disagreement dismisses any possibilty of collaboration. When engaged in
common work, there will be discord; perspective taking skills must be
learned, and requires lots of opportunities for collegial dialogue and work
(Fullan, 1991; Hargreaves, 1994; Bennis and Beiderman, 1997).
Solomon (1999), in her volume containing selected research
studies, seeks to support the work of staff developers as we attempt to
help teachers shift from traditional instructional stances to more
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constructivist-oriented ways of practice. Several of these action research
projects confirm the notion of teacher change facilitated by changes in
the professional culture. For example, Watt and Watt describe the
relationship between engagement in action research and increasing levels
of collegiality. Another study by Matsumoto outlines the transformation
of culture when teachers and principals engage in collaborative learning
and long range planning. Hammerman explored the concept of teacher
inquiry groups. Similar to my study findings, capacity building was an
unplanned outcome. Teachers became more confident, and articulate
about their work. Although there was significant cognitive discomfort,
each participant opted to continue as part of the inquiry group once the
project ended. Hammerman notes the evolution of different cultures of
the various spin-off groups as the second year began. I, too, noticed
teachers seeking different avenues for extension of study group learnings.
These differences illustrate my initial implication: veteran teachers have
varying styles, interests and developmental needs which 1 believe
represent the raw material of my work as a teacher education. / am, in
fact, fanning coals, not lighting Fires.
As research participants shared contextual supports and
impediments to growth, it was no surprise that the principal was
mentioned. As I contemplate my own development, former
administrators stand boldly in the landscape of my mind. A rush of
appreciation comes over me as I reflect on all the ways I was nurtured to
develop: being consulted with for school-wide initiatives, selected to lead
innovative projects, persuaded to write grants, buoyed when risk-taking
resulted in failure, and even being encouraged to assume a new position
outside the school. I poignantly recall a conference with a principal as I
struggled to decide about leaving for "greener grass". 1 tearfully
expressed my gratitude for her mentoring while admitting deep pangs of
betrayal. She dried my tears using a box of Kleenex she kept on her desk
for just such occasions, and quietly whispered "it's time to move up and
on". She truly practiced what she preached: on her wall was a plaque
with the words of civil rights activist, Mary Church Terrell that read,
LIFTING OTHERS AS I CLIMB.
This very personal revelation illustrates the vital role of a reciprocal
relationship between an administrator and teacher. Lambert et al (1995)
describe the role of a principal as an enabling one in which reciprocal
relationships assist teachers in learning that leads to new ways of thinking
and behaving. As teachers operate in this kind of "interactive
professional culture", effective principals lead them towards change and
growth (p. 36). I conducted a pilot study in 1998 to explore the extent to
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which effective administrators facilitated reciprocal relationships. Each of
the three principals I studied valued relational ties, deliberately
orchestrating the set-up of varying modes of collegial networks; all valued
management but viewed instructional leadership as vital; all unabashedly
advocated on behalf of children; and all were self-efficacious believing
their personal involvement and investment made a difference in the lives
of their students, teachers and parents.
My findings in the pilot study reflect views held by participants in
my research. In 75 percent of the cases, a positive relationship with the
administrator supported the teacher as a learner. In fact, the teachers
welcomed interaction finding it affirming. In two cases, dual forces were
at work: the administrator supported the teachers privately, but publicly
was a crowd pleaser. There were high levels of mistrust and "most of us
prefer to be led by someone we can count on when we disagree with [her]
than someone we agree with but who frequently shifts [her] position
(Evans, 1996, p. 84). There was only one case of absolute enmity between
the teacher and administrator. This case, perhaps, exemplifies Hargreaves'
challenge as he calls for "administrative humility" in sharing the
responsibility for educational purpose" (p. 235). Similarly, Lieberman
and Miller (1999) suggest the need for principals who are "collaborative
learners and teachers advocat[ing] for democratic roles which help
veterans reinvent themselves. Pasch et al present a strong case for
rethinking the role of the principal in regards to highly competent
experienced teachers:
Expert teachers may challenge an administrator's traditional view of
his or her role; however shared decision making and leadership are
needed to maintain vitality of the school. Administrators also must be
given opportunities to reflect and grow. Administrative programs must
inculcate an understanding of teacher development and how to support
it. These programs also must provide support for administrators in a
changing environment...Administrators must view the provision of
phase related support as a right rather than a privilege for teachers if
they are to put the vision ofinaintaining excellence across the career
into practice (2000, p. 114-115).
This tension is also captured in research by Raymond, Butt and Townsend
(1992). In retelling life stories, 45 percent of teachers wrote about
positive relationships with administrators; 75 percent described negative
examples of work with principals.
Lieberman and Miller cite research by McLaughlin from the Rand
Change Agent Study which underscores "the multiple and critical ways in
which many of the most important conditions and supports for staff
development are within the control of school leaders" (1990, p. 73).
According to these researchers, in the most collaborative settings,
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principals establish norms for professional growth by insisting on
problem solving and risk-taking as a school's natural mode of operation.
A major responsibility embraced is that of creating and continually
nurturing communication networks that foster perpetual growth. Finally,
such leaders are seen as "managers of opportunities" brokering
multifaceted ways to motivate and validate teachers. An example from
my pilot study highlights this facilitative spirit:
When people come in and say you know, "Do you have 25.00, I'd like to
buy X, I'll try to find it for them. I say to them ifyou need something, let
me know, maybe I can't buy it this year, or this month but I can buy it
in July. If someone tells me they need turquoise colored noodles, I'll go
and find turquoise colored noodles. One ofmy teachers wants to hatch
quails, I have names for him. Hey, call this lady, she has quail eggs to
sell.
(Jerold, Principal, Hague School)
Systemic (district-wide) issues, to a much lesser extent, impacted
research participants' attitudes toward growth and renewal. First of all,
these veterans commented on the need of the "powers that be" to simply
recognize and value their consistent career-long efforts. Wolfe et al
(2000) see this as an issue requiring systemic attention as well. They
assert that often professionals who do the job well, consistently getting
good results, are neglected by school or system administrators.
Ironically, many teachers, themselves, resist the notion of public
recognition of peers. Evans points out that perhaps this is just another
example of devalued people "banding together in their deprivation" rather
than celebrating well deserved acclaim afforded to one of their own (p.
265). It was personally gratifying to hear these veterans speak boldly
about their importance and need for more appreciation by "the system".
Participants spoke quite positively about newly developed district-
wide literacy initiatives. In at least fifty percent of the cases, the system-
driven concentration on formative assessment fueled their interest in this
research project. Interestingly, only one teacher complained about the
progress of these initiatives; that complaint was rooted in the fact that her
school had selected a "home-grown" option which called for minimal
system-wide oversight. She felt her school was adrift with little direction
and coherence. This would seem to highlight findings by McLaughlin
(1990) in which teachers gave high marks to district-wide efforts in terms
of "concreteness" and "intensity". Teachers valued practicality and
classroom follow-up utilizing district resources. Evans (1996) described
similar elements as essential for successful innovation: coherence and
continuity.
A final contextual issue regarding systemic factors involves
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considerations of balance. Teachers in my project complained about
powerlessness, top-down decisions, and being excluded by policy makers
and change agents. Fallon, Bennett, and Rol-heiser-Bennett (1989)
support a perspective requiring balance among researchers, policy
makers and practitioners. Teachers must be viewed as more than mere
implementers of poUcy, but as constructors and reconstructors. Teaching
is a "developmental and thoughtful action" much more than managed
"service and performance" (as cited in Lieberman and Miller 1990, p.
106). Policymakers must adapt thinking and adopt practices which
uphold teachers as people who, think, reason and critique.
Similarly, a balance must be struck within a school's culture wherein
"collaboration and colleagueship are promoted and where individual
integrity and artistry are allowed to flourish." I personally contend the
principal plays a major role in the ongoing fragile juxtaposition of these
two critical contextual elements. If we hold to a developmental view of
learning for teachers, we must recognize teaching as a craft incorporating
a teacher's "imagination, spirit and inspiration..." (p. 108). Teaching is
characterized by a privacy ethic. Unilateral agreement has not yet been
reached on standards by which to measure one's professional
competence. There is a constant sense of vulnerability. Thus, the one
place teachers can gain some sense of control (and confidence) is in the
exercise of teaching artistry within their own classrooms.
Top down mandates create what Hargreaves (1992) describes as
"bounded collaboration" restricted in "depth scope, frequency and
persistence." Such collaboration involves colleagues operating at surface
levels, inattentive to principles of practice and focused on "routine-advice
giving, trick-trading and material sharing..." (p. 228). It does not involve
sorting out deeper issues of values and judgements which facilitate
changes in culture. Balance is essential: organizational innovation
requires change individual by individual. In my study for example,
individual teacher's practices had undergone tremendous transformation,
but as Ora stated "one teacher can't make the difference in a school".
Sparks and Hirsch (1997) posit that "the ultimate criterion against which
systemic change efforts must be judged is their effect on student learning"
(p.l4). Collegial learning is a major catalyst for systemic change; when
teachers learn, children learn. (Neuman and Roskos, 1996). What are
some specific research based strategies for nurturing collective teacher
learning?
Raymond, Butt and Townsend (1990, p. 157) describe a process
called "collective autobiography". Conducted with a school based group
and one administrator, this study showed that developing an
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autobiography is a basic form of professional inquiry. Through reflective
journals, group discussion, private conversation and discussion with a
facilitator, action plans are developed which are practice-oriented.
Thiessen (1990, p. 95) describes three teacher to teacher
approaches which incorporate capitalizing on others' knowledge with
deliberation about relationships between planning and teaching. For
example, in "building joint endeavors", teachers team-teach with one
teacher acting as the "expert" organizing the unit activities, and the other
serving as the "assistant" who learns from the "expert". They then
exchange roles. In another strategy, "probing for meaning", teachers
compose vignettes about students, then react to each others' accounts. In
a third strategy, "promoting collaborative development', teachers serve as
consultants to a partner who determines the focus of an observation with
all else negotiated including how observations are gathered, interpreted
and used. A related strategy involves dialogue wherein teachers elaborate
on relationships between espoused theories and theories in use within the
context of study group or similar setting. In my research project, this
spirited dialogue was heightened by use of videotaped work with focal
students.
Action research can serve as a process for coUegial learning. Holly
contends it is the "missing link" in present debates about teacher
collaboration. When teachers engage in such research, the school
becomes a "center of inquiry" (Holly, 1989). Action research serves as a
powerful catalyst for shifting ownership of innovation to educators
themselves. Given the developmental perspective I embrace, action
research has tremendous potential in the area of staff development
efforts carried out with experienced teachers. Not only is there lots of
room for "self confrontation", but the change process gets "personalized
to the point where the teacher becomes 'hooked' on her change agenda."
(Holly, cited in Lieberman and Miller, 1990, p. 133). Action research is
participatory, rooted in practice and "built in" versus "bolted on" (p.
143).
This study project was a form of action research: research in action
as contrasted with research for action and research of action (p. 149).
Holly cites research examining these three models. Much like the
teachers in my study group, educators viewed this collegial experience as
"empowering" and "energizing". 1 am heartened by increased research
documenting the merit of collaborative inquiry pursued through the
process of action research (Somekh, 1988; Elliot, 1991; Watt and Watt,
1991/1993; Youngermen, 1993 as cited in Lieberman and Miller, 1990).
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1991/1993; Youngermen, 1993 as cited in Lieberman and Miller, 1990).
Closing Remarks: Preparing to Se t Sail for New Voyages
As I ponder my academic journey with these revitalized veterans, 1
am filled with mixed emotions. Hope energizes me as 1 reflect on the
cognitive and practical leaps-freely taken-by these highly experienced
educators. Simultaneously, 1 wrestle with gnawing thoughts about the
impact of that inveterate "professional monster", time, on the continued
development of these teachers and others like them.
Without exception, all teachers in this study pointed to time as a
major factor contributing to "rough seas" on their journey of professional
growth. It was named as a critical problem impacting these teachers'
effectiveness at all levels - classroom, school, system and profession. For
example, ninety percent of the participants enthusiastically acknowledged
merits of the running record. However, these acknowledgements were
tempered by recognition that individually administered assessments are
time consuming. This recognition, readily admitted, was juxtaposed by
numerous positive time-related remarks in regards to their development
professionally:
• Mona liked the long-term nature of the meetings that were "so much,
so close."
• Mary mentioned the format which supported her learning style
affording her "time to practice".
• Ora commented on her need for "time to talk" and bounce ideas off
others.
• Tracy admitted the
"consistent monthlv" base-touching forced her to
become a more astute observer.
The nature of this love-hate relationship by teachers with time is captured
in Hargreaves comments:
Time for the teacher is not just an objective oppressive constraint, but also a
subjectively defined horizon of possibility and limitation...Time structures the
work of teaching and is in turn structured through it. Time is, therefore, more
than a minor organizational contingency, inhibiting or facilitating
management's attempts to bring about change. Its definition and imposition
form part of the very core of teachers' work and of the pohcies and
perceptions of those who administer it (1994, p. 95).
In Steffy's Life Cycle of the Career Teacher (2000) model, time is
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regarded as a critical facilitator of teacher growth and movement through
the phases. Time, Steffy asserts, must be redefined in order to provide
veteran teachers "renewal periods" including professional development
time during the workday and sabbaticals. Steffy recommends innovative
professional development collaborations in which novice teachers work in
classrooms while apprentice and professional teachers learn together on
site outside the classroom. Use of expert teachers, as leaders of these
innovative efforts, is also suggested.
Bird and Little (1986) cite the importance of time as well. Lessening
teacher isolation and fostering collegial inquiry are outcomes of time
provision. These researchers see time with colleagues as a "resource for
improvement"; they call for more time allocations by adding or
eliminating less important school activities (whatever those are!).
Hargreaves (1994) also cites prep time provision as one device for
eliminating the persistent culture of individualism among teachers and in
schools. In his research, prep time for teachers provided conditions
which led to reduced stress, more time for outside family-related
interests, and it enabled teachers to plan and implement more effective
instruction. Teachers also sought freedom and flexibility in how they
would use prep time. That is, they valued maintenance of control as to
how that time would be integrated with the rest of their work time. For
example, using the photocopier or telephone instead of meetings with
colleagues might be more useful on a particular day (given long lines at
the copier during lunch periods).
Hargreaves and Fullan (1992) emphasize the importance of time as
a facilitator of reflection. They view provision of substantial amounts of
planning time as critical to teacher development initiatives. Additionally,
policymakers have a major facilitative role to play in this perennial
dilemma. They need to provide adequate financial resources for release
time in order for teachers to observe one other, and work together in
other collegial ways. Expenditures, according to these researchers, must
be reallocated providing more support of this kind for teachers, and less
for outside "experts" in professional development initiatives.
In similar fashion, Evans (1996) links time and support which he
asserts "aren't cheap" (p. 139). He too cites the frequent complaint of
teachers about shortages of time. According to NEA, Evans continues,
teachers in China, Taiwan, Japan and Germany "routinely spend much less
of their work time in charge of classes (as Uttle as 60 percent) with the
rest being devoted to planning, consulting, grading, staff development and
the like." NEA sees reform "far from ameliorating conditions" but
"creating one more behemoth responsibility for teachers to embrace"
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(1993, p.6 as cited in Evans, 1996). Hargreaves agrees that elementary
teachers have historically had little or no scheduled time outside the
classroom. Their work "has been overwhelmingly classroom work."
He writes:
Consultation has had to be done after school, at the end of an exhausting day,
or in the form of available moments that can be snatched between classes, at
recess or over lunch. Such conditions are not at all conducive to sustained
collaboration (1992, p. 220).
Lieberman and Miller (1999) echo these sentiments calling for
consistent learning opportunities over time, which are not "episodic";
they decry frequent system shifts in focus which discount time as a
significant factor in teacher learning.
Hargreaves (1994) also points to time as a vital issue for matters of
"change, improvement and professional development" (p. 15). He
presents two unique perspectives with which I conclude this section. First
of all, he emphasizes the limitations of time, no matter how generously
provided. More time does not guarantee instructional change. How time
is used and interpreted are vital considerations. Time only provides
opportunities; it is not a panacea. For example, if time is used in the
context of mandated collegial work, one might see increased meetings and
more administrative direction virtually short circuiting teachers' efforts
to develop things themselves. Secondly, and closely related, is the notion
of time as a "perception as well as a property" (p. 15). Hargreaves
contends that administrators and teachers perceive time in teaching and
change very differently. Hargreaves describes the monochronic frame of
the typical administrator, and the polychronic view of time by most
teachers. The monochronic view is driven by concerns for productivity,
accountability and exertion of control and surveillance. By contrast,
those with a polychronic perspective value personal relationships, context
and allow much time discretion regarding schedule deadlines. This view is
more people-oriented than task-oriented. Needless, to say such
contrasting perceptions about time can lead to profound differences and
misunderstandings between administrators and teachers. Hargreaves
does not call for increased sensitivity or awareness by administrators.
Rather, he recommends that such time-related issues be examined with an
eye on deeper issues of hierarchical relations between administrators and
teachers:
...it may be more helpful to give more responsibility and flexibility to teachers
in the management and allocation of their time, and to offer them more
control over what is to be developed within that time. This is a more post
modern solution. In doing this, we would be recognizing that teacher
development is ultimately incompatible with confining teachers to the role of
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merely implementing curriculum guidelines. We would be recognizing diat
teacher development and curriculum development are closely intertwined
(p. 114).
In reflecting on Hargreaves' perspectives about time, I am struck by
the degree to whicli his idea supports my overarching implication:
teachers are more than their practice, they are competent, caring
individuals who desire to do more than simply implement others' ideas or
directives. If we are ever to disable the monster of time, the change
which Hargreaves proposes, must be enacted. I contend a re-education of
all stakeholders, beginning with administrators, is required. All of us
need more information regarding what time means to teachers and a
greater awareness of educationally sound things she can do with that
time. This study launched an appropriate initial listening exercise. I hope
similar kinds of research continue which seek to intentionally capture and
listen to the voices of teachers as they wrestle with that inveterate
professional monster-time.
Epilogue
The beauty of discovery lies not in viewing new landscapes,
but in having new eyes.
Marcel Proust
I embarked on this journey to learn from and about fellow teacher
travelers. Thus, seeing new landscapes was never a goal. Revisioning
familiar ideas in familiar settings, but with new wonder and insight
represented my goal. As a teacher educator in a large urban district,
familiarity surrounded me as I carried out this study. However, I
intentionally sought to come away from this research with new eyes. 1,
essentially engaged in a pact with myself by promising to respond to every
twinge of discomfort. That dissonance, I believe, facilitates conceptual
change and consequent provision of "new eyes". Throughout this study, I
have winced, sighed or frowned. These are the moments which have
primarily led to discovery and new learning on my part. It is those
experiences about which I now comment; they represent new "luggage"
for me to carry as I contemplate setting sail on future journeys. They
constitute challenges for me as a learner in the field of teacher education.
Steffy's Life Cycle of the Career Teacher Model proposes fascinating
possibilities in the arena of veteran teacher development. However,
varying the scaffolding for lifelong support represents a tremendously
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creative enterprise. This is especially daunting if a teacher truly desires to
remain at the professional level, choosing to remain in the classroom,
viewing student success as a satisfying endpoint . How can teacher
educators support such teachers in remaining reflective, fresh and
vibrant ?
Reflective practice, undoubtedly, yields tremendous self-efficacious
results. However, in this study, one teacher balked at most attempts to
encourage self-reflection about her assessment practice. How do teacher
educators cut through seemingly resistant exteriors ? What motives
undergird such behaviors ? Are there some teachers who attain
consistent levels of success with most students without critical self-
analytic habits of mind ? Is reaching most students adequate ? I do not
speak of those veterans who are in deep stages of withdrawal, and simply
need to retire. I am referring to those veterans who simply want to be left
alone to "tinker" in their classrooms. Ethically speaking, can 1 do that ? Is
collegiality a choice or a mandate as a professional ?
The study group represented one kind of constructivist-oriented
professional development endeavor. Research underscores the need for
facilitation by a trusted, more knowledgeable colleague. In this study,
trust was a valuable commodity gained from many years of positive
coUegial relationships with at least three of the participants prior to the
study. We, as a group, "hit the ground running", and were able to move
quickly to the business of learning without much attention to rapport
building. I wonder if the phenomenal levels of trust, risk-taking and
ensuing learning strides would have happened if I hadn't known any of the
participants ? Given constraints of time in our profession, how does a
teacher educator balance time for establishment of trust with
stakeholders' impatient cries for results in a professional development
project ? I need to continue examining issues of trust building. This
research experience might be potentially handicapping to me as a learning
vehicle if 1 don't bear such insights in mind.
Finally, I wrestle with the new roles I must play as a teacher
educator. My responsibilities are no longer limited to work with
individual teachers. If the notion of a "community of learners" is to
succeed, I must play my part in selling that idea to all teachers in a school.
Working in concert with administrators and lead teachers, I must develop
skill at invoking the uninterested,marginal veteran. Perhaps, this
discovery will lead to more examination, on my part, of ways in which
such veterans are supportively evaluated. Such work is vital for a healthy
school context, the well-being of avid teacher-learners in a building, and
academic success for all students. Additionally, I have a crucial role to
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play in assisting administrators as they rethink the notion of
transformative professional development, and ways to redesign their
relationships with the highly experienced teacher. How will most veterans
ever grow and thrive without an administrator's understanding of the
powerful facilitative role they play ? Who will help the administrator
understand the veteran ?
In closing, I began this academic trek out of a deep longing to end
the relative silence in the research about the veteran educator's
engagement with change as articulated by the veteran. 1 believe 1 have
done that, and hope that this research initiates an avalanche of studies
providing insights about reform as it relates to the veteran educator. I
have made the case for transformative professional development which
embraces student progress and achievement as the outcome of all reform;
but not at the expense of veteran's developmental needs. Similarly, 1
contend that my case illustrates the impressive levels of responsibility
teachers welcome when they are simultaneously held accountable and
developmentally supported. Accountability must be accompanied by
compassionate provisions of scaffolding.
1 end with words of hope regarding the veteran. These teachers are
invaluable resources deserving of even greater recognition and
appreciation than 1 have been able to describe here. It is my fervent
prayer that we, as a society, develop a more robust respect for the lessons
of experience and hope expressed by the veteran. In working to better
childrens' lives, we all need the kind of hope displayed by the veterans in
this study, and those throughout our country. It is a hope springing from
within ourselves (yes, I include myself here). It is a "state of the mind,
not a state of the world, an orientation of the spirit, not a forecast"
(Havel, 1993).
...Hope, in this deep and powerful sense is not the same as joy
when things are going well, or willingness to invest in
enterprises that are obviously headed for early success, but
rather an ability to work for something to succeed. Hope is
defmitely not the same thing as optimism. It's not the
conviction that something will turn out well, but the certainty
that something makes sense, regardless ofhow it turns out. It
is this hope, above all, that gives us strength to live and to
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Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research project designed to explore the
distinctive learning needs of veteran literacy teachers. As a veteran myself, I contend that
we do, in fact, have specifc strengths and professional development needs which differ
markedly from novice teachers. I hope to deepen my understandings about such issues as
I work with you and seven other seasoned teachers during the next six months. You have
been selected due to your veteran status as well as my sense of your determination to
improve upon what you already do with students in the area of assessment. Following are
expectations for participation in the study:
•attend and actively participate in six ninety minute [3:30PM-5PM] monthly after
school sessions [two sessions will be videotaped, four will be
audiotaped]
•attend 2 Saturdav Literacy Seminar sessions led by Irene Fountas**
**subject to modification
•select two students and videotape your pre[November] and post[April]
administration of the DRA to one focal student
•code/analyze one running record per month on each of two focal students
•participate in four 45-60 minute interviews with me [generally before or after
school] ex. November, December, February, May
•maintain a written log about your learning in which entries are made 2 - 4 times per
month and shared during study group
•audiotape 2-4 guided reading groups which include one of the focal students
In collecting and writing up the data from the sessions, interviews, and logs for my
dissertation, I will not use your name or your school but rather pseudonyms and code
numbers. I will be doing most of the transcription with some help from a research assistant.
You will get updates on the progress of the research, and I will need to dialogue with you
(during study group) as questions arise about what I'm finding. The study group sessions
will hopefully be held in each of your schools-on a rotating basis- whenever possible.
You will receive a personal copy of the Developmental Reading Assessment
as a token of my appreciation for your involvement. Please set up your videotaping date
during the week of November 22. Please call me immediately if there is no DRA kit in your
building that you can use until ours arrive. I' II speak with my colleagues to borrow what you
need. I also have written a study group grant which will enable you to receive a stipend of
$200.
Tentative Studv Group Dates \ 8 sessions including Saturdav Seminarsi:
Friday, October 29, 1999 [Literacy Center]
Monday, November 29, 1999 [ELC/East]
Wednesday, December 22, 1 999 [Condon]
Wednesday, January 19, 2000 [Kilmer]
Wednesday, March 8, 2000 [Literacy Center]
Wednesday, April 12, 2000 [celebratory dinner/study group meeting]

I will see you at our entry interview scheduled on
at PM.
I look forward to our work together for the ultimate purpose of improved
achievement of our most puzzling students. I can be contacted eves at (781 ) 344-0989, or
e-mail MAJ512@aol.com or a message can be left at the Manning School (x8102).
Sincerely,
Mary Ann Johnson
I agree to the terms stated herein. I understand all information gleaned from this research will
be reported anonymously. I also understand that I may withdraw at any time from this
study without the need for any explanation or fear of reprisal.
Signature of participant Date_



































Years teaching Grade levels Present Grade level
Undergraduate Institution Degree Year Graduated^
Graduate Institution _Degree Year Graduated.
Xk. Describe your education as an undergraduate i.e. courses, teaching
format, theorists, etc.
b. Describe your graduate education.
^ Evaluate your preparedness to teach reading based on these
experiences, [use specific exannples where possible]
^. What have you learned about the teaching of reading since your
^ ^ / gradu^e/underlgraduate ^arsi? i.e. what you know now that you^ SCr^ didn't as a novice teacher of reading
[If no, skip to 5] ^a. Has your teaching of reading changed ? Why do you say that ? i.e.
provide a now/then scenario
b. When did you change ?
^. As you think about your work over the years, who [a role , not a
specific person] or what has made it easy for you to change ?
b. Who or what has not been helpful?
6. If you were receiving an award as EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR , and
had to write your introduction to an audience of 1000
people, what would you say ?
l/. What is your definition of reading ? Did you always define it that way
?
i/ 8a. Define assessment and describe the ways you assess and keep
track of students'
,
progress in your classroom.,
b. In what way has it changed, if any ? Why ?
9. Why are you participating in this research project ?

Please answer the questions on reverse side and return on November 29.
1
.
Based on use of the DRA, define assessment.
2. What do you think about the running record as an assessment ?
3. Are you thinking any differently about the way you assess ? If so, provide an
example. If not, explain.
4. Will this assessment help you in your teaching of this child ? Why or
Why not ?
5. In regards to administration of the DRA [excluding the videotaping]:
-what was easy ?
-what was challenging ?
6. What did you learn ?

MID-PROJECT INTERVIEW # 3
[FEBRUARY 2000]
1a. What are you thinking about reading instruction as a result of your
involvennent in tliis study group ? [now/then scenario]
b. What are you thinking about your focal students as learners ? [now/then]
2a. What do you think about the running record ?
b. Due to results fronri the running record, describe any instructional practices
you've used and how the student's learning was impacted.
c. Due to results from the running record, are you using a wider range of
instructional practices ? Provide an example.
3. As you think about your work over this past year, what has made it
easy for you to change ? What has been challenging or not helpful in




b. Have your assessment practices changed ? Explain your answer by
providing a now/then scenario if applicable.
6a. How has what you're learning been used with other children ?
b. How has something you've learned from study group colleagues been used
with other children ?
7. To what extent does the study group model fit your professional development







1 . What are you thinking about literacy now that you weren't thinl<ing about in
September ?
^ 2. What are you thinl<ing about your focal student[s] as literacy learners that you
weren't thinking in September ?
3. Suppose I were a veteran teacher who'd never heard of or used the running
record . What would you tell me about its use in the classroom ?
The next question may be difficult to answer with certainty, but^d/like to get your
thoughts on it. In thinking about how your assessmepTijBstructional practices
have changed during the last year, how much has your involvement in this
study group caused those changes compared with other influences^n your life
at this time ?
f/u facilitative aspects for the stated changes; i^st helpful^-
This next question is purposefully vague so thatyou^ can respond to it in any
way that makes sense to you. What's it like fori(a veteran to make changes ?
f/u easy ? barriers ? contextual issues ?
6a. This question aims at getting your perspective as a vet. How do you feel this
study group model could be improved ? f/u least helpful?
6b. If there were a"Part Two" to this project, what would you like it to involve ?
Other Comments:
F/u from Studv Group Six
7. How would you define "professional development" ?
8. What do you believe constitutes effective professional development ?





*MAJ: Talking with Margie Delafoni. Margie could you first of all tell me about where you went
to school for your undergrad and what year you graduated and the year you went to
school for your graduate, ifyou have a graduate degrees and what year you came out.
And then tell me about your course work, I know it was a long time ago. Just talk to me
about that.
MAR: I had my undergraduate fi-om, I started out at Boston University then I decided to go to
€^^^"0. Boston State. I finished Boston State, when it was Boston State not Boston University,
' ' 'v. Um, that was 1975. And after that got my degree recently,
in 1997, my Masters degree in Education at Suffolk University.
, , . jyou know they merged now
f^^Ai -:;-" 5- )
' you know, since I finished r
/^
*MAJ: Suffolk OK, in 1997, that was recent. And your undergrad degree fi-om Boston State was
in Elementary Education or...
NjtAR: Well, I have a concentration in Spanish and um, a minor in psychology and um, a minor
^*
' too in bilingual education.
*MAJ: Now do you remember any ofyour courses or people you studied about theorists or
theories? What do you remember about you undergrad or graduation education that
stands out in yoiu* mind? The name of courses or what you did, what you learned?
^ MAR: Well the courses that I remember the most, I would say are the Urban courses that I took.
^ '?- / Those they deaTTwith urban chUdfeh, you know. How to deal with children fi-om poor ^^tp^-.Y/
r neighborhoods and all that. So that was the very key . -h iM *^
*MAJ: OK. Anything else you remember from State? (Uv-'^-c—
^ S^/ 1)1^,V'-v.MAR: Um, I don't, it was so long ago. I don't remember that much.
*MAJ: OK. Any people that you studied, any theorists or theory, learning theory that you got,
that kind of sticks in your mind, that stuck with you back in those days. Someone you
studied about?
MAR: No, to tell you the truth, I can't.
*MAJ: OK. What about your graduate? What about Suffolk? Are there particular courses that
stand out in your mind from Suffolk or people you studied about?
MAR: Uh, I was there today. If I would have known, I would have refreshed my memory. I
would have gone all my... One of the courses, by the way, that I didn't like, (laughter)
ihat I had so much trouble with, was the one, it had to do with uh, um, with. I forgot the ^ ^
/name of it, ?, I took a course, we were reaUy, I mean, it was so much work that it was a / ^^ \\;{y
I horrible course. But anyway, the courses, what was the courses, oh one course that I f^h /
!' \J took that it was, that I had to^o in,the fields you know. Was the one that I went from ' \jh\L^ I







homeless go. And um, we had to you know, write about the ? how do these people, I
selected that because, I'm a church person, you know. I go to the church and everything,
so I selected that and that was the thing that we had to do. But it was a paper that we had
to bring, you know, about the community and everything. So I selected that.
*MAJ: You got to work with homeless children? You actually studied the homeless...
MAR: No, no the family.
*MAJ: Oh, the family.
MAR: The whole thing, how they go about and everything.
*MAJ: Oh, was that interesting?
MAR: Very interesting.
*MAJ: Yeah, you had to do a paper on that?
MAR: Yeah, a paper.
*MAJ: I bet that was interesting.
MAR: Yeah, so sometimes you don't think that people who are homeless have children. So I did
a paper on that.
*MAJ: That's interesting. Yeah the field work on that. That was probably you Masters?
MAR: Yeah, the Masters.
*MAJ: What about student teaching. Did you have student teaching on either one of these? Did
you have a student teaching experience either on ofthese?
1/;/:
: Ah, yes. Wit^Jecny Dunn. Remember Jenny Dunn. Jenpy^BynnJ^lgmde-teacber, I was ' ,<
>vAjC vvithher. I^ur^a^soJnuchwithJier. A tremendous lady - she was a, she_'sArML /^''^ffc-^
^ ' *MAJ: OK, now she was with Suffolk or with State? ^/ ^''^
^
MAR: Yeah, she was Boston State. / . ,
^f . 1-^ ^rlfrljMo
\^' *MAJ: Ah, so you remember her - that was a long time ago.
MAR: That was a long time ago.
*MAJ: So you had how many weeks with her, 8? It was 8 weeks?

MAR: Nfl>nt was like, cause I started being, I hakl not finished my degree yet. So what I did was,




MAR: Sfl^hat was inj^seiisejny studentJeacWng. I didn't have to go, you know, somewhere
if'ii'
'
.yflse. So that was my student teaching. ^
*MAJ: And you learned a lot?
MAR: Oh yeah.
*MAJ: Would you say you learned more there than the courses you had? Did the courses help
you?
MAR: Oh yes, of course they did. But those had other fields Spanish. And people used to ask
I
•
^ me', "HawxQme_you^e takmg^S^^^
Well
^^
ttfe same way people taJce English. (Laughter). But this is something, you know.<\
/language, 1 wanted to know'mbre. So I took it.
"MAJ: Um, can you tell me more about Ms. Dunn - what did you learn fi-om her? You say you
learned so much - what did you learn? Can you tell me a couple of things you learned
fi-om her? /jLAcf-




managej^cl^srpom. She had asked me, "had you done this before," be ha
experience fi-om the church, because I used to give, in the church, I used to give Sunday p-i2^<-fof^
pol. So when it comes to a classroom, I know a lot, because there's atbt ofthiiigs yoxL-^r-^^^i^-"^
laveTo know. How tol^ks attendance, what to do and um, and uh, one on one^she ^^y^' -
;
'
Is^^^s^S^ji^^XSk.^^^^^'^S^^^^^^'^'^^ them, you know, how.to read. Teapb^^^ig, 'f^,—
.
;chnMies, A^iat^to i^^whaftojlo. Do this, give them that. Over here we doltby i^^v^^^^
syUgb^Lpv^Tiei^wedoTb^ y-^,A,
vsothtlie parents when the parents come. When the parents come, you know.^""
'^'^^'
I <~ -
*MAJ: That's great you had a mentor. That's wonderfiil.
^<^f-\^
1
/ There was no need for me to go. When she gave me a recommendation, the, for me to be,you know, a teacher, and uh, and to finish my degree in uh, Spanish, there was no need forme to have a student teaching.
*MAJ: And that's rare, I think that's great. Can you evaluate how prepared you were to teach
reading based on your course work - not, I know Miss Dunn taught you a lot, I know she
taught you a lot - but can you evaluate your preparedness to teach reading based on either
your undergrad or graduate work, your college work? How prepared were you to teach
reading based on just that?

MAR: Just do experiences not great experiences?
*MAJ:
. ,^
No, just your course, your graduate, it could be the field work that you got in those two,
either undergrad or grad, but when you left to come to the real world, either fi-om State or
from Suffolk, how prepared were you to teach reading coming out of those two ^.-^ ^^
ititutions? Pa.4^^
I
was not^prepafed^hey^id^notjrep^fi^e. I had tojemri^hat IVe
ley di^ft^^^'^^^^^Ir s a techniques kinJ ofmlng l-^/y.
MAJ: Did you get theory from them? Any theory or mainly you just learned..?
k*-
j-^
'Yeah, theories , you know, here and there, but I don't think, you know, ^4jat I learned^ \j} ,. i
was^ou knowJajays^ You know, books and everything, going by the books. &atl ' -' \
^ .^^^ _^h5Sg>q?eriencgj>vi^ reading, you know. I took a tew coursesnow that I
remember at Bpston^ivCTSrty, about theynSve brought a lady from Puerto Rico and she_^^^
taught us some tecTiqiques in reading. ^-"y^-i^cci
^MAJ: Since.
MAR: That was before, prior to um, Suffolk. Boston University came up with a program, you
know, to bring all the minorities and everything to better degrees. I didn't like the
program, I started over there, that's why I changed. I decided, this is not for. People, you
know, some ofthem they continue, but it more a political, you know, I didn't like it. This
is not what I want. I wanted a degree that, is a degree, I don't want something that's it's
not, so I pull out right away and that was BU., that was a program they had over there.
*MAJ: You didn't like it.
MAR: Yeah, it was not for me.
*MAJ: A lot of teachers in Boston, I think Janet actually came out of Boston State, I believe. A
lot ofteachers liked State.
MAR: Those are the teachers who teaches college.
*MAJ: Yes, it was, yeah, yeah.
MAR: And by the way, Jenny Dunn came from Boston State.
*MAJ: Did she. It wasn't a teacher's college then. Many Boston teachers came out of there.
OK, um, since you came out of, you know, college, you can talk about State or Suffolk,
what do you know now about reading that you didn't know before? As a novice teacher
coming out of, say working with Ms. Dunn, you were a novice teacher, so now, since then

V
and as you look at yourselfnow, what do you know now about the teaching ofreading
hat you didn't know before? What would you say that you know now?
OK, I know that in order foryoutoread^espeoiaUy more so in English, the cl
even know how toJ^wjQft^^iba^ryou know, the Igtt^s of the alphabet^ JU!
lm^M^^^isougdgoft^,jlj^»abet. You know, cause this is what you put together, you
ut tHe'^ounds toj^tfeTvou know, you cwmeuEysaJliihe word. Anyway (laughter),
there is a teacher that I told them that, he says, "you put the sounds together and you
come up with the word". In a sense they don't have to know the alphabet, the name of
the alphabet, you know. And in Spanish it's hv gyljal^les- You know, vmi r»^ it in
svllalTlfiS.- Once the child knows. theL.syllahlF;s^am put them together amcithe^words. And,
um, and child g££fljj||!5^ h'^JFl'^Iir-!'' I'JIilTMt Once the child has, you kiK)w, si^ierging





'^, uh, because that
notice over
hey warnj])iii^^£^2j^iVthey call it regular which I cannot
es the other regular like (laughing) monolingual , so the child they
^ put him there, because this is what, the thing they live by, I don't know why but they do.
\^A ,.^ +u^ ^uiiA A^^^^u ««».




And, um, the child dbesa^t o\
he..
"MAJ: -..the parents, they don't imderstand that.
^0.
,.-^'
...and they put the soimds, even ifthey put the sounds togethef<>?1-eally children that I
know this, their English not dominant. But they know,j{0a^ow, they reading sentences.
They ''"i^^^jHB^''iji?^ith6r^tlitHt4^ ^^^ i let me show you what I mean
(walkingTO g^something) This one, I know when I see, the other children, they won't
come out with that. Lanna is snug - this word they always get stuck over here, snug, in
her, they know the word snug, they know even ifthey don't know the word bed, they
would come up with the word bed, because snug, where's she's gonna be snug, you
know, things like that. You see another child, he will struggle, even if he doesn't know
that word. He have very difficult time.
\ He doesn't know the language.
Because he doesn't know the language. He caijgot ijp^nt tbfc,worAiiiQ otbgro^^.
knQj^^he^Jaa^yape^\^ '"'^^f^t if. WiU iiwent oraT'fengugg&^owsJjicn^to pedict in their
o^nlanguap^
-" ""*' ' ^"
*MAJ: Yes I understand. And I think even you know, uiti, English speaking teachers who have

been doing this along time, don't realize the importance of oral language, knowing
language. I'm sure on Friday when we go, we'll here more about that, cause I'm thinking,
many of us who were trained years ago, don't understand the importance of oral language.
So it's just great that you..
\ /ivLrtjs.; ...I mean they invent, even with the pictures.
*MAJ: ..sure, yeah...
MAR: ..and by the pictures they come up with the you know.
*MAJ: Yes, right yeah.
J^- And you know, when I ask them questions about it, because
you're supposed to ask
questions once they read the paragraph, then you ask questions, sometimes they point,
cause they can't come up with the right word. They point, I say, no tell me, tell me what
it is. What is it.
*MAJ: Anything else that you know now, they you didn't know as a novice teaching of reading?
Cause that's key, the oral language. Anything else?
um:: The important to, thsYlj:e-&UEE9S«dvt^wteijjj^ i
cogesBwidei^is^the^rnay^. The cake baked in the sand at the poricf (bafighter - rea<|;,
sentenceslowly) they memorize it, so match.
,j' ,» ,-
*MAJ: Now in terms, those are things you know, oral language the match, so are you, so your
teaching of reading has changed?
MAR: Yes.
*MAJ: The way you used to teach it - how has it changed? Tell me ways it's changed? Like
what did you do back then and what do you do now that's different?
MAR: Well I ? the sounds or the letters for me to get them, you have to know A B C,
*MAJ: OK, so the sounds, and a long time ago, you didn't do that?
MAR: Yes.
*MAJ: Anything else that you do now that you didn't do, in terms of your teaching? That you
really do now that you didn't do before?
MAR: No just the importance ofjheknguage.
*MAJ: You get them to talk more. More talking.









I oply ask the question and they ?? T flfV ? TT'°^'9n^.^Jg^4#jg^.g^]^:XQ" ,4fi-Q^^^ U'^
"*
here, atj^e libjary, tellme ajUxt^jj^^d^. On the cardTT say,TEs^'vvliat we do when ±
we |6 to t^ library blah, blah, blah, and some ofthem they just ??? especiaUy nowadays, f-:*',p
children from television they just...like before, they have their grandmother who is right
there..
*MAJ: ...yes, they are just in front ofthe television, yeah you're right. OK good. So, when did
you change Margie? Is there a particular time that made you start to emphasis oral 7
language more or start to think more about matching? Is there a point in time, when yoir/ 'i^ "" j
changed? When did you change? sj /',/'>-^ <: '^ •-/
MAR: I would say like seven years ago. The children, they were not, they were not getting it,
/ou know, why isn't this child, why is this child not getting it. Another thing is, when I
, \/realized that ifthe child is not ready to get that development, you know, the age, that's a
A^^ vTy> bigjf^ctoi. I realize now, ??teacher. See I notice that now, that I'm here with the^l^
l '^v^ \ gj-ade How they, all year, I was trying to get them to read, I was tpaa^o^t^ajjjhe ,
\skills,and ^.ywere jaot repdy. And you go, you know, (laughter^Tif they're not ready, ^-^j ^.^_/, .
f^Tenot read^and that's it. I noticed over here, wdth T' grade, I have seen them, the '
same children that I had, I see them, that was two years ago. Now I see them, and I think, y^---
oh my God, they were only like m^^ 6 more months, thafs^thgxflgg-dsd- Sijcjnore /X-'-'".*?.




*MAJ: What do you think got them interested, just opportunities or age?
MAR: Age.
*MAJ: Just age. Just maturing.
/
/ MAR: Yes maturity . Just maturing. There's something over (clap hands) you know age. _AndI_
know; it's the age wliy is.thi§jdaild,dQiii£better_^^ it's age. So that's one
tfiari^ve.pn my mmd, I tell the other teachers, the first thing when I'm teaching now in I
ask there age right away. This cMd caimot do this ap^ look at the
job'orfliiyxMdj'andright avvay^I_say^"Haw old is this chUd," and_^t downjlielage to
have this is what I know is able to do and that's because right away I'm going to explore
an evaluation right away. Now let me see the age.
*MAJ: Are most kids six in the 1" grade here?
MAR: Yeah, but some ofthem are sbc and 3 months. 6, 7 they have any advantage over the
other child, you know who just turned sbc. And some ofthem have just made it, you see.

*MAJ: OK, OK great. Urn, as you think about your teaching over the years, does anyone come
to mind, like a person or something that happened to you that helped you change? I
mean, you talk about, looking at the kids seven years ago and how you wondered why
certain kids, and you started to think about age as a part ofthe reason, and you began to
change, you changed some ofthe ways you think and the way you do things, has there
been an specific event or person that helped you changed? What has helped you change,
was it a person or..
/ //
YiMAR: My own reading. U , \ t. y - ^ ^'^'^' ^'^"' ^'''^~"^ ^ / /^ />.
*MAJ: Your own reading. Uhuh, yeah, anything else? /
MAR: Let me say something about public schools. The best thing about public schools is that
I in i~^ y^^ \2k.Q, you get a degree, what have you, you get put in a class and that's it. And
you
^ ^ know, there is no mentoring. I didn't have any mentoring.
You didn't have any.
No. There was no mentoring. They put me in akindgrgarten classroom and thaLwasJl. I
didn't h?iveJsrO dne^^s tcvwhat I was gonna do. Soright away I thoughtiif ivhat 1 d id in/^^-^/-'^
I went toJheJbraixaBdstailin&.pullirig^ Myhusband says, "You have to be ahead
oTthechildren." (Laughter) You are ahead, keep three chapters ahead. , , ^
,->j=MAJ: That's right. ..^ .., ^-^-^^ / \ ^V
Y'^^ M/R: And that's it. And that's what I did. AndFaskedfor more help. The teachers were of aJ(!m,a^
J yy help. vl:^-^^"^'"'''^''^
"^ '""^ '
*MAJ: Here?
MAR: No, not here.
*MAJ: Oh, where you were.
MAR: That was in, what's the name, um. The Joseph Lee.
*MAJ: The Joseph Lee?
} /
MAR: The Talbot here. Wonderful. (CANNOT UNDERSTAND) They put you there no one
comes unless you...and imagine a person that doesn't do those things, I guess you follow,
you know, you could do new things.
MAJ: That's right, you know.




"l^ ^' |»^ '^% -^{li'J- 'P^r-^
d then they come, mey want to teach kindergarten, and they go to kindergarten and they
start doing their ownlhing- There >vas.ateachCT^hat.^A^epUoJdn^raartaPjJaaca^se she
^
somethinOke that. She goes t^
throw I
, need. I mean, yoii knowwhat'
know for tl
s, I don't want no blocks here, these kids tney
ocks.^WSS' to other teachers and I said Hello, you
*MAJ: Now they're doing more support, you know, now. With the CLD and Mentors.
MAR: Yeah the mentors have a nice room.
But now when you were, you're right.
: You know, they throw you in.
*MAJ: Yeah.
MAR: It's rough. It was rough for a while.
*MAJ: I think some teachers who came out they did have supervisors for three years. I know, I
came out of State, and back then, we had, this is way back, we had um, three years, a
supervisor would come out, probably a few times a year and really watch you teach and
give you feedback on you lesson. That stopped probably in the early 70's. Because I
know I came here in '71 and had that my first three years here. So then it stopped, but it
was in the early '70's, I do recall there were supervisors, you were supervised for three
years and someone came out and observed you teach. You had to have your lesson plan,
you know.
MAR: They used to do evaluation, I remember that.
*MAJ: Rejjiember that?
MARyrhey used_toj;ate me^n_ev&Q3ti^g- Yeah, but there was ngfeedb^^^ There wasnot^
yffr
fX suggestioi^, this is the way you should do it. This
j 1
is wh^ youmd, pMl, blah.
_^u^-r^''
ijS-^jl'"-
*MAJ: It wasn't helpfiil to you?
MAR: No.
*MAJ: OK. Anything else that either has been helpful or not helpful as you think about over the
years the changing? Any particular people you were into reading you said, any people
you've gone to there workshops and kind of like changed things because ofwhat you read
fi-om that person or maybe, you mentioned kindergarten teachers, who helped you when
you first started, have there been administrators, who kind of like, helped you changed or






No one. I think col]^ague^<t)nly cqUeagu^s, they helped me noTthe adounistration.
•MAJ: OK (laughter)
MAR: I'm sorry to say.
*MAJ: Well it's the truth, you need somebody, you ain't gonna change but um, OK, in the
reading that you did or um, any workshops? i I
i , <-
Yeah, I took aJetvofwgjtehop. But I have taken $o many workshops in reading and um,
?, I have goiie to um, all these, we have ? which is bilingual education.
*MAJ: Yeah, uhuh. Those are good, I haven't gone yet, but I know everyone says how good
they are.
MAR: You always pick up here and there.










^ *MAJ: Now this next question is um, one that people say it's a little hard to answer but I'm
'^^-CA" gonna ask it anyway. Ifyou were receiving an award as Educator of the Year, and you
had to write, you were gonna be introduced to this audience, of a thousand people,
because you have won this award. Educator ofthe Year, emd you had to write this
introduction, your own introduction, what would you say? What would you want these
people to know about you as an educator? What would you put in that introduction?
What would you say?
MAR: That's a tricky one.
*MAJ: What would you want them to know about you as an educator?
MAR: Let's see, &st of all, I'd tell them who I am, you know. That I have, the struggles in life,
you know, to get my degrees and everything. And I did it while I had my children.







s MAR: I have three. So uh, and that I took this career because I love children. And uh, mmm.
;.,^y









*MAJ: OK, why's that? ^-11 v^t - -- "^ •/
MAR: Because this is for thejgQprghaiJdiieii. And I h^^^ske^to teagtij'm a chiqyb. jjerspn, you_
low, togft-tM-be-Brivate^ you^ow, and fj^^sa^^^S because I, you know. I take
. 'thi&.as.,^S^ji;Sixa£,^TOL£affi]ie in life. That I teaclineedy children. I don't know, that
2,..?''^
\ would be my intr^uction. - ' '°"~'^-—'^^^^^^X^]-.-'^
*MAJ: That's nice, that it's your mission, that's very nice. OK. Um, what is your definition of
reading Margie? Your definition ofreading - define reading?
I MAR: Reading to me is uh, to read to understand, to interpret, you know, the words that
'
' " ^
Hs- someone an author have written. -^' ^y ^V, Ad/ V
*MAJ: OK, anything else?
MAR: Can't think of anything else.
*MAJ: OK, did you always define it that way 20 years ago? Did you define reading that way?
MAR: Yeah, 20 years ago, I'd say so.
*MAJ: It was always that?
I,
MAR: Yeah, it was always that. I
'r
/"MAJ: OK, can you define assessment? What is assessment to you? -.|
'
Y~^ \ MAR: Well assessment to me right now, what I'm doing is I laio^what>4^i$lof5-£j2jld^is- And
v^ I'm able to put the child in a the leveLpf his knowledge. "^--'' *""'
---^
t
*MAJ: Yeah, yeah OK. Um, how do you keep track - how do you assess in your classroom now?
How do you keep track ofyour children's progress?
;h '- "^^ClAR: Well since we have this program now, we do it eye^ 8 wepks by ass^sjpg^he^hildT-en by ^
'^/^: giving^thema,^;,
' %.^ -'-.^- ... -
*MAJ: Is the test on the books they reading or particular skills - how does that work?
: It is ajb^p^stito^th^ read, so this like we assess. T^ reajja;^r here and thenl,^ask_^ - .
tbemJiiese questions and they^Qomprehend. Comprefiensibn is here. It takes place every s^ '
•
8 weeks.




*MAJ: OK. I just want to go back to how you defined assessment. So you said when you assess
kids, it enables you to you get the level, their instructional level, is that what you're
saying?

MAR: There instructional level.
*MAJ: Anything else, assessment does for you in terms ofhow you think about assessment?
It tells me how kn9i4i^dgeaWeis^the chjjd. H - \!
U-y ..//'-'"-
*MAJ: OK, now before you used this, how did you assess your kids? I know you were a
kindergarten, you've been in 1^ grade for two years and you were a kindergarten for many
'- years before 1" grade. How did you assess your kids before this?
K ""-^ l^KK: In kindergarten we have what they call the Haj^g^vorjh^est - tjiat would pll me a left
..- ^,
<^^ ^ about the child. So his vocabulary, everything.
n./^ ^*=^ I .--f^i
*MAJ: Um, so it's changed, you're in P' grade now, so it's changed, you're using this now, so
it's changed from kindergarten? You like this better?
^^vM/^- Yes, because the assessmentjpeasure, it measures how the children >*^§t.flre they doing. ^ ^" \ ,,.j—
*MAJ: OK, so you like it because it measures? "iS'' ^A
^Pyo^iMAR: Yes. And then the other one you know, you just teachjVou just pass-him because he has
?:'>^' \y you know, you lmvg,.giyen hiiji^testitt class and then the cmH youM ' ' -^ ,.,~
. / -A^ ^ades on the child. BuTffils one isjustjiigoSiyie,Jte^ What V-^-
y-
i\







*MAJ: In those 8 weeks - and then do you have something to go back to if he missed something,
is he didn't, is there a score, if the past does he move on (overtalk)
MAR: Let's say we went to lesson 13 - let me show you - OK, you see, let's say that the child
reads story 4, if he does know, if he has 8, uh, 7 wrong over here, comprehension, you
know, 2 of this to have it wrong, the child stays on this lesson. Lesson 16, so he's level,
but the teacher that is going to be giving this, she's gonna start on Lesson 16. So that
child is gonna be on that lesson.
OK, so it giye§ you how many (Mary Ann looking at book) wordeirors and how many
comprehension errors and then you just keep going until you, I see. It's like abgidunark
almost, ok!
Theg_^opa thgi£^they.^re oiithree days, the teacJifi];climigesJh.eJesson, thenuI6, it's
gonna be the ITJ' lesson, so we have books, you know, books that have 17 and ISjyodso^
on.
*MAJ: And how do you feel about this? Do you feel the children are learning?
MAR: Yeah.

*MAJ: Because you had P' grade last year - did you have this last year?
MAR: Yes. This will be my third year.
*MAJ: Oh, so you like this.
MAR: Yes, very much.
*MAJ: Um, last question why are you participating, I know I asked you, but other than that, why
are you participating in this research project?
^ Well, Jaoiee~saidj "i think it's gonna be very bejie^cialjQrjiau"^ Because this is a^Qgl ., "
^^. -^ that we use in a lotof ojif assessments and all that. And this wilUea^i^^giishow to^"\^
,^l^ giye^ulnore^a^m^boujJj(wvj9,,,us^^ how children use those.
~)
t...-
/, . The loggTngTj^'know, wh^'s tf^woi^Rtm tryin^^ figurfepjiC
,C'^
"MAJ: ...the coding.
vMAR: The coding and all this.
''^J''MAJ: Yes, and how to use that.





*MAJ: Yes, that's what I hope and um, the 13DRA will give you baseline iiiformation on your
teaching, one will be video tape, one will not, but una, that will give you a base to say, OK,
here's the instructional level ofmy child and here's the strategies - it kind of lays out the
strategy. And then you come to study group, based on the running record you took, you
can look at that and say OK, he is um, matching, he is not using the picture or he doesn't
use syllables or you know, based on the nmning record you can then go back and teach
what this child isn't doing, cause the running record gives you that information. So it
really is about looking at the running record and how it can help you teach you the child
isn't using yet, isn't doing - strategies. OK, anything else?
MAR: We do have, that will tell you, like over here, I'll show you - this assessment over here, a
check list, you see, it tells you, you see.
*MAJ:( Looking at assessment.)
MAR: And over here. You see sounds. You can see he's very low.
*MAJ: Oh, letter names, uhuh.
13

MAR: Me does have no fluency, so what I did over here this is all the things I have to work with.
'I'm gonna teach him based on this.
*MAJ; Uhuh.
MAR: So we do have assessment.
*MAJ: And how many children are you tutoring?
MAR: Eight.
*MAJ: Eight - everybody has eight?
MAR: No only me because I'm the teacher, the other ones are para professionals and just when
the teacher has a free period you know 45 minutes, this is what she comes over here and
she take two children.






*MAJ: I am talking with MV and the first question is: What are you thinking about in terms of hteracy due to your
involvement in the study group? Just what have you been thinking about for the last few months?
MV: What have I been thinking about... um..
*MAJ: I say before September what you may have thought about in terms of literacy and what you are thinking
about now that you weren't thinking about before?
MV: Something I find very interesting about literacy and the fact that I am learning things 1 did not learn before, so,
you know, and the fact now that I started this reading recovery as a tutor and um, you know when um, when Janet
told me back then that this would be a nice course for you to take...um, I was apprehensive, more work, you know,
but after you know the first one I went to I was impressed and I enjoyed all the things I have done, acquired, I should
say. I still have some work to give you. In spite of that, 1 think I have learned. I would say I am doing this, but 1
am learning.
*MAJ: Hm, hm.
MV: And I am going to be using this.
*MAJ: Yea, that's good.
MV: Yea, that is the thing, I am going to be using the skills that I am learning, so in a sense it is very, very good.
*MAJ: So you are th"aend6initPagea^qoe^'a Aa^oe^'OaAAbfia'
^footerCenterAoeaa9aAH6A aaAAALoeae'aprintAreaBaMBO^ are you noticing that he is learning because of what you
have learned? What have you noticed about him as a learner? What are you noticing about him, that you might not
have noticed before?
MV: Well he needed some strategies in teaching, I notice I do see this, you know, enough for him to be a better
reader.
*MAJ: What is he doing, what are you noticing that he is doing to be a better reader, what is he learning?
MV: Well, he is um, he is looking for meaning. He looks at the picture and is looking for meaning. He reads and
then he goes back and um, one on one he already knows that. Remember you said once they know that there is no
way, you know. I told him already, do not use the finger, now look at the words you know. So he will look at the
phrases, chunks of words, instead of just one by one, so he could acquire fluency and um, we are now with the
beginning of., because this is where he is lacking, visual, the last running record I took 1 noticed that this is where
he is lacking. You know the beginning sound, he does not associate the beginning sound with you know the sound
of the word. He lacks in that.
*MAJ: Hm, mm. So he is saying something that makes sense, but he is not using the first letter.
MV: Yea, now I have knowledge of that, what 1 am doing, get it.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
MV: Before it was just reading and do this (laughing). Now I know what I am doing.
*MAJ: That's good.
MV: You know and I, and 1,

*MAJ: That's great.
MV: For me now, I was reading the guided reading and saw power you know you empower children with strategies
and so they could use them individually, without me, they could use it themselves to be a better reader.
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*MAJ: That is great, that's great, Margie. Ok, um, what do you think about the running record, can you talk to
more about what you are thinking about the running record? What do you think about the runnmg record, just tell
me some more about the running record that you think?
MV: Well, it is a great tool to find an assessment, to see the progress of the child's behavior, the reading beha\Jor,
so it is a tremendous tool for me, the running record.
*MAJ: Hm, mm, hm, mm.
MV: But I still have a few thmgs that I am a little bit with the running record, that I have to go over.
*MAJ: Yea, that's fine.
MV; Janet, this is the way we used to do it, but she always says ask Maryanne, (laughing), because things change.
*MAJ: Yea, a little bit of changes, not a whole lot of changes. Anything else about the running record that stnkes
you?
MV: Well the amount of information that you can acquire on this child, I mean the child that you are doing it on.
Not only that, because I have, information that I could gear my teaching, I could use for teaching because of this
tool I have in front of me.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
MV: Now I can say this is where 1 am going, before you know, in testing, when you test a child, for me I
remembered that they would give you a number, this is the percentile of this child, 90% or 80%, what are you going
to do with this number? You see it there, but you don't know. Now with this one, with the running record, what I
see is that I could see the meaning and all that, I know where I am going to and what I will do with this now. This
is where this is instructional.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
MV: Where am I going to instruct this child and what I am going to do now with this.
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*MAJ: One of the other colleagues in the group said the same thing for the mandated system, that we all do the
DRA and be at these meetings and they are complaining and we have all these scores, so what, and she said wait a
minute, no, we have information that we can use and so she was basically saying the same thing you do, that it does
give you more than a score. So you take the running record and yes you have scores, but beyond that, why are we
doing this, and that is what Shirley said to the group is that I have information and you have information you just
can't use it to help these children. It is not just getting a score because the system mandates that we test, but it is
about, especially the lower kids I find, who really need the tailored instruction, kind of average and high kids they
kind of get it anyway, because I think those lower ones really need tailored instruction.
MV: Once you give them these strategies from the beginning...

*MAJ: ...Ok, um, do the results from the running record, and you talked about this a little bit and 1 don't know if
you want to talk about it a little bit more, can you describe any practices that you used. Now you mentioned one,
that you have him, rather then reading word by word, you have him reading in phrases, checking the first letter, any
other instructional processes that you have used that have come out of your use of the running record, from the
instructional practice? We are going to learn more about that in the next two months. In March and April we will
learn more about instructional practices, because now we have running records now what do you do is the next step.
Now you have done two things, that's great, but there are many, many more things you can say and do and that is
what the last two months will be concerned with, more about practices, but that is good that you have started with
those two, do you have any others that you are using?
MV: I told you rereading.
*N4AJ: Rereading, hm, mm, hm, mm.
MV: Sees the picture and um, in a sense it is like when he is reading, I tell him if you know that this all this stuff
may be another view of the book before they start reading...whatever..so he comes up with the word, like 1 don't
think I told you that already, maybe elephant or something like that. So what is the story about? You know what I
am saying, so the whole meaning of that, what is the story all about. Do not struggle with that word if you already
know that.
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*MAJ: That's great, that's wonderful, good. That's wonderful Margie. Ok, now this is going to tie to the running
record. Due to the results from the running record that you have seen and 1 think you have answered this question,
are you using a wider range of strategies and I think you have answered that question quite well, that you are doing
things, and you have given me some answers so that is great. Um, as you think about your work over this past
year, what has made it easy for you to make these changes, what has made it easy and what's been hard, what has
been challenging? Can you talk about those two things, what has made it easy for you to make these changes and
what has made it hard for you?
MV: Here or my school or what?
*MAJ: The classroom, the school level, classroom level, personal level, just 1 am trying to get at you have made
these changes, what has been easy and what has supported you in those changes and what has been challenging for
you that maybe has kept you from making more change? These are two things I would like you to talk about if you
could.
MV: What has made it easy?
*MAJ: Hm, mm or supports that have been there for you at the classroom, or at the school or the system level?
MV: (laughing) Well when a person knows what he is doing that makes it easier, you are more secure when you
know what you are doing. You feel more capable. That has made it easier I am not struggling with certain things.
*MAJ: Hm, mm, yea.
MV: Like 1 know what I am doing. Strategies.
*MAJ: More knowledge.
MV: Yea, more knowledge.
*MAJ: More knowledge. Ok, any other thing that supports you. What else or who supports you here, what or who?




MV: And anything I like, like the other day in running records I went to her right away and we did it together, we did
certain things together and everything so that has been very, very helpful.
*MAJ: Oh, good.
MV: I don't think if I, that no one over there that I could have gone and known what she knows about that running
records. I think no one over here... by the way I don't have the telephone of the other ladies 1 was trying to call.
*MAJ: You don't have phone numbers?
MV: No, no.
*MAJ: I thought I gave out numbers.
MV: No, but anyway..
*MAJ: You missed December, I might have given them out in December. Did you miss December session, you
were going away?
MV: Yea, December, 1 missed it.
*MAJ: Yea, so maybe 1 gave it then, I'll give it to you, sure.
MV: And I was saying Oh, my God, I don't know what to do...





you6click6and6theBlinkBdoesn't6disappear,Btry6movingBthe6cursorBand6clicking6r support, any other things that
have helped you to make these changes? (laughing).
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MV: I could call you anytime and know that you are there.
*MAJ: Yea, yea, well 1 think that is the least I could do with all the demands of the system and you are taking this
on to, the least 1 could do is support it. Ok, challenges for you are there challenges for you at the school, or
classroom or system level?, personal level?, are there challenges that hinder you making any changes that you want
to make in your teaching? What challenges, any challenges for you?
MV: Well, .... for me that was a challenge, but I haven't done it. The DRA, 1 haven't done it... .so,
*MAJ: So you feel like you need more expertise in that?
MV: Yes, I didn't tell him, I didn't say anything that I wasn't going to do it.
*MAJ: Yea, but he wants you to do it.
MV: Yes, he said well I heard that you are taking the course. Margie's taking it. They were doing an evaluation on
this child and then he came to me and said Margie will you do that, but I haven't done it yet. He doesn't know that I
haven't.

*MAJ: Yea, yea, I think you know enough about it, that you could do it. You did it with Christopher.
MV: Yea, Christopher, yes.
*MAJ: I think you have enough information, because you won't be videotaped this time.
MV: Now 1 could do it, it was like, Janet told me Margie it is like you will get the hang of it, you know, practice.
*MAJ: Yea practice.
MV: Yea, practice, before I would say, wait, wait, wait let me.
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*MAJ: Yea, yea, it comes with practice, I think the problem is that a lot of teachers kind of stop it and then they get
rusty, you know you have to, that is why I have you doing one a month, but you really have to be doing them and
the reading recovery we do 4 a day, you know 4 children, we do one on the child every day. Each child gets one
every day in reading recovery. So we do like 20 per week. That is how we get skilled, by doing it all the time. So
that is a challenge that he asked you to do. 1 think you could do it, I think you could. Yea, Anything else that is
challenging? He felt that he could come to you and ask you that, he saw you as a resource for helping with this.
That IS great that he sees you that way. Anything else that is challenging?
MV: I can't think of anything else that is challenging.
*MAJ: Ok, hm, mm, that is good. Ok, define reading Margie?
MV: (laughing). That is a conversation, a dialogue between the reader and the author.
*MAJ: Ok, hm, mm, say more about that? When you think of Chris and his reading, talk more about reading when
you think of Chris, your student. Talk more about that reading, what he is doing, what is he reading.
MV: What is he doing, he is trying to figure out what the print, you know, what is there, what are these words,
what are these sounds. Figure out this word, figure out by sounding, by putting together.
*MAJ: Figure out for what purpose, figure out the print for what purpose?
MV: To comprehend.
*MAJ: Comprehend, yea. Hi. Ok, so reading is a conversation, a dialogue between the reader and the author. Do
you want to say anything more about that. Figure out the print, to comprehend, anything else you want to say?
MV: The print, I said to figure out the comprehension. To figure out the letters, to figure out you know, um, of
course I don't know the author, the author doesn't say anything for them. The meaning, yea.
*MAJ: The meaning, uh, huh.
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MV: What is this that this book is you know. What is this print saying, you know, that is the way I see
Christopher when he is trying to read, trying to figure out what does this, maybe sometimes he would say, why do I
have to learn how to read (laughing). What do you read, what do we read. And I said to learn. To learn what, why
do you want to read? Why do I want to read cookbooks, because I want to learn how to cook and these are the
questions we say.
*MAJ: That is what he says to you, to learn.

MV: Yea to learn, hm, mm.
*MAJ: Good, and how old is he, 6, 7?
MV: 6.
*MAJ: That is not a bad answer for a 6 year old, to learn. Ok, anything else you want to add?
MV: No that is it.
*MAJ: Ok, Define assessment? I loved your comment in your last reflection, you said imi, I don't remember your
exact words, but you said that you couldn't teach separate from assessment anymore, something to that effect, and 1
told my advisor. This teacher this is what she said (laughing) and she said, oh, that is a very deep statement. I
enjoyed reading your reflection, your last reflection. So could you talk a little bit more about that. Talk more about
assessment?
MV: Assessment is...observing and recordmg children's behavior, children's reading behavior.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
MV: Assessment is a tool for any teacher, to know what the child is at, where...
*MAJ: And when you said you don't see them as separate anymore, teaching and assessment, can you tell me more
about what you meant by that, I think I know what you meant, can you tell me what you meant by that?
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MV: I heard that by what's her name, Irene, she said something or I read it, like teaching can not take place unless
you assess, is not taking place unless you assess the child.
*MAJ: Oh, tell me what you thought she was saying or meaning by that? What do you think she meemt by that?
MV: That I don't think you can be a good teacher if you don't assess the teacher and know and have all this
information about this child. I don't think I could be as good in the sense that I have the best willingness to help
him, but if I don't know myself what 1 am doing, and I don't know what this child is at, why this child is not
reading the way the others are reading. I could see them more than willing to help them, but if I myself don't know,
I cannot be a good teacher.
*MAJ: Ok, so assessment helps you, willingness is not enough is what you are saying. You have to have a tool,
assessment.
MV: That is the thing that would tell me about this child, why is this child, you know. This is where 1 could see a
lot of it over here in the teachers, now since I have this really good teacher (laughing). ..he is not doing this, he is
not doing that. I have a lot of you know knowledge of what I am doing, that now I could tell more intellectually
than before. My husband asks me that question, my daughter, and 1 answer her with you have to empower children
with strategies and in order for them to be better readers. My husband will say Margie you are reading, (laughing).
You are reading...
*MAJ: That is great. There is a question of empowering children, you want them to be independent, we have to
teach them strategy. We can give them skills, we can teach them strategies, but if they don't know how to use those
things, but they also have to have strategies to use those skills. I think in the traditional way we give them skills,
they sound them out, but did they really understand what reading was, I don't think so, not the way I taught.
MV: They sounded it out.

*MAJ: But that is not reading. So, you're right it is strategy, meaning and the skills. That's great. Ok, um, your
assessment practices, this is kind of a question that you earlier answered, but I want you to explain your answer.
How have your assessment practices changed and can you give me an example of how they changed? Like before
September here is what I would have done and now this is what I do, a now and then type of scenario. Give me one
to show me how your assessment practices have changed.
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MV: The assessment they give us, we have to assess the children, but it didn't give me a clear picture, they just
give you a few skills, things to teach, still um, for me now (intercom blocked conversation)..what I was doing now,
you know, it didn't give me a clear picture, now this assessment that I have, this tool that 1 have, you know, is very
good and I could make better, I could record, you know, the behavior better.
*MAJ: That's great. How has what your learning, you've learned, been used with other children, not just
Christopher, but what have you done with other children in terms of what you have learned?
MV: Well,..
*MAJ: What have you learned, you are learning from the study group, have you used this with other children,
beyond Chris?
MV: Oh, yes, I have used it with other children.
*MAJ: What are you doing with other, how are you teaching other children?





TheBReportBDisplayBWnse. Sometimes the ....they don't know funny, does it sound funny to you, this is not
the way we talk. Let's go back and see, you know.
*MAJ: That's great.
MV: 1 am able now to teach these strategies to the ladies of the tutor, so 1 you know. 1 would love to do
something, each of them have two children to tutor, so what I would like to do, maybe this is something I told Janet
and Janet said let's see what happens, is to take those children to do the assessment, the running record and to give
this to the tutors and say this is where its lacking, you know, and may be willing to stress in this area.
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*MAJ: That's good.
MV: I think Janet and I were going to meet...because the tutors, you know, whatever we tell them and that is it.
*MAJ: Even if you and Janet after you finished the study group could teach them a little bit more about running
records, your tutors, about this. It only takes about 4 hours to learn the levels of analysis, that I have given you. I
think 4-6 hours, you know 2 hours one month and 2 weeks later, 1 think.
MV: I think every other Tuesday we have some strategies, now we have told them what to do with certain things of
the assessment, you know that is required, every 8 weeks.

*N4AJ: Uh. huh.
MV: Now we know. ..teach them some strategies. I told her that we were going to use what you taught me to help
the other, someone to take the video of one of them, when they are teaching, tutoring the children and then what we
will do is ask them. Ok, do not look at the teacher, the tutor, just look at the child and tell me what he is domg.
*MAJ: Excellent..
MV: And you ...
*MAJ: Oh, wow, that is exciting, that is really exciting, that is wonderful, exciting, that is great. Ok, has
anything that you have learned from your colleagues in the group, you know you have 7 other colleagues in the
group, have you talked with them, maybe gotten an idea from them?
MV: 1 don't have, you know, are you talking about the people that are in the group?
*MAJ: Yea, in the group.
MV: No, I don't have, we are there at 3:30 and you know, and we are right away...
*MAJ: So would you like to have time to sort of chat?
MV: Carol would, I know, she is a great person.
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*MAJ: She had said that to me, you know she said Maryanne, I don't know how other group members feel, but you
are so on schedule, and 1 said 1 told people I'd get them in at 3:30 and out at 5:00, but she feels that um, at 5:00 she
would like time to talk, just to talk about literacy and what do you think and I have this problem and what do you
think. Just sort of wide open, if you have an issue with literacy or something or whatever it might be and what do
you think? Well what do you think? Just all talking about whatever problems somebody had. Is that something
you would like?
MV: Yea, I would like that.
*MAJ: She said at 5:00 just do what we have to do at 5:00. People who need to leave could, but don't you want to
stay and sort of talk to 5:30.
MV: Yea and I could stay longer, I don't have any children waiting for me.
*MAJ: Yea, well that's what she said. None of us have young children that we have to run off too, but some people
might have responsibilities, some people might not want to do that, but I said I would throw it out with other
members and see what they say.
MV: Yea, that would be nice.
*MAJ: If most of you want to fine then.
MV: The other day I had so many questions and I said when am I going to...
*MAJ: Ok, that's fine, that is good to know, OK, great. Ok, the last question, to what extent does the study group
model, I'm talking ab)out the whole model, the meeting once a month, the sessions you do, the whole thing, how
does that fit your learning needs as a veteran educator. The key thing I want you to think about is the model itself,
how that model fits you as a learner and as a veteran, someone who has been doing this for a long time and knows
what they are doing, you know we all need to grow, we all need to learn to think, but I am saying you are a veteran,
you have been doing this a long time, but this is a certain learning model that you are going through. How does
that fit your needs as a learner, what you're doing, as a veteran, to what extent does it fit you? Is it a good fit.

something you would like to change? How does it fit you, the model itself?
MV: I'm thmking no change.. .it...
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*MAJ: What do you like about the model, what is that you like about the model? If you didn't change anythmg, tell
me what you like about the, if you think about all the things you were asked to do, and that you are doing, what do
you most like about this model, for your leammg?
MV: Is it once a month?
*MAJ: About once every 6 weeks, yea
MV; Well that is pretty good, it is not something that is every week, you know.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
MV: In a sense, we are all veteran teachers, that we do learn from each other, that is why we were saying we need to
talk more to one another. In a sense you have a tremendous knowledge here from all the teaching. And I feel good
because by seeing them, I don't feel like I am saying these are teachers, we are at the same level when it comes to
records.. .it is incredible that we have lieen teaching for so long and we became aware now (laughing). Imagine if
they could get the young teachers to do this early so they can have all this knowledge before they are ready to retire.
*MAJ: Yea, hm, mm.
MV: So for me I think it is good.
*MAJ: You like the once every 4-6 weeks, it is not that often, just enough?
MV: Yea, just enough.
*MAJ: What about the inbetween, the reflections or you have the guided reading texts, have those aspects helped you
to read all of that.
MV: Oh, yes, the guided reading, yes. That has helped me a lot. Because you read and you come out with more
knowledge of the material you have read. So when I do this and I go home with a little bit of knowledge every time
I go to the meeting, that is very good. On the workshops, I have been to two workshops, you told me. ..the other
one was great, it was with 3rd graders.
*MAJ: Yes, I know.
Page 15.
MV: It was good, it was good, hm, mm. We have a lot of third graders here, that are, ... on the other levels it is not
the same thing. So um..
*MAJ: Anything you want to comment on, or something I have not mentioned, something you want to say or
something, a comment or question for me, about the model, the learning, anything, anything you want to say?
MV: (laughing) I don't have anything to say except I am glad I got involved with this program. They asked a few
teachers here and she refused she said no and then the other one was Nancy and she said no, she said no. And then, it
was when Janet asked me...when she said it would help me over here with the job I have now, this is why I said Ok.
*MAJ: Yea, I would see most people as seeing it as extra work, but the reason I think most of you got involved,
not necessarily you, but they saw that the system wanted teachers doing more assessment and they really didn't know
how to do that. They knew standardized testing, but that is not what the system wants. 1 think most people got
involved because of that because the system was sort of asking people to do more assessment and 1 would say
probably all of you feel differently about assessment now and that it is not just a score and that is great. You have
come to see assessment differently and that is good, great. Ok, good, ok.

Transcript of Tape-recorded Interview - MV0300
Q. First question with MV. What are you thinking about literacy now that you weren' t thinking about in
September?
A. Well, I think I've told you this before, the importance of that now, of the assessment— how important it is
to assess the children, you know, before you start teaching them.
Q. Okay.
A. You know, so you're not afraid to, you know, assess the child. You have to adjust your.. .your teaching,
you know. So for me, I mean, I have learned that, you know. I have learned that it's importance and... important
for use of.. .of.. .of running records that I have. ..I have now to many things like, you know, from that running
records now.
Q. Okay.
A. And, you know, what is the child lacking, you know, because it's, you know, I could. ..I could see
that. ..are they gomg for the meaning, you know. Are they going for the. ..the more visual. Are they more, you
know, and I didn' t know that before so I have gained. .
.
Q. So when you look. . . when you looked at a child reading before, what did. . . what were. . . what did you notice
before, before you learned about whether they. . .meaning or visual? When you watched a child read before, what were
you looking at before?
A. Well, you always have a model, you know, and there was an old model, you know, you have. . . this is the
way, you know, you sound the words and this is the way we go, you know, and like that, and... and everybody goes
to that mode, you know, and you stick to that. And so for years and years and years, this is the way they have




A. ...'cause you do know that, so you don't know what to do, but I try sometimes to blame the child, you
know, and sometimes it's our... the way our, you know, it's our teaching. And then, so, you know. Now I know
the tremendous importance of the. ..those tool. ..tools, you know. But I have an.. .and of course I'm using the
strategies. 1 mean, you know, the strategies that are... that I know and that now I have to empower the children
to... with the knowledge, you know, those strategies, you know, so they could themself, when they're by
themselves, you know, when they, you know, they could... do them themself, you know, and then...
Q. Great.
A. ...the individually, you know, it could. ..to use them so you're not afraid to become good readers, you
know.
Q. Okay, great. All right, now, tell me what you're thinking about your focal student. What are you thinking
about your focal student as a literacy learner that you weren' t thinking in September before you started this group?
A. What has he learned?
Q. Yeah. What. . . what are you thinking about him as a literacy learner? Like biefore you got into. . . involved
in the group, you had this child, and so you thought some things about him. So now, what are you thinking
about. . . what are you thinking about now that you weren' t thinking about in September about your focal student?
How has your thinking changed about him as a result of your involvement?

A. What was I thinking?
Q. He was your student before you got involved in the study group, yeah, okay. So now you. . .you had some
thoughts about him. So now, tell me those thoughts then, and how you're thinking about him now.
A. Well, I was thinking that 1 was gonna teach this child, of course, with what. . .the knowledge that 1 have,
you know, to read, and. ..and 1 know him struggling. That's why they. ..every time they. ..they give us these
children it' s because the^ re the lowest [inaudible], you know. .
.
Q. Yeah, right.
A. ...in the group. So I ... I did have a lot of questions, you know, in my mind. What am I gonna do, you
know, and then, because they're so needy, you know, in so many ways. So now I could say that the child is, you
know, have progressed tremendously. But all the. ..all these concerns that I have, you know, I don't have them any
more because I know that I have empowered him to with all this, and the child is, you know, has been tremendous
[inaudible].
Q. Now how' s he doing?
A. Huently, 1 mean, I think. Remember that... the... what you sent me? The...
Q. Yeah, yes.
A. The. ..I'd, you know, the [inaudible], you know, how to read by phrases. And I said, "Please do not point,"
because they have to... if they are pointing, "Now let's see three words at the same time." You know, you're
going. ..it's. ..and, "This is there, but this is the way we talk. We don't talk like that, you know, word-by-word.
Let' s. .
.
" and he is reading, you know.
Q. Yeah, that's nice. I'm proud of him.
A. So, well, he's tremendous here, tremendous progress here.
Q. Oh, great, great, okay, good. 'Cause that's [inaudible] one thing that you... you could say— that before,
you . . . you had concerns and he ... he might have read accurately. He might have read the words.
A. Word-by-word
Q. But you're thinking more... you... you now see how reading's got to. ..we have to talk like, you know, we
read, and so you're getting him... so that's a very big difference that you, you know, see in him.
A. And with expression. It says, "This is a question. This is the way we talk." [inaudible] say, you know,
this is a que...
Q. [inaudible] punctuate.
A. And all that. We don' t talk so, you know, we don' t. . .and so he has, you know, internalized.
Q. That' s wonderful that he' s picked that up from you.
A. [inaudible], yeah.
Q. That' s great, and that will help him every year.
A. Yes.
Q. Great, okay. Now, third question. Suppose I were a veteran teacher who had never heard of or used the

running record, what would you tell me about its use in the classroom?
A. Say that again.
Q. Suppose I were a veteran teacher who had never heard of or used the running record. What would you tell
me about its use in the classroom?
A. Well, I would try to convince you the importance of a running record, and how accurate it is, you know,
how it... it... it change my own, you know, perspective of, you know, teaching, and well, 1 guess 1 would try to
convince her, you know, and let her know I'm... maybe myself ask her if she would like to, you know...
Q. So if you sat down with her, so she' s never used a running record before, and you. . . well, this is very
similar to what you're doing with your... your tutors, your adult tutors. What would you tell her? How would
explain it to her, its use? What would you say to her?
A. Well, I did that with my daughter, by the way.
Q. Oh, okay, so it' s similar [inaudible].
A. I did that with my daughter. I... I explained to her the... the running record. It's, you know, this is a tool
that you use, you know, to adjust your... your... your... your teaching, you know, with this child, and then, you





The coding and everything, and those are things that are. . . that I know, and she was very pleased. She said,
"Mommy[?], I've learned now," because she needs... you know, there was a teacher that asked her the other day, she
said, "Well, we... we' re gonna do a running record so we [inaudible],"and that... and she said...and she waspiKzled,
she said... and she's teaching reading, you know, putting children [inaudible]. And she said, "This is one thing that I
don' t know how to do," but she didn' t say anything. She came to me and she said, "Mom, you have to teach me.
"
Q. [inaudible].
A. So I set her down, and that was a Friday. And we went through the, you know, the running record, and she
enjoyed it so much. She said, "Mommy, now I know all this." And I was... I felt good because I have taught, you
know, my knowledge that I have learned...
Q. Yeah.
A. ...you know, from the training that I've taken with you, you know, I could, you know, I could pass that...
Q. Yes.
A ... knowledge to her.
Q How ... so you told her about the . .
.
A. And she imderstood.
Q. Yeah.
A. She understood the meaning.
Q. Right.

A. She didn't know the meaning, where it is that the child is looking when he's looking at the [inaudible].
She said to me, "They. ..she's always... they're looking at the picture." Yeah, of course, it's good. It's a positive
they're looking at the picture. And then the structure; the syntax of, you know, what is that, you know. And then
the. ..the, you know, the. ..of the sentence. And then the. ..the visual. And all that, you know.
Q. How did you explain the visual to her?
A. The visual, I explained to her that the child, you know, sometimes that they. ..they keep the same. ..the
same level... letter... letter. You know, the beginning of the letter, you know, that they see. ..they go by that and
they come up with another word anyway, but it's, you know...
Q. It's visual, yeah.
A. The visual.
Q. Letters. . . using the print.
A. The print. Using the print over there. They go and they come up with a word that is not exactly, but, you
know, it's not necessarily the same word, but they are, you know, they're using that.
Q. That's right.
A. So is that...
Q. That' s right. That' s right. Sometimes they use the print too much, and that' s when you have a phonetic
reader who's not reading meaningfully, you know, the meaning. And sometimes they look at the picture too much
and [inaudible] the print, so it's like. ..like you said, the kids are all. ..they' re all different.
A. And they. ..I gave her that. ..the same papers that you gave us that day, that little test that you gave us, you
know, to see, "Look over here. Tell me what is this child' s lacking," and all that. And I gave her that and
she. ..after I had given her the, you know, the... the... the instructions, you know, how to do this and that, she came
up with... she say, "Mommy, this is the meaning of, you know, this is meaning [inaudible]."
Q. Oh, wow.
A. So it was nice.
Q. Yeah, yeah.
A. It was nice that I could, you know, impart all that to her.
Q. Yeah, so is she a reading teacher?
A. Yeah, she is, well, she' s. . . now she' s substituting for a teacher that left for. . . she was having a baby. So
she is taking her, you know, her [inaudible], you know. And she is pulling children out. There are children with




They are different gr. . . I think it' s . . . yeah.
Q. Elementary?
A. Yeah, but yeah, elementary. She has third graders, she has. . .and third graders, kindergarten, and first grade.
Q. Oh, good.

A. You know, very, very, yeah, very. .
.
Q. Yeah, so she can use the running record with those children, great.
A. Oh, and she' s. .. yeah, and she. .
.
Q. Was it simple? Was it simple for her to learn?
A. Yeah, it was simple [inaudible].
Q. Well, that' s good you could teach her, so that means you were not. . . you understand it because you
could. . . you can' t teach somebody if you really don' t understand, so I'm glad that you could teach her.
A. It' s incredible that she. ..and she has [inaudible], and she [inaudible],
Q. Oh, I know, I know. It's a pro... it's a problem.
A. You see?
Q. It' s a problem, it' s a problem.
A. And this is a [inaudible] very bad, and I. ..I told her about this, and she's, you know.
Q. Yeah. It really is. It's... it's not just that college. It's. ..it's all. ..it's all across the board. They're coming
out and they're not... and they should know how to do running records when they come out. They really should
teach them. They're not teaching them, you know. So good, great. Okay. Any o... anything else you... you
got... that you would tell a teacher about its use in the classroom? It's a tool, you make an assessment, using the
strategies. Anything else that the running record helps you do in the classroom or that you could... you would use?
Any other ways you use it in the classroom?
A. I cannot think of...
Q. Okay. Okay, we' 11 move on. The next question may be difficult to answer with certainty, but I'd like to
get your thoughts on it. In thinking about how your assessment and your instruction has changed you in this last
year, how much has your involvement in this study group caused those changes compared with other influences in
your life at this time? So in other... in other professional development efforts you may be involved in, how much
can you say... and I know it's tricky to say, okay, you know, the study group helped me with this, but maybe
SSA[?] helped me with this, or Janet helped me with this. Can you sort out what the study group, the changes
you've made, and. ..and what particular ways the study group helped you those changes? Can you. ..can you talk
about that a little bit?
A. Well, first of all, the program that I' m in didn' l teach me about running records. You know, I was not, you
know. And they do use some strategies, but not the strategies, you know, and. . . and. .
.
Q. So the strategies that.. .of the program you ran, how. ..how were the strategies you learned in the study
group different? How. . .can you talk about the differences? How are they different?
A. Well, that 1 could use it, you know. ..I. ..I do not use it just individually, with one child. Now I could use
it for the whole classroom. I been using all those things in the, you know, like the whole class, because I have
those ninety minutes that I'm with a whole class. You know, so I'm using them with them too. You know, I'm




Everything. But I can' t. . . I mean, no, I caimot use running record for every single child.

Q. Yeah, right.
A. But I still use a lot of strategies that you have given me.
Q. Yeah. What particular strategies did you. . . you use with the whole class? What. . . what strategies come to
mind?
A. For them to re-read, 1 mean, re-read. Go back to what you, you know, go back again. Do we. . .does it
make sense? You know. And let's read with fluency. We read, you know, the way we talk, you know. And what
else? And we ask... if we don't know, we ask the question, you know. I sit your friend next to you and everything,
and... and sometimes 1 was so used to, you know, [inaudible] children, you know, when they're writing. When I
look at somebody' s paper, now I let them wnte this [inaudible]. If that' s the way to, you know, let someone, you
know, look at the other...
Q. [inaudible].
A. If that's the way to get the answer. .. because it's not a test. It's not... we don't get, you know...
Q. Yeah, right, right.
A. . . .and as they say. . .it' s not a test so anything I they write, it' s just to, you know, they just wnting. I said,
"Okay, we' re gonna write about the. . . ," you know, and this and that. So sometimes they, you know.
Q. Yes. It's okay to cooperatively learn. That's what one of the teachers told me. It was Cynthia in the
group. She told me, she says, "I love just learning from you. Just listening to you guys talk and getting ideas and
bringing them back." She said, just...just cooperatively...
A. Yeah.
Q. ... learning as a group. She liked that, you know, so it's funny. The kids learn that way too.
A. Yeah.
Q. Anything else? That... that's good. It's the strategies you used. You talked about fluency and then re-
readmg and using the picture; letting kids appeal to one another; work with one another.
A. And reading with each other, you know. I put them in. . . by twos.
Q. Okay.
A. And they read to each other, you know.
Q. Okay, so it' s a pair.
A. Yeah, they pair, yeah.
Q. [inaudible]. What was... what was the most helpful, when you think of, you know, our time together, you
know, from Septem...from really Oc.yeah, October 'til now, could you think like what's the one most helpful
thing for you? What was the one most helpful thing for you?
A. It' s like the assessment part, for me. [inaudible] strategies to assess the child. You know, and what to do
with that assessment, because we used to, I mean, I' m a teacher for a hundred and twenty-five years, and I . . . we take
tests and then, okay, we know the. ..the. ..the. ..the re. ..you know, the percentage, you know, of that child, and we
don't know what to do with it. We say, "So, he's bright, yeah." He's a very bright kid and the other one is, you
know, came up a sixty-five and this one is ninety. Then what? And we [inaudible] and we go on and on and on and

on. We, you know, but we do not adjust. We never, never adjust [inaudible]. Maybe 'cause we have too many
children in the classroom or something there, but we do not adjust, you know, to...
Q. I think that's... that's a good point. You have so many children in front of you. it is hard to adjust...
A. Yeah, yeah.
Q. ...I bet. And, like you said before, youdon't have to do it with every child. I mean, op... you know, just
sort of doing it first, and. . .which is what we have to do in the system anyway because they' re doing DRA on every
child anyway. Then, from there, you. . . you adjust. Not every kid will need a running record every six weeks, but
some kids, like our little one over there, your focal student, those kids do need a running record, probably every four
to six weeks. The other kids, they' re reading is fine. Maybe, you know, you do September, you do January, you do
June. That's all they need. They're on grade level. You know, so it depends how many running records you do on
a child. But it, like you said, it does show you next steps. And those kids who are strugglmg need... you need to
know what they. . . what they' re confused about
A. What I want to do next year I' m planning, is that I will take the A children that Jennie[?] gives me, and I' m
gonna g...you know, take running records from the [inaudible]. I like to... I could do that, you know. So even
though it's not required, but I... I could have, you know, better knowledge...




A. And another thing is maybe, I don't know 'cause. ..but she. ..they. ..the tendency is to try to get it every
eight weeks with another person. For me to have him, you know, if I could have those children, you know, for a





... every six months, you know , [i naudi bl e] . .
.
Q. Or over time.
A. Yeah. To see the progress...
Q. Yes.
A. ...because another ch...a person takes them, you know, I do know. So maybe let's...
Q. That' s all right, that' s fine.
A. ... so that' s my . . . that' s my focus for next year.
Q. That' s a very good thought.
A. Starting September.
Q. Yeah, that makes sense, doesn' t it? Keep the same child so you can see over time.
A. Yeah, [inaudible] eight children, you know, that I have.
Q. Yeah, the same eight, yeah.

A. Yeah, the same, so I could know, yeah.
Q. That's great, that's great, Margie[?], you're thinking about that. Okay. This next question is vague, but 1
want you to resjxind to it in a way that makes sense to you because it is vague. What's it like for you as a veteran,
you're twenty-five years doing this, you know, when you have to make changes? What... what... what makes it easy
for you to change and what makes. . . what. . . what. . . what are the barriers that get in the way of your changing? So it
could be, you know, it could be at the classroom level, it could be at the school level, it could be at the system
level. Just your own personal ideas about. . . what' s. . . when you as a vet, you' ve been doing this for twenty-five
years, need to change, what makes it easy and what. . . what are the barriers to your changing? What gets m the way?
A. Sometimes all the. ..the peers. I mean, other colleagues, you know, they have all the, you know, their own
ways and it' s very hard for them to. . . to. . . to change. And for you to, you know, to bring this knowledge or
whatever, sometime the administration too can be, you know.
Q. How so? Talk about. .. talk a little bit more about administration.
A. Well, they don't want to rock the boat. And they just want to follow a pattern that teaches the way they
have, and then, hey, if you are happy, I am happy, let's all be happy, you know. So you deal with that, you know.
When you reach certain... a certain age of, you know, teaching, I know that you have...[inaudible]...that alotof
teachers, you know, by the way they feel the same way. They said, "Well, you know, pretty soon we're gonna
retire. What are we gonna be, you know, trying to... to... to fight," you know, these battles that have already, you
know, tried at the beginning of their, you know, when I started. And it seem like we don't go anywhere, so why
try? Why not, you know ...
Q. Yeah.
A. ...go with the flow.
Q. Yes.
A. Just go with the flow because we're not gonna get anywhere. So sometimes we, you know, there's a lot of
teachers say they retire with tremendous knowledge, you know, and they cannot impart their knowledge. Well, they
got their, you know. You know. So...
Q. How did... and... and... and... and if you could solve that, either, you know, the administrator doesn' t want to
rock the boat or, you know, these teachers who are hard to change, what... what would you be...do you have any
ideas as to how we could... how could we get around those barriers? Do you have ideas for... I mean, what should be
done with those teachers who are here to do a job and they're not doing it because they feel like, you know, I'm
gonna go out the door in a few years or next year? I mean, what do you. . . what do you think about that? What
would you think you. . . how would you think that could be handled? 'Cause you' re right. It is. .. it is a problem for
those of us who'd rather work, yeah.
A. I guess if you. . . bringing workshops like a person like you, you know, I mean workshops to bring some
awareness, you know, and really teachers will respond, you know, and see another [inaudible] sometimes we do
workshops [inaudible], they're not, you know.
Q. What do you. ..what do you think captures their in. ..I mean, when you say bring a workshop, what
is... what kind of workshop do you think teachers need?
A. Like. ..like. ..like. ..like the. ..the training, yeah. Something like, you know, that they know that they're
learning, that they are... something that they could use in the classroom. The thing is that the workshops that they
bring to us, I mean, they're not... they' re not doing anything with us sometimes, you know.
Q. Okay.
A. Different things that it was just, "Well, I' m not gonna get up eariy or be here at 8 o' clock to be here just

to... to hear someone like, you know. It doesn't make sense that I'm gonna waste my time."
Q. Okay.
A. The thing... teachers always think they're wasting their time.
Q. Yeah.
A. And that. . .so I guess if there is something that it really know that, you know, they' re gonna be leammg,





A. Then I could see that... the response.
Q. Okay.
A. They will be responding, yeah.
Q. Good, okay. All right. Anything else that gets in your way or anything that makes it ea... what makes it
easy, 'cause you mentioned kind of a hard thing here. The peers who are hard to change or administrators don' t want
to rock the boat. You said... mentioned bringing in awareness workshops; something that's useful. People don't
want their time wasted. Anything else that makes it easy for you as a vet, 'cause you' ve been teaching a long time,
and yet you're willing to change. What else... anything else that makes it easy for you to change? Not just in terms
of the running record. Just any change that you make, is there anything else that makes it easier for you to change?
A. Well, easy with the fact that. . . that my children are already older that I could be in every workshop that I





... the food to cook, whatever.
Q. So that makes it easy.
A. Yeah, that makes it easier for me. And, you know. I mean, in a sense, yeah, [inaudible] anything that has
to do with, you know, for. . . for your development. You know, he' s more willing. .
.





A. But when he goes to the, you know, that's one-on-one, when he goes to the, you know...

Q. The whole thing. Yeah, that' s a different stor>', yeah.
A. Different story, yeah.
Q. Yeah, okay.
A. And I have a question for you.
Q. Yeah.
A. Are you get... remember that I. ..I think I gave you one. ..one of my reflections about the oral language...
Q. Yes.
A. ...of the children. That is really... 1 don' t know what to do. I mean, the children...! have like three children
over here that the other language does... they do, you know, they don't have it. They don't have the English
background. I mean, why [inaudible] to do this to this child. This child is gonna be... they... they, you know,
every. ..the. ..the. ..the teachers are saying, "Well, he's gonna stay behind." And...
Q. No, but it's not... it's... but why are we keeping them behind when it's not... it' snot a learning problem,
it's a language problem? You know what 1 mean? It's not learning.
A. That's...
Q. I don' t believe in retention unless the child' s not been in school. I mean, that' s just. . . you probably ...I'm
ver}' pro... prejudice. I don't believe in retention, unless the child's not been in school. The child's in school every
day, I feel the system, the school needs to make the adjustment 'cause that child's been here a hundred and eighty
days or whatever. And it' s not up. . . and plus it' s. . . what you' re saying. . . what I hear you saying to me is that it' s not
a learning problem, it's a language problem, so the school...
A. [inaudible] language.
Q. ...needs to provide an intervention for that child— not retain.. .and retention is not acceptable, in my view.
Probably if the pa.. .but see, a lot of parents don't want them in. ..in. ..in Spanish classrooms.
A. Yeah, they want them in...
Q. That' s probably what the child needs.
A. Yeah, that's what.. .yeah.
Q. But parents have the final say. That's a problem. The parents say, "I don't want them in the Spa... I don't
want them in bilingual. 1 want them in English." So then the ESL[?], giving them loads of ESL is the only way
to do it, but I don't think they should be retained. They should be sent on, therefore they're given lots of ESL
support.





Yeah, [inaudible] . .
.
Q. That' s not fair. It' s not fair to retain the child for language.




A. And sometimes the teachers, they say to me, "Well, he asked for you." He asked for me because he doesn't
understand what you' re saying.
Q. Right, [inaudible]...
A. I would [inaudible]. "Gosit down,"anda...anda Chinese, you know...
Q. Absolutely.
A. ...and you would go like this and [inaudible]...
Q. And you' re not learning. You're not understanding anything. You sit for six hours, you're not really
understanding anything. Of course you'd act weird.
A. Yeah.
Q. You know, I don' t know why teachers don' t see that.
A. Yeah.
Q. If they just put themselves in that child's shoes, they wouldn't say that. You know? But I. ..I
really. . . unless the parent were to be. .
.
you know, to bring the parent in and they . . . the parent. ..I'm just gonna bring
them in Spanish for a year or so. It will really help this child, and in terms of his English use too. If he gets more
literate m his own language, he'll just transfer over much more easily, and maybe talking to the parent.




A. I would say that is a lot of oral language there that I would have to, you know?
Q. Well, I think they need ESL.
A. ESL [inaudible].
Q. ESL, lots of ESL.
A. Lot of ESL, yeah.
Q. Yes, right. You know.
A. 'Cause otherwise then [inaudible] make sense. You see, with a child like that I cannot... does that make
sense? Because he doesn' t know.
Q. No, right.





He cannot come up with the word because he doesn' t know the word.
Q. So I would give him the word... what... what we do is 'cause we have the Spanish-speaking teachers in
reading recovery and they ha.. .we have children like that, is they give it to them in their own language— whatever
the word is. Is gatos cat? Is gato cat?
A. Yeah.
Q. Gato, gato, gato. So they don't know cat in English, but they know it in Spanish, so we say gato. Oh,
okay, gato. So they... the child is in an English program, but he's getting Spanish because the teacher speaks
Spanish. That' s how we do it. It's not... it's not a...
A. I've been doing that. I've been. ..and, you know...
Q. Yeah.
A. ... [inaudible] and this is the word.
Q. Right.
A. And their Imle eyes, they go like...
Q. Yeah, because they understand.
A. Oh, yeah.
Q. So that' s. . . that' s our preference, that they be in bilingual [inaudible] bilingual, so we give them, if we can,
but it' s good for you to speak both languages, but for an English-speaking teacher, it' s very hard. But then I think
they need ESL, children like that. They need loads of ESL, but I don't... I don't believe in retaining a child, 'cause
it's not a learning, it's a language issue.
A. Well, right away they...
Q. You can retain a child...
A
.
... they label him an LD child.
"
Q. ...[inaudible] language. He's not LD.
A. LD. And all the... and all these, you know.
Q. Yeah, he's not an LD. It' s not speech. It's language. It's just this oral language that [inaudible], in the
other lang...in his. ..in his second language.
A. This is [inaudible] the teachers that cannot get... get [inaudible].
Q. Well, if Rita could bnng someone in, I don't even know who... who... someone from bilingual to come in
and talk to these teachers. It' s not a leammg problem. It' s a language problem.
A. We had a thing, yeah, over here about the Spanish, you know.
Q. Yeah.
A. I mean, [inaudible].

Q. [inaudible] just need more... I think the teachers need more knowledge. Even classroom teachers. You or
someone who's bilingual, let's show them some strategies for how, you know, if the child's a. ..put. ..put directions
up, you know, draw a line and so forth. I mean, just put more visuals up for that child, because he' s not
understanding English yet so put up more visuals. I' m trying to think who you could. .
.
A. Well, we had a. .
.
Q. ...[inaudible].
A. We have a.. .we had a [inaudible]. It was workshop at the beginning of the. ..no, it was last year.
Q. What, ESL?
A. It's the... yeah, because they were in this school, they were referring a lot of children.
Q. Oh, okay. Oh. So you [inaudible]...
A
.
[inaudible] back and forth [inaudible] ...
Q. And you [inaudible] bring on someone like that.
A. Yeah, and they came here and they said that some of the. ..you know, it has to do with the language
[inaudible]. And they were referring children, you know. I mean, it was incredible how [inaudible] the school was.
Q. Yeah, then we'd get more, like you said, bring more people into work with teachers around ESL issues.
I'm talking about English, you know, teachers who don't speak Spanish, but just show them ways, and there are
ways to work with kids who speak Spanish that English teachers can [inaudible].
A Do you know that test that I . . . remember that test, oral language?
Q. Yes.
A. [inaudible].
Q. [inaudible] oral language, yeah.
A. [inaudible], yeah. I would like to, yeah.
Q. The book... you can get the book from Heineman[?], you know. Heineman?
A. Hein...?
Q. I'll write it down. It's Heineman. You can get the book from them.
A. Okay.
Q. With the directions and everything.
A. Okay, so I could get. .
.
Q. Yeah.
A. We're giving the oral language at the beginning of the year, yeah.
Q. Yeah, you can get that book.

A. To see how the words tie in [inaudible], yeah.
Q. Yeah, okay?
A. Okay.
Q. All right. That was a good question. Okay. Any o.. .anything else you want to say about yourself in
terms of a vet, like easy to make changes or barriers to making change? Anything else about that? What makes it
easy or hard for you to change?
A
.
I can' t think of anything.
Q. Okay, okay. This question, again, this question aims at getting your perspective as a vet. How did you
fe. . .how do you feel this study group model, the study group that you participated in, could be improved, if you
look at it, you know? What was it about it that you... that you think could be improved, that could be made better?
Anything else m the model?
A. Maybe a location. Maybe just one location, instead of... yeah, [inaudible] there. And to, you know, for us
to know that a separate place to, you know, to go.
Q. Okay.
A. And those... yeah.
Q. All right, so one location [inaudible] travel, then location. Anything else for improvement of the model?
Anything else that could be improved?
A. Well, I can't [inaudible]...
Q. [inaudible]...
A. [inaudible] anything [inaudible], yeah. Just that, you know, one time here, here, there, and you know,
[inaudible].
Q. Okay, so one location for your travel. Okay. Anything that was not helpful, that was least helpful or not










I cannot think of anything else not helping.
You just liked the whole thing.
Yeah, yeah.
Okay. Sure about that?
Yeah.
Okay.
Sure, I'm. ..I'm not, you know, a lot of [inaudible].
Yeah.
But, no, everything was helpful.
Okay.

A. Every single, you know. I enjoyed [inaudible].
Q. Okay, great. And on my final question, if there were a part two— let's say we're gonna do this next
year— what would you like it to look like? What would. ..what would. ..what would you like it to involve if there
were a part two to this study group? Say we're gonna do this next year, what would you like to see it happen?
A. It's like a sequel.
Q. Yeah, like... yeah. A sequel, like the movies.
A. I would like to refresh my... my, you know, with all the things that I've learned again anyway. It would be
nice, I mean, at the beginning. And...
Q. Is there some. . .would you like to go deeper. . .would you like to go deeper. .
.
A. Deeper... deeper in. ..deeper into, you know, what I, you know, what I know, 'cause sometimes I. ..I have
been. ..maybe I don't know, you know, [inaudible].
Q. Which aspect would you like to go deep. ..is there a partic.can you tell me a little bit more about
the. . . what you' d like to go deeper with?
A. Deeper... in assessing, you know, in assessing the child. In assessment.
Q. Yes, that's what I thought. Not the coding part, but you mean the anal... the... you know how we did the
three levels?
A. Yes.






A. Yeah, I know that.
Q. Okay. Deeper into the analysis. Okay. And. . . and you had questions about the fluency so I' m assuming
that you probably would want to even do more with that, learning more about fluency.
A. Fluency, yes.
Q. The strategies.




Are you having ... are you having a second. .
.
Q. No, I'm gonna busy writing my dissertation...my dissertation, but that's funny because everybody said,
"Are you gonna do another one?" I said, "No." Not any more, but... but in your school, 1 mean, I think you or

Janet could certainly, if there were enough. . . if there were eight people, eight. . .six to eight people, who wanted to
get together with you and Janet to learn, I think you could do it, you know. You. . . you or Janet could really do this,
if you had enough people. And just to learning how to compute, how to. ..how to cut up your [inaudible], you
know, circle [inaudible]. If you had eight people who wanted to be in a study group, write a CLD grant, they give
you money for typing[?]. 1 think you have to meet for twenty hours, and that's how you would do it. Yeah, so it's
something to think about 'cause I really think this school's large enough that you might have eight people who are
interested. Yeah, yeah. So. . . and I certainly. .
.
you or Janet could call me and I'd give you ideas for how you could
structure it and everything, and you and Janet could lead it. And you could run it [inaudible], we have to have a year
for study groups, and, you know, people could have a stipend for coming and they have to put in twenty hours, so...
A. Let's see what happens.
Q. Think about it, yeah, okay. I think...!' m all done. Now at... at the restaurant, I didn't... you left early, sol
do have. . .1 do have three more questions for you.
A. [inaudible].
Q. Because you missed this stuff 'cause you had to leave. Can you defi. . .define professional development,
Margie. How would you define professional development?
A. I guess for me it' s when a person doesn' t know certain things and you develop in a sense. I mean,




you learn, you know.
Q. All right, now, when you say you learn, what does that mean? When you say you are learning, what do
you mean? Tell me what you mean when you say, "I'm learning"? What does that mean when you say that?
A. Well, I was unaware of certain things, and now I am. .
.
Q. Okay.
A. ...kind of learning, you know, [inaudible]. I'm gonna be using this, you know, for my teaching.
Q. Okay.
A. So for me that is...
Q. That' s learning.
A. That' s learning [inaudible]. .
.
Q. [inaudible] you are, that' s learning.
A. That is for myself and...
Q. And there' s something you' re using. .
.
you use it for your teaching. That' s when you' re learning. Okay.
When you have been involved in effective professional development, when professional development's been effective
for you, what. . . what was a part of that? What made it effective for you? 'Cause sometimes it isn' t effective, so
what constitutes effective professional development m your view?
A. Well, when it was a small group like we had, you know, we had a very small group, and it was practically
with you... practically one-on-one because we were that special, you know, everybody had to, you know, come up
with, you know, their own ideas or. . .or. . .or what you were doing, you know, what we were doing. Each and one of
us, you know. It was not on the, you know. And the group usually we didn't have a [inaudible], so you turned to
those people. It's like how when you're teaching. So in this one, I had to work. Every... every person had to work,
every person had to reflect, and you knew yourself by having that knowledge about personal; that paper, reflect, you
know, those reflections, you know. With you, you knew where to [inaudible] like [inaudible], "Oh," [inaudible].

So you could... in a sense it was like a one-on-one, so...
Q. So you liked that.
A. Yeah, yeah.
Q. Yeah, but some people are uncomfortable in small groups. They prefer a small gr... large group where they
can get lost.




... so you' re not, you know.
Q. Good. So you like doing the reflections?
A. Yes.
Q. Yeah. A lot of teachers, they don' t do that a lot, so they' re a litrie uncomfortable writing about what they
think, but I think it' s important. It helps you think about what you' re doing when you can write about it, you
know. Okay. So I'm glad you. ..so you. ..the small group was good. You said the... everybody had to reflect and
the fact that I knew what you were thinking because of your reflection papers. You liked that part.
A. And not only that too, but I acquire a lot of knowledge for the other teachers. .
.
Q. Oh, did you?
A. ...because they are veteran teachers, you know, so, you know, I did. I did get a lot of insight from them.
Q. From the other teachers.
A. From the other teachers.
Q. Can you tell me something you learned from the other teachers? What was one thing that comes to mind
that you really got from them?
A. Sometimes, you know, because we are older teachers, or we have been... sometimes we lose the. ..the
eagerness to learn, so I... I... I said to myself, "Oh, these teachers are, you know, they're with it."
Q. We're older, but...
A. At this time... at this time and our time, you know, we are willing to have, you know, to learn, you know,
to have more knowledge of the subject of reading, you know, so. .
.
Q. 1 liked that you weren' t. .
.
A. [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, and I liked that you weren' t afraid to. .
.
you know, you weren' t afraid to say it, "Well, like, what
about this and. .
.
" Like you said, you. . . you were with it. You were asking questions and...
A. Yeah. And like this usually, you know, and when we reach certain age, you know, you know, teaching,
you tend to think that you know everything. And these teachers, you know, they were so, you know, they were so
fun to work and everything and like. ..and this is what I don't know and this is what I. ..and this was nice [inaudible].

Q. Okay. I'm all done unless you. . . do you have anything that. . . to say to me about anything or I haven'
t
cxjvered?
A. Well, thank you for this training.
Q. Well, you're quite welcome. 1' m glad that Janet got, as 1 said, 1 have to find her so 1 can thank her because
1 thoroughly enjoyed you. 1 always thought... 1 think... I'm gonna turn this off now.
[Tape ends.]




















Where did you attend undergraduate school and graduate school, what was
your major and what year did you graduate ?
I attended Suffolk University earned a BA for k-12 and graduated In 1976
I also attended Suffolk for graduate school and earned a Masters in Reading
k-12 graduating in 1979
Describe your education as an undergraduate
student tchg in Watertown, 5th grade 9 weeks, nrioi:Qjgys5hologyclassesJt3ap
^€Ui£3tim^once a week field work sophomore to seniorTr^^g^JT^n^eory
and Jtbe a^ects^fj^ching, more on how to deal w/eduTSationally clFlStlenging
and gifte^hildren
Describe your graduate education
classes in developmental rdg.had to make 100 games, keep a journal of what/,
was happening in the classroom, several required courses, had to develop a ^
rdg program for different levels, professor visited 3x, professor had high /p
standards 'J
What have you learned about the teaching of reading since your
undergrad/graduate years ? .
, wanted to teach rdg^becausej'ou can make a difference wia child, coy^^ i v
^ made me aware that there is more than one way to teach reading, use'^erent
ayenues. ^DrJ-^openedjny eyes to helping children succeed in rdg by being
positive^Bbut your approach, understanding frustration
Say more about that
if a child knows rug, t^ach him how to spell rnrnmHu^ J
notifiatchffigTdg level w/gracie,~need to look more at interest of child to getjhei
motivated, w/eighth gradersused magazines in cjass
in sixth grade! used4he neyitspaper, asked students to read one section you'd
normally read, one section you wouldn't normally read.then they'd tell me waht
they'd read and why, neej^jQ^exppse themje^juot arouiid4^^ i ^^>
What do you know now that you didn't*as~a novicelelSher i"^ fjf.f.W'-
ipsh^. Evej;ything^esQXj2^^ listening to other teachers to
^frndfout whafworT?sand*what^^^ rdg books, worksheets whole group yt
Ihgn graft^eyel text for al^l doesnlUvprk, use interactivej^tifig^encouraglng---
—
~\ |'' ^
'fiieann^oundsTibwrr^anti^leaiT^ like the kfds. It's okSiy not to know
everything, knowing when children are going to shut down, want children to feel
comfortable, use-peersjQ.tiel£jc}lildren wh^n I've ttied to teach something
Has your teacfiing of reading changed ?
I look at children as individuals, test scores don't matter alot aand I don't listen
to teachers in prior grade, I look at behavior to see if ch is ready to read, if a ch !
is rolling around, I move my attention to children who are attending because it's
the child's job to learn
Wfien ^dyo'u change ? ,
'
moved from^Sth gradeto kindergarten One, I got a book and just taught it i^











CK^ w/a childj prJrKiip^















out". In Kiwhen Ij:ead a story, their eyeslit up, there were oral language
concernCgr^WmotBrdWefopmentwas oifferent, I gave books to children as
V gitts^jhJQved th|n;^
As yoiftninK^6&Jt your work over the years, who or what has made it easy for
you to change ? -^
give respect to get respect, it's about rrianking
allowed me to make a grade level^ange
Who or what has not been helpful
iT|p)|ariaig ^ccessibilitv. putting out too many boo
sometimes you don't know wTiafryuii ly lu Work; requ[rgments re: products. J^ |^
,
systemmarjclates. I want thachild's best vfir5gy§ f^ '^g^liTyr out T^ ,j1V
produ^S^^Tm taking more tirrie'to geftlie best out of the child slowirig the pace • ^
of instruction as determined by the child. I thipk allch need phonics, sight wori
and back£rourid to build foundation
'"'
- •'- - -
|
If you were receiving an award as Educator of the Year, and had to write
our introduction to an audience of 1000 people, what would you say ?
A teacjjer'sjob isJ©-nTj9ich«i«ds, open eyes and be a^ood listener, enjoy whatj.
you're doTrigand appre.ciating,what people are givin^ou --tiTeir'child for the.. \'
year _^,-' -^^
"""' ..---_.. - -- ^
What is your definition of reading ?
yR^a^ng is^words |iad,,§yTnbols that whein you put them together, they h^ you '
v-^ understand whatJ§am]Q|,can bjingtd^ypLi^^^^^ ' "^
Did you always define it that way ? " , ,
-.«—-<-»-
yes, reading was a growing process - '\ >
Define assessment and describe the ways you assess and keep track of
student's progress in your classroom
assessrneritls ongoingJboking atjirLin^jdua[Jt»e^ otjservatiop and
lisfeni^-different avehtles to see what chOcn<nows ma'^Seyou missed"" _.j'!
somithing and to get to them before they've missed it altogether, tchr needsto
find_out_step^toat2& beeBt«aissed before-x:^ goes on to n^, step, lo^o|^:^
observation, post-its, give ch a card to re^tevfawprd^tjend of d^^^kg.
conneotfiSIto find another way in, look^jcJiggpers, talk to parents if there's a
problem w/homework, edijcating a. parent ^ ,>-**,.-»-«-
In what way has it changed i^Shy ? Why?
yes, it has changed back then I'd finish a book push.alljkids on,now I look and ''
group ch by levels differently, sometimes by interest boys like motorcycles, girls
like Madeleine books, changing levejs is decided by lots of observation or ch
giving correct answers and you know it's too easy
any specific instruments that you use . . _,.
Observatioa^urvey, HRSW and beiiichmark Catch Me ^ * ; . .
Why are you partid^atingfn' this research project ? ' ' " |l
t^learnlhatjG^ggrJeacters are^ood^reg^ How am I \
JngllftEQiT^'gTC^^eople^ -fwant the opportunity \'
tp^arSfbecau^e itTs a prgce§^ oragirrg thafs^contijiual and your mind is open
to Tow ideas, there's an outside wbrtd
"
- ,.^'-'"'-













*N4AJ: What are you thinking about reading instruction as a result
of your involvement in this study group and what 1 mean by that CK is what are you thinking now that you didn't
think before your involvement. A now and a then kind of thinking, not what you are doing, what you are thinking.
CK: I am thinking a little bit more in depth review of each child and seeing a different approach to learning. 1 am
taking groups not at the same level, but needing the same strengths and weaknesses and going from there. 1 am
taking them as individuals, but also not saying you are in Group 1 forever. You have to do different, you know there
are some children that need more things than others and also if I know someone is really strong on something, if
you have gone over it, one of the other children 1 will do peer tutoring. You know, they will work together
becomes sometimes if I say' something and its reinforced by another child a different way, but that helps. The
children love one on one with me for 20 minutes and right now, probably at the end of the day, the last half an hour
of the day, I try to drop everything and read. What I will do is 1 have the luxury of coming in here and taking one
child at a time and just going over because we have January assessments which need to be done and that time is
when 1 do it. The kids, first thing in the morning, test me today, am 1 the one, you know and to them it is special,
just having 10 minutes one on one with the teacher. I feel better with the kids, I feel that I more background of
what they can do and what they can't do and different approaches.
*MAJ: OK, what are you thinking about the two students that you chose, your focal students, what are you
thinking about them as learners. What do find more now, that maybe you didn't know before, because of your
involvement m this study, do you talk more particularly about what you are learning about those two children?
CK: Javon is flying, he is doing a very nice job and he was one I was very concerned about this year. Jonathan is
a young man, who is very nice and 1 found out from my own, that 1 was giving the answer and not just giving him,
I was giving him the answer when he like looked at me with those brown eyes, and 1 would be like alright, the
answer the word is, and now he is using a lot more word attack skills and he will say, well I see that word in there, I
don't know the whole word but I know part of it, so we go from there, we go from what he does know and we extend
on that.
*MAJ: OK, alright. That's Javon?
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CK: This is Jonathan.
*MAJ: Jonathan OK.
CK: Javon is incredible.
*MAJ: Tell me the things he is doing?
CK: He is doing a lot more, I am working right now with comprehension and fluency with him, because those are
the two areas that he really, he is doing well with the word attack skills and I just want to make sure he is not
reading just to say oh the word is and that is what I am doing. 1 am rotating him.
*N4AJ: Ok.
CK: And that is what I am doing, I am rotating him. OK, tell me rather than before I would say, you know write
your favorite part of this story I am saying tell me about it in your own words rather than taking one page and

writing that page and illustrating it, I am saying in your own words tell me what the whole story was about, it was
not that difficult for him to do. He said this is my work, rather than saying I am just copying from the book onto a
paper. In that way he is taking ownership and possession. This is a child that we were looking at reading recovery
from this year and on the first day that I tested him, I said, don't waste your time, he is doing great. Over the
Summer he has grown up alot and he has been here since he was three in this building, so we have seen him grow
up. He is really a good child. Attitude is something we need to deal with, but that is more or less a different issue.
*MAJ: But you find yourself focusing now more on comprehension and understanding from him?
CK: Right.
*N4AJ: From him, internally, like you said having him tell you.
CK: Tell me what is going on.
*MAJ: Yea, OK.
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CK: And writing it down in his own words so that he can say, well I don't know this word and I will .say there are
other resources around the room. He goes well, the other day he said the word, I am not even sure, is this how you
spell it, and I said yes. I said it wasn't the way its spelled, but the book says differently from what I wrote, so 1 said
well let's go over it, let's tell me what the book said. Then he said well there is a letter in there I just didn't put in
and I said it belongs in there. So now he himself is correcting himself, because he is saying that doesn't look the
same as it does in the book, but I know it is the word. So, what he is saying, is wait a minute, come over here,
you told me. And I said, yes, that is great, those are the words the sounds you here and he said, yea but there are
some letters and 1 said those are quiet letters. Now that to me is good, it is neat that he himself is saying, wait a
minute, he is correcting himself.
*MAJ: Uh, huh, that is great.
CK: So he has the power to do that now and I think that before I would not have given him the opportunity, I
would have just said this is how you spell it.
*MA.T: Good, that is great then, CK. What do you think about the running record?
CK: It takes a lot of information, it is very quick and if you have a concern about a child, take five minutes to do it
and you also can see what you have taught, whether or not it has come through in a different approach, sometimes
some of the children do not test well, but if you do a running rec with them, it depends on how you do it, I am so
tempted to give information and I don't do it. I was watching one being done by one of the teachers here in this
classroom and it was funny because she was trying to get the too difficult level for the child and the first time. This
is about where the child should be, but I am not 100% she goes watch this. The first time she gave the introduction
to the story and the pictures. I said I believe this should be too hard for her. So the next time she said here is the
same level book, but 1 am not going to give out any background information or anything and just give the child the
book and that is more or less, wait a minute if the child gets a little extra background information they may be able
to get through it that way. So this time, I said I believe that, and it was a child we were looking to put into reading




CK: I said I would like her to go to your program, for no other reason than she really progressed so quickly and so
well, I want to see how much farther we can put here and so both teachers are delighted that she was chosen for the
program.

*MAJ: Great, great. Now you talked a bit about this, how you have changed your instructional practice, for
example not telling a child and letting them figure it out as a result of the use of the running record and by saying
this you are also saying to me that you are using sort of a wider range of teaching strategies. Could you talk more
about that, are there any other things that you are doing differently in terms of your strategies, because of the use of
the running records, I know you are not telling them, but having them figure things out from what they know to
what they don't know. Are there any other strategies that you might be using or things you are doing differently?
CK: Well.
*MAJ: Anything else you can think of?
CK: We are starting truthfully the Elle Program is starting in this building, but it is in the very early stages, so
every once in a while 1 will be doing the writing as a group. What I have also been doing, which has given me a lot
of information, is part of the one way program where I am doing a sentence probably three days a week and I am
asking them to hear recorded sounds. 1 am asking them 3 days a week to do that, just one sentence it might take
them 5 minutes to do, but I am getting so much information out of that, just as a group I do it and the children
really get excited because they are going, wait a minute she is not asking us to spell it, what we hear and that gives
me a lot of information. They hear it and they say, yea but it is spelled differently. Then we go into silent letters
and how some letters when they are together with another one make a different .sound, um.
*MAJ: That is working, what you are doing, that is coming out of the Elle Program or do you think it is your
work with the running..
CK; I haven't really had too much expo,sure to the Elle program.
*MAJ: Is it coming out of your work with the miming record would you say?
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CK: Coming out of my work with the running record, becau.se I want to it is just another approach to get more
information about what the children know. 1 am looking at them as individuals, rather than looking at them as this
group, where when I first started teaching a zillion years ago, it was like everyone was reading the exact same page
and the exact same basal, right now with one of my groups, I completely took away the reading books we had and
are just using the short stories that the children are doing. I have probably spent three days on it and the kids,
everyday 1 will bring out another aspect of the book, either endings or punctuation, what the children need. 1 want
them on fluency, 1 want them to be able, I am bad because 1 will say to the children if they are reading word by
word, 1 am like (snoring sound). They will say, what does that mean.
*MAJ: (Laughing).
CK; What are you reading and they are going da. 1 will .say what are you reading and they are saying wait a minute.
But when they hear me snoring, they say alright I think we better, the kids love it, they know. It is just for them,
so school is not the worst place and learning can go on and you can enjoy it. They are little ones.
*MAJ: Ok, that is really great. Ok, think about your work over this past year in a study group with the teachers,
what has been easy for you as you have sort of made some of these changes you have talked about. What has made
it easy for you to change?
CK: I think as a first grade teacher you can get very overwhelmed very quickly.
*MAJ: Uh, huh.
CK; We are all more or less in the same boat, so like this is normal, everyone has the same feelings once in a
while. We want to make sure that the children are doing there best work and different approaches and it was
wonderful the other day one of the ladies said to me. More or less we were just talking from the parking lot and 1
said this child is driving me insane. She said all you do is have him right in front of you and a little tap on the head

doesn't hurt. The child says like they can't if they are right in front of me and it has made my hair not go as gray
you know having that child in front of me because he is getting attention anyway he could and if he was far av\a\
from me he was out of my reach and he felt he was in his own Uttle world and if he is that clase to me there would
be no way. ..at one point I am saying I don't want him
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that close to me, because literally, I said, but I think he feels that OK she is going to be checking on me all the time
because I am right there.
*MAJ: So sharing ideas?
CK: Yea its great.
*MAJ: Your study group, I am glad that you mentioned someone in the study group was able to share ideas.
Anything else, is there anything else that has made it easy for you to do this new thing?
CK: I think the testing has made it easier to teach because I know what I am teaching for. I know which children
have what individuals, maybe one child needs work on something. It does not mean that the whole class needs it, so
I can spend five minutes with that child and go over it that way. I can find there is so much here, that sometimes
you can get overwhelmed and you are saying OK what am I going to use for this child and one of my children who
is really struggling reading I will bnng him in and I will show him the level of books that are his level and one
below, and I said which one would you like to chose.
*MAJ: Uh, huh.
CK: I said which one is interesting to you?
*MAJ: Uh, huh.
CK: Which the children really feel like oh wait a minute, my opinion counts and that to me is saying that they are
going to do a better job of it.
*MAJ: Ok.
CK: Or they want to, they want to impress and they want to please at this age, so what I do is give them every
opportunity to succeed.
*MAJ: That is great, OK. That is great that the environment here is such that you can come in and find a book that
after you determine their needs, that you actually have a place in this school, that you could find books which meet
his needs. That is great. Anything else that you feel has been helpful
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CK: Urn, just I know that next year with the Elle program there is a lot of testing and I think that this year it gave
me a really nice introduction you know and the questioning from all the teachers made me feel like hey wait a
minute, it is Ok to ask because you are not going to get it if you don'r ask you will still be wondering. Why don't
you get the answer if you can. There are a lot of teachers who are at the same level as I am and it is nice to meet
people.
*MAJ: Great. What has been challenging or not helpful in this whole process?
CK: Um..
*MAJ: Be perfectly honest now.

CK: Be perfectly honest.
*MAJ: Yea, what has not been helpful?
CK: Sometimes in the afternoon, trying to get there it's you icnow. I think it is everything. 1 think doing your job,
trying to have a life and doing everything else. But I know to get there it is hard, but when I leave there I feel that I
am glad I went.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
CK: Um, becau.se I am learning. I will do anything for me to learn. 1 will give and it was funny because they were
saying how do you know how to do running records. I said I have gone to a couple of workshops and they would
say you weren't told that you had to go. So I said, no, but if it is something that I know I am going to need, why
don't I get an introduction to it and find out what it is about. And if you shut off the brain from teaming I have no
right to do that if I am teaching.
*MAJ: Ok. You just said something I want to follow up on. You said you were learning, getting something you
need. Is that how you define learning? When you say 1 am learning, is that What would be your defimtion of
learning, or is that is that your definition of learning?
CK: Definition of learning is..
*MAJ: You said you were getting something that you were going to need, so is that how you define learning?
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CK: I always think that I am going to need that eventually and why not get exposed to everything and then you go
from there and see which ones work. Not everything is going to work for each child.
*MAJ: Right.
CK: And you need different modes of techniques and 1 will use anything that works and somethings are not going to
work and if it doesn't work it may work for the next child.
*MAJ: Um, hm.
CK: It is not going to work for everyone so you need to be exposed to everything and see what is going to work.
*MAJ: Ok, anything else that has not been helpful or challenging either directly involved with the study group or in
terms of here where you work. Anything which has not been challenging since you started this project, which has
been challenging or not helpful?
CK: Um, it really hasn't been challenging because what it does is just making you think a little bit more in depth of
why I am doing what 1 am doing. And 1 think it is just making me take the time to say, OK, these children are
human beings that need a little TLC, they ne«d to be taught and not everything is going to work. So, the testing
tells me what they know, what we can work on and what they miss completely. Some children were up top have
missed something completely and if you don't have that pocket, you can't go from there and there are some kids that
lose out because they fall through the cracks. 1 don't want my children to feel that, 1 don't want them leaving here
unless I am comfortable that they are ready for 2nd grade. I don't want them feeling like something has been
missing and somedays you may go home and say Ok, 1 have to try a different approach because that didn't work and
if it didn't work, 1 have to think about why it didn't work and maybe it is just the whole group of children that day
that yesterday I had to put down mats, because you knew the kids that watched the Superbowl game and I said if you
are going to be cranky go on the mats and in 1/2 hour 4-5 kids took me up on the offer. If you are going to be
cranky you need your rest.
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*MAJ: Yea, yea, OK. Um, you mentioned challenge and you mentioned a little bit about why you do what you do
and 1 found that challenging to. When you are made to think about why you do what you do, there is a level of
discomfort there almost because you are thinking more about why it is and it does kind of throw you off balance a
bit. So it is interesting because 1 felt the same way when I was going through training. Ok, define reading, again
thinking about all that you have done this year, define reading?
CK: Reading is a process where you put together letters and words to make sense and the purpose is for you to get
more comfortable with who you are and what you know and to grow. You need reading for everything you do and
when you see a child all of a sudden one day not reading, but just saying letters without understanding that they go
together and all of a sudden the parents are saying wait a minute my child is going around the grocery store. I had a
child who was on Level A until December and right now she is on Level G and this is from Christmas vacation to
January and I am saying let's do a little bit and let me see where you are today. Then 1 said where did this come
from. And the mother is going 1 can't stand it she will not go to bed without a book and 1 said then send her to bed
about 20 minutes earlier than you have been doing. They go from molding them into their mind is working and
everything is starting to gel together and the letters and sounds make sense there is a reason for them and they find
out what the reason is.
*MAJ: Ok, great. Define assessment?
CK: Assessment is a tool to find out where a child is at, what a child needs and what you don't need to teach that
child because it is already instilled in them. Um, it is, there are different types, but a quick one is very helpful,
because if you have taught something to see if the approach is correct or you need to do a different style for that
child. It depends on the child it depends on how comfortable the child is with the tester to get their best work and
some children are morning testers and some children are.., it depends on the child it dep)ends on what is going on
with the child outside of children has such an effect on what is happening on there. That is why I had to take out
mats yesterday, because their parents are not going to say you have to go to bed, the children are not smart enough
to know, so what 1 need to do is take those children and say Ok, 1 understand we are not going to have a problem
today and you are in control, right now, yourself, you need to get together and you know what you need to do and for
a child to say, yea, I am really tired, 1 am like you don't have to tell me 1 can see your face, see you later, talk to me
in 20 minutes and they wake up and they are bright and ready to learn again.
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*MAJ: Ok, again think about this year, would you say that your assessment has changed and you talked somewhat
about it, did you want to say anything more about how your assessment has changed?
CK: Um, I had never done running records, I knew about them, but had never done them until this year and 1 did
them all the time now. 1 would say at least once a month I would see a child one on one for 5 minutes and it makes
them feel fabulous, it really does.
*MAJ: And when you take those, the information, tell me more about how you are using the information?
CK: Um, say a child is missing all the endings, so your child is missing the Ok I don't know that word, but if they
miss it 5 times through it is like the word is there and I know I have to start working on the blends and things on
that idea. If it is one word that they miss 7 times, I will say Ok, this is the word there, this is how to get to the
word there and then we will go like where and you know the other words which may end, make sure it is instilled in
them, but if there is a lot of, 1 want to get them to the point where they can read every word without a problem. So
then we work on fluency, understanding, and what was the story about. Ok, a cat, so tell me.
*MAJ: Ok, how is this different from before for you, so now talk about your teaching prior to September, prior to
what you just told me about and what you are doing now, how is it different, what did you do back then.




CK: And now I am changing them all the time because they all have different needs and the group needs one thing
more than another I will work with those children maybe for 5-7 minutes.
*MAJ: That is very different.
CK: Yea, it is neat. It is neat because I can see the kids coming a long way, when 1 first started the sentences in the
morning, those children may have put down one letter for a word, but now you are seeing, oh wait a mmute they get




CK: This is where I am using a lot of different things and I think 1 am getting so much out of the first five minutes,
with the writing of one sentence. 1 am not asking for everything, 1 am just asking, because that information and at
one point the children would be like I don't know that word so bag it I am not going to do anything more and I'm
like you are getting a point for every single sound that you are writing down, that you hear and they will say it is
not spelled right, and 1 will say I am asking you to hear it, tell me what you hear and if 1 have a child and 1 am
saying, gee, nurse go check his hearing, because he is hearing a lot different.
*MAJ; That is great testing, that is really great. Ok, um, how is what you are learning been used with other
children. 1 think what you are saying is that you are doing, not just those two focals.
CK: No everyone, the whole class.
*MAJ: Yea, so you are doing running records on everybody?
CK: Everyone.
*MAJ: Ok, so that is pretty much what you have done. Um, then you already told me that something you learned
from a study group in college you use with other children. For example the child who sat in the back got in trouble
and now you have him in the front. So you have answered some of these questions already. Anything else that you
may have learned from a colleague that you use with other children comes to mind?
CK: You know the colleagues give you things they may not think is important just in talking, one of the girls had
a book the other day and I really, 1 was looking at the book, it was My Aunt, Level 5, you know and I know Level
3 of that book was the beginning of second grade and 1 am thinking Oh you are doing this with a first grader, but she
is like I knew it was too difficult and I was like phew, 1 guess I am not as far off as I think I am. It was just saying
to me that what I am doing I feel comfortable for to myself and the only one I have to answer to is me and I am
saying 1 want the best for these kids and I know that they are going to second grade and 1 know that I am going to be
very comfortable with every child 1 send on and if 1 am not, and I have had parents in here and 1 said you need to
work with your child and I am saying, 10 minutes a day, just reading.
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*MAJ: Is that a problem, is that the problem, do most parents do that and do you think that this impacts what
children do with you, I mean how much are parents listening?
CK: Um, I can see the children who are really progressing beautifully, they are really forcing their parents. I am
more or less, when working with the small books here, 1 will make a copy of the book that 1 am working on that
week with the child and send it home with them and write a note saying this is what we are working on. Please take
the time to listen to your child.
*MAJ: Do most parents of the 25, how many do you have?

CK: 23.
*MAJ: What would be the percentage of parents who really follow up on what you ask? What would you say?
CK: I would say more than half, because right now the teacher in has four of my children, because they are children
who could really use TLC and she spends an hour with them, with both groups.
*MAJ: And that is helpful?
CK: It is very helpful for the children because some of them have left here because they have done so well with her
and don't need the TLC. Um, but I maybe working with small groups maybe 8-10 minutes at the most and then
they are going back and doing other thmgs and then I am taking different groups. At one point, the children are
working with sight words, some of them are still working with those, where they have to write sentences. You are
working with reading and writing because they have to write some sentences and then their partner has to read the
sentences that they wrote and figure out whether or not that looks right, does it sound nght, did you remember to
make a capital letter and the kids will say that to each other, wait a minute I did not do a capital letter and I am like
how do you know and they will say because she told me and I will say are you supposed to, yes. Yesterday I went
over consonants, vowels I go over all the time with the children and one of the custodians came in and he goes is
that a consonant or a vowel and he said what are those, I am like, alright, so, OK I am coming in here and starting
to teach.. .On some days it could be a Monday morning where Monday mornings are tough, because these children,
maybe for the whole weekend have just, Mondays are just tough because they are coming back from no type of a
structure to all of a sudden coming in to structure and you don't know what goes on.
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*MAJ: And you really can't control that.
CK: No, and that is why I put them on mats, like yesterday, and I had no problem because I felt comfortable saying
alright, they are not going to be learning unless they are awake and if they are going to be tired the whole time, what
will go into their heads?
*MAJ: OK, one more question.
CK: Sure.
*MAJ: And then you may have comments on things I haven't covered that you might want to sure, but the last
question would be to what extent does the study group model fit your professional development needs as a veteran
educator? The whole model of the study group.
CK: It is getting me prepared for the Elle program, which is coming into this building next year. We are going to
be trained for 45-50 hours. It is preparing me to feel comfortable, so that next year when 1 have to go in full force, I
am not going to be frightened. It is not what this has done is gotten me comfortable with testing. Getting me
comfortable to say no you are not, you are doing a good job, and I am saying this to myself, if you are not doing a
good job then I should not be teaching, let someone else do a better job.
*MAJ: Um, hm.
CK: And I am saying well I have gotten through to some kids and if you can get through to some children, then the
others, you may never get through to, but maybe next year's teacher might.
*MAJ: Um, hm.
CK: But you also can not let them feel that they have not succeeded as a student. You need for them to., it's funny,
because when I do the running records they watch me doing the checks, and I will say you go over there and talk
louder, you know and they say we want to see how many checks we get and 1 said no you don't, 1 need to know and
they will say oh. Ok, because they are more interested in this then what they are doing. So I am saying I am




CK: At one point I would take in a recorder, but then I would say no that is not going to tell me after I take a look
at it how they are looking at the words and how their behavior, their reading approach what they are doing, if they
are looking at a picture, that is not going to tell me when I. ..there has to be a happy medium, the kids are good kids,
they really are. They want to learn, they want to please at this age, so you do what you can in the end.
*MAJ: So in terms of the study group model, you are saying that you are getting reading for the Elle program,
anything else that the model itself, the study group model supports or fits in terms of your needs as a professional
learner?
CK: It makes me more comfortable in what I am doing. It makes me more comfortable in saying it is Ok to
question it, but find out why you are questioning it.
*MAJ: Do you see this different from other ways you have learned. If you would list distinctions between forms
you have learned in the past and the study group model, are there some differences here for you?
CK: In the study group our opinion counts and a lot of different types of professional development you just sit there
and listen to it. This time, it is hands on and you have to do it.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
CK: Um, and you get feedback.
*MAJ: And that is Ok with you?
CK: Yea, yea, it is better because you are getting feedback and sometimes someone will tell you some way
differently to do it, so that it was a mcer way, a nicer approach.
*MAJ: Hm, hm. Your giving it a shot.
CK: Yea, hm, mm. You are going to learn every, you know I just hope that you learn one thing and then the next
year its oh, well that is thrown away.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
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CK: No, I will never throw this away.
*MAJ: Oh, good that is good to hear. I am glad to hear that.
CK: It works. It gives me information, even if they say it doesn't for me, I am very comfortable with this approach
of assessment, very quick and it gives you a lot of information and it tells you where to go from there.
*MAJ: Hm, mm. Well that is good to hear, that is nice. And I didn't twist your arm to say that.
CK: Oh, no, no, no, it is wonderful.
*MAJ: Ok, I am all done, unless you have comments or anything I haven't covered.
CK: No.
*MAJ: That you would want to share with me.
CK: No, just where are we doing the March meeting.
*MAJ: Well, as a matter of fact 1 am going over to um...

Transcript of Tape-recorded Interview - CKCBOO
Q. Okay, talicing with CK. And here are the questions, and there are a few of them. I want to. . . of course, at
the end if you have anything else you want to add, you feel free to do that. Okay. What are you thinking about
literacy now that you weren't thinking about in September? Just sort of what you're thinking about m literacy.
A. Okay. What I'm thinking about is how convenient running records have become, because you can easily do
a quick survey of any child and get a lot of information in a very short period of time. Some children do not need
them as frequently, and what it more or less is just finds out their level, sees if what you have taught has come
through in different aspects of word attack skills or how they can use what you have taught them to go up to
increase their progress to their reading level. I also found that children. . . I'm giving more children independent
reading where if you finish your assignment, you know what books are available, and they know... at this point, I do
not have to say to them. They will go over and say, 'This book's too hard for me." They know, without me
leveling the book saying... they 'II look at one page and say, "All right. I don't want to even try." And I'm like,
"Okay, you don't have to try," if it's for pleasure. But if it's for reading group itself... and they all want to impress
each other when I take the guided reading groups now, and they all want to be above... to the next level up. So they
push themselves now.
Q. Okay. Why. ..why do you think it is that they know which book to choose now, when they. ..when they're
on their own reading? What have you done? Where did that come from that they... they know when a book is too
hard? How. . .how did that happen?
A. Because they... they'll look at one page and if they don't know three words, they're saying, 'tDkay, wait a
minute." If it's for pleasure, they don't have to struggle and I've told them that. I said, 'These books are going to
be available to you 'til the end of the year, so if there's a book they really want to work on, you can come to me."
At 2: 15, 1 stop everything, and they have. . . drop everything and read at 2 o'clock, I usually stop. 2: 15, a child can
come up to me with a book and say, "Can I read to you today?" And if it's a book they want to read but they're not
up to that level, then we go over the book. "All right, what does it look like, begin the sounds, what do you hear?"
And I don't want to pull it apart tiecause I want them to enjoy it.
Q. Okay.
A. What they. ..they themselves look at a story and then if they don't know three words on the page, they say,
"All right. That's too tough. I'll work with Miss Kelly[?] on that book later." So they feel that they want to be
able to enjoy the book rather than. . .and they open up to the middle of the book, and I have a lot of the, like, 16-page
[inaudible] group books, and the little Harcourt Brace[?] books, you know, that series with like a hundred short story
books. You know, so it's not a long story they're reading, and they're not allowed to get out of their seat, but they
can change with their next-door neighbor.
Q. Oh, okay, okay.
A. So, you know, at that point of the day, it's like quiet time before they're resting[?], and at that point, I just
also want to get my thoughts for the day and say, "All right. This worked today. This didn't work today. Let me
see what I'm gonna do tomorrow differently," because I always have to come in. . .at the end of the day, I just want to
just not be like trying to run through it if some of these... to talk to me at the end of the day, and a lot of times




... you know, "Hi, how are you?"
Q. Okay. So they are reading more and they are able to select, you know, books that are easy or hard. Is there
anything else, in terms of literacy, that you. ..that you're thinking about now? Not necessarily doing, but that
you're thinking. Let's say a year ago, what you weren't thinking about that you're thinking about today.

A. Well, a year ago...
Q. This is regards to literacy.
A. Okay. A year ago, regarding literacy, in this building we chose to take the Ellie[?] model, and next year
we're going to be going with Gangbusters[?]. Only this year was an experimental year. You did whatever parts you
felt like doing. So we've done a lot of shared writing and shared reading in the classroom. What I've used is the
observational survey testing that we did to get the information from the cap of . . . a lot of them needed work on
punctuation, so that's what...my kids know their punctuation, 1 will tell you. But then I will choose books to work
on a different. . .1 will choose a big book, and before 1 would use a big book for one day. But now I'm using it for
pleasure for the first day, then I'm getting one... one or two different aspects out of it, such as maybe one is
putting... taking off the E and adding 1-N-G, [inaudible] the book. Punctuation is heavy duty. I'm not saying to the
kids subject and predicate, but who is the person, what are they doing. Because I'm saying. . .if I give them the
words subject and predicate at this point, 1 said, that's for later on for what they need to know. All right, "What are
those people doing? What's happening?" And so I'm saying, "Oh, that's what we call an action word."
Q. Okay.
A. "What are they doing?" I'm using the big books in a different way for more than just pleasure, and my
guys are going over to them all the time now.
Q. Great.
A. And the librarian, she loves it because at the end of. . . she reads for twenty-five minutes and at the end, the
kids take the book and say, "All right. We're reading to you today." And she sits back and listens.
Q. Okay, that's great. Now, let's talk about your focal students— the little one I just saw or, you know,
actually you chose two of them and you... you chose two, but then you kind of narrowed it down to one. Is that
what happened?
A. Yes.
Q. So let's just talk about that one you narrowed it down to. What are you thinking about that student as a
literacy learner now that you weren't thinking about in September? Again, just over time how you've thought
about him in September, and then how you... how your thinking has changed in terms of how you think about him
as a learner today.
A. Okay. At the beginning of the year, I believed he was at risk because of his reading skills were so
[inaudible] he had been through for two years. So my concern. . .my concern at that point was that 1 felt that he had
been... there was enough exposure for this child, and something wasn't happening. And my concern was he was still
being very babyish so I didn't know whether or not he was ready for first grade, but then I realized with the speech
and everything. When I did the first nmning record for my case study, and I found out myself, I was giving him... he
was looking to me for too much information. He would just wait there and look cute, and I would. . . He had waited
long enough. So 1 realized when I was doing and saying, "Wait a second. This guy is being slick here. He's
getting, you know..." So I'm saying, "All right. Let him try it on his own." And the first time he really was not
willing to even attempt. Then the next time he goes, "Well, I know what the..." "Give me the beginning sound.
Give me the end sound." But he'd seen that one. And he's like... and he felt good about himself and he's saying,
saying, "Wait a minute. I didn't know that word yesterday." I said, 'It's all right." I said, "Do you know
[inaudible]?" He goes, "Yeah." I said, 'XDkay, try two more and see if you still know the word." You know. But
he said, "Wait a minute. Miss Kelly, I can do this." And the waiting period was probably forty-five seconds. Now
it's down to probably ten to fifteen seconds, and you think that, 'Tm not gonna give you the word," and all of a
sudden the word comes out of nowhere. And I'm like saying, "Okay, this guy has his thinking happening." And
he. ..because he will stop me and say, 'That doesn't make sense." I'll say, "Okay." And here's a little boy that
didn't know the word beach. And 1 said, "Oh, you've been to the beach." And he goes, "No." To me that...
Q. [inaudible], yeah.

A. And to me that, you know, to me that.. .but he's this. ..the nicest. ..he wants to please. So.. .and he loves
TLC. Tender loving... So what you do is you just... and he loves to go home with a nice note. Loves to get
praise. So he just wants to please you, so he will try. And you see him getting frustrated, but the frustration's
[inaudible] before. And he before he would be playing around because he didn't think he could do the work. So all
of a sudden, he's focusing more on the work rather than the kids around. .. he's not as easily distracted. Which is
nice.
Q. Yeah, that's very nice.
A. Yeah.
Q. Which is great.
A. He's growing up. I mean, yeah.
Q. All right, so he was a bad risk. It sounds like you're giving more wait[?] time. You're letting him work at
it, versus just telhng him. ..which is what you're.. .I'm trying to get.. .get a before and after...
A. Yeah.
Q. ...picture of you. And he's using meaning more as a result of... I'm assuming as a result of your language
to him when he is in ... was in trouble.
A. Yeah.
Q. He's using [inaudible]...
A. 'Cause that makes sense.
Q. Okay, okay.
A. You know.
Q. Great. Anything else that comes to mind about him, before. . . sort of a before and now picture, 'cause
you've pretty well... that... that's nice. Kind of the portrait you painted was very nice when the changes. Anything
else? Anything about him and any changes over time?
A. I think he's more comfortable with his reading now, so he's not afraid to... I think at the beginning he was
afraid that he was gonna make a mistake and someone was going to make fun of him. I think he still has a little
issue himself with his speech, where he... it's hard to listen to him read because you have to really listen hard. And
he's working on it. Yeah.
Q. Yeah. Well, he's a typical kid. I noticed when I was listening to him that structurally, you know, kind of
leads him. I mean, he looked it out or, I think, at some point he said an out [inaudible] to open, and then he... he
caught himself. But I think structure. . .a lot of our African/American children there's structure, you know, that
structure gets in there and they'll say things that are not grammatically correct, but that's just the way they talk. So
even though we know opened is where he's saying open. Well, he knows the window was open— that the meaning
is there.
A. Yeah.
Q. But the structure piece. So, I mean, that'll... in time, that generally...
A. Yeah.

Q. ... works itself out. Okay. Suppose I were a veteran teacher who had never heard of or used the running
record. What would you tell me about its use in the classroom?
A. The running record is a very, very quick, wonderful assessment where you can pinpoint where a child is at a
starting point; what's too easy for the child; what's too hard for the child; the frustration level; and it also gives you
the opportunity to work one-on-one with the child for a few minutes and get a lot of information that. . . it tells you a
lot about a child.
Q. Okay. Can you be even more specific? Can you tell me what it tells you about a child? You said that it's
too easy or too hard. 1 understand that.
A. Okay.
Q. Pinpoints children where they start. Can you tell me a bit more about the pinpointing and what it tells
you?
A. It tells you their strengths, and it tells you what they need to work on, and it also tells you what they have
no clue about. And it also tells you if they have any word attack skills, and a starting pomt for where... so you can
start teaching the child. It also tells you... because usually I allow a child to pick the running record. I will tell
them what level, and they can pick the book they'd like to read to me.
Q. Okay. You give the child the level. Okay, because you know the level.
A. I will tell them, "All right, go to level E. Get me a book that you think you'd like to read."
Q. Okay.
A. And so they. ..I give them a choice of the material. If it's something that they're interested in reading,
they're going to try a little bit harder to get the words.
Q. Yeah, that's true.
A. You know. So that's what I sort of do for a running record.
Q. So you. . . where do you get the level? How do you get the level, Cynthia?
A. When I first start, I more or less. . .Joan has the level books from. . . Leslie had given her for each. . . which
one is the best one to do a running record on. I look at the child and I... and I take the first one that 1 think that the
child may be.. .the level the child may be at, and I'm taking a good guess by when they come to me in September,
what the story is, 1 have a level of where the children were when they left in June— the reading level. But then, I
have a child.. .and 1 don't go by them too often because. ..for Divan[?], who is on this. ..that I was working and
going to do it, they said, "Oh, he's on level A." Well, he came in reading on level F[?]. And I'm saying, 'This
guy, all of a sudden. .
.
" you know? So I have to take a look at each child and [inaudible] . . . [inaudible] was told she
had to test that child, because he's gonna be reading recovery. I said, 'T)on't waste your time. I already tested him."
She goes... she goes, "But I've been told." She goes, 'This kid's out of this." And I said, "Uh-huh." I said...
Q. Oh, well good.
A. You know, so, to me, I look at the child and I say, "Okay, what have you been doing this summer? How




And then I see . . . and i f the first day of school someone goes over and [inaudi ble] and gets and a book and
start reading, I'm like, "Okay, wait a minute. This guy has been not just sitting around watching TV all summer."

Q. Okay.
A. You know, they've been doing some [inaudible].
Q. You mentioned word attack skills. Were there any other strategies, that's the word we've been using. Any
other strategies you might say . . . [inaudible] of running record could help you determine?
A
.
Whether or not they see chunk. .
.
Q. Beside word attack?
A. Whether or not they see chunks; whether or not they read for meaning rather than just read word-by-word
and...
Q. Okay.
A. . . .have no clue except that, "Oh, I know that's the word to, and I know that's the word see," but they
don't. ..and then I will ask the child, "What did you read about?"
Q. Okay.
A And, "Oh. Well, I read the book you just gave me." "Well, what does it. . . what did you read?"
Q. Okay.
A. Because I want... that's fine, you can read a bunch of words. But, "What are you... what is... what did you
read about?" [inaudible], "Oh, wait a minute. I'm supposed to do that?" You know, kids really have no clue...
Q. And I think that's what the DRA is helping teachers with. This is [inaudible] probably here, but certainly I
know in other schools, is that they're reading but then, like you said, they can't tell you characters or that that's hard
or what it.. .might happen next or.. .so, yes. It does give you an insight into that as well. I agree with you. 'Cause
they can read the words and have very high accuracy, but then you... that might be the area you want to work on, is
that comprehension is in there or it's just flowing. It's word-by-word.
A. Right.
Q. So you're right. Okay, great. Now, this next question may be difficult to answer with certainty, but I'd
like to get your thoughts on it.
A. Okay.
Q. In thinking about how your assessment and your instructional practices have changed during this last year,
how much has your involvement in the study group caused those changes compared with other influences in your
life at this time?
A. Okay. Okay. First of all, the study group gave me the opportunity to talk to teachers that. . .at one point, I
was getting very frustrated because I'm saying, 'This child is not progressing." And one of the ladies said to me,
"Don't worry about it. All of a sudden one day the light bulb is gonna gooff in this child's head." And it... it was
getting frustrating with one child, and she goes, "You don't know why, you don't know when, but it's gonna go off,
and the child is going to continue working." And everything you have said to the child will come through. Even
though you don't think that... they 're not using it specifically the day you told them about it. Two weeks later,
"Well, how'd you know to do that?" "Oh, wait a minute. Someone told me. Was that you?" You know, and... but
it is this more or less you're talking and I just needed to see other first-graders say, "Yeah, it is frustrating." In this
year's program, we worked a lot on the observational survey. The first two months of school were more or less just
doing observational survey. January, we re-tested the children at risk, and then in May, now, I'm going to be doing
some more testings of my children. I've seen a lot of progress that. ..with the assessment that I'm proud of; that

I've never did these type of assessments as much as I am, and I know that, I mean, I can do a running record with my
eyes closed now, and it's like great. If I have a problem, I'm not sure exactly which level this child is at, "All right,
let me do it quickly."
Q. Then when you follow up there. So doing the running record with your eyes closed. You've been doing it
from. . .well. Would you say it's because of your LC involvement, you know, Joan being here? Is it because just
the system said you must do the DRA, oris it the study group? I'm just trying to get you to really... and it's hard,
because it all kind of overlaps. I'm trying to get you to really so. . . kind of sort out, of all of that good stuff, you
know, the learning you did this year, what would you say set. ..where does the study group fit in terms of really like
helping you with shifts, versus LC involvement, Joan was here, or the system saying you must do it.
A. Okay.
Q. All right, so can you... can you. ..can you sort [inaudible]...
A. All right, pin it. ..narrow it down a little bit.
Q. Can you?





So the only reason I did a DRA . . . introduced to the DRA was because of the study group.
Q. Okay.
A. So it really gave me a good clue of what to. . . start asking the children.
Q. Okay.
A. What I enjoy about the DRA, because it's more or less made me think before 1 started a book with a child
to say, "Okay, let's take a look at these pictures. Let's get a little bit more detail before we start reading." So get
the child's a little bit more comfortable with the story. I do that now because of the DRA and because of you
saying, 'This needs to be done on these children," which I felt good about. Because I don't think it was a waste of
my time. Number two, the study group more or less gave me the opportunity to take a deeper look into the testing
I was doing, and made me look at it and say, "Okay, this is where this child is at," and to get him to the next step,
this is what I need to do. And one thing I needed to do was just chill out for a little bit and say, "Hey, you know, I
can't just like open his brain and put everything in."
Q. That's nghL
A. You've got to let the child. ..and they also are children.
Q. Yeah.
A. So you have to give them the benefit in saying, 'It's going to come and you're gonna.. .you get frustrated
at times," and the poor little kid works so hard for me, and he's so funny, he kept on going, "Huh," and I'm saying,
"[inaudible] should have a breakfast meeting with me once in awhile?" And he loved that, and that was the only
time sometimes 1 would see him dunng the week.
Q. So you're kind of seeing that teaching is more than just sort of telling the kid. It's like it may show
up... like you said, it may show up two weeks later. So, in other words, you told the kid. He didn't demonstrate it
right at that point, but then two weeks down the road, he's doing something that he wasn't doing before. That's
how it is, you know. I think sometimes teachers would think, "Oh, well, I taught you that, so you aught to know

it." Well, no, 'cause he may not get it, internalize it...
A. Right.
Q. ... 'til two weeks or four weeks or a few months.
A. I forget who came in at Christmas, came back from Christmas, all of that kind of, like all...
Q. All of a sudden, and you know?
A. ...came together...
Q. Yeah, it's true.
A. ...and I'm saying to myself...
Q. Yeah, it's true.
A. You know. And it's like. ..and it does get frustrating and you just want to scream some days, and one thing
I did to... literally turn around and talk to the wall. And the kids thought 1 was literally gone, and 1 said, "Well, well,
[inaudible]." "Well, Miss Kelly, that's what you were talking about yesterday in class." "Yeah, okay," you know?
And the kids are going... but you also have to have a sense of humor when you're teaching, because you would sit
down and cry some day saying, "I know this is..."
Q. It happened.
A. Yeah, that's very true.
Q. [inaudible].
A. He just... he... he's just... he has come so far. And I've seen so many of my kids, and I think that just
creates a bond.
Q. Yeah.
A. And you have these little guys that. . . and some of these have been here for two years of kindergarten and I'm
saying, okay, all nght, in September, see what they forgot over the summer and then you go from there. See what
they do now and then we go from there.
Q. All right. What has been the most helpful aspect of this. ..the most, well, this is a two-parter— the most
helpful, if you could just, you know, look at the whole experience— the most, the one most helpful thing, and then
as you think about the study group, what kind of facilitated your learning, you know, sort of doing these things you
said you now do? What was it about the study group that facilitated that on your part? So it's a.. .sort of a two-
parter. Most helpful and then what is it about the experience that really facilitated your learning and doing these
different. . . things differently?
A. Okay. Well, [inaudible] the study group was the opportunity to talk to other teachers. .
.
Q. Okay.
A. ...[inaudible] my level. Because at times it did get frustrating, and you just want to see if they. ..and they
did have some really wonderful ideas that we shared. And how literally we were getting everything accomplished.
We're all trying to do everything else and. . .in the classroom. And it also made you feel that, okay, "I must be doing
a pretty good job if we're all together," and.. .a couple of the ladies just were pleasures to talk to and a couple of
them gave really wonderful ideas and we were not felt that we were being lectured to. When we were there, it was
just sharing ideas and saying, "All right, this is what we're doing." I had never done a DRA.

Q. No?
A. Never done a DRA, and I will tell you, I think it's a [inaudible] tool. I think it's a wonderful tool. 1 think
it gives you a lot of information.
Q. Yeah, I keep forgetting, you don't have the upper grades, 'cause really it's not. . . it's mandated, 1 think, at
grade two and up, which is at grade three.
A
.
Grade . . . [inaudible], but because of . .
.
Q. Yeah.
A. ...in case of the reading program that we are doing...
Q. Yeah, yeah. You're doing [inaudible].
A. So...
Q. Oh, okay. So really you wouldn't have. ..well, actually, you just sort of took it upon yourself. You
probably wouldn't have used it.
A. Right, right.
Q. Okay. Oh, okay. So that was the most help, so...
A. It was very good to know a different assessment tool. You know, or be introduced to it. I...lknowit.
I've done it. [inaudible] have done it. You know, have 1 mastered it? No, but that's okay. It's also a different
avenue where if 1 need something and saying, "Okay, I'm really getting frustrated here. Let me take some time and
figure out this child instead and see what's going on with this child."
Q. So that was. . . so most helpful was being with colleagues who are at your level, you know, in terms of
strategies... in terms of strategies and so forth.
A. Yeah.
Q. Anything else about the... the involvement or the experience that facilitated this sort of change in you— the
changes that you've made or the thinking shifts that you've had? Anything else that kind of helped that along?
A. Right. Truthfully, 1 would never have taking[sic] one child and tried to do work this hard with one child.
And 1 don't think Jonathan would have made as much progress because of it.
Q. So having that focal student.
A. Right. And all because I either spent P&Ds or I spent, you know, lunches and Joan and 1 would sit
together and read a book, [inaudible] with another child, [inaudible], I'm sorry, the teacher. I mean, that... that time
is precious for me.
Q. Yes, yes.
A, You know? But the thing is I also know that this child is a child that's at risk, and 1 wanted to see if 1 can
get him out of it. And I would never send [inaudible] unless 1 felt it was comfortable to go into second grade,
[inaudible].
Q. Yeah. That's great, that's a nice story. Okay. Okay. This next question is purposely vague...

A. Okay.
Q. ...so that you can respond to it in any way that makes sense to you. What's it hke for you, as a vet, that
means twenty years, to make changes? In other words, here you are twenty years in the field, and you've got to
make changes, [inaudible] whatever you say it to yourself. What is easy about, you know, what makes it easy for
you to change— this is beyond the study group now, just change. What makes it easy? What are barriers to
you... to your changing, okay? Classroom level, system level, [inaudible] school level. What are things that make
it easy for you to change as a vet, and barriers to your change, to. . . to your making change? Could you talk about
that?
A. Okay. As a vet teacher, before I came to the [inaudible], I was in nine different schools because of my age.
No other questions. 1 would go into a building, have a great time. All of a sudden. . .and 1 think when I had come
here the year before, I was leaving because a person had come into the building and the principal closed her
classroom. And what happened was she had six months more seniority than 1 did and he didn't realize that so the
first... and she goes, "Your getting away off notice and I'm taking your classroom," [inaudible], and it was like... and
I'm on the second floor teaching Kl going, "Hey, wait a..." you know, and like I lean over this banister and I'm
like, "Get up here," and he's like, you know, and this is to the principal who is this sweetheart, you know,
wonderful, very supportive. He goes, "What just happened," and I said, "Come into my classroom and just tell me
what just happened." And he went like ballistic. And he was like, "But her classroom's been closed." I said,
"Right." [inaudible] classroom [inaudible]. And he's like, "No." And I said, "Uh-huh." But I went from, which
I'm very fortunate, I went from eighth grade, which I loved, to teach Kl. And this gentleman gave me the
opportunity. So I've done a lot of changes. What is happening is if you don't change, first of all, the kids are
changing. The ones that we are getting from day one are not the same children when I first started teaching. There
is a whole different background, and also a whole different level. And if you continue with the exact same
curriculum that you were on, it's bonng. So you have to change. If you have to make that school is... okay, means
something to the kids. You know? It means that you can relate to the children in saying, all right, they're
all. ..they're all at different levels anyway, so you have to relate to each child as an individual, but also take them as
a group too and say, "Okay, this is what we're gonna work on together— that we need to work on," such as social
studies. Maybe we have to work on getting along. But then other years the kids come in and they enjoy each other.
So every group is a different element when you get them. So you have to look at each group and say, "Okay, we're
gonna have to make it so that these children. .
.
" You do the best for the group you have in front of you. And every
group has a whole different elements that are combined, and some of them work and some of them are like
real... they just don't mix, but some do. So what you need to do is you need to change with the curriculum with the
group that you have in at that time. And I've seen some really wonderful things happening, and they have
[inaudible] it again. And I'm sorry, I started there in '79 when they had, you know, we had to make up some hours
or something from the snowstorm— the bliz2ard of '78, and I'm still using that because it does work. And the kids
are going, "Well, what are you reading today?" And I was taking a class on the brain and the creative process in the
brain. And I said, "A book on the brain." And it was. ..and I purposely took in a book from the class that had what
the children's version of the brain, and the kids are going, "Oh, that's disgusting." 1 said, "Go to the next page
[inaudible]." You know, and the kids go, "Oh." I said, 'If you're really getting disgusted, go [inaudible]. I'm doing
this, [inaudible] I'm gonna read it out loud. That's your business. If you don't want to. .
.
go over there and get a
book that you know. .
.
"
Q. What grade was this?
A. This group. My first grade. I was trying to take some classes above my master's [inaudible], and some
really. . . the Jennmarr classes, and they're fabulous classes, a lot of information, and you get a lot of different. . . the
school systems all combine together so it's not just Boston, so you get. ..they're all like, "You're working too
hard." I said, "Yeah, I think so too, but that's [inaudible] Jennmarr."
Q. Jennmarr?
A. Jennmarr. They have them in [inaudible] in Dedham. They have them at BC High.





Q. Okay, and what does that mean . . . what does that. . . ?
A. It's [inaudible] Fitchburg State.
Q. Jennmarr, okay.
A. It's Uke graduate credits after your master's.
Q. Beyond your master's.
A. Beyond your master's.
Q. Okay.
A. And what 1 did was. .
.
Q. They have different. . . different choices?
A. Different choices, so I took. . . [inaudible] Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday. You go in at 9:00, you leave at
3:00, and you write a paper, and it was on graphic [inaudible].
Q. Okay.
A. And my kids know. ..my kids love the handbook. I'm like, these kids [inaudible] these are first-graders.
Q. And so taking these... you took these because you wanted tosortof meet the needs of your... the interest
ne...the interests of your kids.
A. Interest of my kids.
Q. Interests of the kids?




Q. Oh, all right.
A. Like Irene Fontis[?]. I just needed to talk to people in different... and also it... I want to learn. I mean, if I
stop learning, you're down, you know, on the ground.
Q. Yeah.
A. You know, you have to learn. You also.. .and some things I'm not gonna be bringing back to my class,
but some things... 1 mean, it was called "Reading in the Brain," the last class. And the amount... 1 think the paper
ended up being twelve pages that I did for that class. And I was like, "Oh, make a two to three-page paper." Well,
after twelve pages, I'm like, "Well, [inaudible] half of the mater..." you know, but it was like. ..but what. ..how they
deal with it is they take it and they let us... give us all the information, they let us roll with it, and just incredible.

incredible. And it's a very quick way for you to... it's like three or four Saturdays in a row, and I think I've taken
three classes since January [inaudible] right now.
Q. So that. ..that helped. That worked for you, that. ..that it's not long and drawn out.
A. Right. You know. But also the information was like unbelievable, how much information you got, and
every single class I took I'm using.
Q. How were the classes run? What did you like about the way the classes were run? 1 mean, was it like. . .it
doesn't sound like it was lecture.
A. No. It was. . . the first half of the first one was a lecture.
Q. Okay.
A. Then they would probably bring in a video about it, such as Channel 2 had a video on the brain. So what
they did was, and then they would open it up to discussion, and show you different ways... it was a lot of coojaerative
learning...
Q. Okay.
A. ... in a lot of the classes, and that's how they're run. And on a Saturday, you're sitting back with a cup of
coffee in your jeans and a sweatshirt, and everyone's the exact same way.
Q. Yeah.
A. So it's not like you have to go, "All right, Tuesday nights," you know, and then you have to wake up on
Wednesday morning and teach. Okay.
Q. Yeah.
A. But Saturdays, it's like, okay, do a personal reflection after each class, then you have a paper due, and if you
want to get an A, you have to read a book and just give a. .
.
you know, so they gave you the options, they told you
what was required, and [inaudible] classes.
Q. Okay.
A. You know?
Q. That's great. Any barriers to your change? What... what things get in the way of you making change as a
vet? Always as a vet— speaking from the perspective of a vet, you know, this is very different from someone who
just started teaching, but there are ways that. .. things that get in the way to your making change or barriers to your
change. What gets in the way when you start... you want to make change?
A. 1 think that if something...
Q. What's a problem for you?
A. ...really works well and you really get it down pat, and then they say, "Oh, you can't use that then." And
I'm like, 'tDkay." And then you try a couple of other new ways, and they're not working and it's not getting across,
and you have to. .
.
Q. Give me an example. A barrier.
A. All right, such as the one-way program.

Q. Okay.
A. I would start to use it [inaudible] with some of the kids. And it just. ..some of the kids needed it, some of
the kids didn't need it. And I ended up going back to the phonics workbook, because [inaudible]. The kids have
something in front of them. It's not just they have to listen. Because with the one-way program, it's a lot
of.. .there's some wonderful aspects of it. 1 love where 1 have to run over the sounds with them and then have them
write the sentence of the sounds of that day. But then three days later, 1 would say to the kids, "Okay, the other day
we learned," and they'd be like, "Hey, wait a minute, now let me think about..." You know, and I'm like, "Wait a
minute, guys. Let's go back to the phonics book." They go, "Oh, yeah, but there's the word be and I know that B-
Esays be. I'm like, "Well, how come, because something is not..." They need sometimes something constant,
you know, [inaudible], rather than just. . .some of them are not auditory [inaudible].
Q. Okay.
A. You know, and we've used the phonics books I've been working with since 1 first started. And, I mean,
I've changed the phonics books and how I approach phonics with them, but sometimes they [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, I'm trying to. ..I'm trying just to try to put it. ..I'm trying to capture what you're saying. Let me see
if I can restate. I guess one size doesn't fit all, you're saying. You're saying, in terms of your own learning, that
you need the freedom to choose what works for your kids based on what the kids are showing you. Is that kind
of.. .I'm just trying to capture what you're saying.
A. Okay.
Q. [inaudible].




They have their small . .
.
Q. Yes.
A. ... short stories. I'm going in and taking the guided reading books. The guided reading books are a lot
easier for the kids because it's not like ten stories together. It's one story. It's done. "Ooh, I've read a whole
book." Not just, "Oh, well, that'sjust... that's justa story." But, "No. I've read a book. Want to see the book
I've read? It's ten pages." And they feel that it's different from the basil[?] reader. There is a good reason for
basil[?] readers. It's still a wonderful thing with the workbooks and everything else, but these here in the guided
reading books, the kids are making up their own. What I need... I do for them now is they make a little jjersonal
response. "I like the story because..." Once they finish the story. So that I know if it's the finish level E, level F,
level G.
Q. Okay.
A. And they, "Oh, I like that story." "Oh, go back to your little personal response and tell me which story
you'd like to read again."
Q. Okay.
A. So they have something concrete and they can say, "Gee, I've read a book today." [inaudible]. "And tell
me about the book [inaudible]." And they feel good about that.
Q. Okay.
A. But they also, some kids enjoy going back to basil[?] reading. 'There's a bunch of stories in this book."

Well, there are. They're there available for the children for independent work. When they feel...
Q. These... okay. So that word, I know the word. The word, I think I've used it a long time ago, is eclectic.
You might have used similar... a couple of you used this word with me. This whole notion of teaching being
eclectic. It's not just one. ..it's not just one way. But you have to look at your kids, and sort of choose and
not. .. instead of something mandated, but mandated doesn't necessarily mean it's gonna work for all kids, so I'm
just... I think that's the word eclectic, [inaudible].
A. Okay, that sounds [inaudible]. I like that.
Q. Okay.
A. I like that word.
Q. Okay.
A. Thank you. We'll go with that word.
Q. All right. Any other barriers or anything else in the context— whether it's classroom context, school-wide
context, system... system-level context— anything else that gets in the way or makes it easier?
A. I think sometimes I feel that, for my kids, the kids can give me four or five sentences, really complete
thoughts. And I think they've done a great job. And then it gets torn apart. And I'm like saying, "Okay, my kids
are not going to college or anything. They're going to second grade."
Q. Okay.
A. You know, for me, for this child here. . .and I know you're supposed to look at work without looking at the
child, but it's very difficult because I'm saying, 'This child has come from knowing five letters..."
Q. Yeah.
A. ...when they started with me, and I'm gonna give that kid. ..because they wrote for me...
Q. Okay.
A. . . .three sentences. You know? Do you know what I mean?
Q. Yeah, I do know what you mean because it's almost like you look at [inaudible]...
A. I'm not trying to...




Q. So you look at him. He's not on E or F or whatever the bench... system benchmark is, but he didn't even
know his name or why he was here, and now he's oh... not Jonathan, but [inaudible].
A. Yeah, yeah.
Q. So it's. ..it's kind of the same thing, I think, if what you're saying is progress counts here, not just sort of
the work that's being exhibited or displayed at this jxjint in time.
A. I'm not setting the kids up to fail.

Q. Yeah.
A. I want them to succeed. And I want them to feel good about what they've been doing. You know?
Q. Yeah. I think it's something we all grapple with, Cynthia, you know, that notion of standard. You know,
there's sort of like the standards, you know, sort of national standard or whatever—just the benchmark— and then
there's this kid, kid's progress, where he came from nothing to... he's made tremendous progress.
A. And you just want to put him up on a pedestal and...
Q. So that is an issue. So that's something you grapple with...
A. Yeah.
Q. ...in terms of...
A. I think you're gonna always though.
Q. So that's. ..so then how. ..can we relate that, what you just said, that comment, to your view of change for
yourself. How ... so how . . . how does that interface with your view of change on your part?
A. Change on my part...
Q. Yeah.
A. . . .is I am giving the.
.
.I'm giving the children the opportunity to succeed. And I'm giving them a lot of
options. I'm not just saying to them, 'This is how you have to do it."
Q. Oh, okay.
A. And if a child is doing a really good job in reading and the math skills are not up to par, what I may do is
have that child feel good about his reading and say, "Okay, this guy needs a little help with reading, but he's a whiz
in math. You can help each other." I let them peer tutor each other, so they feel good that they are... they have
something to give.
Q. Okay.
A. They're not just being lectured to. Saying, "Okay, wait a minute. Miss Kelly says I'm really good in
reading. This guy could use some help, and he's really good in math, so I can use him to help me." So they help
each other out. You know, 1 think that the kids need to become more independent.
Q. Okay.
A. And how it is is there's one of me.
Q. Okay.
A. And there are twenty-three other little friends of yours, and they're all there as. . .they can help each other
out.
Q. Okay.
A. I'm not the only resource.
Q. Yeah, okay. So I'm just.. .yeah. I think your philosophy of teaching is coming out here. I'm just.. .as

you're talking, I'm kind of like trying to put together you and change.
A. What I'm trying to say, okay.
Q. And I think your philosophy is coming through. It's just you still respect a child's [inaudible], so
you. . . with. . . the system tells you you must learn standards, and. . . and kids have to meet a standard. So you make the
changes to, you know, to teach them to the standard.
A. To bring them up to the standard.
Q. Yeah, but you're saying you... you... I think...
A. I don't think that the standards are reflecting of what the child is able to give. So what you do is you work
on the child and saying, "Okay, this is where we need to work for. . . for you. The reason we need to work here is so
that we... you can do your best work." We need to wnte three complete sentences. We need to get the ideas
together.
Q. So you don't.. .you don't have a problem with this. ..with those changes or those standards.
A
.
1 don't have a problem with. .
.
Q. You don't have a problem with that.
A. Overall, they're fine.
Q. Okay.
A. Because something had to be done where there was a need for the child to reflect his work for the year.
Q. Right, okay.
A. You know? And there had to be something done because some children were just passing by without any
type of consequence if the work wasn't up to, "Oh, well, he's the right age so let's pass him on."
Q. Okay.
A. Now we're looking at both the teacher and the child and saying, "All right, this is where the child is. This
is where we need to go to the end of the year for him to be ready for second grade, for him to be ready for the next
grade, where he needs to be." And it's a learning process. It's a growing process. 1 know what they did in
kindergarten with him. And you say, "Okay, this is... remember what we did here? Now we're going into first
grade. We're going to continue what you did, but make it more... more information [inaudible] given by you."
Because making the children more independent does not. ..independent learner does not hinder their educational, you
know. They need to know that they can do it, but this is where they need to go. And to go to the next grade, they
need to be at this level. And if they can't make that level, we need to see in January what we're going to need to do
to get that child to that level. They need to be tested as a group, but 1 don't think the testing is completely fair to
some of the children that don't test well. You know?
Q. Okay. All right. 1 think... 1 think 1 have, you know...
A. [inaudible].
Q. We listen to that and pull out, you know, some of the big [inaudible].
A. F*robably at the end of the day.
Q. Yeah, yeah. Okay. This question, again, aims at getting your perspective as a vet.

A. Okay.
Q. How do you feel the study group model could be improved? In other words, eight of you went through this
together. You all got twenty years or more. What can be improved if we were gonna like implement this on a
system-wide level, but we all... every vet would need to be in a study group. How would you improve this model?
In other words, you know, what was least helpful, what was not helpful, what was just... how would you improve
it?
A. Okay. I think that the group we had were wonderful. I really do. And I think it may have been good to
have young teachers in there. Like half and half,
Q. Okay.
A. So you can both perspectives. Because I think that the young teachers feel that sometimes they're
overwhelmed. And they know... I don't know if they still have the mentor/mentee program. They used to have it, I
know that. And I know that the teachers really. ..all the teachers thought it was wonderful.
Q. Okay.
A. I think sometimes they need to...
[Tape side A ends. Tape side B begins.]
A. ...you know. We're all dealing with changes, and so it's not just your coming in as a brand new teacher.
Q. Okay, so sort of a mi.x. . . mi.xing. .
.
A. Yeah.
Q. Anything else that would have improved it in your view? What was least helpful? Least helpful— the one
that sort of we...you know, we're talking about most [inaudible]...
A. Trying for me to get the time to get there. When I got there, I loved it.
Q. Okay.
A. When 1 got there, 1 loved it. But for me to say, "Okay, now 1 can't do this today or I can't do this today."
Q. Yeah, [inaudible] after school [inaudible]. Would you rather have had it during school time? Or
[inaudible]...
A. That would be hard to... that... you couldn't do it.
Q. Yeah.
A. You know, there was no way, you know. And even for us to be there at 3:30 is toughest on the teachers.
And I know the first one I missed and I'm sorry I missed it, but there was no...
Q. Yeah.
A. There was, you know.
Q. But would 4 o'clock have been better, pushing it up, pushing it up? Would that have been better, you
think, [inaudible]?

A. No, 'cause I think we're really tired [inaudible].
Q. [inaudible], right?
A. Right. Youknow, either way, it's at the end. I don't think it would have been, you know, but just trying
to get the time.
Q. Time, yeah.
A. Yeah. But that was the only thing that I really. ..when I got there, 1 loved it. 1 really did, but it was like
getting there and saying, "Okay, 1 should have... no. I should be on the treadmill." I can't say it because I
[inaudible] been there in three weeks, but that's beside the point. I'm just gonna be going here to there, so 1 should
be up...no. I'm not gonna be there, you know.
Q. Time.
A. Yeah. But that was the only thing because. . . but I really enjoyed working with one-on-one with the child
and I think I'm gonna do that from now on— a child that I think is at risk. Take the time to find that child. And
say, "Okay, can I [inaudible] this child." You know, I'm gonna find...
Q. You mean in addition to reading recovery, or are you. . . you would. . . you. . . you mean. . . say the child clearly
needed reading recovery, you say you would send the child but also spend time with that same child or you would
send a child who wasn't going. . . well, didn't have any. .
.
A. See, he did not. . . he didn't have reading recovery.
Q. Right, he didn't.
A. I did not want a child that had reading recovery.
Q. Right.
A. I have a little girl that reading recovery is, for the most part, [inaudible]. I have a little girl that came in
knowing five letters of the alphabet. She's right now in reading recovery. She just went up another level, and she
worked with another teacher this afternoon. And this was a girl that, when she first came to me, I'm saying, "Wait a
minute. She needs to go to that [inaudible]." It's like [inaudible]. But I'll take her. Because she was not up to the
level of our children. She went to a different school.
Q. Okay, nght.
A. And I said if there was room in kindergarten, these are the re. . . [inaudible], I think she recommend
[inaudible] the alphabet. She is up to level. ..I think she did level [inaudible], you know. But [inaudible], and she
just thinks... she can't stand herself. Because she's going, "You remember what 1 was?" And I said, "No, because 1
remember what you are now." And 1 said, "And I don't..." She goes, "I do, and I didn't like it." And I said, "Okay,
what's happening now?" She goes, "[inaudible]," you know, and like, you know, this... the thing is you make kids
feel like they're. ..what they can accomplish. Any growth at all is positive, and I think once you're positive with
the children, they continue to want to even self. . . they get self-motivated.
Q. Yeah.
A. They really do.
Q. Okay.
A. Especially at this age.

Q. Great. Last question, unless there's anything that was not helpful. If you want to, you know.
A. I think that. ..I... I. ..1 really, truthfully enjoyed every lady that I met.
Q. Okay.
A. Oh, I'm sorry. And the gentleman also that was there doing the video. He was very nice.
Q. Oh, my [inaudible], yeah. Okay. If there were a part two to this project, just say there were a part two,
what would you like it to involve? What would it look... if you had to structure it, what would it look like? What
would you like it to involve?
A. I would like to go into a little bit more in-depth on the DRA, and to see if there's any other testings
that... such as a running record that are very quick to do that... a different assessment that, I mean, I like trying things
new. I really do. I think that the DRA is great, and I'm very happy I was introduced to it. Running records, 1 love.
But if there's anything else that's gonna help me to... to get a level for my children and go to the next step, that's
fabulous. You know, I mean, I want to do the best, and I do know that I do have some... there are some concerns
that I have about whether or not the children that I am testing it's the right test for them. Running records is good
for some. . .for most kids. They love it. Because they. . . but they are nosier than anything with the, you know, when
you're doing the checks, some are like. . .1 feel like, "Well, you're cheap[?], you know. Give me a blank[?] book,
you know."
Q. Yeah.
A. But I think sometimes kids get frustrated too when they're doing the running record and they see that the
checks aren't coming. And I want to just think of something that. ..if there is another type of testing. But I love. ..I
love running records, because I think they're just quick and it's a good thing. ..if you taught something and it's in
the book, seeing if it got instilled. . . But I love the DRA because it asks about the meaning.
Q. Good.
A. You know, so that testing made me stop and when I start a book now, I make them look at the pictures
before they start anything, and the kids go. ..they haven't read anything. They say. ..they're going, "We spent five
minutes on pictures." I said, 'That's nice."
Q. How would you... if there... again, this is part two, you know, the three levels of the [inaudible] when you
talk about what kind of basic computation and so forth, with counting up DMSs[?] and [inaudible], and we even got
into teaching for strategies and book selection. How much. . . how much of that would you. . .or what part of that, all
those pieces, would you see in part two that you didn't quite grasp the first time around? What. . . what of all those
things I just mentioned would you like to have ano. . . if there were a part two?
A. Probably meaning and structure, which are pretty close in their, you know, how to define a little bit more.
But I think they are so close that either way is... I think a lot of them are both intermixed on that one there.
Q. How do you feel about your grasp of teaching for strategies? How do you feel about that?
A. I feel it's pretty good. 1 feel it's good. And 1 know that next year we're gonna get like forty-eight hours of
training. So, I mean, Joan is the trainer... tram... the trainee this year. Next year she's gonna be the trainer.
Q. Right.
A. So and I think next year we're gonna be. .
.




Q. I know, you know, based on your work this year, than even the typical teacher, because of the work you've
done with the DRA and the running record stuff, 'cause a lot of teachers haven't had anywhere near the amount of
work you've had when they became part of that LT class the second year. That'll be good for you, yeah. Okay.
Anything I have not... any other comments that I have not... you know, 1 did ask you the three questions at Old
Colony, the restaurant, you know, how you define professional development, what you believe constitutes effective
professional development, and then when you said that you're learning, what do you mean, and if you want to
add...did you want to add to any of those thmgs that the group said, you know, feel free to add to any of those
things— anything that you didn't finish your... [inaudible] about those three issues. Or anything I haven't... anything
I haven't touched upon.
A.
I did it
I'm very. ..very comfortable... very comfortable with what I've done. I'm very, very comfortable. I'm glad
Okay.
A. I'm very happy I did it because it just said to me, "Okay, you have another assessment that you can use."
The DRA, to me, being interested in something like that means a lot to me because that means that, okay, child
really confused, really frustrated, where do you go from here. Give him the DRA and we figure out what's going on.
And I think sometimes, like Jonathan [inaudible], I don't think he's [inaudible]. And he said, "Go for it, babe."
Q. I mean, like you said, it has the comprehension and the running record piece which makes it sort of not the
just the miming record. It's comprehension. That's... it's a really nice... I think it's a very nice tool.
A. Yeah, I do. I really am very happy with that. And then [inaudible] got six hundred dollars [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, yeah, per person, right? [inaudible]?
A. Yeah, yeah.
Q. What are you gonna do with that?
A. I think I'm getting a lot of [inaudible].
Q. No, but you can have it in your own room, right?
A. Yeah. The kids will love... love it, because I got David Jones' [?] books.
Q. Yeah.
A. A bunch of those chapter books and, I mean, like I've been paying for them [inaudible]. .
.
Q. Yeah, yeah.
A. ...at the book fair so it's like...
Q. Good for you.
A. ...okay, you know, [inaudible]...




A. ...nice. ..I love when my group share.
Q. ... [inaudible] anything else [inaudible], anything?




u ^ yu /
MAJ: OK. I'm talking to Connie Leone. : J --
CL: Yes.
MAJ: And um, Connie could you describe your education. Your under grad education. Ifyou
can remember that far back. Including any (inaudible) study or courses you took that
stand out, what school it was. What school was it?
CL: Um, I went to the State College of Boston.
MAJ: Oh, OK.
CL: And I also took courses in the reading room and I have a Reading Certificate, as I have , ^
/always been very interested in reading. My mom was my first reading teacher, she read to ''^
*
us and my father long before. They were immigrants from Italy and they were interested
in education. '
MAJ: Any courses or any theories you studied back then at Boston State.
CL: Dewey - John Dewey
MAJ: Did you, yeah, yeah.
CL: That was also a question when I was receiving my Masters' Degree they had a
comprehensive exam then.
MAJ: Oh, they did. So you actually got your Masters from State as well.
CL: Yes. And I now have 59 beyond the Masters and I'm just working on one more credit.
MAJ: Yes, because they have the Masters for 60 now.
CL: And, um, taking Monday nights, an in-service course, um, assessment to Determine
Instruction
MAJ: Oh good. Where, where?
CL: At the Campbell.




CL: Its wonderfiil because aUofthese,9ssessments that are done on the chUdren,n^,niaye ^ m v.
working knowledge... , -

MAJ: ...oh, that's great..
CL: So, its sought of like, um...half...
MAJ: ...who's running that
CL: (Can't hear too far away) they wouldn't honor it, so uh, they were very nice about it, I
took a graduate course and um, they are using the assessment...
MAJ: That's wonderful.
CL: So they were nice to me up on Court Street, and she says to me "All you need is a one in-
service credit. So this was available.
1: This is great.
CL: Yes it, so its sought of like a happy medium because I'm learning something else
MAJ: That's great, so you're getting this one and the other one. It will help you deal with us.
CL: It gives me all the definitions of all the different things that we are doing.
MAJ: Its just Monday nights, for how long?
CL: Eight weeks.
MAJ: Uhuh, that's great.
CL: So anyway
MAJ: That's wonderful Connie. f
/ CL: So, I mean I'm prejty openabgu^it^wcN^ always learn. But its by this gal, um, Jane 4/ ' f - 4/ L-L: & 1 1 m ep enaDoiiyt^^^wcN^mi , b ? ' . -
f
\^ Nagel and AssomteT^Mshe^ Hoing it in coUaboratioifwith this Maura Johnson. Do you ^ /
know her? p' -
MAJ: No I don't. What, your degree from State, was in Elementary Ed., I'm assuming?
CL: Yes.
MAJ: And what year was that?
CL: '64.

MAJ: '64. I came out of high school in '64. And then your graduate degree was what year?
CL: '69.
MAJ: '69. And it was in reading?
CL: Reading.
MAJ: OK, so, elementary?
CL: Yes, reading.
MAJ: '69, OK great. Now could you talk, can you remember anything else about your graduate
education or your undergraduate. In terms of the courses, how you were taught or
anything. Can you remember anything about the courses?
/
I did student teaching as a senior in college. Um, there was one course that I really , a /^c^'
enjoyed and that was in materials. And that's really thename of^the garqe
MAJ:, Yes.
/ J
ClC: You can have all the methods in the -world, but rfxou don't have the rnatewal. And we f^-^
V, ' did, if I can put my hands on any for the nextlime I see you. We had to' make a lot of L,.
things in those days.
MAJ: Yes, uhuh.
CL: And its just a little house, I showed the students. Like I say, I don't know off the top of
my head, its over there. Suppose you would take initial consonant day, so they would
have these little things to open up and a couple would not be big, so they would have to...
MAJ: OK to make it so...
CL: I remember that course. It was by Marie Boyle. I found her...
MAJ: Yes, I had Marie. And Mary Rice too. Did you have Mary Rice?
CL: No.
MAJ: Yeah, but I remember Marie Boyle, yeah.




MAJ: So mainly lecture, but you did have some interactive. ..as well.
J\^.
^^^''CL: Oh yes. It depended on the instructor. Some people just came in and lectured. It just
depended on their style.
MAJ: Yeah, so that was the main course you remember in your undergrad. Is it undergrad?
CL: No graduate.
MAJ: Oh, graduate school. And then you had student teaching in your undergrad. The senior
year ofyour undergrad. Anything else you remember about your graduate education?
CL:yf When I went beyond the Masters, I became certified in Special Ed. moderate. Jjist forjiiy yI- ,• /
^' / yovvn interest, I mean, maybe I shouldn't say this^Tmnpt^ tjie feij^of^ey Um, ^ ..- ^ j^i
"^^ '^nowthe emphasis is now really have to have a disemihty and that's sometmng that should
ry have been defined when this whole thing changed in the '70's and thpse pe^Splewej£,dojji§
f "Vl / theirpwn curriBuUHTi. Nothing was inxoUaboration with regular ed. Um, I've never been/V . iL.
''^ -^^V" ^4^ of^'t undersran.|r-^y^-^^^^^^^^ " ^t^A ^
MAJ: Yeah, I agree. ^cIlj (^
CL: I think that when a teacher comes in, like what we are going to have here with the literacy
tutors, she will come in and take (can't imderstand) two sessions, ten minutes, and those
children will be her constant
.
MAJ: OK.
/CL: HopefiiUy, they will keep moving as she adjusts the level. I believe in something like that.
I don't think you can have, and she's going to do it right here. The person who comes in
should have a definite place...
MAJ: OK..
CL: ..with a definite setup.
MAJ: Umhmm.
/CL: So that she can just slip and slip out. That's how, even when I have a student, um, either
\/ she talks or I talk. We can't have two people in the fi-ont ofthe room running it.
MAJ: You don't like to pull out, you feel, collaborative, that's what you're talking about?
CL: Yes.

MAJ: A little collaborative.
CL: I think ifyou are doing speech and you have to form certain timing in certain way that's a
different story. But by and large, I'm not someone from Title I.
MAJj OK.
Even when we had Title I, Chapter I, everything was a mystery. They never said that we
could not order the same bassal. It was so ridiculous.
MAJ: It needs to be clearer.
CL: Exactly. Everything now is a community. And we can choose to teach that way too.
MAJ: OK. Well now, could you evaluate you preparedness to teach reading based on you
undergrad and graduate experience. Give me some examples ofwhat you thought
worked, how prepared you were. . /
rU : I
,
CL: . / Well, I think most ofmy preparation was basecj^jcuaeeds. I^doiiI^U;;^jmJio^iUp]My , ^A// '
^
' / ifourses you take, yj^ havejo^studv^^uj^pla^s^ J^eVwith any program. Particularly no^
,
\" }fyvnth the literacy program wtm the centers. The centers have to meet the needs.
MAJ: And where did you get that thought that you have to look at the needs ofthe children.
Where did that come from? Just who you are?
//,;
Cl/ 1 think is sort ofjr^lincjivejy. We all haye^needs and these are part of teaching. Ifyou see , - ' ,
\/ a weakness you havelo be able to alliMy a child to practice. ''^^-^^''\T'( -T 'V
MAJ: And do you think any courses...
CL: ...courses...
f: Yeah, as you think about you^mu^pSi^were there any that come to mind be more





CL: / No, I think I always rptdjhfrteacjier^s^ui^ and I picked.an^ chose whatJUhink would
f-
work. I feel that it really xests with you to t^elEaTuiforinatipirfasee. I'm vvitfi'these




MAJ: Well that's great that you've always felt that way, I mean...
CL: I really like teaching. I mean, I h^ve, some days a little cloudy....
MAJ: ..that's everybody... ^i,/ >
.everybody, and sojqedays are very_clear. But by and large, I'm very happ>^th whgt ^i / -
'iruiqing andljhink thgt's what^ipiportaht. ^'v.-''''"'" f },.^ij;:t'_
MAJ: From the beginning, you have felt, that...
ACL: From the
beginning, I used to feel overwhelmed when I &st started. You know, I had a
1nyg]y_f^Y£|ianpp «;t|ident from Hawaii, last year, in fact she called me last night. She knew j...
rd be up, because the Red Sox were playing, and um, she says Connie, I've been getting -"'
home so late from school, I have to prepare. I said, I told you have tai^epare, especially ^-i't/P<-'\^
JAhe first five years, you really have to have that preparedness. You can't,come.iri and just <H_
,,> A if winglt^ I n^^i»_SDmetimes,jhi5igs happai^ppntaneouslyjike the students were reading. . iS[Z^i^^
^
V/ We were reading (can't understand) as my read to, to start offlfie program. And I was
amazed at the number of short a words that they couldn't get out, I couldn't believe it. So
'I went on, and I said to her now when your supervisor comes we really can't do that.
You have to present the lesson to her 15-20 minutes, but when you have your own class,
sometimes these things happen. And what you do, is say»,well, I have to DDoritize. /^^" •^/
MAJ: The got a shock.
CL: Uhuh, they were able to families like snack and back, I didn't think they could do that, but
sometimes you underestimate...
MAJ: ...yes, yes...
CL: ...they just picked up, they picked up the rhyming. Even the slower ones.
MAJ; That's good!
CL: So, I just feel that's what you do.
MAJ: Yeah, sometimes just being flexible is what....
CL: I hope I'm answering your question.
MAJ: Well, I think that's fine. You give me, you just feel that the courses are fine, but it stiU




l/--f ^-.r/ ^ ]ii^





CL: I don't know.
MAJ: I think you're in the real world. I mean, you have courses, but you still have to come to
the real world and kids that are in front ofyou. I think, that's basically what you are
saying. Since your graduate and your undergrad., what have you learned about reading,
that you didn't know before? You know, when you first came out of school? And you
said you have 59 credits. What have you learned about teaching of reading since you've
come out of college, formal college?
CL: This is going to sound very simplistic.
MAJ: Mmhmm.
CL: /when we used tlie basall always had to have fouf groups, I could not understand teachers
; Wiiaving three. These childrenTtfiree^ust tolimp themin. That sounds very simplistic.
\ V Youc^'t do it, that's why I really enjoy this program. I really, you should see, these
fiSs, I really got the whole thing underway, what's today Thursday, Tuesday and Ann
walked in, she was crying, this is wonderful. I said, wow, FmstiJIj^iDmg and I'm not
)king at the clock. I can't look at the clock right away, and say, "UlCs mins of this, 20
.. Of this". I dopTt care vvl^t Tony^ys, he's been the felk in charge._Its going to M ?
me the rest of^e mojSh tofeai5^refiiaeiCtfie"Yi^£$^ ^ f"'
AndIha^eTBg.^t^entJj(^consi(Ie5, OK, so I'm just going to give her just one group to
keep.~"Xn3^mat will oehergroup, and she'll have to guide, and she can consult with me,
with what she wants to do as a follow up.
MAJ: So, it's the number of groups. Anything else that's you've learned since, or you're doing
differently than say when you were a teacher 5, you know the first 5 years of your





wasn't a big fan of whole language. I'm not fond of cores reading, ^^at I like about
hewhCle'iangtiage and that's vyiiaJj-e^igloy^now^tbejja^ej^e^^ I
u^thattgo._ Because. yojju«'>^iLj3aye sojnany booksjiown there. Now we are sharing
hem with the sd^nd grade, so they're taxBig a lofw tlieintenfiediate level. Like I have
bur children who scored between 16 and 20. Then I have one child, who went right oflF,
28. He is darling. He said to me, "did you ever hear of the periodic table Ms. Naomi?".
So, I said, "Clinton, yes I have". I have taken chemistry. So I '^ffilir'^* ^j"^ H i' "'"IPY flf '^
nH(i"^'7 IflH" As a matter of fact, a gal that I took some courses wun in Emanuel,
became a physicist out in California. She left Boston about 23 years ago. And she is now

a mystery author. And she is writing a series of mysteries based on periodic tables. So,
she's done the Heleum Mystery, etc. and her calling card is the periodic table. So I made
a whole copy of it and I gave it to him.
MAJ: In the first grade?!
CL: Well, he is unusual.
MAJ: Yeah, yeah. It sounds like it.
CL: When I take an initial consonant he listens and uses that board word - he sits there - never
says, "Well, I know this", nothing. He has such a respect for education.
MAJ: Yeah, that's wonderfiil.
CL: So, whatwere are going to do with him, is that, he is go, he's going to stay with his
colleagues, or his peers, I should say, (I don't know ifthey are his peers, because he is sot
above), but I spoke to Ann about him. He_wiUgQ with the literacy ^rthe^second grade
when she comes in for the second grade to do he dynamic reading, so he will be reading
here as well as there. And I have put him on 20 plus and those books deal with units like
spiders, and ants and so forth.
So, he's on a diflferent... /
CL: ..yes, and it calls for a lot of extracting, it almost like doing research?!
.
MAJ: Well, that is where he is.
CL: That is where he is. He is writing.
MAJ: When he's that high a level, that's where he is.
CL: He's very unassuming. I gave him, I took all the words oflFthe word board and I said,




MAJ: You got the form. What else is sought of drastically different from what you did when
you were in your first program. •,
.
. j
CL: / That's called teaching! It's different, in that if s upside dpwn. ForJe^^mple, you t^
..wZ-^Tyourphonics from the t^xt, but I do allow, I doa phcJfiics lesson. ''"•—*'''N^,,.*-»~'
MAJ: OKT'
"
CL: And I have...
MAJ: I Compared to, what did you do before Connie? ^. / i . . c !<_ ^ 7f
CL: /•Ever5^thing_was in isolation. Here, like Wfcstartedhomonyms. I have an Asian boy - his/
f
W r^nMrTW'Tc5;"V0Hra you believe it - so Phave nifname up there with the four words -
,T\x Tu Tu Tu - and he because of this language, he just (inaudible) I don't have his record pfj/^^ i-^
I
because they haven't quite finished. But^^en X^ested hirn, uh^jad HJiiak I gay^him to /rft/ -f
N /Micl^eJl^ as well. Uh, but with him, its just ,a"questipn onj^^,,eKp^se4Jp4heJanggagg y'^^^/
''^
u
\ arid in the last month, you cannot believe the progress frelias madeT* "^^^ '^^^^^ (^-t-iAujU^-
MAJ: The exposure ^-. / /, '" ' ' ^_-€-
CL: The exposure - repeating this line (inaudible) and so forth. He doesn't quite understand to ifef^'^^,
and two, but he knows two is the number. /^ 'J ^/
V
So that's OK. ^'"^^
i.
So, I've introdiiped homonyms when I iayght the ruomber 8. It's
Its Uke, yotx know how everyfrnng iHloUstic? '""^ ^•^•^^
^^^t
all vdthin the cante
MAJ; Yes. -. . .,. .^ f^..
CL: That's what I find about this.
MAJ: And do you, when did you, so you're doing those things different. What made you do





CL^ /When we went to the training.. last year, I have to admit, I 6an't saying to myself, "uh, how
' am I going to put this together - 1 have first grade - and they have to learn to read." I
'- /mean, second grade they have the basics, supposedly. First grade you know yourself




Ok, so - and every time^we^went to these pieetjngs,! icegtJfeelirig,jiot stressed, but more ^-
~
concerned with management. I've never had a big probleiiT x,-/' ic
consistent, and children will understand. ''^J*
cp«^|i^d. Ev€ry!Sody was i
with management, I'm very r
MAJ: Mmhmm, Mmhmm.
CL: / I'm very fajp. Somg.5eople-saxilrn strict. I'm not strict. No one here is in pain. They
/ are veiy cleaTjthey know justwbere they stand with me. And T thinkJhat^jgjesggnt^l...- 7>.
JB^ause^tliafsaloiTn ormojral development that shqijM Ije^artof^ur iri^^
U: Absolutely, so they know that management is not an issue. i^'
^/t stiff, Mary Ann, to get these kids and all these little centersjs a big task. SoJL madfi>4«r^£?
, ^
^l^S^§^>-5#^2^^^-^^?^y^ likeTRost people would come andtherrcmicem isjjj^ ' *
, rdidn^ Hke - 1 don't know how many examples shegaye^s - butjjiere, 4^'" Q;^jf
opfiftODd close^o.1 m^dfe^hat^ y^^t^*^^"'^^^ f ''^*s<:5"^~/fas oneJhat
MAJ: They showed them to you - tell me about it.
p0 M
/:
CL: /And we would have a little huddle, because at this point, it was almost into December.
Whereas this year, after the testing, I've been able to kind of, what I did is I had the
student jread them a story and they could go to the listening centen So they started going
t^ the center and the listening center is the draw - the love it! They can hear it, they're
Wfeaming all the words, and oass^t^ej^ys, etc. and they just love it. Then they^^anjiojhe
s. Before they do the strips, they do bi«yy - they read the story by themselves and
len they^go withJJi^_^Htf3y'^>yo»-fead a page,TU readtfpage'- olTyou dolfTknowThat
\ mvoro^I mean they justJeach e^ich ojlier. They push eachpjher. That's the wordJ_use





CL: But Lf I hold up close, you go back to your seat. So for two hours they're away, I know






but it really isn't. Ateolute space. I cannot imagine having this roomin any other ^ 'i ' lit.--*''
condition^ placement ofllimittlre and ygj h£w&»^y cgjjter. Unless Tom says, "Connie,
you have to change it." Buffor two Hours,' they're out ofhere. You know what I should
bring in the next time I see you, I have a student come with me, and she took the course
with me. I don't know we taught something - so they had to keep a journal when they
came here on Wednesday, so Ann came in one morning and she said to me, "Wait tU you
read what Hope wrote about you, it's so true." Well, I'll tell you the truth, I was nervous
10

I said what, because sometimes I do things and I reflect, but sonjetimes people see,you -
dififerently than you see yoursejf.
' "" '' Y f f\ Q-v^
I
MAJ: Oh absolutely, that's right. C^ i/LL±>y^ ; ,-'
CL: So I said, "I don't believe this." She's an older person, probably about 35, she has three
children. On has very very severe special needs. She's from out of state, anyway, so I ran
it and it (inaudible) extremely high, and it was exactly what I thought. And one of the \
sentences was, when you walk in, at first you think its very traditional, but its hardly \
traditional. So, ifyou'd Uke, I saved it.
'
MAJ: When was this, last year?
CL: This past spring of '99. I'll bring it in.
\/'
-^CI/
MAJ: Yeah, I'd love to read it. iv^i'fi^^'l
\^ \J ^JlT^HtL'**^<^tj^^'>Tjy^"*'' *^"^ "" """^ ^'"' ''^"''" ^""^ qrnrfViino hVp tViat And she would (J
y-^ t /"naVe^oved to have student taught here, but she, they have some program at ^i^g^^vhere "^
j^ you can go into the Cambridge system and she really needed money. She was going to p^^ '
'
school full time and working 2 nights a week, there's a bowling alley ofiFMorrisery Blvd.,
to make ends meet. I mean, she really was driven. And she said, "I'd do anything to be in
your classroom, but I need the money." So she got accepted, some kind of an internship..
MAJ: Yeah, in Cambridge...
CL: ...off the top ofmy head I don't remember...
MAJ: ...I think I've heard of it.
CL: So she went there. Lovely girl. So I have to bring that in.
MAJ: Yeah, I mean, I see Mary, Mary told me she left you all that too.
CL: I always say, "Mary, Mary you sure I'm doing the right thing." (Laughter)
MAJ: Yeah, because she raves and raves about you. So when I was telling her I was
interviewing veteran teachers, she says, "Oh I know just the person, Connie, Connie." I
said, "OK, OK."
I
CL: I Yeah, I'U tell you Mary Ann, I really don't understand myself^ its so profound about what „ ,
I'l^doing, I'm so unique (Mary Ann laughing). Xbeyire al^amin^and^thayus the bottom \j ^






and I, what I do is once I take a^uidejjreadijjg, I get out and a just take a quick^lk^
Know what I've been doing ilow, tKat I really didn't have a^j;hancgtojie\fI^t^uch last '^ "- -
year, vva§ at thp^encLw^e do a sharing, its hystericalN—
'''^ '*'
.--,
MAJ: Yes, I bet. ^"'^X^r-i^
. CL: /Theyx^me up,^«lthey have to^speak in sentences, that's one of our rules. I read p /f ^^
'''' / Pumpkin i*SnpkinToday and I think^catiffior was, Maiy Jot^sT AnH*what I liked aoout
^ ifwas, when got that great big pumpkin, it was so small, it started from a sprout. They





W they, no ope interar.t^with fhpm CA^~\J(^-t f/
MAJ: Yes, I think that's very important, Connie. The oral language. Getting them to use, not *
, ,
I
just interacting, but getting them to, its an audience to get them to talk in sentences. You -^^ * i'
know oral language, using their oral language.
CL: Well, I'll tell you another thing...
MAJ: ...structure...
CL ...like I tell the students. Another piece of it is, and I say this very humbly, the teache;r, has^
to convinceJhe kids, this is the greatest show on earth. / ""'j/i,.".-
.,/
MAJ: Yeah, you have to be an actress.
CL: Of course, of course.
MAJ: You have to, you have to.
CL: jfl don't act like this all the time. So, that's another piece of it. You know, you have to, * '* ij









huAi: With the beU.
/ CL: The whole language afforded some of it.
MAJ: OK.
12
: Yeah, well, I'd say from the beginning, you've had enthusiasm for teaching but, wouki-v, ^ |^, ig^l
you say that's when you made some of the drastic changes you've made is vsdth the^wU^ ^\^^^ ^:^

CL:\ /But I wasn't completely sold on whole language, but I did it, even with the basal.
^\_-'




eU th§i:ewa^n]1jenp»gljjl^4^^^^^ cannot do a whole dags. Now whpn. ,
^teaT^dBng,^.had airenw^Tea^iganiW^S^ '
^
^'5NrtA/--therew|re kidis^thev^jdidn''tmve a dug. And when I went to school, I Had to'teach myself
~^^
phonics. When fstmed^earching you did phonetics in reading and I didn't know a long P '^ "
'
"a" from a short "a", because when I went to school, we just used the sight method. I had *<^ , ' /
j
^ the sisters.
MAJ: Your own teaching, your own learning.
^'
-^f
CL: Uhuh, right. And a little bit, a little brighter you might say, and I'd say, "Gee, that kid
can't read", to myselfwhen I was a little girl. Good thing my mother helps me. OK, I
ber that. (Laughing) There are some things I remember about my mom. So whep I
teachingJLsaid,:^J3pnic;Sr4earGod,J-don't have a.GlyfiA44TadJjite.ach^i^f^
itTSoTl think ajot rests within the teacher^'^^^ss, I mean,'of course" wanting tp <iA\
teach is a giyerr -^ ^^ ^'^ ^^* .-^ . ^v^-e'>—.-^
\^,
MAJ: Yes, right.
CL: /'*And I think you have to enjoy children. And I think you have to go over when you pass
\ J B^QX that threshold. I mean, sometimes my mother will call me, "How was school today." i^ ^
,
V^^Well, we had a pretty good day. Well its not easy with children all day, Connie and that's ^
'
--^rf^^-the end of it. I think SQ^;^ft^^umk^lagk;^f preparedness. I think, I think its not f'
, /-Inspecting. the confi^ff^Uy^thetiffilareiL^^^ X.,^^ :s»'*«***'^ j'
j
I have some children in my room that are learning in spite of (inaudible)
"^^ €.
^i^.f
MAJ: Oh yeah, sure.
CL: '-? aftd I think you have to put that attitude aside. I think that's another piece of it. I have
^fii^'-'s^i^v^^^t'^i^^ ^^^1 -^
Y ^nv^tipies tMfXhardj. ^cause someone will say, 't)id you hear that so andso," you A-€ ' -^-/^-.t
^cnow, and I don't teel that talking about so and so. / / >
MAJ: Yes, yes. '
CL: Like you said, somedays are good somedays, I just wish I could stay home, it depends on
how I feel.
MAJ: Yes, but that's life, I think, that's just life. (Laughter)
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or^^'^*'-'/-CL: ^ think all jobs havejnQmeptfi^that you say, "Gee mgyb^ should be^aa^gineer^i^
A'sometffing.''"Sometimesr1f say to tliTl^dsf^ i
^1 they get the point. (Laughing) I always say, "Don't mind me." But I think you have to_^ | ' '
Jr^ \i, make fun and this program I have found to be fun. ^^"^^•- '*"-' ' ^
*
MAJ: OK, you've found it to be fun. Are you still refining and putting your own...
li-
I'm refimng^ll the timpr".
You mean, Tony told you, this, this and this, but you told him it takes time....
.I've said, Ton^^, IkoQw I can't do this. Like he suggested havjqg a schedule. I can't, a -. * -
'
an't feature a scKeduleN"'''''^—
"""^ ''''"^ "^ '"" --—^"^ * "-'"' ""^ " ''
MAJ: OK,Mmhmm.
CL: I can't. That in 15 minutes I have to stop. I might go over and sometimes I go under.
I'm always with my eye on the clock, cuz now its 2 hours.
MAJ: Mmhmm.
CL: Aj»d I love to get everyone. Every child wants me to look at they're doing and to read.
Xnd sometimes I can just combine, say, read this one page, you can kind of estimate if }' ' s ^ ,
V/ they can go on. Then I'll do a running record on the children that I have my doubts about. U
MAJ: When did you start doing a nmning records? -^Vv^
I It
CL: Last year, we....
MAJ: ...last year, OK....
^CL: ...I never used a running record before as a tool, 'pv" '- '
MAJ: Last year, OK, uhuh. Now what other assessments have you used before the running
record?
I ->^S -
L: My own obseryations. <-"-' '' -
MAJ: Observations.
. Cl/^ Little tests. ' '
MAJ: Did you use the Ba^al at the end ofthe chapter, those kind of...
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.yes, those afforded themselves and was right there in front of me. But with the nyjaing ,
-\ ^ recor4^<ipnH want to say intimacy, but I use if very loosely, and you're nghtth^ * 'l' '•'("
MAJ: Mmhmm, Mmhmm. ^^^f'hdiX
CL: And that's special to children. Especially, first gradersr^^^
And how often do you do the...
CL: ..I haven't done any now except for testing.
MAJ: OK, you do them for the initial testing.
CL: Yes, part of the observation series.
MAJ: OK.
CL: To determine the level.
MAJ: And that's what you did last year as part of the initial testing, you did running record with
the (?) Survey.
CL: Yes.
" }nAJ: Mmhmm. And prior to Bell, you mainly used teacher observation, you basal tests.
\f Anything else that you used?
CL: Not off the top ofmy head, just what was expected of us. Like what were are doing now.
See this is, like I said, this is all your senses, they're reading to each other, they can get up,
walk around. I give them the direction.
MAJ: Yes, sure.
,
CL:# I'm still, they don't know it, but I am still in charge. I don't faiow how you caji have this
;
? j .




MAJ: ...no you have to. r -/.'' '^'''. .
CL: I don't know, if I've answered your question.





Si- { I r --r.
'/ -.
^-^ ,r- rl Sf'^'^C T
CL:# Notl^ving^enoijglj^books^ People keeping books for a long period of time. Oh I like this
v^f blJ!51c7wdl,T3o too? (Laughing). Oh my children like it, but I haven't read that yet. Anc
that's a real attract book in comparison to some of the others.
MAJ: So you mean, the book room not sought of..
CL: ...yeah, I've said, I've said that to Mary. I find that a bit, you know, you're dealing with
adults and they act like....
MAJ: ...making changes and they've gotta share.
\/cuCL: I wish, for the most part, I have an array ofbooks that I know are ri^t^there. - " ^ ' " ^' ; "^
MAJ: Anything else that's not been helpful to you as you've tried to make this change? ^' -^.^.i-,^
\^eaj
CL: Jbmetimes I second guess myself I do. Because^I still feel that it will take me another^
Tyeartona^ thisrrr^^ ^
^'^^'-^^"""^-^-- '- -^ -""^ v. :^'- .>r--^-^''7-r- ^---»».-rr^ .
^ MAJ: ...it takes time though...
CL: ...yeah and no I'm patient. I know more now than I did last year.
MAJ: Yeah.
.--.&.; ^' h^l
CL: And most of^the things that we've been doing, are thiiigs that I've alv\gys didw";»l._^£- / '^ . / "s ,-,v
"MAJ: OK.
""'""' J '' '' ' - /
'
\yT~^ But, they_'re,^togetljer andjjjey're §llwithin thg contextZ-,-^^''^' ,—>.
}o you were doing them before, but now its more connected, there more integrated...? [l-^^ ' ^




CL: And it's true, it's very appealing. When I read that story yesterday - TAPE ENDED -
NOTHING ON SIDE TWO.
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Transcript of Tape-recorded Interview - CL0200
Q. Okay, let's... I'm talking with CL, and the first question I have for you is what are you thinking about
literacy these days?
A. When you say literacy, do you mean what I 'm doing everyday in the classroom? I enjoy it, because I ... I
say that to them, "We all want to be literate." I'm almost like a coach. "How many want to be literate?"
Everybody raises their hand. And I use every instance to incorporate literacy— speaking in entire sentences; being
aware of asking and telling sentences. Every instance I have. It's like a holistic. I don't want to sound [inaudible].
Q. No.
A. Even with the word wall. We're...you know what we're doing now with the word wall? We're putting the
words in alphabetical order.
Q. Really? That's great.
A. Isn't that something?
Q. Yeah.
A. We did D up there, and I only did a couple with four and two, and a few others.
Q. Okay.
A. And we're taking alphabetical order and we come down here during our literacy block.
Q. Right down here in front of the wall.
A. Yeah, they sit here.
Q. Flight here, uh-huh. So when you ultimately....
A. This is my traditional and this is my non-traditional setting. I do believe the children should have their
own space, their own desk. I could not have a round robin in here. I could not have two and two. I really feel that,
especially when they come in in the morning, it sets the tone [inaudible] schoolwork. And they go and they see and
they know exactly what to do. And then after we do our morning exercise, I say, "Okay." I don't even have. ..I start
walking down here, they know this is shared. They just... they 're like...
Q. They know [inaudible].
A
.
They are so. . . yeah. They know their routine.
Q. Yeah. So you're doing alphabjetical order. .
.
A. So I just started that on Monday.
Q. Yeah. Now how is it, when you think about your literacy instruction, you know...
A. No, I don't know if I've answered your question.
Q. No, but I think... you always answer my questions the way, you know, you answer them the way you want
to [inaudible].
A. See, we do. . . this is a little center. Those are our homonyms. We're also focusing. .
.
Q. Yes, I know you. . .1 think you had told me you had worked on that awhile, [inaudible].

A. Maybe about half of the class doing that, or even if someone like Julia can write four sentences using four
homonyms out of that. I don't know, I had about fifty, sixty [inaudible]. That's an accomplishment. She has at
least an awareness. So that's what I do.
Q. That's great
A. My [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, and have the kids [inaudible] right from text. You had mentioned earlier about, you know, Tony and
how you don't take. .. 'cause you know so much and [inaudible].
A. Well, I mean...
Q. But I 'm wondering, if you think of Fletcher's. .
.
your study group involvement, is there something you're
thinking about differently in terms of your instruction, in terms of your involvement with those. ..with those seven
other women; something that you... you're thinking about differently because of the study group and the way you
instruct or what you do in your instruction? Anything different you're doing or thinking? Anything you're thinking
about?
A. No. My whole. . . you know, this is a new program, and I ... I am more comfortable this year than last year,
[inaudible] I... I didn't have a... a big problem with it. 1 just... I enjoyed the change. 1 really didn't...! wasn't a big
fan of developmental, because then you just take one and then we. . . I mean, I 've had, you know, as many as forty-
two children at one time. I mean, that was the class size. And we went to thirty-six and twenty-eight. You know.
Q. Yeah.
A. I used to have four and five groups, because we'd have children who couldn't even. . .1 had second grade then.
They couldn't even read a phrase.
Q. So you had to group. . .you. .
.
you had to [inaudible].
A. I had to go above and beyond that. So I find this. . . what. . . what I really like about this is they're to. . .you
should see my bilingual kid, [inaudible]. Just adorable how she talks. You know, when she first came, she
wouldn't speak, [inaudible] is an actor. And when your back is turned, [inaudible/whispering], [inaudible] him. I
mean, there have been some problems, but the father was doing his homework, [inaudible]. So what good is that?
Q. Yeah, right.
A. Instead of sitting down with a lot of them, you keep reading and reading.
Q. Yeah, [inaudible].
A. No, no, no. And he doesn't apply himself here. He doesn't have any maturity. He's not that serious about
it, even with two mid-term warnings.
Q. Yeah.
A. So...
Q. Well, but you. ..but you. ..since you've seen what you just said, you said that you like the fact that this is
different from the way you've done it before because the kids are talking more. Is that [inaudible]?
A. Yeah, they're all engaged in the reading.
Q. They're engaged and they're talking.
A. And they know that they have to be doing something. This is not... we don't chit-chat. That's what I say




One's here and one's down the other end.
Q. Okay. The reason your children are taltdng, they really aren't talking...
A. Well, 1 shouldn't say talking. They're engaged in what they're doing.
Q. ...[inaudible]. That's right. They're. ..that's what I mean. That's what you're saying. It's that it's not a
chit-chat; just sort of what their. . . their directed. They're. . . they're [inaudible].
A. Yeah. I shouldn't say that. They are.
Q. 1 know [inaudible] know.
A. And what I do is I never wait until that last second, because they only can last fifteen to twenty minutes.
That's enough to take a guided. .
.
Q. Okay.
A. ...[inaudible] two or three who are in that particular... that level, off and running and waiting.
Q. Okay.
A. And then what 1 do before I take the next guy— and I usually take a couple— I walk around very
quickly— not to everyone but someone that 1 might.. .but I am always checking on those two. I'm at ease when
they're at the listening center.
Q. Okay.
A. There's no [inaudible]. Well, you know, I have to know. You have to think it through, right? So,
anyway, and then I'll take. ..I'll have someone come up.. .I'll have them come up to read, usually two, one on my
left and one on my right. That's how 1 do it. 1 don't do one-on-one, unless I'm questioning something. But for
the. ..for half of my class, they're good. The other half, that's... those are my repeats and those are. ..those are who
are going to repeat, and those who just don't... 1 don't really...! don't really have anyone who's truly struggling. I
mean, whatever level they're at, they're comfortable with.
Q. Good. That's good.
A. You know, so that's it. Those are the four [inaudible] out of twenty-plus, they're both comfortable.




Stephan does wonderful . .
.
Q. Stephan.
A. ... with his papers out there.
Q. Okay.
A. He's like a new child. I've been meaning to tell you that. The other one, Jaquetta[?]. Jacquetta, she's like
tossed to the wind. There isn't a parent that is truly concerned. To me, 1...1 give homework. Like this is for
tomorrow morning. That's easy. But they have this homework.
Q. Okay.
A. But they have to answer in a sentence. They have to be able to read it, all right? I know it's pretty
straightforward. It's not a personal response.
Q. Yeah. But...

A. It's writing. There's nothing wrong with it. Nothing at all.
Q. No, so this is [inaudible].
A. I mean, I ... if I wanted to go one step further, I could say, "How would you feel if Tom was your turtle?"
Q. Yeah, and I 'm sure you, at some point. .
.
A. But...
Q. ... you'd do that, but [inaudible].
A. But I can't [inaudible]. Right, yeah.
Q. [inaudible].
A. They have to get grammar.
Q. Yeah, so tell me more about.. .tell me more about Stephan. You said that he's. ..he's like a new child.
Tell me more about him [inaudible].
A. Well, when he first came in, I mean, he was all set to cause mayhem, [inaudible/whispering]. 1 had to call
the house. The mother came up. 1 mean, he was a handful, 'cause that's how he perceives school. And 1 must tell
you with all sincerity, the mother has been so pleased. She's [inaudible]. She works as a chambermaid at the
Westin Hotel. And when I took made and maid, 1 was very careful as a homonym. I was very, very careful how I
mentioned it. But anyway, she's been so pleased. The problem [inaudible] any father. There's a grandmother,
remember? Doesn't speak a word of English. There's an older daughter in seventh grade, another boy in third grade,
and then twins. Stephan's a twin. 1 guess the other twin's not doing well. And anyway, 1 asked to see her. And he
started to improve. And then she came up again because of the other daughter, and she said to me that's she's been
so pleased that she wishes that 1 could ha... he could be in my room all the way up to the fifth grade.
Q. Oh, that was a nice comment.
A
.
That was her way . .
.
Q. Very nice comment.
A. ...of saying it, and he has. Even Ann comes in, she can't believe. He's with two nice other boys,
Anthony Burghouse[?] and Akina[?]. They have a [inaudible] or somethmg. I can't [inaudible]. But.. .and they
work beautiful together. And they're doing a series of dinosaur books.
Q. Oh, okay.
A. They love it.
Q. So they... they 're making the books themselves?
A. No, they're reading them for guided reading.
Q. Okay.
A. But then there's a follow-up. I [inaudible] papers are outside. They do fun facts about the dinosaurs, and
they have to draw the picture of the dinosaur and name it, and when they do fun facts they have to extract three
characteristics.
Q. [inaudible] they weigh.
A. [inaudible]. And what I do with that now, Mary Ann, this is something that I have... have really focused on
this year, is the writing. I sit down with them while the others are all engaged. 'Tell me what you learned. Find it

Q. Yeah.
A. 'Cause I've spoken to the third grade teachers. That's teaching them research.
Q. It is.
A. You read it.
Q. Absolutely. Oh, that's wonderful.
A. [inaudible] we did the. . .1 introduced them to the caterpillar book today, and there's a tape of that so
tomorrow they'll listen to it. That's how I do it. I don't give them the tape first. And to read that [inaudible]. It's
a big book. It could be a little boring, you know, 'cause there are a lot of facts.
Q. Yeah.
A. But see, that teaches them to extract.
Q. Yeah.
A. Then you can say at the end, "Well, how would you feel if you had a caterpillar as a pet?" So you can
bring in the key question. But at this level, they can't be doing these deep questions.
Q. Yeah, yeah. Bull think...
A. Truly.
Q. Yeah, but even just the fact that you have them going. .
.
A. It's their awareness.
Q. ... back into the text. .
.
A. Yeah.
Q. ... and they have to tell you and give you rationale. I think that's wonderful for a first-grader to be able to
do that. That's great.
A. And then, the other two girls are doing "Grandpa Comes to Visit," I think that's the name of it. I don't
know, I didn't look at it, I just... I didn't have time to introduce them to that at any great length. That's like a





A. And one little girl, the father's [inaudible/whispenng], but this little girl is wonderful. I've met the
mother. She and the fa.. .it's the mother's father, and he baby-sits if the mother has to go out. There's also a
brother. He's [inaudible]. But my little girl, Margie, she's very good— excellent. She wouldn't talk to the






A. [inaudible] started [inaudible].
Q. What level? What level?
A. Five.
Q. It's a five, okay. So she. .
.
A. She has trouble with the first sound.
Q. Oh.
A. She. . . she tries to invent her words.
Q. Okay.
A. Doesn't know a word like it's about the lights, and she didn't know turn. She didn't even know light. I
said a good reader looks at the picture. She could not tell me it was the traffic light, [inaudible].
Q. [inaudible].
A. Yeah.
Q. So that... yeah.
A. Because she's in and out, in and out, and there's no. .
.
Q. ... consistency, yeah.
A. ... follow-up at home.
Q. Okay. Well, at least...
A. She was a behavior problem when she came. She. . . she was [inaudible].
Q. Yeah. Well, she was [inaudible].
A. She's [inaudible]...
Q. Yeah. [inaudible].
A. [inaudible]. And then, Monday, Anne [inaudible] and I had a problem with my windshield wipers, so Anne
made me at lunchtime. . . 1 had lunch and then I had a P&D, and I was really concerned so I asked her, you know, if I
could take the car over, and I said, 'Til be back unless they can fix it." And she said, "Fine. I'll get you someone to
take them up to science." So they had like two periods there. I mean, this was serious.
Q. Yeah.
A. [inaudible], [inaudible].
Q. No, you need...
A. So anyway, Jaquetta and [inaudible/whispering]. She's [inaudible] the mother's kind of a snob and she's
very, very fresh. They gave, and this is Kelly who they know, and very difficult and they were very disrespectful to
her. Jaquetta was very [inaudible]. Jaquetta really isn't like that. Pretty, polite, and so forth, but she's easily... and
[inaudible] is very forceful. So she followed just. .
.

A. She doesn't even go over any papers. We don't have that many papers, [inaudible] to go over it like this.
Take this home tomorrow, and go over this with somebody, and read it. No way.
Q. That's too bad.
A. So I mean, it's just here.
Q. Yeah.
A. And that's not good enough.
Q. Not good enough, no, no. It's not enough.
A. And I...she went to the Little Curly School. Do you know where that is?
Q. Yes, [inaudible].
A. I don't...! don't know what she learned there.
Q. Yeah. So she had...





Capital J, then lower case A , capital Q. .
.
Q. What was her [inaudible] like? Do you have a sense of what she was... I mean, her [inaudible] was decent
[inaudible]?
A Not off the top of my head.
Q. Oh. It'd just be interesting to see, but, you know, I know there's pretty decent teaching going on over
there.
A. When 1 spoke with Mom, 1 said, "Why was she absent yesterday?" "Well, she kind of banged her knee on
the bunk bed." Now you know. .."So I kept her home." I didn't pursue it, because you know, at this point m your
life...
Q. Yeah, well you said the home support is just not what it ought to be.
A. There isn't any.
Q. All right.
A. There isn't any.
Q. Okay, well, let's. ..let me ask you this. What do you think about the running record? What are you
thinking about the running record?
A. Well, now a rurming record, I do not have to do the running record in detail. We're down to
[inaudible]... now that.. .Tony said we are not reading recovery teachers. I do the running record for about, I'd say. ..if
I have four levels, on levels three and four. My ones and twos read.
Q. Yeah. So you don't need to do [inaudible].
A. No, I mean, and I don't have that time.

A. I combine stuff over here now. I mean, I never did this before.
Q. Yeah.
A. They love it.
Q. Yeah.
A. There's all the phases or all the instances of [inaudible]. Okay?
Q. Yeah.
A. I mean that. . .that's a lot.
Q. Yeah.
A. And you know what's good about that? Words in print. We can write those words.
Q. That's wonderful.
A. When. . .when Michelle did Julia, she couldn't believe the words she could write. That's because [inaudible]
this. You're doing this. The words are all over the place.
Q. Yeah, so they know that. Yeah, they know how to do that.
A. Now that's what I do differently now.
Q. Okay.
A. Before, I used to have spelling, phonics, math, and something else.
Q. What else?
A. Reading. Papers. . . the children's papers would go up there.
Q. Okay, so now...
A. I changed all that. We have authors and illustrators. Okay?
Q. All right, so you're more... you're anigrating[?].
A. Yes.
Q. [inaudible]... But it's. ..yeah, that's what you're doing.
A. And what 1 do for spelling, I give them back the paper, they take it home. I don't have any place to put it.
This is more important. Even with the math, you see how. ..this is up there for the year because we're continually
doing our story— our equations.
Q. Okay.
A. They have the dice up there. That's the equation. And then I'll take that down and we're gonna start to do
money.
Q. Oh, okay.
A. And put a money board up there. Okay?

A. We have to put it... it's a memory check on it, right?
Q. Absolutely. No, really. That's... no...
A. [inaudible].
Q. But it is. Youjust have to learn this word.
A. Exactly.
Q. So that's great that you're actually. . . 'cause there is [inaudible] research about that— that children do learn
patterns quite easily.
A. Yes.
Q. So that's good you're working on that.
A. Absolutely.
Q. That's great, yeah. So...
And they laugh and you should see, they sit down, they ask, 'Do we have to stop?" And they go on and




And a tie. And there's a tie you wear. And they we had too to two, three to's, and a tie.
Yeah. Yeah, well that's great, that you...
It makes them understand it.
Yeah, [inaudible]. Like you say, you've got your authors and illustrators rather than sort of having
ever^'thing separate.
A. Instead of having our math papers up there, we go up and they do the clocks, you can't see it, the hour and
the half hour, they match. I don't know if you can see it over there. Okay?
Q. Yeah.
A. They do that, and we started a place for. ..what 1 do with the math, I'm taking... trying to incorporate all the
concepts.
Yeah.
Even when I put the page on the board for phonics page, I say, "Six to four. Six, ten, twelve.
Yeah.
. . . because every minute counts.
[inaudible].
After the literacy, we go to the IRS lab, the computer lab.

Q. It's a full, full schedule.
A. Thursdays and Fridays. It's incredible, Mary Ann.
Q. It's a full schedule. You get a lot done. You've gotten quite a lot done. Now, so that's...
A
.




Q. So now you. ..you mentioned and I agree that for those upper level kids, you don't need to be doing that
kind of analysis and you really don't have the time, as you said.
A. I don't. I mean, truly, I... I am not. I...
Q. Yeah, do you see. . .but do you see value for your lower kids doing that type. . .doing that analysis at
some... at some point?
A. At some point. I couldn't really give you a truthful answer. I don't have enough to draw from.
Q. Yeah.
A. 'Cause it's relatively new for me to make that spjecific. But I, even myself, like I know what to focus in
on on Jaquetta. I know my kids.
Q. Okay.
A. You can't teach them unless you know what they [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, you have to know, right, right.
A
.
And that' s sort of why . .
.
Q. Yeah.
A. It's like a running record in my brain.
Q. 'Cause you know.
A. 'Cause this kid does not look. . .she's not looking at the pictures, she's not using her initial sounds. I
mean, I don't have to be... I know.
Q. So you. . .what you're saying is, I think, is that you, because of your years of experience, you're able to
observe a young child and [inaudible] . .
.
A. Yes, yes, as they present themselves.
Q. This child doesn't know this, this, and this.
A. She said, "What am I going to do with her?" I'm going... I have them behind [inaudible]. We were sorting
them out before we came. I'm taking... Hi. Do you need me?
FEMALE. [inaudible].
A. Okay, [inaudible] Okay. She needs more work somewhere along the line. Her initial consonants were
[inaudible].

Q. Is she building in that area?
A. Yeah, I don't think she had a full range of experience last year wherever she was. This is like a real... this
is overload for her.
Q. Yeah. Have they come up with it— the [inaudible]... the sight words? Does she know [inaudible]?
A. Yes. I mean, she... she's as sweet as can be. She wants to. I mean, she really is. She loves when she
gets something [inaudible]. Okay? So...
Q. That sounds great. Now, as you think about your work over this past year, what... what's been easy for
you? You know, as you think about your work... I'm talking about now, specifically the study group. Are the
things you might be thinking about or doing. What's been easy and what's been hard? What's been not so helpful?
What's been helpful [inaudible]?
A. Well, sometimes I really don't know what I'm, like, what am I really doing for you. When you say
reflecting, I'd. ..I'm not reflecting like, well, I don't know, like I was gonna remodel my kitchen. I mean, I don't
know. I'm giving you...
Q. [inaudible], yeah.
A. ...an outlandish example. I mean, I just want these kids to get it.
Q. Okay.
A. And I'm focusing on where that weakness is and give them practice.
Q. Okay.
A. And correcting the way. . . it's like being sick.
Q. Well, yeah, well, that's what you said with Stephan. I mean, you said he's a new child. Just as if you
were to talk to me on paper about okay. Here's what he did last month and here's what he's. .
.
you know what I
mean? I'm... I'm having them go into the text. All the things you're saying to me about how you're teaching him.
That's all. ..that's all. ..when I'm. ..when I say reflect, that's what I mean. Just sort of...
A. Well, that's what I did with [inaudible]. I had to reflect it and [inaudible] my mind...
Q. Yeah, that's... that's what I mean by reflect.
A. She needs more practice with her initial sounds, okay? This kid just has a whole hodgepodge. Nothing
makes sense to her. She never practices. So what am I gonna do? Well, I could give her this board and she could
start and you can learn. . . they like to write. So I have her engaged in every way.
Q. Yeah.
A. All right? But there's the pictures, so you have all the yellow words. She turns it over, and I will...
I
will... it's a little contrived, but I will make them easy for her.
Q. But see, that's what I'm talking about. I'm talking about a teacher like yourself. You're observing her and
this is what you try, yeah. It's sort of writing that to me so that I sense that, yes, Connie's observing this about
Jaquetta, and this is what she's doing. That's all. That's all you might be thinking. Just sort of thinking things
about Stephan.
A. See now, what she does, first... when she goes to the listening center, like she read... boy,
it.. .it... [inaudible]. And when she finished and the tape was over, I have her with two, all right? They come out
and they like look around. They don't know what to do ne.xt. "Excuse me. I'll be right there. Sit down and do a
buddy reading." They don't know enough that after they listen, they're gonna do their buddy reading.

Q. Yeah, yeah, no.
A. I can't do that.
Q. No, no.
A. C'mon. If they were second and third grade, that might be a great thing to use. First grade? Oh, God.
Q. Yeah.
A. When Jaquetta came, she couldn't even hold her pen. She couldn't write her name. She didn't know the
alphabet.
Q. No. So you [inaudible] . . . you wouldn't even do that.
A. I wouldn't. Like I said, I go there. He shows you, and you take what you feel...
Q. Yeah, exactly.
A. ...is going to work for you.
Q. Yeah.
A. And I do. I. ..I enjoy it.
Q. And your kids are different. I mean, your kids are all different, so you can't just sort of take a recipe and
sort of just. .
.
A. No way.
Q. . . .apply it with every kid the same way.
A. And they're very happy here. They're... they're...
Q. [inaudible].
A. [inaudible].
Q. I've seen them. Yeah.
A. They really...
Q. [inaudible].
A. They know where they stand.
Q. Yeah, yeah, yeah, okay. So that. . . that. .
.
A. So that's reflecting, [inaudible]. How am I gonna help this child? I'm saying this poor kid.
Q. Which is basically what you're doing.
A. You've got a long life ahead of you.
Q. Yeah. That's basically what I'm...
A. And I have some [inaudible]. "Did you know that an oyster is a mollusk?" That's the other end of the
spectmm.

Q. That's what... that's what I mean, about anything that's been helpful, you know...
A. Hike...! like...
Q. ...anything that's been helpful.
A. ...it when the principal conies in and says to the children, "Could you read that for me?" 1 never feel
intimidated. Never, because I know that they should be able to read it. I have enough belief in myself, okay? I
know that.
Q. So that's helpful for you.
A. Yes.
Q. So that's... so that's what I'm talking about.
A. And she knows the children, and she knows who ca...she will know that. ..she came in on Monday and she
heard Stephan, Anthony, and Akina read just quiet. 'This is unbelievable."
Q. [inaudible]. Aren't they beautiful. You told me about that.
A. And they were thr...in fact, Stephan, he was the third one. He thought the [inaudible] was very difficult. I






To a greater measure than others.
Q. Yes, yes.
A. So 1 love when she comes in.
Q. Yeah, and you've mentioned her.
A. I like when Mary says to me, 'Thank you for inviting me in to your class," I said, "You can bring anyone
in. Bring the full contmgent[?]. If they can do it better, let me know." I never feel...
Q. Yeah.
A. 'Cause I know I'm doing.. .I'm very comfortable...
Q. Yeah.
A. . . .with it, you know?
Q. Yeah.
A. And even if someone doesn't behave, I just get my closed sign off it.
Q. Yeah. Well, Mary was raving, as I said, raved about you last year— about how you had taking, after, you
know, so many years of doing things differently [inaudible]...
A. See, I'm not. ..I am not...

A. I did the balloon.
Q, You did the balloon.
A. 1 was a nervous wreck.
Q. 'Cause you like to take risks?
A. Yeah, yeah. I mean, I will do something once or twice. Now, the balloon I wouldn't do twice. I was glad
that we got down.
Q. Does it land... land with the wind? How does it land?
A. I did it over the. . . it was a wonderful expenence. I was in the Burgundy region in France.
Q. When?
A. Let's see. Around 1988?
Q. Wow.
A. And, you know, everyone [inaudible] know, but I took a leave and I went to Kenya and I taught.
Q. No, 1 didn't know that [inaudible].
A. '92, '93.
Q. You taught in Kenya?
A. That's right.
Q. What was the age of the group, the teaching?






Q. And you taught. . . so, but you were a first-grade teacher and you taught high school.




A. Well, I was with a religious group. I felt very safe, and 1 always wanted to do that.
Q. And were the Kenyan children [inaudible]?
A. Oh, yeah.
Q. That's wonderful. That's my dream, to go to Kenya, go to Africa [inaudible].
A. Yeah. I went to Kenya, I went to Zimbabwe, and 1 went to South Africa.

Q. Is it more like... like America?
A. No, no, no, no, no.
Q. It's more. . .it's more urbanized? No, no?
A. Well, I mean, they do... well, they wear uniforms.
Q. Yeah.
A. ... 'cause that. . . that's a British method. And all I did was lecture. That's what you do there. That's how
you teach.
Q. Oh. And they listen and take notes.
A. And they listened to tapes.
Q. Okay. None of this interactive stuff.
A. Oh, no. But on Friday afternoons, we had, gosh, what do you call that? We did it in high school. You'd
get up and you'd state something. I forget what they call it. You must. .
.
Q. Not just a [inaudible] dialogue. Not those, where you kind of draw the question and people answer?
A. I forget how they . . . what they did. They got up. . . I '11 think of it before next Wednesday.
Q. The students or you?
A. The students, and we'd just... the headmistress and myself, there was only two of us...
Q. Debate? Not debate.
A. A debate. It was hke a debate.
Q. Okay.
A. And they said something, you had to pick it up, and they had tunes.
Q. Okay, yeah.
A. That's what we did. And that's the only time you have a hat and you...
Q. Oh, okay.
A. ...would interact and...
Q. So once. . . once a [inaudible].
A. 1 would step into the classroom, which was a little. . . I couldn't get over the poverty
[inaudible/whispering] . .
.
Q. Oh, yeah, right.
A. ... [inaudible/whispering]. We lived on the compound, and we had staff housing— the sister and myself.
The rest of the staff did not live in the compound. That's because she was the headmistress and 1 was there to
accompany her. I was allowed to live there. 1 mean, that was the condition. I needed room and board. I mean, we
were in a very rural area. I saw huts. I saw where some of the students lived.
Q. Yeah.

Q. Would you go back? Would you ever go back?
A. Yeah, I'd go back. I'd go back. Itwasari.sk. But nothing ever happened. We had watchmen.
[Tape side A ends. Tape side B begins.]
Q. That's wonderful.
A. The only time we had a problem, and this had nothing to do with the school, we had gone on holiday. It
was some kind of a Muslim holiday, so we had two additional days. So Ellen wanted to go up to Natasha[?].
Q. Yeah.
A. A beautiful place— a lake. Hamingos had like that color. Thousands of them.
Q. Oh, wow.
A. Well, she decided to go in the back way and we got stuck in the mud. You know, stuck in the mud?
Q. [inaudible].
A. We slept in the car.
Q. In the mud?
A. The car would not move. It was awful. Nobody knew we were there. It was terrible. I was really nervous.
I said, "Ellen, why did you go in this way?" 'Cause when it rains there, there's a torrential downpour. Nothing like
what's here. But then it dries. But where we got stuck, there were a lot of trees.
Q. Yeah.
A. So the sun didn't go through.
Q. And so you got stuck in the mud. How long were you stuck?
A. Overnight.
Q. [inaudible] didn't sink?
A. We were in. ..let me tell you, we were in a game park as well. The next morning, actually it was the next
afternoon, around one o'clock, two Nairo. . .two Kenyan guides came through with a German tour.
Q. And that's how they found you.
A. They pushed. . .they could not believe that the animals didn't come near us. Especially they have [inaudible]
water buffalo.
Q. Oh. Arethey...and they're... they bother humans? Water buffalo?
A. They... they do.
Q. Oh, they do.
A. You have to be very careful of water buffalo.
Q. Oh, my God. Were there twenty-four hours? How long were in the mud?
A. We were there over twenty-four hours. It was almost a day and a night.

A. We could have been attacked.
Q. Yeah, anything.
A. So then we went over to the. ..there was like a hotel. They were very kind to us, and they made us shower,
and we ate, and we went back. And they were worried at us. . . they were worried about ik at the compound 'cause we
weren't there. The secretary. . .1 had housing, and a couple of the caretakers. .
.
Q. Yeah.
A. They lived like in the di. . .a little bit of a distance, and they knew we hadn't come back.
Q. Yeah. So they would have sent out a search party [inaudible].






That was the only . .
.
Q. Oh, my goodness. But that was. . . it still ... the experience, that must have been wonderful.
A. I had a wonderful experience.
Q. You know, that's nice. When. . . when did you. .
.
you did that back in '93?
A. '92, '93.
Q. '93.
A. Yeah. Sort of recently.
Q. Yeah, that was recently, yeah. So you are a risk taker then.
A. In 1990, 1 went to Zimbabwe because I have religious friend, and she took a sabbaticed there and she invited
me. So 1 asked Mr. Ross, I went to him and said [inaudible] vacation, and I took two weeks without pay.
Q. Yeah.
A. They... they [inaudible]. I took actually two personal days, [inaudible] hke seven days without pay, and 1
was there for three weeks.
Q. That's [inaudible].
A. And then 1 went back in '92, '93. I revisited Zimbabwe. I went to South Africa for the first time to meet
the other religious. It was a chance of a lifetime to go.
Q. Yes. 1 think that's...was wonderful.
A. And then 1 flew back up to Kenya and that's where I stayed.
Q. Yeah, oh, that's great.
A. It was [inaudible] about nine months.

Q. Yeah.
A. There are young people who will never budge.
Q. You're right, you're right.
A. And when I [inaudible] about this is it's so encompassing.
Q. Yeah, it really is [inaudible].
A. And they take [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, you... yeah...
A. [inaudible] over here.
Q. Yeah.
A. Mary said 1 can go all over the place.
Q. She's always talking about how you've changed and how she just thought you were just doing great things.
Now is there anything else at the, you know, at the system level that's been supportive, that has helped you or not
been helpful? I mean, you talked about your administrator, Tony and Mary you've mentioned.
A. [inaudible].
Q. Anything at the system level? You know, anything that... even, you know, [inaudible] in your classroom
that has helped you through change or that has not been helpful as. . .as you've tned to change. . .change things.
Anything broad, you know, broader [inaudible]...
A. I wish I had more books, more books.
Q. More books.
A. You know, that might not seem important to you...
Q. Okay.
A. ...but it's very important to me.
Q. Okay.
A. Because 1 think when you have a whole school like this, you need a lot of books. You need tapes. I do
believe the children need to listen and follow the printed symbol. Truly.
Q. Okay.
A. That's how we learn.
Q. So more. . .just more teaching. . . more books.





... to return [inaudible] . .
.
Q. The book [inaudible]... the bookroom. Is it what they call a bookroom?

I can't... I find that
You'd rather have your own.
Okay, yeah.
More of your own.
I mean, I 'd be willing to share, but no one seems to keep to the rules.
Yeah.
Or whatever you call it, yeah.
[inaudible].












A. No. 1 asked one teacher one day, I said to her, I said, "Well, you have this particular book. I. . .1. . .someone
told me." Oh, she said, "My children love it." I said, "Yeah, but that's not what I asked you." 1 said, "You've had
it for quite awhile now." Well, you know, she was so reluctant. I... I didn't get it for a couple of more weeks. I

















I mean, it was ridiculous.
That's not.. .that's [inaudible]... that's not right.
[inaudible].
No, that's not right, no.
So...
Yeah.
...sometimes you have to play the same game. So I keep some books, when 1 know that some of the... my
..like I have a book called "Hands, Hands." It's adorable and there's a tape that's very good for Jaquetta.
Yes.
It's not a hard book even though it's a ten. It's a dif...in...in to.. .another thing too, some tens are easy...
Yeah.
. . .and some tens aren't. Some sixes are hard and some sixes aren't.
Right.
Okay?
So there's a [inaudible]...
So if you were gonna ask me about Jaquetta, I'd say she's probably between a five and a six, which isA.
good.

A. Another thing I have to tell you what happened yesterday. We were taking the homonym blue and blew . I
have this bubble stuff, and I have them blow bubbles.
Q. Yeah.
A. Then they got blue and then blew. Then, someof the... the kids started a... a new book, the dmosaur book,
and of course you know dinosaurs are huge and they're enormous, so the word was enormous yesterday and they
didn't know it, so 1 just told them...
Q. Yeah.
A. Because Charlie[?] says, I mean, we can't be sitting there for hours and say, "Okay, you don't know that
one word."
Q. Yeah.
A. How would explain enormous? I mean, you just. ..I was trying to get big but they didn't really know that,
[inaudible] would, but they. .
.
Q. Yeah, right.
A. So anyway, when they were blowing the bubbles in the afternoon, or was it the end of the. . .1 don't know,
it was sometime yesterday, some of the bubbles were tiny and some were very big, so I said to Stephan, Anthony,
and Akina, "What word did you learn this morning that means like big?" Of course, you know, 1 explained the
bubble isn't a dinosaur.
Q. Yeah.
A. They [inaudible], so Andy wrote his story. . .1 [inaudible]. Andy is now going to the [inaudible].
Q. Yeah.
A. I gave him the pen yesterday.
Q. [inaudible].
A. [inaudible].
Q. This is wonderful.
A. [inaudible]. The way he drew his picture over the bubbles.
Q. The bubbles and the blue bubbles.
A
.
Blew . . , they blew blue bubbles.
Q. [inaudible]. This is w... this is wonderful, Connie.
A. Aren't they?
Q. I think it's very nice.
A. This is something I never [inaudible]. And I like to [inaudible]...! can remember the second grade
[inaudible]...
Q. Talk [inaudible] . .
.




A. . . .and they would say, "My children didn't write about how quick like they've never written before."
Q. Yeah.
A. We should take everything in isolation, okay?
Q. Yeah.
A. Now if you notice here, they even do apostrophes. "My horse's name."
Q. Yeah. That's wonderful.
A. Got that right away.
Q. Yeah, of course.
A. Yeah. Some of them don't have the realization, but they know they put an apostrophe; it's their horse.
Q. Yeah, yeah.
A. Then all of a sudden, I think it dawns. .
.
Q. But it's meaningful.
A. Yeah, It... it...
Q. 1 mean, it's meaningful and the conversation you have to come up with this...
A. And... but usually...
Q. [inaudible] the conversation. You had to get them to write like this.
A. Right You... I never really repeat somethmg hke a negative behavior, [inaudible]. That's how I address
it. But sometimes when I. ..like last year and this year when 1 take that out, could. .."Does that sound right if I said,
my horse name is Linda?" Now, they know it doesn't sound right.
Q. Yeah.
A. That they can pick up on. Okay? And I've done. . .done that, which I have never done before.
Q. Okay.
A. It's a lot of question and answering.
Q. Okay.
A. And thinking, processing.
Q. Yes, absolutely.
A. But they can talk.
Q. Yes, well, that's right.




A. ... [inaudible] book. Just make sure they. . . they're doing their seat work. See here, there's no real. .
.
Q. Yeah, it's different. They're just too active anyway so it's easier.
A. Well, Mary Ann, 1 hope I'm making sense.
Q. Yeah. But it's... you're funny, [inaudible], [inaudible] define assess... define assessment. How do you
think about assessment these days? Assessment.
A. Well, assessment.
Q. Yeah, and how is your assessment [inaudible] . .
.
A. Well, personally...
Q. Define it and then how have your practices changed?
A. Well, I don't know if I can define it for us. All I know is I'm cons. . .all I know is 1 am constantly
assessing my children— every day, looking for growth. To me, assessment can be tied into growth. If you don't
assess, like with Jaquetta today, then you cannot provide the... the means...
Q. Okay.
A. ...for growth or further assessments.
Q. Okay.
A. Assessment is just continually step-by-step.
Q. Okay. Looking to see if she needs. .
.
A. Looking to see where she needs help or practice. I should say practice. That's really what I wanted to say.
Q. Okay.
A. Okay? Kay, our assessor, she knows that. Now we'll move on...
Q. Okay.
A. ...to something else.
Q. And like you said, you assessed that she knew more. . . she needed more initial consonants .so you. .
.
A. Yeah.
Q. ... actually came out with an activity now to. .
.
A. Yes.
Q. You have to give her what she needs. .
.
A. You have to have something meaningful.
Q. ...for practice.
A. To practice that. But I. ..I really couldn't give you a catechism question...






















It's always on. . .it's ongoing is what you're saying.
You could say right away, "Gee, that kid knows that."
Yeah, [inaudible]...
And then it helps you that you can eliminate and move on. Don't you. . .do you see what I'm saying?
Yeah.
Why keep somebody beating the dead horse, as they say. She knows that, okay, let's move on.
Yeah.
And that is what it helps you to do.
Yeah, so you're not teaching things they already know, basically.
Exactly.
It's an ongoing...
They know that. Let's get going 'cause there's so much more for you to learn.
Okay, great.
1 mean, 1 don't know if I'm answering you properly.
Yeah, I think that's fine. What... and 1 do want to ask you somethmg.
[inaudible].
1 do have a follow-up [inaudible], and that is, before you started doing things differently here, how... how
.how is what you thmk about. . .about assessment today different from back then? How is it different?
A. Well, there's a big emphasis on assessment today, and 1 don't think the. ..the assess... assessment was as
extremely critical as it is today. Everything is assessment. It's the best word.
Q. Yeah.
A. I don't ever remember hearing it so much as I am now.
Q. Yeah.
A. Guided reading, you pick up all the hterature that comes in. Guided reading. Word wall. Everything.
It's. ..it's all changed.
Q. Do you think it's... and why do you think that is, Connie? Why is assessment the best word today? Why
do you think it is?
A. It's the basis of everything, even in math. We're constantly assessing [inaudible]. It's like being
introspective, okay? It's reflecting. It's like another word for reflecting...
Q. Yeah.
A. . . .and being introspective. You look within to see how you can approve, you know, outside of yourself.

room is I always say I wish I had a closet, but I don't.
Q. So years ago, did you assess on an on. . . 'cause you said it's ongoing. You have to be. .
.
A. [inaudible]...
Q. . . .always looking so years ago, you did that too or. .
.
A. We had the. . . we had the workbooks. We had the workbooks.
Q. Oh, you had the workbooks, okay, all right.
A
.
'Cause we had the [inaudible] . .
.
Q. So that's okay. The workbooks and worksheets where you assessed [inaudible] . .
.
A. Right, and you... right.
Q. ... to a certain degree now too.
A. Now we use your running record. We ne. . .1 never used a running record. We say you don't know that
word. When I started to teach first grade, one thing 1 always did the first two months was I took [inaudible]
vocabulary everyday. It was like. .
.
Q. And that's still a great assessment. Yeah, yeah.
A. Only 1 was the word wall. Because many [inaudible] words. But 1 never had them in place.
Q. The word wall.
A
.
They ' re not here ... well , you know. Here, they ' re always here.
Q. Yes, right.
A. Which is good. Why put them away?
Q. Yeah, yeah.
A. The kids are com. . . Jaquetta can say, '1 can do B." And she can. She can do B and blue, 'cause what I do
often, 1 take away [inaudible] for five, six, or seven minutes. Okay? "Stephan, what letter would you like? G,
okay. Read me all your G words." Okay? Just take a coup... "Okay, stop. Now go back." That's what 1 do. 1
have them all [inaudible].




A. . . .on their own now. They can be more on their own now with this up here. It's up here all the time, they
can use it, and they don't have to always be looking for you. When you... that's [inaudible]...
Q. [inaudible]...
A. I think we're more aware of literacy today than we ever were. Not that... in a different fonn. We have that
little book called "Words 1 Use When 1 Write." You should see my little kids opening that book. 1 showed them to
you.
Q. Yes, you did. [inaudible].

can come [inaudible] . .
.
A. Yeah, I was a word wall.
Q. Yeah, you were the word wall.
A. I never did things like this.
Q. Yeah.
A. You had to chat. 'Today we're taking homonyms." That's how I learned them, and that's how 1 taught
them. Now, everything is from the text. There are some very specific things that I always rely on; I draw from the
text. 1 love doing that.
Q. Yeah, but you still have. ..you have a knowledge base. I mean, you have. ..it's not just willy nilly.
A. Oh, no.
Q. You were there from day [inaudible] . .
.
A. Whenever the moment arrives, I take that moment like I did with enormous. I would never in a million
years plan something like that. Now Andy knows enormous.
Q. Absolutely, [maudible].
A. And when we do that writing. ..see he never wrote like that before. They go up to your [inaudible]...you
have to have a topic. You can write about football, you can write about your horse, you can write about. . . I
suggested bubbles because I wanted to get something from him, and he liked the idea. It was sort of a little
spontaneous. I didn't really plan on that. It happened to come up, so I did it.
Q. Yeah.
A. Why put it away? There's nothing like the moment.
Q. Yeah.
A. Life is the moment.
Q. Absolutely, yeah.








Q. So I think teaching's gotta be like that.
A. Yeah.
Q. As someone said, it's messy. . .1 mean, I think good teaching is messy.
A. Well, see, that was messy.
Q. You know what I mean?

Q. Yeah, but like you said, they need, you know, they need that.
A. They need it.
Q. [inaudible] if somebody comes in. .
.
A. They need some structure, they need to be in groups. .
.
Q. They need. . . they need to. . . yeah.
A. Let them. ..let them be judgmental. I'll tell you, Mary Ann, they don't bother me.
Q. Yeah.
A. I know what I do and I really accomplish, and I have enough people coming in and out of here.
Q. Yeah, but I think, you know...
A. [inaudible]...
Q. 1...1 think they need a range of things. I think one way is just...
A. It's not...
Q. ... it's not. . . it [inaudible] to be one way anyway.
A. No.
Q. You know? [inaudible] not [inaudible]...
A. No, like I said to you, I still take my phonics. And what's good about the phonics book is they're writing,
'cause they have to know how to write. I don't care about the computer stuff in the future. They have to be able to
hold a pencil.
Q. Yeah, absolutely.
A. And be aware of lines and spaces. Okay? And formations.
Q. Yeah, so they have to learn [maudible].
A. I really feel...
Q. [inaudible]...
A. ...it's good for them— the development.
Q. Absolutely. They have to know how to write, [inaudible], yeah, right.
A. It's like saying you can never.. .you can never walk.
Q. Yeah.
A. Well, it's goima happen. You have to know how to write. You have to know how to hold a pencil
[inaudible] computers. .
.
Q. [inaudible] like a [inaudible], you know, it's like a dessert almost, [inaudible] computer.
A. Yeah.

A. When I came over the last time, one of the girls, I don't remember her name, and she says to me, '1 really
liked listening to you, how you arranged everything." So 1 felt like, I said, "Great, [inaudible]." 1 do that.
Q. Well, I need to tell you that you're not gonna want to hear this, but I need to tell you this. The group feels
because of that incident, and 1 think it's some. ..the first time. ..the very first time we met, you were talking about
what you did with the low achievers, I think, and how you set up your room for your low achievers. It had to do
with your low achievers, [inaudible], but I don't know their [inaudible]. And as I interview people, they're wanting




To get ideas for brainstorming?
Q. Yeah, I said five o'clock. That's what I said. That was not what I promised. Now, if... if there's
consensus that people want to do that for the final half-hour just to listen while I do this, you do that. What do you
do? I have this problem. I'm gonna throw that out to the group and the group can decide whether they want to do
that.
A. Well, did they say something about me?
Q. They said, well, because the ideas they're getting from you. A couple of them said that
A. Thank you.
Q. So...
A. Well, you don't. . .don't do anything. .
.
Q. No, I think you support...
A. [inaudible].
Q. No, you support veteran teacher [inaudible]. Yeah, you know what you...
A. I'll tell you basically. I really [inaudible]...
Q. ...[inaudible].
A. When I get out of here, that's it. Unless you call me after 9:00 or 9:30 and I was in bed or something.
Q. No, but, yeah.
A. 1 like what I'm doing.
Q. Your colleagues really like hearing from you.
A. [inaudible]...
Q. And a couple of other people have said that. So they said, "Well, we're all older. We don't have kids to
run home to." But I. ..I don't know people's schedules. I can... I'll leave it up to the group. If they want to talk for
twenty minutes at five o'clock about... the sky's the limit.
A. I have a...
Q. Well, just sort of, well, what do you think about this and what do you think about. .
.
A. I mean, I'll be glad to engage, but like around 5:30 I like to go. I am an early person.
Q. Yeah. I'll leave it up to the group to...
A. I like to go to bed early, and I am in here early.

Q. Well, okay.
A. So I can give it to a friend of mind.
Q. But, you know, Cynthia, she's was the young girl, the young girl that... I mean, she's the youngest in the
group, well, she's really learning fast. She said to me, she says, "You know, when Connie said she puts the child
in front, the one who's going to get in less trouble..."
A. Oh, yes...
Q. She said, 'That made so much sense to me." She says, "You know what? That's. . . 'cause I used to put
them far away so they wouldn't disrupt the other kids." She said, "But when she said that, I said, well, that's
interesting."
A. That...
Q. You know, she really took that. .
.
A. [inaudible] here.
Q. ...and ran with it. That's what I'm saying. So they want to do more of that— not along, drawn-out, but...
A. I 'd be very happy to.
Q. ... they want to do more sharing.
A. I can share.
Q. ...without me talking.
A. That's how we learn. That's how we learn. But I didn't feel I got too much. I mean...
Q. Yeah.
A. ...if you don't mind.
Q. So you feel like you get more from me. They feel like they're getting from me and each other.
A. Sure.
Q. So I 'm just saying. .
.
A. That's fine.
Q. . . .you know, we could talk about it next week.
A. Fine.
Q. So the last question is...
A. I'm very flattered.
Q. Yeah. That's what they say, two of them. The last question is to what extent does this model fit your
needs as a veteran educator?
A. You mean the guided reading?
Q. The. . . the study group model —the coming together once a month; the taking of, you know, having to do






It just gives you more awareness that you can bring back to your classroom. It has to be ongoing.
Professional development has to be ongoing. Assessment has to be ongoing, [inaudible] wash your face everyday.
Q. Yeah.
A. The same...
Q. So you're. ..so Connie, so...
A. [inaudible]...
Q. The fact that it's ongoing. You know how we used to have the one workshop and we'd do another over
here, so I guess the fact that it's ongoing, that it's with other colleagues who are... who... you know, so just the way
the model's been set up, I guess is the question [inaudible].
A. And it's nice to know how they handle their focus children or a child that they're focusing on, and to see...
I
find doing the video a bit contrived bee. . .1 don't think it's truly authentic. All right?
Q-

Q. Yeah, so. . . but I ... I think sometimes that. .
.
A. With this model, you can talk about your children. Sometimes you go to the kids' room, the kids say, "I
don't want to [inaudible]." Half the time I just want to go and have my lunch. We're in a very nice environment
where it's allowed— where you're allowed to talk about if you might be having a problem with a child. "How would
you handle...?" That's what 1 like, [inaudible]. I do. It really works for me. Sometimes I'll say, 'It didn't work
today. I'm not gonna speak that way to her. I won't say that to him," or something. You know? I'm gonna be a
little... "Let me rephrase that."
Q. So you think there's a nice balance between my [inaudible] and the group's talk.
A. Yes. Yeah.
Q. 'Cause they want to talk more with one another.
A. That's [inaudible].
Q. Not necessarily about assessment—just about where [inaudible] issues and management or whatever.
A. [inaudible] assessment like those three people who came from [inaudible]. They said, "How'd you do this?
How'd you get them started?" I said, '1 started my share reading." And then we just...
Q. Yeah, 1 think that's what they want to hear, more about what you and others do in the group around




Q. Okay, that's right. You knew it.
A. You did know it.
Q. Right.
A. We always have some form of a checklist. Now it's more of a.. .a whole approach, and it's ver>'...it's
always being refined and refined. Do you know what I'm saying?
Q. And that helps to. . .and that helps in [inaudible] teaching.
A. The setting is different now.
Q. Very different.
A. The guided reading, the literacy block. We never had [inaudible]. After math, I used to do handwriting,
then we would do language.
Q. Yeah.
A. Whatever that means. In first and second grade.
Q. Yeah, but I think what you said earlier is different too, and that is that we are looking more at children's
independence and intitiate. .
.
A. Oh, absolutely.
Q. ... you know, and taking things on versus just "we are [inaudible] . . .we are. .
.
" see, you know, that's
different.
A. It's very different.
Q. Right.
A. Very different. I mean, they all come up and say, "I can read this." "Fine. I would you like you to read it
for me." We never had that with the other model.
Q-

and that you have to do a final videotape. I'm almost tempted to ask you, Connie, because of these four children,
and Stephan's in there...
A. No, Stephan's with the three.
Q. That was the four.
A. Content? He's not with content.
Q. Oh, Stephan's with literate, over here.
A. Three over there.
Q. Oh, okay. Soit's Stephan...
A. Akina.
Q. Yeah, I'd like to see... I'd like to really see you on tape if you would do it. You don't have to do it, but to
videotape yourself with those... with those three that Stephan's a part of 'cause he's your focal kid.
A. Well, when I do that, it's up to... now, you had mentioned that. I will try to do them. I don't know how I




The rest of the day is taken up.
Q. Okay.
A. I have a P&D and I just don't feel comfortable doing it during my P&D.
Q. No, I don't want you to do it during P&D.
A. I will try to do it with them.
Q. Okay.
A. I'll try next week. In other words, I'll take the tape. I have to take the tape recorder.
Q. Okay.




I'll get a book ready—a new book.
Q. And just...
A. [inaudible] would you... that's alll could do. I don't see...
Q. Yeah, that's all I want you to do. Whatever you normally do with that group.





When I introduce it. .
.

A. I'll try and...
Q. Just walk them through and. . . and what? And then they read it, after you walk them through? What do they
do after you walk them through?
A. They go by themselves.
Q. Oh, okay. So you walk them through, get...
A. I don't do...




A. "How would you feel if you met tyrannosaurus rex?"
Q. Okay.
A. [inaudible].
Q. And then they go up and read it on their own.
A. Then the next day. . .then when they're through, they can do buddy reading together.
Q. Okay.
A. But by that time, we're probably doing our writing, okay, or they might do their phoni. . .they might do
their homonyms. They don't stay together for the whole time.
Q. So the twelve-minute...
A. They can't.
Q. So we're introducing a story. .
.




A. 1 don't walk through every. ..but these pictures are. ..are gorgeous. And it's part of the fun to predict. Andl
might say...
[Tape side B ends.]
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Q. Okay, well, we'll start with the first question.
A. Yeah, go right ahead.
Q. [inaudible] here. What, Connie, what are you thinking aixjut literacy now that you weren't thinking about
in September?
A. I have more of a...l feel very comfortable with. ..like when you say literacy, 1 mean the model that we're
using.
Q. That's fine.
A. Okay? I'm very comfortable with it. It... like I said, Judy, before, it just gives me a sense of freedom, and
in a way, even autonomy because 1 can select my own books, and I just like the way 1 can take my phonics, like
you can see over there now we're into little pieces of words. I like the whole piece. We start to read, and then you
pick out, I mean, like you can see the writer's workshop guidelines because we do both now.
Q. Okay.
A. And the children are so open to this, but I think part of it is because I'm very enthusiastic about it.
Q. Oh, yeah.
A. And it's just a nice way to teach the strategies instead of just that hum-drum—come up, sit down, do your
workbook. There's just none of that. When we... especially now when we do the writing. Before we start the
writing, we take a little break and we have a cookie, then we go to our writing table, and they share their stones. In
fact, Andy said. ..Andy's with Stephan [inaudible]. Isn't. ..didn't he do well?
Q. Yes.
A. And both of his parents came up for op)en house and his brother. Isn't that nice?
Q. That's wonderful.
A. See that's a big piece of it...
Q. [inaudible].
A. ...is the parental cooperation as well.
Q. And as well.
A. And he's reading his story about the people. I didn't know what to take, [inaudible] a little frustrating.
Now that we're focusing on the wnting, more so now than next year, topics sort of fall into favonte food. All kids
like. . .of course it was pizza. So he's reading his story to [inaudible] fellows, and one of them is. . . it happened to be
four boys in that group, and he says to me, 'This doesn't make sense." 1 could've hugged him. 1 said, "Well, Andy,
isn't that wonderful," that he was able to come to that conclusion.
Q. That's wonderful. Yeah, that's wonderful.
A. Yeah, and they couldn't [inaudible].
Q. Yeah.

A. Read it again. I mean, that's... that's the exchange that is going on. This program encompasses all the
processes— emotionally, intellectually. Even physically, so they can get up. And no one's restraining them.
Q. Yes, yes.
A. There aren't. ..there are constraints but you wouldn't know it.
Q. Yeah, it's wonderful.
A. 1 just enjoy it.
Q. That's great. Well, it's obvious you're enjoying it.
A. Yeah. I'd love to know more about the [inaudible] program because, you know, there seems to be more
people using that program I think than ours.
Q-

very... I don't want to say incorrigible; it's just very...
Q. This is not the other child. . . this is not your other focal child.
A. No, no. Jaquet... right. See, what she's doing now is she's becoming criminal with Jaquetta. Jaquettacan
be very easily led. She had the audacity to get up. I have like a little cookie tin and [inaudible] pot of tea, and she
grabbed the tin and she said to herself, 'It's time for cookies." Well, of course, Stephan was the first one to raise his
hand and he said, "She's always starting trouble." This little girt. So 1... unfortunately, I had to correct her, but 1
corrected her in a nice way.
Yes, yes.
That was a little... and that kind of bothered me a little bit, because it was a mean thing.
Yeah.
It really was pretty planned.
Yeah.
So [inaudible]. You have to know how to handle it.
Well, you do.
Yes.
Well, you said you corrected her. You felt it was a problem.
Yeah, I just told her that that wasn't allowed. That's all I said. I never...
Yeah.
I never do anything negative. I never repeat the negative [inaudible].
Well, it sounds like you have an. ..only the kids are having fun. That's great.


















A. We do. They. . . they come in and we do have the [inaudible] come in, like before school, but that's part of
it. And then when they finish, they get back to [inaudible], they can mark their calendar. I do a morning message
now that I didn't do before, and that worksheet, everyday we take daily rules.
Q. Okay.
A. If you notice something on the way to school. .
.
Q. Oh.




... or you watched a program or you did something over the weekend, and my message might be for today,
"Good morning. I had a lovely weekend. How was yours?"

Q. Yes.
A. That type of thing. So I've been doing that that I never did before. I found that in one of the books that I
was writing.
Q. [inaudible].
A. Yeah, yeah, really. It's [inaudible]. That's really what it is.
Q. [inaudible]. That's what it is.
A. So that's...
Q. Okay.
A. ... that to me is, I just find it very freeing. The children love it. Even last year they loved it.
Q. You started doing it even more this year.
A. And children are reading, that I really feel from having taught developmental reading— not that I'm
knocking the basil [?], because you can one story from a basil [?] in terms of the same way.
Q. Yes, you could, that' s right.
A. You could, if you wanted to take one story.
Q. Yeah, that's right.
A. It isn't the way it should be, but nonetheless, you could do that. But to take a whole basil, I. ..I don't think
I could go back to that, unless it became the model again.
Q. Yeah, yeah. I was just gonna say something to you.
A. I don't know.
Q. Okay, we can come back [inaudible].
A. Oh, 1...I do feel the children, even someone like Jaquetta, she has been picking up. She. ..she's only been
absent twice so far.
Q. Okay.
A. Okay? I do think that the children push each other without knowing it, particularly with the buddy reading.
"If you don't know that word, I'll help you."
Q. Okay.
A. And with the writing, they can go to the word wall plus we have little books. We never taught writing like
that.
Q. Yes.
A. I remember the one block, I think it was the Metropolitan that we gave, we gave the kids three pictures.
They had never written a. . .they never wrote a story all year to speak of. Then we gave them this picture and we
talked about it briefly and they're supposed to write something.

Yeah. That's how it was done.
That's how it was done.
Yes, yeah, that's right, yeah.
Now we have an exchange just hke you and I.
It's conversation, yeah, [inaudible].
A. I think management is a very big piece of this. You can't have this without management, and you have
to... every teacher has to establish that. What might work for one teacher, I might not... all we had to do was hold
up those two [inaudible].
Q. I know. I [inaudible]. That's great, that's great.
A. [inaudible] look.
They're well trained, yeah.
I just look and say...
Yeah, yeah. Talk more... can you talk more about your fo...you know, your focal students? Either one of
them, you know.
A. Well, with Jaquetta. .
.
Q. If you could talk about them in terms of like what you were thinking about them back in September and
what you're thinking about them now.
A. Well, with Stephan, as I wrote, I mean, he was enormous behavior problem. 1 can't tell you, Mary Ann,
all day long he was a [inaudible]. He just, you know, wore you out. Very, very wearing. So he was sitting, I
think, in the third seat, so 1 put him right up in front of the class. "Oh, I think it's for better. It would be better if
you sat here because you're a little smaller." And I never told him because he was misbehaving. So you have to
kind of be a little sweet about it. And then I could just look at him, and most of the time [inaudible] to do his
work. I. ..I. ..I. ..I don't think I ever really get into repeating what they've done or anything like that. I find it a
waste of time, and to lecture, they turn it off.
Q. Yeah.
A. I mean, they really do. They could care less. This is [inaudible].
Q. Yeah. So what are you thinking about his literacy learning across the year?
A. And then, he really couldn't do too much. He had very little [inaudible] vocabulary. He would a... he was
very troublesome all last year, and phonics, forget about it. And he didn't do that well, and I did the observation
survey with him, and anyway, having worked with him, I was able to determine that he needed. . .even his visual
memory wasn't that great, so 1 felt I had to work on both, phonics as well, and by using the running record, seeing
his weaknesses, and 1 kept trying to play up to him. "1 want you to do well. Don't you want to do well?"
[inaudible] answer. You know, he [inaudible] and I laughed. That's part of it. It takes a lot to be a teacher. I mean,
besides knowing your subject matter, you have to be able to...
Q. You have to build self-confidence.
A. Plus I had to send for the mother twice. I mean, that's how...

Q. At... at first.
A. Yeah, I mean, she was very concerned. She's a single parent. The grandmother, her mother, lives with
them. She doesn't speak English, and we had an incident where he stole the book, and I know he stole the book
because the grandmother knew.
Q. Yeah.
'
A. Okay, so. . . it took a bit to straighten him out. But he's been a dream. He really has. He' s so proud of
himself.
Q. I bet.
A. I think 1 told you the time when Anne came in, he kept saying, "Listen to me." So Anne said, "Well,
wait. I have to listen to Anthony first 'cause he sits over there."
Q. Yeah.
A. And they sit there and they read.
Q. Yeah.
A. It's... it is unbelievable...
Q. Yeah, that's wonderful.
A. ...to see them. They're adorable.
Q. Yeah.
A. Sometimes 1...I oft. ..well, sometimes I often stop and I just look at them.
Q. Yeah.
A. 'Cause 1 never had such a feel as I have the last two years. And I'll tell you, when I first started this
program, "How am I gonna make this work? This is the first grade. 1 have to get on the stick here." Because I
think I may have told you, I had twenty-four last year? I said, 'This is a cmch," you know, groups of si.\. No way.
Q. Yeah.
A. No way. So 1 went back to square one, and I started with one group, left the others there, and we just added
on and added on.
Q. Yeah.
A. I love...
Q. One step at a time.
A. They love the listening center, which is very good, especially for the bilingual students. Their
language... their spoken language has improved so much, their articulation. They love going to the listening center.





A. Because the other brother's name is Steven. Please.
Q. That's nght.
A. A lo...and it's spelt Steven like you and 1 would know...
Q. Yes, right, I know.
A. ... but the other one's name is S-T-E-V-E-N. .
.
Q. Okay.
A. ... and he is the Steven.
Q. So he's Stephan.
A. Stephan.
Q. Stephan' s work over time. Where did you see his greatest growth? You know, when you say. .
.
A. I started to see the growth around Christmas time, the beginning. And particularly when we came back.
Q. Was It the comprehension, was it phonics, or sort of all groups?
A. Every. ..he just. ..everything, plus at first he was getting some help from...! had him go to the literacy
thing. We had a program. We're not gonna have it next fall. We had a literacy tutor so that they're teaching them
just to look at jobs.
Q. Yeah, okay.





... because he was doing so well.
Q. Yes.
A. [inaudible], you know? 1 said, "Well, that's the purpose." That's when 1 really started to see some real
growth, plus he always did his homework, which is very important, because most of my homework is just an
offshoot of what I've taken. ..what 1 taught for the week. And plus 1 think he loved all the attention.
Q. I bet he did. I mean, you were building his con... maybe that's what he needed. It was like... it was almost
like he was [inaudible].
A. And he was right in front of me.
Q. Yeah.
A. And he didn't realize 'cause that's what 1 do.




Q. ...he had it in him to do it. It seems like just giving him that extra attention.
A. Yeah.
Q. And you said you built his [inaudible].
A. And I'm thinking if you had thirty-six children, 1 don't know how this program would work with thirty-six.
I'd need four listening centers. .
.
Q. Yeah.




You really need, as everyone knows, and we' re all ... we' ve known for a long, long time, you really do need
smaller classrooms.
Q. Yes.
A. Like kindergarten class, those gals have twenty-five kids.
Q. [inaudible]. You know, cater to at least. .
.
A. It's sinful.
Q. . . .cater to. You have to have [inaudible].
A. Cater to. By the time they get in the third grade, when they have had this intense. .
.
Q. Yeah, [inaudible].
A. . . .workout, they are more independent.
Q. Yes, that's right.
A. They know [inaudible].
Q. [inaudible].
A. Don't quote me. I don't want to get in trouble with the [inaudible].
Q. No, no, but really [inaudible]...
A. Cater to the things 1 think that they can handle. They... they can sit down.
Q. Yes.
A. They can write.
Q. Well, there's [inaudible]... there's certainly research that says that. So you're right.
A. Yes, and you know yourself when they come in...

Q. [inaudible], yeah.
A. ... from kindergarten, and Slephan could barely write, his spacing was terrible, everything. If you have
smaller classes, even in kindergarten, they can give them more attention [inaudible]. They're all you need. In
kindergarten, they have a couple of very disruptive children. They have got to be excluded.
Yeah.
But there's the system again. It takes a long time.
Yeah.
All right? I know they want to include these kids, but you just... you know, at that level...
You have. ..you're right. You have to be able to...
I mean, there are kids down there. .
.
...somehow give them what they need. They're in a different [inaudible]. I agree, yeah.











A. These kids come in and they're spoiled. I see them in supermarkets screaming, oh, and kicking. If that was
my child. ..you know, of course 1 would never... I. ..I. ..my brother was mischievous, but he didn't do anything hke
that. I wasn't. I was always quiet. But to see kids kicking their parents.
I think it's awful.




It's not acceptable. No, it's not. Talk about Jaquetta a little bit. [inaudible]...
Jaquetta, well...
. . . now and then. Then and now rather.











A. All right? Twice we had an appointment and she never kept it. And when I was out last Thursday, you
know, 1 wrote on her report card that even though there has been an improvement, [inaudible] is extremely doubtful.
And so she came up to make her happy. I don't [inaudible] ... she lives down at the other end. And it's kind of a
messed up house and I don't know how to tell you. I don't want to say any more [inaudible]...
Q. Yes, I know, yeah.
A. She.. .she sits in the [inaudible], she does her homework. I said, "[inaudible], Jaquetta?" She couldn't read
it. I said, "She ought to do her homework because somebody..." She goes to the library. They have. ..I don't know
what they have there, but they help them with their homework, and her spacing is terrible.

Q. Yeah.
A. There's no real thought put into it. She can barely read anything that's [inaudible]. I told her mother,
"Someone has to sit with her. She has to study her homework... to be able to read other books." And [inaudible]
reading a two-paragraph questions.
Q. Okay.
A. And that brings in capitalization, punctuation, and comprehension. So but... even the mother, the
mother... the notes that I have received, if I [maudible] she kind of [inaudible] sentence. So there you go.
Q. How much... yeah, how much can you expect.
A. Right. She's as cute as a button— very well taken care of, but that's it. She was absent a lot last year, and




Somethmg like I couldn' t grade her. .
.
Q. Oh.
A. ... because she. . . because of her excessive absences.
Q. Okay.
A. [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, there was a new. .
.
A. There's a new marking.
Q. Yes, nght.
A. I have it written down up there.
Q. Yeah.
A. She was a non-student.
Q. 'Cause if she were here, I'm sure she would have learned.
A. Yeah, 1 told... well, the mother finally realized that I'm gonna keep her here, and she says, "Well, you
know, she's slow," and I said, "No, she isn't." You know, that self-fulfilled prophecy. I said, "No, she isn't." It's
a combination of not being in school everyday, plus her homework. It takes a little bit of every [inaudible], and
she. .. [inaudible] came in and now she's [inaudible] with this one...
Q-

Q. Yeah, well, I'm sure you've done all you can do.
A. Yeah, I mean, that's it.
Q. Right.
A. You know how I feel?
Q. Right, yeah. You've done all you could do.
A. You do all you can.
Q. That's right.
A. You can't reach everyone. We try, but really we can't. And every year, there's always one or two you
can't.
Q. Yeah, that's true, yeah, what you've done. 1 mccin, you've talked a lot about the Mondo[?], and I'm
try. ..what I was. ..try to get your.. .your view here. I know it's kind of tricky...
A. Well, go right ahead.
Q. ... [inaudible] to answer this next question, but there' s cer. . . 'cause we. . . learning' s so messy. You know, so
much gets sort of mixed in, but you've had Mondo[?], then you have your... your... your involvement with the study
group. Could you sort out... do you think you could sort out like what... what are you doing differently or thinking
about differently because of your involvement with the. . . with the [inaudible]?
A. Well, mentally...
Q. The veterans group?
A. When you... what's...
Q. If you could sort it out, because I know Mondo[?] really. .
.
A. Well, the reference...! don't know how much 1 learned. There was very little interaction among us.
Q. Okay.
A. Some of the things. ..many of the things that bother those people never bothered me. I could. ..I mean, I
think 1 said that to you. 1 just never had a problem with. ..with the things that seem to like bother them. 1 think
visually, structurally. Okay, 1 think a little differently when I'm doing the running record.
Q. Okay.
A. Okay? That's because I... I've had that little bit of [inaudible] because of the program.
Q. Okay.
A. 1 enjoyed meeting, you know, the teachers. I wish we could have had more exchange. I have very... I had
no training at all in the DRA. I. ..I found that to be. ..not a millstone, but just...I found during the video, I really
didn't like asking people. .
.
Q. Okay.
A. ... to do that for me. I kind of like to do. . . 1 don't mind asking people, because most people [inaudible] for

you, and they know I would do anything for them. .
.
Q. Yeah.
A. ...so I...I didn't hesitate. I had, you know, I asked the teacher if she would do it and she had to give up her
P&D. 1 could never do that during the P.. .during the liberty[?] period, just like the literacy [inaudible]. And just
like with the... the taping? 1 couldn't. 1 did one. I just could not do it again.
Yeah.
I have to say. .
.
Was it a ti. . . was it time-consuming? What do you think?
Yes, it was, and setting it up. 1 could never have done it while the other children were engaged.
Okay.
1 have to say I enjoyed doing it. .
.
Yes.
. . .and the kids loved it.
Yeah.
1 played it back the next afternoon, and the whole class heard it. They loved it. So I'll do that again.
Okay.
I enjoyed... what I enjoyed about it was that the kids got such a pleasure from hearing...
Yeah, from hearing themselves.
"Look it. That' s a ta. .
.
" You know, they... that type of thmg.
Yeah.
So, you know, it's always exciting. It's like seeing yourself on TV or on the video. But that's how I feel.
Was it very useful to you? Is it... I mean...
Well, I don't know much about it.
Yeah.
1 mean, 1...1...1 don't use it.
What did you think about it?
A. Yeah. 1 can't answer you, because I've only used it twice. 1 did a little preparation. 1 didn't get too far,
because Jaquetta couldn't go too far. When 1 was exposed to the observation survey, Connellf?] walked us through
it. I mean, 1 can do that without even...
Q. Yes.

A. I don't need any props anymore.
Q. Okay.
A. If you had asked me to do the. . . to do the observation survey, I would have felt more comfortable.
Q. Yes.






Because I ... I don' t have that comfort zone with it, because I ' ve never used it
Q. Yeah.
A. DRA. I kept saying, "DRA." All right? I just never...
Q. So the. . . from the. . . [inaudible] . .
.
A. But to use it, all. ..you have to use it one-on-one. [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, it's one-on-one, which is hard.
A. Yeah, I had to. . . well, you know.
Q. Yeah. But what you. . . from what. . . from your little bit of time with it, which would be, you know, with
Jaquetta and then you did it at the end. .
.
A. I felt with the DRA, it reminded me of doing a guided reading in some respects.
Q. [inaudible].
A. Some of the questions you ask, who are the characters, where does it take place?"
Q. Yeah.
A. You know, that... I don't know. 1...
Q. Is it the one-on-one part that you felt... I know that's time-consuming, but the tool itself, did you... do you
see. ..do you see any merit in the tool itself from the little bit you know about it? Doing with Stephan at the end?
What... where did you see it as useful tool to teaching, to your teaching, if you knew more about it?
A. Well, you're one-on-one, which is, you know, children feel very special.
Q. There's a comprehension piece, 'cause that's see. . .see the. . .the running record. . .actually it was developed
by reading recovery teachers who said the running record wasn't enough, so that's why the comprehension part,
you're talking about like added on, and then they sort of just...
A. Well, that's it.
Q. ...[inaudible]...

A. I mean, the comprehension, it gave them more of an awareness, whereas with the observation survey,
they're just reading and record the errors. With this, you're asking them about what they read. That's it. I...1 really
don't know anythmg more about it. I'd have to really read about it, just like I've taken it upon myself to put the
wnter's workshop guidehnes up there.
Q. Yeah.
A. Each child has that. They love that.
Q. Yeah.
A. We don't erase anymore. We just cross out. And I got that from... where'd I get that? The book that you
sent me. Remember that book we had? It's amazing. 1 think somebody took it and never gave it back to me. The
one by Irene Fontis[?].
Q. On the guided reading?
A. Yeah.
Q. Oh, okay.
A. 1 took that out from the back. I really explored. . .I've taken a lot on myself to read about it. You know,
I'm kind of like that. This thing with the daily mess. ..the daily news and the morning message.
Q. Okay.
A. I had never done that before. And that's part of the modeling [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, so you expenment and so forth, yeah.
A. Yeah, I've... I've looked at different sources.
Q. Yeah.
A. But with the DRA, I mean, I've only used it twice. I ... I have to be ver>' honest with you. It isn't
something I'd take home and read over the weekend.
Q. Yeah. Yeah, yeah.
A. If I had to for a reason, then I would, but I...
Q. But I think maybe you have so much going on, Connie, that you use. You... your... like you said, you're
an expenmenter, you read, and maybe you. ..you're doing so much of that already that maybe that's why the DRA
didn't strike you all that much.
A. No.
Q. You're doing so much anyway—children assessing, observing kids, and you've got your own thing going.
A. Yeah.
Q. Whereas some teachers, they just never assess the way you do, and so DRA to them was something, "Oh,
here's something I can use," so they [inaudible] anything else.
A. Well, I'll tell you, when we first started this, the program, I like to try new things, so I think when you

begin like that, as opposed to like people are saying, "Well, teachers who are older didn't like...," well, that wasn't
the truth. It doesn't. I mean...
Q. Well, that's not true.
A
.
... take that generalization. .
.
Q. No, that's not true.
A. . . .or the stereotyping. .
.
Q. Well, look at you.
A. To me. I mean, I think you can bring more to it.
Q. Absolutely. Oh, absolutely.
A. It's like anything else.
Q. And like you said, you can't do this, like the structure they're saying, this.. .this, you know, that's. ..you've
got... you've got thirty-one, thirty-three, thirty-one, thirty?
A. [inaudible].
Q. But anyway, you bring a lot to it so, you know, that kind of structure, they want you. . . not as a veteran
teacher, I would see that... I would think that you have modified and experimented with it, I would think.
A. Yes.
Q. Yeah.
A. l...you know, I think a piece of it is I enjoy it. It's. ..and I think. ..I think it's very important to come here
every day, you're with these children 6:00 to 6:00, [inaudible] hours a day, you have to kind of like what you're
doing.
Q. Yes.
A. And I like. ..I'm the kind of person... to... to be very honest with you, like, whenever I've gone on vacation,
I always do things. Like, I did an earth watch [?] fourteen years ago. Even when I've gone to Europe, we plan the
whole day. We just go crazy and collapse when we get back.
Q. Yes, yes.
A. When I went to Kenya, when we went on holiday, we went to the coast, and I said to Lauren[?], "I've never
had a vacation where I just sat around."
Q. I know, yeah.
A. So, you know, if... it was nice to do that, and I did it. And we walked up and down the coast. So I do like
doing things. I have a reflective side, but I do think you learn like by taking these cards. Like I have a new little
sentence there now. The ending of D.
Q. Yes.
A. Okay? We [inaudible] the cards, and they put them in the right place. The next step is to see maybe they
can write a few sentences.

Q. Yeah.
A. Impossible. Okay? Because I had a teacher once who said, "A word isn't yours until you can put it in a
sentence."
Q. That's true.
A. So even at this level, you know?
Q. Yeah.
A. So I. ..that's what I really like. There's a movement there. You know, and you've got to have that
structure. They love. ..like when I do the writing, first the [inaudible] all around me, but for a half-hour we're
expected to roam around the room, and I'll sit here.
Q. Yeah.
A. I have four children here. They. . . their listening centers become little writing centers because I don't have
enough... you know, I would love brand new furmture. This furniture came from the [inaudible].
Q. Oh, wow, okay.
A. That's why, you know, people say, "Oh, you have the desk." Thank goodness. I mean, I
don' t. . . they. . . because your room is set up. .
.
Q. Yes.
A. ... without this traditional look, it guarantees success.
Q. Oh, no.
A. We go back and forth, and until Dr. [inaudible] tells me to stop it, it works for me, very nicely.
Q. Yeah.
A. Sol roam around and I'll sit down with one group, which I never did before. That's the model. When we




A. So you walk around and I'll say, "Could you read that?" And, 'Tell me more about why you like pepperoni
pizza, not cheese pizza?"
Q. Yeah.
A. That' s. . . that' s where we learn. .
.
Q. That type of thing, yes.
A. ...the work. The clock stops. They... the temperature affects the functioning on this clock.

Q. Oh, wow.
A. But I never did that before. There was never this exchange. So if I could say you never want an isolation.
You really learn. .
.
Q. Yeah, that's right.
A. ...by sharing.
Q. Yeah, yeah. You mentioned the word movement and I want to...
A. Yeah, tell me.
Q. ...tie that to. ..tie this next question to this. ..this movement. You said it's freeing— the... what you're
learning here. So this question's vague. It's vague so that you can respond to it in any way that makes sense to
you. Fine. What's it like for you as a veteran to make changes? What's easy, what's hard? That's pretty open, so
you did mention that the, you know, these changes you're. ..it's. ..this model is freeing. You said the movement.
A. I'm con. ..but I find it stimulating.
Q. So what makes it easier? Yeah, more stimulating with the change.
A. ...is the centers.
Q. The centers, okay.
A. I study with what we're doing and I'm saying, "No, I've got to make a little center here to reinforce..." For
example, the [inaudible]...
Q. Why do the centers. . . why do the centers stimulate you?
A. Well, they really. ..I get closer to whatever I'm trying to accomplish. You know, when people...] would
go to Mary [inaudible] and say, "Mary, what's this thing with the centers?" Like a listening center is obvious. I
mean, okay, you had [inaudible].
Q. Yes.
A. All right? But even then, it has to have a purpose.
Q. Okay.
A. I like the sentence strips too, to put the story back together again. One per... the buddy, the two children;
one person reads it. .
.
Q. Yes.
A. . . .the other person is finding the strip.
Q. Okay.
A. Okay? So they're talking, and they're talking about reading, [inaudible].
Q. Yes.
A. Becauseif they do, it's not allowed.

Q. Okay.
A. And they know I'm always around. But you asked me about. . .oh, the centers. So I would to Mary, "Mar>-,
is this nght?" And she said, "Connie, as long as they're exposed to [inaudible]." Okay? So I would always tell
Mary, because she's a coordinator, whatever sentence 1 have, like in the fall ABC center, the children thmk and
they're very [inaudible]. And then you just build from there. I have a... a vowel center. Plus 1 did something
different two weeks here. I got all their cards, like specific card [inaudible] . .
.
Q. Yes.
A. I got them together and I put them according to vowels, and depending on the group, Mary has [inaudible]
E. Okay? Mary Ann has one U. And they would share it. And it's like a little bit on aphonics...
Q. Yes, yes.
A. And they would ask each other. They show the... the word. Now, that one gives the picture, but I did that
purposely because, you know, EA has three sounds.
Q. Yeah, right.
A. Okay? So that's a tough one. But a lot of the cards I had just the picture in the front and then the word
was on the back so they would have to show them the picture first. . . I mean the word first.
Q. Yes.




A. . . .on how the group is set up. You know, when children move on, there's always a couple that stay behind
so they... they... they might be in a tent and I know the scale because of the running record and comprehension, she
belongs in [inaudible] a twelve and thirteen. So I'll take her out, and that might leave two, but they make four.
Q. Yes.
A. Okay?
Q. Yeah. Anything else that makes it easy for you to change? When change come up. . . comes along or when
you want... when you would like want to make change? Anything else that ha... or anything that gets in the way of
your making change?
What's your answer. I don't have enough matenals.
Okay.
I wish I had all my own books.
Books, yeah.
And tapes.
The sharing doesn't work?
We need lxK)ks.

Q. The bookroom and. . . doesn' t work?
A. It's. ..you know, I don't want to say anything against my colleagues.
Q. I know.
A. [inaudible]. When I get that six hundred dollars, [inaudible].
Q. Oh, yeah.
A. [inaudible] the entire series of dinosaur books. You have to touch on the interest, okay? But I love
baseball. That was a great game yesterday.
Q. Do you follow basketball?
A. A little bit. Hockey, you know, probably because it's so. ..they're always killing each other. So 1 think if
you can get the interest. I also order books that have to do with science. We're thinking about ants, the beavers...
Q. Yeah.
A. ...the octopus. I ordered those because I have found [inaudible] to initiate a children [inaudible], I find about
what. . . the part. . . the information that they learn, you know. That' s the spiders over there. Isn' t that nice?
Q. Yeah. Your kids to wonderful work.
A. Draw and label. But you know, I'll tell you, Mary, this takes a long time.
Q. Oh, I know. These are first-graders. They're doing a lot of work.
A. "Oh, we forgot." It's like...
Q. You're doing a lot of work.
A. ...when will they ever get through...
Q. Yeah, I know.
A
.
... so we can go to dessert.
Q. Yeah, at their age, really.
A. I mean, really, from the pizza. .
.
Q. It'salot of work, [inaudible]...
A. ...it takes a long...
Q. But you're getting a lot from them, yeah, yeah.
A. ...time. You try and leave the papers up.
Q. Yeah.
A. It takes a long time to get this kind of quality. We're constantly editing.
Q. Yes.

A. And I like talking to them like that.
Q. Yeah.
A. [inaudible].
Q. They're editing, yeah.
A. [inaudible] illustrator.
Q. It's wonderful.
A. Yeah, and I really feel exposure is the key.
Q. Exposure? Uh-huh.
A. If a child is put in an environment, like a lot of exposure, they are going to be stimulated.
Q. Yes.
A. You know, birds of a feather fly together?
Q. Yes, yes.
A. That's negative and it can be positive.
Q. Is there anything else kind of that gets in the way? You. . .you' ve said lack of materials, colleagues who
don't share.
A. You have to be careful with that. I might get [inaudible].
Q. No, but I would never. .
.
A. Yeah, I know...
Q. [inaudible].
A. It's just between us, if you know what I mean.
Q. Exposure the key. ..you're not the only one who said that, however. Exposure is the key to [inaudible]
children. Anything else that gets in your way to make change, as a veteran, 'cause I really want you speaking as
someone who's been doing this awhile. Anything else over the years that sort of gets in the way of your making
change or it makes it easier, even. ..at the classroom level, at the school level, the system level, anything else?
A. Well, the time factor. Time. We go to the [inaudible]. I'm not down on computer, okay, the computer.
Q. Okay.
A. And we go to Apple computer. We have two different strands[?], you might say. AH right, two kinds of
exposure. I think one penod a week. I'd like to use that time to do more with the literacy myself. They go in, they
do work at their own level, it's very high interest, but 1 think it's a long time for kids to sit.
Q. Okay.
A. Forty-five minutes. I always leave a few minutes earlier to allow for getting in line and all the, you know.

and exiting,' as they say. I feel time constraint, more so now than ever. Before I always felt I had a lot of time.
Q. I know, yeah.
A. Okay? We do have planning and development and they go to a specialist, but see these two periods are over
and above that. Do you follow me?
Q. No, say that again.
A. We have five plan periods—one a day.
Q. One a day, right.
A. Also, we have two forty-five-minute periods in the [inaudible]. One is math. Like I'm always squeezing in
my math. One is math and one is literacy.
Q.

Q. So time. Well, time... time's a big one, I think. Time... time is...
A. Time is very. .
.
Q. Materials. Okay. What, if you could improve the study. . . this, the model you just went through, what
would you improve? What was least helpful and then what would you improve?
A. You mean working with the teachers?
Q. What were the teachers themselves. . . yeah.
A. I think there should have been more exchange.
Q. More exchange? Do you think I facilitated too much? Do think I was too much of a facilitator?
A. No, because whatever you gave was very authentic, and it was. .
.
Q. So when you say more exchange, did you want me to talk less or facilitate less? What do... talk about
[inaudible].
A. [inaudible]. I mean, what you talked about was what we were doing.
Q. Okay. I mean, would it be extend the time so you could exchange more?
A. Well, I don't know about extending the time because I do... I did find, after working all day and driving...
Q. [inaudible], yeah.
A. ...I was tired.
Q. Yeah, you were tired.
A. I mean, and it was a little, not nerve-racking, but unsettling because most of the time I didn't know where
these schools were. And, you know, 1 always made an effort to get there on time and other people...
Q. You did, yeah.
A. . . .couldn't. I mean, Anne is very gracious and Mr. Walsh would have been the same way. Why other
principals don't realize that, 1 find, you know, that doesn't make. ..1 just think if you know a teacher is going off to
improve...
Q. I agree.
A. ...you cer...I mean, it isn't that you...we were meeting everyday.
Q. Yeah, I agree.
A. It was once a month.
Q. I agree.
A. What was it to allow that teacher fifteen or twenty minutes of traveling time? You take Judy coming
through the tunnel, you know. Well, not... ray family lives in... still lives in East Boston. To come through that
tunnel...

Q. I... I fully agree with you.
A. ...I just find...
Q. I full agree with you.
A
.
... that so [inaudible]
.
Q. Right, yeah.
A. Who are these people in charge of us?
Q. Yeah, it's really. ..yeah, you're right.
A. 1 mean.
Q. It's a pro. ..it's a real problem.
A. 1 mean, that to me is you have to have your faculty with you.
Q. Yeah, and you want... they' re going off to learn something that's gonna help the kids.
A. Absolutely.
Q. I agree, 1 agree.
A. And someone like yourself who has a reputation of really. . . very serious about what you're doing, so they
shouldn't... if they doubted it, call. ..say, give you a call, say, "Mary Ann, what's going on."
Q. Yeah, well this particular administrator has problems with the pro... with the reading recovery program so
anything that I'm attached to [inaudible], that's the problem.
A. See now, the reading recovery is very essential.
Q. Yeah, yeah.
A. You can see the growth.
Q. Yeah, yeah.
A. I mean, with me, it was trial and error.
Q. Yeah.
A. 1 try to get kids in...l mean, Alex hasn't come back from the islands.
Q. Yeah.
A. He was going there for a second opinion on his [inaudible]. You and 1 both know there would no. . . 1 mean,
why would a doctor...! keep light about it.
Q. How long as he been gone?
A. Five weeks. This is the fifth week.
Q. So he's not... he's not gonna be back [inaudible].

A. [inaudible]. Tliat's why I just [inaudible] to Michelle, we'd like him to recover, get him out, do





Q. Yeah, but talk to me more about the improvement of this model. What else would you like to improve or
what was... and what was least helpful?
A. Well, I don't think.. .least helpful was I couldn't really speak about what we were doing. 1 think, too,
maybe there were too many people.
Q. Oh, okay.
A. I mean, there wasn't enough time for everyone to probably contribute.
Q. Okay.
A. I mean, I don't know how that figured in in your planning, but I always feel. ..not that we could really have
two, probably between four and six.
Q. Four and six, uh-huh.
A. And maybe, I mean, I don't know if you're gonna do this again, but at each meeting maybe two people,
depending on the number of... of teachers, would really have to have planned and prepared...
Q. Okay.
A. ...to talk.
Q. Oh, okay. That's a good idea.
A. And bring in, excuse me... when they talk, talk about the program. Use the vocabulary of the program.
Okay, like the structure...
Q. Yes.
A. . . .the visual, you know, [inaudible].
Q. Or have them kind of take it on more and I kind of. .
.
A. Yeah.
Q. . . .like just be there to support?
A. Yeah, [inaudible]. Two pieople would listen, not to paraphrase, whatever.
Q. Yeah, okay.
A. That part of it.
Q. Okay, that's a good. . .that's good.

A. I mean, and even the DRA, I mean, at least I'm exposed to it. We have to always try to get
something... nothing is ever complete.
Q. Yeah, but! don't want you... I'm not... I feel bad that you... you feel like you don't... well, you didn't learn
very much.
A. I mean, I just wish...
Q. Yeah.





A. ... myself. If I ever would have to, you know, if we had to give that in place of some other instrument.
Q. Yeah, well, right now it's mandated. I think it's... it is mandated at the third-grade level.
A. Yes, it is.
Q. [inaudible], you know, for third grade, but not for you.
A. No. We're gonna give the observation survey [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, but that's... that's a very good idea, Connie, to really have two people, you know, two people sort of
preparing and leading discussions [inaudible].
A. Yeah, 1 think when you have people doing that, there's more input and there's more thought behind it.
Q. Yeah.
A. [inaudible] samples of the work, if it was a program. Then at the end, have a little finale and show the
growth. And 1 honestly felt I never had enough time to do justice for what you were asking.
Q. Yeah.
A. 1 felt I never have enough time for you. I say that very sincerely, and I say it regretfully.
Q. Yeah, yeah. Well, there's so much on your [inaudible] plate right now. I think that...
A. There's a lot.
Q. . . .1 mean, the principals, if they don't like this, it shouldn't be on tape. I mean, principals are dropping
like flies. They really are. They... it's amazing.
A. It's a different kind of principalship than. .
.
Q. Yeah, it's a...
A
.
... even ten years ago.
Q. Yeah, it is. It's hard. It's...

A. [inaudible]...
Q. It's just the plates are overrun. And I'll share something with you when we. ..this doesn't need to be said
when the tape's on, but 1 want to share it with you anyway. Okay.
A. That's why I'm very... I'm ver>' dedicated.
Q. Oh, yeah, you don't have to tell me that.
A
.





A. ... to work with. She appreciates your efforts. I have to say that the [inaudible] part about working, about
[inaudible] appreciate what you're doing, and I... I really have to say that.
Q. Yeah, she's wonderful. You're lucky to have her. You alluded to saying that...
A. She's very, you know, I'm very proud of the school [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, yeah. Well, everyone raves about.. .like I said before, I knew you. ..before I knew you, I had heard of
you. So you were like, well, highly respected [inaudible] the time too.
A. [inaudible].
Q. She does, she does.
A
.
She came in that day . .
.
Q. [inaudible] she told me. Oh, she told me all about it.
A. She went like this.
Q. She said [inaudible]. We were interviewing for reading recov. . . we interviewed about fifteen reading recovery
teachers for next year, and she's sitting at the interview before the candidates come in, and she said, "Well, we had to
walk through the [inaudible]." She's caught on to the interview [inaudible].




... they need an education
.
Q. Yeah.
A. And I think having come from [inaudible] parents, my parents came from Italy. We have to get an
educa. . . you have to speak English.
Q. Yeah. But if you're serious, I mean, it's obvious [inaudible]...
A. [inaudible]...

Q. You know, your colleagues know all the... I mean, you know, it's just like if...just to meet you and to
see., .you just know why you're here, and your kids know why you're here.
A. This is my...
Q. [inaudible]...
A. They're all. ..they know... [inaudible]...
Q. [inaudible]...
A. I'm very lucky to have [inaudible].
Q. You' re here to do a job.
A. ... to go to college. When I graduated, there were girls who couldn' t go to coll ... 1 went to an all-girl school
[inaudible].
Q. Yeah.
A. If I had to do it again or I had children, I'd never. .
.
Q. Yeah.
A. ... [inaudible], but they had the nuns and that. . . it was a whole different, rigid framework.
Q. Yes.
A. You know? They couldn't go to college. They had to go to work and give their parents the money.
Q. Yes.
A. My parents weren't like that. That's the best legacy that my mother gave me and my father. He's dead
twenty years now.
Q. Yeah.
A. They wanted us to go to school, or I wouldn't be here today.
Q. Well, that's me. That's two of us.
A. God knows.
Q. Yeah.
A. Where I would [inaudible].
Q. I wasn't asked. 1 mean, I was told. 1 was not asked.
A. [inaudible] call me up.
Q. Oh, please.
A. Where's your homework?

Q. That's right. And I wish we could go back to that.
A. My mother was like...
Q. Go back to that time [inaudible].
A. Well, 1 think it may have been abuse in a respect, because she was so. .
.
Q. Oh, yeah. But that's the way...
A. Wham.
Q. But still, we've turned out okay. We turned out okay.
A. So that's why I...
Q. Yeah.
A. I just feel lucky that I got this far in life.
Q. Yeah, well, you know, education's the bottom line, you know?
A. Absolutely.
Q. You alluded to this, so this is my last question.
A. Okay.
Q. If there were a part two, if there were a part two to this group, to this project, what would you like it to
involve, and you mentioned the two people. .
.
A. Yes, more...
Q. ... [inaudible] interaction. Would you have it at the same location, 'cause [inaudible] . .
.
A. I think the same location.
Q. The same location.
A. A central location.
Q. Central location.
A. You had it had Latin Academy [inaudible] time.
Q. Yeah, so that would be one, central location. .
.
A. Yeah.
Q. . . .more. . .more exchange.




A. You know, you worked all day, we're coming from a hundred and one directions, I think you need. . .and I
think I would have liked a cup of coffee, a cup of tea
Q. All right.
A. Okay? And I like to start on time, and I like to end on time. I have never been a person at the end of the
day to start with the kids. We get ready and we' re ready to go and they call the buses and there are walkers. 1 ... 1
think that's very important. That's turns people off.
Q. Well, 1 agree with you.
A. 1 think.
Q. Yeah, 1 agree with you.
A. You know? Really. And it wasn't fair to you.
Q. Yeah, it drove me crazy when people kind of wandered in and just. . . you were there and couple of other
people...
A. [inaudible]...
Q. ... and I wanted to get started and, you know. .
.
A. On that day at Old Colony, 1 was there. 1 didn't know where you were.
Q. Yeah.
A. I finally went in.
Q. Yeah, yeah, yeah.
A. 1 went to the bathroom, I went back to my car.
Q. Yeah.
A. 1 said, "Who are these people," because I came right. . . 1 mean, 1 was so close.
Q. And then the situation with Judy was. . .it wasn't her fault, you know what I mean?
A. Oh, Judy.
Q. So like that was hard, you know. .
.
A. You know, that girl...
Q. ... so starting without her and . .
.
A. The day...
Q. ... [inaudible], you know.
A. The day she got there early, she made the effort to come to that. I really thought that wa. .
.
you know, she
has a. . . she has a problem [inaudible].
Q. Yes, she has a... yes, she does. It's amazing. My hat goes off to her.

A. Really.
Q. 1 mean, it really is just a problem.
A. She knew everything about the DRA.
Q. Well, she had...
A. I'm so glad I was paired with her.
Q. But she' s a literacy profe. .
.
A. Yeah, yes.
Q. A literacy specialist has to know that.
A. So I said to her, "Judy, you talk. I'm gonna hsten." 'Cause I... I mean...
Q. Yeah, yeah.
A. Really. You have to respect your colleagues.
Q. Yeah. Did you like the idea of someone knowing a lot about something that would. .
.
[Tape side A ends. Tape side B begins.]
Q. Yeah, yeah.
A. 1 mean, it did say inquiry.
Q. Yeah, yeah.
A. [inaudible] inquiry.
Q. Yeah, and the guided reading, 1 [inaudible] to your guided reading books. Did you like that text, the text I
got for you?
A. Yeah, but even then 1 thought, "Oh, yeah," and that's where I got that. Now next year, 1 am gonna have a
caption, 'The Writer's Workshop Guidelmes," and we're gonna start right away.
Q. Oh, okay.
A. See that up there?
Q. Yeah.
A. 1 have all those letters. That's what I did with [inaudible].
Q. You were saying about the book, you said even with that, something [maudible].
A. There's a lot of nice things in the back 1 kind...
Q. In the back. Oh, yeah, yeah.
A. The icons.

Q. Icons and stuff.
A. The icons [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, [inaudible].
A. Ooh, this book is great.
Q. [inaudible] stuff in the back.
A. You see, no one had said that. I [inaudible] that on my own.
Q. Oh, yeah, yeah.
A. You know what I mean? It's. ..it's...
Q. But it's like you said, there's so little time. I was. ..I just feel like I was.. .just couldn't give you enough
because I was... only saw you six times.
A. Yeah, I mean, how long could you. .
.
Q. A lot of times I would talk...
A. You couldn't keep us 'til 8 o'clock at night.
Q. ... and people might not. . . might not know what I was talking about and 1 [maudible] coming into your
classroom, 1 could show you, but I didn't have that in my schedule. 1 couldn't do that. There were things I'd like to
have been different too, but it's just... there's never enough time anyway.
A. Yeah.
Q. [inaudible]. Anything you want to say that I haven't touched upon, any... anything you want to say?
A. I thought about when we met, about. .
.
you talked about professional development.
Q. Yes.
A. 1 think professional development becomes professional development when you really embrace the
curriculum.
Q. Okay. Say more about that, Connie.
A. Well, I don't know if I can say more about it, but any of these professional development PDPs[?] and all
this stuff that we never had before. We always took courses, which I think we were doing professional development.
Q. Yeah, we were, yeah.
A. But it wasn't with that caption. Teachers have... teachers have always, especially in Boston, there's so
much. ..I mean, there's so much offered to us if you want to like get a science skill. There's always enough. Not as
much as [inaudible], but nonetheless, you can still select. So when you asked that question, 'cause everything is the
curriculum, that's how I feel about...
Q. So when you say embrace the curriculiun, you mean... when you say...
A. Not professional development. . . [inaudible] professional development. . . but it' s gotta be tied to with what

you're doing in the classroom.
Q. Yes, that's what I mean, yeah. Okay.
A. I don't know what to tell you. That's a tough question. It's like how do you draw the line. Like you go,
like a... a week from tomorrow, we're going to our last meeting [inaudible].
Q. Yeah.
A. For the year [inaudible].
Q. Yeah.
A. That to me is professional development. When you take that back to the classroom, you make it real. You
do it. Then you're [inaudible] you're developing, not only professionally, but you're developing yourself and the
kids, and that's the curriculum. It is tied into the curriculum. You have to develop, develop and involve movement,
action, okay? Sharing. But I don't know if that answers your question.
Q. I think it's excellent, well put. I'm glad that I'm capturing that on tape, 'cause I'm gonna use that,
[inaudible]...
A. I. ..I don't know. It's like going. ..like my brother that's [inaudible] teacher, he just went to a convention.
He always comes back so stimulated.
Q. Well, are you saying [inaudible]...
A. So he comes back and he says, 'There's so many new things now."
Q. Yeah. Are you saying that you have to take it back and use it and apply it before it's really professional
development, or it's. . . [inaudible]. .
.
A. [inaudible] professional development.
Q. Okay. So...
A. You' re with professionals.
Q. Just learning. .
.
A. When they present something to you. .
.
Q. Okay.
A. ... that' s particular. . . about particular interests.
Q. What if it isn't? Is that professional development?
A. [inaudible]...
Q. [inaudible]?




A. ...whatever you want to call it, I can't do everything he says. Some things I don't really like. For
example, when he was talking about management, he used a few things that 1 would never use.
Q. Yeah, 1 know you had mentioned something about [inaudible] or something like that, [inaudible]?
A. Yeah, and then he had pictures of kids, and one kid had like a chain on his lips. It was awful. It was
violent. I was even surprised he showed it. Maybe he did it out of fun, 1 don't know, but I really didn't appreciate
it. So when he did the open and close, that was the most effective. He taught two words, open and close. He didn't
infringe on anyone. Okay? I [inaudible]... 1 don't even like using a smiley face, you know, and a sad face, you
know, that thing. I always use a smile, that's it.
Yeah.
I can't take everything that he does. I can't give you any offhand. .
.
No, but I like what you're saying.
It's like they're over[inaudible].
1 think what you. ..I think I understand exactly what you. ..here they come.
Would you hand me that pocketbook please?
Yeah.
And Randall[?], you bring me the beige one?
No, I think it's. ..I think I understand what you're saying.
Thank you.
Yeah. Like you said, you always have professional development.
Thank you.
But I think you' re... you' re talking about being able to take it and apply it, some part of it.
Well, that's it. I mean, what do you do with it?
Yeah.
Did you ever go to a cooking school?
[inaudible].
And you take some of the skills that. .
.
Yeah.
. . . they teach you.
Yeah.





... not to broaden yourself.
Q. But do the PVPs[?] make sense to you? Do they. .
.
A. Oh, yeah, but I think...
Q. A lot of people are taking them and they're not using them in their classroom.
A. [inaudible]...
Q. They'rejustsort of [inaudible] take them. What about that?
A. That's why I think the teachers should have freedom of choice, as what interests them, when it's applicable
to the curriculum at their level.
Q. Okay. So it should be a combination.
A. And if they want the pnncipal to say, "Okay, that's a good one," because the principal knows the
curriculum.
Q. See, that's the catch.
A. The principal has to know what's going on. 'That would really help you, Connie."
Q. Okay.
A. I don't know. It'd have to be a joint effort.
Q. It has to be a combination.
A. But it has to be. ..it can't be dictatorial. "You MUST take this."
Q. Okay.
A. Okay? I don't think...
Q. Okay. Now I understand what you're saying.
A. I could... 1 don't [inaudible].
Q. No, I understand what you're saying. No, you are.
A. lt's...it's very hard to really...
Q. So. . . so to you, PVPs[?] should revolve around not just curriculum, but also the interest. Like anything. .
.
A. [inaudible] both.
Q. ... if it interests you, for your growth. Okay.
A. And [inaudible] in this cumculum, [inaudible] this time next year, I'll know more about this program. I





A. Well, you don't.
Q. But. .
.
but at the same time, you' re saying taking a cooking course. .
.
A. I know a lot about running records now that I didn't know before you.
Q. Right, right.
A. Okay?
Q. But at the same time, you're saying a cooking course, which might not be applicable so much to what
you're doing here, but that's still to you professional development, right?
A. Oh, I'm not. ..no.
Q. No.
A. I took a cooking...! [inaudible] cooking school. I used that as an analogy or a metaphor.




A. Dear God, looks who's here.
Q. I don't believe it. Oh, my God.
CHILD. 1 got a new bookbag.
A. You got a new [inaudible].
[Tape side B ends.]

T'
MAJ: I'm here with Shirley McCleary. Now, Shirley could you tell me uh, the number of years
you've been teaching and where you went to grad and undergraduate and what years you
graduated in and so forth.
SM: I've been teaching well over 20 years. I went to undergraduate school at Goddard
College in Vermont. And I went to graduate school, um, I went to what's now called
Cambridge College, but at that time it was under AntiojJ^d my degree is from Antiop.
They had a pilot program in the Cambridge area.
MAJ: A Masters in education is that what your degree is?
SM: Yes.
MAJ: What is your degree from the Vermont college, Goddard College?
SM: Um, Goddard College. It was, I believe, Liberal Arts.
MAJ: Oh OK. So you had an elementary at minor, or how did you do that? You just, you had a
Liberal Arts degree, you taught with that degree, you had courses that you could teach
with that?
SM: Yes.
MAJ: How did you end up in Vermont?
SM: When I was growing up, in Columbia Point, one of the social workers, um. we became
very close, with our family, a wonderfixl person, did a lot of work in the community.
Steve Roth, I don't know ifyou've ever heard of him.
MAJ: No.
SM: Um, but he went to school at Goddard College. And when I went to high school, I \^^ "^^
:
became part ofthe um, '^"fjn ]ff|JYr'''''^'^"''^r'' U'"''''^"!'''!^'' ^nri^hmeiit program. And,
^l-'
''
um, was able, it was a big deal forj»e, \y^J^rVs^^ y'§ff^^£^^vc^^^T^^_^^^A£L.
he >^y.get into^jot of colleges andmthe end I choose to
jii^" iMJIniU'T uh, this was a guy who went through the Hollicaust lost his whole family, , ^
um, am he has quite a dynamic story and I just happen to be flipping the TV one day and ^
he was on that, what do they call it, I forget the name of the story and name of the
/>-^^'
program, but he was looking for the soldier who helped his family, helped him out during
that time. And they had a whole re-enactment ofwhat had happened to him.
MAJ: Oh wow. OK, so that's how he selected your scholarship?
_^
/ ' f\ . 1

SM: No actually, I took out loans. My parents took out loans. I had national defense loans
and some NAACP money and things like that.
MAJ: Oh OK. Mmhmm. Now what year did you graduate? What year was your undergrad.
You started college, what year was that?
SM: I believe it was, (laughing) '63.
MAJ: '63. That was Goddard.
SM: That was undergad.. And Masters in '78.
MAJ: OK. And can you describe your education at Goddard in terms of courses, education
courses. Courses you remember that were helpful. Theorists you might have studied.
What stands out, you know, in terms of teaching, education, how was the instruction was
delivered, can you think that far back and how intensive your education was a Goddard?
, SM: (TUm, I don't feel that I'm it was set up as specific as it is now in terms of required courses.
, i/l r'-^^^ou each had a counselor. You said what areas you wanted to concentrate in and um, it
/^..VV*i was um, a collabratiye effort with the counselor, student and the school the courses that
<M- <> we iiad to take. 1 m sure tnat tney probaoiy naa it, out at tms point, i aon t ever
)/r)\ (A^ remembering seeing something, these courses are required. You could do things like
^ MAJ: ...was this after you got your degree?
SM: No, this was during my education. During my years at Goddard.
MAJ: Oh, you did internships or something.
SM:
I
That's right. Internshjps , this is one ofthe things about Goddard, like Northeastern, /"^l y,*" '
^ ji* I '\l where you could (itrintemships in other schools...
' /-^
p/-^ \ :"V J '—«^.-^'3-H
y
MAJ: ...and you taught, you were teaching? . -^^ ti^-^_^ ^^ jj
SM: Yes.
/
MAJ: You went even though you degree was Liberal Art, did they give degrees in education?
I don't remember...
SM: ...given a degree in education.

MAJ: Oh, so Liberal Arts, be you were teaching undergrad, I mean you were doing like student,
but....
SM: /They called it an iptamshjp. So at that time, the concentration was education, but I
/C, \J believe my degree, um, said Liberal Arts, yeah. Liberal Arts. So I had a jot^f practical ip^ ^ ^"^ ^j -"^rtmn^'' '" ^'"'•ms of lookyig at schools,^you_laio.w^s a^tudent teacher. Dm, "/l^QOi^'X'^l
"''
^




%..... ...... .:. ..... .. „_ 1.. „: .. „.„„ :.......... ....„.,... ...o 1 ^'^^^ ^ f^^ H
L0A'fJ Well even though you'd do independent stq^y, you were wjth-a^rofe^sor and maybe two
V "otliep^tudents. And you woulS choose your area of interest and you would meet weekly - r^^
^^ ordail)^-' y^fffH^d-^
MAJ: And that was worth 3 credits? (^^M^ph^^
SM: Mmhmm. ' . ^ -(-t>>^ cf
MAJ: Can you think ofone you did? An independent study you did?
SM: Xl remember, this particular instructor who suggested to me that I do something on, I don't ^^^ ^^
U^ i know, um, religion. Thev will remember the course title, but I |S<^ chjlPtr ffl i^tftl^'"" , 1 i •
4^ w some-efthe questions liaad. Um, did a lot of readings with tlfet. I'ne educational class j-^^V yor '
' ,'2/^ ^^^^ ^ remember most and the instructor was Erstine Cannis and we met " "ji^" in_^
1 1 ^^
' smajkrgroups. Actually, most of the classes there were nn more thanJ^Sorj^n the o"-^^^^/ I
classesX!^^ <r7W^ /
- ^< I 'a.
MAJ: What was the name ofher course? ^,""
SM: This was an educational course. /^V.tv>vX/
MAJ: An educational course, OK. Was it method or '
SM: You're talking a long time ago. (Laughter)
MAJ: Yeah, yeah. It was education, that's what you remember. So, in terms in the way the
instruction was delivered, you saying small group within a small group, or are you talking
about just well compared to....
SM: ...compared to today, those classes were small, but that was characteristic of Goddard
College that the classes were small.






SM: It was intgiactjji&r
It was interactive, OK. You said you had a lot of prep experience teaching. How
different was your graduate education from Goddard, what you got at Goddard? Can you
describe, can you tell me.
In someways it was the same kind of setup where it was more interactive. Um, I have
taken classes at Lesley, at Boston State, um, at U Mass and they have been education
courses, so that they have been in larger classroom settings.
MAJ: Mmhmm, mmhmm.






"sure that I could function in that environmentToo. But, um, going back to your^jnestions,
tEeclasses at Anteark AVere also Sttialler, I think, than big lecture halls. The teacher at the
)nt of the room. So they were smaller than that, they were also interactive. And the
^pndeifiiljlmg about ^SitiaiC-Wa&.tbaL£yervone in the class, um, were^ofessionals,
ah^adY-WQilyngJnltheir own^eld. We were all adults, we were all old people in school.
ter)> So, um, we goUhebenefitMthe ^-^jy-J- ^y|^.^.i^^^.^ and we would discuss
Things in that manner, but wiaIs8'gCf^:§l^^B^2E5rien5g of not only the instructor but
ihose other people working in
I:.
.L^^/\ry
_ _ Were they all teachers or different professions?
SM: My area ofconcentratioiyvas^himan_sp^^^^^ though I took educational
courses, as well. At that time, I also um, had well after that was licensed as a social ^
^^il^^^ worker.
MAJ: Oh, OK, but your Masters is in...
SM: The Masters was in education.
MAJ: Right.
SM: So the education courses but also human social services, I guess that was the second one.
MAJ: Do you remember any theories you had, that in undergrad or grad, therorits particular to
the people you studied, the writing, do you remember any that come to mind? I know it
, was a long time ago.
. SM: Well, it was a long time ago, but I know we talked about ©oom, Techj^Dewev^d all, , j





Bijf also certainly, and I guess Fm mixing in some of the classes too at Lesley and other
,4)1aces, but I had a chance in some of more classes to really look a little bit closer at, um,
(v^ * / some of the wjiQJe Irniguaee theorists like Goodman and...
MAJ: ...this is aft - this is after your graduate level work, courses since then or as a part of your
graduate level work or this is since your graduate level?
SM: Maybe part of it.
MAJ: Part of it?




SM: ...because at one point I did research the literature um, and did a big write up - 1 can't
remember (laughter).
MAJ:yYou did at least Goodman.
\ ^^J I did some comparing on those theories that were more^jneaning driven vs. those than //
\ \/ more uh, uh, soun^or co^jg!^
" ""
I
MAJ: OK, as a part of your course work, you did that?
SM: Yeah.
MAJ: OK, aWght.
SM: ^>^d also one of the things that I remember, at the time to, there was a big controversy
^^^"^
- ^' about indirect te^ebing vs. direcUeachmg, And at one point there were a lot of people,^ -' ^' ^
u kne^rinrfuding,"i think^a^ lot more of the wholgjanguage people, that really strong^ -^^^^^-^
/
ipported indjrp6|;;|^^clyjig'things that are impliedT AiTd that to me sounded, you know \ ^
. _ -K, but I a^ge^tru^^dJhat^m^^)^3igi^ou|^Ji^e?n3l^^ tl^t-kids were not \<|
^^
*V# J/'^^™^^?'^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^'^^^^ every




MAJ: OK. Good. Now could you evaluate you preparedness to teach reading based on your
graduate and undergrad, um, education?
SM: Just...
MAJ: Not the courses beyond, just your undergrad or your graduate education, the preparedness
to teach reading.
Well, I don't think that, now again, I started teaching, um, at think before I went to grad
school. But comingJ^gjl^)lltofun^i6^^
,ow, that I came out with just theplan ofhow I was going to do things and! rather
i^ lo^Qf oivthe iob^ uh, we'd come into a situation and find out um, you know,
hey\(all uVe an^;^ou know, whaTbooIcs, whaTphilosophy, what^s needed anigo-
3' r-*-"'
"^"
IrnrrUhe.re-. and mak^^urf Thflt TV ^lassroom instnirtinn lined up with what the um, what
tho, they weren't called standards, but um, the curriculum at theschool. I r^^pd^j^xji^^^
yhatjhe_guid.elines3J^ere and then and it seemed tonie I had a lot ofroom to oe mysdOT^ //







MAJ: I that undergrad or mainly grad?
ither one. I think a lot more had to happen to you outside of that. Now I have a student
acher, I haveji^d student teftcher.^LaH-along. apd even my pr^?nt student teacher says,
they don't really teach>ou how to teach reading." (Laugltfer)^ >- .
Even now, huh? "it^ r-O^e'
SM: They don't really teach you! it\£-* "h ^
MAJ- We're both pushing 30 years here in the field, that's kind of a sad comment about reading.
"1 -^SM: Ishesavs ypn Iparna lot abm^t theorv and um, and you know, maybe philosophy, but they ^-"^J^y/'
41^' Wdon't really teach you how to teach reading. - ""^-^ C4'^lh^<
MAJ: Wow, that's something to think about. Um, what do you know now, that you didn't
know as a novice teacher of reading? In other words, what have you learned about the
teaching of reading since your graduate/undergraduate years? Because, as you say, back
in the late mid '60s even earlier, ifyou think back that far, you know the first two years or
so, be it your undergrad or your grad years, the things you knew about reading OK. Then
'78 came you got your graduate degree - now what has happened since '78 that you know

SM:
things about reading that you didn't know then? What have you learned about the
teaching of reading since then?
OK, I'm not quite sure what order or amount, but I have a sense ofwhere a child needs,
should be, by the time they have left my classroom. And I have a sense ofhow to get a
ch^d there to that point, um, the content, what needs to go in there; so that, and I've been
•
LSp^\ us the system long enough lots ofthings have changed. And the how tos have changgd
^-^y^irj "^'^hat's in and what's out, the materials have changed . More emphasis has, in some years
^ But the basics of where that childemphasis is placed on one thing rather than another. _^,,^
should be in order to uh, be a fluent readerjjy-the time they leav^^^ffstg!^ Msn t




i^ , iC bepehimrks, or some the things, th(
A r^-Cy'fi know. There can be more or less
^^» ' \ ^jwt there can be, it can be more or lesj
«Q phonetic learner, uh, there should be some^xposure to that but, there should be some




hev attack vvgjrds,jtad so on and so forth. So any ,
w^ys, urn^ so rtiaWa_senseofw^ere tKe chiM needs to be, um how to get them there, 4^
^w to make use of the piqtgjTglsjthat arejiven nK^hojw to go about^^g^ other
materialsthat_Ln?ed; whetherjhey are given jne in the schools or whether I get them on
j^jfMvn. I also have a sense of other things that need to be incorporated, so that it's a
tAIp rpr>rp r>fa hnli<tir V'mA nfwnrk uTti, '\x\ with the reading, than just the coding and ,
^, gaining ihe^pset^k^r^k^ii^^^e'jma)t or pictures, um, there are other things that go into
,. that involve the child7um, as a whole, kno^le4ge^iH|bn5ation, um,^wle<^jjf-se|D,
reading to be able to fimc^i»ftindependeriflyor feel positive that they can achieve um to be
to get a child to work to tl^best of their ability even when new material is given out.
ej^^jjsjin^ taJNHi]3leJff^^ck^3aaiJiQ^jo.^o al^^ spmething thatjs new,'
ev^nB^to setting up how to ojganizeTj^g^p^er on the desk, organize strategies,
" hf% t(vmove ffogimTe'ttiifigTQ^S^ ne)ft. There's a lot that's going on and as you tea "
ji(V)^C," reading, or a subject, alot ofthose other things have to be put in there.
St^ lim, and this is how you've changed your teaching of reading and you talk about a lot
of different things. What has helped you make those changes - it could be a what, it could
be a who - um, and I'm not talking about a specific name of a person, I'm talking about
the rolex>f a person. So when you think about all the changes in the way you approach
teaching tlie^ay you do it now, what helped you or who, in terms of role, not a specific







fwhat's hapgejjjn^ wi^ thej^d






make a differeneer But most immediate is that, you y.
from tTtij^kidsr But rhost immediate is imi, your ongoing
'r^^^JiLybcJofiS^Ho^Jcw-,
^^^tectivfeso they can gain [hi
0->

(j^So your apelptance has helped you make the changes - is that what you are saying?
SM: Yeah. Ongoing.
MAJ: Your ongoing assessment^-




MAJ: Where did that come from you use o^lfiffeetireness?
iiSM: _^o _
^/irr^pv^sibletojust^^SM up and gi^lTeput ifiiomMtron
bm watchiiM the chiM^WheijJ say that, if they're not, I just, you know, I,.feeUt> - , /'
^
MAJ: Now from the beginning or do you do that now, or from the beginning, you taught that
k^^
way? I'm just trying to get. ...you always taught that way.
/^^^SM:" I think, I alwaystaygjit that.3^ay. I always tried
MAJ: Sfi, what's different about what you do now, if you always did it that way?
n^'\^<ion't think I^ .. _ was always as effective. I don't think I was always um, mygoals;^ere not
ays the same. Um, for example, now ryeJearaed^kttJiKJTeJn te^T]s''pf^^
/
rlf-c/'the kinds a£que^dons to get kids to move that next level.
MAJ: Where'd that come from - that change in your questioning?
,M
Uy7
the more critical thinking. Long ai
nwUy^ w/pre not alway; thp "^ame
alqpg^I trjUQ. ta^fi,in^what wqi;^, \yha^^§eg
Iways,
tilized or how much of it is being uft
eed to get to^ certain point.
go we talked about the different leve|s, but um.
^^na^J_^n f<lnng, T'm km^ nf^gtg„tajjiat senge^
sbe heJcfiiTlIidjat willhelp me get
or MaTis™'"'
5ut what is working at this time, what I
J _xjTi
MAJ: OK, ITS the way you question children, your language, and I was trying to get ^ou to talk




SM: Years ago, long ago, you know, when I was working in day care, perhaps, um, there was
( /)
-^i'^ more call it, um, task analysis, where there is a task breakdown, where is it that the child
'V/i^ ^n't understanding what you're saying - where is it that they're having trouble reading
iiat; you know, so you really look closely as the child and see. Fir^t^f aUt^ouJigve ts
w
Jjcnoy/ th«jj2^v ";l)ltfl0°tli^
anH yr^H ^^y^Q reaUzethatJlIs'^jmruirir^ J.^"? ^
^C^^^piot^ffist tiiTciiilcrwfio'snmeetting it. but m^^tli5fi''s*50fiQhiiigVotrcaukr da4ififerent




So, whaLainJ_Dot doing, or wbatxauldJjJCLtP m fikg it hetter. So T 3l^Ysni;p>stinns-
self. what can! dalg(^lp. And this child isn't picking it up this ^<ay. So^t'
of seeing a littfemt different, in seeing it anawnat
information.
I do, to iirtKaf^^C^
MAJ: And so as you think on that you could change in your teaching, that's where you're
pulling from courses or from whatever you're reading or that's where, because you're
always looking at how you might change your teaching, so the actual practices or strides
that you might use to change your teaching, are coming from the various courses and
things you've had or um, some... . y * | .. fjrJi
- J i#',^'-
some of that and somg^djtecUj^^^nUlie^chjld. Because some things work jiist fine,
id then there are those kids That tun, move right along, they're right vsath you, it's
working just fine, but there are some others that are not getting it. So, that's where the
tial, thev're not getting it., so now,what rgn 1 dn tn help tVjerritoget it.
MAJ: So, it could just be sought of intuitive on your part what you do, which is like you said
task analysis, if he can't arrange his paper or whatever it might be. You know, to get
himself organized to do whatever the task is and I need to show him a way of organizing
his time or his desks or his papers. So, I guess, what I hear you saying, it's a combination
of your own intuition from watching the child as well as, outside reading or courses or, is
that what you're saying, some of it is your own sought ofwhat you're seeing and just
responding. / ,; {?^- ^
^ .' '.-' t> - yC-'i'..
ight, which comes directly from att the eyaluatingjyb(^ther the^^^b'l'^ '^ pf^^^j^S i^ "^ ^qt.
of tliaCifl se^Tfiey're ntW'geffmg it, it's not
XSM:
^ \ Q^ Whether, you know, and then and because
r^^^<^MS\. because I've learned something, a different way to do it, then somgtjinesl rnigljt
oselyset ouUo findput what I can do to fix this or to be more effective,here. So
lenT miglit^^eek ouTspecific kJnciSj:^fmatiTTn,jimgioij in this
particular philosophy or that this IstEe ngwVayJo iearn^ jtoPm locj^|T^ to
help this particular kuifforie^ef







OK, that's very good. Um, so your teaching has changed, you told me that; and imi,....
...and also, um, because I'm constantly looking at the child and how, if they're getting it
and how they're fimctioning, some of it is, some that also, vmi ref^U^e^^ftprnHJ pr «




a«;ked tnl^iri^tinn in ^ worl?r^^tj^n^tjiiit€>. the^:^jTipj.^,it ^yf^s^veTy^1 yt^gyg ^. ^Owhat
aseverali
y^,
"3 flir^f>i^V"''t' nnw um do you know what I mean - the
So tliere's that paffand then there's also that fact their ^

environment changes how they are. It's not that they are just trying to fit into a new
environment, but the environment that they are in has changed, so if a child is watching
J4^JV all the time, um, and is used to things flipping fast, being entertained, and that kind of
/a mind set that they're in, you know, then that's a clue. Perhaps, it's come fi-o the
Lv'-^^environment, but you know, you've gotta work with that. If they are not getting sleep, if
^ «// yTey are not getting food, if they are worried about, you know, so as you conclude,
(^'t'-'A^onstantly look to the child to evaluate that they are getting and not getting, then you pick /
y Vr up^on some ofthose issues. NoLonly, hopefiilly, do you tease out what you can do
J^ (h'f^ di^erently, or what you're
j
ioing'' but you might alsoTegse out some other sources as^a^bg.-
r ; ^^S'^^ffii®rt4)e-aHd4heii-yQiIhav£-ta^^
Vfi:o.^^§K^diEectio£^ -^^y^^^-y^.' ' ^^'' ''-'''' ~-^ y"'
MAJ: OK, that's good. I think you've answered the um, what I was getting to in this next
question, some teachers can put their finger on when they changed - you can correct me
I'm wrong - 1 think what you're saying, is that you're always kind of follow the child, if
you will, and kind oftweak your teaching and, you know, look for where the problems
might lie in your own teaching or something the child might be going through. So it's not
a question - maybe it is, I don't know - it's not a question ofyou changing your teaching
at a specific point and time, but just over the years, since you've started, you've been that
kind of teacher always developing and looking and seeing what's going well, it's been like
that fi-om the beginning. It's not like at a particular point and time you read whole
language and said OK, I'm gonna do it definitely. Is that pretty much how you...
SM: .yep.
CKfL^'^^
MAJ: OK, you're saying, it's not a question of changing at a particular point in time, that's fine.
Now, as you think about your work over the years, and this is kind of tied to what you
were saying, is there a specific person that made it easy for you with these changes or was
it mainly the kids coming up - the prompting of children - or are specific people or events
that supported the kinds of changes you were making all along. Is there a person, goal - in
terms of a goal, that stands out in your mind, that made change easy or, any particular
goal, or any particular reading or particular or was it mainly all been the kids that made
you change because something wasn't working?
-!-8M: Hhink um,^at basically <^^^:^$^i»^^^^t^^J^.^^^^^^^^^^^^4^Siof//
^jiji^^^ving,*is because I nQy^f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^cu^\vdi^iT\\^% fi-om inore of \\v
. . :/^^^;^FBasrc, um, a low self eg^mmysel^LasiiSLfetf fi-om the beginnin£.-ttot J-g|^^ys,j^^w — ..
iwers, or I wag just trainedperfectly and now I was
j
ust going to ampanTms ' \
^Jcids. Um, 1 always felt, for example, when I went fo um, undergraduate I
;c1iooCffone oftlie things was I, first ofaUmy teachers told m? ^hat T wasn't gonna get '"'*
\\i to college, (laughter) so that was a big deal. I not only got into college, I got into a lot of
colleges and when I got there, I foimd out there were some things that I hadjieYgiJiafl In







^ jMt that(in my own educatioiMiiatlJcind^of^d t^^ I ' .
;\/ was-majcing^ things, and I was^^w^^^^^. An3 also I felt that urn, thej:e^ej:e c,c,---
^^ pOQple^ aloiiglKeway,~^niiink, who^^TfrS^ not, you know how people said, "oh I' 'J
''sf'Q ^n"t get into college," and blah, blah, I think I was vw);J;?rtunate, because for^asjffiany
" those peopk-tbaLl encQAii:J£redt]ierejLva& always^on^B&Avho-bdievedin me. And
wha^w^li4Yerahd-S0JBafe&^ And
there were peeprte likg-that all alongjthe^vay. .. — - '' - —
MAJ: Since your graduate education, what, has there been a particular person, in terms a role,
you know traditionally or whatever, without naming the person, but since your graduate
education, only teaching, ifyou think about your teaching and this kind of people, positive
people in your life, is there someone, talk about people in that area, in that time of your
life, since graduate education that helped you become more effective as a teacher. . ,
KTMiLmpm, myJaniilYiiave always been very strong support and the churdL That's
s^^eenavery iJH^r^f foundation. Also, um, you know, I conjinuett^e^atz^h cC
elatienships withjjpople, who were very positive role models. When I came to the Greer
, school, um, Mrs. Amos, and thejassistmit, they were just absolutely wonderful. Um, '"^-^X^.
y.^^C^^'Q^ i?5£P'^
^^* r consider sort o^t^ntorg^d um you know, and respect highly. When I, and
^
Y^iS' ^ there ai&jotheLPeople that I have met in tbs-a^stem, other teachers colleagues, that I have
yr, forked with that I can speak very higMy.ofaiidleaJD&ofprofessionausm....
j^NiAJ: Who helped you become better at what you are doing? What characteristics, what traits ^ .
uld you use to describe? -^ I -'^^







But most of all they-f^^-T^
'•'^ v*^/
a
re goocfxaring people. They care Soout what they're doing and theji.'r£djjiyen, um, .gy^
^'Z^ based on trying to um, to filla nied or do a joBto the be^of their ability and to do it (v^p^-^^
appropriately. And in terms of kids. theVare focgsed jfTthe kids. And thev have a \
positive outlook and they are resoedrful ofeaclTMMin bdffif^d they believe in kids, they
believe m people. They belieye _1JroT kj^^an learn. And they are able to see thafahd it's
3d what's^li^enienrlor tfiHnTbut what um, you know, what the child
jexjflg that the child can do that and setting about working toTfiat^SHdr Ani
^u'ife'oncdftho^ people- (Laughter)
MAJ: Your colleagues around you, I would assume, that those are the teachers with whom you
work the best? Teachers who you just describe. Are you describing the type of
colleagues that work with best, the colleagues that you described, would you describe
colleagues that you work with best like that too?
>^^
smXcV wCoIJeagu^ and people here at this school and other places, people that I um,
have worked





MAJ: ...OK, they are pretty much like what you have described.
SM: Yeah, mmm yeah.
MAJ: mmhmm.
SM: And I have a, I think I can basically work with most people. There are different levels, as
you know, so that um, and I think I can pretty much accept the level of environment or
work, um professionalism from people - it's not always the same. So, um, there are those
in that group with me, and then there are other people, you know, that have certain skills,
they may not have other things, you know.
MAJ: OK, you can work with them too. OK. Um, what has not been helpful, who or what?
Over the years changes you've made, what has not been helpfiil. Or who, a role, have not
been helpfiil to you? Other than those negative people that you talked about. Is there
anything else that comes to mind as you think about your teaching over the years, that has
not been helpfiil for you?
SM: Um,....
MAJ: ...you've been at this a long time, so sought of think about it, what has not, you talk about
those groups that danger and help you become better - what has not, really not been
helpfiil - what or who?
SM: Do you mean people or even a system that is not supportive?
MAJ: "^ou do not support...
you're talking about um, helping, and I try to be careful not to lump everything together,
but you're helping all children read in your classroom. And then voii setjip a systgpi f
where you can't get, those kids can't get support, then that's a real pFobTem."Rignx now,
this whole^BED thing, it's a real problem, because the emphasis is on doing the grade,
,,^t .— O^urt^^f^ 1^ ^^^|-^l^^^
Jl
^^^yns to be actir|p at tV^^ maai'rx^ pl'ljip rhilH I'm,
oi^osed to it, I'm not very quick to run dovra witn a referral. So when I do go, you
'
low, it's a serious problem with a specific need, and I do think that they qualify. But
talking about, doing tlje.^ay, or not doing something, just for numbers sake,
blin3''orwneni^l^yicSnwa!K on^ know, then
grn."! Jmr'so anything that looks at sAmpthing^lrTa f\,
serving way, um, wnen you're supposed to be doing something to help.childrenlA"^ t'
or supportive or that's your goal or that's your function, and but theJruth^|jLiSa^ajJ |
whole other a^endg, then Ldon't find_ttohglpful. ^ ^-^ "^^










SM: I think perhaps, in that same vein, you could find almost anything in that line, um, I don't,
almost anything if you, and I try not to belabor it and stay in the negative (laughter) that's
not productive. I mean not necessarily SPED, but anthing that doesn't work to that.
MAJ: Can you give me another, cause that's a concrete example. Can you give me another
concrete example ofjust as a teacher looking at your years of education, what has not
been helpful for your growth? Just what has not been helpful for you as a teacher?
SM: OK, for example, at one point, and these are probably not the most important examples,
but these pop into my mind. Um, when we went to an all citywide things for reading, you
know, um, and not so much that the basal reader, but it was a coming together getting
together trying to do something a little bit more uniform, so that, when the kids when they
move from one thing, they would, you know, we can best help the kids. I think the /|
underlying ideas were the same and they came
' '
se and then they wejjj^around with an^;t^[gg_
""here v^d&^^i^^i^^^^jo^^^^^^i^^fi^^nov^^c^Q k sTfir all, there's
der that y6ifre^^nSig with in schoatTT^ucan't send it home, it may not come
, but kids need to read everything. If they make to when they make it to one level
they are doing a whole bunch of things on that level. TW.yKj ^|T'-^|ti']j''df^hiiigJ
everhg|jd^uj^^^»^tu|nr^^ia§h. (Laughter) I mean, what, now I don't knov^*^^
sometimes people add fuel, you know rumor to the thing, but it was like somebody is
going to come around make sure the stuffwas in the trash. And if they came, this is trui
if tfagyxfflie into your room, and you're reading something else, it was like spank your




^l^a^ ĴJl,;/43LiJiy^^ "rithjjji*'" whalfijfaiiJtie_£ui4^fegsare,,
sqr if we're supposed To oe usmg HBJ,1 would useinatand I would work tfiaf program
me best ofmy ability and I would enhance it with other things, but I also felt that kids
need to read a variety of things, and some of the older books that you no longer requirei
to use, those things, I would sendhome. Not every child has access to reading materials
or family who will take them to the library. But, sometimes just sticking a book in their
hand doesn't work, and forjT^^ children, I felt, that it was important that I support them
of helping to get started on some ofthe books,"uh, sharing with'them stories that/
Yoif1cnow!^1peakjiieif interest and t&en send them home with a book. . But if





or what wasnelpi o the teacher, the cli
MAJ:
SM:
So what you're saying Shirley is, um, you're looking for standards, I think you're saying
you want standards or guidelines, but you want some flexibility within those standards and
guidelines, I think that's what I hear you saying.
Right. I'm saying that I'm willing, I don't have to argue with the rules, you know, there




MAJ: ....you have to be your own self, you have to bring into this and the needs of Shirley's kids
into the mix.
Not everybody is the same, but all I'm saying, is that the people that make, ifjou're
f)Wr^y n dfri"'"" "^ gr>mpth;np that affprtg rhilHrpn or teachers and vnii [?ntta rhuke a
<f;e.rtain rule then vnii should know what Yau_'j:e.JalkiB£Jlbout. Y»H-|^»'i^^pS^;«^
ducationaLoeciabft/Uften upaes,
in a"pmce b^
~~\ #gel the ice.creanxjnarijaJiea^
'^V^ ^ t]yat'j]'wHa^&apjQgBS. Even wi
' w • ^J^nle'^nmo have noJdea abou
th thepiacement intSTne classroom, to train
ide t instruction anH the tef^^her who the kids are sitting before ^':
XT' Z^d who's working withlhe mother, they have aK^lntelv nn sav so as to how to get the
" u^.'lylddyplaced in the appropriate place, for services and instructions, you'rn Jilm thr HtT -"^
^ Di<feon to W rnrj^iflprpH voiiVe nnt even rnnsidered at all. T Im. a narent can-fiome in and K.;4^
^-y 9 more leverage js given to the parents or anybody, you know, it coulabe a custodian, , <^
could be anybody. I mearu there are paren^fr, who epifH waiv in and say things and be ^J /_/>!
gone and you know all thev can trot themselves to whoever and say things and the
parents never follow, do anything they are supposed lo_dflJfliisJtoibe child. Nojnfo_was




SM: And I'm notagainst^^ents, a lot of parents, you know, uh, have been, you know..(^^l
MAJ: ...but you were just giving me an example ofhow sometimes the teachers' voice isn't
heard above someone who may have less knowledge or whatever.
/^
SM: Right.
MAJ: This is kind of tricky, everything I've asked you, has been so tricky. Ifyou were receiving
an award, um, as Educator of the Year and the people presenting the award to you asked
you to write your introduction to the audience of a few hundred people, you received the
award, but they want you to write your introduction, that someone else is gonna read as
you come out to receive your award,
SM: oooh.
MAJ: What would you say, brief, real brief, what would you say in that introduction? What
would you want people to hear about you before you stepped out to receive your award?
SM: Laughing - go around and ask the people who picked me!
MAJ: I guess I'm just getting at, your values, your mission, your, I'm just getting at the big





I believe that gyeFy-diild4iasjtJtie-al:»yt>aaJefflTi, childrenjjb2n;]tall_necessai^^
But we arexLl:^igatejl4o4ry-to-get a sense of that child's, eacHchild's
) meet that child's needs. I ft
.<
s-t.>^
idJry to ^s eel like I'm going on and on
4-7''
^
MAJ: Getting into your values, getting into your mission. ,
SM: j/All children can leam and that we um. try.lo receptivelyjja)porteach,chil^d_.tQj:eac.h. r /
y/^JAlL^tgntial and evejiJLo±axethe^.QfidencejLa.t^ to reach beyojiithaUYou know, we ^ ^ {
,
N^nught think that they are-at theu full ppientjal, buTl feel that a child who fe^ls(;onfident in '
i;jA?'
cm do, caaeven reach beyond that. You know, wecan sometirr limit kids
V/" iiursehies^ Um, Talso thihklhat, um, so I'd like to see that happen. "T^^Jji^^^wj
j J .^^j^̂ - to^supBQrt the child'g '"^n^'^t'on, parents , adxnmistratorg| ^\\f, whnjg
gfj Ji cgymiunity. atlarge^? not iust what theycan do tUf me as a teacher, how I might
pport what I'm doing, "if th^gjyi^ <urid>ion^^^St--^ll£^cuiMmjflity so on and so
Uh, I think that, I thinTrd like to see, 1 don't "know il tiie same philosophy or now








.FdJ^etft see teachers be able to um, to cojpimujicglfi-aiuJjvofliUGgett^ausdth both
arents and adgainistrgiors to be heard to mglie4heirj|^QJiie_hea[d and to show the
iportance to education for each child. It becomes an i^ue at eb|;;J:ipn time and often
les, wh^!^t^jn^aJ^yjjg^^flU^ing. ^"'fovi^^^i^^gB^S^^^^^J^^^J^^^^!^
^ii!iSSk^^^^i=-t,think we ought toiijjId thggp teachers accountable - you know, but^
let ' g ffpf t'^^f^rtfier anfiri»ft]3^TrrffTe^kinds aT ûgs-^dlfifflgstliarrg^
___^^^^^ '^'^ "Qt il'^'il Fini'"^'Ui^^r"iSt'^ '^"'^ l^t ^"^ focus be the
child not our political aspirations or our um, you know, our ovm self importance. But
^/eallX-SUgp<^t,the_cbildjiotcml^^ uh, reacl)ing4heujiotential, buLto^^
MjjiWn fiinrtiftn in thf_cnTnmumty I thinkjha^^giiave^articijarly in Bostjftn, and urban
cities, we have a weal|hofresom:ceshere and ifwe wereJj^uUi^t£|that,.jiggr|^ate that,
um, nurtoeJhaljf*ronlygo^ so it would







Yeah, I think what you're saying, that we really need, not critical such negative
connotations, but I think you're talking about people who are political, um, hearing the
teacher's side of things, I mean, because, they are in the real world. And then talking
more about solutions and how to solve things, rather than, like you say, election time and
pointing the finger. So it's really about empowerment of teachers, as well as; the fact that
we aren't, maybe we do need to become more political, not to for self serving needs, but
just so people would know really what we grapple with and with what we need help
versus that ofjust pointing the finger. That's what I hear. When I'm done with this I
have a book that um, as you spoke, I said she could have written a book, because there's a
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book, ?Altnian, you know ?Altman. I'll give you her book and that's exactly what she
was saying, how we need to be more active issues that we know, so they can help us and
not always, you know, more than what the public sees. OK. Um, what is your definition
of reading? Brief- 25 words or less, what is your definitipn of reading?
^ SM: /Communicating. Um, being-ableJa understand, um, someone else's communication and -T"! « .
i^y being]|[;^ to Cornmuiiicate _te Or uifi, you know,through what you , '
have writt'feTi, or through what someone else has written. /
- „ >•, <, '
MAJ: OK, anything else? When you say a child is reading, what are you saying? What is this
child able to do?
^e'sjnt^gpting. First of all, reading is interact, undfits^^g, so you're not only getting
ideas ofwhat^as put down on the paper, but you're in, but you're now interacting and
you're drawing um, and you^rejnterqctmg ygw owu^q^J^ andy^






^so'bn and so forth. What goes into beu ]
lunication, would be all the other things that we do to help - the^^^oding, the
rebension and all those other things. But to me the ultinmteg^QgM^-aCle to




SongJ.£xp«iences, but, so that's not really one way. But the part is reading
it somebody else has written and then you're writing also, putting it down, you're ^Z-
^mmunicating back. And wptiag^has a lot to do with reading. Being effective. / 1 \
Now did you alays define it that way? Did you alaways define reading that way?
I don't think so. (Laughter)
How did you define it, before you defined it, just the way you did? What was reading a
long time ago for you?




The print. What changed, was it Goodman, reading Goodman. What kind of like shifted^ 1
Probably a ytijp hj| nf pyprvthinp Um, I still that you have to decode it, because ifyou
can't decode it. But, yeah, it's everything.
OK. Can you talk a little bit about your classroom and the way you assess the kids?
Right now, of course, there's always informal assessment going on. All the time.
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-^-^ cZX- '—«^ ^ —
' MAJ: OKTiis not really documented. When you say informal, you mean, well you have your
S~^- conflicts. But, it's informal versus what?
/
yr SM: Versus standardized testing.
MAJ: All right.
SM:/ And part of that is um, the informal, you like the class paper, their feedback. But they are
^ ' given both wrhtsii^nd3£rbal, with parents and so on and so forth. Um, but so that's part
*- -r:?f it. Also, instead of criteria reference, something that's been akeady done up. We used
a^^r>^ t̂o have some of those, but we started doing some of our own kinds of things, now maybe,
classwork papers or whatever, being getting'the same lands-efdefinition; ;^ou know, what
sounds good, you know, what works.
/
I.
MAJ: Is this something you may purse...
what we do as a part of their classwork. But more formalized, we've done the
,tiqjial;*«ryey which um, which gives some information, certainly about print and «
'
rfstanding"oFbooks, and so on and so forth, as well as; letters and sounds, but it 5^
doesn't go, it doesj^^givejraough fqr first^radej^^^And, um quickly after, you know, after
a month's instruction wklfaoingWhT^ds-erftmngs in class, we go beyond that anyways. /
Um, so....
MAJ: Do you use the observation initially or how?
SM: Initially.




^SM ),n wen le to^etg ve also t b^ to an.oldjjmreaduiess test which, I was able specific
aJ^^ >> information about the U^nwiSTwhich one they had trouble with, the reroiness words. Whi4
'^'^^
I.
.^ d-<= oj^s they knew, which ones they didn't know. I \^ish-J ha^ct^ey^uldjje given to a
was something, L^jpit something tfianSjtfiat could be givOTTto agroup,
Um, <iglly bplppH
Tso that's how every single child got to have it.
: That's the fiill survey?
^,--.A^-^ r ^ t
,j(^(4 ' ^ 'jl^^ "
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SM: No just a partial, she, the sond, the writing, the vocabulary but she didn't do the print.
The concepts part.
MAJ: OK, uhuh. OK, so all^your kids got some aspects ofthe survey.
SM ^A: Right. But concepts about^prin^ even though J haven't, we didn't formally do it on the
. yobservationaVsufv65Crd been teaching ai^ijtformalfy going around and see^ig- who still
'^\[ doesn't getjmat, who d '•"
'
**"" -"=—-*-— '--—^ ~f *u:_.^ wn,„ a /* v,— , tu^>^ "^Y ufiia qesp>tevejj;ie direction kind of thing: Who does^t know the
,1 ji- fa^l^\i\q tiRb .̂f'*^ i?0b6 bonk >Ynii kriow' tFiose kinds of things. ThqiPRA I haven't done
mat yef;^ut I wUl be dom^mat and^the runnJDgjTfiCOtd. And so, unvgfei3 tb£
ja-
lose ?at thnsp jp thg plass But 'ttif^tB^T^ptL jgdividj^l
>^t Fjn>ting thp |jiT^f^and being able^^ft d^^'^thg ki^f^ And I think pretty soon, if no!
^already, it's required that you do every single child, bifUio tim^ This is again, that's the
dflymside»BO tkoftAs nrny^ded for that So, that'sjOtJhelppffif vnii jpr'" C'lT ftlf^
pe^ji»4h^iM««*i^&iriJm, so I would, you know, like to see, oh I'm also using the
Sfott Rffcnmn, where that's the math series we had were told that we have to use for this
system. And we are doing the chapter tests...
MAJ: ...this is the math?
'i






*MAJ: I am talking with SM and the first question is: what are you thinking
about reading instruction as a result of your involvement in this study group.
This is sort of a now and a then scenario. What are you thinking on that
practice. What are you thinking now, compared to what you might have been
thinking before with regards to reading instruction?
SM: Um, a lot since starting this group. I have also had the training for Elic
and we have worked quite a bit with the DRA and included in that touched on
things such as guided reading, record of oral language, reading strategies and
analyzing what the student is doing, so I am thrilled about all that I am
learning. I feel it is all important and all relevant. It also, and I guess my
pause is that I don't want to be redundant, some of the things I wrote about in
the reflection, but um, I feel that it is really helping me..
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: It is really helping me to become more objective. I guess I have growing
pains in that um, I am as I learn more sometimes the more questions you ask or I
ask, the more questions I want to ask, so there is just a whole lot more to be
gotten at. I really want to be more efficient with the DRA, not just giving it
but analyzing it. I feel that I can look at it and I know a little bit more and
am more confident than just getting scores.
*MAJ: Stop right there. I want to try and narrow what you are saying in your
statements to your thinking about reading so, lets stop, I don't want to hear
about practice, I don't want you to tell me about practice yet, your thinking
about reading, just the process of reading. When you think about reading
instruction not process the more the thinking about reading. Are you saying
that it is hard to do that, to think about practice without talking about what
you do? I am trying to get to your thinking and I do want to hear about what
you are doing, but I am trying to, how can I rephrase this. As you call your
instruction these days, what are you thinking about now that before being
involved in this project, you weren't thinking about, the thinking part I guess?
SM: The how I go about it is different.
*MAJ: Ok, go ahead
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.
SM: Um, I guess.
.
*MAJ : Go ahead , OK , go ahead .
.
SM: Um, how I go about it is different and you know my motives, even though I
have the same goals that the children learn to read, the how to's are changing.
*MAJ: Ok.
SM: And um they are being changed by what I am learning.
*MAJ: Ok.

SM: For example, prior to this year and last year, um there was a real push to
have us move from small groups, reading groups, to the whole class instruction
and now the shift is back the other way. I had trouble moving from small groups
in the first place to the whole class, but um, when we are asked, when I am
asked to do something in my job and I have to enforce it or do it, then I try to
look for what's relevant and work the piece that isn't so offensive to me or
directly against what I believe in and so in that since, as I was being forced
to do more whole group instruction for reading, um, I think I kind of moved
toward the shared reading.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: By doing that kind of stuff, so I could find an entry level for everybody
in terms of the comprehension or the content of what we were working on, but
what was lacking was really reaching the kids on their levels
.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: You know I would make adjustments or allowances, but what is different now
with the guided reading is that you can work more specifically with the kids on
their level and plan for them, move them along, and you have more of a handle on
the individual kids, so that is different and that is the reason why it is
different.
*MAJ: Ok, can you talk about your thinking about your focal students, can you
talk about what you are thinking about them these days as learners , what are you
seeing, um, as literacy learners, what is your thinking about those two children
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.
SM: Um, at this moment it is really hard to, part of what I am thinking about
them involves me and that I am feeling um, you know do I think I am a good
teacher, bla, bla, bla, bla..
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: I am feeling so inadequate as I try to put all these pieces into place
here, because I am still moving something else which is antiquated or that
doesn't quite fit, including the 25 kids and a few real behavior problems and
doing the guided reading and how to go about it.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: But, so I am feeling that um, I am feeling inpatient with the progress on
one hand, because I think it would be better if I could more consistently meet
in small groups, the guided reading groups.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: I know that we were not asked to do guided reading groups officially until
now, to begin to try and implement them or work them in, but I was kind of
trying to do that all along, but I am not pleased that it is not right there and
I know that this is unrealistic that it is all perfect but.

*MAJ: Yea, uh, huh.
SM: So I am impatient about that.
*MAJ: Yes.
SM: Um, but I do feel that urn, those kids, those two kids for example that I
sort of chose for reasons, they were not exactly the better kids, but there were
some difficulties, it was very vague or whatever, I have more of a sense of
those kids, those two kids, particularly my Nicholas. He is seemingly quiet and
shy, but with the right record and the small group reading I think that um,
there is more hands on with him, that he doesn't fade in to the classroom. I am
seeing, I think, a little bit more in terms of his reading behaviors, which
tells me a little bit more about him, also it is a little bit clearer with the




SM: That is quite an adjustment, but it also tells me that the problem, I
stated early on that he does better when he points and I was worried the last
meeting, the finger needed that we talked about needed to come out for fluency,
but I am seeing that he really still has to do that even though I notice things
more to move him toward fluency, but I am also conscious of when he needs to do
that to really focus in on the word, to see it that it is a visual thing for
him.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: And I think that is Ok, I mean even I think of myself as a reader sometimes
I do slow down and put my finger in when needed once in a while and I think even
skilled readers do that when needed to once in a while, so I think you know that
I don't think this is an issue or a big problem at all.
*MAJ: Yea, hm, mm. But not all, you know, because he is reading quite, fairly
high, he is not really low in school.
SM: NO, he tested, I did a DRA on him and he tested out on a 10.
*MAJ: Oh, he is a 10.
SM: Yea, um.
*MAJ: Ok, so he is reading on a 10.
SM: Yea, he is on a level 10 and Jared is on 12.
*MAJ: Ok. Do you know the stories off hand?
SM: For the DRA?
*MAJ: Yea, I think that is average almost. I think 10, yea I don't know.

SM: Yea, I think that he will be up to..
*MAJ: 14 is the end of the year, isn't it. Isn't that the benchmark 14?
SM: We are having some discrepancy about that. It used to be the wagon last
year. I thought they said that this year was going to be the wagon and next
year the pot of gold which is 16. But now somebody is saying well I don't know.
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*MAJ: No, I thought it was jumping next year. I thought they were going to up
the ante next year.
SM: That is what they originally said. The person this morning was saying
something else, but she was also saying that they said because of the Stanford
9, they were going to put it back down and that it was put too high.
*MAJ: Oh, really.
SM: So it will be the wagon next year anyway.
*MAJ; So the wagon is what 12, what's the wagon?
SM: 14.
*MAJ: A wagon is a 14. Alright so he is on a 10 and where is the other child?
SM: 12.
*MAJ: So that is good for this time of the year, I would say it is average,
wouldn't you say?
SM: I would say so.
*MAJ: When 14 is where you are going?
SM: Hm, mm.
*MAJ: How are you feeling about that about reading at these levels?
SM: I think they have made good progress, I think. You see when I criticize
myself, um.
*MAJ: Yea..
SM: I think I am harder on myself and I think I would be very upset if somebody
else you know said that, but I can start right out with what I see are my
problem areas because I feel that this helps me to work on those, those are the




SM: So, I am not pleased with my progress now because it is not all perfect and
bla, bla, bla.., but I think if I were more skilled at this now I would have
been able to move them in the group. I think I did a lot of floundering with
what level to start with and where they were at and because we were trying
guided reading and that was not bad, it was good.
*MAJ: Yea.
SM: But I chose the easier one so that we could work up, I didn't want this to
be a real negative you know too hard for them.
*MAJ: Ok.
SM: And so they all love it, they all love the guided reading groups they think
it is very exciting.
*MAJ: I am sure they do.
SM: And also for me to that it seemed that if we could only pick a few points to
work on, then the book couldn't be too hard.
*MAJ: That's right.
SM: And for them to be able to achieve some kind of success at reading it
independently and then going back to read it independently, um, but I think that
what makes it longer to go from one level to the next is that I'm not
consistently doing every group every day.
*MAJ: Ok.
SM: And I had a real, um, guilt thing about that and the Alec person and other
people said you are not supposed to be able to get to each group, bla, bla, bla.
*MAJ: So that is a feeling you have personally, that you should get to every
kid, every day.
SM: Yea, but it is not feasible. It is not feasible. I think like the kids at
14 or 18, I don't know that they need to see, but they do every do. A couple of
kids are 18.
*MAJ: And some of these kids could have gone on. I don't know that they need to
see you every day.
SM: And I am not seeing them every day.
*MAJ: Oh, Ok.
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SM: But some of them of late, some of the things it is even like that 18 group I
haven't seen them in 2 or 3 days. I don't like that.

*MAJ: Yea, I can understand that, right, but I think they know enough about
literacy to almost teach themselves and that is why you don't need to see them
every day.
SM: Hm, mm. The other side of that though, is that I am also doing that other
reading program, simultaneously, so while I am not seeing those kids in the
guided reading group, I am doing that piece the way we did it last year.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: So that I am teaching the same strategies, the same kinds of things that I
am learning to do a guided reading or that being reinforced for me, reaffirmed
and things like that, I am still doing that with the larger group.
*MAJ: Ok, hm, mm.
SM: And with the other materials, so they may not see me in this group doing
that, but I am saying the same things over there in the larger group, however, I
do feel that it would bear more weight this close with those kids . I feel that
I have a lot of kids who are very unfocused or have attention problems so I feel
that it is less effective in the larger group then in the smaller group.
*MAJ: Yes, absolutely, right. Because they have more needs and more specific
needs probably.
SM: So those kids that I don't see, they are not ever teaching themselves so to
speak, they are doing a whole lot of things and that is what is making it so
draining, because I am really running twofolds programs.
*MAJ: Oh, yea, you are. I thought you said you didn't see them every day, but
at some point they were as peers doing something, while you maybe were giving
your time to those kids who are your 3's or whatever, the lower scored, that is
what I thought you meant.
SM: Yea, ok.
*MAJ: So you are not ever on your own, I see.
SM: I am trying to do this to do a little bit with the centers, but it is
really limited it is not a consistent daily thing.
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*MAJ: Yea, but you are shifting too, you can't as you said, you can't use the 25
kids, some of this is limited to growing pains and I don't know what you can do.
You have to be more patient with yourself, I think within these last two years I
think you have taken on a lot in terms of shifting how you practice and I think
you have to be more patient with yourself.
SM: Yea, and I worry that I am trying to do too many things and therefore I am
not doing anything right.
*MAJ: Yea, well I agree with that. That can happen. That is why I am saying be
mo re patient and work on a couple of things, but it is good and I am glad that

you have a better sense of what Nicholas and the other child needs.
SM: Should I not say names, can I say first names on the tape?
*MAJ: Yea, when I do the transcript I am going to take it out and put in an
initial there, but can you talk a little bit about Jared and how you are seeing
him as a learner these days?
SM: I am seeing him as a stronger reader than Nicholas.
*MAJ: Oh, uh, huh.
SM: But again, Jared also has a really major problem with his eyes. This was
just diagnosed last year. They said that even what we think we look like to
him, he is not seeing that. When they put the glasses on for a few a space of
time there, you would hand him something and he was doing this. It was such an
extreme
.
*MAJ : Oh , . .
.
SM: But it is like a miracle that he is printing and writing his name.
*MAJ: Does he have bifocals too?
SM: He doesn't have bifocals, but urn, he doesn't have bifocals he has regular
glasses, but um, maybe because I know the parents the extent of the eye problem
is very serious and they are hoping that if he were to wear the glasses all the
time, that some of it would begin to correct itself and indeed this year, they




SM: I can see that for example on the test that Jared breezed through one part
and by the end he was making mistakes on words he already knew. He still
understood comprehension wise, but my feeling is that his eyes got tired.
*MAJ: Oh, ...
SM: He had to focus for a very long time.
*MAJ: Oh, yea.
SM: I think that is also happening with Nicholas.
*MAJ: Uh, huh.
SM: And of course the new glasses, the bifocals, he is doing this around so they
are concentrating extra hard to see um, and mistakes that um, there is another
child who pops into mind, a couple of others, the mistakes that they make, if
you stop them and just if you just point or have them point or say read that
again, they pick it up.
*MAJ: They fix it.

SM: Hm, mm, but I think that the eyes, the vision, is a factor there.
*MAJ! So this is more with Jared? When he makes a mistake and you take him back
he will fix it, is that Jared or both of them?
SM: Both of them, but I didn't realize that Nicholas, I knew Jared coming into
this that the eyes were of concern and that was one of the reasons that I picked
him.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM; But I think with both of those kids, without that factor they would move a
little faster.
*MAJ: When you say Jared is stronger, can you talk in specifics about why you
think he is a stronger reader?
SM: He consistently remembers more and this is another little strange part with
Nicholas, at one point I had him up to read and a word like said something that
he could read before, he was not getting that word and he would stop and I would
ask him again or he would figure it out and know it for the rest of the time.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
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SM: Now I don't know, maybe that is also glasses, eyes, but I think something
else with that.
*MAJ: Yea, I think his reading for text may not be as strong for him, some kids
just have it. In the pattern book for example you give them the first page and
they just go right ahead. They are able to read that pattern text with just one
word change. So they have a memory for text because you gave it to them on the
first page vs. a child that you give him the pattern and you are still giving
him the same word that you gave before on the previous pages and that child '
s
memory for text probably isn't as strong as another child.
SM: Now is there levels for that because they both can do the pattern thing
just fine.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: But is that, I mean that is a very beginning thing.
*MAJ: Yes it is.
SM: But is there a higher level too.
*MAJ: I think at a higher level you find that levels go up for a child who has
the power of memory it is hard for them to trace back to words they might have
had. It is just poor memory trace. They have had this word, but they lost it,
so their memory trace, you know so we do flash cards, we do a lot of the
traditional things . We do more motor movement to teach you more about that
word, because the memory trace..

SM: See this is what I love about this because everytime I find out about
something else that will help me and there are a couple of kids that I am
concerned about and I repeat and I think there is really,.
*MAJ: You are thinking about Nicholas in terms of memory trace issue?
SM: Just a bit, not as much as a couple of others, but initially I think that
to have some of that, but the more I have him up in the small group and more
times calling him to task he in a large group he just tends to be laid back and
not focus, but um, the more he's reading the stronger he is getting.
*MAJ: Hm, mm, that's good, that's good. He needs small group interaction to
learn.
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SM: Yea. We all have different styles, some kids pick it up not that I guess
most kids need small group, but some kids need it less than others, some kids
need small group more and I think he is probably a child who needs a small group
that is his style, he learns better in a small group and some kids are like that
you know.
*MAJ: Yea.
SM: And also he is um, his motivation and enthusiasm about reading is
continuing and getting stronger with the small group.
*MAJ : Good , good
.
SM: And the same with Jared.
*MAJ: Yea probably coming from the success too, I think it kind of feeds, once
they have been successful it kinds of feeds on them, they get better at what
they do and feel successful about literacy.
SM: Hm, mm.
*MAJ: It is a combination of factors. Ok, what do you think about the running
record?
SM: um, I think it is very helpful, um, and I think it is something that I will
continue to use and it is something that I feel that um, I have come a long way,
but I also feel that there is more that I need to learn about that. I want to
be able to quickly look at it and be able to analyze.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: I can look at it in terms of mistakes and some of the more surface kinds of
things, but I think there is more. The meeting that we last had where we looked
at the running record and talked about it and talked about the three levels of
analysis, I just you know, I just wanted to eat that right up and learn more
about that . I am very anxious to .
.
*MAJ: Yea, Ok, so at our next session we will go deep into the third level, I
think the first and second is fairly easy to grab and what you do and what you

say based upon what that third level is telling you, which is teaching for
strategies. Probably over the next two sessions that is what they will be
about. That third level analysis, what you say because a child is not reading
or what you say, teaching for strategy, that is where we are headed.
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SM: And what was the second one again, that got a little..?
*MAJ: The second one was when you do your analysis and you count your M's, you
count your S's and your Vs. That gives you general information about, oh he
doesn't use phonics, but it doesn't give you the third level, which says what
part of phonics, the media, endings, conceptions, that is what the third level
is it gives you more precise phonics.
SM: So then the first level is just the running record.
*MAJ: The first level is just the score, your scoring it.
SM: Ok.
*MAJ: If he's 90 he's instructional, when it's 85 it is hard, 97 is the
independent level.
SM: So the second one is what he's doing in that score, is he, how many times he
self-corrects, critically looking at the scores.
*MAJ: The second level, yes. You have to do the MSV to get the second level,
count all your M's, S's and Vs.
SM: So it is the MSV part that you are getting and the third level is what do
you do with the MSV.
*MAJ: Yea, it is a more deeper look, a more intimate look if you will at what
this child is doing. So if you got Vs, he is using alot of MSV, but he is
consistently leaving out middles. He would say coming for climbing or came for
come. Or get for got. He is using all three he is using the instruction
visual, but he is not using enough V, that is what the third level of analysis
tells you. It is not just V, what is he not using at the V level.
SM: Ok.
*MAJ: So that is what I need to go after in my teaching. What do I say? I mean
many of us we are veterans for a long time, we have been using the same kind of
talk when kids don't use phonics, but I guess what we are headed for is to find
different ways of helping children using phonics, language pretty much. How do
I use language in my teaching to redirect the child and that is what teaching
for strategies is about. What do you say other than sound it out which is what
a lot of teachers say. That is probably all they know.
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SM: I am really thrilled because I think I am doing some of that.
*MAJ: Good.

SM: And I am not nearly as much as I want to do and it is not as automatic yea,
but I'm seeing everything. But I am seeing some of that and I am trying to
address that and I am, I do some of it, but I still need more. The first thing
the kids will say is sound it out, and I will say that's right.
*MAJ: Move to that, our last two sessions are dedicated to teaching for
strategy and the three levels. Ok, now due to the results from your running
record, the only one you have taken this far, can you describe any instructional
practices you have used and how the students learning, the focal students
learning was impacted?
SM: um. Ok, this would be from running record.
*MAJ! This would be from your running record and instructional step you took
and how the student learning, how the student took it on whatever it was that
you did?
SM: um, alot of things are swirling around, but you know how you say to chose 1
or 2 points. So if it is looking for the chunk in the word that they know and
being able to talk with them about that, I see that they are trying that and
what makes sense and also what visually makes sense, think about and be
reinforced and although when we talk about it or learn about it it ' s separate
pieces, um, often times, we are talking about strategies, we are mentioning a
few of them and so we are doing that cross checking and it is not that I am
trying to make it more complicated, but it is appropriate in the context of what
we are doing.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: Today for excimple, when I asked what word was tricky for you, um, were
their any words, they really went through pretty easily they each had something
that they wanted to bring up and we talked about those things and um, strategies
that we had talked about before reinforcing. And the point, the other point
that I wanted to make, that even though I may bring up or talk about guided
reading as a result of a running record, certain strategies I find that they
have to be reinforced over and over.
*MAJ: Hm, mm, oh yea, oh yea.
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SM: Over and over again, so that it is hard to say that the impact was from
that time.
*MAJ: That's Ok, at least, see even the question what was tricky for you, I
don't know that many of us, I know that I didn't, I never used that question, I
just never thought to use that question, I never thought about it. There were
things that came out of learning about the running record that I never did as a
teacher whom I thought was decent, I thought I was a decent reading teacher. So
something like what was tricky for you, I don't know if you traveled around if
you would hear that question asked a whole lot, I don't know that people ask
that question, because it is so teacher driven our agenda many times, that we
don't think to ask what is tricky? If you want the child to be independent, we

have to be asking questions like that, more questions, all the time like that.
We certainly can go to something that we think they ought to know, but they can
also tell us at 6 years old what was tricky for them to help them move to
another level of learning. Do you see how it is a wonderful question?
SM: Hm, mm and that came out of you know all of the learning and what we are
doing it kind of all flows together. I do a lot of that, I may have specific
things that I am going to teach or touch on and once I have you know even
introduced it, introduced say sneaky E or double LL's or whatever, I am
constantly redoing it and redoing it, but often times I may touch on say this is
what I am going to do today because it tells me about this lesson or whatever,
but everything is always built out of what is going on in the text um, because
that is where I get to hear back from the kids or replay or integrate it so that
often times it is the kids, I will say well the person made a mistake with that
one what can we do to remember that, so then the kids play back the rules to me
what we have talked about. What else, how else we could remember that, what
else would help, how else would we know this, so even though I am hearing sound
it out, look at the beginning sounds, some of the more basic things and you want
to get to the more difficult things, those complex answers those are happening
to and a really nice part about it is that they are coming from the kids and
they are real excited to tell you about it.
*MAJ: And that is a nice step into my next question, because that was the next
question. Um, due to your learning this year and maybe last year too, um, are
you using a wider range of instructional practices and you just give nice
examples, um, so anyway I think you have answered the question. Do you feel
that you are using a wider range of instructional practices?
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SM: Yea, hm, mm. I think it is more, I think I am, but I also think it is more
hands on for the kids, that they are taking more of an active part that I am
sharing as I am learning more about the reading process, I am consistently
passing it on to the kids, so that the kids and I are discussing what good
readers do.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: So that is a real a team approach and the kids are taking an active part
in it.
*MAJ: Yes, right and that is what we want learning to be. Great, now as you
think about your work over this past year, what has made it easy for you to
change? And you think about your own personal, how you are feeling personally,
classroom level, school level, system level, various levels, I just want to hear
what has made it easy for you to change and make the changes you want?
SM: A couple of things and I am not, I haven't prioritized it so, but um, one
is that when the changes line up with what feels right to me, a lot of what I am
learning, that I can more easily embrace is a part of my philosophy and what I
think makes sense and what is good and reasonable and at the base of that the
kids can learn, all kids can learn and that makes it easier.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.

SM: Also the fact that we are being asked to do this for our job, that this is
part of what the system is trying to promote, um, certainly a big factor,
because if we were still pushed to do whole class instruction, vs. small group,
that would make a huge difference.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: The fact that we so there are some supports built in that would not
necessarily have perhaps been built if we were doing something else.
*MAJ: Talk about those supports now.
SM: Well the Alec training, the materials, the opportunity to do things like
this, the study group, professional development, I mean that really makes a big
difference. I think at our first meeting you asked me about um, philosophy, and
not one name could come to mind and I had taken Irene's Good First Teaching and
had been so thrilled about it and I couldn't and I just uh, uh, those kinds of
supports are really, really important.
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*MAJ: Any others come to mind, you mentioned Alec, focus on assessment,
anything else?
SM; Professional development, relevant professional development.
*MAJ: Anything else that has made it easier for you to change?
SM: Um, when I say system that is part of the principal, the system support and
basically this is redundant I think.
*MAJ: That's ok.
SM: Those things the people that are. If I had someone doing, if I had taken
the Alec program and I had someone who really perhaps it was another teacher or
wasn't, that I couldn't respect or wasn't able to get, even if the philosophy
and the material is the same, if they were not able to get that across or work
with me in a respectful manner, I think I would have not been able to embrace it
or use that person, but this woman, like in our workshop and in our PLP and in
the study group, um, you know everything was relevant, questions that I would
ask, information needed, what I was doing, how to help me with that, answer my
questions and move me on, give me more information and give me also more things
that I want to know.
*MAJ: Hm, mm, hm, mm.
SM: That all makes a difference,
*MAJ: Hm, mm, that is relevant.
SM: Relevant, yea.
*MAJ: Ok, now, what has been challenging or not helpful in supporting you to
change this year, again at the classroom level, personal level, school level.

system level, any level, what has been challenging or not helpful?
SM: Both challenging and not helpful is to have to do things without the
support, without um the proper information and I am not saying that this
is... For example the DRA testing, I felt very fortunate that I had some
background. There were other people who had not attended those workshops, even




SM: But they were expected to embrace it and do it and lots of people say well
no one gave me a score, and bla, bla, bla, but that was all they knew, they did
not have any training to show that there was more to it. They are going to
throw us out of here at quarter of unfortunately. We can sit in the class.
*MAJ: Sit in the class, ok.
SMs So um, that was not helpful. Now I didn't, because I took other things,
other courses and had this group and everything else, I wasn't in that position,
but that is the kind of thing I find not helpful. So not to contradict, in
terms of saying but had not I done that.
*MAJ: It is really almost a schoolwide issue, a school issue.
SM: Yea, like we are constantly being asked to implement certain things.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: Sometimes what we are asked to implement isn't even in our hands. Ok, let
alone a chance to look at it, think it through, see what it is talking about,
prepare, ask questions, get a feel for it, that kind of business, I think is not
helpful and not supportive. Sometimes we do a lot of scrambling to try to get
as much as we can to help ourselves, like with the study group and like with all
the training and with Irene Fontas ' course, but I think that everyone should
have an opportunity to be privy to those kinds of things, or I need an
opportunity to be privy to those kinds of things in order to feel most able to
make changes . Not having those opportunities , that is what makes it not helpful
or most challenging.
*MAJ: I think what you are saying is sort of a kind of top dpwn mandate is the
top down and mandate and you are saying you would want more input before they
mandate it, is that what you are saying, or —
?
SM: I am saying that I would like to have more of a chance to um, more training
before I am asked to implement something.
*MAJ: Ok.
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SM: But the other part I feel also, which you brought up is I would like more
input too, because often times what is being mandated sometimes, isn't
necessarily the best thing or appropriate and you wonder whose mandating this
stuff, do they see the kids, is it even about the kids?

*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: So in that sense having more input or someone who is more in tune, so
decisions can be more relevant is I think important.
*MAJ: Ok.
SM: I am just going to turn off my computer.
*MAJ: Ok. What's not helpful, still working on what's not helpful.
SM: It is not helpful to have to be thrown out of your building (laughing) and
this is for us a big deal. Our building has to close, we have to be out by
quarter of 4 , so whether we are early or late school, we have to be out and um,
the principal wants to stay later or the custodian wants to or something is
going on, that is you know.
*MAJ: So the hours are 8 to 4
.
SM: There seems to be such a push to just throw people out. Sometimes they
will say Ok, everybody has to be out at 3:30 or 3:15, you know, when in other
schools they have after school problems, or whatever, but people are in there
forever. Usually I find that a lot of the teachers that are really excellent
teachers that you meet and see at all these things, they are the ones that are
in their classrooms forever.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: I find myself rushing here trying to get here at the crack of dawn, first
one here, last one to leave and then you may say oh well she's slow, but you
know most of the people that try to do these extra things on the lower grade
level are in the same boat, because we can't even start to pick up the room
until the kids are out and when you are trying to you know work out the physical
space, but stay on top of the correcting and working with certain things, you
really, I need to be in the room to look and I find myself dragging these big
bags home, only because you have to take everything out and bring everything
back and.
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*MAJ: No, you're right it is not helpful. What would you say would be the
remedy for this Shirley?
SM: I think we need to have at least an extra hour or two available each day to
be able to be in school um and or at best have at least every couple of weeks
that we know the building will be open late and opt to stay if we want or not.
One of the things that you hear with the Alec/Elle program and all these other
programs is that it takes so much time.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: You know people have to be in their classrooms, people have to do this, but
yet we are asked to do the same kinds of things with no time to do it.

*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: I mean I think that is a very...
*MAJ: You mean planning time.
SM; Planning time in the room.
*MAJ: Being in the room after school or whatever.
SM: Exactly. I am not asking for time that we are going to be paid for, I mean
there are those people who just want to do their contractual hours, but most of
us that want to have things working as smoothly as possible and do the best job,
we want to be in our classroom doing things.
*MAJ: Ok, I follow, ok.
SM: It is a major, major, major problem for me.
*MAJ: Ok, hm, mm. Alright, define reading?
SM: Well, I think I can give a fast answer now. (laughing) It is a reading
driven process (laughing).
*MAJ: I am looking at all of you and here is what they said in September and
here is what they say in January. It is interesting to look at perspectives and
how they are changing, if they are changing. That is why you will hear a couple
of questions coming up each time I talk with you, because it is interesting to
see how you are shifting and thinking about different issues. Anything else you
would like to say about reading?
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SM: Um, the basic stuff that I said before, I mean it still applies, um, you
know, communication, I mean I am not going to reiterate, it still applies.
*MAJ: Ok, yea, ok. So when you say meaning driven process, is that something,
because I think you spoke to that the first time I asked you, is there a
different take on it when you say meaning different process how will you just
expand upon that a little bit more, about how it might be different then when
you defined reading to me back in October?
SM: I think that was the more concise way of saying it. Back when I told you
in October, I talked about how in reading you have to understand, you have to
have communication.
*MAJ: You still believe all of that.
SM: After engaging in the, it is not just symbols and all of that, I still
believe that.
*MAJ: Hm, mm, hm, ram. Ok, so you just put it more concise. Ok. Define
assessment?

SM: Well I used to just think of assessment as a score and I am not, in more of
a negative way, I am not, I never really felt I was good at taking tests, um, so
that is probably where my somewhat negative or negative slant comes from and
then with all the assessments that we had to give the Metropolitan Achievement
Test, I saw them as very painful to the kids, just to get a score, just to put
numbers on a paper. So that kind of assessment I see that as more of a negative
thing, um, and you know and scores being subject to the kinds of tests given,
people not necessarily getting the true picture, but what has changed for me, is
that I can look at assessment at terms of, not all assessments being alike and
not, and you don't always have to do the same thing with assessment. In other
words when people talked about, well the DRA gave me a score. You know that is
true, you can just look at it that way, but I can also get something else from
the DRA assessment, like you know looking at it in terms of reading behaviors
and so on and so forth with the running records and stuff.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
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SM: And then also um, which I think is most important, is being able to look at
it in terms of how it may affect my instruction, so the superintendent's message
at the beginning of the year about instruction being assessment driven now has
more meaning for me, you know and makes sense and I can agree with that rather
than just being upset (laughing) oh boy here we go.
*MAJ: That is good that you are open to learning and thinking differently,
because some people who had all this professional development may still feel
that way, so it is good coming out of research and your reaction with your
colleagues and me and everyone else that you kind of interacted with, that you
are seeing it, I think that is what learning is all about, it is expanding, it
is not necessarily setting aside, because we do feel that some people, I do
believe that some people feel that way about assessment, just a score and you
kind of putting kids low and kids high and not even using it for. Some people
will always feel that way about assessment, they will feel it is more work to
teach and it is more teach, here I am talking again, but I think it is more work
for you to do assessment to driving instruction. But if you are here for the
kids than I think that is how we should be operating.
SM: I also think that what you do with the assessment, how you get it, the
emphasis that we place on it should also make a difference as to how people feel
about them or embrace them.
*MAJ: Do you mean how the idea is presented, is that what you are saying?
SM: Along with that too, if the scores are going to be used to whip people
around, you know, if the scores are going to be used in a negative way, we could
go and list what I think is negative than that is one thing, but if the
assessment is going to be used to give you information to help your students,
than that is another thing. And also other things that you do, other areas,
things that you do with that is not going to provide the opportunity for the
people to assess the children. You know we have 25 kids in front of us all day
long and if we are not going to um give subs, then the people can give these
individualized tests, then why place all this emphasis on it. It is a negative

thing because you are providing stress and you can't even get the assessment
done.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: You can even take something that could potentially used in a positive way
and implement in a way that it is truly not helpful at all.
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*MAJ: Ok, ok, I am trying to read my notes. Ok, um, how is what you are
learning been used with other children. When I say other children I am not
talking about Nicholas and Jared. Your learning this year, how has it been used
with other children, outside of your focal students?
SM: I use it with all of them, the same thing, hopefully what benefits one
benefits them all and specifically when I was talking about the large group
instruction, those kinds of things are carried over in the smaller group and the
other, all of the students get to participate in a reading, guided reading
group, so I use it, whatever I can learn I try to put it in practice and use it
where ever I can use it.
*MAJ: Ok, hm, mm. How is something you have learned, and you may not have a
response to this, and that is Ok, how has something you have learned from study
group colleagues been used with other children? Like, you know if you have a
side conversation, or you know something is said by the colleague in the group,
that study group, and you kind of took back and ran with it, has that happened
for you at all?
SM: Um, I tend to try to integrate, synthesize, or do kind of a collective kind
of thing, so sometimes it is hard to, for example when we were talking about
Nicholas and um, how to help Nicholas and other students move into more fluency.
The suggestions and the things didn't just come from you, you sort of
facilitated so that other people gave their opinions and so the ideas that I
gained were really from the whole group, you know that information that came
from you.
*MAJ: And that is something I try to be aware of, because I mean, each of you
has more than 20 years experience, you know we are just glad to be involved with
you all, and you are all great after 20 years your still great (laughing). I
have to listen, because if someone asks me a question, I think I need to. I
don't do it all the time because of the time, but I think it is important that I
throw it back to the group when I don't have the answer or I have my prospective
on it, but we have 8 other people who have great perspectives and I am sure.
That is why I try to do more of that kind, some direct kind of teaching as well,
but I try to do, I think it is important for a group like that.
SM: Hm, mm. I thought you had at least valid answers I would be interested in.
I thought that you were inclusive and you pulled from the group as well. Not in
the sense that oh, you have to contribute or we won't be doing any of this.
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*MAJ: Right, right, hm, mm. I think that is important when you have veterans.
Urn, last question, last question, to what extent does the study group model fit
your development needs as a veteran educator?
SM: Can you say that again please?
*MAJ: To what extent does the study group model fit your professional
development needs as a veteran educator?
SM: Ok, um, I tried to touch on that a little bit in the reflection.
*MAJ: Just expand on that.
SM: I liked the way, first of all, we have such stiff time constraints and such
a heavy load, workload, not only just in the classroom things, with special eds
being dumped back, everybody has to or wants to give the teacher a list of a
thousand things to do for each child, for each parent and we all have to be on
these committees and yea, yea, yea, and so the time is very important to us,
since we still have families and stuff like that. So for this group, once a
month, you know I think is good, as opposed to every week, um, and what we are
working on in the group, are those very same things, that we really need, I feel
and are helpful to me in my teaching and daily teaching. It helps me with
questions that I need to formulate or begin to think about, I feel I can get
answers to things as I go along and discuss it. It is really funny because we
have been talking about the DRA and I don't mean to put alot of emphasis on the
DRA, but that is sort of what we have been talking around, but at least I feel
that we have, that I have learned a lot and it is not like we are doing the same
thing every week. It is a growing thing, it is a lot, maybe its the reading
process, maybe it is how kids learn, or how we teach or how kids learn, but
everytime we meet, I learn a lot, a lot of information I gained, information is
exchanged amongst people and there is still more.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
SM: I almost felt like calling up a couple of nights ago to say, now tell me
about this, I feel like I have a main source here that I can try things out, I
can ask about it, I can get more information about it. I can get various
perspectives in that...

Transcript of Tape-recorded Interview - SMC800
Q. What are you thinking about literacy now that you want to [inaudible] back in September?
A. Well, now I'm thinking a little bit more about the mechanics.
[Tape stopped and restarted.]
A. r m thinking even more about the mechanics of teaching literacy; having nonns[?], certain things that I,
you know, want to continue and incorporate those things in my... in my teaching. And, you know, when 1 say
thinking about the mechanics, like we talked about guided reading. I have specific things— more specific things that
I want to include or work on and deal with, whereas in the beginning it was all new and so I was sort of attacking a
moral, ambiguous big concept— something that I thought was impiortant, but still didn't have quite a handle on it;
how it was going to be incorporated in... in my classroom; what things 1 needed to change. You know, it was just
everything was new and just starting. So... so now, in terms of literacy, there's specific pieces, specific areas that
I've targeted that I want to do more with; work on specific things in guided reading. In terms of the assessment, I'm
really, really glad that I've learned more about the DRA in terms of the analysis portion of it. I still hear lots of
people saying... you know, it gave me a score, but I don't know, you know, it didn't tell me a lot. And I feel very
fortunate that I... I can get a little bit more from that m terms of what they're using; what kind of strategies and
behav... reading behaviors the kids are using; what go... what I... what's next; what I can do to help them get to
certain levels; what I can do to support those things that they are doing, you know, etc., so the process itself; the
things that. . . the process. I ... I feel a little bit more able to. . . to work with that.
Q. The next question is what are you thinking about your [inaudible] students... if you just want to talk about
one of them or you can talk about both of them, [inaudible] literacy [inaudible] that you weren't thinking in
September?
A. Well, in September... in September I felt that they had good ability, but I could see that there were
problems. You know, that... that they' 11... in... and in... clearly there was a... we were at a beginning point and we
had a long way to go to be able to read, for example, the benchmark. And exactly how to get them to that point,
you know, I have the, you know, the traditional things that I would do as a teacher that now I haven' t done this and
we've gone through this process. I have a lot more strategy— the ammunition— a lot more strategy.
Q. [inaudible].
A. And... and a better understanding of the process itself; this process that I have been working with for a very,
very long time, I have a better understanding of it now.
Q. Okay, so can you talk a little bit more specifically, like when you say [inaudible], what is
[inaudible]... what might be a grade of four, that you would [inaudible], or not.. .not have done before but you are
doing now. [inaudible].
A. Okay, just the. ..just the way that you would go about it in terms of... if... so just a quick one little piece in
terms of the Huency; how to get a kid to be more fluent. I mean... I mean, I knew that the more you read, the better
reader you become. But I didn' t. . .didn' t know all of the things that were involved. For example, like the. . . the
[inaudible]... that that's a positive thing in... in managing with the positive strategies. So, you know, I have a better
understanding of what the process of; the steps... and the steps involved, which includes the reading behaviors
and. . .and. . .and then what to do to help support that. You know, a good example, the. . . the sheet that we had, even
specific words, which not only that gives you words, but also clues you in on specific things to look for and how to
help, you know, to say the right thing to get them doing the right thing or more of what they should do.
Q. Good, okay. And this is a follow-up [inaudible], but let's talk about [inaudible]. You talked about how
early on you said that they had problems and you now know ways to work with them [inaudible], so how are you
thinking about Nicholas today? We' 11 talk about [inaudible] or whatever [inaudible] platform [inaudible] that. . . that
you might not have noticed before. What is he doing today?

A. I see himdoing a lot of... he has a lot of good strategies. He's like... I see him as a good reader. Initially
he seemed very quiet, very. ..a little bit withdrawn and apprehensive; not asking for help when needed; not really
showing, you know, really openly showing what he. ..what he knew or he didn't know; and not quite as invested in
the whole literacy or learning process. I see...l thmk you'd...l see him a little differently now. I see him as having
a lot of strengths, and more invested in the. . . in the process, really excited about it, really eager. And some of the
things that... a [inaudible] I see that have come with learning and his achievement, and so... which has helped to give
him more of a positive self-esteem.
[Tape stopped and restarted.]
Q. Okay, [inaudible].
A. Just in. ..in terms of what do I see in Nicholas now versus then, I think that the. ..what I have learned of
late about reading is helping me to see more positive in kids. They're more... have more of a sense of... of... of
they're picking up the process. In the past, it was almost like magical. I mean, in that I know certain things to do
and knew certain things to do and to teach and [inaudible] more than the average person about the reading process.
But even if teachers didn't instill things that were just not...just not quite so obvious and certainly not written down,
and with the new literacy models and information that' s coming out, and things are a lot more clearer, a lot more
document. .. things are documented, and so it's very exciting. You know, seeing and knowing and... and... and, you
know, more... more certain about the reading process itself.
Q. And even I think it' s great that you said you' re seeing. . . seeing strengths [inaudible] said earlier, you know,
when you have a person who [inaudible], you really have [inaudible] more strengths and that [inaudible]. Suppose I
were a schoolteacher who had never heard of or used the word [inaudible], what would you tell me about its use in
the classroom?
A. Well, I would. ..I would talk about the. ..the use... usefulness of it; what things... what... the fact that you
could learn information from the running records to. . . I know the form your teaching now is sort. . . sort of like a
buzzword. But... but you can get information from that running records that will help you with what your child
needs to know. Not only let you know where they are at, and document where they're at, but also from that draw a
more precise knowledge of what you can do next.
Q. Any other. .
.
A. Or where they' re having trouble, and there you. . .therefore, you know what needs to go next.
Q. Okay. Anything else [inaudible]?
A. I would tell them that. . . that it is. . . that it' s not just a. . . it' s not just a. .. a new buzzword or phase, you
know, that it really is... it really is helpful. And I... I would also tell them that it... it looks a lot more difficult to
learn, but it isn't that bad, and it's well worth working at. I mean, I don't feel even now...! don't feel even now
proficient in cer. . . I can take the running records. .
.
Q. [inaudible].
A. No, I'm [inaudible] you. I can...I can, you know, take a running record, and I can look at it, and I can gain
to... you know, I can... I've gained certain information, but I... I still feel that there's more I can learn. I still feel
that I. ..I want it to be more automatic. Right now, I, you know, I can look at it and I...I can see things, but I still
might not, like, look back at that little guide or reading book. I want to know that.
Q. Can you tell me what.. .what the third level [inaudible]?
A. Uhm-hm.
Q. But the first team, you know, [inaudible] those two levels?

A. Right.
Q. Their third level?
A. Right. And this just... and this. .. it's. ..1 just want it to be more automatic. That's. ..I'd like to feel. ..I'd
hke to have things second nature, so that when I'm in the classroom and, for example, I'm not thinking about just
my delivery so much as looking at the kid and seeing whether this is working or what 1 need to add and stuff. I
know that I don' t necessarily have to do the analysis portion while I'm standing right before the child, but I think
that when it' s more automatic, then there' s less of a chore to do afterwards. And that' s the part that. . . that I'm . . . F m
after, so that it' s so easy for me to do. But right now, I work at it.
Q. Okay, but in time...
A. Yeah.
Q. And rm sure you' re working at it less now than you were a year ago.
A. And... and that's true. And also, I am seeing more than a score. I'm seeing the usefulness of it. And I
don' t need to argue that with people. I just know that I can get something for it that is helpful to me and my
teaching.
Q. The next question may be difficult to answer with certainty, but I' d like to get your thoughts on it. In
thinking about how your assessment or instructional practice has changed during this last year, how much has
[inaudible] study group process changed compared with other influences in your life at this time?
A. Well, when you say other influences, do you mean like taking ELIT[?] course?
Q. Yeah, professional development [inaudible].
A. It's really hard to tease out. But I think that... let me say that I don' t think that, for example, the ELIT[?]
course would have been as effective for me had 1 not had the study group.
Q. In what way?
A. Well, you know, we were taught about guided read... you know, that was mentioned and running records,
the DRAs, testing, and... along with other things, but they, you know, I needed to work at stuff. 1 needed to
practice. I needed to be able to talk about it. I needed to be able to hear other people' s opinion[sic] about. . . there
were certain things that they were domg and what. . . what worked and... You know, so much rather than more of an
introductory kind of thing. When it comes down to using it, and. . . and to get. . . in order to get that automatic thing
about It, you know, so that it's second nature, to me then just a... a quick course wasn' t. .. wasn' t enough. So... so
this course has really. . . it' s had it. . . it' s hard to tease out exactly what this course has done. There' s some. . . of
course, what we've learned here was... was also the DRA testing, that was talked about in the ELIT[?] course. We
had someone come to the school and talk to us about it. So you could say that it was duplicated or that we had other
ways to learn about the same thing, but not really with the intensity or the gravity[?] or the usefulness, so it... it
was this space, this course, that really helped me to become as efficient that I... as I am in it, and to prepare me... or
to bnng me to the stage that I am at now where now I'm saying, "I need to know this, I want to fix this, I want to
do that, I want to change that." All of getting to this level or this point has a lot to do with this course. The other
things were helpful. The other things, they're an important part, including the fact that implementing certain things
have become mandatory; that how I implement them with the... the way I have embraced that has a lot to do with
this course.
Q. What would you say was the most helpful if you were to [inaudible] out, you know, those things
[inaudible]? What would be the most helpful [inaudible] one or two most helpful aspects of the study group? What
was most helpful? [inaudible] help there. What was the most helpful? One or two.

A. Okay, yeah. It' s hard to say one thing. I got a chance to do a DRA before this course, last year a couple of
itimes. Of course, I also got to do that as a re. .. as a result or after having some of your input. So. . . which 1 really
ivalued, your teaching style, so 1 had benefited that last... last year. And I think that was really important, how you
explained it and so on and so forth. But this year, 1 got a chance to not only do it— do the test, for example— but to
sit down and talk about it. And... and of course to learn the levels of analysis. I mean, that was... that was key.
And that's why it's not just a.. .a score. And through this course, 1 got a chance to learn the levels of analysis
through what we were doing here, in our course study work, giving the test, talking about it in our group, with
peers, with, you know, close supervisional feedback from you, but and. ..but also going through the. ..the seminar
that was given at the Manning School. All of that was really helpful in opemng up my understanding about the
DRA testing so that it was just.. .it was more than a score. I mean, in the last part of the. ..at the Manning School
we were sort of getting a peek at what the teacher did or didn' t do or could' ve done more. And. . . which is. . . I mean, I
think that' s a. . . it' s a. . . that. . . that' s deep. So. .
.
Q. It is. [inaudible] more than a score, [inaudible] what the teachers could be doing
[inaudible], [inaudible]
I'm just going to go back to a little bit [inaudible] to see if you could be a bit more specific in terms of [inaudible]
different tactics that are changing [inaudible] that have changed. Can you give an example [inaudible], but can you
give and example how assessment has changed for you or [inaudible] has changed for you [inaudible]? Can you give
me an example [inaudible]?
A. Well, I'd say that... but first of all, to do the test... now it's mandatory, so we have to do it. And had it not
become mandatory, it would be. . . it would have definitely. . . it would definitely be a. . .a tool that I would use. Also,
an example of how it has. .
.
Q. [inaudible] or the way you changed, the very specific [inaudible], they're really specific that how.
..the
[inaudible] the way you assessed it or the way you [inaudible] has changed [inaudible].
A. Okay, I have. . . because I have more of an understanding through the group of the process, has shown
through the assessment and all of the things that we have attacked around that, including guided reading, including
some of the other things, you know, the word wall and... and importance of... of the kids building a high frequency
vocabulary for writing. That was... not only for reading, but the importance that it bears on writing, which was
something the kids were... the workshops. All of that helped... I've gained through this... through this... through this
program. So I'm [inaudible] this question. So that's one of the things that has changed in terms of how I assessed
kids. I've seen that this is... this is a viable and in... and informative source; the way of assessing, and it seems
to... when I... now I'm... I'm going back between the DRA and the running record. I'm kind of using them in the
same breath. But it seems to give more specific information versus just a... a reading inventory test, you know,
either standardized or informally given.




Q. What's between [inaudible] what [inaudible] how your instruction has changed?
A. Okay. So because the information is more sus. . . specific, then that lets me know specifically what the
child...!' ve... what I'm learning through this is what they either know, so that I can continue to build on that, or
don't know, so that I can make sure I put in that. For example, from the runmng records, I'm finding that they're
consistently leaving off endings or they are [inaudible] they' re not seeing the vowels or they' re not doing. . . they'
re
not remembering even the words that are spelling words, and.. .and they've learned and now they're not remember...
I mean, it gives me more specific information to that child, because it' s individualized. Sometimes things just
feel... are not quite as clearly shown when you are doing the group test or you are working with the kids in the.
the... in a group, even in a small group, but when you come to a running record, it's... it's... it's individualized.
Q. Okay.
A. And so that. . .that directly affects my teaching.
in

Q. With that child.
A. With that child. And. . . and again, I would. . . to underscore it, not only what they don' t. . . what they need, but
also what they are doing. And the course. . .and the learning that 1 . . . 1' ve gained from this, I'm seeing more. . . I' ve
learned more in terms of the reading behaviors themselves, and so then there are. . . there' s a whole lot more
positive... a whole lot more steps and a whole lot more things happening than you can just see on the surface, you
know, or that you're aware that you're seeing, so that I really appreciate or know. So I was gonna...! was gonna
mention, this goes with the... the thing about challenges.
Q. Okay, hold that one.
A. Okay.
Q. [inaudible], okay. You talked a lot about assessments [inaudible]. Can you give me something you do
different in your instructions; some way you've changed in your instruction?
A. Okay.
Q. [inaudible] clear [inaudible] now [inaudible]. What is something you do in your instruction that you didn' t
do before [inaudible]? What are you doing. ..what is one thing you're doing [inaudible] that you [inaudible]... that
you didn't do [inaudible]?
A. Okay. Even though it's come under the heading. ..I've been talking about it in with. ..as it relates to
assessment, this is true across the board in terms of my ability to teach reading or my understanding of reading, and
that is the. . . the things that I have learned. . . the. . . through the. . . be. . . because I was learning about the appropriate
tools, but still it... it applies to reading in general. You know, such as guided reading, such as, you know, you
know how to set up the class, and the word wall, and so on and so forth. So all of that, I mean, in. . . in terms of
what to say to the kids, what language to use to help support certain behaviors, what language I... my... or may have
been using that. . .that. . . that didn' t support certain behaviors or it may have encouraged other behaviors. So all of
that is, you know, it... all of that's tied in and you're not...
Q. [inaudible] said earlier [inaudible] so, you know, it' s [inaudible].
A. Right, nght. Or why they are. . . why are they saying, you know, they' re saying, "Sound it out," and before
that would have been a great answer, but I' ve been working so hard to get these other points in, and they' re still
saying, "Sound it out," so now I'm learning some of the. . . some of the little gray areas of fine tuning, but there are
some other things I'm doing which lends more to sounding it out, and so that's how I'm getting more of that kind
of an answer.
Q. Okay, thank you. This next question [inaudible] so that you can respond to it in any way that makes sense
to you. What's it like for you as a veteran, a veteran [inaudible], to make changes? Is [inaudible] anything... this is
wide open now. [inaudible] easy [inaudible]. We're talking about a veteran who's been doing it for a long time,
[inaudible] change [inaudible].
A. Well, the expression... what is it? You can' t teach an old dog new tncks and things like that. Well, I
might be an old dog. But I'm real... I will try to learn a new trick if I think it's gonna help my kids. And that's the
driving force. But of course, helping myself to become the most efficient and the most. . . the best teacher that 1 can
be is a direct way of helping my kids doing the best that I can for them. So if something is... if I thought that there
was something that's gonna help the kids, that is a... that is a... a very strong motivation for me to make changes.
That doesn' t necessarily mean that if s. . . if s. . . I' m. . . I'm an easy person to make changes or changes are always easy,
but it does mean that I will work at it rather than not work at it.
Q. [inaudible] is it any [inaudible] venture designed to make to work... help you [inaudible] better job
[inaudible]?

Well, supposedly, I guess.
Okay.
A. But then we' re talking about what kind of changes and what. . .and more specifically, what. . .
what types
of... what are the... what types of professional development things that encourage me to make changes or help me to
make the most changes and the most effective...
Q. [inaudible].
A. Okay. Again, this... the primary... the underlying thing is what I... what I think or feel or have gotten
a
sense that would be most helpful to my children. So 1...1 went to this... I tried to learn this WKRP silence[?] thing
because I heard kids that don' t read can read with that, and so 1 wanted to know about it. You know, 1'm always so
concerned that. . . 1 . . . I don' t want my kids to be lacking because of me. So if there' s anything I can do to help my
kids to reach their full potential, then I ... I' 11 try to do it. And so those kinds of professional development
workshops are things that 1 think will help me to help my kids. That's what I'm most interested in. And now this
whole move with literacy and... and it means there are a whole lot of things. I've been involved in literacy, the
math, and technology. But all the things that they say are... are helpful or gonna be great or the most important, I
try to... I try to listen to, you know, get a sense of, but 1 don't find everything helpful.
Q. [inaudible]...
A. And...
Q. [inaudible]. What else makes. ..makes [inaudible] for you to [inaudible]? What else.. .when you say
[inaudible], you know, [inaudible] find or [inaudible]?
A. Well, if it's.. .It has to be helpful for the kids. But not everything that they... I don't feel first of all, I
think
that' s the major turn-off. If 1 don' t think it' s help. . . if it. . . if 1 don' t find that it' s. . . or feel that it' s gonna make a
difference, then that' s a turn-off right there. But when I. . .when I see and feel or get a sense that kids are learning,
kids are reading, kids are progressing, no matter what their situation is, if they are able to make progress, then... then
I'm. ..I'm looking and I'm interested. And then.. .then how can I. ..then I'll try to go about seeing what I can do
to... how can I institute or implement or use some of those things, as I find out and learn about this. And
the. ..the. ..the. ..the way or extent that I'm able to gain the knowledge and internalize and use the new information,
then I think dictates how much change I could make.
Q. Okay, so now [inaudible] gain the knowledge [inaudible], so what gets in the way of the gaining,
internalizing and use... what are barriers when you're trying to make change? What are some things [inaudible] that
get in the way? What are things that get in your way when you want to [inaudible]?
A. Okay. Okay, maybe it' d be easier for me to say what helps it. If it could be made most practical . .
.
Q. Okay.
A. I can get to it, I can get the information so that then. . . then workshops that are provided, and workshops
that are provided around the specific things that I need to help me learn this... this information, and how... how I'm
able to... to... to be a part of it; whether it's on-site or just having them available so that they're hours that I can get
to; funded, you know, provided by the school; or whatever. I mean, I would even pay my own money if it were
[inaudible]... what I could get there hours-wise and time-wise, but it has to be practical. It has to be given in a way
that I can use it. I like... I like things that I can take away and use right away. I will read, I will... I will look at
some of the research or some of that information, but I need. . . I need the more hands-on knowledge and how it
directly affects the kids. And that' s what I need. I ... 1 need it always to be directly connected, and not just too much
for the abstract and just intellectual, way out there. It has to be directly related. And, of course, then I guess if you,
you know, in terms of what setting is best for me, I need to be in a setting where I can learn, where I' m expected to
learn, where I know I can. ..that has to do with respect, it has to do with giving the information that.. .that I'm. ..I'm
looking for that' s necessary— not somebody spinning off just at the top of their head or showing how smart they

are, but I want that information to be relevant— it must be relevant. And then in a situation where I'm respected as a
learner, and where I can. . . I can . . . there can be an exchange of dialogue, and I can. . . I will be able to. . . if there. . . if I
find in my area of learning that there are things that are not meeting my needs or that need to be clarified or, you
know, if I need to ask questions about it or I need to repeat so that it can be ciffirmed that this... this indeed, this is
what it is, you know, 'cause that's how sometimes I learn as well. And... and I'm respected for that, fine.
That... that's all helpful to me.
Q. Okay. And so [inaudible]. In terms of, again, not helpful things, is there anything [inaudible] level or in
the context in which you work that gets in the way of your making change?
A. If I don' t have the opportunities, although the. . . the workshop. . . though. . . that kind of content need to be
provided, you know. But also the materials. I cannot be, you know, 1 can't be expected to do this type of literacy
program where I'm told, "You need this, you need a word wall, you need this, you need that, guided reading books,"
and none of the things are made available to me. I' m one that will spend my money for. . . for anything I need. I'll
go and use my resources to get a word wall or whatever I need, but that' s different. What I ... I choose to do that.
But that shouldn' t be the only way that I get materials. They should be provided. If this is something that is
being. . . that we' re being. . . that we' re mandated to adopt or to use, or a form of it and that kind of thing, so the
resources really need to be made available. You...you...you can't do guided reading without the materials. You
can' t do some of these other things without, you know, the huge, huge numbers of kids. Either show me how I can
manage that program or those kids, and/or make the class size smaller. Now so far, I'm getting. . . 1 understand that
everybody doesn't have control over everything, you know what I mean? There's, you know, who makes... who
dictates the size of the class or who really makes that happen may not necessarily be the person who' s doing the
professional development, but if the professional development that I'm... that the professional development that I'm
getting should be relevant to the class size that I'm having or that I have, so that if I'm getting enough information
on how I could really make that program or that... put that knowledge to work in the studying that I have, then that's
worthwhile, then I'm able to make changes. But if I am getting information and expected to make changes or want
to make changes, but I don't have some of the other pieces, it's not possible to do it with... without some of the
other pieces, then that' s a problem; then I can' t make the changes. That' s what makes it difficult for me.
Q. [inaudible] studying [inaudible] whatever you're learning back with [inaudible].
A. Uhm-hm, exactly.
Q. Is there Jinything else around barriers or conceptual issues pertaining to. .
.
A. Well, we. ..well, we were talking earlier about the time constraints. There's so much in. ..and every, you
know, is the [inaudible] and not enough time. And you mentioned that one person was saying that just knowing
it... it's for the kids, that's what makes a person be able to take time. Well, that's good, and... and for me, that's sort
of the bottom line thing, but that doesn' t always. . . that' s not always enough. You know, that' s sort of the base that
I work from. And so the time continues to be a challenge, even now. Our school, we have to do DRA testing.
Right now, we have to do it at the beginning of the year and the end of the year. That's gonna definitely go in place
for next year. We started it this year. And we have to have subs, because we couldn' t physically sit with one child
and be expected to maintain twenty, twenty-four other children. Now that' s all well and good, but if that substitute,
that support is taken away, but even though I want to do that, I might not be able to physically do that for all the
kids. So like with the running records, I ... I think it' s really important and it' s really helpful. And I' ve done it with
my fo... focus child, and sometimes it was... it was difficult getting that in with one or two students. How I can
physically do it with twenty-five students may not be something that I can do even if I really, really want to. So
it.. .the time constraints continue to be a problem, and. ..and they may are. ..they are. ..they come in many forms,
which is the physical hours in the day or some... how much time the teacher has. Because even our C&Ds that we
finally got, we' ve lost them. We have to do other things, and we' re constantly being given other things that, I don'
t
know, may or may not relate to this, and we don' t have a choice sometimes. And then after school and before
school it's just so... so much there, 'cause if you have... if you're the person who has to go out and get the
professional development, that's the. ..that's the only time that's provided for you, then, you know. ..and the kids are
not even there to be doing running records and things like that. It's. ..it's, you know, it's full of problems. You
know, if you have twenty-five kids to do it for versus twenty kids, that' s another kind of problem. So time
constraints continue to be a problem, but they come in different forms.

Q. Right, absolutely. Okay. Speaking of time, actually this may or may not... may not talk about his, but
could you talk about the least helpful aspect of the study group [inaudible] least helpful thing in terms of
development, [inaudible] time to get [inaudible], you know, they never [inaudible] too short for some people so
[inaudible] so long [inaudible] make... make a [inaudible] talk about [inaudible] literacy [inaudible] problem. So
other than time, which I know that was an issue, people getting... getting their [inaudible], what else comes to mind
that was not helpful in terms of the study group? [inaudible].




A. ...because they're gonna have to be, but time is one of them. And even that thing kind of changes some,
'cause I would think that trying to get back and forth in certain areas in the dark was more problematic for people
versus when it's nice and bright outside, and gomg to places that you don't know and... and those kinds of things
that, you know, that are proble...
[Tape side A ends— tape side B begins.]
A. But, I mean, I think everybody understands given what... what we had to work with. We did the best with
that.
Q. [inaudible] or least helpful aspects?
A. It was difficult. Sometimes it was difficult even getting in what we... getting the work done; getting the
reflections [?] done or getting the testing in; the video stuff in. They. . . they were. . . it was. . . it was. . . and the. . . and the
guided. . .especially if they were the guided reading groups. And again, that was difficult getting that done at times;
peoples' workloads vary and what was asked of them. And so it was difficult. I think that. . . I think that doing some
of that stuff is really important, even though it wasn' t. . . it wasn' t the most convenient time or it was difficult to get
it done, it was still important stuff to be done. So... so those things were a challenge or problematic. I don't know
that... that they should be eliminated. Maybe the configuration might be changed and/or less or the timing or
whatever, because when you' re dealing with a. .. a group of people who are in different situations, one' s best time
might not necessarily be somebody else's best time. So, you know, that... that's... that's that. I found the guided
reading group. . . that it was hard, because the course wasn' t. . . it wasn' t. . . it didn' t set out to be about guided reading
groups, and. ..and I. ..and I wrote in my reflection that, you know, we were kind of.. .me having to take those and I
was really never trained to do that part. So that was. . . that was hard. But the. . . I think it is important, and I ... I
forget [inaudible] ... her relation became [inaudible] ; what you' re doing in the group in terms of accomplishing what
you. . . what your assessment shows needs to be done, and so on and so forth. So that part was difficult. That part
was a challenge. But that's also a part that makes me... that has made me say, "Well, this is an area that I would
like to do more of, you know." Well, if 1 was gonna do another study group, I'd like to do more with this. I'd like
to learn more about that. You know, I'd like to be really good at this guided reading group. So. .. so again, that was
another challenge, but I...I wouldn't say it was. ..I wouldn't say it was least helpful. It was very helpful. But it was
a challenge and it was difficult
Okay, okay.
And that. , . of course that. . . that videotaping.
I knew you were gonna say that.
I hate that videotape.
I knew you were gonna say that. And anything else that was the least helpful or a challenge? What would
you change? If this were a part two, what would you change or include?

A. Well, I'll tell you, the videotaping, I don't know that 1 would change it, but this is one more thing about
it, that the videotaping. And even though... and the audiotapes as well of the group. I think those are even more
difficult because you can' t really see everything that' s going on and hear everything that' s going on. But I was
gonna say that...l...l think that what was really, really hard. ..oh, 1 [inaudible], but it [inaudible]... aside from all the
other mechanics, [inaudible] talked about, they also require a certain amount of risk-taking. And if you are
not. . . it. . . it could be more difficult if you are. . . if your group, if you' re in a group where you feel you can' t take
risks, or if you're a person where you feel so insecure that you don't want to take those risks...
Q. In which group did you feel that way?
A. I felt. . . no, I didn' t feel that. I felt it was difficult and I felt very green about a lot of things, but I also felt
valued as a professional, and as a person, and I also felt that. . . that I . . . you know, I . . . what I have to offer
professionally and as a person was valued and... and... and accepted and. ..and.. .so that was in [inaudible]. I also felt
that the group, including the... including the instructor, was... are supportive with... In many ways, they were like
the closest thing to a support group in our setting. And so while I was a little uncomfortable at times 'cause 1
thought I didn' t know this or I wasn' t sure about this, I hadn' t learned that, because that' s all part of learning in the
first place to me; you take a course when you don't know, but still, when you're used to being the teacher, and not
that I ever think of myself as a teacher that knows it all, but still, it's a, you know, it's a... it's a diff... it's a
different little. ..it's a different role, and. ..and I. ..and because I think also [inaudible] sentence, but because there are
colleagues that are know-it-alls and that are so quick to judge and snap and they know this and they know that, it can
be difficult. But in this group, I felt that it was a... a very supportive environment. I didn't know the people that
were in my group, even though I knew Clara[?] from another group. Basically I didn' t know the other people,
and. ..and so their personalities or.. .or their way of operating, that was an unknown factor. And even the amount of
work on the assignment was some... somewhat unknown too. As we started to do this and then we were doing
something a little bit. ..a little bit more [inaudible]. That was still unknown, and it was unfolding as we went
along. But because... but I do think that it was a supportive group. I think that people had more in common than
not, and that basically the people in the group felt like me. They were there because they wanted to do the best
thing for the kids, and they wanted to learn, earnestly learn, and that they were sensitive enough people and... and
professional enough that we were able to, you know, see that in one another and accept that and build on that and so
on and so forth. So it was good.
Q. Okay. Anything...
A. So. . . so some things that. .
.
Q. What was [inaudible]? [inaudible] change?
A. Well...




And I didn' t say ... I didn' t even say change that.
Q. Oh, okay.
A. But it.. .it is. ..it involved all those things. So it made me stretch a little bit, 'cause I don't like that. I
don't like being observed even with those. But I...I ga...I do that. I get used to that [inaudible], and I, you know,
my evaluations are always very, very good. I was gonna say that all of that, in terms of the supportive groupings
and [inaudible], blah-blah-blah, it didn't have to be like that. But those can be the sticking points with another
group of people, where those other variables are not there. So it... it may or may not be something that would need
to change, depending on the group. Because in this group it worked out fine. That' s what I' m saying.
Q. Okay, so [inaudible] knowing one another and knowing. . . is knowing one another [inaudible] and cooperate
and knowing one another more personally, do you think [inaudible] this group [inaudible].
A. I'm not even saying the unknown portion was a... was a plus. It could have been not a plus.

Q. Okay.




A. And I think that has a great deal to do with. . . and. . . and you, yourself, have a great deal to do with why the
group was a success, and why, to me, it felt like a support group. I think that sometimes if people are just
random. . . randomly put into a group, or different personalities, you know, a person who' s. . . who' s leading it,
promoters[?] and way of operating, it might not work the same. So therefore. .
.
Q. [inaudible]? Can you talk a little more about my [inaudible] making it feel like a support group?
A. I think you...
Q. [inaudible]?
A. I think that you, yourself, valued every person. At least that' s what I felt. That you draw your people
professionally and that you. ..that you run all the. ..you welcome that.. .each person back to the table. You. ..that
was a given that you; that we were. . .that we were all highly professional and respected, and that you made us feel
like that and that is the thing that was brought to the table, but that also... there were things that we were learning
and working on. For awhile, I think that. . . and also that you had a. . . a great understanding of what we were domg;
that you, yourself, you know, are hands-on and personal; understanding; a personal stake[?]; and you know about the
teaching and the challenges; and that you are in the field; that you're not just someone way over there looking and
saying, "Do this, do this." [inaudible], but [inaudible] center field of the dynamics or the... the... the things that are
really going on. And so 1 think that those are the things that. ..that made you like this. ..the best. And. ..and then
into a.. .and so.. .and.. .and.. .and your own personality, and peo... and. ..and.. .and the way. ..people skills were, you
know, obsess... ex... exceptional. And then given. ..given those things. ..I'm leaving out some... something... some
other things, but given those things that I've mentioned, certain issues and things that we attack or look at to learn
or work out or... or work through, the focus was... was on those things, and we could bring up feelings, other things,
you know, [inaudible] things that came into play with those issues that it was... and it was looked at as that and the
issues rather than other personality kind of conflicts that might bog down other groups.
Q. Okay, [inaudible] earlier, it could be a plus or a minus [inaudible] if you didn't know one another, it could
be [inaudible] a plus, but it doesn't necessarily have to be a plus if you don't know one another.
No, I... I'm not saying the knowing or the not knowing...
Q. Okay.
A. ...is. ..is... I mean, we could have known people. ..we could have picked people we knew that were, you
know, that we respected as well.
Q. Right.
A. So that it could have been a group of people that I knew.
Q. Right.
A. And that were respected, or it could have been a group of people that I knew [inaudible] respect them at all.
But. . . but the fact that those variables affect a group. Now. . . but the fact that you knew everybody, I think that. . . that
worked to our advantage. That you picked people that wanted to work, you picked people that were. . . I don' t know if
you said in your mind, "I'm gonna pick these people 'cause their...," but that's what happened. They were. ..we
were all people that were busy, had enough to deal with, without any of this, but that we wanted to do it, we. . . we
wanted to leam, we wanted to gain this information, we wanted to do it right, we wanted to do it to the best of our

ability, we wanted to hear what other people were saying.
[Tape stopped and restarted.]
A. So it. .. so in that. . . in that sense, it was really, you know. . . see I' m. . . F m answering your question based on
what we're doing... how it went in our group, but if you're asking me in terms of to change things, what to change
or what to keep in place for future groups, my answer is tentative to... to you because I'm saying that it's not
as... it's not as easy as that— it's not as black and white as that or whatever.
Q. You're thinking because I chose the people and I kind of knew people who wanted [inaudible] who wanted
to learn, you were interested in [inaudible] and so forth, the [inaudible] the group [inaudible] and sort of focused on
that [inaudible]
A. [inaudible] good people. But you could get a class of people. . .you could have, you know, people could
come to you to take a class 'cause they have to be there or they... they don't really care or they have an attitude or,
you know.
Q. [inaudible].
A. You know, there are people in our... in... in... in my school, you know? One person told me, "Why, I'm
not paid to do that." It wasn'ta...it wasn't a regular teacher, you know, but there are all... all kinds of attitudes and
so... so then, for me, saying that the videotaping was... was not my... was not my best thing, that it was real hard,
but I thought I learned from it, that was... that's okay for me, but if, you know, I'm giving in this... this situation
where I was nervous about this and nervous about that, that worked out okay 'cause there were other people I felt
comfortable taking a risk. In a... in another group, I might not feel like this.
Q. I'm glad you felt hke that in this group. Okay. Anything you want to... else to say about this model and
how it could be improved or what was least helpful? Anything else that you want to say?
A. I think that. . . I think that you were very clear all along with your respect for what you were teaching and all
those things that we just talked about. I think that that, in itself, is the main ingredients of what makes this model
work. And that.. .and that just, to me, that's the most important thing. And it.. .it's really your ideas... it... ideals
and ideas and goals around the values of. . .of lecturing[?] teachers, and. . .and your. . .your way of working with people.
I think that' s the model.
Q. If there were a part two [inaudible], what would you like to [inaudible]?
A. I'd like to do more with guided reading.
Q. Okay.
A. And...
Q. Would you like the same group? Would you like to vary the kind of [inaudible] change [inaudible] same
group? What else would you like to see in that group? [inaudible].
A. The only thing I think. . .and I ... I ... I failed to say this. One thing that I thought was really excellent was




[inaudible] reading. . . reading. .
.
Q. [inaudible].
A. Okay. But she. ..Rita [inaudible] also involved first-grade teachers, and even grade two wasn't too bad, but

this was our area, and that is a huge. . . that. . . that' s a huge thing to. . . in terms of not feeling the. . . making something
relevant, you know? And so it, in terms of next time, I' d like to see it be a group of. . .of first-grade teachers or
people that are working with the same age groups or having the same, you know, we're working on the same things
really. And also, the same populations in that it's a urban setting, even though some were bilingual, some were
this, or whatever, that is not un... unrelated to any of us. Our make-up, class make-up, might have been a little bit
different, but even that is helpful. I mean, it wasn' t so extreme that it didn' t. . . it wasn' t rela. . . relative. And for. . . for
us who... for example, there was a bilingual teacher, you know, we get bilingual kids in our class and so we have a
lot of. . . so a lot of it was relevant, I think, there because of the grade level and the population and all of that. So I
would like to see that continue.
Q. Anythmg else that you'd like [inaudible]? [inaudible] same size? Was it a good number?
A. I think that was a good number. I think...! think it would be really helpful, the location, that it's. ..it's
centrally located. I think I would have really had a hard time had I had to go to East Boston. Who was the lady
that...
Judy.
Judy. I would have had a really...
[inaudible] your time.








A. ...to do that. And I think having...! think it's a nice idea to be able to get around to other classes, although
having a. . . a central place is. . . is okay too. I don' t. . . I don' t know. . . 1 wouldn' t have mind having people come to my
class, but, you know, our... or not all schools would lend themselves to that. ! felt comfortable at that literacy
center too. For me, that was a really easy location. So ! think a location is. ..is important.
Q. [inaudible].
[Tape stopjxd and restarted.]
Q. [inaudible] to ask you a final question abonl what it would involve. . .the second group? [inaudible].
A. I'd like to, you know, like I said, I'd like to do more around guided reading, and I'd like to do more in terms
of, you know, your coming in and modeling or... or whatever. That would be excellent.
Q. I'd like to do that too. And ! do this [inaudible] my own sort of analysis [inaudible] guided reading tapes; to
be able to listen to it and [inaudible] verbals.
A. That would be excellent
Q. You know, that's [inaudible] I thought that was the major thing for me. like ! wanted to get out, but my
schedule wouldn' t allow [inaudible]. But ! would have to be on my own time to do that, you know? [inaudible].
Okay, [inaudible], so is there anything 1 have not mentioned or anything. . . whatever questions you [inaudible] or
what [inaudible] development [inaudible] professional development, and when you say that you are learning
[inaudible], is there anything you want to add [inaudible] restaurant or any [inaudible] . . . any [inaudible]?
A. Not that 1 can think of right now. I think you' ve been really thorough. I can' t say that my mind was
always snapping along there.
Q. No, really, [inaudible] real [inaudible]. Okay, so you have no [inaudible]?

A. No. [inaudible].
[Tape side B ends.]

^^H'rv-^^
15*MAJ: Talking with Banida Monten. OK would you start Banida by, is it Binnie or
Binima.? Tell me about your undergraduate training. Where you went to school,
when you graduated? Um, you said in Paris, I know that, but why you got your
Masters and ifyou were in graduate school, you know, tell me when you went to
graduate school and ifyou graduated from there? The year.
BIN: I went from ? to B.U. in 1974 to 1979. And then I went from 19? to Umass.
*MAJ: In Boston?
BIN: Umass in Boston.
j" ^ *MAJ: OK, and what year did you get that?
BIN: Um, 1984.
*MAJ: And can you talk about yoirr coursework at BU? What courses or what, you know, what
people did you study? Do certain theories come to mind or courses, you remember that
-jvifJ
'-^ you took while you were at BU?
'-^" BIN: BU was a long time ago. I mean mostly about culture, about my culture. How do I teach
^.-'''^r
+--"
my kids and curriculum, was a big thing. Um, ESL and.
*MAJ: What was the Bachelor's in Education or..
BIN: Education?
Education.
j A wi: ...a lot of theory. One ofthe things that I'll always remember about BU, a lot of theor)^,
^'"\1 but notakxt al^^^a^Jkp^aughter)
^-^^-^''^
*MAJ: Everybody's telling me that.
BIN: But it was OK. It was like um, a lot of, the people I went with that weren't also part of
professional. Teachers' aid at that time and I mean, a lot of theory.
*MAJ: OK. Do you remember the name of the courses some ofthose courses? The names, do
any stick out in your mind?
BIN: Not really. I just took them. Curriculum I was one, math, we had to take a lot of math
'^-^
;., J and science courses. I don't remember the uh, titles of courses.

*MAJ: OK, but you had math and science and the culture. And what about your graduate? What
do you remember about your graduate courses or theory? Do you remember any
particular people that you studied about in your Umass. or any names of courses over
there that you remember?
'^- BIN: No. Um, Masters was in ESL.
'^ *MAJ: ESL, uhuh.
. BPSf: S ttieanjt was everything about the practices and theories about how to teach. Yes they're
^r^'^Ji
^j,
jf attftat pomf, I mean, a lot ofpeople thought IhatVjrginla Falle?\yais the ? on teaching
n^^u^ ^ reading and writing in English, and there was a big difference. So, uh, it wasji^pstly hpw
to teach ESL and not...
*MAJ: How is it for an English speaker? Can you tell me just briefly what would be the major
differences?
yrt-%tN:^\ Well it's like in English when you are like from the Spanish, like now I'm teaching Spanish
/^ §6 a second language and Spanish as a first language. In Spanish, and it's the same thing,
^ , , V ifi^^^ wheay^^Ugacb howJaj-ead,andjsa^e^in^]6^& yougo, it's^e a
,jX '">/ oaHiral thii^. \Jii§:^^j^L^^^^a^^'^^^^^J;Q^'^^^. ButJgatning a'Secoj^
'
/ \^y'^ language, isi^mplete^^^iffereht. "So you have to separate vocabulary, foFthem to master
t '"^'^MAJ: ...to teach a second language?
BIN: ...a second language. And I mean it's a lower, you have to ? lower case, not like when
you teach writing and reading in first language.
*MAJ: Oh OK. Right now, you're teaching both?
BIN: I'm teaching Spanish as a second language at the ? and Spanish as a first language, like
teaching reading and writing in the native language.
*MAJ: OK, so let me just see if I can just rephrase the facts. So when a bilingual teacher, a
bilingual teacher in first grade, you are teaching reading and writing in Spanish, which is
the children's
BIN: . . .but the native. . .
.
*MAJ: ...that's right. OK.
BIN: And then I teach SSL, Spanish as a second language to the native English students. Since

this is a two way school, it's dififerent from the traditional school. Before I used to teach
ESL and Spanish, now I don't teach English at all. I don't teach English as a second
language and because I am Spanish ? and because this is a two way school. But before in
a traditional bilingual setting, I used to teach English and Spanish.
*MAJ: Oh OK. So you teach Spanish all day?
BIN: Mmhmm.
*MAJ- You like that?
^^ bin/. Uh, it has cons and pros like before when I
^
Dmeone told me that at the beginnmgT^raidT^^rtcamiatmppeife^ don't
>^practiceand when I'm out of here, I don't speak English at all because at home, we speak
^^^ \\ Spanish. ^^ P\






BIN: I like it. I like to teach Spanish, but I'm losing my English.
*MAJ: OK, well you do your English with me, right? (laughter) OK, um, can you, when you think
about your preparation to teach reading and your either your undergrad or your graduate
courses, can you evaluate how prepared your college experience taught you to teach
reading?
Well they were like out of all the classes that I took, I can say like two or three only teach
me how to do certain things regarding strategies I use. I can,sa3rthatj^being a para vfV «.,_ •
^pib^^opai, teachers say before and loo^ng al-;tbe^opleJ£^ I usedL^worlT^iSh and
~''






*MAJ: ybu got some fix)m your course work, but meanly the ultimate from...
.experience and my years ofgara professional.
-v.
*MAJr^ow, OK. But it was helpfiil, you're not saying that it was not helpfiil - it was helpfiil...

BEST: Yeah, it was helpful, because then uh, most of the, we have to do it on our own. I mean, a
lot of reading and then a lot of research on how to teach reading and writing.
*MAJ: OK, but it came from practice and seeing?
80*1: Mostly, I mean, uh, I'm a visual learner.
*MAJ: So when you came out with your Bachelor's, you said you were para for a while, and then
when you got your Bachelor's, that's when you began teaching?
BIN: Well I didn't uh, there were some incident that, the teacher that I was working wdth as a
para professional Monday on Friday, she said, "Good bye, I'm not coming back." At that
point, I mean, I was always, it was happening December, I was going to graduate in May.
So, she said, "Good bye" and there was not a lot of teachers, bilingual teachers at that
point, so my director of school at that point, said, "Well Binny you go, get it later", and I
held it for ?. So in three days I have to go get it wavered, get everything ready from the
teacher thing that yes I was going to pass those courses that I was taking. So in January,
it started a long term substitute.
*MAJ: And you actually started to teach kids to read and write in Spanish or to read and write in
EngUsh?
BIN: Spanish as a para professional. Before I was teaching, before my Bachelor's degree.
*MAJ: Oh, OK. That's good. That's great. Um, what have you learned since your graduate and
undergraduate years - you said you came out in '84. What have you learned since '84,
about the teaching of reading. And you talk about some ofthe things you've learned since
coUege? Since '84?
,
. / ^ 4 ^a„ >-
BIN: //Since '84-1 mean whpi&Janguage was a bigrthing. ptrt I have taughtMd I didnT go tf: wSin v^^pi^iacg abig|thin;^»,^uti4^ ^nH o
'^' cojl^ee tojeanrti^cfhecafeenelfrt^^eltarte^
t this school..? fur, ^iS^h^h^r/^^iM^^'
...&t this school, like eight years ago and we hav^ a lot'ofworksljops about it. I mean, I
-.^kfiew something about whole language, but I w^ lixt^'call it traditional teacher, like
^ ll phonicSj dQ a page every single day, one 45 minutes, one hour, blah, blah, blah, so uh, - ^ v^7
lolfi^aaguagg it wafr4ili;££n ofl^n WHidfti»L like hey^there^gjaUy^a^ ofteachmg !• " '
i
.J "-^ fVife ]^il So that s what ofthe^st things I have learned since^'S^T^^^'^"'"-'-'-'^''^^ jf.
,
' *MAJ: When you say whole language, teU me what you mean by that?
BIN: OK, like if I ? kids that I mean, don't need to be the phonics on whole language, it's not

^•^.^
th people likc^ege,'^ took them on Reading Aloud, A .foldedlopwitn UKemege i me K a ioin
lgadiri^r\SSh "^^^eiiad workshops with workbooks onliowToTTmean uh, alllHis book
how to level and books and match kids with the level. And...




jHjere that we nave^^to, lor the last three
every week, now it's every other weelc,Jo loo
?t. The workshops that we have taken
'.j>Lf^
U
yes, and also we have anAmanb^
years, did every other week, befoWifwa
Studiyi^£irk»_ So^Aat has^elp^d me
ut 1 meartfit sSme teacher here in school, we went over that extra mile,
;cause he was looking and studying for it and uh, analyzing how the kids are doing.
Then became the language R like the prongs on the standards and the kid questions and all J
of that. rve>eejij|giLbusybut inlhis-SchcwiLweJiave.at ve^^ f^'V'^ /
and they^et^gradew_byj£wl::r
^"^ " "~ ' ~ "" ^" " ^ ^A>^('^~^
-*MAj/..uhuh...
BIN: we've been doing that now ??? so that uh, that helps us a lot and helping me..^
*MAJ: ...yeah, meeting with your grade level..? / /. . \-\\f ^^ALW
f^ ,
yes, because I mean, sometmiesw£.becalled^d Isai4,_"HeyUiis'kid no manerr what I
do, he's no^eaming, she^s not.j^aS^7^ I mean like the second gradeleacher, or the
kindergartenieacher'will tell me, "OK you Ga:^this,-T4iave triedjMs^before,'' same I
uld do with others and uh, hey if she's not learning, I'm teaching language art, at this
time, so send that student to me, so I can help.
*MAJ: That's working with your colleagues, that's nice. Um, so you don't put it to a specific
point in time you changed, you just, you know, the workshops over the last five years,
whole language began, what....(overtalk)
BIN: ...I mean everything...
^MAJ: ...a lot of reading, OK. As you think about your work over the years, since '70, let's say
when you first became a teacher, the teacher had left and you became the teacher, um, has
there been anything that made it easy for to change - maybe a person in your life or an
event - what has made it easy for you to change over these years? You've changed a lot
as you talked, so what has made it easier, who has easy for you to change? Anybody
come to mind or anything that comes to mind? , . • i i » ^ ^
ne of the things that's changed, maybe I don't know, before Ijsvasn!tlhatxeligiouS; now
am (laughter). I remember ? like five/six years ago, I had a stodeqt who was duvinp; jne




scrgmn atjjMiew^uld cursem^ hew^ild.tdk;Jje was a second grader - and he was
(c^Tmiderstand) it waTlScensaiH'wharisgoi]^ I don't, I mean before I can say,
yK I'm teaching because I like to teach, but then, I mean, I cannot stand it, because my
^usband works and I cannot stand it. But at that point I couldn't say that because we
K/^were just buying a house, I need this job. So I started going to church every single day
w^ before school. ^ ^ ^
s, to mass?
ass, 7:00, 6:30 I'm there and I used to, I mean like, and believe it or not, i
changing me thejmost. I come here in the morning, I'y^^en to churcklhavi ^^
ion,Yt^esn't matter what is here,,,^ that changg^lxie a ggat^deal. I mean, it
hows lik^ -mean, I go through the^d^and I have rnyiips ^H^wns, but I mean that's
one ofthe things, that, that little boy chapged me. And after that, I mean, he was the same
but I was able to see him and to talk to him, talk to the family, which I couldn't STAND
it. I said, OK, I go this way, and you go this way, and we meet in a certain, and I ni^^
lowr myself and for that child (laughter). So that's what changed me. And also, one of ^^i^XUj'
e tilings me.ejjjai^fnnse^iitth^ I meani if I need something here, I mean most^f /^_,l-fjj.
,e people feel, Binny why you"6eing^on ???, you can"be doing seething else, I mean you
on'tliave to be teaching English and Spanish to non speaking children, you are bilingual
ent, you have your Masters in ESL you can be doing math ??? feel better, but one of
ie thing here is that I need some materials. I mean, Ihax6ceverythung th^lask, v^sU not /u^/:bvM^''
'i^A/^^TTthinp hilt Ij^i^^^a^r^t^^/^"^ '^^ T mpan fhavp ffiVrnnf^nrp m mv hnarH ^''^ J ^
ahd I said, "Hey,Xneed uBfTor^hat sonK:^clvice, or-scpgj^ief at lunchtime because I
on't know how to dolHis." Like ifT switch this, I don t understand I can come to
someoni^tfiat knows.ftiHl
*MAJ^hat makes a difference.
BW: Knowinj
years
wing that there is »meoneihat I can go to for help. I've been here like fourteen % n ,,
*MAJ: That's nice, that's very nice. Has Isabelle been here for that long?
BIN: No I was here &st.
*MAJ: Oh, you were here before, I thought so. What has not been helpful as you think about
your change in your teaching? What has NOT, or WHO has not been helpfiil in terms of
changing your teaching practices? Does anything come to mind as really getting in the
way of your changing and shifting teaching practice, is there anything that really gets on
your nerves? Something that really gets in the way as you look over the years or got in
the way, in terms ofyour teaching practices changing? Anything that comes to mind?

BIN: Nothing really.





No, because sometimes we, I have some discussion, I gj^n wjfJyjaKBlS^Like when I
stajJedSSi^andthey came. LdQn^t^gge^Spani^j^ll^me^fsa^^ know, when
they come to "the school, tfi^ are learnmgafJSmsh, I'mTeaching Spanish, because I started
giving homework. No, but I don't, I cannot work with them. I said I know but whatever
homework is, it's so easy that ifthey are paying attention and the cards this year, I mean
it's easy for them to do it. And sometimes, I mean, it's not also the parents of SSL that ??
Spanish, mostly when you get report cards or give out warning notices that they, I mean,
the^nly thing that I, soi»attffieS>wjth the g^featfatl^ey dojaXgiy£i^g.Jfl£i^iQnJiiaLIhe
^^jje^dj>\nd being a parent and being a, coming from a large family where there's a
Tads, I mean, but, you know because I'm working, I know, because I work too. But
in order for me if I need to meet with my teacher, my charge teacher, I mean, I have to do
it at night time or early in the morning. So parents are somgtimes the things that, I mean, I
think about and they don't, thej^^^ej^on n^nervesTcOllgmer)
*MAJ: OK, alright. Now this next one is a question, every time I've asked it, you know, teachers
have said, "This is kind of hard." But anyway, I'm gonna ask it anyway. Ifyou were
receiving an award as Educator of the Year and you had to write, there's a thousand
people in this audience, that you've gotta speak to, to receive this award and you have to
write the introduction. In other words, you have to be introduced to the audience, but
you have to write your introduction so they know why, you know, what is it that makes
you Educator ofthe Year. What would you say in the introduction? What would you
want those people to know about you as you receive this award - Educator ofthe Year?
/I i^£P
'
One ofthe things that I would say, and I always said that, I mean, I am here not be'cpCse^JI'' 'A/
don't deserve being here, I mean, I would say like, when I say I couldn'tmake it-without^ u v\- '
two people. That's why I don't, ifyou like at my house, I meaiiTthOTe^s^Jot of things pn-\^
thewatigmy diploma is not there. Because \\jienjjgceived jhg, diplornfL.Lg!}lIlJHlcg''^ it
on to my husbanH^nJiny older sister. Because without them two, Lwould NEYERm^ke
it^jKcSise, 1 iiSanTTgarrriarried in 1972, Tmean, I had to work full time and then study.
And I went to BU, worked night time for 1976, 1 had my first child. So my husband and
my older sister they took care ofmy kids. In 1981 4"' baby was bom, so another one, so
ythey took care. I mean, I worked the ?, but it was like they took care of everything. I
wouldn't be here, they give me support when I went to BU, one ofthe things, I kno^
what a paper was, but when they said that I have to do a term paper, I didn't have th^ \ ^
slightest ideaciLwhat a term.paper ^vas. I wasn't, I mean, I didn't know the langiiage W->^''a?)^ ^
that point. So, I mean, my Remington typewriter was ?. So rny husband and my sister,^ ''^
even though, both of them, I mean, they never went to college or high schoollevel, but^
they were there, you can do it, Binny, you can do it. And every time I came home artd I





tomorrow." So that is one of the things, my award because I have worked for it, but I'm
here because ofthose two people.
*MAJ: Those two people. So, it's really a family..
BIN: I mean, I've been doing my part, because I'm experienced and been here 6, 7 hours a day,
but I mean, I'm here today, because ofwhat's going on.
*MAJ: So now I'm gonna follow up with that. So let's say, you, I don't know. Superintendent
P? is coming here, you know, is going to have all you teachers in one room. What would
you want him to know about you as an educator, while you are an excellent educator,
what would you want, or what would you say to him ifhe said to this group ofteachers -
OK, I wanna know why you think you're the best or why you think you're good at what
you do - what would you say?
I i I
BIN: . I w6uld say, that I'm thfij)estj[^ca;ise I s;ge^abQut.the students^ J giv^ my; tiipejOiotoq^
/- -
'^ ;-rv' yJ^^^^S'-^^^t hgoK for tjbie i^tudeius. rmlhere for them, because it'^non^st&eing a
'~'
teacher, blit I me^ here^'iff school^ but you have to be there for them, if they call you at
home. I mean, mosU^a
.<4'
i4^jn^arptfiiayej3^jihQaeju^
tiine: I'm here early inTfie_momingT^^so^tftTKp want to meet with meoTSTCan stayg^U.^]
late] it shows that I haYSfdevc^ed inj^,^me.^rjlj^teaj±iu>g and I care fopthe stiiden^ip^
rnyself to parents, sol give my'time, thS^s wnatTcTo. And I
i\Q to_teach, I just love t^o^leaclung. After my like five years ago, my husband said - why
V don't you go and get an administration position I mean we'll get tOjgetEer and we'U pay
for the college - no way. I mean, I don't to be in the ? fi"om anyone. And I said, - no, no,
HO, please, I.love teaching.
"MAJ: What do you most love - the kids?
BIN: Every thing. I just, it's just like P' grade, now there's no one who likes to teach, I have
to. No one like to teach T' grade.
*MAJ: I know, it's hard work.
BIN:
l\i.
I mean, four years ago I have a pot of tea, and I said, -Ms. Montez, why are you killing
yourself working so hard, these kids they are not going to learn - and I was furious and it
was the end of Sept. and I said listen, my, yeah end of Sept., no they are not going to
change, I said my re^a^ard and reward would be thege^ds ifsome^irig happens ? they
would be ej^oying and^iey^^]Mlf^^^^m^r''and theyjvould]^ reading_^ting, I




''MAJ: That was really terrible. (Overtalk)

BIN: Let them learn
*MAJ: You really believe in the kids, that's wonderful. That's great. Good to hear. OK, what is
your definition of reading?
BIN: Oh my goodness!
*MAJ: How would you define it?
U- r
BIN: My definition ofreading - well readingjs a process^ I mean, you learn every thing about
/learning how to read. These kid^!1^^i•^'^M^vt^lpive t^^ tools touse. but they
Stop le^rmng. The first thing I do in reading isfjwKflSw^llrat youcaffread
tever you want, you can write whatever you want, with only, like in Spanish, let's
soiyjdJheaJel;^]^ You know everything is writing and it's like the ? for them. So
feaSirifi^^yFOTessAat never ends.
*MAJ: When you say tools to use, what do you mean?
Tools tlmt givesyou the strategies that you use um, ....
*MAJ: What's some strategies you give the kids?
^^.
4^Y
BIN: Jor reading - OK reading the first thing, when I start reading with them, like I always say, i \
fOYi, to be a good reader you have to know up^d down, because?, left torighit. we know I
\/ the aJp^^t, we know how to the difference the word"the whole phfase aria^n,^j^m)ks»»
\
-^ " of things and then cqm2lete^.ateafies. ^Arid aB Ih^rai, skmsWl^^^or techniques that
.4
they know how~to dctit and that's (tape ends) — '
*MAJ: Has your definition of reading changed or did you always define reading the way you just,
described it to me? Or has it changed? /'
i': BIN;
f
/ 'v.M k i
'-.
\y;---
guess it has changed, because I have likejbgfiirel always teach about uh, usingphor^
and I was one of the things that I was using, I was doing the teaching readingto*^^/^
^up. Now it has^chajigeiUj^au^sopQe^j^^ \ • P// i
"gf(5B^0ne of the things that Hiave uniy^e^nea%tely on tmsELLIE traimngis the V , \
.
X
ve never done guideiffeadmg before. So wFstartedlt and I love jt, V',
lose small, before we have books, we have always had books reading books
,%teaehers-, you know, but itjwasj^ wereteactogjike This is the , \j j^, ^





^^ar. ^>}owXdQiL'ica[e_abquUh^ I mean, I just jookatJl^iQ.and thereare
^ s0jjs thajtha kidshave tojggfn. But there^are different ways, I mean, I teach
mcs, yes! do. But ^so guided reading and I have tons of books here and before all
"^e books were like - tjfose are my books - now the kids, I mean, like they tore the books





and I ask for some more and if it's available. Bit I go to another workshop that give




. ., r ., ; f ^
break it, moi^of tlj^m have tons of tape and I
tad I have fixed them many times, but, -ttsjusflbr the RiHs. " ^""--^
t's great. OK, can you define assessment and describe the way you assess and keep
track ofyour student's progress in the classroom? How would you define assessment?
BFN: ,. Well assessment wasn't a thing that I had a lot ofuse to, it's lately like the past three years -y
^^,,^^r that I have been assessing. The obsgo^ationsup^ev with kids and I mean, it's good . -^ ~
~
^ %/ because, when you do assessmeiSTlikemisyear, I've been doing assessment matl^ in ^ j^r '^-^
fjf -<.^J-^ math, and language art. When it comes, I mean, IJia^e pai;ents,CQ^Jr3uaqd whenttfey B j , ^^
^(bm&i^an showjthem this. Hey, this is ^hat^ve_wefe"4ouig^this is the person,Tdon't ^-jfVoC^i
to,J[ mg^V Injjkjherg^Sae arid evgrnvhere for the kids wprkit's right there in a ijjp/^.^
Also with_as§essnientis uE,'itXeasyJo3o fep_ort^cards^It's"eS)M[€Ffep6rtncards, ^ler. jL s in j n, itis^ sy to^o r ort caras. i easy to-r o j
when the parents corfie. It^lie^ rne^lsi/w^lES^^^^^L§tjJ^nt needs. OK,
because again, 25 kids, IS^t^er^fUk^oeds for eaclistu^rif. So assessme^^^jne grade
*MAJ: OK good. So you use the Observation Survey and you're learning running records now.
Anything else your tool assessment tool you use in your classroom? You have your
student portfolio - what do have in that portfolio - you have portfolios or...?
BDi^ I have uh, we have to have a log, write in the bg.. And also we have to keep a ? foU^r^ '
and mostly um, I'm doing also, I'm using, we hive to ? for Spanish we have to print tfie ^
series and it's a lot of assessment there.
*MAJ: Yeah, I don't know that series.
BIN: And I use that.
*MAJ: And you use this a lot?
BIN: Yes we do.
*MAJ: Oh good, great.
BIN: For assessment.










I've been using it for four years now.
Now does a set ofbooks come, what is this?
Yes, we have like this book here ?? is the book and ? is the second one and ? are the
books for the first grade and also they are like grade level. And this completely has
transparencies, it has writing, it's complete. And mostly I'm using this for the assessment.
Because Marg Craig have to do it like three times a year. And then with this, I mean,
almost the same skills in different ways, the same skill but in different way so students then
they will do better.
So is that the one you're doing, the Qa^;SiuA;sy^^|hat's the one you're doing now irf) /"''.
January and June? ''^^ \^.>^ \
We did it in Sept.
Sept. and then you're gonna do it again in Jamiary.
January and then again in May.
So that's the Clary Survey you're doing?
Mmhmm.
/
*MAJ: Is that with the running records? You doing that with the running record? There's a
running record part of it.
BIN: No not with the rimning record.








, rcJ. rec^ftis at the end ofthe year, but we didn't do n^the beginning of the year. ' "
*MAJ: OK.
BIN: We didn't do it at the beginning of the year.
*MAJ: And you're take it on a book, one of these books, is that what you take your running , \
record on one ofthese books? Your running record part. "^
'
J
-^.( BIN: Well we haven't done running record. We did~running record last year,,but itjjfas for the^ \jN^ v
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sake of this ? program.
*MAJ: Nothing on an instructional level?
BIN: No.
*MAJ: Oh, OK. Cause you can do that, even after a kid is in the study, you have two kids
wherever they are, well I don't know, probably here, is that where they are?
BIN: Well the one...
*MAJ: ..so the running record can be done on this right now, then if she moves. So that's fine.
I'm glad you have, this looks great. And how has your assessment changed?
/^CIN: Well, rmi;^Tiing and uh, I don't know, I've been doing it mostly seriously part of lastr
u go easier
*MAJ: You will. You'll do it so fast you'll be able to do it really fast. }/[i . ).. \
BIN: ,' Yes, so that's what I'm hoping, because right now with the running record, I know, I i, i-
* /4^mean, running record, taking rypping rgpeyds is^yejy-easy, but then analyze it and it takesjJ. i fr ^A/




*MAJ: You'll learn. You'll get more familiar and you'll learn to do it fest.
BIN: That's what I'm hope, becauseijiiearLLthink, once yoU learn/it, the teachers like it mon
^--_.---i>—._--\;x _ - -^ ^ ' - - ->
*MAJ: It is, and you'll really know what those kids, especially kids at the bottom, those kids who
are really not doing well, you really want to know, like you said, what they need and the
running record will really help you with those kids. OK, and so you said it has changed.
How did you used to assess before?
BIN: I used to...
' *MAJ: ...very early on... = '^ -^^
•i t
.^
^ BIN: ..end^gfteslrand a uml_test, observation. I used to um, a lot^j)ag^ that^4^Y5l9P J"'
..£.- ari3tyr?1t. "^'VT' .^'^^-^^
" " ^^- ^ ^-"^ "ij^
*MAJ: So the end of unit of test, that's where most teachers did observation.
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BIN: And in math it was end of the unit and chapter.
*MAJ: And in reading you did the, what the end of the basal the end ofthe unit in the basal in
terms of reading.
BIN: Yeah. I mean nothing else was there.
*MAJ: So you just developed your own.
BIN: Yes over time.
*MAJ: When did you start using the other one you just showed me?
BIN: The ??
*MAJ: How long have you been using that?
BIN: ?? has been for four years, but last year and this year, I've been using them the most.
*MAJ: The most. So before then, it was mainly teacher made, things you made on your own or
the end of unit tests in whatever. Were you using the basal?
^^BIN: Basal, yeS' \ i'
('^
*MAJ: There's one by Brown and something
BIN: ? Brown,
*MAJ: yeah I think that is what some of the students, Mckaya, did you use that one?
BIN: Never used that one.
*MAJ: My last question is, why are you participating in this research project other than that I
asked you (laughter) and that I asked Isabelle and Barbara to ask you! 1 /> . «
BIN: I mean. It's because theory. I want to leamjnore about the theoryjagcausgl attend i } 1 iV '
^ meetings, I meanJ. wantjo havelnSntiatrtnrthat whenTgo there, aOHg^meone-savs, 1%^" \Jh/
^ . \ ^t5a{J3aiow what itis wheiTtgo there; You have to know how to take running records, ,4^uy{?^ ' '
V yes, I've taken this, I'm doing this (laughter) with this people. I want to bea_^od teacher
| I'i'^'^
or h^ome a better teacher. I mean I like to, I think things have helped me as I sai3lES~ C^^*^
pj^ect world that we have had here in school. Mostly I listen when I go to these things, ^ rf^^
imit I mean then I can become, bottpm.]ijQs.Iliave4oylwant to- hecomeajbetterteacher. ^ ^^\-
fj
UiYwjnJ[\p}prrv^^\^j\lj^jind T fhipk^-h^sx?-'? Jld^.,^^^^"''^ I mean, there are people who
^"




*MAJ: There's another bilingual, actually she's a bilingual teacher, but she works with English
speakers, children who are learning to read in English, but she is bilingual. Her name is,
and you might know her, Margie DeFonie, do you know Margie? She's at the Agnes and
she's bilingual but she works with English. She's going to use the English format.
BIN: So I'm the only one who's doing it in Spanish?
*MAJ: Yeah. But I looked very long and very hard because I didn't want to do a study without a
bilingual educator in the group. A bilingual who works with bilingual.
BIN: ???in the school that is participating?
*MAJ: No because I only needed one. I think Barbara approached her, what's the teacher's
name. She said you work very closely with her - what's her name?
BIN: Mrs. Laselma McKenstry.
MAJ: Yeah, LM, that's right. But I told Barbara I only needed one, cause I'm working with
eight and had seven and I had an eighth English speaking teacher, but I didn't want all
eight English, I wanted someone who's working with bilingual children. Margie works
with, Margie's bilingual but she works with English speaking children and I really wanted
B
r~-
someone who works with Spanish speaking
perspective to us as English speakers about
OK,J'm in, I want to
ihtormSjoii so I canja]
running record!J,
Because I think you bring a different
literacy and learning, bringing in another
view. I think we are getting more Hispanic
children and monolingual people need to
understand more about bilingual Spanish
children - children who speak Spanish. Yes
that's why I really wanted you in the group.
lOre, For the benefit of the school an^fotmy own
ut it - running reWi3^Ilneaiff3on'^knowaIiything about
''MAJ: It's new to most people though.
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*MAJ: Talking with BM, what are you thinking about reading instruction as a result of your involvement with this
study group? Just what you are thinking, not what you are doing yet, I will get to that in a moment, sort of what
you were thinking before you got involved and what are you thinking about reading instruction now that you are
involved, how has your thinking changed, I guess is what I am gettmg at.
BM: Reading instruction, well before I didn't really assess many strategies I was using before. Maybe I was using
them, but I wasn't letting the kids know , like what to look for when they read, strategies like looking at sound. I
taught beginning sound and I taught ending sound, but to tell the student, hey listen to this and see if it sounds right
and take your time to figure everything. So then with this group I am more, spending more time individually with
the students, even though sometimes I don't have, I will see the kids every week and I give them my attention,
individual attention, and that helps more than reading would as a whole.
*MAJ: Ok, so when you say you don't see them every week, is that mostly whole group?
BM: No, I mean that I don't see those who really needs, because not all of my students need that special attention,
so I pinpomt and spend more time with those that need it the most, but sometimes I don't see them just every week,
I have to overlap and see them like..because 1 read with them every day, but see them not really.
*MAJ: So how often do you see, is she in a group on her own?
BM: I see her everyday.
*MAJ: Ok.
BM: Ok, I read with that group everyday, but pulling her to give that extra is what...
*MAJ: Ok, now this is just what you were talking about, what are you thinking about your focal students, tell me a
little bit more about the two children. Just a little bit more that you are thinking about them, since you have been
involved in this study group, what are you thinking about those two kids?
BM: Ok, with Janellis 1 see she can learn more, sometimes I think, that she knows more than she shows, but
something is preventing her, because she wants to do things her way, and if she is going to do it, she wants to... that
is okay, but we don't have all the time to work with her in small groups, she just won't do it, she refuses to do it.
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*MAJ: Ok, when you think about Janellis, that is now, so before you let her in the study group, how is your
thinking different about her now and then, before you got involved in this?
BM: The only big thing that has evolved with this group is that I wouldn't be giving the help and attention that I
am giving her now because I think you can do it, you might think ...because I don't have time for you, but since I
have been working with this group make me aware that this is an individual child and I need to give her attention.
*MAJ: Ok, anything else you want to say abwut Janellis?
BM: No, only that I will keep it up, I won't quit (laughing).
*MAJ: What were you thinking before and what are you thinking now, just what are you thinking about Marilyn?
BM: About Marilyn, one of the reasons I chose Marilyn for this observation was because her mother came to me
and told me, she is a new student in this school, and the Mom told me that in the other school she was....

*MAJ: Oh,
BM: So I talked to the mother and I said give me until December to see sometime before school closes, and then we
will see if she needs special education, because at that point I didn't see any needs for special education.
*N4A.J: Hm, mm.
BM: So Marilyn came to me in the program in November, and she wasn't....and now she knows some reading and
writing, but she is not working up to grade level, but now 1 am sending her to Ms. Landing for one to one for 1/2
hour. 1 think she will like her because she is shy and she tries a lot and she always do her homework and she really
tries.
*MAJ: Ok.
BM: It is already February and I don't see the need and 1 haven't done the papers for the course.
*MAJ: Ok, good, that's good. What do you think about the running record
Page 3.
BM: Running records, oh baby, (laughing). It really is not like we are having like parent counselors and none of
the forms that 1 am using to show parents in the conference is the running records. Because there and there was a
running record of a child and of course the parents don't know what all this, I have to 1 explain them before I have to
like remember, what is he doing in writing, what does he do in writing, with one record 1 can have and this is what
he said that he said that the .... and that is a visual problem. But 1 was able to tell them hey this is the problem,
that he is not doing this, he is not looking carefully.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
BM: You can see clearly with this running record. Before 1 would be like what, what, what's wrong with him. He
knows this, but he doesn't know how do 1 explain to the parents. So running records gave me this. And also for me
to because 1 can pinpoint this area for each student and when 1 have the time like with Jennilee, then I teach them for
15 minutes or so in a small group, 1 can teach 4 students, because these students need to be taught.. .so that shows
their needs, so I can do that and I have to prove that.
*MAJ: Good, that's great. Due to results from the running record, can you describe any instructional practices you
have used and how the students learning would impact the focal student. Let's go back to Marilyn, um, you have
done some running records with her, can you talk about, um, your views with her and how her learning was
impacted?
BM: Well, before the running records, 1 mean she likes to use books with the letter words even inventing her own
studies, not lately, of course, all running records were wrong, I mean not wrong, but a lot of mistakes and 1 stopped
that. Now, what 1 am doing is, I am taking books and 1 let her read it first and then if she, of course she has a lot of
mistakes and then 1 go back and teach her the words. It is like a pattern.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
BM: Which shows like, I am a horse, I am a cow, 1 am a cat and she can learn that part and then when she does not
know a word she goes to the picture.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
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BM: That way she is learning repetition, repetition. And she takes the books home, when she knows that she is
reading a book of 2 or 3 sentences, she takes that book home and the running records are better now, this is starting

just..but at least I am trying to teach her 2 or 3 words every week.
*MAJ: Hm, mm, she's got the pattern, she's using language, and from what you said she is using the picture, urn,
does she reread, does she do that?
BM: Yea, yes and then she goes pointing to each word before and she is trying to read and she is actually' reading
what was in the text.
*MAJ: She is matching.
BM: I mean before she matches she was inventing her own, she was telling me her own story and now she is reading
what is in the book and that is a big difference.
*MAJ: Hm, mm, ok, ok. What do you think has helped her read what is in the book. Is it pretty much that you
noticed she wasn't doing that and you taught her and therefore she sort of picked it up on her own?
BM: 1 think it is because I have told her think of the sound, because you know the alphabet, you know from
syllables, so apply that when you see, you have to look, you have to take the time. I mean she is so hyper that she
doesn't take the time to look, she just guesses. So I say don't guess, look at the word, you know the sounds of the
alphabet letters so it has been taking a lot of time, but..
*MAJ: She is not looking at just the sound, but she is looking at the pictures.
BM: Yea, hm, mm.
*MAJ: Yea, ok, do you find in your own teaching, that you use a wider range of strategies, due to the running
record, or before you might have been like doing so many kinds of things, but now you are doing different kinds of
things in terms of your teaching?
BM: Yes, and I usually would have, what I did before was I am a more independent teacher now. Like I can, I know
that 1 can have some of the students working by themselves.
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*MAJ: Hm, mm.
BM: And that could be because of the running record, and also by the training that I have had on the program that
we are implementing, that we have to have sensors, but yes I am using ...
*MAJ: Tell me more about what you meant when you said you were more independent in your teaching, tell me
more about this?
BM: Before it was not, I considered myself a traditional teacher. It was not like my teaching was teacher sensitive it
was child sensitive where I want to be in control (laughing). But now I have more confidence, is it confidence or I
have 20 students, hey you have to be independent, you have to, these are the instructions you can do it on your own.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
BM; And I have to give more attention to the student and I can see more students that way, because I can come and
see what they are doing and then I can go and have a guided reason lesson alone. So I am more independent. Before
it was monitored groups because I have to be in this group and a paraprofessional watching this group, so, but now,
if they have, now I let them lead and they teach me learning, they stay calm and they let me know if they want to
use a taf)e, or the headphones. Before, I didn't even think about it h>ecause if I was not here, you are not going to
take that record player and now I mean I made a mistake, because they are looking at the books, they are listening to
the tapes.

*MAJ: Hm, mm, ok. As you think about your work over this past year, what has made it easy for you, since your
involvement with the study group, what has made it easy for you to make the change you made?
BM: Easy for me, hm, the grouping, that has made it easier, because if you have different groups, the more groups
you have, and the more centers, the more time but less students you have within a group. So you can have, like if
they have a center, students have a listening center, students in guided reading and students in a writing center, you





*MAJ: .., at the school wide level, system level, something about the study group, have any of these things made it
easy for you to change?
BM: Not that I can think of, I mean if you are not open, like with my paraprofessional, she has her own groups and
I would be more.. .with her before, with the paraprofessional, everyday I would say this is what you are supposed to
do and now I don't do that often. I mean I let them be more open with the students and encourage the students to
give more time, but not like a lesson plan everyday.
*MAJ: Ok, um, what has been challenging or not helpful?
BM: In the study group?
*MAJ: Yea, within the study group or something in the system or something at the classroom level, anything that
has been challenging for you?
BM: Challenging would be all the assessments that we have to make, has been a challenge. Before I wasn't doing
it, and this year we have had medical obser\'ation, have been given my own assessment literacy test at the end of the
unit or I have been using the...and that is a lot of work.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
BM: So what I have been doing ...I am keeping all this in a folder of their assessment with the paperwork, even
though in the beginning I said what's this.. .because we need another day in order to really keep up with the
paperwork, so what I have done, now 1 think is that my reward is as I have told you before is 1 have something to
show parents and to show myself and to show other people, the growth, or the academic growth or no growth of that
student, so it was a challenge, but with practice and I know that 1 am at the beginning stages of this, but um,
challenging with the support of this group I can share an idea.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.(laughing) Anything else that has been challenging or not helpful?
BM: Um.
*MAJ: At the school wide level
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BM: Oh, no I mean the school, the school would be looking at the student's work and we have 1 mean m this
school I think that we are one of the lucky ones, because we have people from our side that they come and we sit
down and look at student's work almost once a week, where um, also looking at student's work seeing the guided

reading and the running records they do to help her.. .so within the school no complaint, I have the support of Ms.
Mendes and my co-workers, so 1 don't have any complaints about the school. A lot of work, yes 1 complain about a
lot of work, but..
*MAJ: Can you talk more about the support of Ms. Mendes and some of your colleagues, can you be more specific
about the support?
BM: Ok, Ms. Mendes, urn, um, I can count on her, like if I need something, like materials, I can go to her. Also,
um, she had with professional development, she gave us a lot of facts, too, not only has she given us opportunity to
participate, she participates herself. This is a great plus because 1 mean, hey we have to do it, but she is not just
showing us that we have to do it, but she has to do it too.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
BM: I mean if I have problems with the students, behavior problems, academic problems, 1 can go talk to her, talk
to Ms. Washington, talk to Mr. Curry, and I have confidence that they are going to listen to me and we are going to
do something about the student. That has been every year.. .so they come look at the student's work. 1 have been
talking with all the students like last night one of the teacher's from the other schools said Benny did you. ..oh, no
writing problem, and I said what... I told her and I said the school has to provide, I said yes, because she is a
substitute, yes, I have nothing. The school has nothing and now I have to come up with this writing and 1 don't
have any idea of what it is. So, here we have people who if I don't know what it is, I go to Ms. Mendes and 1 say I
don't know what it is. If she doesn't know, she will find someone to come here and teach us. .so and with my
colleagues, I've been here long enough and I can count on them for anything, anything.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
BM: And I will get support.
*MAJ: Ok, great. Define reading
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BM: (laughing) Oh, oh, you always come back and ask me that. Define reading.
*MAJ: Certainly looking at it through the study group.
BM: I have been trying it is an ongoing process. It never ends. I have students I know how to read, I know how to
write, but there are always mistakes and there are some that always know that they have to teach, so reading is, yes
you can look at symbols and look at words, and look at pictures, and this will help you, but it is an ongoing
process... it never ends.
*MAJ: It never ends, hm, mm. Ok, define assessment.
BM: Assessment, oh, beautiful assessment, hm. I see assessment as a tool that really um, helps you to know
your student's better and assessment tells you what to do next with every student. One student can be in one area
while another student can. so um, assessment is a tool and.. the beginning is overwhelming because of all the things
we have to do. But assessment is um, it is easy to assess a child.
*MAJ: You mean it is helpful, even though like you said you have a lot of things on your plate, but you see it as a
tool.
BM: Yea, because I mean if you assess your student then that leads to other things, makes those other things easier
to accomplish, because I mean, you assess the student at the beginning of the year, so you find out what that child
needs because you don't waste your time on other things.

*MAJ: Hm, mm, hm, mm, good.
BM: And you can place the student in the right group, so.
*N4AJ: Hm,mm. Good. Have your assessment practices change and explain your answer by providing a now and a
then example?
BM: Well then I wasn't doing assessments, not really.
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BM: Pretty much what you say about the running records, you have the parent come in and say that the child is
doing this and not doing that, they should have checked the first letter or whatever, or you had to like think. Like
before um, ...I wasn't and I haven't been trained for that, but 1 took the time to read all the thmgs. Last year, it was
always, why do we have to do this and it was because oj course I was doing it in April and 1 didn't do it in
September, but this year is something that I look forward to do because 1 had done it in September and I had done it
in February and I sit down and 1 can see the growth of the student, what did they know that they did not know in
September. What are the mistakes that they made now. Now in general, if those are the same mistakes, (laughing)
1 mean its really that it is that is another thing that is time consuming, because it is Ok, they didn't use the finger,
they did it in ...but I sit down with those two kids in front of me, what did they do and then ask ...students, ...
*MAJ: That's great that you find it a good tool. Now um, how has what you are learning been used with other
children, what you are learning in the study group, how has that been used with other children?
BM: Well I have been, you mean I have been using this with Janellis and Marilyn as a tool I choose, but what 1
have been using in a group at the ....like small groups, 1 have running records 1 do running records with Janellis and
Marilyn, but 1 do I have a runnmg record for my students.
*MAJ: Oh, yea, that's great, uh, huh.
BM: So I have something.
*MAJ: And how are you using that information when you do the running records for the other kids, how are you
using this information from the running records?
BM: For the other students?
*MAJ: Yea.
BM: It is the same, where ...like a, generally 1 gave Marilyn observation studies and ...where we were ready to go to
the third book. So there was a running record that 1 have to take using part of the story. .for all of them, so that
gives me, like um, how the strategies that they, 1 remember you when you said take the finger off at the last
meeting.
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*MAJ: Hm, mm, hm, mm.
BM: Because one of the students, I don't even know, but I remember when you said that... (laughing). Fingers off,
fingers off.. .so those are the little things that you remember when we meet and then 1 remember (loudspeaker).
*MAJ: Ok, tell me something you have learned with study group colleagues, from talking with your colleagues, the
7 other teachers, has anything that you learned from them been used with other children? 1 know you are learning
from the group as a whole, but you know, in your talk with one of the 7 other women, have you learned anything
from them, specifically, and used it with other children. 1 will give you an example. Cynthia had talked with

Connie about a child who was misbehaving, so Connie told her to put the child in front of her so that she could
reach the child, and that is an example of what Cynthia learned from another colleague, not necessanly the whole
group, but just in talking with another colleague, somethmg that you learned, that I would say you gave Connie,
you know the running record you shared with Connie, that was a way that you helped Connie, so I was wondering
has anything happened with another member. Information that you got that you could use back in your classroom?
Has that happened for you at all?
BM: No, I haven't,
*MAJ: Something they said or shared with you specifically that helped you with others back in the classroom?
BM: Not really.
*MAJ: Not really, so it more about the whole group.
BM: Yea, the whole group.
*MAJ: Ok, um, last question. To what extent does the study group model fit your professional development needs
as a veteran educator?
BM: In other words, how?
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*MAJ: Coming together, going back and trying things, reading the book and having to come back, the reflections
you do, the runmng records, how does the whole model of that study group fit your learning? Is that an easy way for
you to learn, a supportive way to learn or would you learn better another way? How does that whole model fit your
need as a veteran who has been doing this for a long time.
BM: Yea, that is what I, one of the things that we are saying is because we are veterans we don't need help, so this
group has, I have realized that even though no matter how long you have been teaching, there are other colleagues in
the same spot that you are and we all need help with this. 1 mean a group sharing ideas and the comments that they
made, I mean taking the time to go for this, most people wouldn't do it, but we are getting something out of it. It
is not a boring thing.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
BM: It is just something that you go to, you participate in, you are given the time to talk and also you give like a
big lesson, a nice lesson on how to things that we are going to use in the classroom, even though I have taken
running records before, but some specific, it is not boring and it is.
*MAJ: It's not boring, (laughing).
BM: It is the group that you, its a live group and you give it more life with your lessons like very specific things
that you don't ask, spend time just talking, talking, talking. You go to the point and they, those points are to be
used, they are very helpful. Like we, at least I am going to use, back in the classroom.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
BM: I mean (laughing)..
*MAJ: I mean you are tired and its the end of the day and I feel like teachers are tired, but they want to come and

learn something.
BM: So we are and even though we taught very good lessons on running records before, but then the analyzing part
of the running records, the last part that you taught us to do, they didn't teach us that and I think that is a very
important tool, because it gave you ok I guess this child is more visual and this child is more mechanical. I mean
meaning and structure so that I like the group.
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*MAJ: You like the model.
BM: I like the group and I like the time that it is not a wasted time. You come and you start and I mean it is a
frame of time that, 1 1/2 and you don't make 2 hours. That is very important for us.
*MAJ: Yea, you have families, yea. Hm, mm.
BM: Yea, it is great to be in this.
*MAJ: Good, great. Anything you would change about this, anything you would want done differently?
BM: The group?
*MAJ: Yea.
BM: Um, the only thing is mobility. I don't like to travel all around, so that is the only thing I would think about.
*MAJ: Hm, mm. You would rather go to the same place, is that what you mean?
BM: I'd rather, I'd rather.
*MAJ: Ok,
BM: That is the only thing that I don't like about the group.
*MAJ: Ok.
BM: Maybe I am a person..
*MAJ: No, I think it is just getting lost when you have worked all day. Any other comments you want to make
about the project or your involvement that I haven't touched upon in our talks?
BM: As you mentioned before, maybe one other thing I would do is take like 10 minutes, because you asked me
this question about what have I learned from another specific teacher there. Maybe in the future, if you plan to do
this again, maybe you give us 10 minutes, 5 minutes to talk, because that is one of the best ways to learn.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
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BM: Like you said that there was another um, teacher that talked about this or the behavior problem, healthy
children, so I am a [jenson that..
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
BM: You have to.. .you have to talk and if its 5:00 I would leave, because that is. .maybe within the time frame if
you give time, problems that you have had or anything that you would like, other teachers will agree upon.
*MAJ: That's an idea. Anything else?
BM: No, I mean if I had to do it I would do it again, it has been very helpful.
*MAJ: Ok, good, let me turn this off now.

Transcript of Tape-recorded Interview - BMCBOO
Q. And our first question is what are you thinking about literacy now that you weren't thinking about in
September?
A. Well, it's more... I have just more literacy with the children, and I mean with this study group, like literacy
is all over. Sometimes if like literacy it just have to be like the language art also. But now, 1 use literacy with
science and social studies, and it's a real broad panoramic issue and I use it a lot.
Q. More so than you did earlier this year.
A. Yes, because what 1 usually used to do was that I show things... there wasn't [inaudible] a lot of time to
cover the whole thing that was like in the series that we have to cover. So mostly, I was focused on that series
from, I mean, teaching that series, that book. We have to cover five books in first grade. Okay, this is it. And I
was using also. ..I mean, books that 1 [inaudible], I was attached to the theme or to that unit. But this year, I have
used more books— like the small books that 1 have here— and I have given the children more time to explore by
themselves and connect to different subjects.
Q. Okay.
A. [inaudible].
Q. All nght, what are you thinking about yoUr fOCal students as literacy learners that you weren't thinking in
September?
A. One of the thing with this [inaudible] student that I... 1 dOrt'tknOw if itisanadvari[age...of this advantage
is that I have became, quote, know the family better. And I have, like my principal, Linda [inaudible], focal student,
but there's so many things happen in the house that I wonder, like remember at the beginning that I have. ..and I felt
that she couldn't do it anything, but when you came and you take a lesson [inaudible] her, what she could do, it's
still the same. But she is a very disturtied child because of what's going on. And I have known this because, I
mean, I want her to do the best and all the Students, but with her, and See if I pick her for this study, I have to come
closer to the mother and, I mean, and know the family better. I mean, I don't know with this child. She's learning.
She's still, I mean...
Q. Can you talk more... talk about... talk about her as a literacy learner.
A. Okay, she has. ..She has improved a lot. I mean, I. ..she knows like all the strategies Of good readers, and
she love to write and she love to read, but every time that she does something, you have praise her or she will ask
you, "Am I doing right?" And I have given her a lot of independent time, like when they go to specialist, I keep
her, and when 1 don't, she ask, '^iss [inaudible], are you going to read with...am 1 going to read to you today?" So
she loves to read, but when she... she's getting there, but she has a long way to go, but she is...
Q. What strengths does she have now in terms of strategies? What does she. . . what didn' t She do before that
she does now?
A. One of the things that. ..she re-writes... she re-reads a lot. Like if she. ..she doesn't knOw a word, she caii
read it, read it four times and then go back and she's tough. Another strategy that she's using, before she was so
confident, and I... I thought negative confident. She went through the whole thing, and she never appeal. Okay?
Now she does. I mean, when she doesn't know [inaudible], we call it unknown words, when she doesn't know the
meaning of the word, and she does or she doesn't understand, she just stay and she look at me. And, I mean, before
she didn't know that. And she's not pointing [inaudible] word, and then She knOws the difference now. And what
else? One of the things that, because she likes to read so that, I mean, even when she knows that [inaudible] the
story because she gets attached to her stories. I mean, she likes one story and she will be with that book every
single day. But she just. ..I mean, she knows that words. ..or she knows. ..and she knows, and she wntes and she
will have difficulty with ending and beginning sounds because... Yeah, so and she knows. I. ..I. ..every time 1 tell
her, "Tell me the start if you're sUCh a gOOd reader," and she said, [inaudible]. Look at Che word. Look at the
picture. All of them she knows, but I mean she doesn't practice [inaudible]. She's a character.

riiean, what flley realty need. Like I have [wo sCUderiC this year, they receiving speech therapy because of the running
record. Because, I mean, before I have small groups. Okay, fine. But one child can be reading across from where
I'm sitting. I mean, if he makes a mistake, he like, okay, maybe it's one day and you don't really pay. ..you didn't
pay close attention to it. With the running record, this one... one-on-one, 1 mean, when you are doing it. It's, I
mean, you can do it in a like in small group but 1 have... when I see that the children is having some difficulties, it's
one/One with these two kids. I mean, I know that they were having some speech problems, and, 1 mean, 1 gave
them time and [inaudible] taking running record. 1 said there is something wrong here. So 1, like a [inaudible]
presented to go. . . they go upstairs. They have [maudiblej.
Q. Okay.
A. And they're receiving speech, because... I... as a matter of fact, rtoheof thern were receiving speech in
kindergarten and I didn't... there was nothing in the record. So it was because of the running record, the
communication, the... I mean, the time that we... that 1 have been closer with these students individually.
Q. [inaudible] individual [inaudible]. Now, did you think about... you said it was a great tool for assessment of
children. So if you think" aboiit yoiir assessment before yoii learned about the running record, how is it different?
How is how you assessed before and how you use the nmning record now? How is it... can you talk about the
differences, before and. . . and now?
A. Well, before I used to rely on my own observations and also on tests that... that... they were given, but,
again, it was done in a small or large groiips. And with the running record, yoii have evidence there. Like yoii can
go back and check. "What is this children. .
.
" I mean. . .are they omitting some words? Are they writing. . .readmg
something that is not there? And... and that pinpointed the strategies and the behavior of the student, and you can
work on that. Before, 1 mean, you just, okay, this is the test. This is the correct answer. If that answer is not what
he circle or underline, it's wrong. But you didn't know how. . .you didn't know how he reach that answer. Now with
the running record, yoii do, becaiise, I mean, yoii have the prcxjf there. Yoii have the text and what it... was he
doing. Like it's a great tool.
Q. Okay.
A. [inaudible]. Or at least something [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, another teacher said the same. She said, 'Tm gonna use it whether they get rid of it or not, I know
I'm gonna iise it." That's what she said to me, yoii know?
A. Okay, [inaudible].
Q. Yeah. The next question may be difficult to answer with certainty, but I'd like to get your thoughts on it.
In thinking aboiit how yoiir assessment practices or yoiir— this is similar to what I jtist asked yoij, it's similar— or
your instructional practices have changed during this last year, how much has your involvement in the study group
caused those changes, compared with other involvement or influences in your life at this time? Can you sort of say,
"Okay, 1 assess or teach this way because of the study group versus something else that may be going on in the
school." I'm really trying to get you to point... pinpoint how you've changed in your assessment or your
instriiction based on the stiidy groiip only vefsiis something else Chat you may have taken or been involved in, iirid
you've changed because of that. What can you say really can be attributed to the study group, if you can do that?
It's a little tricky, I know.
A. Yeah, the study group. Well, one of the things is that you think that it's. ..that as a teacher you know
everylhing, and yoU really don't. And with the groiip, again, yoii...I have learrted that, I mean, we are. ..we all have
needs. And there is always time to learn new things. And with the group, one of the thing, again, going back to
the running record, it was. ..I have been to so many workshops and, I know, you learn things there, but then there's
nothing new. It's like something that... something old with a new name. With the running records, again...
Q. Okay.
A. I mean, that's my experience. Running record is something really that we all, veteran teachers and brand
new coming teacher, we can use and also with the group, around... especially in the last session that we were talking
about, the veteran teacher help... they trying to push us away. So it has given me the thought that we have value,

A. They is everyone like, okay, Che parents. They... I liieaii, adminisCraCion. They, the system.
Q. Okay.
A. 'Cause, I mean, and it's not that I'm resentive of anything, but, I mean, example parents, you have the. ..I
love the children aiid... and sometimes, I mean, even when One, you've been teaching for so many years and, I mean,
all these things we work and become very... we like to work with the students and you like to work with the parent.
All of this sudden one day, you say something even, I mean, just a little bit one word, that, I mean, this child goes
home and they [inaudible] open, so you're abusing my children, they don't, 1 mean, they don't realize and they don't
look for the truth. They just say children... and 1 know I would do the same thing, but it's something that is
like. . .like lately that I ... I fear sometimes like even how to like talk to my children. How . . . I joke a lo. . . a Used to
joke a lot with my students. Now 1 can't, because 1 said, okay, if 1 say something or even do something
like... before, I used to take them to the bathroom and if they have difficulties with zippers or belts, 1 won't help.
Now I can't, and that's...! mean, they don't have to share the love that we have given to the children, and then same
with the administration. You can be a good teacher, but one day you make a mistake, 1 mean, they have never pat
you on the shoulder saying, '3etCy, you're doing a great job," biit then that's everything so I think yoU know what I
mean by it.
Q. Okay. Okay, that's good. What was. .. what was most helpful? YoU mentioned personal change.
You... you've changed your instruction, the way you assess, you talked about that, but you also mentioned that you
had a lot of personal change in how you see yourself as a veteran, but what was the whole experience? What would
you say was the most helpful thing? The one. I think there were lots of things you said you liked, but could you
just... can you just nail it down to what was like one most helpful thing, you think, as you think about the whole
experience?
A. Well, the chance of being there with veteran teachers that 1 have never been with a group so many times
close and where 1 can express myself and when, I mean, there was... that 1...1 was really learning something that I
can bring back to the classroom. So that's 1 see as the most thing.
Q. What were the. . . wliaC was. . . what was helpful about being with other vets?
A. I was [inaudible] with that. ..I think just listen to the thmgs that we have to share, and learning with the
same... I mean, it was like remembering back my days in college like. 1 mean, these people have been so
many. ..they some days still with their students and, I mean, it was real. ..an experience. It was like remember back
[inaudible].
Q. Sharing, okay. This next question is vague so you can respond to it and. . . in any way that makes sense to
you. This is. . .it's a vague question. What's it like for you as a vet— you've been doing this for a long time, you're
accomplished and all of that— but what's it like for you as a veteran to make changes? What's easy about changes?
Not just literacy, butjust ariylhirig when you. ..when you're Changing as a vet, you know, who's done it for a long
time, teaching, what's. ..what makes it easy for you to change? What.. .what gets in the way of your changes,
barriers?
A. Well, changes are not easy, but what make it easy for me is the student, because I realize that, 1 mean, it's
them, the one that 1 here. ..and I'm. ..I'm here for them. So like. ..like with last year, in September, we should be
starting the centers, and when we were taking the workshop for the centers, and l...all the things— the guided reading
and all the things that we were. ..all the changes that we were going to take place, and I said, 1 mesm, I'm going to
make the teaching... teaching style of the big group, but then I realized it's the kids that... I mean, and l...give the
chance that they can do things that sometimes we as teacher, veteran teachers, think that they can't. And, I mean, in
September with the centers, it.. .with the guided reading, wirti running records, riiake observation, the...I mean, arid
it's been a great year for me. So thinking about... 1 mean, change is easy. To give them... think of you as the first,
second, and third person, well, when you think about children— that they are. ..you are here for them. So that make
me easier.
Q. Okay. That's nicely put. Anything else that. . . that nlakes it easier or that's a barrier, that gets in the way,
at the... either at the classroom level or it could be the school-wide level or even the system level? What else do you
think gets in. ..it makes it easier or gets in the way. ..or gets in the way of change, helping you, you making
changes?

have just aboiir enough fiiiie wich the kids. Now it's like five periods and then we read arid we [inaudible] come in.
That's...] don't know. Mayb>e, I mean, more hours. I don't know.
Q. [inaii
A. So I don't know. It's really...
Q. Okay.
A. Or maybe if they piit more time...could be if they piit more time working at home, but Chat's also, yoii
know, almost impossible, but you got some... well, 1 have some students that I know the parents spend a lot of time
with them, but again you turn your back and there's a little signs that they can't because [inaudible] have time
to... are working three jobs.
Q. That's right.
A. How can they do it?
Q. Yeah, yeah. So it's really... it is hard. So nothing else that gets in the way, which comes to mind, as you
are making changes? Yoii mentioned time, iind you said lake care of yoiir. . . your own needs kind of. . . they get in the
way— you've got your own needs and not enough time. Anything else that really makes it hard for you to change or
easy for you to change?
A. I mean, sometimes even co-workers. I mean, the way they [inaudible]... not a [inaudible], like right now,
we are in the process of doing this or [inaudible] training, cind again, there was someone who jiist go there and be the
trainee and I know that, I mean, that's another change. That's another thing that we have to do, but, I mean, there
are some problem, but they're furious with us. So I mean. ..it's always this. ..some co-workers are. ..yeah.
Q. They can be...
A. . . . iirider the way.
Q. Yeah. I... I'm wondering what do you do about that. I mean, how. ..how do you. ..how. ..how. ..what do
you do about that, as a veteran teacher? What do you think could be done about that?
A. Yoii [inaudible], [inaudible].
Q. It's almost like it's t. . .it can go either way. Sometimes, you know, your co-workers help you and assist
you, and then sometimes like you're talking about— I know what you're talking about. So on this side here, when
you have co-workers who are on that end, what do you do about co-workers like that? Of course, maybe it's
somebcxly else's job, I don't know.
A. Yeah, well, sometimes there's somebody else's work, but it. . .1 mean, since you are the, in the case, you
are the trainee, everythmg goes...
Q. Right.
A. ...[inaudible] so but, I mean, we. ..what I have done is I have to. ..I mean, I...I try to talk to them and I try
to convince them, again, that this is need to be done. Like it or not, it's something that we have to do it because
it's part of like this, and the whole thing is part of the [inaudible] policy next year, so we have to do it, like it or
riot. And it's riot somethirig persorial. I'm there becaiise...! meari, I. ..I. ..well, I was the orie who werit arid took the
training. So but I am m the same boat— riot to see me as the person that I'm against that. I'm not try to come...
Q. Yeah, and this I wondered too, [inaudible] with what you're sayirig. You're a vet. Yoti're twerily-
something years, and these people. . .so what is the difference between you, you've had twenty-five years and you still
do the [inaudible]... you're still thinking about the children first, versus...! was wondering what. ..which is why 1
think I got into this study in the first place. We have vets who are like you, and then we have vets who are over
here. I'mjust wondering what... how is it that we are different, that you are different? [inaudible].

Q. I know, [inaudible]...
A. ...for me it's. ..I was thinking about this [inaudible], "Am I doing this against the union?" Because we
were doing something Saturdays and we were going to paid, and they said, "No. Even if you get paid." I mean, you
have to have a stipend. We were receiving a stipend.
Q. Even if yOU were stipend, yoii couldn't go?
A. You couldn't... you can go if you receive a stipend of $29.00 an hour.
Q. But weren't you going to receive a stipend anyway?
A. Stipend, but not $29.00 an hour.
Q, Oh, oh, I .see. So you couldn't go,





Q. How do you [inaudible]?
A. Oh, gosh. It's so poHliCal and I...I...I really, there's something like, I'm here qiiarter of 8:00 everyday.
Q. I know you are.
A. Am I crossing the line, because I don't want to, 1 mean, be against the union because it's my. ..the union.
Bilt it can be something that I choose to do because 1 need... I want to be prepared. I want to... I mean, I'm coming
here at 9 o'clock, and I'm leaving at 3:30. That doesn't make me a good teacher. Where is the time to plan? So
I...I want to be here at least one hour, and it's better for me to do it in the morning. But then it comes and. ..I don't




A. But yoii have to do it, like meetings, and then have more meetings. So, again, we cannot do it [inaudible],
but then we are going to take time from the children to fulfil! these other requirements. So requirements that you
can fulfill after school when the kids are not here, or before school when they are not here. We were. . . we were
willing to do it even on Saturdays. But no. You have to take time from the children so it's like [inaudible],
and. . . and [inaudible], okay.
Q. Okay. Again, this next question is aimed at getting yOiir perspective as a vet. How do yoii feel the. . . the
study group model which you participated in could be improved? Anything that you would have liked to ch...have
improved?
A. Well, I think that... I think [inaudible] good for me so I. ..the only thing that I would like to have now, if
you give... you are the next {jerson or the per... give mOre time like for us to have mOre time to talk" limong
ourselves of the problems or the thmgs that goes on— whether you have knowledge or what have you, with the
students. What are you doing with your student that have been successful and that have failed?
Q. Okay. So more time for you to talk among yourselves.
A. Yotirselfs...I mean, what are you doing that is working, because we were sill first-gradeni, like the teacher
from the [inaudible], she was all. ..always talking about how she's. ..and we were there, how she set up the classes.

[o visiCOrie aiiortiefs Classrooms? WhaC. . . what would you have like it Co...
A. Maybe longer sessions.
A longer time...
Yeah, it's like...
...you got together with these..
Yes.
...for Che talk.
Yes, or even. . . what happened was like, I mean, the time was okay because we don't need like half an hour.
Fifty minutes would be... but I mean, as you know, that, I mean, we can sometimes we were not there on time.
Q. Right.
A. So [inaudible] that. Because of the late school and all that so [inaudible]. That's the only change 1 would
like to have.
Q. Would you like to have more sess. . . we have six sessions. Woiild yOii want it more. . . mOre. .
.
A. Or maybe dedicate some sessions, if we have more, we dedicate some sessions to one specific and then up
to share our experiences.
Q. Okay.
A. Other than that [inaudible] some people doesn't like to talk. 1 don't know how they like to talk about. . . I
mean, but...
Q. [inaudible]...
A. ...you feel with this group, because when 1 say 1 don't like to talk much, it's... sometimes I go to meetings
or even classes and I don't talk. But with this group thinking that they are teachers that have been there for so many
years, and 1 have been there also, and maybe what they are encounter, what they have experience, 1 have too. So we
can help each other.
Q. Okay. That's a good point. Okay. Anything that was not helpful at all— the least helpful thing? Maybe
it... maybe it... everything was helpful, but maybe there was one thing that you can think about that was the least
helpful. Anything that was least helpful or not helpful at all?
A. For me, I mean, nOne of Che things ChaC I dori'C like Co [inaudible]. But evert with Chose reflections helpied
me a lot because, again, 1 was thinking like, "What am I doing? What am 1 accomplish? How we... how am 1
doing? To whom?" And 1 mean, it was like. ..even though that. ..it's not that it wasn't the least thing that helped
me, it was the least thing that I liked.
Q. And yoii do it so well. I . . .1 was jiisf interested in everything you had Co say.
A. But that helped me a lot. So that's one of the things that, 1 mean, you should do again. Because, 1 mean,
it helped me a lot because sometimes you do things. 1 mean, you do it and you do it, and you don't stop to think
why are you doing this. 1 mean, so that's helped me a lot. But it was not the least that helped me, but the least
1...I liked. But Che other Ching I... everything was very good. I'm really pleased ihaC I parCicipaCe in this.
Q. Well, I'm glad that you're pleased. I think you were a spark in the group.
A. Yeah, so...
.» T ti^:—trr:.^::^ : .; .-^ '.-^^ .i --F.- :\ 1-

there." And again, that's... from that groUp, I mean, it was like refreshing, in seeing the either students.
Q. Okay.
A. I love it. I really like it.
Q. Okay. Well, I got one. ..I have one liiore qiiestiori, then ybti might have qiiesfioris. If this. ..if there were a
part two, like just saying that I do this again next year, a part two, what would you like it to involve? What would
you like. . .and you can. .
.
you've already talked about some of it. Is there anything else that if we were gorma do this
again next year, the same group of people, what would you like it to involve, if we were doing this again? Would it
be the same thing, or how would it be different?
A. I like, I meaii, [inaudible] this qiiestion one niore time [iriaiidible] niirriber of sessions. Maytje more
teachers, even though, I mean, may. . . what could be like different arrays of teachers. Like, we all were there first-
graders.
Q. Right.
A. Cotild it be that it could be like foUr first-graders, we have five, four, foUr, and four, I liiean, that the
elem . . . elementary, I would think. .
.
Q. Why do you think that would be helpful, to have mixed grades?
A. Okay, because like we can talk again, and we can share the experience. Like right now, my co-worker next
door, she's going to kindergarten next year. And, 1 mean, you know, she told me, I said, "Oh, my goodness.
There's gonna be another. . . have to be ano. . . have to be another teacher that come. Maybe she's not, but she's
great." Arid I told her that, well, you know now but how the kids coriie from kindergarteri. I rtieari, you know
there's troubles that we go through. So maybe that will... going downstairs we're all going the kindergarten will
help you to...
Q. Oh, sure.
A. I nleari, have another e.xperierice arid then those kids could be prepared. Esp)ecially because you know what
they...
Q. Oh, yeah.
A. So that maybe, in a mixed group, what are the things that the kids. ..like if a third-grade teacher, we can
say, "Okay, the second-grade teacher help you prepare the student [inaudible], because we know that what they
supposed to be teaching and the kids learning, but sometimes we don't do that. So. . .and that's one of the things
that I think a mixed group will help.
Q. Okay, great.
A. You know, study.
Q. Any other ideas? Mixed group, more teachers.
A. Not really. Not [inaudible].




Q. Okay? Okay. Now, yoU know at the last part of oUr session at the restaurant we talked about three

Q. Well, that's nice to hear.
A. And I think all the teachers, they're involved with doing the same thing because, I mean, we were not afraid
of talking.
Q. No, we weren't, [inaudible].
A. It was. ..I mean, because it was...! feel like at home like. Just like very. .
.
Q. What do you. ..what.. .why do you think it got that? Was it because you were all veterans? What.. .what
was...
A. Maybe...
Q. What was the reason for feeling. . . 'cause you know. . .all of you have said that—you know, that. . .just
something about the ease and comfOrr level you had. So was it becaiise you were all veterans? What. . . why do you
think that is? 'Cause you were learning things you did well.
A. It was the liiost important pari.
Q. Oh, well, that's nice.
A
.
Yeah. Of that. . . no, I'm . . . I 'm really because, I mean, for my persjjective, if you were another teacher there,
jiist teaching, riot.. .okay. I was...I thoiightl was going to be the only Hispanic person there.
Q. Right.
A. And, I mean, and. . .and there were two. I mean. .
.
Q. Right, nght.
A. But usually when you meet other teachers, and from other background, you can't like... you can like
hesitate, even though you have been in the system for so many years, what myself, 1 can like hesitate to talk. But
the way you presented the... the sessions, it was like everyone here is... we in the same place here, so we come here
for one thing, and I think" if was yoii. Yoiir sparkle. And then the teachers, when they talk, I mean, the... when we
shared ideas and then when we talk, and everyone has to say something, to have something, to do something. It was
good.
Q. Okay, great. That's nice that there was a sparkle from me.
A. I itiean, really. Because, 1 mean, yoU know the teacher's is the one that, I mean, I... but when yoii condticf
a lesson, if you were uptight...
Q. Yeah, that's true.
A. So you were [inaudible], 1 mean, you feel. ..you involved everyone. You didn't like push anyone.
You. ..you. ..if you want to be involved and to participate and...
Q. Well, that's important to lile.
A. ...yeah. So that's.. .1 think you were part of... I mean, the most important part of that. ..that everyone,
because, I mean, as you said, if everyone is saying that it was good, it was because of you.
Q. Okay, well, that was nice. That's very nice of you to say. But I like yoUr poirit about the. . . it was
effective because you were learning, and it's not just acquiring information, but you were able to go practice it and
then share it with your co-workers. I think that was great. That's very, very nicely said. And I'm gonna turn. ..do
you have any final comments, 'cause I'm gonna turn this off.

*MAJ: Talking with Mary O'Kary. OK, so first of all Mary, could you um, describe your
education undergrad, the year you came out and when you graduated. Talk a little bit
about the courses you remembered and you feel, you know, that come to mind, just talk
about your graduate and your undergraduate and graduate education.
ORA: OK, first of all I came to um, Springfield ? and I spent four years there. Um, getting a
degree in English Literature and gearing for secondary teaching and loving it, you know.
fe>// Um, and I graduated in 1977 fi-om ? and then started substitute teaching for a year. Um,
1 during that time an open became available for a teaching 7* and 8* grade English and I
took that and did that for four years or so. And then started thinking about graduated
^ work. Um, at that time, I really wasn't certain what I wanted to do for graduate work. I
fP. into a different field fi"om education and then when it came right down to the moment I
J^uldn't make that decision to just totally leave education. So I went back to
-i-^ Southwestern U'and I applied for graduafeassistance tuition and got it, which allowed me
^ -f-^ , to finish my Masters in just one year. During that time...
*MAJ: ...Masters in education?
ORA: Yes, I got a Masters in education. And during this time, I decided I had two choices to
make, either to go to what was being called Deyelpjjmental Reading, at that time or
Remedial Reading. And I felt remedial reading sounded like something that would add to
V my^Englisirbackground. AToTofEnglish majors were going into Developmental Reading.
Remedial Reading required to you to know a little bit jnorealxjut special needs and so I y- " S,
-^ started getting that background. Um, this Is the time when I real^^arted thiiflang about
reading and how children learn and when is a good titne to start teacfiing"cmldren."^m, in
fa^rthefehas been some talk reCehfly abmrfwfiat contributes to a child ^"ability to learn
to read and what prevents a child fi-om being a good reader. And I went back to my notes
when I had taken in grad school and I was so amazed because I realized that during that
time, um, the professor I was working for was um, doing, um. his Ph d studies on a book
I've been reading and he'd taken a sabbatical and so my first semester was just totally
research. And it was the first time that multi cultural bilingual education was being tossed
about. And it's so amazing looking back at that those, how the times were like sonorous
/ with each other. People didn't know what it meant and how to see how were worked
s'Kthrough and \ia^Q^j^_^^^!^^\)saL^^^^^ fi-om what my concept was of niulti cultural
education andTandKow it has evoivg^'^^^-tojIlJ^PPro.ach^^tq p^ and realizing those







*MAJ: ...talk about your courses. Do you remember some courses that you had or theorists, you
know, people you read and courses that come to mind.
ORA: Um, one ofthe fields was looking again, one of the courses I took was talking about
literature, all diflFerent types of literature and all different studies to see what is it that gets
in the way of children studying, of being good readers. And I think one of the things I

know I became for, is that we have to remember is that sometimesjf^sogkl^soiii^imes
it's economjc^ things, getting,}n.theijya3i^oft^ir learuing'T Urii, and also um, talk in terms
ofn^jTiiylevels and I think a lot oftuues^when we look, at oufJBrst^rade kids, we don't j
remember that it!s not just that we look at the kid and say, ''Well, this child's not " 1'
/leaniing7*~aM then we^ouldlook intolheff^ackgrounds, we should Be looking into one
f kHaofhome sitjiation ihey hawand see u" \ye can ^v»cate anything there to help them to
be more comfortable a&d morejeady for learning, um, reading. Um, I also feel we should
be givii\g,ch^d^^iiach^iwe tojgamj^ giving it to them um, in smaller
units tfiat ^l^wtnfem to unvin^i©^hg»^n£^pa|Ce and iyt^aiggtmjg,Xhatga^e^^
'^''
aBJkiaf^i^jj^^-sajpae^eyel. t!pv^Ken HJame into EngUsh^AS A Sec6hd Language and
begap to study people like Cummins (talking very low and together)... \^ > jl
*MAJ: ...not
I
ORA: ...yes. That is one person, you know just that one book from him really helped me to focus
on what I wanted to do....
«K
*MAJ: ...what was the quote, do you remember what the quote was?
; ^/Vi -/ y 1
ORA: To teadi to Xbe child, you know, proximaljevelof, how did you put it.; of, what I
/understfflid^froih it - in other words,'! had 5* graders coming in, OK, now was I going to
''^ s/ yteach them things that would be kindergarten or was a going toJeaehJhemJtoigs ig^eir
/interest and they can accept that knowledge, but I neededJo break it down to them and
^ still reach them at their 5* grade level and still prepare them for 6* grade. And that was
the one type ofjustification on how I was going to approach that level.
*MAJ: You had that in graduate.
ORA:
*MAJ:
...this came out ofmy post graduate.
...post, oh OK.







in reading and what I brought to my practice, aod I ^It^J 'r
s I wasn't aware of other peonle doing it that way. I "3^ ^ ^^^_
ther or noTlim, the common sense geiting in touch,
you're teaching to"aIiigh. You know, you are^esgai^iQgtoQggmcjiu^gr^ is too
mature. These children do not know English, you ncM tobe teachhg them things like
nursery rhymes and things. Um, you need to lower your subject matter. And J-felt in my
heart, that if I did that, I was not only losing some^time wKlTthem, because when they
went into 6* grade, I wasn't siare that they were going to be fed that porridge. So I had
to, you know, I had to c^.njejup_with^a_ghilo^saghy thaH>i^ comfortable. So now I'm







*MAJ: But you just brought it to a diflferent level because you're now dealing with children,
you're saying?
ORA: Yes, yes.
*MAJ: But you stiU have that positive development you were talking about? /, -, ^ -r'/ ,. v^ /
ORi^: ,Yes, you know. Having had^tl^S^kgrade experience and it^comes to l^'gradefKmikayinl
'
/|I feel like-counselor to know, you know, tEs is how"the children^learn to begin reading
\ / V/and iHgij^e-them varied literature to read and^uit^saylmngs that I think oniyaT^grader
j ,.
,*ivill be interested ill, I thuik I've already given them on step up to the 2"'' or 3''' grade. t'"'
M---
'-' 4And also givenjhemj reason tqj;ga^. Not justto^Hrne that thg^^^reregoing, but they -r^ /
v./; -• ' /toow /henjhe^i^jg^^lSQQk,^^^^ j^e^^^[fflteJfingf^Soii^timg''ngw that they
/:p^T nSiavej/t learned before. §b TTgreeling that this has helped me,^ ^^ "^j^ tJU^-
*MAJ: Now you said, you did your Masters in a year, so your undergraduate was in '77 and your
graduate, you came out in '78?
ORA: Yeah. So, I went into '79..
*MAJ: ...from...
ORA: ...because I taught both times. '77 1 came out and I did some substitute work.
*MAJ: OK.
ORA: And then I went back later. I didn't go back until '78. So during that time I did um, I
helped my professor out like reading his classes during undergraduate, but I was teaching
in the public schools for that one year.
*MAJ: For that one year?
ORA: Yes, and then I went back.
*MAJ: Oh OK, so now I understand.
ORA: Back for my Masters.
*MAJ: Could you evaluate your preparedness to teach reading based on, just your undergrad and
graduate. Evaluate your preparedness to teach reading in schools. Give me some
examples, ifyou can. Not your post graduate, just your graduate and undergraduate.

I don't, when T first bajtUtLteach areadi.
ttese thgpries, up here in my-i
And iFtntCtTielBingihaF^Tped me vv^louTg
doing the job - what Is it ybu're aoing - iim, for example, you know, I had one child that
-^^^^-Bff^'^SalOt of oral knowledge. Had a lot of background because the parents took him
1/5 everywhere, and you know, talked to him. But when it came to reading, you know the
.Vocabulary, his oral vocabulary \vas related to the visual, um, to be able to pick out those
y same words. AndljvassayjjDg^tojayself^o^here'^thiscI^
" ' that chM^hat aJl this wonderful knowledge and appjy-it to him. Agd» um, I weirtj.q
pneje^her^i^twagjising a methodjvherel2i5l&"sT|KIsardown vsdVhi mechSfetryou
overthe vocabulary, you know, againwitirthat child, andlhen-xou wo^ begin
^'l4jalkjibouTwhatit mgans. Especially if the child was very oral. And then talk in the
^-
' terms, that~these are the words that in the story and this is the story was are going to read,
o at first^^o^h£^l^^M!s,JSJCcitement and the chjjd's knowledge on my side, because it
Was afraioto approach this stoiry?''Xn^heij,-I read arid'he read, ^^jd we.did echp-
readjng, you know. And then you switched andlTe h»ecanie the dominant partnet; you
' iaiow, it was like I tried not to, ? was telling me, don't correct every single thing, and that
/made the difference for me. To just see the su^gsso^thgLone^^hjld^Jigw you know, um,
/ i^st pipiure, itjajas sort of like I had to fbcus on mj^ worth, tEeone l^t wasgfvin^me the 1
/ iWain the worst case sceiiario and m^ce^thafasuccess and then when I used that, and then a \
V broadened it where I was doing it for the whole classT ' '" ^ ~" <
;:C?^
.^
AJ: So, you're saying, a colleague or person in the field was more helpfiil, although you had a
^^ theory, the people in the field were more helpfiil...
A: ..yes,.the application
e.f^
AJ: What have you learned, let's put these together, what have you learned about teaching
since your grad and undergrad, in other words, what do you know that you didn't as a
novice teacher and has your teaching view changed because ofwhat you know now. And
/ give me, irai, like what you did back then and what you do now.
> i' >
K\ You know, I don't feel that I have changed. Once I know, I feel the power of it, I have Iv
\ not changed. But I questioned myself You knowrfm constantly questioning myself
lAJ: How do you question yourself? |
/
r
LAj' I question myselCbecause J^ee people sit down and read^bpoks and the child re^ akd . ^ t . ,
th&irfheyKelp-them 1
theyre, la Jjgt&ster and I'm saying to myself, "ma>^^
'S^Wjh2^XBa^Sf6'^"dbiflg^tnaybe-^ to
um, the you know, guided reading, imi, you know, all the structure for^the vocabulary aiid ^
, that all, but maybe it's not worth it. Um, but now I'm back in El]a^trainmg"ana^1f's like,
/









\ j*this ??? because, with the one exception, I think is that I felt that the ESLchildrenjnay > ~ ; *
wp)ssiblyjbe more prepared p.vmtiiig.^5^ I \ . '
"
I
'^ ^/teact^aJc^t-ofCaek-gro^ when it comes to"writing the more you give to the child the \ tj'^
'
• "> ^S'^'^^^^i^^^-^'^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^--^^^'^^ ^ *^™^ ^ ^ T^ere teaching more^Imgual
]>-''^^ w' chil3fenrri»v©???r ^-—*'
*MAJ:OK.
ft-^V'ORA: ...that they came to me with a lot more language than sometimes they actually do. And (yir*'^^'!
^ W'^ ^
"^
' that is the regjizajioffftiiatjuin, h^reaUy struck me this second year, because wejjave
do those v^ntpg proippits andTwhgiwe^JQQj^edjaLwbatj^^ ofthe
'
^ , class ariawhat cSneouJ^-iwm^jgJass^^ reajj^th^t.dn that eveij^
*MAJ: That's very interesting, but we do make a frequency notions about children because ???
there language came be limited even though they are a native speaker. Yeah, you're right,
we do that. OK. Now, as you think about your work over the years, um, you said you
haven't changed, but you've changed, you question yourself and you've probably
modified, this talk about modify rather change. What, um, people in your life or have
there been situations, especially with ELLIE experiences, what has made it easy or helpful
as you've modified your thinking or your practice over the 15 years? Do people come to
mind, not necessary the name of the person, but the role, you know, administrator,
another teacher, you know, what I mean? A particular person, a particular event that has
been helpful in modifying your...?
.ORA: /think IJiuLeigi^tonj^who was the professor I worked for when I did graduate aspirant/* n^^ev^
Avork. He was the one that really, in Springfield, MO at the time, we had just gone A^"^'
!
% / through an influx of Vietnamese students into the system, and he had been asked because
of his background as a linguist and working with very young children what used to be a /'\ xtY
very very rural part of Georgia or one of the CaroUnas, and so he was brought into this ^ /
background on to reach this whole bimch ofnew immigrants. And he use4jo woiider,
really how did this work in Springfield, MO about looking at how do we teach somebody
from a different culture, is it the same way ox do we need to da to some other thing. Do
we ?? to bring something to thelable besides just an incentive and to know that we can v / -
put these people's culture down whatever. And I_think he was the one, I did-;;esearckfor «
I





sort for learning, be it language, be it um, just cultural and opening my eyes to the fact that
/| ^vpr^ withinJhe United States, from north to south, there are^uhural differences. From
" " ' to west and so on. Within, even thesame city. How to my teachmg mof
e
j i|fiividuayzed and I think when, just meeting his world and howJie responded^to children.
way he'd work one on one with children, and just watching his style I think I
^absorbed that and that has made an impact to me on theTthatit's, not able to put it in
words, but I feel it. I feh my whole attitude change to where I felt t^at,it_was OK to» I ^ f
'
f - don't have to teach in the middle, I can teach to that individual child as well as, to group ' .i
V M%.ik

lessons. It has also made me urn, come away more fromperhaps being ? behind the desk
^ to coming in front ofthe desk and hpjns right thqrf, face to iace with the children and that
Av^'^' , .was his style, I think that influenced me.
\
*MAJ: How long have you been in Boston?
ORA: Ten years.
*MAJ: Ten years, anything, any person, any events in Boston over these past ten years that may
have been helpful or changed or modificatioa
ORA: What I have found in Boston, is that...
*MAJ: I want you to talk about what has, I want you to talk about both, what has been helpful,
what has not been helpful, either one. When you think about your ten years in Boston,
you can certainly talk about things or people that were helpful as you tried to modify and
change your thinking of your practices. But there may have been things along the way,
that may have gotten in the way ofhelping you change. You know, for example, one
teacher mentioned, well they have programs they want to implement but the materials
aren't there and it's very hard for a teacher to implement a program. It could be
colleagues who are not cooperative. So anything that gets in the way ofyou modifying




ORA: Yeah OK. Urn, ...
*MAJ: ...you started to talk about Boston and then I interrupted you.
A
ORA um, you what I really don't feel that different in far as terms of getting support. Um, so
far I'm still, no I shouldn't say that, the two years I taught in Chelsea, um, were very
helpful in^e5ple^lging_gach other. We
tumed^around the program was changing, cause
tmals, Every time




/changes. But, as far as, having a constant study group there that um, all teachers
\/ attempting to teach things around the same time of the year, we would^get.^gether and
we wouldjplan^urle§§onslogether for reading in particular, cause'^was'the emphasis was
/ /on and 'that was .trulY Hplpfiili-becauseofsome confirmaticmjjbat's the confim^tiqn that I
«/ coDK^tantlyTieed. To say, you're not out there, not some pied piper or sornething crazy
'ilowever, when I came across the bridge to Boston, it seemed more lonesome. Um, I had
^Ok^but at the^mentor each other, we talk about facts, we talk about kids, we talk about
* tjmgs in general,^ut we never team taught, um I um, have gone into two other people's
^^lasses and um, vsith lessons for them and I found when I first went into the classrooms,
-^' there-Aai(as-a4iighJeyel of energy. In other words, you had two adults, or if there was a ?
thra^advilts, that were coming together and making a difference for the kids in the room,











all of a sudden I was teaching that class as well, you know. So that has not been a very
good experience for me, although I would do it again if I, I think that um, especially for
my second language learners to be with more lingual kids in a ? setting (assignment over
the loud speaker).
*MAJ: OK, so you found, you like the collegial work, but do think maybe you'd do it again or a
work/study. There would have to be an understanding before hand. You'd have to work
out an understanding before hand, it sounds like.
/of
iJ^S*^
eah, yeah I guess so (laughter). But I think too, Mary Ann, one ofthe things that, one
ofthe dynamics of that situation, is that people are still, I think, thg;
edyj^i|io5^^^ij^tE^, especially the way ESLJisJ^iM;d^e.presentlj
ther teaches. You knotCso^feMtCl^lT^t^er^^ a
um, and even sometimes it gets to the point ^neretHfi, it's <
^ ggtSggj^You know, it's sort of like, I guess ifyou had any special neec
y sometimes they talk about it. You know, like people want to the adult as the perception
^1 ' and conception they have ofwhat the special needs child is or isn't. Do you see what I'm
1 ,. '-^(i saying?
Yeah, I know. I have to give you a bit of research, I was at U Mass, I spoke to the ESL,
actually they were, yeah the ESL educators, and that was one of the things that came out
of this research I had found. They tend to my low expectations by mono lingual teachers
of the kids, and so it is a problem and that came out in the research and low expectations
are automatically ??? ESL. And that tended to be a problem, and you're saying, cause
lowered expectations came out as a real problem. You don't speak the language, all of a
liudden your expectations aren't quite as high. And what you're saying, some of that is







And so I think by bringing that up, what I'm attempting to convey by that, is that, so
tho-efore, it'&^hard4eanake.jSome of these.Mofessional connections right. 1 feel a teacher
really needs to make, ^Caflse it does two things, it pu
\^ you a_chance to.
It
"MAJrf-I agree.







->" *MAJ: And I almost think that it's a leadership issue because as a leader, I'm not talking
necessarily about when they're here, but just generally, because I said before I even started
with those teachers, you have a gift and I envy you. You speak two languages. And I
think if that was the way we more thought in this Country, you wouldn't have that kind of
an attitude on the part of???. I do think bilingual is a gift, you know. And children who

speak it, go back and forth with their parents at home, and I think it's just wonderfiil. My
husband is from Panama and does that all the time. I think it's wonderful! So I think, the
attitude starts at the top, it kind has to come down, you know. OK, moving on because I
want to get all these questions in before your kids come in. If you, this is kind of tricky.
Every person I've asked, I've done six ofthese and every person I've asked just kind of
stopped when I asked them this. Ifyou were receiving an award as Educator of the Year,
and you had to write your introduction. In other words, you're receiving this award, but
the presenters of the award to you, want you to write your own introduction to the
audience of a thousand people (laughter). What would you say in this introduction? What
would you want those people to know about you as Educator ofthe Year?
St of all, I think I would say, I would teU the story, that having come from a r^' iCi
background of secondary English and moving into the elementary world. I've always I '' 1 1«^
;r»wn up with a bigi?.toi5nJ^ihoi^y^i«i^j|»i4J»*th. I thought I was the most horrible d^/' I
md therefore, I ^i**'-ann'(^i t^ ^t?^-°^^^ ^"'^'T^ffr, '^ '""ly students that brought » ,
.ti:^Jo^ fli^math, fo the love oneaoung'math, to the loVe or seeing excitement y
*
rated; and my childrenjxe the o^ne^ \\^o have continued to,jpake m^ Not^st^
j
';eac]jing^math^ butStfmleacRing. There^^ettgpoBgJ^yJJHi^ know, when you
33Utjig;9Jlbythe^ystem^andyou want to qi^t, y^^^el^^ustrat^T^it^ front,
; the^childrena^^hey are the ones who work the magic, and that's what I woul9.,say. i; j
*MAJ: Alright, it's the children. Um, do you have a philosophy of education to ooalobg with | * f^i..
that? (tape ended). Anything else you want to say about that? v*/' ^ , t.
ORA: I don't remember the question. ^^^(Hf^^,'^^^, ^}\^ i
Ply
*MAJ: Educator ofthe Year, anything else you want those people to know about you as an '-
educator?
I
ORA: My philosophyjigver-give-upjon^ child - never give up on a child. Justjwhenyou-do,
5
\^A . that's wheiiJimt cWld^s going to surprise you^d make that break through. You know, I
1^ feel that tljeFe!5^^»ia^^s,ajyay to reach t^jgerson.
*MAJ: What is your definition ofreading? And did you always define it that way?
ORA: Oh, I should have reread that card I just wrote! (Laughter) Um, for me reading is being
' i^- able to put words (loud speaker announcement) First of aU, I think reading is, I think I
.
'
/ childi^-ceading when that chjlsLbegiRS, to enjoy the p^gcess o£seeing symbolsturn into
\ / jne^ljng. And um, knowing that \^iat^ou_|^. what comes otrt oryour mouth, is a<itually ji







ORA: Iguess I think mv job tojegch reading is to give them the key-toJthat(^de - how to f
,
^ uj^ockJJiatj^^^rso'thMfthey are able to make that connection, thatjj^nsitjc»i to sa>LOK,l'
\! i^^_B_Q^64hk-jUKH»^wiU;;give jjies There is ajracticaTpurpose for it7





*MAJ: OK, did you always define it that way?
ORAr Um, you know, it's difficult to say because I never did think about reading^jinless-Lwas
,
• . \ .-/ /^studving about it, you know. I went into the field ofreading as a student, so right away
^ <^ V you had to come up with - what is it.
*MAJ: So as you work with these children, let's talk about your P' grade for these two years, are
you defining reading the same way you did when you were a student ofreading these last
two years, or has it changed?
ORA:,- I don't know Mary Ann, that's a question I have to think about. Um, I don't know, I
think in terms of, you know, I mean when I'm with these students, whetiFm actually
o respona lo.
J
Ofranslgting my^defim them, I'm not m touch with that connection that
^ yoi^re,asking me t ^ dlo V
*MAJ: Ofytflit based on what I saw you doing with the children, I'm going to look in here, the
/^^ges up there, but yet you've got meaningful connections to that^^^Tso I think you are,
what you just said. I think you are ? as a teacher if I look behind me here, cause that's a
.
letter. You got the meaningfiil ofwhat that letter is. ....-- ""
ORA: To be conscious of it, I guess I'm not./
^. ,nl.l—'»''''
*MAJ: OK, just a couple of more. Could you define assessment and describe the ways you assess
and keep track of the students progress.
ORA: Assessment is something that, OK for me assessment is unj^^etting an
^ -'^.C^ child is and then using what you have collectedT^ee
thejiojest And I refer to them as holes, because I'm stffl, I still can't get away fi-om the
TSctTas the children who came to me in 5* grade, a lot times I would teach them to plug
holes, because so many ofthem had missed a few years because of war, whatever was
going on in their country. Um, and I think it's perhaps the same way when the children
come new to me and they're basically a clean slate. They mayjor may not have had
and is
and then
indergarten. I want to see what is difference at first. And v^iere I need toMP











ORA:. Right now I'm in the_£rocs^,,fltoujg4oj}gjii^ I was
totaUy
/ dependant on thejust^^S^pSJmn, which I'fedlSce the 7? for example, um,




t^^Snt ari^^so advocating that others do, it's that, for example the BPS said for us
to.use the DRA for 1 thru 3. A lot ofthe V grade teachers are ofthe opinion that we
Vviiould use the_oj2servaticaisurvs'.because it gives them more extra things that
they need,
^ut what I'm saying^hat whatever assessment that I use at the beginning, I would also _
j/ hke toj;g||trhtti?e end. v ^w?^">^, ^ ^-—*i.. ,. .,. -..,




_id so far, I'm not sure that the idea hag gone acrossbecause
the Dpk.^seeCKS0^difficult^
.y^^ut um, so what^isJ^Steirtioirtijis-yeafai^^ did the
r Vobsgr^tion^guive^caflse wgwertereqwfgd to affdo the^same !hing, bufTmgoijig to^
iGw'^gj^ usiiigSe DR^,althou^ a
mi^^f^assS'ssMfrcausetleel like in JanuaryTlsee iS^Xboth tSdng at once) I don't
have anything to...
*MAJ: ...right, right so you need something to..
ORA: ...yeah, and then later on in the year.
i>'
"^^kHfi M i
*MAJ: Right, you'U get your own DRA through this project. I have, I took it from Martha ?, I
took it and I'm gonna give it to you to use until yours comes in. Cause, you're getting
your own?
ORA: I have an old one, I don't know how old.
*MAJ: OK, but I have it at my oflBce, I have the one that Martha brought. She brought one for
every elementary school. So I have yours. It's not yours, it's the Hennigan's, but
I'm
going to give it to you to use, until you get yours through the grant money. So you
did




*MAJ: What do you think of the running record? What do you think of that?
^jpRA: I rp^lyUkeJlie fact, um, ? that's one I was telling everyone in P' grade that we have an
f open house coming. I'm^suggesting that,we ussJhejTini^jrecords^t^^ ,
^





parents want to see their children reading. But if in June or they're coming to you and
y, "Hey, my child isn't reading like I thought she would be," and you haven't spoken to
tem except in general terms about how their child is; or especially what their child ,^
*•
brought into the P grade, then it, you really left yourselfopen (both talking)
M^ ad s"x.
*MAJ: ...yeah, yeah, I agree, you have to have a ??, and many parents, not all parents, but many ^J^
parents, will want to see what that running record showing them. They'll be interested to
see what the running record shows. v p Ns^ v >:
ell a lot of people are of the opinion, th^ th£Da^g^Jts^3}^qltu|l4erstand^^^ I'm riot
vocating that you go and get them a lesson in running record. Fm jiist saying, say
ply, this is an assessment of wjbattJie-child-i^^ii^^whpn he/she does^ral reading and
this is what we ch^l'^^knd missis 23M ijS'&und, and tjiis is w'harwe'feeTthislQSid
shouM wjj^ojV' End oftKscu'Ssidh. It's somethipfl-yefy tangible. So I'm planning to do
that. '
-"'''^^^ ""
*MAJ: Good. This little one over here, I know ifyou did a DRA on him, a lot of nice information
would out about him.
4
'^-rjif^-'<
I did-a,^^yng recgxcLon him, now I didn_^ use one ofthe DRA books because I just *" ^ ' ^^
anted to see where he would be. (Moved away from recorder) Now I did him just for my _ ,~-
'
wn information. I that is also identified as his teacher as a reader. AndX&und-that they '\
were really at comparable levels and I think for some reason he^^d some wojd^tt^cl^J^ "*" -. ^ '-
skiU^the ESL child had some word attached skill, that perhaps "(Botftt^Bcing) Ahdalsoit Jy
made me see some of, this child I suspected hassorpe-aliculationprobl^is. And I saw
that. ; 'X_.^--
'^- .--^^^'^'^^-^-^
*MAJ: I'm telling you, it just changed my whole view ofhow to teach reading, it really has. I'm
glad to hear that you like it. We're gonna learn a lot more, get deeper in this project. So
it's good that you already use it.
ORA: It'5-goodjo.be able to use it.
-^ *MAJ: You're gonna chose two kids, you're gonna bring it to Ruby tomorrow and look at it and
analyze it with your colleagues, so that should be helpfiil for you. One my question, and
^e aU done. Why are you participating in this research project? (Laughter) ->»&




saying - pggpte^ho^^re-seekin^flie^^^Jhings. Who are taking.extra time becausethey (^^
w^nqa leanL^m^thih'g no! because.xjfapy course you .havejo take orsometTiihg^ Even / ^
lougfeffsmd afier you left, I said, "What did I do," (laughter) butJLwaiina learn. I wanna






*MAJ: We're going to try and make it as painless as possible.
bu know what I'm saying. I'm talking about the running records being attacked. Like
I'm familiar withjuiffljng_reeordsrand I totally diagnosed the case of reading, we did that
on tHemr^ you know get one child and then you wouldn't do another child for maybe
thp^nd of the week or something and it wasn't your whole class you were responsible for.
^ I' < ^ople were sending kids to you on a one on one basis. Um, you know, so I was just
yi '^^-'%#o\^rwhelmed with the idea of doing this for a whole class. Um, but I tliiflj^^s is an idea
y
ym. is wonderfol and-foiHthe first time weha\^spmethiiigXlliink parents cittTftruly get in
,. y^»ticir§;SJf1t~"'-^—^---^ "^-=, .."'-..,.,-*^'' ^-. ,.:^^"' -—-"""'"^r^rr;;;-;'^ ^^.,.
/) /j*MAJ: I mean, you're gonna pick two children that you're kind of concerned about. Well your
^ children are T' graders in the ESL, you might even pick you child, I'm not really saying
r J.C ' that you have to have concerns about the child, just pick two kids that interest you, that
you wanna follow and write a running record cause you're being taking them one on one.
Or ifyou know a particular child, or ifyou have a parent who would be interested in that
kind of information, it's up to you which children you pick. You just have to pick two.
13

MAJ: Okay. I'm taking with MO and our first question. What are you thinking about literacy now that you
weren't thinking about in September?
MO: I think in September, I had gotten away personally from remembering to have a ? environment and just really ?
literacy and talking about it and figuring out again how young children acquire it, language, and how they become
literate in the language. I began to ? there and 1 began to remember that it's very important that they enjoy reading
and that's the piece and I'm so busy into mechanics of let's learn to read in first grade, let's get it, you know, let's
get those words going and the sentences going, that I really have forgotten, had forgotten to celebrate the joy of
reading and I think that's what I've given my class since having been in this study group ? You know, making
reading like a big thing, you know, like when, especially when I read aloud to them, they drop everything. The first
time that 1 can get them to listen to me, you know, they drop everything and they get in a circle ? when 1 read a
book, you know, the celebration of, of them saying 'oh, ?, we've had that word. You know, that was one of our
spelling words or something like that.
MAJ; So, something, yeah, it is, it's supposed to be meaningful, you are right. Okay. Second question. What are
you thinking about your focal student as a literacy learner that you weren't thinking in September?
MO: First of all, I've, I've gotten my chance to get really close to this child in defense of see, what, what it was
that, that he needed because frankly, it came to me I was thinking of him more as a problem child. He had been
passed on to me as a problem child and I received him as a problem child in the sense of oh, what am I going to do
with this child? But, yet at the same time, this child's love of reading and love of learning, love of getting
information because it isn't just books. Once we started working together like catching, like if he would come
across a problem that he felt he hadn't a book very well for example, he would go back and do some type of his own
research, whatever his little mind told him that he needed to do and the next time we met, 1 would see that that child
had done some, some sort of challenge of himself to better and then it made me feel challenged and it made me
appreciate that some of the behaviors that I had been seeing with the child, I had observed even last year because he
was just in the classroom next door, had to be that him being bored, him not being motivated, his love for learning
not being recognized and supported and, so as I think of him as a learner, I think of him as very literate. 1 think of
him as being so much aware of all the information that's in his environment that wherever we walk, he's reading.
Whatever he finds, he is reading. If it's a ? most kids say to me 'what is this about' and that they expect me to tell
them, read it to them. Oh, no, Daniel reads. He even reads these long words that he doesn't quite know how to
support that. He reads it. He reads it out to everybody whether they want to hear it or not. So, and 1 think what he
has taught is I mentioned earlier there is another child that has become that, actually developmentally speaking, this
child is very mature for a first grader, but I think my study child has really given him somebody he wants to be like
and so I've seen him pull up. And then there's another girl that really has about this much ability and she uses
about this much of it, you know, and her thing has been to rob everybody else. So, usually we, we get ready and we
have about ten or fifteen minutes sometimes, when we're lucky, before the bus comes and they usually sit around,
you know, of this board here and there's usually some kind of book there, a big book, and it's a struggle between her
and Daniel, who's going to be the teacher of the rest of group to read the book and it ? them on the words and it's
interesting to see myself being that ? they, you know, I think, I sit and I watch them and I, I say at least I, I must be
following ? chart because he says, "no, you have to point at the word". So, it's, it's something that really started
off as a tough pass because I truly, you know, it was a struggle for me because I didn't have all the answers he
demanded and every time I thought I had a kind, had it pigeon-holed, he would throw some ? you know, so, so it's
really been, 1 feel positive about.
MAJ: What are some things he's doing now in terms of his strategies that he wasn't doing in September? What
strategies do you see that he's taken on that he wasn't before?
MO: He's monitoring a lot better, you know. I'm, I'm not quite sure how he's taught it, who taught him to read
and what methods they used and that was part of the struggle for me, you know, knowing where exactly to back him
to, to his needs and for me, it first crystallized that I had to get this child to slow down and pay attention to the
words that he's stumbling over because he's assuming he knows it and he's only paying attention to the beginning
of the word and so he's done a lot of ? where he ? actually pay attention to the end of the words and that seems to
have helped him. So, he, I see him, you know, he's gulps and he's like ? you just see his eyes go abxjut halfway
through the word and then he stops and he goes back. So, I can see him monitor himself by re-reading. You know,
he's not necessarily doing that out loud. He's much to go back and repeat like a half of sentence or full sentence,

but his, you could see his fingers and his eyes going back, he's gotten to the end of the sentence and he realizes what
he's about to say isn't right and he goes back to the beginning. He's phrasing better. He's doing, 1 taught him that,
you know, you don't have to, he was either reading word by word, you know when I would ask him to slow down,
or he, he would put phrases together that didn' t really add to his comprehension, you know, so when he was done, he
was like not quite sure what he had read and I think he's doing that a lot better, he's phrasing it, he's putung things
that belong together like the subject and the verb, the adjectives and the noun. He's also more aware of that a story
has a beginning and a middle and an end, so when he retells, I see him breaking it up into those sort of, I guess, you
know, sections to be able to relate the story and it helps him with his recall of details as he, you know, because he
thinks about, who do we meet at the beginning of the book and what did they do, you know, and then at the end,
you know, because 1 kept on listening for the end with his problem of not, you know, let's just get the basic picture
and forget about the end. You know, every time, you know, he ? I'm doing the GRA with him, every time I listen
for the end because, you know, it pays attention to that and he is getting it.
N4AJ: Okay, great. Suppose 1 were a veteran teacher who had never heard of or used the running record, what would
you tell me about its use in the classroom?
MO: That's interesting that you ask that question because, you know. Grade 1 level readings, I really try to put what
the writer record means into focus because 1 think in our training, our ? training, it was presented as something a
reader to use and that you must use, but I am not sure if it's really tied in to what's in it for me. You know? What
I would say then to a veteran teacher is that if you are able to just start with children that you're puzzled about,
children that you're not quite sure if they are even doing, you know, doing any of this, if they're not, let's see,
learning the skills that you have tried to teach them, an individual sessions, a running record, especially with a last
peer analysis, you know, gives you so much information, but whether or not you're on target or not, it truly
informs the teacher. We heard that phrase and we know ? and we still use that, just parroting it, do you really know
what it means and I think that another thing 1 would advocate is that they use the running records to talk to parents
because it's for me, as a parent, I really appreciate it when my child was in second grade and for the first time the
teacher sat down with me and said, 'this is a running record that I took at such and such a time and look your child
has made this much progress during the course of this month or these two months, or these three months, and this is
where I'm going to take her because she's still needs help here and here.'
MAJ: Okay, and I've heard that from several of you in the study group that it they've been told they must do this
and that's probably where it stops and they don't really see the merit of how it can really inform, if we know what
that means, we can inform the teachers that you've actually ? episodes, common theme from you and others who
know the work of a running record.
MO: But, you know, the thing about it is I've seen even with the observations of it that some teachers are using it,
which is really part of the kindergarten requirements assessments, but in our group, we decided that so many of our
kids were coming totally unschooled by the time they come to first grade that we wanted to go and use the
observations record, well, there is a huge argument about not using all of it, you know, and then there's another
argument ? like if you're not using the whole test, you're really, you're really, maybe, not getting a whole force of
the results and it is the same thing with the running records, you know? I think years ago when I was exposed to
running records, it was like it was a method, you know, I'm assessing, but it really wasn't something that dawned
on me that I should be using it on a regular basis with regular kids, kids that weren't necessary referred for
remediation. Of course, my ? was remedial reading, which I was a ? for ? they came to me, I just tested them and
said this is where you are at and this is what I suggest you start with them and not necessarily working with the
child on a long-term basis, but now I think with the running records, it was, you know, to just have the idea of how
to do it, just having the methodology and not knowing how to interpret the results, it really doesn't help you at all
and?
MAJ: Okay, so it's about coding and interpreting. Okay. The next question may be difficult to answer with
certainty, but I'd like to get your thoughts on it. In thinking about how your assessment practices have changed
during the last year or your instructional practices, how much has your involvement in this study group caused those
changes compared with other infiuences in your life at this time? ? a really long question, let's see if I can elaborate.
Your involved in ? learning anyway, so I'm trying to get your, if you can because it's hard to do this, I'm assessing
and teaching in this way because of the study group, not because, sort of all the other things I'm involved, the ? over
there, too. I'm trying to get you to really, can you narrow down practices and assessment or instruction that really

are due to your study group involvement. Are you able to do that?
MO: Well, I'm not supposed to be ? Okay, I know one big benefit of having been in this study group is just being
able to do the GRA and understand what the GRA, the intention of the GRA and how to really work with it and 1
think you picked up on something that is really true, Mary Ann, because at the beginning when I first came to the
study group, it was like I had so many things, so much stimuli in my life, you know, as far as things that I had to
be doing that I think it wasn't until about, let's see, around January that I really was able to feel that I was focusing
on what I had been learning in the study group, you know, and to really look forward to the next session, you know?
Prior to that, it was like, you know, I was learning things, but I hadn't had a chance to process it and I think if I'm
to look back now and see, I think for me the important thing was hearing other people comment on what 1 was
doing or what my problems were, you know, if I would say that I'm having trouble getting this child to really focus
on the ending of words, you would say, 'well, what does the rest of the group say', you know, and that was very
valuable to me. It was also valuable to get to look at other children's work that came from other classes and not
only did this validate some of what I was trying to do with my children, it also gave me sort of like a pre-knowledge
of some problems that cropped up that I hadn't encountered but somebody else in the group had encountered and we
had talked about it and I think seeing the videos of the kids, you know, and watching their behaviors, it helped me to
recognize those behaviors in my students because when you're right there with the child, you're really, for me, I'm
focused on okay, let's get that print going, ? task oriented and I'm not, I ? picking up on their appeal for help.
There are so many ways that children appeal for help that I learned in the study group, you know, looking at their
body language, knowing what the hesitation was in reading, you know, it's not always bad, ? what it was. So,
that's something I learned, you know, that the hesitation is it to be monitoring, I mean there is so many things, not
to recall them, but those.
MAJ: Those come to mind? Okay. What was the most helpful? What was the most, when you think of your
learning, can you, could you think about like the one of your whole involvement in this study group, what was the
one most helpful thing or the one thing that most facilitated your learning or these changes that you're talking about
or thinking of?
MO: Definitely having to sit down and write about your child, you know, and then thinking in terms of discussing a
problem or a worry that you're having and what plans you have for working it out or the way you've been. To me
that was the most helpful because I have to be still. As long as there is something else there, I have a tendency to
be sulking and reaching for it rather than taking the time to process it, so 1 had both and that was the most important
for me to be able to say okay, there is a process in place and I'm trying to follow that process to the best of my
ability and I'm seeing this child respond. I'm seeing a child who probably was a lot like me and reaching for lots of
things at the same time, being able to settle down and focus and pay attention and grow and I feel I did the same
thing that I saw my child grow when you slow down and pay attention, how you grow. You know, nobody likes to
write about that stuff actually, you know, and when you ask somebody to do that, it also causes you to be in
perspective and not only did we have to write, you also, you encouraged us to come up with a plan, you know, talk
about where we would want to take the child and that was also extremely helpful. Another thing that I just thought
about, some of the ideas that were given within our monthly sessions, you know, we had a chance to come right
back and use it, try it out, you know. The bottom line is that you forget a lot of things that you are introduced sort
of in a workshop environment. For me it was also helpful to go to the Saturday sessions, you know, and be
involved in a larger group of veteran teachers because I found a lot of people who came there had been teaching for
many years, you know, and it really confirmed to me that despite what sometimes we hear, you know, it's either
communicated one way or the other between things not said, I saw a lot of people who are still, even though they
are not jaded, they still want to bring fresh things to their children.
MAJ: That's great. Okay. You have so much good stuff here to wnte. This next question is purposely vague so
that you can respond to it in any way that makes sense to you. What's it like for you as a veteran to make changes?
Pretty open question. Easy. What values, you know, what gets in the way, you know? We can talk at the
classroom level, we can talk at the school ? level, sj'stem level, just think of yourself as a veteran. What's it like to
make changes?
MO: Well, I have to dig into my personality for that. If it's something I'm very excited about, something I'm truly
passionate about, it's going to work, 1 come right in and I battle through whatever it is I need to battle through to
get them instigated, you know, get it installed and working. For example, this year there was, I had more of

awareness the use of small books as opposed to doing the ? and trade books have always been something that is
unless you have the ability to somehow buy them, borrow them, beg for them, whatever, is not available, but this
year, just really, and I think of it as soaking my children with trade books, you know, and I just really saw that m
bringing that change to my classroom, it had such a positive affect that I didn't care where 1 had to walk to, who I
had to ask in order to get a steady book of those trade books coming in. With realizing that as children read and
finish those books, they feel more like readers as opposed to reading a story out of book and they're picking up that
same book week after week after week, you know. So that was a major, major thing for me because then it meant
that I was doing five and six different reading groups, different ability groups as opposed to having to one that I did
and one that 1 tried to get my paraprofessional to do and then we used to normally switch out somewhere between the
middle of the year so that I was sure that both groups were getting the same type of instruction. So, that that was
one that, it was very easy because 1 was so e.\cited about it that I made the contact.
MAJ: And you saw the effect on the children right away?
MO: Yeah, right away.
MAJ: So, that' s one thing that makes it easy, the quick response.
MO: Things that were more difficult is keeping the focus on the reading and writing.
MAJ: What do you mean?
MO: Saying that every time we read about something, it felt so right about it as opposed to like once in awhile we
write because writing is very, ver>' difficult for this group because they simply do not have a lot of language
background. They do not have a lot of experience. When 1 say background experience, I'm talking about so many of
the trade books are based on American life and so for me, a ?, so it would take a multi-lingual teacher forty minutes
and she has pretty much got forty minutes, I'm just rounding the comer to get into the meat of their selections
because I have to build so much background and so then I usually used to abandon writing saying we could do it
tomorrow, we'll do it the next day, because it meant that the whole of the lesson to do the writing again, it didn't
necessary flow from the reading and so that is the change that's been more difficult to institute into the classroom.
Seeing that we just read, for example, I tried to bnng books that build Mac literacy so even though we're doing a
Mac lesson and we've just read a book, the last book we read is The ? of Making ? and 1 wanted the children to write
about that. I want them to write about invent a way that they could make eleven or whatever their favorite number
is and then we get into the Mac lesson, which actually was skip counting, you know. That, it's been difficult to
become system with that because of time and being under time pressure.
MAJ: Yeah, time is like the eternal problem. Anything else that, you know, at the school level or the system wide
level that either makes it easier or hard for you to change?
MO: 1 don't like that question. School wise. 1 feel that maybe I've been able to influence individuals to make
changes. I've tried to share my ideas. I've tried to share the work that the students are doing, particularly a lot of the
terms the line of fighting, because 1 knew that if I was struggling with this that I knew that other people certainly
were, but to sum it up, I still say a profit without order is all ?
MAJ: That's very truly. Why do you think that is?
MO: I think people receive you, no matter how humble or diplomatic you try to present your work, people tend to
perceive you as a competitor when you're working shoulder to shoulder and I'm not sure that individual teachers can
truly make the difference to say come along for five minutes to eat together. You can make it on a grand scale
building wise or even system wise. You almost have to be in a position that gives you that sort of tag that says,
'My job is to disseminate this information to give it you' and you're more received at that level as opposed to me
bursting in here and saying, 'Hey guys, this is what I'm learning in study group'. 1 talk about it, you know, and the
people who are interested, they bite, you know. 1 present it in my grade level meetings, you know, because I've had
the opportunity to be the one making the agendas, you know, what we're going to discuss, but for example, I talked
about this in my grade level reading.
What are the habits of good readers? 1 offered the pink form that has all of that and out of four teachers who actually.

we're about seven that meet, but four of them actually Grade 1, there's was only two people who were in this ? and
the other ones decided to carry on a private conversation while I was talking about it.
MAJ: It's difficult.
MO: And to demonstrate that, you know, for example to try and talk about, I just received a letter saying that 1 was
going to be honored on Friday through the bilingual department ? for Excellency in Teaching.
MAJ: Congratulations.
MO: Thank you. And I have been reluctant to share that.
MAJ: With these people, yeah.
MO: Because of how people will receive it. People didn't find out about it until yesterday when it came out on the
weekly bulletm that we have in the building, you know. It's really strange because it should be something that is,
that's you, you're able to just say and you then, ? for it, you know.
MAJ: It is a strange phenomenon, I agree with you. It is a strange phenomenon. I know my pastor says ?, there are
certain people who don't want to hear or don't care to hear about the good things that are happening to you and so
when you share, this is what he told us, just share with those who you know will care and the other ones that don't
care, ?, told them directly or they hear about it, they don't care, they don't even want to hear it. They don't care.
That's pretty much how I do this. So, people will come and say, 'Why didn't you say?' and 1 say the people who I
really want to know do know and so I think we're on the same wavelength there. I don't share a lot of good things
that happen to me, 1 don't share with everyone. So then ? you know, so don't feel bad because I do ? way 1 ? Any
other context wishes because that's a big one. Your colleagues. 1 think that's a big issue and again it's a theme
that's running through all the interviews I'm having with you all. You had used a nice term, which I'll probably use
in my final paper, about being a Lone Ranger. 1 think a lot of times when you are the kind of learner that you all
are, all of you in the group are learners, you are sort of a Lone Ranger among your p)eers. I don't know. Veterans,
we're just those who want to be learners, we are like Lone Rangers and when we get together it's wonderful, it's a
wonderful feeling to get together with other Lone Rangers, but you're right in that ? you're not alone. 1 can tell you
that. It's a phenomenon in most of the other buildings, Shirley's building, ?
MO: You had some of the same ?, you know, and I guess some of the same complaints. 1 felt that ? she was an
ESL teacher, but she had to pull up ? ESL all of us has been, you know, self contained and just with her being the ?
for the school, there are a lot of issues that concerned the multi-linguals that never really came up in the meetings
and this essentially it's like we were ? and we worked together. You know what I'm saying.
A force of five could ?, you know, make some things happen, you know, as opposed to say then there were another
twenty of the people who were involved in the bilingual teaching, you know. That all five, all of the five voices
because they were coming up, well, let's say four because one is always very silent, the other four because we want
? we don't have an issue that we bonded on together, nothing happened over and over and over. A lot of it had to do
with assessment. For me, I was just, I'm in the process of doing a questionnaire for, they do allow these children of
study to test, ? test of study ? from kindergarten to first grade, and so on. So, this is first grade and in Decemter,
they asked me what are my standards for kids? Do I have different standards for kids on my expectation of what I
think they can do or do I have standard or same standards for all kids or do I have standards for all kids except that I
make exceptions for special needs and language, you know, second language learners? And 1 really had to think
about that because I, since all of my kids are second language learners, then I admit 1 had the same standards for
everybody. You know, 1 couldn't in that group and then say, 'Okay. Well, this is the best this child is doing', you
know, because they are a second language learner as opposed to having past the expected motor language skills, but
it made me think in terms of how again that we assess children so wrong. What is happened in my area is that
whatever ? has decided is going to be the assessment piece that is going to ? we do that plus what the bilingual has
also decided. It's very wrong for ? and the bilingual department are two different, we're not supposed to be, but I
mean in terms of ? coming out of the ? instruction ? office, you know. They have decided looking at all kids
throughout the system. So, they decide say the benchmark for reading is going to be the wagon or the pot of gold
individuality, which you know I think they have moved from one to the other. It's not a ? for that to be a
benchmark for my first graders.

MAJ: So what, as the veteran, I'll just have you speak as a veteran now, what would you like to see happen? You
just mentioned it, which is a good example of, it's actually a contextual issue higher level, you have got rhythm
instruction here, you got manual here, what would you like to see happen as of that terms of your ? or any
requirements?
MO: I would like to see that since the bilingueil department has given us our own benchmarks and since we're under,
1 mean, we're under their guidelines, we should go with them, not have both things added. Because it is not right to
have the children have to be tested under ?, but apart from that they also have their own benchmarks that they have
to make for usmg the ESL core literature, ? one or the other. The same with the math. Our current math test is
heavy based in English, a lot of problem solving and we've been struggling with that, you know, and it's not that
the children are unable to understand logic. I don't think that's what it is. They cannot understand necessary logic in
the terms of Western Civilization or in terms of all the background information that you need in order to even pick
up on the examples that are within the problem solvmg.
MAJ: So that's, it's a similar issue actually. It's a similar big issue, but it's really similar.
MO: So, we now need to do math literacy before we can even get to the ? lesson and I'm not sure there is, I'm not
sure the two branches have really gotten together and said. Let's look at one of this.' Not only what we're asking
the teachers to do, but what we're asking of the kids to, not necessarily at the first grade level, but as we go cilong.
Sometimes the kids are weeks into testing. Week after week they are tested.
MAJ: All right. Moving on. If, again, aimed at getting your perspective as a vet, this next question. How do you
think, how do you feel this study group model could be improved, the study that we just went through? How could
it be improved?
MO: I think we have touched on that briefiy last time. I think everybody, I have to agree that I think somewhere
when the weather starts getting milder or we were more in touch with our kids generally, that people were yearning
for the sessions to go longer, you know, because we took care of talking about the students that we are focusing on
and learning some sort of reading strategy every time to bring back to the kids, but then we had our needs, you
know, something that was stimulated by something our though patterns were stimulated by some of the discussion
and we wanted to delve more into that. And then it was time to go. And there was me coming from a late school
and getting there, you know, I was just like, 'Wow, we need a little bit more'. So, it would be interesting to see
something like the study group, whether it would have been possible to get people to commit just like a small
portion of the summer to where you're not so hedged in with, you know, tomorrow is another day of school and
then you have families and so on. But I think that was a positive in that people would get something out of the
group otherwise they wouldn't more.
MAJ: Probably more than half of you did say ?. Probably six of you feel that way that you wanted more time.
How ever that would work, you know, you either wanted more time at the end ? will be on five or summer of even
next year. So, all of you feeling the need for more time. Any other way this model could have been improved?
MO: I don't know. I don't know if I have a suggestion, but it's just a need. Also, I think people were reluctant to
really talk at first, so a lot of time was passed by people just being reticent because they didn't know how they
would be received. So probably I would think just a couple of sessions prior to getting down to working together of
just maybe people bringing an issue, of coming to the meeting with an issue that surrounded reading and writing and
literacy that they just wanted to talk about and sort of like. .
.
MAJ: Break the ice? Ice breaker. Because once you all got into it, you know...
MO: Oh, yeah, we had no trouble ?
MAJ: Not that we want you ? just step back so we could just do our thing. That's good. So, that's okay. Was
there anything that was not helpful or what was the least helpful thing or something that was not helpful?
MO: I don't think I have an answer for that. 1 don't know.

MAJ: I bet you can't think of anything right now or you don't think there was anything that was not helpful?
MO: Nothing bothered me about the process, you know. I think that would have been what would have had to
happen for me to be aware that something was busy work and therefore not helpful, so I'll answer it that way.
MAJ: You already eluded to the value. Only one teacher said, she said, 'I would never say it was not helpful, it just
wasn't something I liked doing but it's like it's ? that these things are coming out as we talk. It did make me think
more about what I, why I was doing things, you know, having to think, having to write about what you're doing,
whether it's you or the child. It made me think more about my work.' So, she didn't like to write, but it helped her
thought process. Okay. We have one more and the other three really have to do with the last session, but anyway,
if there were a part two, I think you pretty much said you would like it to have involved sessions where you could
really talk about issues and problems that you have, your own needs that had to do with literacy or math or just
general needs in interest of your own versus going beyond their own record in its analysis, so you've said that. Is
there anything else that would be part of a part two study group if we were to have one next year or in the summer,
whenever? Is there anything else you would like that part two to involve? How did you feel about the analysis?
You mentioned the third level of analysis. Do you think you got enough on that because we only had six sessions.
Do you think in terms of analysis, did you get enough to kind of, because you had had experience with this before?
MO: Well, I think, let me answer that by answering in terms of what I felt the group was feeling. I think that for
most of the group, they were comfortable with the information they got, but they needed more practice at it, you
know. In other words, they weren't sure as I think 1 get it, I think I get it because, I mean, based on the questions
people were asking me, perhaps they felt that 1 had a grasp of it, you know, so I think they just, they knew it, but
they weren't sure what to do it. So, and not only that, but I think its out of that that the conversations and this
came and this feeling of wanting to extend the sessions because that final analysis really created a lot of discussions
onto how then will you start teaching that particular strategy or skill to the child. And so more of that would
certainly benefit the whole group.
MAJ: It's just so short and I, you know, I try to keep to my word. Okay, it's six sessions, it's ninety minutes,
because I know some people get really ? when you don't, you ? so anyway, that's nice to know that you feel like the
group needed more, because they means they were learning and they wanted more and more practice. That's great.
Okay, how would you, these are questions 1 asked of the group at the last session, and I'll ask you real quick. How
would you define professional development? Real quick.
MO: Professional development is a very selfish thing. It, in that, you are doing it to keep your mind stimulated to
keep learning, an ongoing process for you and to give you fresh materials to bring back to your children. I was a
believer in professional development before it was "forced upon us". And I think that might be the key to why this
Lone Ranger thing that we have talked about has come up because for so many people, they are going into the
professional development with every resentment because it's something, you have to get that eighteen hours in, as
opposed to if you're going in to say this is going to help me, this is for me, this is going to keep some of the gray
hairs ?.
MAJ: Where do you think that comes from? That kind of lone, that kind of, do you think that's just something in
?, is it something from? Where do you think that love to learn comes from in a teacher? Because obviously it's not
there for all of us.
MO: Well, I think it really goes back to your kind of, what kind of experience did you have in school and what kind
of learner have you been all of you life. If school was a struggle or if school was something that was forced down
your throat and you just basically was hanging in there until you could get out and get a job, it's going to continue
like that for the rest of your life. The more I think about it, the more determined I am to make sure any time I come
in contact with someone that I have to teach something that I do it in the most pleasant and exciting manner so that
they're not turned off by the process of learning. So, some of the adult learners, some of the adult non-learners that
we see, are a result of being children who were turned off on learning and reading and inquiry based type of things a
long time ago.
MAJ: Okay. That's great. What constitutes effective professional development? Because you can have professional
?, we're talking about effective professional development.

MO: Well, I think that effective professional development not only gives you the information, but also gives you a
channel to practice, you know, or to be supported. I think if you, you can go to a million and one sessions and you
have full intentions of bringing it back to your classroom to your children, but you find you get there and it's so
difficult to graft it into your already established routine, but if somebody comes along besides you and says, 'You
know what, I'll come to your class. I'll work with your kids', for a couple of weeks, a couple of months, however
long you think it will take for you to do this, it makes a big difference.
MAJ: Okay, so you got to have the both, you just can't go get it. You need someone to help you kind of work it
through.
MO: Yeah. Either someone from who officially gave the workshop or 1 think a contract with somebody who has
agreed that they would be a mentor for you in doing the process.
MAJ: Great. Last thing. When you say you learned, what do you mean?
MO: When I say I'm learning?
MAJ: When you say you are learning, what do you mean?




MAJ: Talking with Judy Tibbits. Now I want you to start offby telling me about your
undergrad education. What school and what year you came out and your graduate, ifyou
have a graduate degree - what year, what school and just talk about your ? and theorists,
you know, people you studied, that you remember, and just talk about your education.
JT: I'm Judy Tibbits and I went to Boston State College and I graduated in 1969 and I started
teaching in Boston right away in 1 969. I did do some other graduate courses. I don't
\f "
'"
have my Masters, but I have other courses that I took. A lot of readin^courses at
i-"^ ^^^SlOgk. I did a couple of we?ksi4rC9ux^§jtEinanu£l. So I have, you know, other
} y reading courses. I have, as far as, the PDPs and workshops and all that, I numerous
'
< , courses. They must add up to about 800 PDPs.
MAJ: Talk about your imdergraduate at State. Do you remember specific courses or any
theorists, you know, people that you were studying at that time. You know, their theory
and philosophy. Do any come to mind. Any courses, naming the courses that you had.
JT: I know that my undergraduate courses at State at the time, were, we had a lot of courses.
We had seven or eight courses a semester, which is not the way it is now. Um, mid_dLthe
j
theorxpourses, we had to do an awful lot uh, work in the fields. A lot ofum, reports^and
3 • ^ projects and things. Uh, at the time, I don't even remember my teacher's name.





I was supposed to have Dr. Wright, but at the time for student teacher she got sick she
was on a leave. So I had fill in, a substitute, ???? I forget, I'm not sure. I know, in the
days that I started teaching also we were evaluated by um, a supervisor once a month
fi-om the town and we had the principal once a month. Like clockwork, I mean, you were
eally evaluated. And um, we had about ten to twelve new teachers in the building. So, rf'/^
they were there all the time. Um, so there was a lot of evaluation for us. Uh, the theories ^jJ-""^
were, I liked the theory courses, butjligv werg;,-tfe^;^_di^jBl|g^ I "^j^^^., >.
thought they aasietoiqe^stiC'SS'^en we really got intom6*WQrk m^^lfwas a whole
. ^^^
I
—'^'^^^TT I T -" -^ iiiii"ii '
—
^'
I want Jill I"'" ' Tt^ ^w"^^ 111
J J,,^p.^i
nmrii __-*
Um, things would be w^Qftd.grfiiU£^ou could dov^t the}i,^jdj_WltTr7Sst
^Un\TBftrIgoi.a^s|^f input from aTeacKeTt&t J^slwed'a'Topm C^ c-^p ov
periencedteacher - Ellen Lowen - she was very h^p^ and being in -^^\- _
with her, watting her;'slie had, they had the IPP Program. '''"^^^ _ .. „ /
MAJ: What is that?
JT: The Individual Projects Program.
^^
MAJ: OK.




think we had up to 12 levels. And/€llen and I, she had level 1 and I had level 2. So we
d the lowest of the low and un^sheja^ght^pie^ awfiil lot unv4ti-ategig§_touse, I ^i.^n^f^ f
think. We didnH ^et aB^ja^thptd&^coMFses. I think the haijds^ training is more, being in v^i; .
the field, bgin^jj^h-^-fijqjeriencsCl^Sl^f "^?§J^?9^^ Um, watching her p]e-r=rtn~'f
s. Uh, jt^]Bgrwa}Lwith the students was really very eye ojpening. She had a nice_ ^ '>^'/^(.
with children. Um, she challenged them, but she never put them down . o^(a^
/^
JT: Uh, let's see. I don't remember.
Going back to your courses, do you remember the names ofthe them, the theory corses or lf^^^
your methods courses or any people. You know, we talked about Clay today, were there iJ
VjM^''"-
' Jg^ople back there that you kind ofremember as part of your undergrad? Or any course, v-cL
i^ " ' specific names of courses that you remember? Reading courses? 7 --
dh
MAJ: OK. Talk about, you talked about this a little bit already, the ???. Evaluate your
preparedness to teach reading based on your undergrad, since you don't have a graduate
degree. Based on your undergrad, I think you said, I think you might have answered it
already, but do you want to say more about that - your preparedness to teach reading






reaUj^dpjj^tthujJ^hatw^^t enough to actualj^o the^tualjggching ofreading^ I
think, as I sai3rwherirgot in t^
had idealistic things that we would do, but it, the coyjses weren^jj^gi^^jn trgjjjing, what
dojDer say, you know - you should do this, you shouiaao that. It was
very general, notjgally_specific tedinkt^es to ugg^to angfezgj^iat<^obignis








JT: That's how I felt.






\J like that. But
enjoyed student teaching, you know, myxyesuvete.^peDgd_a lot and things r|3f>Vt^
It, um, even with that, the,^lJi^,g»*'^Q,ttf<j£s. I don't think, prejpared for teaching. L ,
MAJ: Mmhmm. So student teaching was helpfiil, but it wasn't enough. Is that what you are
saying?
JT: Student teaching was helpfiil, but um, I was, what was in the second grade, I was

c^^-'^-'&X
supposed to be a &st grade teacher, but I was replaced with someone else in second grade «irv> P^
and then I had a sixth grade. So, I think, first grade probably would have been more
beneficial to me. Right fi-om the start.
MAJ: OK, OK. Now, um, what have you learned about the teaching of reading since your
undergrad years? In other words, what do you know now, that you didn't know as a
novice teacher ofreading? ^'L^.Jn^ f^-"]
,1
.... /
I think,' especially thcQiigli-the^£adiilg^ecovery„traiging, my eyes have been opened up, / ^'-"a^^-i-t
as far as, p^n"P Thf ^^'^^^''n., Tna'i'pfflr th&nTstm^egies to read when they pome across a _^ ^ /)/'
>
ng wrong. It^sjhe&stjuneJnatJlye X
l-^-'
iF,Qioticed, you know, exactly what's going on. Even when I hear a child jead now, and you '^- ^""s
, know, I sit and maybe do a ryaaing record or whatever, 1 m saying, 'G^e, they re not *
doing this, they're not doing that," and that never never occurred to be me before. / , / -
MAJ: I know, it's a long time ago, when you were a novice teacher for all of us, so what do
think you did before? Because now you're saying, you were able to listen and observe
and say, "He's not doing this or that," so what did you do before?
JT; It was yourJxEisal^^GSafeyl^xj^ ^eyebpm^ The typical, the t
^ vocabulary development. Um, probably not cballenj^
^ ^ _^
prediction^^^dj^gv gue^ons^It was jusriort ofi^n^iS^I guess. I was a-lofof formal




MAJ: OK, alright, interesting to see what you're saying. Um, so your teaching of reading has
changed. Um, can you give me another now and then senario ? Ifyou think you changed
with Reading Recovery, and you said you took a lot ofPDPs a lot of things, you know,
you don't have your Masters. You took a lot of courses and so when do you think you
iged? When did you change?
JT:|^ tftink, I'v^^ggftxt
t "i y/j^wCT[ (Laughter)
\ ^,_^ ASeSi^ completely. .
hanging^^aljLalQng, but the Reading Recovery training really was a ijniud
No, it really was! Tt ch^iTd^^^^^hgHqutloo^^eveffthmg^L---^^
lea i, And you don't look as the cimdren as reading that way, I think, just
'^,- '^ the level of classroom teaching. You really don't. Yoii^don^ lo9kat.,^g^5Vvthe3^'^^
mistakes. You don^liopkat just sirnp^Jhings that yoih:mdo to he^) them change their
\ wJ^|e=MJay ofapproaching their reading and a lot of children unfortunately, just fall
throu^the craeks^! They just need a little bit, a little bit of help with a certain few things,
and I think they reaUy pick up. ' ' -
MAJ: And I think what you're saying is true, the strategy, cause I had a classroom teacher years
ago too. Never thought about, you know, strategy I did what you did, because that's how
I was trained. I never thought about, you know, rereading, I mean, I just never noticed







they read or didn't reread once they stopped. (Both ofyou talking)
JT: They weren't challenged to reread.
MAJ: You're right, they weren't.
JT: I was taboo, and that's a whole different mindset also.
MAJ: Yeah.





who go to class, the teacher says, "Why'yetr^rig thatrV'''*''^^^?'*'''*^^^ .y^^^""^
MAJ: Teachers ask me, "Why they doing that?". Or the accuracy of wanting them to have the l -^"^
right answer, when in fact, it's much more than just getting the right... -f''., (•
JT: ...or when they go back and reread, they're really doing the problemsolving, so it's much
more useful.
MAJ: Mmhmm, OK. Um, it's mainly Reading Recovery, but you've done a lot of work, you
know, with courses and what not. Any other, um, any other now and then senarios.
Somehting that you did back then, that you do very dififerently now, where the teaching of
reading is concerned. Anything else that comes to mind, like something, you are really
just doing differently these days, that you have not mentioned? .. . ,.
JT: fit's ??? facilitate to zero more on the crjtj^ ttlinking. Um,jetting them to think more on ,'^* - ^ j ;. ^
jj, ffJlieir^\4ai. Bringing uy2EiQrJfenQ3vle^e, so that's it's more meaningfiirtolHe children. f
V Not just, you know,'a story is a Sfoiy. ???? so that's it's more meaningful. Um, getting [-^ i -f
-.j-'.^ Ahem to try and, also a lot ofBjci^sional development ??? getting them to organize their p> /)f^^
\/tJ^gghts. To try, whentheyare writiing, to try andrriaketh§iH^t 1j^gs]^segugnce, in ' ^^1,--^ <
' '^me right "sequence" and how these little organizes help them imi, organize their thoughts, - ' -
^
so that, come up with better story writing"^d printing. And it's easier for them to do the
right sequence and give details.
MAJ: OK, that's good. Um, as you think about your work over the years, has there been a
particular person or a particular event - you did talk about Reading Recovery - but maybe
other things, that made it easy, cause you said you've been changing all along, so over
these 30 years - had Reading Recovery 2 years ago. ..2 years ago?
JT: Last year.
MAJ: Anyway, we can talk about Reading Recovery in a minute, but before Reading Recovery,
were there other, were there people or situations that made it helpful, that supported you

when you were trying to make change. What things were most helpful to you and what
things did not help. That sought ofprevented you from changing. Does anything on
either side change, you know, for you or things that got in the way.
othing that was a barrier, I mean, I think um, with a^g^jj^i^iK^jn the building, you r^"j |^
always trying to strive what's gone wrong. Um, yotrnever could really figure it out that
well. Um, through Ij^Ci^^^ggJhat we got, sdjooj[m^£veiMait^^nt§ we got a um,
some different peopl^Lwho d^workshops that were verybeneficlaT Um, in fact, one of ^ f.^
"1
them, she was in the omc&^fthe-Hiunan Resource Center. I'm trying to think of her ^ )
name, she was a whole language staff...
\
MAJ: ...Millie Beal... I „ "
^Jl:j Millie BeaL I got her, a couple ofher workshops here. And she was g[eat. I mean, she
really gave^^Qgle h^dsoir^mgs thaithey could.use tec know, she
brougKTa^ultitude oltthings to show, so that they really had some real good things to
work with. People like that that we had they brought in a lot ofpeople right in the
building th^Lwe worked in. Very good. We had people from, I was in the B.U. ? they _, ^^-j, , -.^
had alot ofworkshops that were beneficial. o-lt^.ct
MAJ: What is this, talk, that is...
JT: Uh, it was student achievement, um,...
MAJ: that's with B.U.?
That's with B.U. Um, let me see, Jerry Leader, John Carthome from B.C^were involved.
^ It was the Team UnitGrojjp leading there and they gave us ajot^ oQdeas. Just how to get
performance based objectives. Do a lot of work^ith writing. John Carthome was an
expert on writing, and he came and he'did ajot oJhumj_wtoX d^^^
with the children, where they, he gave them something to write - 1 can't even think ofthe
name he called it - you know, comps...
_MAJ: ...yeah, writing comps. yeah.
y And how to evaluate them, you know who to evaluate them. And then he had this college '^i~ij^Ot^ \1student evaluate them. And compared and we were like in the same ballpark. A lot of jj.^ ' jj ,things like that. We also had John Collins come to the building. t^ '^'' ~^^
MAJ: Mmhmm,OK.
JT: You know his folder, he didablgf hands_op|}giJhe^.ildjng. He gave a lot of bilingual ^ ^vf/'p-"^ /
teachersalot of iiifoniStion-whichhad didn't eiicourage~the bilingual un^ !/' '
5 —^pL

/ the time, it was really a necessity but then they changed the points so everybody used it.And urn, I think our school actually has done a lot, but because of the two languages, I .
'think there are still a couple the^^jta^;e;p3rvm^-on-wit.h more-English irUj^buildipg. ^^ (j- .,
r Which ?? is doing.
• - — -
tn/-^^'"^^
MAJ: Did you balance off the &st, I know there was a problem at the Woodward, the first... S^'^^'--
'--
JT: ...thisyearthere's two seconds. "^ 'J> ^
MAJ: Who's doing the other second this year?
JT: Um, Ms. Simpson.
MAJ: I don't know her.
JT: No, she's new. Um, so that's the only, it's still not balanced that way, but as far as, what
I'm saying to you, Ms.? she's encouraging teachers fi"om grades 2 and up to stress English
more. There is much more vocabulary. That's where the children, want me to take them
to take them advance hall a lot, because if they don't have the vocabulary. So, she's
instructing that. That should help change a little bit maybe, hopefiilly.
MAJ: Anything else that has gotten in the way of change for you? Or that has not been helpful as
you try to make changes? Anthing that has not been helpful?
JT: I think, not in particular.
MAJ: Anything, when I say a person, I'm talking about a role, a particular role of a person that
was not helpful, as you think over the years, that kind of supported you in your change.
Just a role a person played, um...
., JT: "frhe administrators have been for change. They have^ressed that all along^_Some k / j\
*
administratprs go more for it, ulv giving yow a free /TTsoffe^dmir^ X^^'V^i
''^
{>U 1^ whjjlgbaUj^me, yg^ That I think, I thifik everjCody doing the same
^^^. J,,, tMig i5^oodr?5finthink ifthe people are involved - 1 know, I've had training in certain
^ , things, so it hasn't been a problem for me - but ngffl«f^.o|^.^
I to
^
j^^y (/'^mjghtojping and they areexEg§t64:lQ.krigy cnlgjcuyjings. So I thiM: that's been a ; ' ,
Aftfranf fnr a Inf r»f nf»nr>lA in tV>f> KiiilrftnW^ V ^rf»^ t ^^ v-f'Vv'
I
deterant for a lot of people in the buUdiMgr V,«,«^
MAJ: Yeah.
JT: A deadline, and you do this, and they really don't understand what they are doing or how ^ *^' r*^'^t
"Sr they have to do with it.

MAJ: So you see this, as more ofa problem for new teachers coming into a building or new
teacher period?
/New teachers also, because now there are not standard fecilitators and the I L grade level
meanings, um, MsJLia particular^ is on .themg.„baaed ?, and I don't hear, and the G R
rating, whatever, but I don't hear that much about particular things^ in the English
'^y Language Arts, which I was the facilitator, for instance, the novels being stressgdLMdach
^ut?^'"''^'^
theyaresup£Osed_toJ)edoing, I haven't heard anything about that. I think that it's just
(
j^ ;
^^..sought ofan aside that they should be looked at it in the resource side and that's it. You
•y'"^'
,^^ know, because she's based more on theme. Those kind of things different teachers / / / //- ^-
'
.ycv--*' working on them. I think the new teachers, sought of don't, might not, understand that '-^f ' | v.
they have to do these for novels, that type of thing, you know. So I mean that might not
be fulfillingjike the system expects from them.
MAJ: OK. Um, so as a veteran teacher, uh do you see issues with that being a problem for you
or no; because you know the expectations, is that, talk about it from a veteran teacher's
perspective in that issue.




and I think in a way its kind of
£js:^elyou sort of, you^




...well, it's just because I'm with the &st grade and it's not shared. I mean it's just like, ^
it's sort of everybody in first grade has their information, everybody in the second grade, ^ f '^"
*'"'
MAJ: ...what would you like to see dififerent Judy? You mean more cross....
...I think so, more cross grade, because when^^re's some cross grading, you know, the J/
teacher that had the childreri the previous year, she*d'5e, um;"what was expected ofthem
and wlmTtEe goals are to get them more together. Tlmt hasn^thappenedbyet.
MAJ:yOK.
JT: / When I
yV because
came in as a ? facilitator, I sesJhat




.so, she was new to the system?
.and she was sort of resistant to a lot of this, so...
V^'Vji'*^

MAJ: Was it not knowing or knowing and just wanting to do it... // , £^'i, ^i ^^
JT: / ...I think knowing, but feelingjhartjhecould do ither way. So when I was a ? facilitator,JT^^^' ^
_ / woiild keep, give thejteacliersihe_ji#jma^^^^ ^S^^~^L
, .. V cityexpected. You know what I'm saying? ^~i •
MAJ: Yep, I do. OK. Um, let's see. What, now this next question, everybody kind of like says,
"mmhmm", they kind stopped on this one. Let's see. I listen to what you do. Ifyou were
receiving a award as educator ofthe year, and you had to write your introduction, in other
words, you received this award, there's a thousand people out here in this audience, and
the award givers have asked you to write your own introduction to receive the award;
what would you say in that introduction? About yourself as an educator, what would you
say? What would you want those thousand people to know about you?
'' JT: .Well, &st of all, I think I would start by opening up and saying that I chosejeaduog --.. * I /
-:/^ thi bf<:aii'='" T \rf\rp r\ii\c\rpr\ And thaU_alwa5^wa2tedJoJiel2_theni. And tt^tjrni,1earmng
.'
^_
\/ yeverjday. Everyday you learn something new about children and how to work wdthi them. " ,
J Just_ljke you'rg^gpening flieir minds, yoi^^otta ^eep an_gigen mind yourself Um, the name I
Oh^^ of the game^is r/^^P'^'5^1""^"'^^ y""^^'^^ rpati^ hafTtr> r-nnpgrgtp attkl^^T-n ag miirh'ag /-' , ,
^2 / i' ^ /you can to give them the best that you an give them. And that as human beings, you \^ ^^^*^'^ //
y
know, you're open to having your dovvn days and your up days, but you hope that you\
"
jjJ(X/i i "^j can put more ofthe up days together and make a difference. And the support that yoii ^pf||^
( ' win feceivihg this award you must be something (laughter)
You're making a difference right? v'
*'
Um, working_Vk3thjither„with-y,our colleagues, to tryjtojj^^their mindsjtQ wlmt__ygu've
,
learned; to share -with-them; and not in a way that you you're lun, in a helpful way, not in a
'^'cailSM^av, bijOcLhe]iJ_thern.say "(ieejhis is reallywoilmg great,'*'that type ot ffiuig as i
teachei<^And that the upmostihing.isJlK child and.thgjs yqiir^onl^joal^ is to help each t
anfevery child, because eaclTajid'eTeiy are different and ffie^ all have something to give. *
MAJ: GK, great. Define reading, please? What is your definition of reading?
/ //
JT: / Um, reading is the process that gives inforrnation um, through um, meaning um, and it ' '
'
/ allows you to coinB0iiSSie.throtagE5P-Ur„speaking and your writing, what knowledgej^ou .
ia.5^?Jeani?d. That it also is a wqyjof griping knowledge^ um, (oh God, I can't thirdc).
Um, that knowledge you communicate, you give yourselfmore knowledge, you go on to
improving yourself so that you attain more knowledge and um, .... i .
MAJ: ...communicating...
JT: ...getting knowledge, communicating knowledge, um, it's the pjCQflessLijf, technically, it's

i ,4he process,
j^^f decoding and getting information through, you know, visual the
cognitive
_/' type'setup that you get knowledge in your brain and then you give back what you've
^ /
' gotten and then through critical thinking or you - can't think in the morning! (Laughter).
MAJ: You said a couple oftimes it's a process. So, you'll agree, it's a process gaining
information, communicating, being able to write on what you're reading, um, it's a way of
/gaining knowledge. Anything else you wanna say?
f, 1 ^. v/ \
^
I fli Tt's a jjfjjsnre. T think it's a necessary part of life . It really is. Ifyou want to do anything^
V in life, you have to know how to be able to read. Whether you are-an advaSceTreader or
not, it's important.
MAJ: The way you just defined reading, did you always define it that way?
JT: Probably not^ there's a more technical way (laughter). It's just a general broad...
MAJ: So just let me rephrase the question. As you speak ofthe students in 1999, say back in
1972, back, way back, how would you define reading, back then? Is it diflferent or the
same?
JT: Uh, it probably would have been more technical terms. I'm giving you just a general view,
um,....
MAJ: You mention more communicating, gaining knowledge, it's a process, you get
information, you also should be able to write about what you reading and so I'm just
wondering if that how, when you worked as a novice teacher, is that what you, and based
on what you said earlier, I don't think it is. I think you changed considerably, how you
think about the process of reading. I'm trying to get you to talk about what it is was to
you 25 years ago. How would you have defined reading 25 years ago?
JT: As I said, it was just a basic setup when you did reading. I think it was kind ofmundane,
y^ now it's more getting the children to use the strategy, do the problemsolving. It's away
_ ; of getting information through problenisolving, more^o that justjoXe memory.
MAJ: Uhuh, OK.
JT: That's probably what I wanted to say.
MAJ: Yeah, I think that's how many of us were trained. I went to State too, well for grad I
went to State, I was in New York. What I found, is well yeah, it was just the print, it was
just a code and ifyou decoded it, you read. I mean, that's how a lot ofyou were trained
way back. So when I was a first grade teacher and my kids, at the end of the year, not all
ofthem most ofthem could decode. If they understood it, it didn't matter, it's just like
J-

you said, very straight forward, very rote and I had thought I had taught them to read.
So, I think, is that what you're saying?
4T: I think that's what I'm saying. Now make it more meaningful. They problenisoive^they
ill ^ \ readg^their own, they get the infwp^atJOfl, they answerthe critic^^ thmkiflgflu^jons to
ft ' mzike theiti think. I think'that'STBading. I think it's more a dee^meanmethan iust




MAJ: OK. Define assessment? I know you're not a classroom teacher, but describe the ways
you assess or keep track ofkids with whom you work - let's put it that way. Define
assessment and describe the ways you assess and keep track of students' progress.
JT: OK. Assessment is measuring students' progress through (end of side one)
MAJ: I'm gonna ask the question again - define assessment and describe the way you keep track,
assess and keep track ofthe students with whom you work? _p^
JT: ^A)k, assessgieqt^is Ibs-way ofmeasngnglbp gtuHenfsjtogress. Um, I think you can do a
j^y " " / lot through infpmi^jgbservg^iop. I think that's very pertinent to a teacher, make your
A / informal observations of a child, then you go into actual assessment and being a Reading
^ ''' ~~ Recovery teacher is the rupg^^recor^ It the keJ^o assgssingjtydepX^'.pro^essJji^d
Q^,v^^.VM&\^%;&i£:^^^^S^, aiid whatjtigtegisgj^QjjJja^l^^ the
^^*^ ^^^^'^^'^ ^^ ^^ using in the first and second grade here, which is similar to a running 5^1^ '^
'record, it's not really the same thing. We are doing that and we are trying to tragkthe^ J^'^/cX
s^^SBtfat^IflgKgSsfrqm the beginning ofthe^^gai^the middlejDf the year andiMgodof - '^ * ^
^
the year: Also, portfiolos, getting the cHIdren special worC^not just the key questions.
MAJ: Talk more about, how do, what do you see is different about the/GRA? How do you see .jn/v/ ^j^
the difference? -^
Jr
JT: Uh, well of course it's a set um, passage that's_asked.tob>e.read. It has qyestion§,an^ j[> y jT
/ predictipBs. Some cornfffeheosivejjj^estion^ I don't know the exact, l"Mven t read the "^
book on what will teU me the nitty gritf^Tlt's not available. There were a couple
around...
J
MAJ: . . .in the building?. .
.
JT: In the building, and they were around, you know the back thing, what's it called - the
thing that goes with them, that we didn't have?
MAJ: Hmm, the observation guide?
JT: No, I don't know, it's a very important part of it, piece of it. And now the moving, we
10

found them hidden in buckets and everything else, unbelievable.
MAJ: You have two in the building now?
JT: These two DRA kits, and they've ordered more.
MAJ: OK, cause you got one from Martha ?, she's supposed to be sending you one. You've
might have gotten it already.
JT: No, I didn't.
MAJ: It was being shipped out two weeks ago. You've gotta get your own, but they were being
shipped out. You wdll use one imtil yours comes in, but they..
JT: ..they probably got them. But um, in giving that, it's different, because you have to give a
few levels to they reach the maximum, well in a way it's different, but it's not really. The
90%, it's um,...
., / 4, ^_^ ;
/ MAJ: Do you like it? Do you like the DRA? h\U^. Ji^'^ '' ^''-^I
^
^. JT: Um, I think it gives them^aselinetq^qrk from and I think it's good to see wheikthey
'/
think the.studenti.ihouiS be. And, what I liked last year though with the second grade, I
gavejtjcJhe,.bQgJ3gi)ij3g^of the. year, and the children had a lot of problems and then doing
it at the end ofthe year and seeingj/-''^>^ '-- -
MAJ: /Last year you did that?
Yes^it kind of gave you as sense, gee something's going right. Because<i«iev^»a^
V / <;^^^ins^They did, I mean jus^n th^Ejiiegcy, it was much better. Then you-qoubfc^e^
^^ -''strafegiesji^tj^hey starte^o really, tfiings like that. Seeing someone way dowifcoming
"%iqulfe a bit. NbfW^alToFThem did, but most ofthem made significant gains.
V-'^fVP^
W
MAJ: And you mentioned the running record. What do you think about the running record? /^ \^ ^,
/: Well, that, with a Reading
Recovery teacher that gmjjgsyoj^jirto \yhat^yqu_imdj^haye to
_^Jo^ FromAj^bat^iheidaMJaiGL that, andltirtrit
help^ You know, it teJkvpHigxactly-whapo^wo^^or. And I mean, I think, in this
buUding too, it's beatTBroughnip "argfJIe'^efmeetings with all this assessment, that we
. .. Mve to do it naturally. But my question to the people was, "When we have aU this








Jl:/ ,^t's whatJffiej:^edJbieJft&JMRg, you see all this data and what ^OOdjio^ilLdo, ifvou /. ^ X-^r .
MAJ: This building knows enough to get beyond. Some buildings they're at that point ofjust ^..^^T > i
gathering the data of coding, but this building is at the point to move forward, I think. ' i * j/
JT: We need, I mean, cause they were asking what kind of training do you think is necessary.
Well, some ofthe new teachers, of course, need the training in the running records, but
some ofthe teachers that hayejjad it, we want to kjjQW, not we, me specifically, but, you . > .
laiowrwhaJ,«pj£dg_yau look for and wherg4o you dp fi"omjUiere, and how do you adapt \^ \
' '-^'
it to you classroom for teaching. That's the impbrtaot p^^causeiL^ives yoinitformation
and ifyou don't use it properly, it'j^no gopd. I mean, what's the point.
MAJ: You're supposed to analyze the data. You have to analyze the data, you're right. So, the
new teachers, I know, um ifthey care to, there's a course, by, you know Barbara and
Phyllis they were trained about six years ago, when I, I trained them in my first class, one
ofthem. They're running a course after school course, just on observation survey and
nmning records, analysis the whole bit at the Edwards School in Dorchester. You might
want to pass that on. It's eight hours, I think it's eight hours.
JT: After school?
MAJ: Mmhmm.
JT: Are they an early school?
MAJ: Eh, I'm not sure.
JT: That's the problem with with our school.
MAJ: I'm not sure, but I know they're running the after school program on Observation Survey.
JT: I will pass that on.
MAJ: Pass it on to your new teachers. Ok. Um, has your assessment changed? In what way




JX>-f It'schangeddrarnatically because that was just text. Just the regular text that wej^wild
'
*"''






what they need to do. I mean, it was just, ifyou had a spellin^te^t gy^iQ" - îg^*^ Tfvou
"This type ofasses§ment_gets atjthe ^y;^^









And what did your other tests, the first tests. ..^^^^j.
V ^i '---
^\y
What thev rnemnriyed '\I mean, really it, really wasn't what, I guess it's what they know
from meniory." tJffi, f^Amk^the^asfiessmeiit^jtbis.goe^^ you know, over
the next CQunle^years^J think it will really m^ea difference in the way the children are
le^Tiing how to read and may be make some real gains.~
OK, your tests, the spelling tests all that you did - what I hear you saying is, that it wasn't
for your instructions, OK here are some things I taught, let me test it, versus, what you're
saying I think, correct me if I'm wrong, that assessment now to you, now, is I'm assessing
to inform my next teaching, not so much to test what they know. Or..
t».--r.
JT: Right, ahhough I think it's important because I think now we can zero in on some ofthe
problems that we never did before. I think, as I said, my eyes were opened up and I think
a lot other teachers' eyes are being opened up. Tjhi^}{jjTg,ccUlege§teBd.taj^^lJbe^. 1^
;r|Pi^]j«;tiV jiict vpry nii}nd^r*"-^pufag^^|^iy,^^^^^g^^to^^ And it's
really HOftTfiTftn^hey'fSally don't give you, I don*t'^mt to "^Sf^TEey teU you what to do,
because I think, the big thing when I went to school was, they didn't give you a step by I
^-'
step thing to do.
I felt. Um,...
You were sought ofmore or less on your own type of set up, that's how ^J^^-^
MAJ: Did you have manuals? Cause, I know, I remember having manuals?
JT: I had manuals, you're right, but uh, I don't know...
MAJ: I certainly didn't mention anything about process like I'm going through now. I mean, I
had the manuals...
JT: ...we did the maual, we did the lesson plan, you know, the objectives and everything, but it
wasjust,Xdon't kov|^iLwas.just culand diyj^^ is what I'm trying to iayTTery cut
and dry. I rnean the manuals , that'teachgi^s use now, I mean, with the anthology now and
enverything, still cut anodry, but more critical tmnking^d they've used more graphic
orggjuziog^ So there's ijiorewTitingJnvQj»5d,:wJb^^ The Big
thing was getjtiijgj,Ujthese red marks,^ wrong, heaven forbid. I






buUjtill think that there's a place to collect it along the way, whichr^yillUiasn't.been
jo^Jo full eflFej:jryet7yoinchow. Seelng^ome of the upper grade children writing, I don't
think they've reached that point yet where they've gotten enough with using their
mistakes. By that time, when they're in the upper grades, they should be more into
correcting their spelling mistakes, I don't think they've gotten to that poiont, eflfectively.
MAJ: Yeah, I think I know what you're saying. Um, like before, it was cut and dry, it had to be
perfect. And now we're saying yeah they can make mistakes and they're learning on the
way, but at some point there's gotta be a final draft that's decent.
> „ -^
JT: ^ Right. It has to be acceptable. And they still have to be held tOLexpectations, high
f:
' expectations, because ifwe don't, they're never gonna reach it. You know, youcan say,
I
youmakgjiiistake.s alnng.lhe_ way, I don't care how many times you have toredoit , but
*
the final, the final product should be a very good product.
MAJ: OK. Um, this is our last question. Other than that you normally, that I ask you, why are




obvious, otfier things thai W£d6 m the classroom that buildup to'tHat; and ify^ce-fe not 1
1
doing the job eflfectiv^Jv. we want^tojknpwjdiase. we (^ help an(H. think thafs Jhe goal, I
think thcWhole system. I thiSc wg haveTojdQ a better jpl? oTHelping thei^fuldreri jlse-lhe
information and have themJie.ahle.tQ 6e-^hlsJo'takie a test aiid comelh at a high, a decent n/^^.
juanBgr. They should not be able to be untestable. Every walk of life you have to be able
' to_reachasort pCgpalandl thinkJJiacbildienw^ I know, ;
in this school in particular, as far as the writing goes, I looked at all the results were
terrible all along, but when the writing parts ofMCAS and everything, they did either a
little better than the district and the state in the writing part.
MAJ: Why do you think that is?
JT: Because I think they've been encouraged to write. They're writing and they're writing
journals and..
MAJ: ...and the teachers here are doing a better job of teaching..
JT: ...better job and not only like just at writing, it's getting the flow. At first the children will
be um, having a deterent to write a couple of sentences and now they're writing pages
/ after pages. So they're not threatened, I think, that's the idea. Part of it is is to have the
/ encouragement to feel good about themselves. You have something to say, let's put it out
there. And then work on the technical problems. As I said, 1 don't think we're there yet,V
V




encouraged to write, so they write more and they're getting better at it. Cause with
practice, and um. That I found interesting. Across the board we were low, but we have a
lot of second language learning, but the writing part we did a little bit better, not a great
deal better, a little bit better than the district and the state in the writing part, which really
interested me.
MAJ: And based on the fact that you're hear, you're able to see what's going on in classrooms,
so you're feeling that teachers are doing it.
JT: Well I knew the teachers last year, the middle school teachers, and I knew they did a lot of
work with the writing. And I see the second grade teachers now doing a lot ofwork with
/journals. And I noticed that first page, the first two pages, were maybe two sentences and
now I look and there's a page and a half I mean, it's starting to flow. I mean, they're not
intimidated to write. And writing with the reading is important part and it's a way of
communicating. So, they work together.







*MAJ: I am talking with JT. First question, what are you thinking about your involvement with this study group?
What are you thinking? As compared to now, you certainly came in with more experience and understanding, has it
shifted since you started with this?
JT: I had more experience with the running records. 1 found it more strategically for me, making it much clearer,
making it easier to understand, clarifying points for me and I have noticed in the study group people who were not
familiar with it, um, seem to really like it because it is sort of an eye opener to what the kids are doing. 1 don't think
we realize until we see the actual results, and we analyze it, just what is going on and I think that analyzing it, the last
lesson you did, was the most important part, because in my school everyone is doing the DRA and the running record,
but they are not really doing anything with it, so it sort of a stand still and the teachers 1 do work with in the second
grade, I try to point out when 1 do a running record or a DRA with the children, 1 try to point out after 1 analyze it,
what they need and give hints to the teacher and have them zero in on what she can do maybe. It also helps, the
running record, when we analyze it helps you zero in on what strategies we can use, what the children are thinking.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
JT: By the mistakes that they are making and just from little intervention you can make a big improvement I think, I
have seen it work with some children.
*MAJ: Ok, now what are you thinking about your focals, the students that you are following, what are you now
thinking about her, or about these two girls, is it two girls?
JT: Yea.
*MAJ: What are you thinking about them as learners, the two that you have chosen to focus on?
Page 2.
JT: One of them actually, who is the lowest of the two. She is gaining more self confidence. 1 had to look at her
running record and her meaning was lacking big time and you know just from reading recovery and using some of the
same strategies and questions and getting her to look at things in a different way, does this make since, just asking her
things like that, what is happening in the picture. Things like that. The other girl is a second language learner and
meaning and visual comes into place, but when you ask her things about structure does it sound right, it sounds right
to her, so that comes into play alot, because to her that is the way it sounds and it sounds correct and this is something
that I am not sure what to do with, but um, and 1 have noticed that with my reading recover students too, there are a
couple with speech problems and language problems, and the structure when you say, does that sound right, to them it
sounds right.
*MAJ: Ok, good. Is there anything more that you would like to add about what you think about the running record at
this point in time, anything else you would like to add, maybe?
JT: I just think that, as I have said, that it is a very useful tool, 1 think when people get more proficient at using it, it
doesn't have to be a long process, which a lot of teachers feel like right now, the DRA, you know doing it three times a
year is very time consuming and everything, but it is very beneficial, because you really don't know what is going
through their heads and why they are making mistakes.
*!vIAJ: Ok. Do the results from the running records describe an>' instructional practices you have used and how the
student's learning was impacted?

JT: Um, just having the child re-read instead of just stopping, also when finding known words within words and tr\ing
to have them problem solve that way. Using chunks, doing some chunk work with them, and then the big thing, the
big thing with Ashley was the meaning, um, to giving them more of a preview.
*MAJ: How has the learning been impacted based on this?
JT: She is becoming more fluent and it is not word by word, not sounding out, she is becoming more phrased, more
meaningful and she is more comfortable with herself. She is gaining self-confidence and is not afraid to go on and just
stop. She's more problem solving herself. She has got a long way to go, but she is not afraid to try and she is not
looking at not doing a good job, she is trying her best and finally there is a light at the end of the tunnel.
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*MAJ: Hm, mm. Do you want to say anything about the other child's learning. Based on what you have seen and
how you have talked to them and how the second child is doing?
JT: I have not really had her that much because she has had surgery and she was out for a while and then I was out, but
I would say that her big issue is the language problem.
*N4AJ: And you are still puzzling that out what to do about that issue?
JT: Yes, right, because as I said she thinks it sounds right to her, you know. So its getting her to re-read and look at
words carefully and learning with her also, but she is up at a much higher level then the other one, the other one is
really in the basement.
*N4AJ: Ok, so then the language for the second child, what is the other child's name?
.IT: Jennifer.
*MAJ: Ok, Jennifer it is more language that is keeping her, so if she is higher, it is more of the language.
JT: I think that is why the teacher recommended her because she wasn't doing as well as she thought she should of and I
think It is a language issue.
*MAJ: Ok, Since the running records are you using a wider range of instructional strategies, you may even want to
answer this from a couple of years back, what your repertoire strategies were then and what it is now, you do have a lot
of expertise now? Can you provide an example of then and now in terms of your range of strategies that you are using?
JT: I think before it was a lot of vocabulary development and phonics. Now it is more of looking at what they are
doing, predicting what is happening, giving them a purpose, having them um, other strategies...
*MAJ: I know you must use a lot of different strategies.
JT: Um, I guess making them make sure it makes since when they do read, using that prediction to anticipate what is
happening, trying to ask some questions, key questions, about what is going on in the story. That is at a higher level I
guess, an older grade level.
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*MAJ: Right, but I think what you are saying from what you have said that you are really more in tune to meaning
than just learning words and sounds. You talked just now about a lot about strategies you are using for meamng.
.IT: I think the comprehension is the big, big piece for the children and um, having them try to re-read and become more
fluent and if they do have them re-read and do bring in the visuals, especially with the first graders, if they re-read they
usually get the next word and problem solve better to make it more meaningful.

*MAJ: That is using structure actually when you think about it, you know, it certainly brings in the meaning, but it
takes in the structure too, when they re-read and make a prediction.
JT: They can make a prediction of what the next word is.
*MAJ: Right.
JT: It is structure, uh huh, as well.
*MAJ: Urn, as you think about your work over the past year, what has made it easy for you to change and when you
talk about that it can be inside this process, the study group process and so forth with these 7 other people or outside
you know at the school level, the classroom level at the system level. What has made it easy for you to change as you
think about your work this past year in this school?
JT: When you were at our school as a coach you did a lot of work with us which was very beneficial on the running
record, so that was really the first opportunity and mostly everyhnxly was open to that idea, so it was good training,
very good, very structured and we knew exactly what was going on. 1 think that is what we need now. 1 feel that we
have gone a little bit backwards at this school, because we are not doing very structured and I feel bad that we are not an
Elle School because the other teachers that 1 have talked to their training is very, they know exactly where they are
heading, they know exactly what is expected and everyone is on the same page. Urn, my school being what do you call
it a home grown model is going every which way. The people are doing the DRN's, they are all doing the DRA, but
they are not analyzing so that it is not going anywhere. Sort of like being in limbo.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
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JT: That is how I feel.
*N4AJ: Hm, mm. About challenge..
JT: And guided reading, we didn't have a lot of materials before in the building and through Ms. Hall's insistence that
was a big bout of contention between the two of them. She did give up money to have teachers order um, level books,
and that was just recently. It is just starting to come in now.
*MAJ: So that is helpful, in that the materials are there. What is challenging is you are not all on the same page, you
don't have the since of real structure and where you are headed.
JT: See I am familiar with analyzing the running record and everything, so 1 can use certain strategies, but I feel bad
because other people are not at that point, they are just getting through the DRA and that is it and I can't see any
growth going on as far what could be going on, do you know what 1 am saying?
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
JT: We are making little gains developmentally, but they could be making a lot of gains, because it is just little things
which could be picked up.
*MAJ: That is what you said which was key. You are saying that you feel that you have moved forward in your
growth and understanding, but your colleagues, the people around you, are not there, so it is cause for the staff to try to
move forward.
JT: And it is awful hard for me to speak up, because it is not wanted and it is found at the upper level.

*N4AJ: At the upper level or at your level or where?
.IT: Even at my grade level, I mean certain people just don't have a culture for this.
*MAJ: Where is that coming from?
JT: Hm, I really, I think she doesn't..
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*MAJ: Administration?
.IT: Yea, definitely, she's, I know her. She and Ms. Hall have had a lot of differences in philosophy and Ms. Hall
wanted the guide reading. Ms. Hall wanted to do a lot of professional development she was told. You know I think it's
from the administration because she had a certain mind set but it's not the same.
*MAJ: So that is the challenging aspect of all this. I want to go back if I could.
.IT: Standard process, but not like secondary, that every once in a while...
*MAJ: You mean the learning, the BPS learning?
JT: That is sort of I mean or here you have your curriculum guide and everything, but that is it, nothing seems to tie
in, do you know what I am saying?
*MAJ: Hm, mm. Unless I am hearing you wrong, they have had to set aside so that..
.IT; You are expected to do them, but there is no connection with anything else.
*MAJ: Hm, mm, hm, mm.
JT: Do you know what I am saying?
*MAJ: When you are saying, let's go back to Ms. Hall and what she wanted, so you are saying if the standards were
being adhered to then maybe professional development would come out of that? You know how you said the coach
wanted to do professional development are you seeing in your mind that if the standard, if they were using standards,
you would know what they needed professional development in?
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JT: They are covering certain materials, but um, they are still up m the air they do not even know what a key question
is to me and um, and Greg, this is what I want, bup, bup, bup, and nothing is I'd like some more structure, helpful
things you can use in the classroom and not just thematic units and that is basically what they get tied up in, well we
are going to work on butterflies or caterpillars this month and that kind of stuff and it is not really, I don't know. They
are doing writing prompts and everything and they are prepanng the children for a writing prompt. Isn't a writing
prompt supposed to be about something they haven't gone over?
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
JT: Well this is where we are at.
*MAJ: In my own words I am trying to understand what you are saying. The meetings when you have them are more
about the product and what the end point is, versus maybe process about how a teacher is learning and thinking about




JT- But not allowing teachers to kind of like play with an idea and
asking well how are you doing and what are you
doing,., it is more like we are doing it. Well, one of the meetings was about the
they were going to do a prompt on
penguins, but they had spent 3 weeks prepanng the children, doing all this work
and everything for the children. To me
that IS not a wnting prompt, it is supposed to be a situation and they have to
do it on demand and not have all the
know exactly what is supposed to be put down. Do you know what I mean?
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
JT: It IS almost like seeing the test before you are supposed to have it. Do you know what I am
saying?
*MAJ: Yea, 1 think so, what 1 am conjuring up in my mind is more like teaching to the test, it is not so
much that
you taught the child how to do something, but more like teaching to the test.
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JT: For instance the wnting sample which came out, if they used that, would be OK, would be
pretty good, because
they have had alot of information and alot of input and practice and alot going on,
whereas if you really want to know
what they could do just giving them a prompt, I think that would be a real discrepancy.
*MAJ: OK, anything else that has it made it easy for you to change. You had mentioned the work we had
done
together in the previous year, certainly runmng a re-recovery training, anything else in your work this
year, which has
not made it easy for you to take on more understanding of the running record?
JT: Like 1 know it works, it shows positive results, the children do respond and that alone is all you need. I
mean that
is the big thing.
*MAJ: Ok. It works for the children. Anything else, any other challenges, at the classroom level, the school
level,
the system level, that are not helpful in supporting you through this new way of thinking and teaching. Anything
else
that has been challenging and not helpful in supporting your growth at any level?
JT: The only thing that really bothers me is that the school was all tied into Elle and it pulled out from under us. We
are sort of powerless now.
*MAJ: Pulled out from under you by...?
JT: The administration.
*MAJ: The administration (laughing) OK. Moving on, define reading? Think of your work this year.
.IT: It is a process where children gam information and are able to communicate their ideas through language. They get
this information through problem solving and use different strategies to get this information and then they use what
meaning they get to communicate back the ideas or to communicate with one another through their wnting, speaking
and language.
*MAJ: Ok, great. Define assessment?
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JT: Urn, assessment is to take a closer look, analyze what is going on, what progress has been made um, making
certain steps, having benchmarks and checking them to see if they are being met and where to go from there, 1 guess to
look at what is going on and to say is it working and is it not working and where do we go from there?

, ,. . t^„ I «,..niH lik-p vou to Bive me a now and then scenano, now being
pnor to
r„ ": ":;r«e:i:i°L'e:r "; 'zz. ».. >o. ,.„.„,, , ».. . .„» ^.u, ,..,
practices your assessment practices
for now and then?
XT: Well, urn, before it was just
assessing if children read the paragraph





JT- Now I guess, to have them be able to
give back infoi^ation, details, but to
also be able to forr. opimons and
base judgements and back them up.
That is it. The cnt.cal thinking.
*MAT- That IS on the upper level, when you think
about how you assessed early readers then and
how you are
Losing ?hem now? Xt would you, how you would say your assessmem practices
have changed?
JT: I guess then, before, I really




;:^ka,X*.urer Before. I mean we were .eaUy ,n U,e dark.
When 1 .h,„k about „ .ha, rs ,he .rurh.
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*MAJ: (laughing).
JT: It IS true, vocabulary words on the board,
etc.. and I guess I really didn't know much about it.
*MAJ: Ok. now, how could what you are learmng this
year be used with other children?
rr- Well I go into second grade classes and as I
said I try to give the teacher an idea of what strategy
to work on with a
^rtlstudent If I do a quick running record I'd say that this
child is only looking at the beginning of words,
she needs
oS^ aTenSs she needs chunk work Also with the phrasing and how they don't
stop at penods therefore losing a lot
of—Olffe en things like that and I am working with a couple of children in the other second
grade and they are
lireland^nd of the same thing, working with chunks, so that they kind
of get more familiar with that because
they are having problems and they are second
language learners also.
*MAJ: So the learning you are getting from this really
extends to the teacher at the collegial level and your
group
work you are using it in two different ways actually.
JT: Hm, mm.
*MAJ- Ok how has something you have learned from your
study group colleagues been used with other children?
Do
you understand the question, is it clear or would
you like me to rephrase that.'
JT: The colleagues in the study group?
*MAJ: Yes, have you learned something from them that
you are using with other children. I will give you an

example. I asked Cynthia this question and she said she had a concern about behavior and Connie actually gave her a
strategy for dealing with the child who would behave with challenges. So even though we are in the study group for
assessment, it is just interestmg how learning in other ways about other things is coming from colleagues. 1 didn't
even know they had that conversation until I asked her that question, and then this came immediately to her mind. She
actually used the strategy which Connie described and it is working. So I am wondering if you think about your
interaction with the colleagues in the study group, has anything been exchanged between you and them that you have
been able to use with other children or just been able to use?
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JT: Not actually got to be used, but Connie did have a lot of ideas about what she does with different groups and works
in sentences and things which I think would be beneficial if I had a homeroom class, where 1 really don't, I don't know.
Maybe I wasn't geared in as much..
*MAJ: Well like you said, lets say you were in a different position next year and you had that classroom that you may
be getting, probably you would have listened more closely, because you could have taken that information back and use
it. So being that you are a specialist right now..
JT: And having a regular sized class, there were a lot of good ideas that she had, but different areas in the homeroom and
this area and that area, but since 1 don't have a space like that it just is not able to be used.
*MAJ: Is this an issue for you to be in a group with mainly classroom teachers and that maybe the downside would be
maybe some of these discussions that they had really don't pertain to you so is it helpful, is the interaction helpful from
that point?
JT: Oh I think the interaction is helpful, any interaction with other people and their experiences is helpful, urn, I think
they had more input maybe because they had these children all the time and they could do a lot of different things,
whereas I go into the classroom and I don't have control because I have to sort of work with the teacher and what the
teacher wants me to do. So I don't have that control maybe. That could be a downside for me.
*MAJ: Hm, mm. Ok, my last question. To what extent does the study group model, the model itself now, fit your
professional development needs as a veteran educator? The model itself, the coming together once a month, the seven
other people, just how does that model fit your professional development needs? Is it a mismatch, is it useful, why is
it useful the model itself? Or if you were learning, would you prefer another way of learning because that is what it is,
a professional development model. That is what I mean you are learning.
JT: I think it was very beneficial because first of all we videotaped ourselves which a lot of people are reluctant to do
and you showed the video tapes and pointed out certain things about running records. Just that alone is an eye opener
for yourself, because you are really not used to seeing yourself and you are like oh I did this wrong, I did that wrong,
urn so that is beneficial.
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JT:(cont'd)Any experiences that another teacher has, you can share, you are all in the same boat and it gives people
confidence to do this with other people and to share their ideas. Whether you are having bad times or good times. Um,
I think you have been giving very good instructions to people who were familiar with the running records that they find
it very, very beneficial and it is an eyeopener for them. I think like it was for me, because we really did not know that
much about the reading process with the children and this really zeros in on just what they are doing and what kind of
mistakes they are making.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
JT: And you do have ways to help them and suggestions so I think it is very beneficial to all of us. You know I wish
the system would open up for more people to do that way and sort of structure people and make them go in a certain
direction, I know that is a possibility.

*MAJ: When you say the system, I want to pick up on that and get you to talk a
little bit more about that? So would you talk a little bit more about that when
you say you wish the system would pick up on that. What would you envision in
the most perfect world what would you like to see the system do?
JT: Ok, for instance the reading recovery issue, the literacy, which a lot of
schools have adopted and I thought the superintendent was pushing for it. The
money issue is the big issue it comes back to. Principals have a budget and the
cost of it and every school will have at least one reading recovery teacher for
the literacy because this is what we are going to do. I think this would be
very beneficial, because when we went to New York, on Public School 126 I
believe, most of the teachers who were in that building that we went to, were
reading recovery trained and there were at least three reading recovery teachers
in the building.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
JT: And their scores were very, very good and I can see why. Most of the
teachers were trained in the strategies, so that they solved the problems early
on and the kids when they get to a higher level, there is no problems.
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*MAJ: Hm, mm.
JT: I think the issue with the money issue and if principals didn't have to
balance budgets and they did not think that it was worthless, which a lot of
them think it is not cost effective, I think they would be a lot better off.
*MAJ: Ok, in terms of this study group model, what would you envision, since
you said it is beneficial and you are comfortable with this model that we used
this year with the other seven people, what would you envision if the system
could you know pay attention to that, what would you envision the system doing
with that model?
JT: Having more study groups, training or workshops with the dra, assessment,
analyzing, because a lot of people are doing it, but they really don't
understand it. I think that is the second piece. The Elle schools of course
know what is going on, because it is structured, but all these homegrown models
need this structure to do something with it.
*MAJ: Yea, I want to go back to the homegrown and Elle. i am going to be the
devil's advocate here for a minute. I think what the superintendent is thinking
is that we all need to make our own decisions, you know and I understand that
too, but I think that what I hear you saying is that one of the issues as you
see them with this kind of choice, Elle teaches some schools monitors some
schools, what is the problem here, what do you see as the problem?
JT: If they had a truly good school climate with a lot of teacher input and the
teachers have their say, I think there were too many choices maybe, it should
have been narrowed down to a couple which were successful, that they had more
success with, um, and these two models or whatever would required.
*MAJ: Ok, JT are you saying that the models which were chosen, you would prefer

to have had some sort of proven track record, is this what you are saying?
JT: Not track record, but..
*MAJ: What, what, then. It seems as if you are not happy with the whole home
grown thing and i am trying to get to why , why .
.
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JT: It is too iffy, it's just out there and everybody is doing their own thing.
I think if we were all on the same page and we had real structure. If people,
as I said before, people are still teaching about what guarded reading is and
when questions are asked I don't touch that, that is political. And that is a
shame because if people want to know and they want to maybe they still need
demonstration lessons about what guarded reading is and really see it examples
of it, it will not go anywhere.
*MAJ: Hm, mm. I know that in the home grown model they are supposed to have
seven different components, but to hear you talk it is just not that way at that
particular school . I mean I do not know what is happening in other schools with
home grown models, but I thought they had to have seven components, like a
school team, and they had to have professional development, and ongoing data
collection. .
.
JT: They have data and they have professional development, but the quality.
*MAJ: Oh, Ok, fine.
JT: The quality is not there
-
*MAJ: Hm, mm, that is a good point. Ok, great.
JT: I mean we probably have the seven components, but to me it's the quality
which is not there, i have been to a lot of workshops from Simmons and
different things and everything was that you knew where you were going and it
made sense, this is just.
*MAJ: I think part of the seven is something about an instruction program, a
development appropriate instruction program, i would think if the quality of
the professional development is not what it is, then that attacks what you are
talking about the guided reading not being what it is because the quality of
professional development is going to impact what happens in classroom
instruction.
JT: Right.
*MAJ: Which is another element in that seven, so it is almost like they are
impacting one another. If one is weak then another one is going to be weak.
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JT: That is it, it is not that people don't want to, a lot of people still have
questions and they are not being answered. It is too bad.

*MAJ: Hm, mm. And you as a veteran would not mind the system saying here are
the models you need to think about and set aside the home grown model
altogether, what are you saying?
JT: No, I am not saying that, but I think the school teams have to really be
able to have a say. it shouldn't be manipulated, dictated and that is what i
mean. It is being dictated.
*MAJ: By?
JTs The administration. I hate to say that, but it needs to come out. It is
true.
•MAJ: I'm going to try. i think i am finished, do you have any other
questions? I want to have a conversation about this, but I want to finish.
JT: No.
*MAJ: Ok, I'm going to turn it off.

Transcript of T^je-recorded Interview - JTC800
Q. Talking with JT, and this is our final interview, and our first question. What are you thinking about
literacy now that you weren't thinking about in September?
A. I think that through everything I've been taught, I think it's more child-oriented, child-directed. 1 think the
teacher is more of a facilitator. It's building on the child [inaudible], working in all aspects through oral language,
writing, reading, putting letters and sounds together to make words, to speak, putting the words together to make
sentences to be able to communicate. When they put these words together, to read, to be able to gain knowledge, to
get pleasure, and to be able to commuracate what they've learned through their reading and their writing, and to make
critical decisions, quicker thinking thoughts, and 1 think it's the whole communication from the. ..the basis of.. .of
our whole lives. 1 mean, speaking, writing, reading, getting the knowledge, using the knowledge, whatever aspect
that we need to use it in, 'cause it's the foundation of our lives. And 1 think it's very important that children learn
to do it well, to believe that they can do it, whether it's in a slower pace or not. I think that's essential and 1 think,
through the reading recovery process that I've done in the past two years, I think that really targets what the children
can do, how to build on it, and make them more effective, successful readers, and to feel good about reading 'cause
they do achieve success because you've heard it from what they know, and building on that, and they make the
connections that are very essential to having them become an independent reader to let them get the knowledge and
communicate their thoughts effectively.
Q. Okay. And now, based on all that you just said which was great, how is what you just said different from
what you were thinking either last year or two years prior, 'cause you mentioned two years? So how is what you
just said different? How is your thinking different?
A. I think it...
Q. How would you think differently before this year or before two years ago? What was different about what
you just said?
A. Before two years ago, I would say it was more teacher-directed what I thought the reading process should be.
1 really...as a veteran teacher, I really... the traditional way really didn't help a lot of children that had problems. I
think the new way with literacy really zeros in on the children elected what they do know, and it gives the... the
teachers a real good view of what to work on so that they can become effective. The vocabulary development
[inaudible] would always be important, but not in a strict sense. I think when you give them strategies to use with
meaning and structure and visual, I think it's... they comprehend more and...
Q. So you think. ..are you saying, Judy, that when you think about literacy nowadays, it's more about
teaching the child— sort of enabling or empowering the child versus the teacher doing the work or the teacher kind of
filling in? Is that what you're saying? You're seeing more the child. ..a child's involvement or...
A. I think more child involvement is important, I think, because the way before, if the teacher was the focal
point and now it's more on the child and giving them the ways to problem-solve, to put things together, make
links, make it make sense, to work with their background, what's. ..what things mean to them, and to use this
knowledge to keep building, you know, start [inaudible] more thoughts and more comprehension so that it... it
means something. It's not just rote learning— word-for-word. That's the way, you know, the traditional way that
I... I was taught before.
Q. All right.
A. I'm not saying you should throw it out. 1 mean, it... for the normal child, I think it worked, you know, it
worked fine, but it's all this other stuff that's so much more meaningful I think to the child. And I think they get a
clearer picture of what's going on and they get to think for themselves. That's the. ..that's the important part.
Q. Okay. What are you thinking about your focal student, and I know you had two of them? If you could talk
about one of them or both of them. What are you thinking about them now as literacy learners versus what you

were thinking about them back in September? Over time, how has your thinking changed about either or both of
your students?
A. Okay. Ashley is the one that I did the video on, and Ashley, although she's made progress, she's still way
below grade level. She's absent a lot, and she had the school phobia, she's having counseling now. So she had a
lot of gaps in her, you know, on her first beginnings; didn't have a lot of high frequency words; was trying to sound
out. It was... it was really sad to sit with her and try to hear her read, because it was trying to sound out every single
word by word. And I felt bad for her. Although she's, like 1 said, made progress and 1 don't get to work with her
that much, because I don't... you know, when I... when she's in and if the teacher wants me to do something
different, I have to really comply. So try to get her aside, try to give her some self-confidence, try to get her to re-
read, try to do some [inaudible] with her, that type of work. Her mother's working with her with high frequency
words, but she still doesn't have those down pat. But to give her more meaning and the introductions of things kind
of a little bit easier, and she's not hating it. That's the main point. She's enjoying it, she's trying. When she has
free time, she goes and she gets a book that might not be the hardest book— it's not the easiest either— but she's
going...
Q. She wasn't doing that before.
A. She wasn't doing any of that before. She' s buddy reading, and she told me that she likes buddy reading
because the child that she's reading with will help her with a word but they don't always tell her. She's very. . .she's
not fluent or anything, but she's getting short phrases together.
Q. And you mentioned at our.. .our study group, I think it was. ..that she was the child you were talking about,
about how you're thinking more about motivation. 1 think you said that at the study group [inaudible] something
about you... you' re thinking more about motivation when you think about this child you're describing and how
important that is in reading.
A. Right. Just from the way she was before, getting her...she's[sic] really wants to learn, and she is achieving
some success.
Q. Okay.
A. And pointing out the, you know, the things that she does do well. I think that's very important to her, and
we're working with the mother to make her come in more, and she is getting counseling, and she is being seen by
the resource teacher too, because I think she'll be all nght once she gets up to par, but there's too many gaps right
now. She's just...just an un... unbelievable thing for her to progress to where she should be. But she is making
[inaudible]. The other child with the Spanish, you know, second language learner and she's progressed a lot. She,
you know, some of the strategies... she wasn't re-reading, she wasn't looking at the whole, or just pointing out just
a few little, little things to her made a big difference, and she's. ..she's well be. ..no. She's well on her way. She
has a lot of things, sometimes that sound right to her because of the language I think, and that was the problem with
her in the beginning but she's getting better. She's got self-confidence. She was out for awhile too because she had
surgery, but she seems to be, you know, no problem, but Ashley...
Q. What does she. . . where has been. . . what has been her biggest area of improvement if you think. .
.
your
second. . . the second child? What' s been the biggest area of improvement for her?
A. More fluent.
Q. More fluency?
A. More fluency and a lot of the children. . . I ... I put it out to the whole class, in fact, about they weren't
stopping at periods. They were just running them in together and I was imitating how they sounded. A word-for-
word, and it. ..it's amazing because when they. ..they read with Miss [inaudible], they'll say, "Oh, I didn't stop. Oh,
I didn't do this," you know? And they... they're thinking and they say, "Oh, that doesn't sound. ..that sounds funny."
So they' re... they' re internalizing just that point, and it's helping one get more meaning I think.

Q. So you're actually taking some of this and. . .and applying it to other children.
A. Uhm-hm, yeah.
Q. That's great. Okay, now, next question. Suppose I were a veteran teacher who'd never heard of or used the
running record, what would you tell me about its use in the classroom?
A. Well, 1 would say that it was a very effective way of helping a teacher see exactly what a child was doing in
reading, and it's a good tool to target what they're not doing as far as if they're just looking at the beginning of a
word or an ending of a word, if they're just using the visual fields which most of them do and they're not attaching
the meaning or the way things sound, or if they're just using picture feed[?]. I would also tell the veteran teacher
that, you know, they might get a little discouraged and say, "How can I do it, because 1 have so many kids," but I
would also tell them that they have to have. . .1 would try to show them how to do it; that they would maybe benefit
from some professional development on a running record—someone who does it really well— but that it would be
really beneficial with those hard to reach children because they... it... it really shows that all children can learn and it
makes the children feel good about themselves, and that alone is a big thing that enables the child to become a better
learner, I feel.
Q. How does it help the vet that... the use of the running record? You mentioned that it shows that children
can learn, it targets the area of need. Can you talk a little bit more about how a vet who hasn't used the running
record, how does that... how do you, as a vet, kind... kind of take that on? I mean, talk a little bit more specifically
about its use for someone who has never used it.
A. Well, I think a lot of people, just personally in my school, know how to administer a running record,
okay? But they don't know how to go to the next step. So to them, it's just getting them... getting three running
records or the DRA three times done, and that's where it stays. I tried to help, but the teachers that 1 work with, two
of them, try to point out where the child needs help, showing them, you know, how to.. .some of them. ..one of
them knows how to analyze, the other one... the other wasn't sure. Showing them how to do it and saying, you
know, showing them that they need the book, showing them how to analyze it and say, you know, what they can do
to help the child get over, you know, a problem and what they should work on. I give suggestions that way. If it's
used effectively, that. ..and it shouldn't... it shouldn't be really that cumbersome, because when [inaudible] reading
book, you can do a quick running record and get a. . .a gist I mean, you're gonna do more nmning records for the
children who are having problems than you are for the ones that aren't. And 1 think that that's the basis that I would
find it really helpful, because, 1 mean, you have to do so many for the classroom. But if you really want to help the
child who's having problems, this is a [inaudible] step, you know, besides having them go up to FST for testing.
You know, this... and it's a good source for... to get back to [inaudible] teachers if the child should be brought up
before the. . . the FST group.
Q. Okay. That's a good point too, it's a good point. Okay. This next question may be difficult to answer
with certainty, but I'd like to get your thoughts on it. In thinking about how your assessment and your instruction
practices have changed during the last year, how much has your involvement in this study group caused those
changes, compared with other influences in your life at this time? If you think about how you assess kids, how you
teach kids, and the changes you've made, how much. ..I mean, it's really un...it's hard to do this, but how much
would you say that change is really... you can say if a study group helped me and kind of detail that, and how much
is... is the change, you know, you say it happened because of something else that's going on in terms of your
learning.
A. Okay, I'll try to answer it. Of course, the reading recovery teachers, I'm used to do doing running records
so, I mean, that was the big help for me. As you know in the study groups you said don't give an answer if 1 knew
it. Of course, 1 didn't know all the answers and 1 learned some new things too. It was a... yes, you know, everyday
you learn something new. And I think with the two teachers, the two second-grade teachers, as 1 said before when I
said I do... I did a few things with the whole group, different little groups that I had, I try to go some of the teaching
that I learned through the study group to them.
Q. Like give me an example of what you. . . what you brought.

A. Well, 1 know just what you said. ..well, it's sort of half and half. It's between the study group and the
reading recovery group.
Q. Okay.
A. Good punctuation and phrasing and their intonation when they're reading, to give it more meaning, which
is very, very important. To always reiterate the. . .the phrases that make sense, and does it work right. Just
say.. .have it be a normal part of their.. .their way of thinking; to make it. ..to make them internalize it, and. ..and
make sure that they're doing some problem, you know, some self-monitoring and problem-solving 'cause I see it all
the time. And, you know, 1...I would really enjoy it so much when they don't know and they'll. ..and they go back
and you say, "Gee, well, something's getting through to them and making sense," and "Hey, they're doing a good
job," and then I can't wait to... to graduate them, so then they really feel good about it and they keep trying. You
know, it's the whole. ..the whole ball of wax, because they'11... they know they're working hard because it's, you
know, they don't know everything and they're going back and they're looking and they're trying to figure out does it
sound nght, does it look right, does it look... and it... it's really what, you know, teachers really strive for. If you
see them get that point and. ..and they're doing it themselves— they're really doing it...
Q. So I'm trying to get you to pinpoint even more. So you're saying that you're. ..you're. ..the changes
aroimd your teaching for fluency and then innate. . . intonation, reading punctuation, that came primarily out of study
group.
A. Right.
Q. I mean, I know [inaudible]...
A. Right.
Q. ... [inaudible] contact. Anything else that, even in the way you observe and assess kids or the way you
teach kids that you can kind of pinpoint that... that came out of the study group, your study group involvement?
A. Well, you know, the workshops and the study groups, what the next step is. Having other teachers in that
discussion say what, you know, what do you think would be a next step to talk it over. The workshop at the
Manning School I think was very beneficial. They had some, you know, hands-on activities and. ..and it made
sense, you know, and I think that's what a lot of us need, is to say, "Well, look at this. You know, the child needs
to go to this step, because they're not doing this." 1 found it really...! really enjoyed the group l)ecause 1 saw people
who never had any experience with the running record. They'd say, "Wow. It is powerful." You know? And they
really embraced it with everything they had, I think.
Q. Well, you liked seeing other, well, other people who have been in it as long as you have really learning.
A. Being teachers for thirty years and saying, "Why? Why didn't I know this before?" No, really, and they've
tried it and if they've gotten results from the children.
Q. Oh, yeah, yeah.
A. And it's like, "Wow. If I knew this before, I could' ve, you know, made problem games[?] with these
children. At least I have a starting point now." [inaudible], but this is a great thing to have in your repertoire to
have.
Q. Tell me how that, you know, when you're with other vets and you're seeing them learn, ta...can you talk
more about why that is so joyful for you?
A. Because it's...
Q. Somebody else might just say, "Oh, well, they learned, you know, about a running record. Big deal." You




A. Maybe the mindset of what teachers are, maybe all the. . . the talk about teachers having it so easy, why do
they want to do this, they have the summers off, they don't try, they don't work. People don't really realize that
some teachers really go the extra... the extra mile to learn, to keep up with new techniques, new strategies. They're
always trying, they... they're always giving to children. I mean, this is their whole heart and soul. I mean, if you're
a teacher, you want the best for your students, and you really try your best. It's not just a job. It's just. ..it's a
responsibility and if you didn't, you know, care for kids, it wouldn't mean anything. They, you know, they've
embraced... they have open minds. That's what I like about it. And it's not just.. .the yo...the young teachers have
more closed minds from the young teachers than they... the old teachers and, you know, it's just... I think it's the
whole mindset towards veteran teachers that the school... the school department has. They... the twenty-first century
school has [inaudible] thing that came out with veteran teachers. You know, she could just count it off or they
could have a substitute. Please. I mean, being a veteran teacher doesn't mean that, well, as 1 said before, quote me,
put out to pasture, because they have a lot of good ideas to share with people. Most veteran teachers mentored new
teachers long before the mentoring program, and did it willingly with, you know, open arms. You know, try to
help a new teacher out, and I don't think the veteran teachers should get the bad rap that they get.
Q. Okay, great. And so just saying being with... being with other people like yourself. Anything that comes
to mind that was most helpful? I know you mentioned the Saturday seminar [inaudible] your learning about your
teaching [inaudible] fluency and punctuation. Could you say there was one very or most helpful aspect of the
whole. . .of the whole. . .your whole learning journey this year and the study group involvement? Was there one most
helpful aspect of it, or was it all helpful, equally helpful? How would you [inaudible]?
A. I found it all very beneficial. I learned new things, and 1 think probably one of the main things was sharing
with the other teachers, seeing them excited, and you. . .and. . .and having them come back with stories about how
they've used it and it's been successful. Wanting to know more. You know, reaching out to you, wanting to know
more. That to me, I mean, it's great being with a group of people like that, because it's... we all benefit from each
other, but people who are so open to anything and sharing, you know, things, and not h)eing afraid of what's said
back and forth I think is. . .is a real good thing.
Q. And I think even the fact. .
.
'cause I did debate whether I should even have you in the group because you
knew, you know, a lot more about the tools than the others and [inaudible] the others, and you really were a spark in
the group. And I think that was good for you too, to see. . . to. . . to have a different level of expertise that members of
the group could... could look to you. You could answer questions that, you know, that they'd be puzzled over and I
didn't have to be the one with all the answers. 1 thought...! think that was good for them to see, 'cause like you
saw them excited about learning this new thing. It was almost reciprocal because I think they saw you as a vet, I
mean, and you were older than many of them, most of them in the group, you know, who already had this
information and was willing to share it and seem to be. ..and was glad that you had it. You know, you know what I
mean? Yeah, so it was reciprocal, I think. Okay. This next question is purposely vague so that you can respond to
it in any way that makes sense to you. What's it like for you as a veteran to make changes? Just. ..I'm sort of
generally, what's easy, what's hard, what in the context, you know, I'm talking context, I'm talking about your
classroom, your school, the system. What makes it easy or hard for someone who's been at this thing a long time




A. You want this just totally about change for me or. .
.
Q. As a vet. That you are the vet.
A. Okay.
Q. What' s ea. . . what makes it easy, what makes it hard to change?

A. What makes it easy is wanting to know more— what will help children. I mean, that's the profession i
chose; that's what I want to do. I want to be effective towards children. I want to help them get better at whatever
problems they have, so 1 feel that I've been open in my professional development tuning[?] the techniques, because
I'd like to know. I mean, I know a lot of teachers that I talk to say, "Well, I want to go learn about this and I wish
someone could show, you know, show me or demonstrate, because I'd like to really see it in action." Because the
theory part of it, I mean, you can read all you want, but until you see it done effectively, I think, you... you really
don't make the connections that you should. Just like in college, you learn the... the philosophy of this, the theory
of this, but until you're in a classroom, it. . .it doesn't make any sense at all. I mean, it's just words. Easy is when
you have people who are giving, the professional development and change come up with good... good programs,
good techniques, and were expert in their field for giving workshops. I've been to a lot of workshops that, 1 mean,
that. .. nothing [inaudible], nothing new. And it's just. ..it's not a waste of time because you always need to be
reunited with ideas and everything, but I really felt that this study group taught me even some new things about
assessment and everything, and it certainly opened the eyes of a lot of other people that had nothing, you now, had
no knowledge. .. prior knowledge. I think in the building, it's hard for me because a lot of people are resistant to
these ideas. They're set in their ways. They have their lesson plans all done for the whole next year with no
spon...spont...you know, spontaneity, is that how you say it, which I think is very important in teaching 'cause
you sort of have to go with the child and the flow because it's more meaningful to them.
Q. What can be done about that with your [inaudible] at the building level, because change is inevitable? What
do you, as a vet... if someone were to come and say, "Okay, we're gonna take every idea you have about dealing with
resistance and implement it," what would be some or one or two ideas you have for dealing with these kinds of
resistant people who are in. ..who are in a building, people who don't care to learn? Is that how. ..is that how you're
defining resistant? How. . .how are you defining resistant?
A. Not necessarily not wanting to learn, but set in their way or ways of teaching and their methods, and they
really believe that it's working. And just kind of letting them see something in action, maybe that shows results;
being able to give suggestions to people without them taking it, you know, as a... well, in... in my building, it's
sort of... the administration is sort of resistant to these ideas— have a set plan for what's actually gonna take place for
the whole next year. All right? Because the grade levels have been meeting, and they ha. . . they have met with their
objectives, their products, their this, their that, dramatically[?]. Okay? So it's like da-da-da-da-da-da. All right? It's
all planned out for the [inaudible]. Planning is good, but there's gotta be ways to deal with the instructional
curriculum to get to the points where if you have the child with different techniques, to meet all the needs of all the
children. I think it... in our case in our school, I've been to workshops, like I said, at the Manning, I've been to
standard facilitative meetings, I was at an urban meeting which I wasn't invited to in the begirming. I [inaudible]
too, but only a certain group were picked to go to that meeting. And what they were doing was basically just
touching the tip of the iceberg, so to speak, as what I wanted as standards for facilitators as working with student
[inaudible]. And my whole school group, you know, thought, "Oh. This is great." But 1 didn't think it went far
enough. So I'm seeing the. ..the change is not getting as far as it should as where other schools are really into it,
because we have our own model and it's just, you know, it's. ..it's already pre...pre-set and I really don't think it's
gonna show any results in the long run with the children.
Q. So you're thinking the home-grown model, you think it keeps it too. . . too entrenched or it keeps it too
closed? It doesn't really support change, that home-grown model or...
A. As far as the [inaudible] is concerned. I mean, I know [inaudible]... I don't know the new names that they
go by [inaudible]... Ellie, we would pick EUie.
Q. Yeah.
A. But everybody had a say in it. And when the new administration came, it was just decided that it wasn't
gonna do. And we really didn't have a say. And it's just dictated to us, and that's where, like I said, this small
group of people have resistance because they're the ears and the eyes and they report back and if you have anything to
say about a different opinion about what's going on as far as education curriculum, it's sort of like being in the hot
seat, and I don't think that's right in education. So I... I feel that everybody should have a, you know, a say, but
if... if it's gonna be home-grown, let people have a say, but look at other schools that have these models and really
compare and pick and choose what's working and what's not working.

Q. Okay.
A. I think it's just too blas^. It's nothing substantial. So it doesn't make a difference.
Q. Okay. I've got the new team looking outside the model so that home-grown... Okay, okay.
A. Making it more meaningful.
Q. Okay. Anything else you want to talk about in terms of change? Any. . . any other barriers or things in
your context or in your environment that get in the way or they're... or they're helpful to you in making change?
A. Well, you know, it never dawned on me before you started the last group at... at the Old Colony House that
a barrier is the administration, and not being able to leave before the twenty minutes that we just sit there with
nothing substantial if it's in a study group to be able to say, "I'm going to a study group." That's, you know, it's
backed by the. ..the public schools because it's a [inaudible]...
Q. Right.
A. . . .run thing. And I should be able to leave so I could maybe get there on time so I don't miss anything.
Just little bamers like that, and it is a double standard because some people are allowed to come and go as they
please and all this. You gotta have your name put down and you gotta get a memo.
Q. Yeah.
A. And it. . .it's unfair, it's unjust, and it gets in the way, and I never really saw it that way until you said it.
And. . .and it really has been that way.
Q. Okay. Again, this question aims at getting your perspective as a vet. How do you feel the study group
model could be improved?
c
A. Getting more people involved and I know [inaudible]. .
.
Q. Have a larger group than eight? Is that what you mean?
A. Well, you could do it with maybe double the size. I mean, it would be workable. And then have, you
know...
Q. Why do you. . . why do you say that? Can you give me a rationale for that?
A. Getting the word out to more people. I mean, it's just a matter of building, you know, [inaudible]
information because it's very useful. And I think maybe a principal. You know, administrators could benefit from
seeing how it all works. I was at [inaudible] meeting at Spinelli's and a principal that used to be a [inaudible]
reading teacher was talking to me 'cause I knew her, and she was raving about a reading recovery lesson. And she
never sat down and observed a reading recovery lesson. And she was amazed and she loved it, and just by getting the
wor...I mean, some people really don't know what [inaudible].
Q. Would you say inviting them to one of those groups would have been nice, or would you say that
participating over time with. ..with the teachers? What kind of.. .what would. ..what would be the model you would
like?
A. [inaudible] say maybe you could attend, maybe they wouldn't, maybe the home-grown ones should be given
a couple of workshops and a couple of these tools to actually see how much it can benefit the student. I mean, a
very well run... I know I know another teacher in charge [inaudible] and they were home-grown too, and when 1
asked her what her model was, you know, she rolled her eyes and she was very unhappy that it was a home-grown.
She would like something definitive; something that everything's on the same page. It's not wishy-washy. I

mean...
Q. Oh, so you're not saying it wouldn't be a good idea to invite them, but you're saying a couple of
workshops for home-grown, for administrators, just the nmning record as an. . .as a tool? Is that what you mean? Or
the study gra...the study group or how... how would you see... how would you see making that connection between
an administrator in different [inaudible]...
A. Well, okay.
Q. ...in the study group or [inaudible] is it the running records you want done or is it you want them
coming...
A. I think I would...
Q. How... how would they...
A. I think I know what I mean.
Q. Okay.
A. Well, with the running record per se, all these schools are required by the superintendent to give the DRA...
Q. Right.
A. ... I think like three times a year.
Q. Right.
A. Just having it given and putting it on a graph, it's not. ..it's not earth-shattering. It's not anything really
different. It's just. ..it's just their. ..their [inaudible] information data.
Q. Right, correct, right.
A. To show collection[?]. To show them how it's analyzed and how it should guide instruction.
Q. So you're saying administrators should get this knowledge. Via study group, via. . . via coming to see you
in the study group, via... how... how would you see administrators getting that information in a meaningful way?
A. In a meaningful way? Maybe. . .1 don't know. I really don't know because I don't know how they. . .they
work in groups, but maybe just the administrators alone be required to sit through a few of these, and just to see and
be told that just getting the data isn't enough. The sup)erintendent, of course, likes to show progress...
Q. Yeah.
A. ... but they could be much more substantial if the teacher really went into analyzing it and worked on some
of these strategies, because if they want the children to become more literate, that's what's gonna be the most... the
real help. I mean, I... I see other schools, when you say the Manning, the girl... the little girl started at level eleven
or twelve or whatever. .
.
Q. Yeah.
A. ...and I say, "Where's my school in relationship to that," because that was a lower child.
Q. Right.
A. When the norm would be much higher, what are... what are we doing wrong? And... and it just... to have

maybe show these results and say, "Well, this school has been using this, and guiding instruction so that they work
on these strategies, and this is where they are at the end of the year. And nothing earth-shattering is different but






Q. Yeah, I think what you're saying is that there's got to be educational... instructional leadership at the
administrative level in terms of having some mformation and some knowledge about the use or... you have these
system mandates, and they can do.. .collect the data, but then the administrator, as an instruction... as an effective
instructional leader, needs to understand the use of it... how to use the data— not just collect the data and meet... to
meet some requirement, and to do it in a study group model, either, you know, sitting alongside you or coming to
observe or having their own study groups. Is that what you're kind of thinking?
A. Yeah, well, even if the workshop [inaudible] of taking the running record and showing them how to analyze
it and saying what the next step is, and showing that all the time, that this school that didn't use any of these
records, and this school who did but used that to help their instruction, look where their children are? Just, 1 mean,
that's... that's common knowledge. I mean, the Quincy School is another exjimple because Carol told me where her
kids, the norm was for the middle of the year. It was amazing.
Q. Yeah.
A. But I mean, if that doesn't prove it, that's... that's clear evidence. I mean, why isn't that, you know, being
stressed.
Q. Okay, okay. Anything that was not helpful, or what was the least helpful aspect of this study group
model... the study group model? Anything that was the least helpful or not helpful at all?
A. Well, I mean, I... even though I knew how to do a running record, as I said, I always learn new things, so I
didn't find any of it not helpful. I always enjoyed it. I enjoyed being with people. I enjoyed looking at their eyes
open up— the light went on. I enjoyed it, 1 think.
Q. Okay, good.
A. The only thing I didn't like was the traffic.
Q. 1 know, coming from East Brockton, I know. But we only did it like every six weeks or five weeks. If
there were a part two, you know, if we want to do this again next year, what would you like it to involve? Say, you
know, I was gonna be around and people wanted to do it, and there was gonna be a part two to this model, what
would part two look like? What would you like to see? We come together and do what?
[pause]
Q. Let me back up. Would you say there should be. . . would you like a part two if there were. . . if that could be,
if 1 was gonna be around?
A. I would be open to it.
Q. There's apart two, okay. So what would that part two look like?
A. Well, if it was involving the same people...
Q. If it's the same. ..let's say the same people.
A. The same people, maybe some of their success stories; what they noticed that they were doing different and.

you know, what results they got; something that maybe that they were having a problem with and they couldn't get
over a little hurdle, then asking for help from other colleagues.
Q. Would I be less involved, do you think? Would you all be more in charge of the running of the...l mean, I
would be there, but do you see you... yourself and other... the other teachers doing more of that and I'm taking more
of a backseat? Do you see that?
A
.
You as the facilit. .
.
Q. Yes.
A. Sure. I mean, that's... that's what growth is. As I said, people learning new things, internalizing it, trying
adapting it to their different ways and seeing what the results are, and then making the necessary revisions. I mean,
that's what looking at student work is. That 1 find also very important, which my school doesn't do enough of.
To... to guide their mstruction. They're looking at the student work, where are the gaps? What they, you know, did
the whole class [inaudible]? That and the other thing is they're not used to using their own rubric. That should be
an automatic thing because a set rubric you don't really have to have. A set rubric for every lesson you're doing.
You could have something m mind and say, 'This is what 1 want to happen," and say, "I'm gonna hit on these few
points [inaudible]" can just target for whatever lesson that you're doing. It should just be an automatic thing. I... I
think it should be. ..people have still, just like they use the teacher's manual all the time. If they don't have it in
front of them, they don't think they can teach, which is ridiculous.
Q. So you. . . you. . . okay, so that would be sort of the model. You'd have the eight of you coming together,
you'd share your success stories, you're results from your teaching, more problem-solving you said, more of
the... your running the... you are running the group yourselves with me as a resource. Anything else that you could
see happening in this group next year, let's say, if we had it?
A. Well, as I listen to some of the other teachers, 1 hear them say, and I think it's already happening, is they
shared it with other teachers, and they're spreading things around and other teachers are embracing it, so I mean it
might be a good way of reaching out, branching out to some of these resistant people, having a veteran. . . veteran
teacher sort of say, "Gee, this is really happening; seeing results of children making better gains and saying
[inaudible]..."
Q. Like in their own buildings do you think? Is that how. ..is that what happens?
A. I think more or less. No, I mean...
Q. [inaudible] making this a very specific. . .a sort of deliberate effort to share their learning with the teachers in
the building or...
A. It could be a complimentary. . . not a complimentary .. .completely voluntary type situation, but also that
maybe it could be shared at a grade level meeting.
Q. Okay.
A. But like a demonstration. But the administration would say, "I think this would be a good idea [inaudible]
DRA too. Let's look at it. Do you really know what you should do with it?"
Q. Yeah, I think that's even happened at the. ..you know, Margie, who's [inaudible] school, they. ..she's a
reading tutor so she tutors the tutors and that's, you know, the very. ..the one tape with you and LeeAnn, the tape
that you did that we watched that day, the very first tape you watched, it was you and LeeAnn. She was so
impressed with the fact that we could observe and watch what she was doing that she wants her tutors to learn how
to observe kids using videotapes. So that's just what you're talking about. She wants to do that in a I guess a grade
level session and to tape a child reading, a young child, and they're gonna watch and see if they could come up with a
behavior that that child's exhibiting.

A. [inaudible]?
Q. Yeah. She is taking it back to her college... that's what you're saying, and it's voluntary. Well, I guess it
is. Maybe it isn't, because she tutors them, so I think you have to come to professional development with her once
a week or something. But I think [inaudible] to do that.
A. I would find this much more beneficial as part of our professional development than just listening to
someone rehash all the information at us— dictate. You know, I mean, everybody's required to do the DRA, and I
don't think anybody really is proficient at analyzing it. I think, well, this is... this is how you analyze it, what is
the child doing, and tell her what... what you think that the next step would be. Make it so that it... it's meaningful
for the teacher and say, "Oh, gee, I've got something 1 can use." You know, they always want hands-on, they
always want modeling. The teachers do because they're not sure, because it.. .it's like testing the water and they say,
"Am I doing it right? Am I doing it wrong? Show me how to do it and then I'll try it." 1 think that would be
better for. . . for people.
Q. Great. I'm all done. Do you have any comments or anything I haven't left out? You know, we did talk at
the end of our [inaudible] session about, you know, our definitions of professional development and what we thought
effective professional development was and what learning... what you. ..what you mean by learning when you say
you're learning. Did you want to add to anything that you said that day, or 2mything that we haven't covered, any
comments you want to make?
[Tape side A ends— tape side B begins.]
Q. Anything else?
A. I think that we all learn things every day. I mean, it's amazing. I love to... when I... when I learn
something new, to say it in front of a child because it's like, "Oh. That's something I didn't know," and say, "Yes.
I learn something new every day." Or go to a dictionary and say, '1 didn't know that word. Let me look..." You
know, empower them to know that learning is... you don't know everything. Everything isn't perfect. What you
have to say or what you have to offer is important. I think the children really need to know that, and that veteran
teachers also have to know that they are useful, and that they have a lot of good ideas because they've done a very
good job, most of them. Like I said, monitoring. . . mentoring. .
.
Q. Mentoring.
A. Mentoring other teachers, helping out just with the way the school is running, just to helping out as a
friend to listen to, and then the new educational things with literacy. All our life we have to keep up with new
things, and just because we're old doesn't mean that we're not willing and able.
Q. Well said. Okay.
A. [inaudible].
Q. That's a good line. Actually it's on the tape so I'm sure when you come to my...
[Tape side B ends.]
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MAJ: Talk about where you went to undergrad and what year you came out and where your
graduate, where you attended graduate school. And then talk a little bit about your
courses. What you remember that, you know, that was helpful theorists that you studied,
you know, just talk about that.
I graduated from Emanuel in 1961. Majored in education. I had, then I went to, I taught
out in Stoughton the next year. And I alwavswa^ited to warL:>;dlhJlie wanders and so I
did it - that was my goaL
MAJ: Where?
CT: The Home For Little Wanders.
MAJ: OK, you worked there, you taught there?
CT: That was my goal, I wanted to work with the little ones. So I worked there. When I
worked there, I was going to B.U. at night and the summers. So I got my Masters over at
, ,
.
, B.U. during liked the summer, then after teaching at the Wanders the following summer.
', I got my degree. Masters from B.U. and I um, just keep on going I got like 45 even more
\ K thanthat at B.U., cause I just stuck ytdthajol^thesejirograms^ Some of
the special needs, the hearing and the dyslectic .
MAJ: What year did you come out of B.U. - what year did you graduate?
CT: Um '64 I got my Masters.
MAJ: So you didn't take a long time between your...
CT: No no, I went right away, because I taught in Stoughton. I really wanted to teach at the
Wanders that was my goal, then I did the ? thing. I stayed at B.U., I just took all different
courses there. Basically, like I said, in education the specials and the reading and so forth.
MAJ: Any courses that you remember? What were your reading courses like? When you were
in undergrad? Do you remember the courses you had?
It was so long ago. It was really my Masters graduate level that really influenced me.
Um, after B.U., I went to Wheelock and that's where I gota lot_of good ideas. Dr. Little,
was a Children's Literature teacher and she um, gofa lorout^Lgai^fe^V she became
dean and now I guess she's retired. I took the science over there. The hands on, I took a
lot of courses....
MAJ: ...after B.U
CT: ..oh yeah, I got like 97 or something beyond the Masters. I've gotjQts qfcoursesr I l%e
i different-areas and,lwas focusing on them. I went over to Lesley, they had a computer

course over there which I elected, maybe in Boston, I'm not sure. Computers and
education, that was along time ago.
MAJ: So when you say you got more out of your graduate, do remember...
CT: . ..probably because your more ready. .
.
MAJ: ...yeah, do you remember particular names of courses or particular people you studied or
talked to about. Like theories or....?
CT: Um, not really. B.U. had Derell and all that, but he was on the verge of retiring and all
that. I wasn't until really like in ?, I took more reading.
MAJ: Really? See that's what I was gonna ask you.
CT: It's been so long ago.
MAJ: How do you feel about your undergrad and grad, how prepared you were to teach
reading.? How, evaluate your preparedness to teach reading based on your grad and
undergraduate education? What would you say about with preparedness to teach reading?
CT: / Um, I don't know, it's mmhmm, it was more to like the literature approach rather than
.^ /
J
^ like the phonics. Once I came to teach, I was how you really needed phonics.
%'' i.r
/ ' MAJ: So phonics, was that pretty much the approach, phonics in college and then you brought in
the literature or they...?
CT: Like at Emanuel we had some I don't know, undergraduate I didn't really think, it didn't
matter. It's the graduate level and I had taken on the literature.
MAJ: And it was more the literature. And then when you got into the field yourselfyou
studied...
QT: ..I really needed rnpre of the phonics and tying it, not just the whoje language.
MAj: Are you saying Carol, it was the whole...
CT: ...hands on, learning...
f
r\u MAJ: ...gettingjijto the real world is where you really learned about the teaching techmque?
i*CT:\ Right.
MAJ: More than grad, or graduate school was of some help?

CT: \yS^l^o\s were of help, but I'm saying until you are impiersed, that's when you really learn.
/-v,--, "p-r\uK
— MAJ: Mmmhmm.
,, CT: >Say b^^-a-^tudefltjeacher, they cajajsit h^K thej^ole time, but whenj^U have theju do
,^A- \ / jJii£C4hat\jce4ili^.Rly'stude?ifteaching seems like aTiimdredyears ago. I can't remember
the specmcs...
^ MAJ: ...but you learned from it.
CT: Yeah, yeah.
MAJ: And then you said you've taken lots courses - 35 credits now?
CT: More than that - 97 credits. Technically, I have the Masters, I may I have way more. I
have Masters plus 45 plus the 97. I have the science, the math, you know the reading.
MAJ: Given those courses, that's 45 credits?
CT: Yeah.
MAJ: Since school, since your years at B.U., what have learned about reading that you didn't
know as a novice teacher? What....
CT: X JTpnonics. Bu|[ ppn thej^can^t^t hung^jonjhg.£honi^lbsy.,go.tta read inxontext sos. t te e>Lcan^t.ge g^j3nthg.£honi^ Jbsy.
^ it's meaningful iQ|-therru Cause mey can get liimg up on the ? Picture clues and ??
U,
So, you've learned pretty much how to put the two together?
eah. It's thfe ideal situation, the best ofboth world's not just one approach.
MAJ: Oh. OK.
CT: And that's why yesterday, we had somebody come over from West Roxbury, dressed up
as Margaret Fuller.
MAJ: Oh, OK. From the school?
CT: Yeah, but it's not really from the school, the West Roxbury Historical Society. One of
our teachers live in West Roxbury and she's active on the Society, so she took two ofmy
kids and dressed them up how they dress years ago, and then they, the lady from the
Society was dressed as Margaret Fuller. And she ran off some papers, and said she looked
good, now with all the phonics, but that was so many years ago. It was 100 years ago and
they're still doing the same thing. It wasn't from the Horn book it was...

know for whatever reason.
MAJ: When did you change Carol you said you took undergrad, graduate education and then
you said you took a lot of credits beyond. So, when you said, you think more that it's
growth, can you pinpoint when you kind of changed. When did you change thinking it's
growth?
CT: Probably over by the Parkman.
MAJ: What made yc^u change?}
CT: Jusr because oFme kids, you could_see what they needed. When I first started teaching,




CT: ...how far was that gonna go.
MAJ: Uhuh.
CT: But that's how they did it. Everybody in that building, in that one school, in Stoughton
did that. The yellow with the bunny ears, I mean...
MAJ: That didn't work for all kids you're saying?
CT: Not really.
MAJ: One thing doesn't.work fqr all.
/ CT: So, in tea^ingj^ou chm^ew^hajjiieets t^ find that, um, the little ones, ??? hook
\ them on that, buHfiey really have to get thephonics and eh..
MAJ: So at Stoughton, that how you taught pretty much by...
CT: ...configuration. That's how they start. My first year of teaching everybody in the whole
building were all doing that. Red and green, red and green, tomorrow....
MAJ: ...I know, that's how it used to be. That's how we were trained. Do one on this day.




- • -4y-4/\ a
'.^CT: Sd, its just change along with the needs^ Yoji^Jjaj^jo^^isJ^Ul^^ds needs. Somebody
. ^ , - ^id that the other day, maybe it was at thi^eading manual the otheraayTor this program,
'??? no shapes, give me a break. I'm not sure the kids really see it like that, I mean to see
'/ read as a train like that, I man.

MAJ: ...where was it from?
CT: I didn't recognize, I asked one book, she said the name, but it was all like...
MAJ: One of those books....
CT: ...oh, no, no, this was like a 100 years ago.
MAJ: It didn't have all the pictures where you put the beginning sound...
CT: No no, it was, I should have taken it. She ran off, she was a couple short, she was too
busy. It looked like a card phonic paper, it was 1 00 years old. So what goes around
comes around. Out in the suburbs, I know We^s^jd went all the way, t]je.^ndijlmn
,
swumiie«iplgtely_tp the whole^language and the parents out there we outraged, the kid
'
cotllaflH real.
->-v .^-^ v .-^<^„,^—'^^




^ Itls^ally both, then that Michelle that was out there in Westwood, when I started the
coSree afwheelock, she was the one teaching the course and I'm hke, "Oh my God", but
then Westwood changed; I mean they hp^Jo do both they just can't one.
So has your teaching of reading changed? How has your teaching of reading changed?
Has it changed, your teaching of reading?
ach reading, but it all depends on the class. There are classes where we are reading
writing. This year's class, I have a couple, you know, the lower six, they are reading
ofthepaknofmy hand. I've got them all formed nicely in Reading Recovery and
\ ^^^b^ver. Then I two new ones that are three sheets, so, I like start all over with them,
^ut then I just spoke with one of the kid's teachers, yesterday, I've been trying to get her
for a week, she says, "Oh yeah, we think he's SAR." The mother's gotta sign the plan,
gotta print up another one, so he can take it home. 1 think some ofthe kids here, like the
/•eal needy ones, really need the phonic^especiallv. You know, some ofthe^thers, you
f^know, just like, they're ready to take o fiF. they are just reading anTwriting ari'J ufrC'and








MAJ: ...give them more phonics, is that what you mean?
CT: Uh, zero in on them more. Uh, like this little one now I have in Reading Recovery, he's
like the only one in his family that's gonna make it. I mean, the others have been put
away, these all kinds of stuff and this kid is a little bright shining star. He's handwriting
we gotta work on with OT, but uh, if 1 can read what he's written, it's correct. 1 just
think its important, like they were saying years ago, how the Spanish don't get the phonics
and half that. Now that's not really the case, they are coming in more with it, I don't

MAJ: Yeah...
CT: ...it's not realistic. Reading Recovery really works. Anchor the kids. We do meaning...
MAJ: ...letters, sounds. We do both.
CT: Yeah, you have to do both. Urn, some ofthe definitions are so shallow, they don't the
letter names. I mean, we push here so our kindergarten kids....
MAJ: Oh yeah, when they come in you can tell. A lot of students, kids fi-om outside places...
CT: Custodian enters...
MAJ: Can you talk a little bit about someone or something that made it easy for you to change
as you think your work over the years. Has there been...
r^tiCT^yi think that Dr. Little was a key person with focus and all that.
MAJ: Since you've been in the classroom, since you've left college, has there been a person,
what has been helpfiil for you to change?
'(' CT^r The different programs. I check them out and see.
MAJ: Programs the school systems offers?
CT: Yeah, yeah.
MAfl: An;^eople, any particular person who helped you to change?
^» Iffot really. No. Like Martha, we go over theje and g^ the books. That was always^
':\ \'^w6nderful.
^^-'~'-^~^^'~^-~.—---' ~\„, - v ^ —
Getting the materials?
' CT:\y^Yeah, that's what^you needed the^oks foj- the kids. JJiaUmdejLd^ And then
giving the books to the kids. The materials that Martha's been able to provide. So, she's
been really good. And she went ovei^the Mariiimg this past year, you know, for the^
Running Record.
V \MAJ: Yes with Eileen.
CT^ Oh yeah, IJove Eileen. Elieen^s presentation over theiflMn^t She has this presentation





jViAJ: Was this e

CT aybe it was with Eileen. I think when we were doing the Running Records, remember
low you learned them over the Campbell?
MAJ: Mmhmm.
CT: And then ? over the Manning to whatever and they brought in somebody else, she didn't
like the Running Records. Jerry and I are both still talking about whoever she was.
??presentation. Everything was up on the screen and she went right over it. I mean,
people think these programs aren't offered - they've been offered, but people aren't going.
MAJ: Oh yeah, they're offered.
CT: They're offered.
MAJ: Special Development is offered.
CT: People can't....
MAJ: So Special Development is offered, it just doesn't help certain people?
Yeah.
''
I MAJ; Anybod^lse that comes to mind who helped you with change?ood^
- CT: I think Maftha Gillis has reaUy been like the big influence. Knowong what's what and
.
'-
• she's getting-us to know. She"has the connec^ns. And they follow through. Ifthey are
,
'^ going to be over there that day; you go and pick them up. I mean, she Drgapizesit_jDd
-
' gets it done, and you've got it right there.
MAJ: ^ Whaj>jT^n(|t been helpful? Is there any...
tto's readind andjiMpuning time in without getting needs.
MAJ: OK.
C7: /[--if it's not fruitful then it's very frustrating because you're going for more ideas, when
you collaborate, you know, them getting materials and again, you know, the budget cuts
and all this.
MAJ: Do vou like the more hands on, do like lecturing when they talk about the theory? What is
th^s not helpfiil in those; workshops?
MAJ: The content. Just isn't useful.

mA
waste my time coming here today. Some ofthepresentE are
MAJ: Give me an example ofone you went to that was useless. Can you think ofone off the
top ofyou head? .. l
No nof reallJ^TjtK?^^ipck^^fe^ out. Some of the reading ones have been, I mean Eileen is
uch a guru, if you're gonnacompare somebody to her. Um, in PJJj^c^Jqt Reading
AfiSQCv^ion now they gotta ugjQ,n the Northshore, so that^^b^^ pajn^so Ijuglt J|j§yen't
just afeuteelSit^JuTthere because, amthere's not a seat to
to. I liked iUbgfore ^ih^they hpd it at Braintree and all that.
You Uked the location. So locations a plus. So if the location.
And then there was a place in Watertown we've gone to one night. I forget what that
steading place is called. OflF Route 16 there. And that was at night and that was interesting
"1^0 meet the different authors. Again, its ??? and that was excellent. I did that for a couple
ifyeais. Really all that reading, the lyRAjnii^allthose^hey're^
Yeah, too far.
MAJ: Didn't they have, like little...Brockton has there's
Yeah, yeali but yooTtry to fihd them around here, I mean, it seems like they're all out
C-1 f-: j\ -«-^
lere. Wellesley you could just about, but then they stopped that. Plus We][]|j£sley wasi^^
dng^ It \yas a little si^e street, you couldn't park. You got in there, rfyou gofmere
\e, there'Tno room, you're standing out in the hall. I mean, it was like.. I mean, if they
^^ant to do more with the reading associations, they should come back byJBraintree and all
this stuff. Because you've got the Lantana's, you've got the facihties here.
MAJ
1*^
\ou're right, I think mpre people would come.
More peopfe would corne!' fused to go with Jerry, I mean you see a lot of people. I
mean, its kind of convenient. So, tha^^conjiefjjonjs^ong. I can't go up the Northshore, I
just don't have the time. Plus you donTknow those people up there. It's a different ball
0^ game. We used to havgi^alothj-S^stoja^j^rw^^Sc^^ definitely missing
for whatever reasofrpeopleTiave stopped.
MAJ: Now this next question, people found it hard to answer when I asked. I've interviewed
five ofyou now and everybody when I get to this question is Uke, "oh I don't know what
to say." But anyway, this is the question - ifyou were receiving an award as educator of
the year, and you had to write your introduction to the audience, in other words, you're
receiving the award, the award givers asked you to write your own introduction, how you

wanted to be introduced to this audience of people, what would you say? What would
you want the people in the audience to know?
trying to intt^uggliyjgQlogjuiiatcJb^classroorn. Um, having had negative
perii^ice^r^e in high school, having to write a composition of 100 words, that just
turned me off. The ands and the buts and aU that. So it taught me like what not to do.
o when my kids write they write fantastic and I get a lot out ofthem and people say,
"your kids did this," and I'll say, "yeah." Um, to ggt-the^sgantaneity out oftj^e kids^^
Ywhich I do, then we refine it and they put it on the computer. v(^emad§1ilce little y
/ products last year. And one of the^inothers workedover at Kinkos or whatever and she
"
/ ^ ipade^opi^sand^we bound them and this. They're gorgeous, they were really a portfolio,
\ '^
i
it's so gorgeous. You know, we are doing all these sea creatures, so there would be like
' /t> n pne on the dolphin, on the octopus, another on the hermit crab, it was there very own, but
they really created themselves - which was the spontaneity. You know, I'd read to them
Yi
and they um, it would just fall out, it was so beautiful.
MAJ: Anything I should know ab^ut you Carol, as a educator? What would you want them to
know about you?
CT: IJave teft^nipg ^d I thinklthat wegtejlwq^jgtSHving and I'm ajjiw^jogkingfofjaew
N^ /lyt^ip: 1 m at niy^stjwh^ I^p^to a meeting and say I pick something gut oftWs^d
^''
MAJ: Whafwould you say about children? What do think children?
4
CT: Tfiey are splendid. They're so spontaneous, they want to learn, mey soak up v^hitevef"
- Vyou have to offer them. Stajiiqg out with.TjLC sgjJoanYjoSJi^m don't get any, between
Ufeidds beingin shelters, this other little one, was taken now fiom her mothe
1^ b«^ Hom^ituAiCn. These are the kids happiest hours in here. Sojjnqjrelearnin:
am^jng tjM^sfijp, And we do a lot of these sea creatures and we did
prograift for 3X7 last year started out what we do in the ideal classroom and the kids
wanted all these creatures. And a pool so all these creatures could live in our room here
I mean, it becomes their whole life like. They love it. I have a lobster trap, and stuffed
*. animals.
i 4




rs,,y«la^fsJt^allabftiU for^rne. I'm just starting out now, but as
Xthe yeargcffi*<5n, I'd be able to tellyou so much more ab&ut all these sea creatures. You
know, we hay^4he Internet and the different books and the stories. There'ssoipe really
fantastic literatiffeout there.
^ \-'-^\-^-





l^thlf^'t'^Miesepeople say that school* s a drag, t mean, gr^qted^^;^ujji
geTtireJ'^t basically, scjioolisijii and we want to keep it thatj^ay.
' MAJ: Yeah the kids, at this age, I just find them so different than maybe an older child.
,CT: Oh yeah, they wanna learn.
MAJ: They're spontaneous, like you say. they want to learn.
CT: The other day, someone said, may be ifwe do three different lessons, three different times
like , what there favorite thing is, we all did that before. I'm telling you, these kids will
tell you. Don't bother three times, you're gonna get it the first time around and don't
bother anymore.
MAJ: So you still enjoy after all this time?
CT: Oh yeah. It breaks my heart ????
It really is, they're_dealing with things that we never imagined.MAJ
CT: This little one now she says, they started in again yesterday. They're trying to shelter her
she's so fragile. So this is really ^oing to be the happiest hours of these kids lives.
MAJ: You're right. Like you said, school should be fun.
CT: A lot goes on in here and then we do the different programs are offered. I try to take put
in those, like I said. Keep growing.
MAJ: Yeah, keep growing.
CT: Just get involved with the different colleges the different students from the different...
MAJ: ...you have student teachers every year?
, CT: /
^! ; v.l -yO
>
^. t^''v-^^
Um, pretty muih. \Wello B.C. andriien theyjiad a couple of years ago U ]^ass. We're
cycle now". UmTbutlt'^s^^p^]^ we^;p;toucJt-^Now email and writing
: notes and they really appreciate it.'-T^y rfeafly want to do the city. And this
on a B.C.
these little
otherJittkone went to the^ty m Boston,^ she called me in the spring, and she said, "I
hope you:j£4iot disapj^tedLbut I don^^lfeiijy^^^^j^^ Sheila, I said,
m^^''^^^omtedl^ouga^^^''lfashotr So now she's out inBrookline. She has
very low scores...




CT: ..in Boston, that's another one.
MAJ: In Boston.
CT: Yeah.
MAJ: She left and went to Brookline?
CT: It's just an after school program. She says she just felt like she was beating her head
against the wall. She practiced teaching with me and um, ...
MAJ: So, she was actually teaching in a Boston school?
CT: Yeah, for two years.
MAJ: She went back to Brookline, huh?
CT: Not back to Brookline, she'd never been to Brookline.
MAJ: Oh, OK.
CT: So she's there now. She says, "you know she ???" But this is what it is, these kids are
swinging on their own. Swinging on their own. She went through the Boston Public
Schools. But she's self driven herself She says I was motivated and I still got through
and even after she left here, she took some of our kids up to the gymnastics at the
Orinberger. I mean she was so devoted. Everyone would say, "Gee, she's so good" and
she was. She'd follow through. I'djneether for lunch of something, and we kept in
contact-tlupughout the years. I mean, Ijustmaintainfriendshipsrquestio^me, and if I
cdme^long with some treasure, I deperiding on the cost, T tell themabout it. She had
ysome really wonderfiil things that I've found If tljev arerrt a Bost^kid^ take them
/and show themjthe different resources the city has. TKs one was fi-om New York, I mean,
, / she's not gonna be around here. You're doing this integrated curriculum you've gotta
\' you know do math with the octopus and all this kind of stuff, I mean integrated. Y^£x§,





MAJ: So that's good, ifyou could help them with that. They're not gonna get that in any of
their course work.
CT: No.
MAJ: How to do that.
CT: I know that. We had kids from Curry. I mean, different schools, you get different..

MAJ: I was trained back in the '60s too. Pretty much decoding, you put the sounds together
and read it whether you understood it or not, we didn't really
>
' CT: ..yeah, you'd have kids,who didn't know what they were reading.
ICIAJ: That's right. That's how I was trained. That's exactly how I was trained. Discard, did
you ever use discard. You put the sound, in the slot and you slide them together and you
read. That's what you called reading back then.
CT: Yeah, yeah, I remember doing that.
MAJ: Yeah, in New Jersey where I taught, that's the way I taught reading back then. I'm like
you, I've changed too.
i . /
'
r^ \A ' h - A r'^ "^-^'i^ A
CT;/ I like the gri^iary ritonics. The short vowels, you use whatever vowel and um, Ime^ ifx
'* they can't readftfien they can't do science, the^can't do social studies, that's tfiekey.
: V
MAJ: But it is both. I really believe, it is both. You know, it's the context, it's the meaning, as
well as the phonics. It's gotta be both.
CT: Yeah, yeah.
MAJ: OK. Now another thing, can you define what if someone says assessment to you - would
you define assessment and talk about how you assess your kids progress in the room. Can
you define it?
CT: WeU, letter names, letter sounds, more of the letter sounds first. Uh, and putting them
v' \V,/ together to make a word. And then once it's a word (someone comes in)
MAJ: Go on, assessment what's now to you? .
Clfj/ Like with this reading program, I want to say SRA, NRA whatever it is, we're doing tbis \'
j
book, like you said the DRA, reading stories and then, knowing the letter sound and all ! r \i-''-'
this and then most frequently use words they know them now^Tn the winter or the spring
_ how many^ttieyjaiow at time. And if the hold the book correctly. If the gojmaaJe&Ua
• ^right^d all this kind of stuff. But that I said, this is all so elementary, I said I^m wasting . | ^
jjteaching time, because they're going along, um, these kids are all set,_wJby^should I go dojiv .i^ ,''f \
I
thdfest, they're getting themalright. Why waste all this teaching time assessing. You do' ' -| J
'^4 iMcd to'assess and see what they're doirigTbr not aoing, but i tnum iiKe the at risk kids f^M>r^^\'^
^^frore figiire out what's gonnatake off with them, cause they're the ones, the other kids
. are getting it.
_ _^ ^










/ words, but I
. f the time you
\/ want to do it
•.*^
CT: Well I it took me, I'm just about finishing tests now, I've gotta do the three point
mean I was really just like, rdc9JBe4aiaihlUIJ22iffiS»2^^^
imjleJJiad in school I'm grafiSing a kid to do the,DRAs>^Qn£4evd..so .bv ,^
pet them up tn thpVmi;t l^y^]^ yor VnnWiiifii^aifflllHfi ^fiFii41?g/ Um, you ^ fe" ,A (
now, because you're assessing now, because you're gonna do, you know, in C . i\^ ^
W?.'-"f
January. I mean, ifI'm gonna drag it out to December, and I start in January. So
technically I'm done.
/
MAJ: So, you do think it's necessary, but with the high kids, you think you're losing teaching
time when you do it.
CT: Yeah, that's, I'm saying like, we have to do the DRA.
MAJ: What were you doing before DRA? Like last year or the year before, in previous years,
how, what have you used to assess the progress of your kids, you have you used to track
them all the time, what do you use?
CT: x-We do like you
/
stuff.
idlhclose different tests. The end ofthe book test and all that kind of;ndoO
MAJ: OK, anything else.
CT: I like the idea ofwpting down how many, like you do in recovery, like write it down, how
.^
many words you know and you see if the kids really...
MAJ: ...that's what did last year?
CT: Basically, so if they're with it, or if they're not with it. How they're holding the pencil.
MAJ: You talking observation?
Cy Yeah, so you're not just seeing how many words they no, um, but do they get the idea. So
I
ifyou give them a book, like do they hold it correctly. Can they read. Tt^^jjpport^mtjp^ lA . ^
"'
\
and yoi^have tojeach tlj^^peeds. But you have 25 kids, you're dmng like ?testingx^[' ^ b'"'''"
"
*"iv
-tfie DKArTmean^^u're^agjiDgjikejbig^^ts of tests andeach test takes rnore than one ^(% |/^|^^- ti
period ancTyou have 25 kids^ when you gonna be teaching. rTBBBT!
/ fiMAJ: So you basically, I'm talking about before the DRA, you used your basal tests the end of \ "^ n m
the chapter tests. m ^ A/
i
V






MAJ: You like B.C. better?
CT: Yeah, we've had them from the...
MAJ: ...I heard, U Mass was very good too.
CT: Yeah, Jessica, was from U Mass. With Dr. ? - he loved her and she loved him. It was so
nice. That's what I say, she was like one in a million. She worked so hard. I was so
surprised. You really have to do what you have to do. Don't stay because of me. I
mean, you gave it a try three or four years, and you could see. I'm friendly with them, but
then I don't want to feel, you know. I'm not controlling.
MAJ: It's nice ofher to call you.
CT: XNo, we get together anyway a couple, three or four times, at least three or four times a
X year. I knew she was getting really disgruntled the last couple ft^ times especially.
MAJ: OK, well I've got a couple of more questions. Um, what is your definition of reading.
How do you define reading?
CT: Uh, a kid reading, let's see, see something just taking off aftd reading. Not,^emiding it out
'J as^uqh. Lookingjitpontext^^icture clues, um,
MAJ: ..and the sounds..
CT:, .'land the sounds and that figure out what it is and just taking off.
\/
MAJ: OK, now did you always define it that way, from the years at - where was your
undergraduate?
CT: Emanuel.
MAJ: From your years at Emanuel, did you always define reading that well?
/ CT: Noift's so different with the nuns, everyming s cut and dry.
MAJ: OK, so you have changed, you've changed?
V CT: Oh yeah. I've evolved.
'J
MAJ: Evolved, yeah. More from your work after B.U. ?
/ ,{Jc^fcv^>^.4f.f^,-:/. ^
CT: Yeah, I think all this putting it together, you know, you take some from this and some that
and you put it all together.
, l if' ^ """''''^ '
""'

OK, so you're talking a gut feeling and observation. OK.
'"CT: I mean, we're all veteran tfeachers and ifthey need something, then, you know, you zero in
,^ 11 11 < i i mt ^
t,.^ on It. ~
T MAJ: What do you think
CT
about the Running Records?
ledords. ' That'sjactually what you're doing with the DRA, you're
^roM like the rpnning record.
MAJ> This is rny last guestian. Why are you participating in this research program?
^ \ Mastl^i flndirat - 1 said I'd be interested in helping. That's really the key thing^^see^
fk\ I \ ^^* ^ coulMo, you know, and compare and help. I'm sure, Shirley, w^^^0H0^2
Y teachsis, we'veJieen around.
L M̂AJ: Any other reason?
CT: Your theme is you're taking veteran teachers and to see how they've evolved, right?
MAJ: Yes, yes, over time and what's helpful and not helpflil. Looking at assessment, in
particularly, running record and how I can how them, it can be more useful in your
•*J teaching. Some people like it, they don't use it, they have 25 kids.
You have 25^"ds, you have to take tliem out one at. i tu^ thai
'J '
j
coverage. '— ^—^'"""^^-^ '\^ ~~~
ime, t's why I need the
MAJ: So how, you know, how we can use what we learn from the running record to apply to all
your teaching, that's what hopefully/you'll see that. So basicaUy, yeah.
W It's a good diagnostif
MAJ: OK, anything else.
CT: Not reaUy.




Transcript of Tape-recorded Interview - CT0300
Q. Okay, talking with CT, and this is my. ..you're CT, nght? [inaudible] final interview. Final interview
with CT.
A. Okay.
Q. First question. What are you thinking about literacy now that you weren't thinking about in September?
A. You gotta give the kids more credit. 1 was really surpnsed at how much they really knew, so I start off at a
higher level. 1 started seeing a very early and having the concrete data, so you can just start off at a higher level on
the ladder and take off from there, 'cause they really have a lot more knowledge than I thought they had, and they
really do share with each other. When we're reading or writing, they're forever helping each other spell words, tell
the content of it, you know, what it is, explain what it is. A lot more student input than my... than my input.





Q. . . .early helps you start higher with them.
A. Yes. Before, you know, kind of like [inaudible] them and all this, but now, this year we're like full force
to assess them early, Tom Borden[?] helps, so that we could leave the room and go down and test our kids. It meant
double, triple, quatriple[sic] work for us so we had [inaudible] up here.
Q. Yeah.
A. And then if you didn't get covered, I had to come back and recover it, depending who was covering there,
but it paid off because. .
.
Q. How would you like to do that here?
A. I can't [inaudible].
Q. So you're saying it's positive, but the negative is you had to plan while you did that. So is there... is there
a mi. ..a middle of the road here where...
A. No, I really [inaudible]...
Q. ...[inaudible]...
A. I really gotta know what's going on here. 1 really have to run the chart here. It's not the [inaudible]. I
really gotta... I gotta do X-Y-Z, but sometimes the kids didn't catch the concepts that I wanted to be taught. You
know, how different teachers, I mean, you know what I'm saying.
Q. [inaudible]...
A. So I really have to plan what was going on here, and that takes forever doing that. To do a.. .a kid, if I got
a wrong level, I can do it in an hour, but some kids, I know was on the wrong level, so by the time I jump to it,
it's a couple of hours, two and three hours, per kid. If you're having twenty-five kids, that's a lot... that's...

Q. Is there a solution, do you think, to having. ..to how Tom did it or do you think that. ..that's the best that
can be done at this point?
A. I think it's the only way you can do it. I mean, it was really a heavy load in the fall to.. .to do all that




Q. Okay, that's interesting.
A. 'Cause she' s very, very. . . in the picture. . . I had taken another picture of her and her fnend with that httle
[inaudible]. I mean, they love each other. They're really bonded, and you can see the love right in that picture
[inaudible], but I gave one of the pictures to the other little girl and one to Lee Anne. 1 didn't have one to show you
'cause I only got doubles.
Q. So as you think about learning to read, say for Lee Anne, what do you think about Lee Anne now that you
weren't thinking in September in terms of her... her... her... the road she's traveled in literacy and her learning to read
part? As a learner to.. .some. ..a child learning to read, what are you thinking about her now that you didn't think
about last year like for... at this time?
A. She. ..that motivation can just overcome a lot.
Q. Okay. And what about her stra. . . like what she does when she reads? What. . . are you thinking about when
you watch children now, you're thinking about... with Lee Anne in mind, some of the things that you didn't think
about before in terms of what they do when they read?
A. She says. ..these kids are really phonetically based. And she's sounding it out, I think, without going out
of the puff[?], like through the words...
Q. It's underground[?], yeah.
A. I mean, she's... they've really internalized It. 1 mean, these kids really sound out. That's why she's really
done more of this thing on the chunks and the [inaudible] four, find the four and four and so forth. But then some of
the... impatience, 1 guess, too. 1 mean, like she... immediately, like she's like in a rush. She's gonna come into
school late 'cause her mother came home from work late, and she's coming in running in the door, she's late every
single day. No way can the mother get her here on time. She's just coming home from work, taking her hat off, I
don't know if she's drops the baby off. I don't know. So her life is really on a roll. And she doesn't stop growing.
Q. So the phonetics are there.
A. The phonics, yeah.
Q. Anything else that you're thinking about now when you watch a child like Lee Anne read that you weren't
thinking about before?
A. To give her more wait time, 'cause she really does have a lot of the skills. Yeah, that's. . .1 really gotta
[inaudible].
Q. Okay.
A. To give them more wait time, 'cause she does have the skills.
Q. Okay.




Q. Suppose I were a veteran teacher who'd never heard of or used the running record. What would you tell me
about its use in your classroom, or in the classroom?

A. It's a quick analysis of the child's needs. It shows. ..when you've said the word wrong or delete the word,
you're picking up a pattern; seeing what... how he's attacking or not attacking words. It's a quick analysis tool.
Q. Okay, all right.
A. It doesn't take that long and you can. ..you look at it in a flash and you can see a pattern.
Q. Okay. This next question may be difficult to answer with certainty, but I'd like to get your thoughts on it.
It's a tricky question. In thinking about how your... your assessment and your teaching has changed during this last
year, how much has your involvement in this study group caused those changes, compared with other influences in
your life at this time?
A. Like I say, I was hoping for more interaction of the study group, which we did have in our old with the
Phillips, but, again, we're always like, 1 mean, 1 was coming late, the others were coming. ..I'm not sure how many
came on time. The study group did help. It was, you know, you felt that taking our time, but really an hour wasn't
that much time to allow, but it kept us like focused and you had a deadline. It just had to be done by that time, right
through the reflections each month, then there's the tapes each month, and so forth. The meetings were a good way
to keep us on track, but I would have been willing to spend more time to have like more shared interaction, which is
what we did like when we went to that last meeting out to the [inaudible]. You said you weren't gonna be able to




A. Myself, I mean, so we. . . we did a lot of brainstorming and sharing that day, so I think the contacts like that
are important.
Q. Okay, so the brainstorming and the sharing. So if we go back to the study group itself, and you think
about your teaching here at the Killmar[?], how much of what your... you've done this year, in terms of either
assessing kids or teaching kids, how much of... which... what you've done in your classroom, how much your St.. .of
your study group work influenced that, do you think? What... what are the study group influences?
A. A lot of it, because this is what we had. .
.
Q. Specific. Can you be real specific about...
A. Well, we had to do the running records each month. For this RSN, we only had to do it like in the fall and
now at the end of the year. So by doing this, I didn't just do her, I did some other kids, but more on her. You'd see
the growth. Like she was just looking at the beginning of the word, then she was loo... later on, she was looking at
the middle of the word. I could track her growth more. If I weren't in the study group, I'm sure I wouldn't have
been doing all these, quote, extra. ..well, it's progress. I mean, I would have done the beginning and the end. So
this way here, I saw the continual growth of what 1 needed to do, or lack of growth and focus on it, and do that, teach
that, and go on, so that is what I got.
Q. Okay.
A. To monitor her growth.
Q. Her growth, you monitored her growth, so that' s more assessment, [inaudible] . .
.
A. Ongoing assessment.
Q. Ongoing assessment. And what about your teaching? Anything that you think you do in your teaching

that's different because of the study group involvement?
A. More student input than my input. More student-directed instead of teacher-directed.
Q. Okay. Can you tell. ..tell me some more about that.
A. 'Cause they have given the basis, a phonetic basis. I mean, they really have the tools now to attack, and so
they've been really... shared the words— what this is, this word is and that word is. When they're writing in the
stories, they help each other. More... it's...my teaching [inaudible], it's more student-directed because of it.
Q. Okay.
A. 'Cause the children have. . .see, the children have more to offer. I was underestimating them.




Q. You're seeing that they know more than you thought they did, so...
A. Right.




A. And that rejilly reinforces what they know.
Q. Is there anything like, you know, that. . .say that sheet that you got, that sheet. . .that pink sheet that you
say you passed around. I'm just sort of giving you an example. Is there anything else that, in your teaching that's
different or. . . because of your study group involvement?
A
.
Wei 1 , pi ... what pink sheet?
Q. Remember the pink sheet that you got [inaudible]?
A. Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.
Q. Anything else that's... what you think about when you think about what you do that's different this year
because of your involvement?
A. More sharing, [long pause] I don't know.
Q. Okay, so. .
.
'cause you did mention that, you know, the first letter and then you talked about fluency, so I
think you' re... there are things you're saying and doing that may be coming from RSN and the study group tools.
A. [inaudible] two separate tracks.
Q. You know, looking at just, you know, you mentioned checking for a [inaudible], you mentioned, you
know, that they're more fluent now, so...

A. And more self-monitoring. The kids are more self-monitoring.




Q. ... a year ago versus now?
A. No, no, no.
Q. Is it RSN? How much of it's the study group? That's what I'm trying to figure out, is how much of
that...
A. It's a lot of similarity. I did do an [inaudible], a [inaudible], whatever test they are, and there's different
ones that they're talking about. And [inaudible]. I mean, there's different ones that they're talking about, so there's
correlation, but then they do another thing so. . . DRA[?].
Q. Oh, okay.
A. Yeah. And then... and then we're talking about doing these others. The Roswell [inaudible].
Q. Okay, so those are all assessments?
A. Yeah, I'm gonna do... assessments which I'm gonna do with Lee Anne [inaudible] and for some of the
others that are struggling.
Q. Okay.
A. More [inaudible].
Q. So between all this work you're doing with them and the study group, what's been the most helpful thing
in terms of your teaching?
A. You know, I [inaudible]...
Q. That you feel has really helped your teaching?
A. Assessing the kids right up front.
Q. Assessing a kid from the beginning. That's been the most helpful thing of this whole...
A. Yeah, then I saw what they needed. I didn't wait, and I... I taught the other... pulled it out of them to... to
see where they're at and where they're gonna go.
Q. Okay, so it's been the most helpful.
A. It's an ongoing assessment, and initial asse.. .early assessment and continuous assessment.
Q. Okay.





A. And then to help that, they write up a storm. I'll show you some of their writings. I mean, it's
unbelievable.
Q. That's good, okay.
A. They have the idea of the sentence. You just see it. I mean, it's unbelievable.
Q. All right, so I'll take a...
A. Yeah.
Q. ... look at samples. The next question is purposely vague so that you can respond to it in any way that
makes sense to you. What's it like. ..this is the question. What's it like for a veteran to make changes?
A. Well, if it works, I'll do it. Some things don't work, so I don't... it just, so I'll say, 'T^orget that."
Q. When you say it work. . . if it works, what do you mean, if it works?
A. It was a lot of work to. ..what we did in September, but it was worth it, so I'll do it again. But like some
things...
Q. What makes it worth it?
A. If the kids... if it pays off. If the kids really understand it and we get moving right along. But, you know,
at that mee...that second meeting, you said you weren't going [inaudible] like, you know, how meaningful was that.
You know, that other meeting was better that we had gone to earlier. And. . . you know, some things you just say,
okay, you know, you put your time in, but it really wasn't worth it— to how many ideas you were gonna
incorporate. If it works for the kids, I'll do it, and if it doesn't...
Q. You don't want to do it.
A. No, I mean, you're putting in time and it's. ..I don't want to just go through the motions. I want to see
results, you know?
Q. Okay. And. ..what ma. ..what makes it eas...when you make. ..when you're making these changes, Carol,
'cause you've been, you know, always open to changes. What. ..what is... what... what are some things that make it
easy for you as a vet, 'cause you've been doing this for thirty years? What are some things that make it easy for you
to change, other than that it works for the kids?
A. Well, if the kids really like it...
Q. What else makes it easy?
A. They're hooked on it or I see how much they love it. I mean, we were on a roll in here too. I mean,
they... they just come in, they're mesmerized, they want to learn, and we get right down to. ..to business, so I get,
you know, a lot of satisfaction from the kids.
Q. So when you see the kids making progress, then you're. .
.
A. Turned on more, and then it just. ..it's just. ..ongoing support.
Q. In what way? I mean, from the. . . support from where?

A. Well, the kids are doing well, I'm supporting them, and it's just going back and forth, okay?
Q. Yeah.
A. It's mutual— mutual feedback, so to speak. 1 direct them, and they. ..or they're just studying or whatever,
and that's what it's all about.
Q. Wh...what...
A. Personal satisfaction.
Q. Getting the kids. What gets in the way? What... what are some things that are [inaudible]?
A. Time. You never have enough time.
Q. Time.
A. The...l find a lack of time doing it. 1 always come to school at a little after 7:00 in the morning to try to
line up stuff. Then, you know, 1 stay after school, and I work closely with the parents.
Q. That's helpful for you? That's. .
.
A. I try to get them to realize that, you know, we're in this together. Years ago, they would take it as a threat,
I guess, when the teacher would say it. Now, you know, 1 say we're a team, we're gonna work together to help your
child. Shirley said that before too, but they just see the teacher as a helper, the guider, and we work together, and,
you know, they ask me to send home different things and I do. And I found that's been important. Even like some
of my top kids, I mean, if I have something, I just call the mother or the kids are down in the day care. I go down
and tell the mother.
Q. So you really see that as helpful— the parent kind of [inaudible] . .
.
A. Yeah, I'd say, you know, like this. ..my re. ..my really top four [inaudible]. See, he's really [inaudible] in
school. Now I see a change in him. She said, 'Tm glad you told me and I told the pediatrician. Now he's on the
vitamins and..."
Q. Great. =
A. Well, he's in school from 7:00 a.m. 'til 6:00 p.m. The [inaudible].
Q. It's a long day, yeah.
A. You now? Then he goes over to Northeastern for violin lessons.
Q. Yeah.
A. I mean, he keeps going and going. So I just told her, I mean, I just work with them. They don't take it as
an insult or a threat. They don't seem to be. . .a couple may be still, I have to work with.
Q. Anything else that would help you with time or would help you with the things that get in the way? You
know, you mentioned parents. Anything else that's very helpful to you when you. ..as you're trying to make these
changes and be a better teacher?
A. I [inaudible] more time.




A. ...a lot at home because like m school you have like differem mterruptions. Neces... necessary
interruptions...
Q. Yeah.
A. ...but it's ongoing, [inaudible]...
Q. You would like more time [inaudible] or would you like a longer... you mean a longer school day to give
you more time during the day? Is that what you mean by more time?
A. No, no. If I put it together at night, you know, I come in and do it. But things don't go on as scheduled
because this and that and this and that and... there's just so much going on in school all the time that you don't
really...
Q. All the demands on you, you mean? The...
A. All of sudden they're coming in, we're gonna have this program or that and whatever. Things don't go as
scheduled, as planned, because. .
.
Q. Okay.
A. ...you know, somebody walks through the door and, okay, we're gonna whatever. And so I know what I
plan, what we're gonna do, so, you know, so I have to do that at the next day or in the afternoon 'cause I have to do
this before we can go on to that. Time is [inaudible].
Q. Yeah. How help. . . how helpful are your colleagues? I mean, when you think of working with others. . .1
know that you mentioned the study group. You enjoyed that.
A. Yeah.
Q. In terms of cha... again, you're ch... making changes. Do your colleagues get into the picture at all? Like a




Yeah, but everyone. .
.
Q. ... [inaudible] helpful part or is it a not helpful part?
A. Everyone's running so much, even like [inaudible] all of us, but everyone's on a roll. There's really not
that much time to get together. Like she has, what do you call it, different things that you've done with her and
that's why I wanted to see it. Like before vacation, it was on the. ..what's the. ..the little one I had, like QS1[?] or
whatever, and she says, "Oh yeah, I've been doing that. I'm doing that with the third grade." Well, 1 just never
made it down. So I said, "When are you doing it," and so she says, "Like in the morning from 10:00 to 12:00," or
whatever.
Q. When you're with the kids. Right? You're with the kids.




There's so many demands that it's tricky...
Yeah.
. . .just to make another demand on somebody, you know, and they're already overloaded, like whatever.
Yeah.
You know?







A. [inaudible] on the fly, you'll catch them and say, you know, I said, "Gee, this really sounds good." "Oh,
yeah, it's doing that." "Okay, well, 1 didn't know you were doing that. Maybe sometime [inaudible]." "Oh, yeah.
You know, you say okay and then... like when you're gonna get the...
Yeah.
...the lime. It's just...
Yeah, time's a big...
You know, you have like all these kids in front of you.
Yeah, well, okay. Anything else that you want to tell me about of you, as a veteran, makes you
change— what... what's ea...what makes it easier for you or what gets in the ro... [inaudible]?
A. Well, [inaudible] learn. I'm always, you know, wanting to learn.
Q
.
You' re a learner.
A. To tell the kids more. And, you know, if we had more time but I don't want to make it a longer school
day. I don't think that's the answer. And in the sense that they are making it a longer school day with [maudible].
It is a longer school day.
I mean, the kids are off the street.
Yeah, but it's still a longer...




And first grade, you know, they're here at 7:00 a.m. Just making the most of the time that they have
. . in here.
Yeah.
And taking it from there.
Okay. The next question aims at getting, again, I'm always wanting to hear from your perspective as a vet.

How do you feel the study group could be improved? What. . . what I want to ask you a negative. .
.
A. More sharing.
Q. More sharing. So what was least... okay. More sharing. And [inaudible]...
A. You're directing more.
Q. Right.
A. And 1 think we should've shared instead. Like I'm saying I should take a backseat, which I did more and let
the kids do it.
Q. Okay.





Q. Okay, so would you have wanted more. . .a longer time. . . [inaudible] participant [inaudible]?
[unrelated conversation]
Q. So you're thinking Ic.more sharing and less direction by me.
A. Yeah. 1 think. ..how I learn, I thmk you could do it likewise— to share our experiences, because like
Connie really wanted more books. Like I wanted more books. She's at a bigger school and she was saying like
people really wouldn't turn them in.
Q. Okay.
A. You know, we're really like when. . .not that people don't turn them in here, but I'm just saying, you
know, the common problem of more books. 1 mean, we're all going through the same things but not realizing it,
'cause we really didn't do that much sharing...
Q. Yeah.
A. It would be okay, Carol's turn, Cynthia's turn. I think it's like more spontaneous...
Q. Okay, I guess...
A. ...interaction.
Q. Yeah, I ... I ... I guess I was trying to. .
.
A. You were trying to... I know it.
Q. Get the...
A. I know what you're trying to do. [inaudible].




A. And you had different levels 'cause some people really hadn't done a running record.
Q. Right, yeah, so it was kind of...
A. And I [inaudible].
Q. ... tricky to do.
A. The groups weren't the same.
Q. Yeah. It really was [inaudible]...
A. [inaudible] parts. I've seen how many running records, and Donna, and 1 was like just trying to. . .so 1
mean, you had to be a leader like you were doing, but maybe extend this another half-hour or something.
Q. So there would be more interaction?
A. So it'd be more interactive, yeah.
Q. Yeah, okay.
A. 1 mean, like the CDs in the computer are interactive.
Q. Yeah.
A. This is what it's all about. Instead of the. ..the CD telling you what, you've got to interact with it.
Q. Okay.
A. And that's how you really learn.
Q. Okay.
A. And that's what I've seen so. .
.
Q. So the last. . . that last time at the Phillips. .
.
A. Was a bit better.




Q. Okay. That's good.
A. And share it.
Q. Okay. Anything else that could' ve... could be improved in that study group?

A. No, I just wanted like more sharing.
Q. More sharing.
A. But then it would've been more time, but I think I [inaudible]. I think 1 [inaudible] given it more time.
Q. Another half an hour.
A. Yeah.
Q. Okay, so make it longer.
A. I mean, the people that you're dealing with aren't quibbling over ten minutes or something like that, a half-
hour.
Q. Okay.
A. I mean, you're there anyway. And we really didn't have that far to go. The lady from East Boston had the
long trip.
Q. Right. Okay, so just a little bit longer with more interaction.
A. A little bit longer so we could interact and. .
.
Q. More.
A. I think that would have been. . . made it more meaning. . . meaningful too, to all of us.
Q. Oh, okay, okay.
A. For more sharing.
Q. Any. ..okay. So I guess this is the same question. The least helpful thing about it. What was the least
helpful thing about that. . . the mo. . . the study group?
A. Having to. ..well, I can't really say having to do it in a sense 'cause that's how you're gonna learn. I hated
being late all the time.
Q. Yeah, that wasn't your fault.
A. 1 [inaudible] but then you couldn't start it any later than what you did.
Q. I guess I could' ve started it at 4:00.
A. [inaudible]...
Q. 1 guess I could' ve, but...
A. But it's too [inaudible]...
Q. ...and 1 know people...
A. No.
Q. ... wanted to start like 4:00, you know?

No, it just sounds so late.
Yeah.
No. They don't really... most things in [inaudible] start at 3:30.
Yeah.
And those that get there at 3:35. [inaudible] as you saw. And so 4:00, yeah.
Can you think of anything that was the least helpful?
1 really can't think of any. Not really, 'cause the things you ask, the things that helped us analyze.
Yeah.
I'm not sure how valuable you found the videotaping.
The. . . the pre and post? You mean the one that you're gonna now. .
.
Yeah.
. . .and the other one?
Yeah.
I got a lot, because I could really see you interact with the child and listen to how you're teaching-wise.
Yeah.
Getting the insights into what you were thinking.
Yeah, but then like...
[inaudible] helpful.
It's kind of like a phony situation 'cause you're nervous.
Yeah, right.
You're [inaudible].
And I know everybody hates videotaping.
A. Yeah, you're tying up [inaudible], so I really don't know on that end. I mean, it's no big deal to me to be,
I mean, Lee Anne loved it. Even when we recorded it, the kids loved hearing themselves back. They don't see that
back.
Q. 1 enjoyed looking at you guys.
A. You know, see, but see, like, there's no feedback here.
Q. Yeah.
A. Lee Anne doesn't see herself. I don't see it. I mean, so, that I question there, but then if you're gonna need

it, you need it, but the rest of the stuff that you asked was important to grow. And, like you say, you can see what
we're doing, but then it's. ..now I reahze the situation is stilted, and she knows she's being [inaudible], even like
Tom was just saying, "What if 1 get one of the words wrong?" I mean, they know it's like...
Q. Oh, yeah, yeah.
A. ...an artificial situation.
Q. But it still gave me insight. See, I'm more. ..you. ..you kind of think I'm looking at the kid and I am, but
I'm more importantly...
A. The teacher.
Q. ...I'm looking at you...
A
.
What I 'm doing or not doing.
Q. ... and what you' re saying.
A. Yeah.
Q. It.. .not even what you're not doing, but it's like what.. .when the child's in trouble, how are you helping
the child, 'cause that... that gives me insight into how I can help you.
A. Right, oh, yeah.
Q. To help you be a more powerful teacher. .
.
A. Right, yeah.
Q. . . .in terms of what you could say to really help that child more than you are helping.
A. Yeah, [inaudible] ..
.
Q. So it was helpful to. . . it was. . . it was helpful to me. .
.
A. Okay. ^
Q. ...to look at... be able to look at you on a video.
A. But I'm saying for like the kids [inaudible], they know [inaudible] on the taf)e, on these videos, audiotapes,
you know, if I make a mistake, so what is Lee Anne thinking...











... I would question.
Q. Okay. Would...
A. Remember, we did take Marv[?] out from his job, whatever he was domg.
Q. Yeah.
A. He was so gracious about it.
Q. Yeah, he was very nice.
A. You know?
Q. Very nice, yeah, yeah.
A. Yeah, yeah.
Q. But he is a nice. ..he's. ..he's nice. Okay, this is my last question and then 1 have... you... if you have
questions, and then I have to follow-up from the... from... from the Colony, but if there were a part two to this
project, what would you like it to involve?
A. More teacher-sharing.
Q. Okay. So how would. . . how would, you know, if we were, say, next year, if there were a part two, if we
were to meet once every four to six weeks next year, what would that two hours look like?
A. Teachers sharing what they're doing. Shanng resources. Again, it's the books. Gettmg the book...I
mean, you're pulling your hair out of your head. You know, Tom gave us another paper to go through.
Q. And so sharing resources, that would be a part of the time. What else would you be doing in that hour or
two hours? Or would you be wanting to do during that hour, dunng that, say two hours? What else would you
want to do?
A. I wish maybe it could be like how the ideas would go... the... the col. ..the area office we call. ..call them
there now. We call them the [inaudible] offices, so you have those great big bags of... liter... early literacy bags?
No, literacy for learning, whatever that...
Q. The literature to [inaudible], that one?
A. Yeah.
Q. [inaudible] top, the one Nancy [inaudible] program?
A. Yeah, you had those great big bags.
Q. Yeah.
A. And... and we could go over to Hyde Park Ave. It was near for us. And these would switch off. Have
maybe just... the people in our group, we could have some whatever. If you had. ..if somebody had some inside
sources, and we could come and it... exchange it as a four to six-week meeting. Well, just trade among ourselves.
Q. Okay.

A. Resources. And 'cause like Martha, "No, well, no. Here comes Carol. She never has enough books," but
it's true. I mean, you can never have enough and then they love to read. This is all I have over here. I mean,
they're forever reading. They just. . . I mean, a whole shelf of books, they love it. That would be nice. .
.
Q. Would you like to...
A. ...but it's probably not a reality.
Q. Right. Would you like... would you like to... say, would you want... would you take turns running it or
something like... like I might be there as a resource or as a back...
A. No, I...
Q. Would you like to. .
.
A. I'm not looking for us to do it.
Q. You wouldn't want to do it. But what would be...
A. I would [inaudible]...
Q. ...[inaudible]?
A. [inaudible]...
Q. ... would have. What would be the part I played?
A. As somebody. Maybe [inaudible]. Could she supply us with books for these eight people in this program.
Q. Okay. You mean children's. ..you mean...
A. Children's books.
Q. ...children's materials, okay.
A. Yeah. Like basically Nancy Sheehan [inaudible].
Q. Yeah, right, okay.
A. Films, packets. And so then she would give you those, and you would come to the first meeting with
those aids.
Q. Okay.
A. And each one of us eight would take one of those tote bags and use it for that month. The next month, we
will come to the meeting and trade among ourselves, 'cause each meeting 1 go, it's like the old days, 1 still really
want a book for going. Now they give me a PDP[?]. It's always a sell-out, PDP, that's what we do. I'd rather
have the books.
Q. Okay. So...
A. So your part would be in the beginning, to find a Santa Claus [inaudible]. Like you did. You gave us
those books to start, which were wonderful but they were like a tease. I mean, I'm really looking for a lot of books
in those. ..well, you have the tote bags, the zipper bags, whatever you want to call it.
Q. All right.

A. And there will be enough for the class.
Q. So you would be sharing resources. So I want to know now, in the sharing resources, but let's... we have
two hours now.
A. Yeah.
Q. So you're gonna do that part of the time. So what's gonna happen the other part of this two hours, 'cause
you're coming together once a month, let's say.
A. Yeah. Well, one...
Q. What's happening in the other part?
A
.
... we' re gorma share what we' re doing with our kids.
Q. How? Be more specific.
A. I'm finding my kids are just looking at the beginning letters, and how we're gonna get them to look at the
middle letters in the words.
Q. Okay.
A. Share different problems 'cause we did experience the same problems, but we didn't realize it.
Q. Okay. So you're sharing problems.
A. [inaudible].
Q. ... and how you're gonna solve them.
A. And how, you know, maybe this one solved it better than I did, or maybe they could suggest a resource or,
you know, gee, did you try this.
Q. Okay.
A. And then you would have some direction there 'cause like you'd want them to focus, and you do have the
unevenness of the teachers' knowledge and all, the running records. You... you would have to do some teaching out
of necessity because of the unevenness of the knowledge of the teachers that you're dealing with. But it really would
have been great if we had, like you did that first time with one of them, but you have like, you know, just a bunch
of books.
Q. Okay.
A. [inaudible] to go...
Q. Yeah, actually Martha. . . that was Martha' s, you know, she just did that sort of almost spontaneously.
A. Yeah, that's [inaudible] is always a given.
Q. [inaudible]...
A. I know it.
Q. ... [inaudible] something.

A. Yeah.
Q. But, okay. Now, anything else you'd want. . . that. . . that time to be taken up with? The sharing of. .
.
A. You know, the sharing.
Q. I've got your sharing of resources, I've got your more sharing problems... problems...
A. Well, to have resources available. You, as a leader, would bring resources, and then each month we'd just
bring them in and share.
Q. Okay, all right.
A. Trade. Bring that pack and trade, so in a sense we'll be taking [inaudible] after.
Q. Okay.
A. But you would have to go before this would start.
Q. Okay, so...




... [inaudible] different people [inaudible] . .
.
Q. Yeah.
A ...who could give some books.
Q. And you just share. .
.
A. Multiple copies.
Q. Okay, all right, okay. I have no other questions. Do you have any other comments? I mean, 1 ... remember
at the end of our session together I asked you how you would defme professional development, what was effective
professional development to you, and when you say you're learning, what does that mean. Did you want to add to
any of those? Do you have anything to add, anything you didn't... didn't say that day that you want me to know
about any of those?
A. No. I think just ongoing learning on my part, and ongoing assessment on the part of the children, my
assessing them continuously.
Q. So you. ..you feel that you. ..when you say you're learning, when you say that you're learning...
A. I'm an active learner all the time, looking for more ways, better ways, different ways to do this and do that,
to reach them.
Q. Okay, all right.
A. And like I was saying, I was just talking to the kindergarten teacher this morning who had one of my kids
and I said, "Gee, he's really having a hard time with their comprehension," and that's where that... she [inaudible]




A. . . .that girl, Cynthia had said, you know, there's a test for this. That's what I want to do. I have a
couple... again, it's bilingual. You know, she's speaking Greek, you know, and this kid's speaking Indian, you
know, and this one speaks... and so I'm finding that... and this other one isn't a bilingual.
Q. So those is. ..the bilingual issue.
A. But he's not even a bilingual, this other one, [inaudible] teach about the way [inaudible] and the
comprehension.
Q. Yeah.
A. You know, some of the mothers have taken it on their own to go get them tested.
Q. Yeah, see, I think that's an issue that's gonna become more prevalent in terms of like teaching of reading
with children who speak another language, and how do you teach kids to comprehend and. .
.
A. But I told them. We talked it out, like this little Indian one now, they know how important it is for him to
speak English. So when they're at home, they tell me that they really just speak in English, but after school,
they're working. So after school and the kid goes home, he's spe...he's with the grandparents and they only speak
Indian, or whatever you call the language. So he, after school. .
.
Q. Yeah.
A. ...he doesn't have any practice. He's had downtime until then.
Q. Oh, so he can't read his book? He can't read his book?
A. He can, but I mean they can't help him.
Q. Yeah.
A. And if he writes, they can't help him.
Q. With the English.
A. With the English.
Q. Yeah.
A. He could write and then they could check it when they got home.
Q. Okay. Okay. All right.
A. See, it's going back to what I was saying, having the parental cooperation so they know [inaudible]
approach, you know, different ways to help. The mother [inaudible] the job in the summertime so she knows when
he's with [inaudible] help. And then I know [inaudible] one day after school he went over to a cousin's house, 19-
year-old cousin's house, so he could help with English.
Q. Okay. Okay.
A. Making them aware of it. But this other one speaks perfect English. There's no [inaudible] over to island
but [inaudible] speak English in the house. So these different tests that are available to... to deal with more on the
comprehension.

Q. Okay, okay. Anything that you. ..that I've. ..that I've missed that you want to. ..anything else?
A. [inaudible]. I've got to do something about a couple of these kids on the comprehension [inaudible]
sentences. I'll let you see them. These sentences are not congruous to what the question is. This sentence is... I' 11
just let you see them.
Q. Well, there's a book [inaudible] thought [inaudible] mosaic. Audrey might have a copy of it. M-OS-A-I-
K. Mosaik of Thought.
M-O-S-A-I-K.




I forget the name of the person, but I know Martha has used it. It's been used and it's pretty





Okay, so Martha and Audrey, okay.
Q. Yeah. I believe Audrey has a copy. I know Martha had given copies to people.
A. I never heard of it
Q. No? Yeah, it's a great book for comprehension.
A. Okay.
Q. Okay?
A. Did she [inaudible]?
Q. Yeah, kinda, [inaudible].
A. Okay.
Q. Okay? Anything else?
A. [inaudible].
Q. Anything else, Martha, that [inaudible]?
A. I don't think so. That's pretty much [inaudible].
Q. Okay, well, I've enjoyed working with you and...
A. Yeah, me too. [inaudible].

Q. Okay.
A. [inaudible] all the kids now. [inaudible] in here, [inaudible].
Q. [inaudible].
A. And this is a lotta, lotta...
Q. Lot of work.
A. [inaudible] it's like many, many tests.
Q. Yeah.
A. This is [inaudible].
Q. But the two you had for this project, Lee Anne [inaudible]?
A. [inaudible] the other one.
Q. She made some progress though.
A. Oh, yeah, she did, yeah, [inaudible] the...
Q. Okay.







*MAJ; I am talking with CT. What are you thinking about reading instruction as a result of your involvement with
this study group, not what you are doing, but what are you thinking, like what are you thinking about now that you
were not thinking about so much before you got involved in the study group?
CT: Um, you really have to focus in on what they are not doing, um, and zero in on it and doing it and telling them the
specific needs and the children are responding to it, but sometimes not so spontaneously as you think. This is how
they are coping with the word attack. So it has to be ref)eated, but like plotting.
*MAJ: Plotting.
CT: Yea, yea, yea.
*MAJ: Ok, anything else you are thinking about, because of your instruction?
CT: About making it really challenging. So they can aspire. Um, I have alot of.. ..chapter books... and ask each other
the word and how about seeing that they are all doing it and I think this is important. So they can all read chapter
books IS challenging.
*MAJ: Ok, so before, I am sure you were thinking about making it challenging, so how is thinking about challenging
different now?
CT: I am going to be pushing those that were struggling. I am going to push them to the height. Really pushing
them.
*MAJ: Hm, mm. You are pushing them because you, why are you pushing them now?
CT: Um, to see if they can do it. Before if they were like that 1 would back off and say its too hard, but now I am
saying just keeping pushing, (laughing) and supporting them and they can do it. He was reading and was so proud of it
and said I can read books.
*MAJ: Ok, great.
CT: The student teacher took my kids into the library yesterday, ...some are higher levels than others, the student
teacher was absolutely amazed. She said will you look at that, this kid is really smart he would look at it and close the
book, but he can do it. I spoke with the mother and father the report card went home yesterday and I told them again,
hopefully... .there is a new baby in the house, it changes things.
*MAJ: They can kind of go backwards when that happens.
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CT: Yea, regresses, but then there is an older brother too, so he is like the middle child.. ..and he could do it and I have
him right in front of me, but still.
*MAJ: Well if he can do it that is great that you know he can do it.
CT: Yea, yea.
*MAJ: Now what are you thinking about with focal students, you know the two children that you have chosen. Can
you talk about them? What do you think about them as learners?
CT: They are really struggling, one more so than the other. The mother picked up one sick the other day and she said

she can't believe it either, because she had all sons and she waited for this little girl and she is the baby and the mother
is trying to give her as much as she can, but she works all day and then comes home and makes supper and how much
time is their left, but this kid.
*MAJ: What are you kind of working with when you say they are struggling, what is it, can you be more specific, like
what is it that you need to work on with them, that they are not doing?
CT: In general, it seems like she has the comprehension, she does and she writes it up nicely. Urn, not the one that I,
the other little one, the second child, she gets the comprehension, but the words aren't coming, she is still really
struggling. 1 have been pushing and giving her a lot and the mother said she tries to like delegate because she knows
she can't read to her each night so she have her read to the different siblings and to the father, but she said she knows it
is not the same.
*MAJ: So she reads slowly, she doesn't remember her sight vocabulary?
CT: Yea, yea, a lot of times.
*MAJ: Uh, huh.
*MAJ: She is just struggling. The siblings are so smart, not that she is retarded or anything, they just expected more
of her especially being a little giri. The boys were, they weren't so antsy. We just all expected more from this little
one then she is able to produce. Um, it sounds like she gives the mother a hard time at home about doing it, where as
in here she likes it and works together. She is really still struggling.
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*MAJ: Do you think it is more with the comprehension or more with the decoding or...?
CT: The decoding. The other little one is decoding more, better, um, but sometimes she misses the middle letters, she
is still hung up on the middle letters.
*MAJ: The vowel sounds?
CT: No, no the consonants, which is ridiculous. If it said buzzy in the book or something she will say sunny and it
was like nothing, no resemblance to it at all. I think also her very best friend is like the top kid in here and she is so
struggling, she wants to be like her friend.
*MAJ: Yea, so when she reads she says things that are meaningful, but she is not looking at the print.
CT: Right, yea, yea.
*MAJ: But it makes since, but it is not what is on the page.
CT: A lot of times it is the first and last letter, but a lot of times it is the middle section.
*MAJ: Ok, so...
CT: Its some really healthy competition, because her very best friend, they are like really bosom buddies and this
group has really bonded nicely, they are very best friends through thick and thin, even though she's far behind they work
together, this one is struggling and the other one just gets it like that.
*MAJ: What levels are they on?
CT: I think comfortably 12 for her, and I didn't finish she was out 3 days last week, but she is probably an 8 maybe a
10, 10 might be a gift.
*MAJ: For this time of year, that is not that bad.

CT: Expecting more.
*MAJ: 10 is not that bad if you could just zero in on what she needs with her running record. That is not bad for this
time of the year
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*MAJ: It is not like you said, where you would like her to be, but it is not the lowest, at the lowest either. 10 is not
the lowest.
CT: This group isn't the lowest, this was like the group down here and now they are on the raft.
*MAJ: Hm, hm, ok let's move on. What do you think about the running records?
CT: I think it is good when you see the patterns of mistakes.
*MAJ: Ok, anything else.
CT: You have been pretty central, other than that East Boston lady, I feel bad for her, but you .said...she really doesn't
know the city, but I didn't either, we all learn, but whatever be, but she does have a long nde.
*MAJ: Anything else you want to say about the model or anything else you want to say about the process or about the
group or about learning or anythmg?
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CT: I think it is a good group, a good process, um, you know we are all here for the same reasons to help these kids
get going in readmg and it is mteresting about Margie, is Margie still doing a bilingual, 1 guess right.
*MAJ: Margie, she teaches English kids, she tutors in English.
CT: Oh, Ok.
*MAJ: She doesn't do bilingual this year, not this year.
CT: Oh, Ok, because her daughter is a teacher now.
*MAJ: Margie's daughter?
CT: Yea. She subbed here last year.
*MAJ: Oh, wow, but she is not doing bilingual.
CT: Hm, mm. It is just interesting the different people and you just learn from each other.
*MAJ: Anythmg else you would share,?
CT: I would like to share time.
*MAJ: Anythmg else?
CT: You had said you were going to give us the DRA books, the kit.
*MAJ: The DRA kit, Connie has it and you will get it.




CT: If you could give them out in the beginning, but then you have would have people who dropped out of the
program having the books, so I know where you are coming from (laughmg).
*MAJ: Yea.
CT: But meanwhile it is really tough, you worked it out
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*N4AJ: Connie has them, so you know what I will try to do so you can have your own, Connie ordered them and they
are in and she has had them since December, so probably we are meeting at the Manning, maybe I can see her and at
least bring yours, no one else has mentioned that they have had that kind of a problem, so why don't I make sure.
CT: We were really all doing it.
*MAJ: I am trying to think, I think everybody has to do it, I think it is pretty much mandated, maybe their are more
kits in the other buildings, 1 don't know, but I could certainly make sure that you get yours.
CT: Yea.
*MAJ: Oh, ok.
CT: Oh, look who's here.
*MAJ: Hi, you can stay. Ok, anything else, your honesty I value your opinion and your honesty and 1 think it is great
to be honest.
Anything else?
CT: I think it was nice when we got those little books. That was nice. I thanked her for that.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
CT: I think we really need these little books going along and they really stopped doing it at all these different things. I
would look at that as a plus, you really need...
*MAJ: Books.
CT: Books, in plain English.
*MAJ: Basically you are saying perks..
CT: Books.
*MAJ: Yea, because we are talking about more higher pay and I think all of us do deserve higher pay, but you are
saying that you value books and pay.
CT: Yea, because I will say to the kids 1 will go to a meeting now and it would be nice if I could say after the meeting
look what I brought back for you.
Page 18.

*MAJ: Hm, mm, materials, yea.
CT: Yea, materials, but not easy, easy, because some of the stuff is see Dick run.
*MAJ: Yea, yea, yea.
CT: You know what I am saying. There is definitely avoid the 1 can books.
*MAJ: You want multiple copies of literature that you want. You don't have multiple copies of books like chapter
books.
CT: We do downstairs in that library, but I am saying on the harder books.
*MAJ: Haixler.
CT: The context is too..
*MAJ: It is too high.
CT: Like the Boston Tea Party, The Amencan Revolution, etc.
*MAJ: So they are not where your kids are?
CT: Right. There are a lot of cute ones out there, but the particular ones that are here obviously those teachers wanted
those which is fine they met their needs. They are teaching the higher grades, but when you have kids that can read the
higher books I want the content that will attract them.
*MAJ: Yea, appropriate.
CT: Appropriate content on a higher level of books. Like we are going to do Mr. Paupers Penguins next and they will
love that and they can relate to that.
*MAJ: Ok.
CT: Content appropriate. And those are good, like Fritz, by Jane..., she writes wonderful books, but they are not into
this yet.
*N4AJ: Ok.
CT: So books with appropriate content, not easy, easy, and not hard, well those are not hard, but I am saying, are you
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5, Having the opportunity to see the DRA
administered and aiven a chance to discuss
it was very helpful. But I must say being
video taped while learning and doing it
myself was anxiety provoking.
6. I learned how to work a video camera,
tape myself and transfer the tape.
Therefore, you may understand why the tape
is not that great.
ri Ulll Llltr LC^LLIig, ± yULIICU L[l I UI IMUL LVJM
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as well as specific areas of instruction
such as buildina siaht vocabulary, and and
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1. ASSESSMKT IS A POWERFUL TOOL THAT LET TEACHERS KNOW WHAT
^ A CHILD KNOWS, THEREFORE WE CAN PLAN AND MEET THEIR NEEDS
EFFECTIVELY.
4b -IT DOES PROVIDE INFORMATION OF THE CHILD PROGRESS.
fo IT IS AN EASY AND RELIABLE SOURCE TO INFORM PARENTS OF
CHILDREN'S PROGRESS AND TO GIVE THEM IDEAS OF HOW TO HELP
CHILDREN AT HOME.
^ RUNNING RECORDS IS AN EXCELENT TOOL OF ASSESSMENT.IT DOES
GIVE TEACHERS THE OPPORTUNITY TO MATCH (felLDREN bItH THEIR
READING LEVEL BOOKS. THE TEACHER CAN OBSERVE THE BEHAVIOR
OF STUDENTS WHILE THEY READ AND DETERMINE IF THEY ARE
READING FOR MEANING. IT DOES GIVE INFORMATION ON THE AREAS
THE STUDENTS MAKE MISTAKES MORE OFTEN, SO THE TEACHER CAN
CONCENTRARE THEIR PLANNING AND TEACHING ON THESE AREAS TO
HELP CHILDREN BECOME BETTER READERS AND WRITERS.
^ THIS IS THE FIRST YEAR THAT lAM USING ASSESSMENT ' SFRTOTTST VI
AND WITH A PURPOSE. I WILL CONTINUE DO IN IT THE SAME WAY I
HAVE DONE IT SINCE SEPTEMBER.
i^. YES, THE ASSESSMENT WILL HELP ME IN MY TEACHING OF THIS CHILD.
I ALREADY KNOW SOME OF HER STRENGHTS AND WEAKNESESS. I WILL
CONTINUE MONITOR HER PROGRESS, CONCENTRATING MY TEACHING
ON HER NEEEDS, ONE OR TWO AREAS AT A TIME.
3 THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE DRA WAS EASY.
^ I LEARNED THAT MY EXPECTATION OF THIS PARTICULAR STUDEN WAS
LOW. BASED ON HER PREVIOUS WORK AND BEHAVIOR I EXPECTED HER
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Marg. i Villafane Agassi/. School
November 29, 1999
Reflections
I . ['ve been impressed by the professional and excellent presenialions of
the workshops to date. J\ case in point, was the November 20'*'
' kverkshop emphasis on "ROL" which was well presented, informative,




2. I'm finding these workshops or meetings to be very helpliil in
\
])roviding me with additional knowledge and skills. Specifically this is
irue, regarding the "Runnmg Record" which has given me a new and
iddiiional way of assessing a child's reading.
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Shirley McCrary - Grew School
Reflections
CI.) Our initial interview felt good. I
felt valued. Someone wanted to know my
thinking and feelings on teaching, the y
process, the issues. I felt supported, y^
somewhat of a Hprjr^^ <::pir-j-j- as the focus
was on literacy-those things that ^ujjusiEi
and effect rae as a teacher in my efforts
to most effectively help children to
learn. I loved that-no politicking or
posturing, just honest interaction around
something of importance to us both. Now
granted pnrii of mv feeli '^q*^ yuar^ prn^^^Tj^ly
bfl^ed op my past experiejices^ittu^u
,
Mary Ann, and the last^scussi on group of
v^tprnn teoQhers .
(2.) It was very nice that Martha y^ ^.
Gillis was so supportive in such a \/^5*|lfWI
""
tgngibls* way . I love the books. I am *v
excited about what we will be learning.
Although all of us are ejya^itSd to get
with the Superintendent's new program

*R''^'^'- '"^v^^-'^^-^J^W'^?'^^^'^^
S^:?^!W*-'i? '*5».i>P^i^f 'V^- ;
'egarding assessments, I am grateful for
th^ supportive opportunit
led in someEffiffo^^at^couldJielp me to
There are
u^s being
AeimnnAeiA r>f -l-onrhorc Colong WJtll Oll the
old ox\e§ '). Does anyone care whether all of
thg>»e things are humanly doable or not as
JpJ^hct of the teachers 's job description?
^
Hnw miirh^an we be given after the fact
/and vet be'^ynpr-hpn 4-n in^l-nn-HY -in^-Hi-HijfP
manner . Oh, if wf yyprp n] lowed to "jUSt
giyf niir n-H-on-l-j r.r. i-r. fifteen Or twentV
•
Hi-infl<^ nf a time instead of a hundred !




find out more about was the Rg.£2Ild.J2£-Q£fll
Language. I am very pleased to get in on
i+iese sessions with In
Meli Q\:]i:,fi(LJ^Q=J^QJin how to
ipuntas and just
I am concerned about one of my students
who does not have a second language
vbackground and does not receive speech
^ services. This is her second year in first
grade. Her oral and written language is

^f^J' ' h^-f^^''^^'^
(very poor. This Record of Oral Language
may provide me with some nH(jifinpq]
insight or questions about her
difficulties. Mp^c/r+j^H^
/ ^^'^ After our November session I feltLatjng^IZonfO -
not only about the " hoiauto/^ aspect it,
/but, I was starting to gain a sense of how
'^to interpret the results. I saw how the
jrfocumented results of this test could lend
/information that should effect, my ^'
immediate teaching strategies for the
child tested.
7.^- -
(5.) I'm taking this personally
This study has not only been interesting ^z | --^ .
/Snd informative, but it is helping to ' V^".>
reshape, enhance, and drive the way I
teach. I am not saying that one study is
d^^anging everything, but it fits so well^|.^A^^^
V ^ith mv professional development and ^^
functioj3Jj3a,.^it^.jfltprk . It ^nh^P^^^
iij2flrr^t(indinq, while providinq the
nacESsarv practice along with relevant
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MOD. ... whatever comes into her head.
ATTENDEE (A.). Yes, but the word that she says was beginning that sound like <inaudible>
A. <inaudible> instead of shake.
A. Yeah. Okay. . _,.,^__ . ,-. , . .
A. All the word that she said begins witJi4h©-sotradT5fTHeTetter-<anaudiUe>
—
MOD/okay^SttvVso'letTthink... now, let's move to analysis and what she would
be using
Now again, based on the running record and the kinds of mformaUon you
want
children using, was she making sense with her predictions?
CyBtteaJ-WtttHnes^el
-her predictioB&? I'm going to ask Cynthia to talk about this.
I don't think so. 1 mean, what she was using was visual cMies with
the beginning sounds in
a lot of the cases...
MOb. Uhm-hm. ^ • u \a in,,^ c.v
And she would see the beginning sound and then at that point she would say...
Uhm, say
the word that she believed it could be, but she didn't look at the
whole word, she just
looked at the beginning^ li 6r^^\ fi~^\ 'i ^^ s^-v-d-
Ikay.
iD/Oki








and "cod," every single time she
A.
e'specially something that... 1 have a question.
"cod"...
Uhm-hm.
... you would be tempted to say to her. "could," so that.
said it, is an incorrect answer.
Yes.
... <inaudible> „ _ . „ , , , ,,
So in terms of a teaching implication, what could you...? Once she
was all done, I dont
know what Judy did, but in terms of a teaching... a place to go, you can
only go to a
couple of places, because you can't take care of everything that day.
Uhm-hm. . , i_. • a
But what would you want to take care of for this child for this reading...
this running record.
Would vou go to... for example, would you teach her. because some words
just need












. As one area to




Agreement, disagreement? What are you thinking about that? A teaching.,
go back to for this child. Would you teach her "could" today?
Yes.
Because it would make...
<inaudible>
A. That really affected the entire story. <inaudible>
MOD. Okay.
It was so frequent ^ , . . .,
.Mrl^ht. V.Tiat v.-as she not using when she kept sayir.g, cod . ., hat ^o
>Oii truriK....
Didn't sound nght.
MOD. Didn't sound risht. , .. , , , , ,i. a
A. Another thins, wo.
' VTien 1 have a child... I've taught when a child doesn t know the
word,
you skip it and retake them to the period, they'll think about it.
MOD. Uhm-hm.
A. Okay.







a'^^^T f' jji7 \* '
'
,<vr m ^^««*-,^^^/4 ' v',4'
A. I mean, I know you cant do it heie.„
MOD. .„ in the running record... --
A. ... <inaudible>
MOD. ... but you would teach...
A. She probably could have applied that strategy if it was used often enough to conclude what
the <inaudible>
MOD. Alright, so now Connie's talking about a strategy for any word that she's having trouble
with.
A. <inaudible>
MOD. Skip it and go to the end. That's one thing you do...
A. <inaudible>alotof words. So...
A. Well, couldn't she have had more meaning <inaudible> to know what the story was about,
because...
MOD. Okay, so we're talking about a strategy for teaching her how to hear how something might
sound better. You know, she might have been able to... 1 don't know if "could" is in
her vocabulary even, but that is one strategy...
A. Hm.
MOD. ... for teaching children how to read an unknown word. Judy's saying meaning. What's
your response to Judy's concern that this child... she's using visual information.
Cynthia said that What is your response to Judy's observation that the child is not
using enough meaning when she reads? What do you think about that observation?
A. Spontaneity of the words as going together, like she is doing them singly rather than putting
them together and phrasing, so that the words don't mean anything more than just
one word in print.
A. When she did the picture walk-through, she... you know, she looked at the pictures, but she
didn't use what she saw in the pictures at all for meaning. So it was very weak for
her, so she had no idea what the story, really, was about.
A. Well, kisses was cute. I mean, that's...





A. 1 didn't see that part, so...
MOD. Alright Bennie, what are you thinking about use of meaning?
A. 1 don't think she was reading for meaning. And just., she was just sounding words.
MOD. So, she's learned that somewhere. That's got to be...
?. <inaudible>
MOD. 1 know this first letter. I'll just say something.
A. Yeah.
MOD. But it's not meaningful.
A. No.
MOD. So, you know, in terms of a teaching strategy, when you have that child, for example, in a
guided reading group, you would really be focussing that child's attention on things
making sense, looking... using the picture when she is stuck...
A. Yes.
MOD. ... and things like that.
A. Absolutely.
MOD. You see how what children do in running records can then target your instruction, even
though they may be in a guided reading group, you know that child doesn't use
pictures and doesn't use meaning well. So you would teach the same story... you'd
have the same story, but your focus might be a little different for those four or six
kids in froat of you. 'Cause that child needs meaning...
<-inaudible>
A. This is a second giader. The first time i tned her out, they should have been on <inaudible>
sixteen, is what the baseline was, ana 1 did her on a twelve. And it was a disaster for
her.
<ir.audible>
.\. It rcailv wu
MOD. Uhiii-iim.
A. ... that i just couiin't.. it was ever>' cthsr word.
tvlOD. Yeah.
A. ... <inaudible> cerrible <inaudible> for her.
MOD. But it gave us infcrmation... thats good. But it does give us information for our teaching
for this ctilli.
A. Yes.
It v«a3 so frusiratiug for her and for me...
It was just..

MOD. Now look down on the left hand side of S2, and youll see... Let's look at the second round
of bullets. <iiiaudible>
A. Okay.
MOD. Let's see what we talk about now.
A. Okay.
MOD. Let's see how this fits with what we've said about this child. What do you think about that
second set of bullets and what you do foe that child. What are you thinking?




A. So you would focus your walk-through.
MOD. Yeah.
A. Have her verbalize what she sees in the picture, <inaudible> going on. How would you feel
about <inaudible>
MOD. Uhm-hra.
A. Would you do the same thing?
MOD. More prediction?
A. Uhm-hm. Absolutely.
MOD. And the second? The next couple of bullets? What are you thinking? One, two, three, four,
five. Is this...? One, two, three, four, five. Look at the sixth bullet
A. One, two, three, four...
A. See, she didn't...
MOD. The sixth bullet down.
A. Uses visual information...
MOD. ... to predict. She's doing that. That's a strength, but then meaning's got to be brought in.
Do you see how that is a strength of hers?
A. Uhm-hm.
MOD. She uses visual information to predict words. That's great. Some kids, like <inaudible>
were talking about..
<inaudible>
MOD. ...just all over the place.
<inaudible>
MOD. But she knows. Right She's just at the initial, without the meaning. Do you see how you
can have a strength, and it can get in the way if you don't have all the information
there that you need to... which is information for the pictures and prediction with
meaning. So, again, this is just a teaching implication for this child.
A. So, even with the word <inaudibie> "shake" and if you look at the picture, it's so obvious...
MOD. Uhm-hm.
A. ... that they are shaking.
MOD. Uhm-hm. "Things" for "tricks" was a good... actually was a pretty good prediction. You
could do lots of "things" she said.
A. What did she say? Did she say "lots"?
MOD. Yeah. She said "little" for "lots"...
A. Yes, I heard that
MOD. ... "He could do htde of things." See, she's not using structure, she's not using meaning.
A. No.
MOD. She's just using first letter. But that is a strerjgth that she's using first letter. Now we got to
teach her to read for more meaning. Okay?
A. Doesn't make sense.
MOD. Yeah. So, just.. I just wanted to give you a iinle ctercise on how to observe and how that
running record really gives you a focc? for your teaching your children. Okay? I'm
going to move now into analysis. .A.ny questions on that child, or...? Any
questions?
A. On one <inaudible> say, okay, like, when they have mistakes, 1 go back with them, this...
right after the warning breaker anc snow them the mistake that they made.
MCD. A couple of places, 'cause if thev made, iike. eisht mistakes...
A. Yes.
MOD. ... Butifyouiust..
A. ... But ! mean, if it is ending middle sound or ending sound. I tell them, that they have to
sound out and pay more attention and...
MOD. Okay, what vou can... Okay.
A. ... because this was... what it says here, tiiis is what vou say, so it's wrong.
MOD. .A.!right This iis another idea for you, Benire Any of you who work with wanting children
to undersiaad inllecuons, be (hey,
;
ou know, the beginning part o^ I'le final part,
magneiic letters right by your jjuwicd reading group and "mg" o going to be
-3 -

something that comes iq), they left it out You can actually write on your magnetic
letter board, show them "eating". They said "eat," and they should have said
"eating." You can use magnetic letters for something like that, too. Or behind. You
know, you want to show them "behind," so use magnetic letters to show them "be"
is a part you know, and then well put the rest cm, it says "behind" Read with your
finger, now go back to the book and read with your finger. So you can use
magnetic letters if you see children having trouble widi chunks and word parts,
diey're very good for tiie kids we're working with that we have trouble... diat we have
concems about 'Cause magnetic letters are three-dimensional, they're colorful and
they sort of remember what we teach them with the magnetic letter in terras of our
word chunks you want to show them. So, it's just an idea. Try it Okay. Any
other questions? Okay. We're going to move to analysis of the running record
now. Now...
A. <inaudible>
MOD. Yeah. On page 82. they're in there; there's three black bullets here, so you can use this as a
reference point, if... after we finish this afternoon, you say, "1 really was a litde
foggy on this. I really need to go back and review..."
A. <inaudible>
MOD. Eight... 92-93, I'm sorry.
A. 92, yeah. , • j r
MOD. So, it's just a point of reference for you if you feel, you know, it's kind of... we kind ol
rushed through it I want to just sort of think it through and read it over. 92 and 93,
you see those three black bullets. They explain what I'm going to talk about now.
Those three black bullets. Because when you're analyzing a running record, these
are the three areas you're thinking about Now, before I go to this... the second level
of analysis, do you have questions on the first level of analysis, how to compute the
arithmetical score of accuracy. Anybody have questions on that. What's
the...<inaudible> arithmetic <inaudible> now. What is the formula to get the
accuracy rate? Somebody tell us that formula, who was here...? Connie may not
know, but someone who was at the last session.
A. Running words...
MOD. Running words...
A. ... over... over mistakes?
MOD. Running words divided by errors.
A. Right.




MOD. Now, I had given vou this. Connie, I think I have yours m my binder. I had given you tms.
Okay? And, let's think about what's instructional, what's hard and what's easy. Who
wants to take a stab at that? When you get your score, what constitutes this book is




MOD. Okay, 95 and up. So you get an accuracy of 95 and up, that means the book is fairly...
pretty easy. That's independent reading for the child, he doesn't need your help.
Pretty much. Okay? You get a 95 or above. Okay. Bennie, you said the next,
which is what? Instructional level, which means that's a good book to teach this
child on. Instructional level.
A. 84...
MOD. No, you said... What did you say?
A. Oh, the one that? 94.
MOD. 90 to 94. 90 to 94 is... that's a good instructional level. Anything under 90 is too hard.
'Cause they lose meaning when it's too hard. So anything under 90-89 and under
- is too hard. Frustrational level or whatever you want to call it. So when you do
your scoring, you want to hit one of these two. That's where you want to be with
children. IntroductionaJ or easy level.
A. Okay, I have a question.
MOD. Go ahead.
. a" v
A. Such as word, "could," when he was doing it in <inaudible> Now. every time she said cod
instead of "could." that was considered... each one is an error?
MOD. That's right.
A. Okay. So. I mean, even if she got one word wrong, but she got word ten times...




MOD. Butjust one word made her do that
A. Right
MOD. So you're going to look ni(»ie at her behavior, which is the third level of analysis.^
A. Okay.
MOD. ... which means she...
A. Okay. <inaudible>
MOD. ... let's say she predicted very nicely, she used meaning, but yes, she called "could," "cod"
everywhere and it brought her score down...
A. Right
MOD. ... in my view, she's still a strategic reader. She just needs to leam the word "could."
A. Okay.
MOD. You see? So it's score...
A. See, that's my...
MOD. You can't stop at score...
A. Yeah.
MOD. ... Score's not enough.
A. Yeah.
MOD. You got to look at the <inaudible>
A. Okay. That's what.. Okay.
A. 1 thought it was being counted as just only one mistake.
MOD. That's for a common... a proper noun. If it's a proper noun, like "mother," or somebody's
name, you count it once. So, say "Bennie" was in the story, and everywhere
"Bennie" was, the child said "Bill." You only count that mistake once, but that's a
proper noun. You only do that for projjer nouns.
A. Okay.
A. Thank you. Because I mean, that's an issue that I have.
MOD. It's a good question, because we've got to look at behavior. That's what this is all about.
A. <inaudible> counting that as one. Thanks. Because, I mean, I didn't.. 1 wasn't told that it
was just proper names. I was just..
MOD. Oh, no, it's just proper names we count as one. Everything else is an error to be taught.
A. Okay.
MOD. But then we look at behavior and if she did nice strategic reading, we're happy about that.
A. Yeah.
MOD. Yeah. Shejustneeds to leam the word "could." Okay.
A. Thank you.
MOD. Okay, so, look at page... in your, again, I'm going to refer you to the guided reading text,
page 90 has the three levels that I just went through. Page 90.
A. Uhm-hm.
MOD. Page 90 has the three levels. And on 91, you have your coding, which you all are doing
anyway. Okay? Alright So, let's think now about the... are there questions on this
first level, just getting the accuracy score? Are there questions on that? Alright, 1
give you a little bit of a challenge. 1 want you to leam a little bit about this... how to
do a self-correction rate. Now, self-correctioii rate is errors plus number of times
they correct themselves — 'cause sometimes they will correct themselves — divided
by errors. Is that right, <inaudible>?
A. Is it self-correct
MOD. Right Thank you, my brain. I'm having a senior moment here. Okay. So it's errors... and
he made five eiTors, and they corrected themselves three times and divided by three.
So, it's errors plus the number of times they corrected themselves, divided by the
number of times they corrected themselves. It will be eight divided by three which
is... who's a math...?
A. Two and two-thirds.
MOD. Two and two-thirds. 2.6? That correct? So... and you just round it off to 3. So the self-
correction rate is 1 to 3 (1:3). In other words, for every three errors they made, they
corrected themselves one time, which is a very good self-correction rate. Anything
under 1 :5 and down, is excellent self-coaection. 1:6 and up is poor self-correction.
A. Right.
MOD. That's your formula to get your self-correction rate. When our children fix things, try to do
your self-correcuon rate with ^inaudible> coming up, as you see them fixing things.
Try to compute the accuracy and your self-correction rate. If they do no self-
correction, this is the word we use, which means you've got to teach that child to fix
some thine?- "Nil..."
A. Okay.
MOD. ... means he's not fising anything. So you've got... that would be going back to what
Connie said.- or what Bennie said earlier, the things you go back to. So, say he





as "at". Well, you've got to show... you know this... you know how to write diis
word "am" and I expect you to use it when you read it See that's teaching him how
to fix work that he knows. If he knows something, he's got to use it when he's
reading. That's called monitoring. You've got to teach him to monitor him. You
see this with your self-coirection rate, it means the child isn't checking on himself.
He is not using what he knows or what you taught him. Slow me down if I'm
moving fast here. I don't want to move fast Slow me down, if it's going over. Let
me know.
A. So 1:6 and up is...?
MOD. Poor self-correction. 'Cause that means he's read six words wrong, he only fixed it one
time. That's not good self-correction. Okay. You all will be the teachers of the
people who didn't come... next month, you will be sharing with the people who
didn't come today. Because I don't know how else to do it We can talk about that
at the end, because not... this is really a core of our work and so now, we have four
people who don't have this information and 1 wanted to move to something else next
month. So we need to brainstorm about how we're going to bring everybody up to
snuff. Okay. Maybe that you call them up and tell them all... I mean, I don't know.
We have to talk about how we can get other... get people inside this group. Alright
<inaudible>
A. Send them an assignment.
MOD. I just may do that, Connie. Alright We're moving to our... Okay. So try your self-
correction rate. Feel free to call me at home if you, you know, have issues... you
know, you misunderstand some things about how to do self-correction rate, call me
at home. So, basically that's just the first level of analysis, it's the arithmetic.
Because it's much more than score.
A. Yeah. No, 1 mean, I...
MOD. To reiterate what Cynthia said, it's much more than just "Oh, he got this." Which is, 1
know, where a lot of the schools are, is just do the running record, get the score.
"Oh, we've got, you know, five kids that did 90 and six kids did 95," but is that
helpful for our teaching? No. It's not helpful for our teaching.
Doesn't tell us anything.
So... But we do need to know that
Yeah.
But it's not helpful for our teaching. Alright? So, let's move to the second level. We'll do
the third level next month. The second level is taking a numerical count of the
number of times the children use meaning, suiicture or visual information. When
you analyze the running record and you look at the errors, you are asking yourself
three questions. Here are the three questions: Does it make sense? We're back on





MOD. You do this. Every line they made an error on, you put the three... you put your three.
Uhm-hm.
Does it make sense? If it makes sense, circle "M." Does it sound right? Is it
grammatically correct? So for code, you really wouldn't do anything, but circle "V."
Why "V? Because she used the print If they use the print in any way, you circle
"V." Does it make sense? Does it sound right? Can you say it grammatically that
way in the English language? "S." Do they use the print? Does it look right?
Those are the three questions. Here they are.
A. <inaudible> bring that up. Because <inaudible> the reason 1 brought that up there is that
that's what teUs me <inaudible>
MOD. Yes.
A. He never made any kind of acknowledgement that you asked that question during your
running record analysis.
MOD. That's interesting.
A. He never mentioned running record. And 1 just thought those were three great sentences.
MOD. Ka ha. You've got them up there.
A. And 1 wrote it...
MOD. <inaudibie>
A. ... 1 came in and <inaudible>
MOD. ... <inaudible> catching that on our video?
A. I'm running out of letters...
MOD. <inaudible> That's wonderful, Connie.
















and this.' And he said, *You know, the only way yoa leain to read is by reading."
So I came in the next day and I asked. Well, they told me, *You go to the library."
Or... they gave me many...
MOD. <inaudible>
A. ... Clinton didn't have it
MOD. Yeah.
A. So I just told them, no, you learn to read by reading...
MOD. Yeah.
A. You leara to be nice by being nice. You practice.
MOD. You practice.
A. You learn to play piano, by playing piano.
MOD. That's good. That's right
A. And so, 1 put that up.
MOD. Yeah. Well, I'm glad the questions are there, Connie... They're there for you.
A. And 1 use it for punctuation, too.
MOD. Oh, alright
A. We ask questions and we have exclamation points.
MOD. Yeah. So when you do the analysis of your running records, those are the three questions.
But that's why that's there, not because of this...
<inaudible>
1 know, but did you think it was because of running...?
1 didn't know. I'mjust noticing it
Well, from your frame of reference, yes.
I'mjust noticing it I didn't <inaudible>
<inaudible>
A. When I came in, 1 thought it was... you know, this was the <inaudible> reading <inaudible>
teach their words.
MOD. Isn't that interesting.
A. That's where I <inaudible> and I say to the children...
MOD. Alright That's great
A. You know, we reflect Does it make sense?
MOD. Uhm-hm. That's <inaudible> Alright So we're all <inaudible> So we're on our second level
analysis. So what I'd like to do is walk you through. Let's look at... 1 think it's
Peter. 1 have it on the overhead. Okay, everybody familiar with that story, or the...
text is on the left hand side. Now let's see if we can analyze this together. Lx)ok
over on... where it says "E," "SC." You see that?
Uhm-hm.
On the right hand side.
Over here?
Yes. And this is zero, right? Right in there.
Yes. Okay, thanks.
MOD. Okay? Now, 1 don't want to use... I don't want you to use your book. I'm going to
challenge you here. So, let's close our... close your books. Just use the sheet I gave
you. <inaudible> Alright. Right where it says, "E" over "M S V," do you see that?
Uhm-hm.
F*ut "M S V right down. Just put "M S V," right across. Wherever there's an error, a one
for an error, put "M S V" in that box, very tiny.
Where? I don't know what you mean.




Got that set there?
Yeah, but what about the self-correcting?
MOD. Okay, now, when they self... where you see a self-correct put "M S V" next to the first "M
S v." Put "M S V next to the first "M S V".
This is how I... the "M S V" there? "M S V".
Oh, okay. Okay, i didn't...
Put two "M S Vs vi here there's a self-correct.
Over here, on this side?
Yes.
Okay, I was writing it all the wav down.
Right next to <inaudible> nght next to it. 1 mean this one has to have two...
Two? This one?
Uh-huh. Whenever there's a self-correct you've gc* lo have two of these... two sets of


























MOD. Yeah. Put a single "M S V". This way. Let me show you.
A. I'm getting confused.
MOD. You see the self-correct? So, that's this one. Two of these for a self-correct One of these
for an error. Like you did here, see? So, "M S V. That's for this one. That's to
analyze that..
A. She had an error, then she self-corrected.
MOD. Right So this error, you analyze here. But a self-correct gets analyzed two times.
A. Alright
MOD. We'll do it together.
<inaudible>
MOD. Put your... see that first crossed out? Put that next to it in the "SC" column. Put it over
here.
A. The first one?
MOD. Yeah. What's the first... what's this one here?
A. Oh, self-correction goes on the <inaudible>
MOD. Yeah. <inaudible> here. Okay. Alright Okay, now, this error has to be enlarged a single
"M S V" right here <inaudible> Okay. Alright. Let's do this together. "Get" for
"wake." "My dog Willie likes to get." Does that make sense?
A. Yes. In the story, it does.
MOD. Alright So we circle "M," alright. Circle "M." Does it sound right? Is it grammatically
correct?
A. Uhm-hm.




A. "Get" and "wake."
MOD. "Get" for "wake" is meaningful, structured sound. Now, is there any visual similarity
there? Was any of the print used?
A. No.
MOD. No. So then you cannot circle "V."
A. Okay.
MOD. Alright? Moving on. "Friends," then she tried the "N" in neighbors... the "A" means she
asked the teacher. She appealed. And then she repeated "N" again, and the teacher
told her the word. So, let's see what she did. She said, "My dog Willie likes to say




MOD. Meaning. It makes sense.
A. Syntax.
A. Structure.
MOD. Structure. It's structured correct
A. And she used <inaudible> so <inaudible>
MOD. So you know what you have to do? You have to put another little "M S V" here and put "V"
for the <inaudible> Any time they make an attempt you've got to analyze the
attempt by itself. So "friends" is this one, but "neighbors"... the "N" in "neighbors"
is this one. You have to do it twice for every attempt Now we may say, "How
would a child ever get to neighbors?" Well, in our guided reading group, we do a
walk-through. They talk about the pictures and the concepts. So that's where you're
going to get the child to be able to read "neighbors" when she starts to read the
book.
A. Uhm-hm.
MOD. Okay. Moving on. "a" for "the". What do you think?
A. It makes structure.
A. <inaudible> structure and it does make sense.
MOD. "My dog Willie likes to go shopping at a store." Am I in the right place?
A. No, the next one above.
MOD. "My dog Willie likes to ride in a car." And what do you think she used to predict "a"?
A. Meaning and syntax. Or structure?
MOD. Proba... It might be structure just alone. "A" is just more common to her than "the." It
might be. It's a guess. Now see, we're talking about cognitive process here. We
can only take a good guess at what children are using. We don't really know what
they actually used. It's a brain thing, (heh-heh). You know? So. it's, like, a best
guess is that she might have used structure, or she might have used meaning and

Does it sound? Do you think that
stnictuie<iiiaudible>''a"for"the." ^
A. Well, she used "the" <m page 1. She got "the" conecdy.
A. Yeah.
MOD. Uhm-hm. So you're thinking...?
A. So, I'm thinking it is meaning. Because "a" car... it doesn't have to...
MOD. Okay. That's fine.
A. I'm just trying to...
MOD. Yeah. How to come up with rationale. It could be meaning and structure or just structure
alone. It's up to you, whichever one... whichever two or one you want to circle. You
call it And then you would know the child more than a stranger would.
A. Uhm-hm.
MOD. Does she use... does she say "a" for "the" a lot, because structure drives her? Or does she
really, you know... is it meaningful for her to say "in a car"? It's up... you would...
you know the child, so you would be able to circle "M" and "S" orjust "S." Comes
with knowing the child, too. Alright, let's move to "shop" and "shopping." "My
dog Willie likes to go shop." What do you think, Connie? Let's let Connie try this
one. Is that meaningful?
A. No. To some extent.
MOD. <inaudible> you can always...
A. "My dog likes to go shop..."
MOD. ... "... go shop."
A. ... "... at the store." Structure is <inaudible>
MOD. Okay. So, you make structure. She used structure
sounds right?
A. No, it doesn't.
MOD. To go shop? Okay. So you don't think she used structure. Likes to go...
A. She knows "shop," but..
MOD. Yeah, okay.
A. ... she probably doesn't know, like, the syntax.
MOD. Alright, so you think she used meaning? It was meaningful?
A. Yes.
MOD. Alright. And, "My dog Willie likes to go shop..." Is that structurally correct? Can we
talk...? Can we say it that way?
A. No. <inaudible> not correct.
A. Maybe for her.
A. Forher, itmight be.
A. Yes.




MOD. Alright. So, let's put it in there. You're thinking she used structure, yes?
A. She could have.
MOD. Alright. Okay.
A. And visual, she <inaudible>






MOD. So, look, that's a good error. We call that a good error, when you circle all three...
A. <inaudible> happy mistake.
MOD. ... it's a happy mistake.
<laughter>
MOD. Now, look what she did. She self-corrected. She went from "shop" fo "shopping". In
other words, she added that "ing ' •-hjch is the print, so that means she Liseci visual to
self-correcL Do you see, you use the I'lrst three to analyze your error. You use the
last three to analyze how she self-conected. She self-correLteJ wiili visual, with ilic
"ing" part. That's tricky now. But ever}' time in self-correct, you've got to analyze it
twice. The error and then why sne fixed it. Okay? "Have " for 'take". Whovvanis
to try that one? All by themselves? ' Vl v dog Willie likes to have...
A. <inaudible> Again, language could be meamngl'ui for this child depending on her age.
language that she uses, could be structure.
MOD. To have...?
A. Likes to have a bath.
Her

MOD. Alright, and what about meaningful? Is that meaning, that my dog
would like to have?
A. Yeah. Lots of people say, I am taking a bath. ^„,„H;hiP^
MOD Okay. Right. Now, lefs think about the third one. There is an "a" there, but
-^"d'We>
might agree, but I dont think she did. You see how you've got
visual similanty
there? You have two "a's there...
MOD. ...But I don't think she... 1 think it was meaningful and I think it was
her structure that made
her say "have" for "take."
MOD More" than that, it has an "a" on the page. Just the way she talks and it makes
sense to say
"to have a bath." Okay. Alright So, it's meaning and structure.
Alnght, lets do
"likes" for "loves." Cynthia, try that one.
A Uhm "likes" does make sense. Beginning, she's using visual clues. , ^ , _,
MOD. She's also using the back part too. That "E" and "S." "E" and "S" is
on the back part
A. Uhm-hm.
MOD. And visual.
A. And the syntax is... works also.
MOD. Right So, the... all three are circled...
A. I'm sorry.
MOD. ... So, all three are circled again.
A. Uhm-hm. So it's a happy error, as you say. if^„„^^,-o
MOD. Happy error. That's a good error. Let's do the last one. Now, remember
a self-corrects
vyy
^^ ^ anaiyz^ twice. So take a moment Let's see you do that You analyze that
last error on your paper on your own. Try that one. Analyze
what she used to say
"have" and analyze what you think she used to fix it to say
"make.' Everybody
ready'' Alright, Judy, want to walk us through what you did?
A. Well, it has meaning, 'cause you could say, "My dog really
likes... loves... likes to have...
MOD. Uhm-hm. , ,^ .., , ^
A. <inaudible> Structure is there. And, well, the visual
because the a <inaudible>
A You don't think she used visual?
A. 1 don't think she used visual. 1 think she
used visual to self-correct.
MOD. Okay. So, over here, you have this one circled.
A I'd say she used visual to self-correct „ ,_ , j- "„„i.o..
she knows that was a word she knows. I'm saying "have,"
but that^word is make
That's kind of the thinking that goes on in the brain. 1 said
have
,
but 1 know tms
word is "make". So they fix it If they know a word, they fix it
because they know
MOD , i n u u.-ii v.„.^ ..
"'—-
his
a word you taught it to them, it's on the word wall,
whatever. Thats visu^_^
information. It's a word they know and they realize, "Oh, 1 know that
word make
And they fix it That's vis... that's using the print That's using the
word. Ihats
using the print Okay, so now, we've done our analysis.
Those three questions.
Connie's got them up. That's all we're asking ourselves for each
one Ihe tncky
part is you have to analyze any self-correct twice. 'Why did
she make the error.'
And why did she fix it? Okay, so that would be the two self-corrects
that are here.
Now we need to count up what she's using, so down the bottom of your
runmng
record - this is the second level of analysis. Let's count
the number of Umes she
used meaning on the first attempt. One, two, three, four, five,
six seven. So she
used seven... Meaning is seven. She used meaning seven times.
So, what 1 do on
my own .. because I do running records just about every day, too, is 1
put seven...
she used meaning seven times, count my structure. One, two, three, four,
live, six.
She used suiicture seven times. And she used visual, one, two.
three... only three
times look at that On her first attempt. On her second attempt, she is
using visual
more," but on her first attempt... look at this. Where would you
concentrate the
teaching with this child?
MOD On visual'. Teaching her more about phonics. You see? Again, that gives you a
focus for
your teacfama. This is only the second level of analysis. And already
were seeing
this child is not using enough of the print or enough phonics
when she reads. She s
usino her language beautifuU), she's makina sense, bui she s not
using enough ot
the p^nnt Now, that's our second level of Malysis, just counting
up the... doing the
analysis, counting up your "M". "S", and "V"s, and looking
to see if you have a
focus for your teaching. And if vou go... Let's go now over to page 92
you could
see youcouid compare our analysis with w'nat the book is
saying. Okay. Are
there questions on either the analysis or the "M S V..." the numencal
count on the
"M S V There quesuons on that? Because that really is the first two
levels ol




more challenging level cf analysis. But do you have questions on these first two
levels of analysis? I think ifs just a question probably of practicing, trying it out
Okay. Now look over at Peter's nuining record. He read the same story. This is
<inaudible> going back to Cynthia's point, earlier. Look at Peter's running record.
Ijook at his error rate. What is his accuracy rate?
<inaudible>
MOD. And so is Sarah's. They're both the same. They're both on this instructional level. Look at
the self-correction rate. Same thing. But now, look at your nmning record. Look at
Peter's nmning record. Now look at Peter's running record. Look at all the T''s.




Sarah.. Sarah's really strategic. She's got some phonics to leam about; more about the
print But Peter, he's not understanding that He's got to reread. He's got to think
about the picture. Breakfast is right there in the picture. I mean, your... Peter is not
quite the strategic reader we'd like him to be. But Sarah, certainly, is doing some
nice things, when she's stuck. No tolls at all in Sarah's. But look what she did even
on the one toll... Go back to "friends" for "neighbors." I'm back over in Sarah's...
A. Uhm-hm.
MOD. The toll that.. Look what happened before the teacher could tell her the word. She tried
"friend," she tried the "N," she did all she could do. She just couldn't read that
word.
But both Peter and Sarah did "friends" instead of "neighbors."
Yeah. So they're both using meaning and structure. But Peter's just waiting. He's stopping,
teacher's telling him. He's stopping, teacher's telling him. Look at Sarah. The
difference, and they both got the same instructional level. These children could be in
the same guided reading group and they need different things.
Uhm-hm.
See. But they're saying... they're on the instructional level four... "My Dog" only is a four.
So they're on the level of a C-D - probably a C - but they need different things
from the teacher, because of the running record, their behavior, their strategies on the
running record. Peter's got to work more. He's just waiting for teacher to tell him
the word.
Uhm-hm. Yeah. Running record is very individualized. <inaudible>
Uhm-hm.
<inaudible> the confidence level <inaudible>
Uhm-hm.
... when they get the self-confidence that they feel they're okay... it's okay to make a
mistake.
MOD. Yeah. It's okay to make a prediction, that may not be, you know, correct? But at least it's
meaningful. Teacher will not use phonics to get to it the correct way. You see? But
he's got to leam it's okay to make a prediction. He's not making any predictions.











MOD. Okay So you can see... look at your "Q-U"s, too. Look down the bottom, that second
level of analysis. Look at Peter. We're on Peter's. See on the attempts, the three...
he only used meaning three times out of five errors, used structure three times, he
didn't use visual information at all. You see that?
A. Uhm-hm.
MOD. He's just not... he's not making enough predictions. He's just waiting for teacher.
A. Uhm-hm. Some children, if they wait long enough, the teacher will tell them.
MOD. The teacher will tell them.
A. Oh, yes.
MOD. Sure, and in the running record, they've got us, because we csui't teach them. They've got
to... you've got to tell them when they don't know the word, so it's... that's why
guided reading groups are so crucial, 1 think. They have... because that's when we
do our teaching. 'Cause we can't teach from the running record. Alright I'm going
to... just any questions you have about these two levels of analysis, because that's all
I wanted to do with you today, was just review the... our arithmetic, and then
introduce you to this counting of the "Q"3 and, you know, sort of giving you insight
as to how... just doing a numerical count of the "Q-U"s can help you to begin to
<inaudibie> teaching for children. So, are there questions on these... this
information? 1 mean, any questions. Ask away. No questions. Alright
<inaudible>
<laughter>




^r. chaUenging level of analysis. But do CSv'SS^Sg^^^^t ^u^
levels of analysis? I think its just a
question probably of pracj g g^
Okay. Now look over at Peter's running record. "5 "^ *ffT«'^. '^^^
<inaudible> going back to Cynthia's point,
earlier. Look at Peter's running lecoro.
Look at his error rate. What is his accuracy rate?
So, who's the worker here? The two?
^OD. S:.. Sarah's really strategic. She's
f
»' -me pjomcs 'o 'earnj.^^^
print But Peter, he's not understanding that
Hes got to/e'^f"- ™/ ^p
^
ab^ut the picture. Breakfast is right there in
the picture. 1 ^e^: y^/" .^'"
''^^^l
quite the strategic reader we'd Uke him to be. But
Sarah,




A But both Peter and Sarah did "friends" instead of
neighbors.
u^'^ ctnnnino





:^ y ^6 ^^,^ ^^^^^^^^
'"","*^'"Th«i^LrenSdbein
^ference, and they both got the same instnicUonal
level These ch ldren could be
the same guided reading group and they need
different things.
A. Uhm-hm.^Yeah.' Running record
is very individualized. <inaudible>
MOD. Uhm-hm.
A. <inaudible> the confidence
level <inaudible>
MOD. Uhm-hm. ,r rj » .i,,. tw^v fwl thev're okay., it's okay to make a
A when they get the self-confidence that
they leel n y it ... j
™ot to learn it's okay to make a prediction. He's not making any predictions.
Not a risk-taker. Sarah's a risk-taker.
<inaudible> „„, "nii"Qtr« I rKjlc down the bottom, that second
MOD. Okay. So you can see ^ok a your 0^^ •
'«o.
^^''g^;^ ^^ ^, .tempts, the three
lr::'nl°; ^Si^meairnft^e'^^es^'o^t'of five
errors, used structure three times,
he
didn't use visual information at all.
You see that.
MOD, KsTnot... he's not making enough predictions.
He'sg wainn^^^
A Uhm-hm. Some children, if they wait long
enough, the teacher wiU tell them.
MOD The teacher will tell them.
<inaudible>
<laughter>





MOD. And teach him during guided reading, whenever he's <inaudible> doing, you know. Make a
prediction. What do you think it..? You know, he has to do that during his guided
reading group.
A. Yeah. Okay.
MOD. Alright Now, you had... you brought running records today. Want to take... take those out
for a minute. Running records you brought with you today. And take a look at
your... take a look at your "Q-U's, just do that Just go down and count up your
"Q-U-s, so that <inaudible>
<inaudible>
MOD. Just do that Do that... <inaudible> "Q-U"s, just... but you didn't do your analysis. I guess
you'd have to do this part first in order to be able to do this part. So you'd have to
really look at... does it make sense of the <inaudible> your error, you know, what
they did on their error, and then count up your "Q-s.
A. Okay.




MOD. So, now, count.. And how many times is she using meaning?
A. <inaudible>
MOD. Well, we've got the <inaudible>
A. <inaudible>
MOD. And <inaudible> self-corrected. So, <inaudible> So used visual, right? Okay. Then
<inaudible> using structure. Good. So, now count up...
A. <inaudible> count <inaudible>
MOD. Count down here. Put your... Put "M"...
A. Right
MOD. Put "M," put "S," and "V." Now count how many times, on your first attempt... the first
attempt to use meaning - zero, right?
A. Oh, okay, the ones I didn't circle, okay.
MOD. Well, I'm trying to think now. I don't know the story, but would it make sense to say
"slippery"? Yeah.
A. <inaudible>
MOD. Well, you tell me. Would it make sense to say "slipper>"? <inaudible>
A. Yes, because he wiggled and...
MOD. Alright so then...
A. ... because he was thinking that he wiggled because it was slioDerv
MOD. Alright so... ^^ ^
A. That's the way I...
MOD. Alright. So circle vour "M". He did use meaning
A. Yeah.
MOD. Okay. And would it make sense to "handle", or you just gave him the "H"?
A. <inaudible> "H". <inaudible> visual.
MOD. You think he used the "H"? Okay.
A. He stopped right away because he knew that was wrong.
MOD. Okay. So you said...
A. He knew it..
MOD. ... he just used the "H." That's why you <inaudible>
A. He's kind of a quick child.
MOD. Alright. So he fixed it?
A. <inaudible>
MOD. Now, let's look here. I'm assuming this is a known word. This a word he knows how to
read?
A. "Help."
MOD. Yeah. So you see how you'd circle "V"? See...
A. <inaudible>
MOD. ... Because that's what made him change it
A. <inaudible> more visual.
MOD. Right, more visual. Let's go down here. On his first attempts, how many times did he use
meaning?
A. Once.
MOD. Once. Okay. And then, how many times did he use structure?
A. Once.
MOD. Once. And how many times did he use visual on his first attempt? On his first attempt?
A. Oh. okay, I keep looking over here. I'm sorry.





A Oh, I'm sorry. I didn't circle... so
it's one.
MOD. Well, I'm wondering... Ifs up to
you.
A When he reads...
MOD. What,fJ-^fJ^ayslooksupatthepicture^ Goes back and forth.
Back and forth.
MOD. Ok^y so y^- there's meaning?
'Cause that's the picture.
A. Back and forth. . ,, o
MOD. But, I'm wondering, do you flunk...
.
A. <inaudible> . , , . , ,u^ »„";„ -sliooerv
" vou don't think he used that
at all?
Mnn the "Y" in wiggly, and yet, the y m i pp y,
>u v.
A i'just Jven° lookld'at it like
that untU tomght when you...
MOD. Oh. Uhm... ..... . , -
,
A. ... drew ray attention
to that
j ^^^ "slippery," "wiggly, I
A <inaudible> good guess.
MOD So he used visual how many times.'
5,0D. St'oi,,, .ow, W, look a, te. M^.g o.«.
.»»...= »«. »d vi».l twice.
use more in his first attempt?
A Is"that child English as a Second
Language?
^•OD. WdS^rmade two attempts and he used
visual <inaudible> "V" circled...
A <inaudible> ,
MOD. ... you want him to use what? More
visual.
A. Yes.




MOD. So he used meaning once. So, here...
MOE?Sray, what did you find about your student,
Cynthia?
A. Uhm, truthfully?
T""' H^waitsforme to... hejust
waits forme to tell him. He asks.
MOD. He waits for you to tell him?
A. Yeah. Yeah. He doesn't...
T^- ?:Sfappeals, but, like, on a level which I did
wrong and...
MOD. That's okay.
A. ... 1 realize that.
A.°°' iSdie levels I did 92% and
83%. They should be down a level.
MOD. Okay.
A. The 92 should be the...
MOD. Uhm-hm. That's fine , ^^^^ ^^ ;„ the instructional
A. ... mstnictional. -^^'-J-.^k'he g^l^ f-e different times. But su.l, u's...
MOS" U^s see. So mavbe that "..-l" chunk, he
needs to learn about the "A-1"
chunk <,naudible>
^CD S^S:;iSm tlS -r^^chuiik... he needs . leam ...
abou. tl. "A-r .han....
MOD Kso needs . you know what else he needs to do, and probably
this other one, too,
when
D. He





of my children, and I was told, "You cannot keep those when the child went to the
next book." I said to her, "Now, before we even think about reading it, make sure
you look at the whole picture, the pictiu%s and the words."
MOD. Uhm-hm.
A. And I was <inaudible> you can't say "word" to the child. Because you did so much better,
because I said, "Look at the picture and look at the word before <inaudible>"
MOD. Before she started to read. That's fine... as long as you didn't say it during the running
record That's fine. Someone tell you not to do that?
A. Yes. Thank you.
MOD. That's my opinion. That's my opinion.
A. That...
A. When I did <inaudible>
MOD. Fine.
A. 1 never said <inaudible>
MOD. Okay. So, he's great Okay. So...
A. Oh, he's a nice little boy.
MOD. Alright.
A. So I have... this is it.
MOD. "Hands can handle." Ach! "Hands can handle"? Oh, 1 think he used all three.
A. Oh, okay.
MOD. What do you think? Hands... The sentence is...
A. Hands...
MOD. ... "Hands can help..."
A. ... and you can see how that...
MOD. "Hands can help to mend a rip." The child said, "Hands can handle..." Meaningful,
structural? Structured correct, and visual?
A. And visual. <inaudible> All three.
MOD. All three. I think he used all three.
A. Great! Positive error.
A. Yeah, he's good.
MOD. Yeah. So he did use all three. <inaudible> but he's using meaning. He's fine.
A. <inaudible> good try.
MOD. I'd give him something a little harder next time...
A. I am...
MOD. ... <inaudible> through this.
A. ... the way he's going.
MOD. Yeah.
A. He is <inaudible>
MOD. He's great. "Handle" for... That's wonderful. And then he fixed it. He fixed it to "help"
which is a known word.
A. Oh, nice, okay.
MOD. Yeah. So, he fixed it. Which would be visual for your last part. For this one, you'd circle
only "V." I mean, for this one here.
A. Yeah. Okay.
MOD. Only "V." Because it's the print that he used. He used the print to fix it.
A. Okay. So <inaudible>
A. Just use "V"?
A. Yeah.
MOD. Right?
A. I'm not sure, because I don't see it, but when he saw the word and he maybe read the rest of
the sentence, did he say, "Wait a minute, that doesn't make sense"?
A. No, he didn't say anything like that.
A. Oh, <inaudible>
A. Hejust...
A. He just fixed it right on the spot.
A. Oh, okay.
A. He just fixed it. He never stopped to say, "Gee, that'd make sense."
A. Okay.
MOD. In his mind, he is using meaning and structure.
A. <inaudible> guided reading, I often... if they make a mistake, I'll ask, "Does that make
sense to you?"
MOD. That's great.
A. I mean, I can go <inaudible>
MOD. Well, that's what we need to be... Sure.
A. <inaudible>




MOD. ... especially for kids wanting to use the meaning.
A. Yeah.
MOD. Bennie, tell us abrae your children.
A. Well, mine...
MOD. Or one of them.
A. My child needs a lot d* ending sounds. And oce of the thaags that I have found with her is
that there is a word in Spanish, "dijos," and she kept saying eveiything, every time
that she saw that word, she said "lato" which is nothing. I mean, there is no such
word in Spanish as "lato." And, at the end, 1 asked her, "What's that?" She said,
"lato" every time that., for dijo. And la'o is not a known fonn... nothing...
MOD. Hm.
A. ... but for her, and she couldn't explain it, why she said that But, there were other mistakes
that she had was ending sound.
MOD. Well, she's not uang the print on the end.
A. On the end.
MOD. Okay. So, in other words, they make sense...
A. Except for that particular "dijo" word.
MOD. Oh, okay. So her predictions are meaningful?
A. Uhm-hin.
MOD. Okay. Alright Judy?
A. Well, I did this... you know, the same girl three times and I went to a real easy level to give
her some self-confidence, and she got five errors, but two of them were tolls and she
wasn't woridng. And one of them was an omisson. And she got two meaning, two
for structure and one for visual. But. as 1 went up to another level a few days later,
to level eight, she got fourteen errors, but she self-corrected five times with no tolls
and she did go up to nine meaning, tune structure, but visual was still fourteen. So
she's still using visual...
Too much visual.
She's still... but she's getting better. She's working harder. She's re-reading...
A.
A.










And, also, in the next one, she didn't have any tolls either. She's doing more of her work.
So, she's starting to get confident, so she's starting So reread and she's self-correcting
more.





MOD. Okay And I'd have her talk more... as Connie said earlier, have her talk more about those
pictures. Really get her predicting f— n those pictures when you work with her.
That's right. I go into the class; I don't have r.er... I have a group and I <inaudible>
She's not in your group?
Well, sometimes she is, sometimes she isn't.
Oh. Well, maybe you can get her in, you know...
... <inaudible>
... you really teach her to get the iirformation from these pictures more.
Uhm-hm.
Okay.
But she's doing more work and she's genir.g more confident, so...
She's starting to pick up. So, hopeiLi'.v...
Right.
<loud vacuuming noise in back2ro;ina>
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A. Is that what you <inauaiLic>
MOD. Yeah. It's a window into Lhe child's... but 1 thi::k <inaudible> calls it a window into the
cmld's processing, > ;.-^r.u;:e it is !ik winuow.

<inaudible>
MOD. Any other comments?
A. It's very powerful. I mean it really is. It's, as you say, it really zeros in on...
A. Exactly.
A. ... their strengths and their weaknesses. Gives you a good look, and '^o-efuUy
the
classroom teacher would be able to... I'm not a classroom tea::}- '. ^e able to
<inaudible> This will really give them strategies to work on and ocnioibio saw the
two same running records and how different they are...
MOD. Yes. Yes.
A. ... and that's the connection, because the teacher has to allow for those " e
- -esses and teach
to those points.
MOD. So, for next month, well be moving to that level. Well be reviewing this sr.i than moving to
the level of looking at behaviors. The rereading, the checking... really looking more
closely at behaviors children use to target our instruction. This rie "'; is sriU around
numbers and so forth, and we really want to look at behaviors. Like we said. Peter is
kind of a lay-back, less strategic reader than Sarah. Well, whv is ih:i.' Well talk
more about that next month. Why is that? And what we couid do in -ur teaching to
get Peter to be more strategic. What could we say or the pre - ve could use, that's
where we're moving with this. This is the final, most... the higcesi ievci of analysis.
But these... you think these two... are diese two fairly easy, you fiiiiiic, io compute
the score and to do this? You think it's complicated? Are you thinidng it's_ What
are you thinking about that? Complicated for you?
A. Not yet. . .
A. I just <inaudible> practice, right now, in the <inaudible>, but as you ^o o.n, keep practiang
<inaudible>
A. <inaudible>
MOD. <inaudible> and reviewing. Okay. Alright. Now, the thing I wan. io roiiic out to you is
your four colleagues who are not... I knew one person woui...-; . -c hcra. 3nt, your
other three, what do you propose we do? 1 just want to !.::.;r ;"— :n you, because
obviously this was at the core, a lot of information that I share. oriiLnt.
A. I know that I've done a lot of work <inaudible>
MOD. Uhm-hm.
A. They may have a <inaudible> so, I don't know. It's more or less a re- z'v >. or r- ; <inandible>
they were heavily, you know, attendance-wise <inaudible> may ":i.e .iireauv.
MOD. Two of them are in reading recovery buildings. They're probably... yr-.L. ' norv, be in touch
with that reading recovery teacher to sit down with them <ir::' ^i'.c; 'hey can do it
on P & D or something. One person is not, so well have 'o ^i^^nzir—n about her.
But, two of them, certainly, are in school <inaudible> reaciing 'liCir/frrv' skills. So.
I'm not... My point is, I'm only going to review what we aid (ul^. . -.iJ move on to
the third level of analysis. I'm not going to sort of rehash v,nat • e did today, 'cause
people <inaudible> only fair to you all... <inaudible> Okay? yo. .i yoi would, for
next month, just sort of review, like Connie said, we need to •— ^. 'jO, practice on
your children, doing both levels of analysis, so when you rjnnins record
next month, do the arithmetical scoring, your self-correct: . ' ou know, the
self-correction rate we talked about, and then do your ana. ^ -.:ic count 'jp your
"Q-U"s. Do that, those two levels of analysis on both kids ana '^e li uiik i&out that
when you come and well talk about the final level of aiinj- ::s ;jid rr.cve towards -
Okay, what strategies? What props? What do I say? Thais vhr- vl r:? raoiving to.
We won't move to that probably 'til our February session. : ' i; cle?
A. <inaudible>
MOD. I know we have a January. Do we have a February session? No. in i\k-..-ch. we II be getting
more in. Well start 'hinkir.^ L-bc-ut prompting and IrjiH":;;-. •':: -lor-^ ;o March,
we'll get into Teaching ,3f Strategies. So, if you feci I'.-.e v;: //:..: itis kind of
unoer cir.troi, you can kind ci oreview the Teaching for Sur.i.?ui(--^: vhapier m here.




MOD. Oh, ifs not the Kilmer. Ifs going to be at the Sarah Greenwood.
A. Can we get directions?
MOD. I will, just like I did before. I will mail them to you. ^
<inaudible>
MOD. Ifs a Wednesday?
A. Ifs a Wednesday, yeah.
MOD. Okay.
A. <inaudible>
MOD. Yeah, I think they're all... Are they all Wednesdays, Judy?
A. Wednesdays, yeah.
MOD. Uhm-hm. It will be at the Sarah Greenwood.
A. Okay, so...
MOD. Okay. We're leaving now.
A. Thafs okay. 111 come back.
MOD. Okay. So...
A. January would be...
MOD. January will be the Sarah Greenwood. Do your two levels of analysis on both of your
children...
A. Uhm-hm.
MOD. ... and reread the "Using Running Records". Do any of you have the observation survey
built... the brown one? U's got a brown cover.
A. I believe 1 do.
MOD. I think most of you should, because it's required. Actually, ifs required <inaudible>
A. <inaudible>
MOD. Yeah, that one there.
A. Yeah. This one.
MOD. Yeah. There's a wonderful chapter on running records in that book.
A. Okay.
MOD. Okay. On analysis and all <inaudible>
A. Okay.
MOD. ... and then, preview, if you want to... preview the Teaching for Strategies chapter in here,
'cause that's where we're headed. Alright?
A. Okay.
MOD. Strategies. Teaching for Strategies. Thank you so much. Okay.
A. Have a nice holiday.
MOD. I want... One minute. From each of you, we'll start with Judy, sort of, as you think about
this session today, what goal or what do you have in your mind that you want to
work on, based on this session today? Just real quick... a minute.
A. What do 1 <inaudible> What do 1...? Uhm, to focus on the child's needs, as much as 1 can.
1 don't have her every day. You know, I don't have her every day, but I think 1 could
make a difference... Looking at the analysis, doing it and giving her something to
work with, to problem-solve, because I've seen her start to work and gain more
confidence, and I think it will be very positive.
MOD. Alright. So in terms of a finite focus, where would you say you go with that child? Based
on what you just told us earlier, what would it be? She said she's getting better, so
what would you work on? Say, if you had her tomorrow, one-on-one, what would
you do with her?
A. Try to have her reread more, self-correct... meaning. Develop the meaning. I really have to
<inaudible> meaning with her.
MOD. Okay. Okay. Great. Okay. Okay, Bennie?
A. I would like to practice this and <inaudible> also would like, with that girl that I told you
before, that I have to... even though she wants to be on level five, let's say, I have to
make her believe that she's on level one.
MOD. Yeah, and try that match... diat matching exercise, try that one.
A. So, I'm going to...
MOD. Yeah.
A. ... well, 1 mean... because she love to read, but...
MOD. Yeah, she's got to match. That's the first thing. If she's moving left to right with her eyes,
and she can do that, and she's got to... the second thing siie's got to do, she's goi to
leam if there are four words on the page or <inaudible> four things. So <inaudible>
for her?













?^Jing to smrt him on level eleven tomorrow,
eventhough it's... He's very
enthusiastic.
STaS gave you the background. The mother ca«e up and we
had a meeting and he just
Yeah. iSoS'how hfre^f.hat book and I ag^ with you
that onaudib.^
n I introduced you to him one time.
MOD. Yes. Yes. It's wonderful.
A. He'sjusL..
MOD. It's great.
A. ... looking for
validaUon.
MOD. Move him up a level.
A <iaaudible> move him up. , jl i^„„,o u rhat like '^
MOD. Yeah. Great. Uvel eleven is what?
Do you know .6e letter? Is that e....
A. Level eleven is the...
A This is an E. 1 checked it.
MOD. That's E. That's E Okay.
A. So he's practically mto
lirst grade.






T° mSmoSt. wa, . b„dM. A ha.dfd «d . balf. » b. »ac.
f"*"Sd he ju.. <iaaudible> ,- "No S»pbe. if> ... flowed _" Md I k^P! gy»| "'Xj/f
not down in back. <inaudible>
Good.
They're all up front.
Glad to hear it.
a" Even Alice is up front. ^ minutes after Cynthia tells us
MOD. I want you to talk a litUe bit about your ^"""^J"^ J^/JX™"^^";1 you think?
what she's <inaudible> goals set set
fr^. .. tflis session, vv" >
^^ ^^^^1
1 think that maybe 1 w^t to -* Vlfhi'it"""hrd; s^tCenou^ evidence so hecomb nauons, because I think he has . .w ne ooe n i ui ^1 , ^^ you
waits and knows that <inaudible> will
teu him d^he
^^'^^"g^^^^X l-" You
know, after thirty seconds, I'm saying,
.^M_ght do 1 ^'^
^i™
.^^^^^^ ^, ^, ^d





o^ Hke "Hi" You know, and I'm, like.
"Alnght, Jonathan. You know. ^^"'^ J^a























Yeah. And, you're stuck, what do
you neea to do? We talked aooui uus
him until he rereads.
Uhm-hm.
.i. .
... and tries something. You have to do
that.
1 know. You should see...
^TSufedSe. I'm like, "No, not mc. You .now, I have to
close my mouth. You
He's goftrwork. He's got to do
someth> ., f mean, you'll help
him out .f he does




You've got to teach them to do
has to be brought imder control
nfeah.
A. He's trying real hard.
MOD. Yeah.
A. Because he really wants to be positive, so...
MOD. And once you get match under control, same thing.
something when they're stuck. But match
<inaudible>
A.'re doing money, <inaudible> personal reporter. It's structured like that It isn't loose at all
Okay. But we move around. And they love it
MA. And I walk around and monitor...
MOD. Well, thank you. Thank you all.
A. Okay.
MOD. And take... <inaudible> It's just a little token... it's not very much, but it's...










*MAJ:WhatIwou.dni«^do^ay.^^^^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^ ^^
"'"""^then we wUl get^^ the third
level of analysis, which
,s the pro
kinds of strategiesjou
seem to ^ ^^^ ^ ^i,l ^
can just add to your
repertoire because you
^•^^-TourghTdOT^^^^^
bXh'a^Wl w?wKSng more about teaching
for strategy.
Today we are still on -^y^^^^.Twe'^^uTSk^^^^^
doing and then in March
^d AP"J^^%^'^ to need, what
how do 1 teach now for
what we ou.u ^l-^,^ ^^ ^^
reJdthTvtrrs^i^^a\yr^a?/.d^asth^^
sh^e with one another
at that point.
Okay, so lets ^^S^S^:^:^^^^""''
Slist Sat'£le°v«: will be doing
afirst
level of analysis.
GRP: Possible with math,




MAJ: And what is the
formula?
GRP: Um.
MAJ-. To get the error
rate?
GRP: Oh, number of
words divided by errors.
Page 2.
*MAJ01c. that IS It, It
gives you an error rate. And then
you
'^^""'Te ctoi?and you can check the ratio and that
will give
you the error rate.
GRP: Um, hm.
.MA.OK NOW «,. self »™»^^^^^^^^^
things. That is the seii
cone
^^ ^^^
ritTI Z cSmtu[;^thSp:^ecUon rate.
How do you
compute the self correction
rate?
GRP: Errors.




GRP: EmHS plus self conecdon over sdUTconection?
*MAJ:Yep,OK. Let us think of the three levels, we have hard, ^
some books are hard, some books are at the instnictional
level and some books are easy, lets think about what
percentages now. What is the recommended level for some
thing to Se considered hard? What is the percentage?
GRP: The low nineties?
*MAJ:Yep. OK. 89 and down. What about instructional?
GRP: 90-95. 94.
*MAJ:OK and the easy level.
GRP: 95-100.
*MAJ:OK, 95-100 so when a child reads at any of these levels this says it is too hard. 89 or below
says it is too hard. When you compute you do your computation and then you will know
that is just right for the child to tw learning some infor-
mation, learning some new things at the instructional level.
GRP: OK.
Page 3.
*MAJ:And then this level is easy, but this can be tricky, because
they may read something easy, but we will talk a little bit
about fluency, it should oe very fluent and word by word and
the recommendation is that you have to start reading at the
easy level and you may want to stay at that level and not go
to tie next level until you get the child more praise. We
will again talk about the methods that you use, that I use,
to help children get more praise when they read, even though
they may be at an independent easy level, you still want to
praise them before you push them to the next level. Because
good readers read meaning so we don't want them reading at
an easy level text.
GRP: Comprehension is important because sometimes they read but
they do not understand what they are reading and that is
easy.
*MAJ:OK. So is everybody clear on the different levels, how to
compute your error rate and how to compute your self
correction rate. Everybody clear on thatv OK.
Level 2 - how do we get that? How do we get to the second
level of analysis?
GRP: MSV?
*N4AJ:After you do your analysis, what are the three questions?
[4n Lets review the three questions and circle M, S or V.
ij-V^ ^ OK. What are the three questions you are asking yourselfY-fv \ to do that to circle M when you do your analysis?
RP: Does it make sense or something like that?
V
N4AJ:Can you give us the second question. Why do you circle S
when you do the analysis, why would you circle S.
GRP: Because it sounds right.








y.ea- ^I?L^lrir says it that way.
«.., OU Wb=< your mod...
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„o structure because he
is at zero.

out (rf' his eight attempts he used meaning twice and visual
six times. '-,.j.^^:. ' (
GRP: And he is not uang structure.
*MAJ:He is not using stracture at all.
GRP. So he needs language development
*MAJ:Probably, yes, but he also needs..
GRR Them to come together, I call them married partners, they
come together.
*MAJ:So you would probably like him to use meaning and use
pictures more and predict more so your not as worried about
visuals. You want nim to use visuals, but he does not use
meaning enough.
GRR OK.
*MAJ:This goes back to our theory about what meaning is, it is
about the reader. Good readers use meaning. Tnis child is
not using meaning. When we introduce books to this child
and work with reading with this child, he needs to be tuned
into pictures, and tilings making sense, predicting what he
thinks may come next and what do you think this picture is
telling us, that is what this child needs. This child was
using meaning very nicely.
GRP: OK.
Page 6.
*MAJ:Now that is the second level of analysis. In your own
words explain this level to me in your own words talk
about this. How this level of analysis helps you when
you are teaching children?
GRP: Level 3 or 2.
*MAJ:This level. In your own words.
GRP: Could you repeat the question?
*MAJ:In your own words, tell us how this level helps in our teaching.
GRP: I think I would determine the level that you would select.
*MAJ:OK, good. Also, I think if the child doesn't get more
meaning, then the text choice would be your exercise.
GRP: Very high interest with the pictures that would just draw
the child's attention.
*MAJ:Yes.
GRP: And probably would motivate him too.
*MAJ:Very good point, excellent. He could be driven by this.
What books you choose for that child. We are talking about the second level
analysis ladies.
GRP: And probably would offer him more practice.
*MAJ:Ok. Judy and Jill take your coats off and relax.
GRP: The guard came with a key, we were ringing the bell and
ringing the bell. 1 didn't hear the bell.
*MAJ: Alright, Cheryl do you have questions about Level 1 or 2?




rpp- So these are Ae levels
of...
more than a number.
GRP: Um, hm.
Page 7.
Idystartandthenifyoudoyo^r ^^ ft doesn't give
you where kids ^."^^Son for your teaching, Sus
first
IZ a whole lot of '1^°"?^^^^ ^search and devetopment
team at the school
g^^mgy ^ gjgj, that it
OTor rate, but
you do"!|°%" teaching. 1 am trying
area*nggroup.
OK This is the third
level we wiUtalkabo^t^aimle^^^^
S we will also talk aboutflWj^^l^f^ easy level
?^fore some of you
came m, they cm v^ ^^^ to teach
Sr/rgivejhemam,^ngr^^^^^^^^^
them fluency b^^^'j?^X We"^'^^ '^'' ^""^^
,„ talk about this today ,
the
OK alright WearegomgtoUdk^^5j,,,orandlhavea
thWd levll, which is
problem so'^mg oc ^^ ^^^^ ^^
Sromethin. 1 -y;:,^^e°or?Sn| and strategy
next to each oflier.
O^" V°°" "eaories. fhisisour
yous^ U.3 big
separations cat gon^^e
Itod level of anajy^^*- T^,fS a third level of analysis
""?wSth the running record.
Z^ those of y°" ^^"f^^HwoTevels and now we are
wo We reviewed tte first
two lev ^.^jj^g




on the bottom, 1
^-t V- - n^e 'h. ^^^^^^^^
^chol^ doing anvrfth«efun|t'y,, saw













;f^ rmw''' ":^w wrm i\'m
*MAJ:Ycp.
GRP: And she said is used most of the time.
•MAJ:Right.
-'
GRP: So what you know how do you account for that, I guess you
would iiave to count it as an error.
*MAJ:It's an error because it is not what is on the pa^e, but
he is using structure to predict that. He is using
structure. He may be just learning. What I am thinking
is that he probably did know the word, but after the
quotation mark. The next time we will have to go over a few of these kinds of running
records rather than anticipate
say what he said it will have meaning when I ask him.
Wnat else did you notice in terms ofbehavior? What else
did you note that he did with difficulty?
GRP: There were some words he worked on alot, but then on the last page he knew all the
words and he was very comfortable and all of a sudden they came together.
*MAJ:So you felt he was more fluent on the last page?
GRP: Right because he knew every single word and he felt good
about it.
\ *MAJ:Or maybe the story came together him and by the last page
\
he knew what was going on in the story which enabled him
,
to be more fluent, tecause he knew more about the story.
! Tfaea-lis_Bea9-able4&^fedict-and be fluentbecause-he-knew
rnere about ihe-stety. OK. Alright, what else? Scjvou
lA^"^ notice he wasn't as fluent ti> staitfoff word by woro^s
Page 9.
GRP: He did a lot of pausing in his reading.
*MAJ:He did alot of pausing, what we do we call that. That is
a reading behavior. What is that called. Net yon-Jtidy.
What is that when children pause. That is good reading
behavior there is a word for it What do you think?
GRP: They are reflecting.
*MAJ:They are reflecting they are monitorino and Nicholas did
alot of nice monitoring. He knows what he doesn't know./
.That is excellent-reading behavior.JThaiis^rnonitoringj,
1 likelhe way you stoppedTet mehelp me fix tEaTdS"
you see how you go back because they have stopped. Some
kids won't stop they don't know that they don't know.
So you see, that is excellent behavior, that is a place
to start. They have to know that they don't know. That
is monitoring. Then we can show them how to fix it.
Let me teach you that worksheet. That could be one of
the teachers. OK anything else you notice about what he
did. We discussed that he looked at visual information.
Anything else on this sheet that you notice he did?
GRP: I checked the rate that he read at.
'*MAJ;Slow rate. OK. Anything else he did with difficulty
besides monitor or pause. Anything else he did with
difficulty:
GRP: 1 thought that some of his waits, some of his pausing,
started out monitoring and then started developing
waiting.
*MAJ;Um, hm.
GRP: Tricky to draw the line.

ff3?a;'^s|if^l?'i|!;?^'i'!'"^ *?,!?( W f ''(? ^-""^ -^ 1 A ; ?
SaSbS .KS?S,.y «ai flJ whole ta,|.
Now go back and teach hun.
Page 10.
^MAJ:Any other observations
about his reading? ^__
TRP- 1 am not sure I understand the
answer to what Karen said
°^
Tout wh^ do the pauses become
momtonng.
*MAJ:I think whenever they
pause they are monitoring.
Now if you
things and they are not («i°.S ''-.._ ^i ^eis and you have to have
;
y •r^S''E.'S5on'S.aLhh.m*wh„i,is
\^ K that you want him to do.\ y' J\ ma mu m n ^^ —^•
V^i-^SRpffcthey monitoring thernselves.
^ .... , ,. : „;.«,;„o when thev Stop
;^ught them how to fix
•. „ ». s c thev don't know something.
*MAJ:It is momtonng, n y
i w<^y
know something.
GRP. 1 thought that monitoring





*MAJ:For a child to stop, shake
his head, any sign of
uncertainty
is monitoring.
GRP: Um. hm, They can be




E ^E^'j.^c^lSld t^So^how mLh wait Ume to give.
GRP- But also this may be
behavior denending on the running
record. I don't want to
wait toolong.
They know that they
do not
Page 11.
*MAJ:When you do a n.nmng




GRP: You have to tell him because if the word is rq>eated.
*MAJ:If the child stops you have to tell him, if they stop you
have to tell him me word.
GRP: Because you are not teaching. You can't teach.
*MAJ:You cant teach during the nmning record.
GRP: What if they keep readine it wrong. They dont really stop
and ask for help. They keep reading it, but they keep
reading it that same word and its a name.
*MAJ:The name counts once. If they read Moto for Mother five
times it would only be wrong the first time. Thats a proper
noun.
GRP: But another word would count each time.
*MAJ:Yes. Can't for cannot five times is five errors, however
teach them about contractions. That is what you have to do.
But it counts as an error each time. Teach them about
contractions that should teach them. OK now. Any other
questions. That is pretty much the third level of analysis.
That is the third level, you have your third level. You
have looked at behavior. Based on this reading for this
child where would you go next for your teaching of this
child. What do you think he needs? If this was your child
what would you give him in terms of instruction.
GRP: 1 would be teaching him more about the middle of the words.
*MAJ:Teaching him more about phonics?
GRP: Yea. The next step is early.
*MAJ:ls he reading at that level now?
GRP: Well 1 tell you. ..Just from one level to another.. .So he reads with meaning, but ...there were so
many words he
didn't know and he wasn't about to let me know that he
didn't know because he wanted to read at the same speed,
(laughing). This is not normal, you know, that I am
Page 12.
teaching his level constantiy, because he is challenged.
He knows so much, but 1 am not sure what he doesn't know.
*MAJ:OK, so I'm going to just sort of summarize, because 1 want
to take up to something else right now. 1 think that the consensus here is that this child
probably needs to get
singled out for the fluency and also a little bit more
about teaching from the picture. 1 would think also
^.^ possibly hear what the child is reading.
GRP: OK, 1 understand what you are saying in terms of the
meaning and fluency, but in the case where he is going
ugh and is not reading accurately because his
eyes are really not focusing on the words and when he
points he is real accurate, would you say then that the
one to one isn'f developing now.
*MAJ: What do the rest of you think? Your feelings is that
this is not secure.
GRP: Right.
'MAJiWhat do the rest of you think?
i GRP: 1 thought some of what was there was a little too hard for
! him.
I
''MAJ:You think he should be at the lower level? Did he keep his finger on the words or did he

look up at the picture.
How much was he using the picture?
GRP: Not that much, but I thought when he did stop. He used it
some but this picture was the behind part The bed and
the chair, I fmd it confusing. The chair is very strange.
It doesn'tJoolc lilce a chair. No it does not. It is very
weird. I meaa-abc had troiible-aad I had^ouMe.
*MAJ:So maybe what Mary is suggesting if you dropped this it
would be interesting to see,rfaat-g:e don'tjiavp tirn" '" I'vlr
at-wliat leveHie-did-before, but it would be interesting to
see. I
GRP: He did fine at the level before.
*MAJ:He did fine, so he used his finger?
Page 13.
GRP: Almost 100%...98% he had to single in two. He got a 98 on
that one. When you asked him 1 couldn't hear what he was
doing the week 2 regarding the pictures. When he came to
that page, what did he call that He called it a chair.
1 thought he left it out, I think he said chair. I couldn't
hear at all, 1 couldn't hear too well. You can see that he
is looking. He left it out I don't think he... it looks
like the toy box first (laughing)..-About teaching it in
the sense when you teach it in the sense that you teach it
when they come across it or do you teach what is in the
book...
*MAJ:We will spend two minutes on this and then I want to go to
something else. How are the rest of you teaching high
frequency words, real quickly? Connie?
GRP: From the text, then I get out what shared reading is and
then we put it on a word block that is a difficult word
here, you can take it as a homonym, here and hear, you
need your ear to hear, that is how 1 tell them. 1 use
my homonyms as a center. How many words do you give.
It depends as the words emerge. Do you find every kid
remembers. 1 mean down with the spelling words iat we
had. Maybe he might not be a visual reader. Yea he is
going to get glasses. Ok. That's another thing and 1
think that..
*MAJ:OK, again because of time, even if you had them at the
beginning of the year, this is just one idea, have them
wnte ail the words they know and then take those high
frequency words which they were able to write, those
are their words, that belong to them as a class and those
start the word wall and you putting up the words from the
list and you could teach those as time goes on, but if they
write all the words they know, now you have hear, here, you
have some words that they as a collected group wrote, so
now lets put them on the board, up on the word wall and we
can use those to help with our reading and writing. And as
the others emerge which are on that list, that list that
you said ynu were using, you teach them and this is
probably going to be taught with magnetic letters, so it
shouldn't mean a guided reading group and everyone is
missing the. Well lets learn that word the today, magnetic
letters, make it. break it. you find it. in the book up
to the board, back and forth with magnetic letters. There




GRP: This is the second year that we did the assessment
so what I did this year is, when we did the wonl list, out a[ the observation survey, I took
some of the words from that list, like some children didn't know the when I did it and here
was on the list So I put that on the word wall and I introduced the children to the word wall.
*MAJ:Um, hm.
GRP: 1 didn't think I was teaching to the test, but I couldn't
ignore it and wait until.J just started my word wall with
some of these words.
*MAJ:Ok, alright. Did you have the homonyms on the wall too?
GRP: Yea 1 have homonyms and words...
*MAJ:What I would like you to do is do the three levels of
analysis on this book. My Utog Willy, anybody not familiar
with My Dog Willy?
GRP: No.
*MAJ:Ok, it is, take your time. My Dog Willy. 1 am going to have
Cynthia and Mary change seats. Cynthia and Mary could you
change seats, I want Mary to be able to look at that book
when she gets to the analysis. 1 would like you to do all
three levels of analysis in partners on this. AU three
levels of analysis.
GRP You only have one book?
*MAJ:1 have the one book, but you know, you can pretty much
figure out what ....but 1 don't want you to use that because
the answers are in there. 1 want you to do it all on your
own and discuss it.
GRP:-(Tbe_group is discussing the book).
/ *MAJ:Everybody has calculators here? Ok. You have 10 minutes to
/
do this;^ p,4^^^^ ,
^,-^6^ C/^>^'
GRP: (Tte groufPir discussing the book).
/T, *MAJ:AH-ofyoiwhscuss the tbiKlevels of analysis. Who didn't
/ jA/^' getjmc-evcTybody get-ene^
^ V GRP: I don't know the story.
*MAJ:ril read it to you. First page - My dog Willy likes to
wake me up in the morning. 1 am just going to read it
through, read the story through, to give you an idea what
the story is about. My dog Willy likes to eat breakfast.
Page Six - My dog Willy likes to say hello to our neighbors.
Page Eight- My dog Willy likes to nde in the car. Page Ten-
My dog Willy likes to go shopping at the store. Page
Twelve - My dog Willy likes to play ball. Page Fourteen -
My dog Willy likes to lake a batn. Last page, si.xteen. My
dog Willy loves to make new friends. They all start with
My dog Willy likes. OK.
GRP: Yep.
*MAJ:1 will leave the book here for reference.
GRP: (The group discusses the book).
*MAJ: Here is the textfor you three, the three of you can use
text. You want to pull it in. You go that way and then
you can see. If you need the text, if you don't think
you need it..
GRP: How many words Ltllink it is on there 71. Oh. So we have
to figure out the rate?

*MAJ:A11 three levels, I want you to do all three levelsd
analysis.
GRI^ (The groug53iscusses this).
*MAJ:Woric together so that what one doesn't know, the other one
knows hopefully (laughter).
GKT" fYoii rnn heart]}'' group counting and discussing the book).
*lylAJ:Can^ stop you i6r a minute, I am going to be veiy cranky
now. You mifst always do a runnmg record with pencil. If
you don't h^e one use a pen, but you should always do a
nmningjecoid in pencil in case of a mistake.

study Group One /Analytic Memo
October 29, 1999
I tried very hard to merely facilitate within the framework. I hope teachers will be very
collegial with my role as "guide on the side", it happened somewhat today when Sara
posed a problem and Leah explained how she handled children in Grade i with few
academic strengths.
All but Sara seemed comfortable and able to handle the project's requirements for
participation. She will need much more support. Unfortunately, she strikes me as one vet
who needs to retire because she's simply tired with nowhere to go but her classroom. I'm
very concerned that she will not complete or even continue the project. Interaction was
good and easy [she dropped out the following week citing the need to care for an ill parent].
Participants seemed to blend easily and interrelate.
I must balance purposes of the research with "real world" problems teachers pose,
i.e. Sara and the fact that she does not teach reading to her own students but rather very
advanced students of other teachers in her pod [possibly her colleagues' response to lack
of competence). I must take the time to problemsolve and troubleshoot as issues arise so
that teachers feel I'm responsive to contextual challenges, and not just on a mission to
complete my research, ex. Ora lost her aide today, Leah hates collegial hoarding of shared
book room resources, Tracy complained of being in a time crunch and having every minute
utilized, Tina observed that a classroom teacher with whom she works devalues "low kids".
Having said that I need to facilitate discussion so that we stay on track in terms of their own
learning not dwelling on what other teachers do or don't do, systemic shortcomings, etc.
A.O. did not attend nor did she call. I am disappointed though not surprised given
the uneasiness I felt after our entry interview. It was the only interview that was not
comfortable with a free flowing exchange of ideas. I felt tense, and seemed to be more
watchful of my words as I interviewed and responded to her. Her tentativeness may have
come from her level of experience at this grade level [one year despite 20 years in
education] and her thinking about my expectations or fear of my finding out what she didn't
know. I wish somehow she knew me better; I 've always embraced teachers who were
short on knowledge but long on enthusiasm to learn.
I must provide time at the end of the session for some type of group evaluation,
maybe providing a prompt or just keeping it as open dialogue. I sensed the deep level of
caring and responsibility for children these teachers carry in our dialogue as well as entry
interviews. They all seem to be on overload, and stretched for time. I will strive to facilitate
their learning in as painless a manner as possible.
Study Group 2/Analytic Memo
The session began with a review of what is meant by curriculum embedded

I noticed that in our initial study group session as well. The notion of entertaining alternative
ideas does not seem easy for her. She's a unique kind of knower in the group. Perhaps I
will question her more and make fewer directive statements when interacting with her. Kate
appeared only minimally engaged, and It was obvious the reading had not been done.
Getting her to reflect in specifics was not easy. Perhaps doing more theory to practice
activities and asking pointed questions will assist her reflective abilities i.e. what did you
observe your child doing when he had trouble vs. what did you observe your child doing.
Mary, Monica, and Tina are reflective, knowledgeable and open as learners. They simply
need encouragement to speak more, because they are risk takers and quite articulate.
Tracy and Fanny are also learners, but need more of a knowledge base. Mary Is so
enthusiastic she remained after the session to talk with me for 1/2 hour about her students'
specific needs and what she should do. I will make myself available after every study
group for any teacher who'd like one on one work with me for 5-10
minutes.
In reviewing their written reflections this month, most teachers feel that this kind of
assessment has enlightened their thinking about their particular students i.e. strengths were
discovered that thay were not aware of. They all seem convinced
about the merit of the running record.
CHALLENGES
•travel time to get to study group by 3:30PM
•time to spend individually w/students
•helping them understand the importance of reflections that explore their personal reactions,
new learnings, challenges etc.-getting the focus off writing "what I want'
[perhaps I'll share one of Mary's reflections aloud w/o divulging the author since she does a
great job of thinking aloud on paper

assessment or assessment that guides instruction versus standardized forms. It was
apparent that some teachers might not have read the assigned reference text. Four did not
have the text with them. Generally the group understood the difference between this kind
of assessment and standardized testing.
We reviewed two video clips of Leah with Jaquetta and Mari with Emmanuel. I
used those clips because as I viewed the entry videos submitted previously 1 noticed
teachers doing too much teaching during the rr and not much observing and simple coding.
The notion of taking the time to simply be a neutral observer is one that needed to be
discussed. I asked the group to observe the children in the video and be prepared to
describe reading behaviors. They were able to name all early behaviors II The question
remains as to their ability to teach to meet the need of an emergent reader once the weak
area has been determined. We then talked about the varying learning needs of each of
the two children they observed. They did that with ease as well.Then in partners, they
discussed insights from their own rr they'd done and next steps in teaching. As they
individually shared their thoughts, I found the need to do more directive teaching and to
redirect their thinking. For example, Kate went off on a tangent about the general learning
needs of her class, and I had to prompt her to speak in specifics about her focal student's
needs t)ased on her observations. This task was not easily done by most, and will need
much more practice in upcoming sessions (December and January). I will bring video clips
and begin each sesson with a 8-10 minute segment designed for mere observation of
reading ttehaviors to determine strengths and needs.
The individual sharing took much more time than I anticipated. So I ended up
giving a briefer explanation of the first two levels of analysis of the running record:
1
.
numerical score to determine easy, instructional and hard level
2. frequency/sequence of use re: m s or v
3. description of all reading/problemsolving behaviors [for Jan.] to
design instructional program/implement particular strategies
I felt it was critical for them to observe and articulate observations regarding their own
students since observation is key part of curriculum embedded asessment. I probably will
not spend as much time in future sessions. I provided some ideas on possible text levels
they could use for next month's rr. They also were given a list of reading
behaviors/strategies to look for when observing the emergent reader from the Fountas and
Pinnell text entitled Guided Reading. This I hope will expand their knowledge base. They
also were encouraged to chart their students' growth over time on a graph in that text.
I believe our time was well spent in terms of review of assessment and observation
of childrens' reading behaviors. I'm noticing that Ora who knows a great deal about literacy
is not as open to receiving feedback from the group when she speaks about her child or
makes a comment. It's as if she feels there's no gray, only what she observes or believes.

GRP: My reading group is 2"" gradersl
GRP: But what level are they reading on? Why are they coming to you?
G^: They I don't know, I have never seen any tests and test them and then they send them like
/ 1 - 7 is one level and 7 - 1 3 is another level and I then I have a level 32-38.
/
'' *MAJ: You don't teach any ofyour own kids? You teach a different level - they have them
leveled and you take a different level?
GRP: Yeah.
*MAJ: WeU that's different
GRP: And there's no commimication - that sounds wonderful.
GRP: I don't know how my kids are doing. I mean, I don't know, the only thing I that I can say
about my kids, the only thing that I get about my kids, the only communication is these
notices to me is that the teachers will write in a grade, you know, grading them - grade
them A or average or below average or whatever and that go to the home with the note,
you know, when we give out the grade. But no record for me. I don't have a record.
f
f
GRP: The middle school for reading, you know, where the kids travel.
/^ *MAJ: I call that existed.
r




*MAJ: Well that's why I have you here. I wanted a Spanish, a bilingual educator.
GRP: How about Rose ? she's good.
GRP: Because it's very different. We teach reading by writing and reading at the same time.
*MAJ: Yeah, but the DRA manual, has a Spanish version.
GRP: Yeah.
\
*MAJ: I'll get you a Spanish version. I'll have to borrow it until the money, I'm gonna have
Connie talk to us in a minute. But I have to borrow a Spanish one for you. Just choose to
two kids and we're gonna have to work out how you're gonna then take the iiiformation
you're learning about those two kids and use it with those two kids. We'll have to work
that part out. That's a little snag here. You and I will have to work on that when I come

out. You, Janice and I will put our heads together and see how we can work that piece
out. But at this point I just want you to choose two children that you have concerns about
and we'll get you a Spanish DRA and video tape you with one ofthose children. OK.
GRP: OK, because you see the only children I have to trouble with in reading is when I teach
them language art.
*MAJ: Mmhmm.
GRP: And then teaching language art like they have to say write these and read what you know,
you know whatever; and then it's the only children I get to find out how they are doing.
*MAJ: You see, there's a method to my madness. Let me tell you what my method here to my
madness is - 1 think that you're only follow two kids, but because of running records really
forces you to think about reading process. It's gonna translate to what you do with your
other children - it's happened, you know over these eight years; it's always happens that
because ofnmning record, that you look so closely at kids are doing you stop and think
and notice things that other kids are doing that you never noticed before. That should
happen for all ofyou, it should. It happens to every teacher I've worked wdth where they
reaUy run that running record in depth. You know, Judy is sort of sitting here proofof
that. She really started to look at all other kids that she doesn't even work v^dth in
Reading Recovery differently because of the running record.
GRP: You're the Reading Recovery teacher there.V "1
*MAJ: So wanted to - 1 twisted her arm (laughter)
' ^fGRP: ^^mmm at the«lte' - at the Wm^f- Yeah.
*MAJ: The only other thing I haven't mentioned and I know you're all gonna fi-own now, but I
really do need you to make two entries into a log, twice a month, every other week, I
don't know when you want to do it - but just how you feel about the learning, about this
journey we're taking together. I really do, I need you to write twice a month, just sit
down and write a halfofpage or a whole page, I don't care..
// • ^GRP: . .would that be just the kid or. .
.
*MAJ: ...it's about you...
/^^M GRP: ...it's reflective...
*MAJ: ...yeah it's reflective. It could be you, it could be the kids, I just want you to write about
what's going on for you as a learner or about your child or children that you're following,

ff-
twice a month and then bring that to each session and we'll talk about what you're
writing, what you are feeling, what you're learning - OK, so I'd like you to do that twice a
month.
( GrRP: Two reflections and two...
*MAJ: ..yeah two reflections and two running records a month. And then bring that and that's
gonna be what we discuss. It's really about your learning and your children. That's the
crux of we'll be discussing at every session. That what it is. I really want to do an in-
depth analysis of that running record for your instruction.
r JGRP: Aboi4xCJnoosing those kids, I am concerned about one thing, would be 1" graders. That I
haye 1 1 kids, they are not all in T' grade.
*MAJ: Say that again?
GRP: I have 1 1 kids that are nofready for P' grade because uh, some were six years old on 29
over 26, you know, even in just the same thing over and over, they're brain doesn't get it.
*MAJ: Mmhmm, and what do the rest ofyou think about that.
GRP: And another thing...
*MAJ: What do the rest ofyou think about that?
GRP: That's not an approach. No the approach is to keep the kid on a primary class or
whatever and not to come to T' grade without testing. I think a child is supposed to be
tested befQr6'they come to P' grade.
;0' -"j GRP: They came from Margie to you?
GRP: They come from who knows, I don't know where they came from. I know that some
came from our kindergarten and they don't even know...
-;• .- '>,GRP: Are you saying Margie didn't do a good job?
GRP: No, Margie is reading something, Margie is not teaching kindergarten anymore. And you
know...
*MAJ: Just a minute Nancy, Connie wants - did you wanna say something?
•ir
GRP: No, I'm just listening, I missed the beginning.

GRP: You know, that is a problem, a-ehild being able to read. How the child is developed uh
mentally. It's not a matter-of??, you know, it's that the child is not ready, it's not ready.
That child, those childfen, those 1 1 ones will be ready in February or March because they
don't even kno\jf^hat a line is. They don't know what up is they don't know what down
is.
^
( GRP: They're getting better on that though Nancy.
/If r
GRP: Some the have a kindergarten iji-crtir school though the good one that should be in T'
grade. But the other from^lier places and some have a kindergarten. Some out of the
United States and I mean those kids just because they have six years old, I have it in my
classroom and I itVa different group.
MAJ: OK, let's stop for a minute. I want to get comments from the group and then we're gonna
move on to something else. Carol a response.
'C\{IJ- ^jRP: I had three who never went to kindergarten.
Hflv ypRP: But I think the City is doing better this year.J^, l
r^ f ^^ GRP: So I had them, this is what I did right away they go to the ABC Center and they go - they
have opposites, up and down, in and out. And they work together as little buddies. And I
have them listening to very simple story concepts to hear the words. Cause when we do
the observation surveys they go left to right, which way do I begin, where do I start,
where do I stop. When I did the letter ID they didn't do very well. Across the board they
didn't do that well.l'^
^ //A-- GRP: What stories are they doing?
/-GRP: I'm using the whole language books, the big books, the little books, because I have the
/^ tapes.
yQRP: Which ones the gold ones or...
A-^^
GRP: These are brand new and they are beautiful and they take like one story about moon bears,
because I often have to read to the rest of the class. Like I do a shared reading at first, I
mean, ??? and moon bear you have like letter ID. You can teach phonics. Initial
consonant are there. You have the B and Moon Bears in the middle. Big books, little
,. ' ,^ books, but that is how I make them read. I think everyone of us, no one comes in having
^A^-'^'- " been to Kl K2 ?? having everyone is dififerent. As a teacher you have to tap into on how
youmeeUhosejjhild^ needs for that child. Now I have them, that I carvtSce ouTcertain
letters and they know where they go. And now we are to a point where they can identify
^ '^
'
j picture with letters. What I did today was, I took about six letters and then I took the
n

pictures that would correspond - 1 gave them the pictures and had them put the pictures in
the right, I gave them about six, I didn't count it, I just shuffled them, and I said, "OK, this
is what you're gonna do this morning for me."
*MAJ: Is this at your ABC Center?
(y^^ife: This is the ABC group and two of those children are two that I plan to work with. So I
don't know...
y J GRP: What are the children doing?
/ GRi*; We're doing guided reading. You know what's it's like.
U GRP>j No, I mean at the same time you're working with the children...
^ if G^: Well, what I do is, after I, I hope I don't bore you, but we have a literacy bond from a
quarter often to a quarter of eleven, quarter of twelve, the Bell Program, a balance for
early literacy, then you start off by doing the shared reading. From that I develop my
phonics. Depends on the ? book. Everything is drawjLJfeomJJie4e2it^ I also take a very
quick phonics lesson at some point during the day when I have time. The-€QQStia intsaig
'^J^J ifflbelie.\able . And when I finish with that, I have seven levels in my room. Seven groups.
'^ '
\ i ^.-^adthey ?? and back. And when 1 finish with one, to do a guided reading, it reaUy takes
^^i' --^" " between six to ten minutes. OK, you don't, there's no core reading. They don't read_to_
I ^^achother^ I introdugejhem to the story, look at the fix>nt^pftheback ofthe book, I walk
1^
j^^j^^hem^thjQjwgljiiooyn^at the pictures. There are some difficult words, like today we did
"jfr J Little Mouse's Frail Tale. We did honomyns - tail/tale and through/threw. That is how
^ K ' V it's coding. Rvery^j^g is in the context. My kids no honomyns. They know compound
\( ti -- words. We're'gonna get into contractions. This is how you do it. Then those become
. ' VjMi-^ ^^1^ sculptors after they have finished their story. I always have an ace in the hole.
^**^
"/>')?'*' Nobody gets to know that I'm done cause you're never done and that's it. So that is how
{ I do it. But when I finish with one guided reading, I took a quick walk through just to
check and anyone who isn't doing what they should be doing, I hold up my ? sign and they
go back. We can't waste time. Then we stop and we go from whole (overtalk)
I
^ ^' G9^: Close and open.
1 (iJ GRP: Yeah, I have close and open. And we have close and open and ? thenwe just go from




writing aspect and I started the writing yesterday. ^ ^
" ^ GRP: Tony?? ^ ^ ^^.
}
GRP: Tony S and it was really like first steps ?? we model the writing and you see just 1
; U: V' minutes, but eventftilly, that's going to take us two hours is a long time, you have to be

doing other things. So we go from tegtparh thpm a model to about 30 and then I don't
remember anything else, because he said we didn't have to think about it until the next
meeting. So that is what I do for two hours. No one ever asks me to go the bathroom.
You say, "How come?', because when we first started school, I knew it was gonna be
two hours, we go to the bathroom about twenty minutes oftwelve, because on Thursday
and Fridays we have the computer lab. That's what I do. And that's how I make them
do. This all started from when we talk about (overtalk)
^"^RP: It's a lot ofwork.




GRP: It's hard what everybody's doing. It's hard in the classroom with 25 little kids. We all
/ Y know that. Um, this is hard for, but I think it's really exciting (overtalk)
GRP: The kids love it.
GRP: You see the kids moving up from those little books. It's much more authentic progress
than the way we used to do it in the basal.
GRP: In the basal, it was little step by little step, by little step. And the last basal that we had
^ ^' / -i'-. got, it jumped aroimd so much, you know, it wasn't...the little books are so regulated to^
tiny little steps, so that, you know, I kid and take this little step, take this little step, take
^ ,l_r little steps, get stuck and then he can do a lot ofpracticing. SghsIsjOfiLfrustrated , you
"^ jj.r'', i-P ,y, just keep him on those books and then he takes anotHer little step, another step, and he
, ^ir'^' ' gets stuck, and thenhe practices. So you see then, I think that's what it is.
y-^, ^^ GRP: It's a wonderfial program providing that those books ??
<'-'
"I
GRP: The only thing I don't like, is I wish I had my own books. We have put out like a memo.
L^- ' There are a lot ofbooks between levels one and five that aren't given, people are taking
them and they are keeping them for longer periods of time.
fvf^ GRP: ???they're not cheap.
? .^ /* GRP: I know. I'm trying to see how anyone can keep a book for a month.
^. ' \GRP: You have to do the book police and just go on and take them.
i
GRP: Yeah, that's the frjj^strating aspect. I spoke to one teacher, "Oh my kids love these books,
s X\ we have the same boolcs." I said, "When are you goiag to return them?" I really don't

want to do that (overtalk)
GRP: We really should have a lot ofbooks in your classroom, you need a lot oflow guided
I
/] (1 / y reading books for your room that belong to you. But then you need,
you don't know,
'
"^ from year to year how many level fives you're gonna need. Maybe some year, you're
gonna need 15, if they're in the book room, then you can use them.
r
\ .
GRP: I think the Day kids are doing a better job this year than they have been doing. More
'( ?^ accountability. I'm really surprised at the kids I have from daycare.
GRP: That's good.
GRP: So that was really encouraging, it's really the first year, usually they (overtallk)
'C QRP: ? Gately is working with them. And you know, we are trying.
j^ (f^RP: I'm not saying our early learning center, but they were kindergarten. You know, ifthe
crunch is off everybody..
GRP: There are P' grade teachers here?
GRP: Judy she's/? but everyone else is.
*MAJ: Do you know Mary EFO?
^V^^RP: Sorry, but I'm multilingual.
GRP: What school?
>^':5 GRP: Oh, I know, it's amazing how many children fromj^bam^ how many children from
Ci i.
GRP: Hennigan. A United Nations.
jKJ':
Czechoslovakia , how many children, oh God!!
GRP: And they come and tell Judy.
GRP: I don't know whether I helped you or not, but what (everyone talking).
*MAJ: We have to move on here. This is your voice, this is your log, this is your diary.
}j.A GRP: I like the way you said voice.
h *MAJ: It's your voice. So you'll be doing your logging right in here and then the two children

you'll pick you can just put them on the front cover, their names. OK, I'll be talking to
each of your principals personally about the project, so they'll know when the video taping
starts and all. I'm gonna talk to them probably within the next week so they'll understand.
GRP: Our is so busy, I almost feel bad for that man.
*MAJ: We can talk about that before you leave. I want you to see an administration ofthe DRA.
All ofyou have your DRA. Mary I'm gonna give her, I'm giving yours, actually, it's for
the Hennigan, but I'm giving it to you today Mary and then um, Judy has hers, I have to
get a Spanish one for you. You have one.
GRP: I akeady have one.
*MAJ: Connie and then you have one.
GRP: But you said you're gonna get us one.
*MAJ: You're gonna get your own, but hasn't been ordered. Connie will you tell them I need a
lock up grant.
GRP: I need your social security number, what's on your check stub, the serial number is with
the school secretary. That's why I've gone by this morning and have to have it as soon as
possible. Because in order for you to receive stipend, I have to mail the FA...
GRP: ...FA03...
GRP: 9, 1 have the thing here, but I have to mail everything by next Friday, a week from today
and I don't want to wait, I'm not a last minute person. So I'd like to mail it probably
Monday. I will have my secretary just look everything over, because they told us to bring
um, you have a good secretary at your school, and we do, just as long as we check
everything. So I would like all ofyour home numbers in case I have to call.
*MAJ: Yeah, I have the sign up in the other room.
GRP: But the serial number, um is not only a check, a brought my check stub into school and
Barbara said, isn't not there.
*MAJ: So, it's on the payroll that they do.
GRP: The have a payroll, so ifyou could get that Monday and my machine is on
*MAJ: Give them your number Connie. I'm making a phone chain but right now why don't you
just give them your number.

GRP: Yeah, my number is: 6 1 7-
*MAJ: Feel free to use your log. You can use your log.
GRP: You just need our support in the serial number?
GRP: And your social security number and I'd like your phone number. I didn't...
*MAJ: I'm gonna get that now.
GRP: In the event I ever have to call you for anything...
GRP: So what's your number- 617-
GRP: 696-01
GRP: 696, that's Milton.
GRP: Right.
GRP: I live in Milton.
GRP: OK, great. I wanna give you the number - 0105.
GRP: 0105.
GRP: You live on McAuley?
GRP: I live on Fairbanks Road.
*MAJ: Anything else you want them to know about the grant?
GRP: I have to look.
GRP: Everyone talking!
*MAJ: Your stipend is $200.00 but you're gonna get a stipend for $100.00 from what Connie's
gonna do and then $100.00, I'm getting $100.00 from somewhere else for you. And then
you're gonna get your kit. That's what you're gonna get. Alright, so you'll get the
$100.00, when will you get that, in the next month or so?
GRP: I don't know, it takes a bit.

*MAJ: Well, you'U get it.
GRP: It will be in your regular paycheck. You won't get a separate check.
GRP: So you don't wonder where did this come from, huh? (Everyone talking)
GRP: There really isn't anything else. The rest of it, is just work that I have to claim.
GRP: So you two, what's the relationship between you and Connie?
*MAJ: Relationship is, we're coUeagues, no, we are. Connie's the convener. I couldn't be the
convener because I'm not a teacher.
GRP: What's a convener?
*MAJ: She handles the budget. I couldn't do that.
GRP: So when we get our serial nimiber give me a call at home or leave it on the answering
machine. And when you give me your number, could you speak slowly. OK, I'd
appreciate it.
*MAJ: Ahight, now I wanna you to see...OK go ahead.
GRP: Today, just one more second, I do wanna leave with your social security number, OK? I'll
have one thing done.
*MAJ: I'll just leave a sheet ofpaper out. So in the other room...
GRP: ..your social security number and your phone nimiber.
*MAJ: And in the other room, I just need you to sign, put your name, your address, your phone
number, I have a sheet, a sign up in the other room. And also your video taping needs in
the other room. And I would like, before we leave, I just want to walk you through what
the hour and a half will look like when we meet next. It will be at the Condon School,
200 D Street, is the address, and it udll be at 3:30,
GRP: ..it will be at 4:00?
*MAJ: 3:30, 3:30 at the Condon
GRP: At 3:30 the buses are still there um, Mary Ann. You can say 3:30, and then you can park
on W. 4*, on W. 5* , on W 6*^.
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GRP: Yeah, that's nice.
GRP: ..Early Learning Center.
GRP: Except when we have to move to the McKay. (Laughter) Do we have to go to that one.
*MAJ: We don't have to go to the McKay, but I was gonna say that would be the spring. I mean,
I wouldn't do that til the spring. (Everyone talking and laughing) I'm telling you
(everyone talking)
GRP: There are streets that run parallel W. 4*, W. 5*, W. 6* . I don't park on the street
(Everyone talking) There wiU be parking spaces.
*MAJ: OK. Does anyone want to volunteer for January.
GRP: TheKilmore.
*MAJ: The Kilmore, OK.
GRP: We have the after school programs so we're there anyway.
*MAJ: OK, so you're there til that late cause...
GRP: Where's the Kilmore?
*MAJ: I wUl get you all directions, I don't want to spend our time on directions. But I will get
you, let's just do one at a time. 200 D Street next month, 3:30.
GRP: These are all Wednesdays?
*MAJ: These are, not I'm gonna give you the dates. Everything's next door that you need.
GRP: OK.
*MAJ: I just wanted us to, we're gonna eat in here, then we'll go next door. I'd like to uh,
GRP: So, at our place we're not gonna have food, or should we bring deli in?
*MAJ: Let's discuss that another time. I just want to get you out, when I said I want to get you
out, I don't want to hold you, it's Friday afternoon. But, 200 D Street next month,
Connie's classroom. And then um,
GRP: Everyone - we all meet
12

*MAJ: ...and I will have a list of everybody next month. Is everybody clear on next month. What
you're bringing, what you're doing, is everybody clear.
GRP: OK, 2 assessments, and 2 reflections.
*MAJ: Yeah right, but one ofthe assessments is just a running record, a plain running record on a
child. One is a DRA and one is the running record.
GRP: But 2 DRAs, 2 different times - one in the beginning and one in the end.
GRP: No just one running record.
*MAJ: No.
GRP: I mean one DRA.
*MAJ: Yes, right.
GRP: And at the end of all this, in April, we do another one.
GRP: One DRA and the other one another one was the assessment.
*MAJ: A running record.
GRP: A running record.
*MAJ: And 2 reflections, you can do more, ifyou wanna do more, it's up to you.
GRP: 2 reflections a month.
*MAJ: At least 2 reflections on your process, OK. And then you're bringing that to each session.
The reflections, the running record and the DRA.
GRP: For November.
GRP: It's a very big school. Where is it, the second floor?
GRP: The third floor. When you come in the main lobby, just go the stairs, there are two flights
of stairs, there is an elevator, but it does get stuck, I will never take, I have never taken it.
*MAJ: Ifthey ask for Connie Leone's room won't they get directions?




GRP: So it's very simple, just go up two flights of stairs, take a left, you'll see children, take a
left go through the red door, they will probably be open, they keep the doors closed in
case of fire, you go through the red door, you take a right and you go as far as you can
go, I'm the last door on the right. OK. There will be people around.
GRP: I'm still 2 flight up, now what?
GRP: Take a left and you'll see two doors immediately, and you take your right after you go
through the door. And it's at the end ofthe hall. Room 249. There will be somebody
there, I'll be there.
*MAJ: We'll give people time to arrive. The buses will be there, we won't start right at 3:30, but
we will try and stay as close to 3:30 as we can. OK, so we gonna give administration of
the BRA, I'm gonna give Mary hers, it's actually the Hennigan's Mary, um, Nancy, I'm
gonna get you a Spanish one. And then I'm gonna give you the dates for the rest of the
year and how the hour and a half is gonna look, so you'll see what we will be doing for
that hour and a half, but it is really mainly your children's work and what you're learning,
what you're thinking. It's a study group, it's not meant to be me lecturing at you or
anything like that. It really is about learning together, but I do ask that you read, all of
you have a guided reading, Irene Foontus' Guided Reading. Ok, ifyou could look over
Chapter 6, we will be discussing Chapter 6.
GRP: On assessment?
*MAJ: Yeah, the one on assessment. Chapter 6, that's built into that hour and a half, so that's
gonna be how you're gonna build your knowledge base about things you may not know
about by reading Irene Foontus' book, so you'll have particular chapters to read and then
we'll be discussing.
GRP: Guided reading?
*MAJ: I know Janet has that, I bet Janet has that. Borrow Janet's, if she doesn't, I'll borrow one
for you.
GRP: Guided..
*MAJ: Guided Reading, see Janet Rogers about that, I bet she has a copy.
GRP: Did you see what Irene Foontus' is going to be doing in a couple ofweeks?
*MAJ: Yeah, now that was the other thing that...
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GRP: Shirley said yes.
*MAJ: Connie didn't mention that. Remember I said to get the feel ofDeMoines, we have to put
in 20 hours and our sessions are only 12 hours total. We have to find a way to make up
that 8 hours. (Tape ended)
GRP: We have so many different reading programs to choose fi-om.
GRP: Well, I'll tell you why we have Bell, that's what we voted on.
GRP: I know, we went through all ofthem and voted, see we were working on a grade level and
we did not choose a grade 1, we did not choose what we got.
*MAJ: What do you mean, you didn't choose what you have?
GRP: The grade level they asked for ?? we voted for all in the first grade level, but it went
school wide.
*MAJ: Oh OK.
GRP: We went witii^iter'^^
GRP: Oh it went school wide, so you have Ai^CT That's what you got, was school wide.
GRP: That's what happened, that's why we got those crumby other books we had; I mean, the
upper grades, but the first grade.
*MAJ: Shirley, you have ALEC. Carol has what?
GRP: (Can't understand) Home grown.
*MAJ: OK, November 20* at 8 -12.
GRP: Oh half a day.
GRP: Where's the Manning?
*MAJ: The Manning, is over behind the Italian Home for Children. Near Faulkner Hospital. If
you can get to the Faulkner, you can get to the Manning. It's a block before the Faulkner
Hospital. Call the police and ask them where the Faulkner Hospital is. It's a block before.
No just appear, it's closed to cohorts 3 and 4 schools. Everybody cohorts. No stop. Just




*MAJ: None ofus are ELLIE school, but you come under my umbrella, Mary Ann Johnson. So
you need to just sign in, you sign in and put your, you can put your school, you sign in and
walk in. Don't answer any questions, just go. (Laughter) I'll be there to kind of push you
in.
GRP: Like going to an insurance doctor, don't give them any information, imless they ask you a
question!
*MAJ: So, that will be your first four hours and we have to decide how we want to do our other
four hours. She's giving one, another one on analysis ofrunning records, she's giving one
on word study, I mean, she's giving several in the course of next year.
GRP: At the Manning?
*MAJ: At the Manning. That's the only date I have right now. (Everyone talking) Saturday,
November 20*.
GRP: Saturday, November 20*.
GRP: Both times.
*MAJ: What do you mean, both times?
GRP: Another presentation that she's giving.
*MAJ: I don't know the times or the date.
GRP: No matter when it is we'U go.
*MAJ: She's doing eight.
EVERYONE TALKING
*MAJ: Ifyou let me know, because it's at ELLIE school they may not let you in. (Everyone
talking) She's doing ELLIE school because she works in the ELLIE program, that's her
program. Lesley College is ELLIE. Just like BELL is Mondo. It's not Mondo really, it's
the BELL but Mondo published the report see. And ALEC, it was Hyman, I don't know




*MAJ: It's Rigby. You see so everyone has it's own support.
GRP: That's why I was looking for some books.
*MAJ: From?
GRP: Rigby. You have me in here for all these hours and I'm not getting a book.
*MAJ: ALEC, I'U give you my ALEC one. (Laughter)
,
GRP: The look is like I had two heads, but everybody came up to me and said, well nobody else
j(^^^-T ' asked, but everybody was thinking it. Where are the books!
l) GRP: Youjust get training period.
GRP: I know, I know.
GRP: You didn't get any from Shirley?
GRP: Your school is supposed to order books.
*MAJ: ? gives you books right? ELLIE gives you books?
GRP: It took us about three months before anything started to come in. We didn't start right
away last Sept. of 98.
X /
j
XjRP: She told me, "Read my lips, no books!" And this is what happened. She says that ifyou
'
^ have been trained properly in literacy you can use anything.
-K^^ GRP: Well, that's true, however, anything should at least be something approaching their level.
'^f^ *]V[AJ: But if children can't read, a ? readers cannot read basal, that's anything. (Laughter) They^ can't.
.-/I
GRP: You can do a guided reading from a basal but (over talk)
|->TAPE SOUNDED AS IF IT WERE TURNED OFF AND THEN BACK ON AGAIN
.of^ GRP: All administrator ^e a lot ofkids a went through and editably they tripped up on no with
/^
, ^ a small "n". They??
j \ *MAJ: Was it a different word to them?
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GRP: They did not recognize it with the lower case "n".
*MAJ: Again, assessment gives you information for your teaching, so may be they need to learn
what a lowercase "n' and an uppercase "n" is the same letter. They have to be taught.
That's information for your teaching.
GRP: We started in September doing it.
*MAJ: But do you see how she didn't correct anything, that's, when you assess kids, when you
do your DRA you're a neutral observer. You're not teaching, you're not correcting,
you're not doing any of that. You're just out of it. Whatever they do, they do, you take it
and you don't say a word. OK, so that's why I wanted to see your administration, you're
just a neutral observer. That's all you can do, is take what they give you. OK.
f \ GRP: I think a comment goes to the fact that all children are learning that is something that has
^1 „ y-/'^ Ho do more with the experience. Not that they didn't recognize it, but mgsLofthe time we
a! '^ j/ think of the wordjio, it's generally in quotations and it's generally in caps. That's the
\J'^ \-^ experience. Whereas this the cause they giveltTis a theory, you know, something that you
^
J
:^^ ' have to stop and teach, but it certainly is lack of experieiice.
*MAJ: And maybe this needs to be pointed out to them. Is that what you're saying?
GRP: Yes.
GRP: I was just so surprised. (Everyone talking)
*MAJ: He didn't have math.
GRP: I wonder if some of the kids tutored that boy.
GRP: It's not really memorizing, because this is the first time they're seeing it.
GRP: That's why it's important to do an assessment.
*MAJ: Mmhmm, that's right. No he's not matching. And you may have a group of kids in your
P' grade classroom and that's where they are. They need to learn to match. Again this
gives you information for your teaching. OK.
*MAJ: I'm not gonna say a word, I just want you to go back to your place.
/-/ ^^i rr--^
O i^ GRP: They often use that as a suggestion in the BELL program too. You have to have a feel for
^ . /,/ ^•^x this situation.
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GRP: Meaning to go back and teach.
*MAJ: You have to go on, she didn't know, but she had to tell. But the point is, now go back
and deal with it. You know how to teach it, but in a testing situation, you have to tell her.
So go back to two places, you can only go back to two places not all of them, two.
GRP: So in the testing part, you don't have to wait for them to ask you?
*MAJ: Yes you do. She stopped though. That's a silent appeal. It's called a silent appeal.
Yeah, it's a silent appeal. She didn't know what to do, so she stopped. That's a silent
appeal. (Everyone talking) OK, that's fine sure. OK any other questions, cause that's
basically administration.
GRP: I think that she waited longer.
*MAJ: So you think she gave it..
^K v 'iQRP: I think she gave it quickly, but I'm saying too quickly, because I think we wait long for
^^v4 ^/ comprehension.
*MAJ: Yeah, the wait time has to be balanced. How much wait time you give.
GRP: Should be 5, 6 seconds.
*MAJ: Yeah, just short, short time.
GRP: She told them right away.
*MAJ: Alright, that's it, I will look for you next month. I really would like you to, cause some
people have not, Mary and Nancy are missing fi-om here.
GRP: I haven't been able to get around.
*MAJ: Mary and Nancy and then over here I'm missing Mary and Nancy, and who, I think that's
it, Mary and Nancy, OK.
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Just a brief note to follow up on our second session together. I am very excited about your
responses based on our interviews, DRA administrations, running records and written reflections.
HERE'S WHAT STUDY GROUP MEMBERS ARE SAYING [AND DOING]:
BENIGNA was surprised at strengths her child had but didn't show in a large group, and
says her "expectations were low".
CONNIE is glad to be a member of this "team" and finds it "very satisfying that her child
knew how to problemsolve at "her point of need".
CAROL was also surprised at what her students knew.and will "provide more challenging
texts".
CYNTHIA thinks the running record is "helpful, most efficient and effective".
JUDY believes "if data doesn't result in changes in instruction, then ifs merely data and not
much more than that".
MARGIE learned that the running record helps her "understand the process that goes in
the reader's head".
MARI was "amazed" at what her student could do and remains "curious" about where he
will top out on the DRA [she stopped on Level 6 which he read above 95 %]
SHIRLEY is learning '1o gain a lot more from looking at what children are doing in the
running record instead of what they don't appear to know". She will work on
building sight vocabulary and some letter confusions based on the assessment.
I've shared your background and ideas with my committee chair and she is "dazzled" by
the level of engagement and commitment to your own leaming for your students' sakes. When
writing your reflections, try to write about what you are thinking/learning as well as concrete ways
you're finetuning YOUR INSTRUCTION. Don't forget to reread Chapter 7 in Guided
Reading..., and bring the observation checklist as well as two running records.
I'll see you on Wednesday, December 22 at the Condon School in Connie Leone's room
on the second floor at 3:30 PM sharp! Follow Columbia Road under the SE Expwy and 3/4
around the rotary. Bear right to another rotary which brings you onto Broadway. The Condon is
located at 200 D Street which is off Broadway. Go past the Dunkin Donuts, take a right, another
right and a left onto D Street There is only street parking.
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TO: Assessment Study Group Members
FROM: Mary Ann
RE: Touching Base
DATE: November 3, 1999
Thcuiks again for your enthusiastic involvement in this study
group. I thoroughly enjoyed my first session with all of
you. The conversation was engaging, and our sense of
collegiality was heart-warming . Martha's "gifts" were a
concrete expression of how she felt about your devotion as
veteran educators. She was truly impressed by your
engagement, questions and talk.
There has been a location change for our November session.
It will be held at the Early Learning Center on Columbia
Road at the intersection of Quincy Street near Uphams Corner.
Please bring the following:
•DRA tape of yourself w/one child including the
Observation guide and eight copies of the running record
you took
•learning log w/two or more written reflections
•thoughts/insights regarding Guided Reading chapter 6
Don't forget we're meeting at Irene Fountas' presentation
about the Record of Oral Language on Saturday, November 20
[8AM-12noon] . This is a required assessment for all K
students in the BPS I believe. The Manning School is located
in Jamaica Plain one block from the Faulkner Hospital.
Heading south on Route 1, take right onto WESTCHESTER [at
Italian Home for Little Wanderers] and right onto LILA. Try
to arrive a bit before SAM so we can all sit together.
Please call me at home after administering the DRA so we can









We win begin and end on. time. Please make every effort to arrive by 3:30PM.
I. investigating/settingIsideforcefields^
*parser tMJZZ regarding IT analysis -^ r'
II. OBSERVING/CONSIDERING
*individual presentations of rr samples ** for purpose of analysis, group
problem&}Mry and suggestlonsfor InsbvctionsJ strategies linked
to assessment results ^** bring copies of rr forgmup OR trsmsparency of rr
20 III. TALKING TO LEARN/THEORY-BUILDING [SOMEUMITED LECTURE]
* theory to practice segmentpnsights from readings]
* discussion of log reflections w/emphasis on new insights about one^s self
as a learner ; opporWnity to simply speak one's mind
i.e. what am I l^imlng about learning ? teaching ?
assessment ? reading instruction ? what's easy ?
challenging ? confusing ?
15 IV. PERSONAL GROWTH GOAL-SETTING
What do I want to refine in my teaching -for this child-wthin the next month ?
5 V. OPEN DIALOGUE
* member check regarding ongoing findings of research; next steps
5PM -5:30PM
SuuitmaAe nu^Adf.avaiiaSie put 30mimdeA afl&t eacA aeAoum put utdmdtiai.
conAuftationA Hegavdingf. ana£^f.diA of.the uuming. wavtdta infgjun ^fouit ieadUn^
Dates and Tentative Locations
Friday, October 29 Boston Latin Academy
Monday, November 29 Early Learning Center, Columbia Road
Wednesday, December 22[videotaped] Condon School ^^'^
Wednesday, January 19 Greenwood Scljool
Wednesday, March 8 Kilmer Schpoi
Wednesday, April 1 2 [videotaped] Hennigan School

r
\j^V^d^ ASSESSMENT AND THE VOICES OF VETERAN TEACHERS
,^\ '^ j^tTVV? study Group Session 1
^ jW AGENDA
"Eat and Greef
1 I. Words of Welcome/Gratitude and Introductions
20 II. Review of rr coding-video [HO]
15 III. Overview of Research Project
c, c-^u o^ -^
-purpose of study [anonymity] ^ ^JTT
-schedule of year [interviews.videotaping, SG dates/locations]—^'in^ 5" -I"
-agenda framework [HO] [distribute log notebooks]
^0 IV. DRA administration to Zack & Tyneika-video [distribute kits]
[bring DRA results, including rr, for one child to November study group]
10 V. Planning for November - . —, r\ ^
GR readings - OU^ ^^ , l^''^' v ^"^f
Xddeotaping needs V ^ > ^
jl^ A^Ind interview sign-up/
($ VI. Q,&A

P P E N D I X D







Ai!$i$ej!$s$ni«nt and the Voices^ of VeteraflfTeai^liers \ ^




Observing/Considering a Case E
•[Leah and Jaquetta]
"Talking to Learn"/Tneory-Building
xample of Literacy Assessment^^^^jp^





vi-® '^^f^ Investigating/Setting Aside "Forcefields"--Partner Buzz





Introduction to Running Record Analysis - s'6i^^^c.^_c ^, k ^o^
Insights from Readings^og^Reflectfens ^ ^
'II. . Personal Growth GoalrSettir
\




TO: Assessment Study Group Members
FROM: Mary Ann
RE: December Study Group
First of all, I thank Connie for being such a gracious hostess, and allowing me to
rearrange her room for our use.
Teachers in attendance felt our session was challenging and loaded with
insights about the running record to inform teaching. The information shared
constituted the heart of our learning about the running record. We learned
about two levels of running record analysis. Members not in attendance were sent
follow-up options in order to bring them up to speed on what they missed. Due to our
limited time together (only 3 more sessions), one absence can be a set-back if your
intent is to learn analysis of running records to guide your teaching. Here
are goals some teachers set:
JUDY-noticed her child used too much phonics, and will teach her more about
predicting with meaning...
CONNIE-noticed her child used a nice balance of meaning, structure and
visual information (phonics), read at an easy level, so she's boosting him
to a Level 1 1 (which is just two levels short of system benchmark)
|BENIGNA~observed her student inventing text, so she will use a suggested strategy
to help the child understand word by word matching.
)YNTHIA~observed that her child is very dependent on her, and she will teach him to
do some work when he's stuck such as rereading and checking picture.
Our January 19 session will be held at the S. Greenwood on
^Glenway Street, off Blue Hill Ave. just a block south of
/Olumbia Road (opposite Franklin Park entrance). Benigna^
lontes will be our hostess. We will start promptly at / ^^
J:3QPM. Ifyou were absent for the December session^
\se call me by January 10 to confirm your attendc

I CHAPTER SIX I
Onide for Obtcrving Early Bradlng Behavior

uauNo riaocooM^i^
Guide for ObMcvinc Reading Behavior
i^
fjiavion to Notice
. iiets staned quickly
, |/orks continuously
lakes attempts before requesting help
.ctively searches to solve problems
I ..ereads to confirm
ilereads to search and self-correct
• lakes several attempts
Jses information from pictures
Jses language structure to predict and
heck
Jses visual information





vlakes predictions using more than
)ne cue
^eads with phrasing and fluency
n.fOfaiSfi»f. re&ptaaii
Participates actively during story
introduction and discussion
Discovers coimections between personal
experience and story




•Xft >/<.^ * -' "'^M^V'M4 'tM-y^.%!r,m:M





I CHAPTER SEVEN I
MY DOG WILLY Uvel C
My dog Willy likes to wake me up
in the morning.
My dog Willy likes to eat breakfast.
My dog Willy likes to say hello
to our neighbors.
My dog Willy likes to ride in the car.
My dog Willy likes to go shopping
at the store.
My dog Willy likes to play ball.
My dog Willy likes to take a bath.
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I CHAPTER SEVEN I
MY DOG WILLY Uvel C
My dog Willy likes to wake me up
in the morning.
My dog Willy likes to eat breakfast.
My dog Willy likes to say hello
to our neighbors.
My dog Willy likes to ride in the car.
My dog Willy likes to go shopping
at the store.
My dog Willy likes to play ball.
My dog Willy likes to take a bath.







CALCULATION AND CONVERSION TABLE
CONVERSION TABLE
USE OF TABLE
Divide ninning words by
iltOTS
Hound thai number to the
learest whole number (e.g.
^.5 round to 10. 9.2 round
•o9)
Locale the ratio on the
:han
Always go down to the
lext lower number if the
:x3ci ratio is not on the
:;han (e.g. if your ratio is
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Agenda Framework
3:30PM - 5:30PM




*video presentation of emergent reader for purpose of obsen/ation and
analysis of reading behavior to determine needs and strengths
^.
Db
TALKING TO LEARr^EORY-BUILDING [ SOME UMITED LECTURE]
* ttieory to practice segment [insights from readings]
^NVESTIGATING/SETTING ASIDE FORCEFIELDS
*partner buzz regarding rr analysis/growth pattern of focal students
PERSONAL GROWTH GOAL-SETTING 7 A, 6fz^ ^*What do I wantto refine in my teaching -for this child-within thSext ^^^-o
month? /7JVW«t. ^^-isirN- ^J f:^)Q^M^^
icussion of log reflections w/emphasis on new insights aboufi^ ^^^Saif
one's self as a learner ; opportunity to simply speak one's^^^^
mind l^^
i.e. what am I learning about learning ? teaching 7
assessment 7 reading instnjction 7 what's easy 7 _to»^ft
challenging 7 confusing 7 j(^ -^u^aJ:
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^-^ /t^^ ^
OPEN DIALOGUE^ ^'^^'^^^ oyyc^'j>^.P7;;,^^ ^^^^/iLf^^
member check regarding ongoing findings of research /^^fiu)̂ ^tWjJ





Welcome back from winter vacation !! I hope this rainbow makes you think about spring which is
right around the comer . Our journey together is neariy over, and as a result of my recent round of
conversations with you, here's a capsule version of what your colleagues are saying or doing.
BENNIE used her running records to discuss student progress with several parents.
CAROL is racing to l(eep up with her class as a group because so many of them are reading at
higher levels than previous years.
CONNIE reports that one other focal students is reading at Level 15 -nearly matching the 2000-
2001 benchmark for the system.
CYNTHIA vows she'll never give up running records, and now sets up reading groups quite
differently than in the past.
JUDY is able to share observations about reading strategies of low achieving second graders in her
Title One literacy groups with their classroom teachers.
MARGIE introduced a strategy from the study group to her SEA Literacy Eacilitator which they will
use to refine training of all tutors in this literacy program.
MARI used the running record to determine strengths of another child, who is now a reading buddy
able to work alongside her high-achieving focal student who'd been in a group by himself
SHIRLEY shared a new level of understanding with colleagues in regards to the merit ofassessment
due to learning the three levels of running record analysis.
I'll see you at 3:30PM sharp on March 8 at the Manning School on the second floor in Susan
Fitzgerald's room (a TLC Coordinator). We will examine closely this month's running
record for one of your students using the GUIDED READING textbook. Don't forget to bring
written reflections which capture what you're thinking and/or doing as a result of study group
involvement.
Please note the next Saturday Session takes place on Saturday, March 18.
P.S. Thanks to Connie's efficiency we've received our DRA kits which will be distributed.

ASSESSMENT AND THE VOICES OF VETERANS-MEMBER CHECK[3/08/00]
SUPPORT/HELPFUL CHALLENGE/NOT HELPFUL
learning [assessment/ integral to teaching]
learning [assessment is useful for daily instruction]
importance of colleagues on same pg/same training
taking from professional dev. only what I need
flexible use of rr/3 levels not necessary for all ch.
expanding sg time to leam more from one another
rr helps me to refine my tchg
using rr to inform parents more fully re: progress
reflection/slippery concept/introspection/self eval
access to ample materials when I make changes
rr/change in set up of rdg groups
rr/change in how I observe children
rr/how I talk with colleagues about assessment
power of mere observation/sharing w/colleagues
crucial role of the facilitator's style
good mix of interaction/lecture in SG
SG/lecture enjoyable
observing videotapes useful
when colleagues are not on the same pg
" don't value learning/ "outsider"
" " don't share common materials
inadequate materials/frustrating for change
rr/time consuming
rr/not enough time
rr/more support to lessen assessment time
audiotaping hard to do
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TO: Assessment Study Group Members
FROM: Mary Ann
RE: Wrap-up Steps
DATE: March 1 1 , 2000
As always, I thoroughly enjoyed my time with you in our next to last study
group. It was quite apparent that you are seeing the merit of our work
over these past months. Observing the tremendous gains made by some of
your focal students is extrtemely fulfilling. Even more exciting though is seeing
the theoretical and practical shifts many of you have made. We are a 1
1
travelers on this road call learning, and it's been a privilege to work with such
committed teacher-learners !
I admire your engagement and appreciate the completion of
"assignments" given your busy schedules. I am, however, in need of various
kinds of data from some of you, and have indicated that below. Please fax
reflections to me at 781 341-0236 by March 22. Audiotapes may be sent via
interoffice mail to my attention at the Manning School w/ cluster # by April 7.
Running records and April reflections will be collected at our April 1 2 session.
monthly reflections for January. .February. March
•3-4 audiotapes w/guided reading group or focal child [I asked that you do
a 10-20 minute segment once a month beginning in January]
January February March** April**
**experiment with the pink strategies sheet you received on March 8
•6 analyzed running records (rrs) on 1 student [once monthly beginning last
November] Prepare to talk 5-6 minutes about the progress of one focal
child at our April 1 2 session using rrs and other student work.
•a "post" videotape of you administering the DRA to one focal student by April
2 8 [I will collect this at our final interview which will take place during the
last week in April or the first week in May]
CLD requires a report on our work for Superintendent Payzant. It is due
by May 30. Your prompt submission of data will help me tremendously in this
preparation as well as meeting deadlines from my doctoral oversight committee.
I look forward to seeing you on March 18 at the Manning 8AM-12noon.
T"
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Prompts to Support the Use of Strntcj^ies
To support the control of early reading behaviors:
Read it with your finger.
Did you have enough (or too many) words?
Did it match?
Try . Would tliat make sense?
Try Would that sound right?
Do you think it looks like $. ?
Can you find -? (a known or a new word)
Read that again and start the word.
To support the reader's use of self-monitoring or checking
behavior:
Were you right?
Where's the tricky word? (after an error)
What did you notice? (after hesitation or stop)
What's wrong?
Why did you stop?
What letter would you expect to see at the beginning? At the end?
Would —fit there?
Would :— make sense?
Do you think it looks hke ?
Could it be ?
It could be. , but look at
Check it Does it look right and sound right to you? ^
You almost got that. See if you can find what is wrong.
Try that again.
From: Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell.
Guided Reading: Good First Teaching for All Children
Heinemami
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Agenda Framework
3:30PM - 5:30PM
We will begin and end on time. Please make every effort to arrive by 3:30PM.
•^r. I. OBSERVING/CONSIDERING
.^i-- * video presentation of emergent reader for purpose of observation and
analysis of reading behavior to determine needs and strengttis
3^
j^rr-^^V;
TALKING TO LEARN/THEORY-BUILDING [SOME LIMITED LECTURE]
* theory to practice segment [insists from readings]
iNVESTIGATING/SETTING ASIDE FORCEFIELDS
*partner buzz regarding rr analysis/growth pattern of focal sxtudents
3d IV. PERSONAL GROWTH GOAL-SETTINgC"--'^ Hb'r -iA*^ T^t^^v^^^
(- ^^ /T) * kVrtaf do I want to refine inn^ teaching -for this child-within the next n-^-< ^
^ I J^^^ ^ month ? — "^
\^\ r\\ * discussion of log reflections w/emphasis on new insights about
^^ ^ one's se/f as a learner ; opportunity to simply speak one's
mind
i.e. what am I learning about learning ? teaching ?
assessment ? reading instruction ? what's easy ?
challenging ? confusing ?
V. OPEN DIALOGUE
* member check regarding ongoing findings of research
5PM -5:30PM
^-r^^U^J^^^C^^^ :
JuuUma^ m^Aeif. cuuu£aMe ptx 30 mituUeA a^&c eacA AeoMon fax mdtuiduai
conAu£tationA Kegatding. cuud^AJA oftAe. >uuuung. tecandta infawn ^aux teadiing^

Talk briefly about your focal student's learning Journey using the following
points as a guide for your talk:
•reading strengths then w/rr samples
•reading needs then w/rr samples
•quality of fluency then
•sample text then/level began and past levels
• reading strengths now w/rr samples
•reading needs now w/rr samples
•quality of fluency now
•sample text now/present level
N.B. See Clay's text "An Observation Survey of Early Literacy
Achievemenf for more guidance about description of




I need the following materials to complete the report for CLD as well
as writing my dissertation on or before your final interview which
is scheduled for at .
.monthly reflections for Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr
_audiotaped reading group for Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr
Jinal videotape of DRA w/one student
.running records for Nov, Dec, Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr for one child






























i/1 Observation Guide ROBERT'S NEW FRIEND Level 12
Sine
TRODUCTION TO THE TEXT: PREVIEWING AND PREDICTING
fl^^fiUj/ 6ia/cu^ Grade ^ Teacher Date
R.ead the title and then say: Robert wasn't sure he liked his new baby sister, Maria. He felt left out
ause Mama and Papa were busy taking care of Maria. Look at the pictures and tell me what is
opening in this story. ^
\ the student previewed the pictures he/she gathered: little some pertinent information
Read the title again and then say: Now read to see how Robert helped his mama and became friends
h Maria.
-AfiiL READING AND STRATEGIES USED
";e a running as student reads.
[ cle accuracy rate: Word Count 137
DRA Observation Guide ROBERT'S NEW FRIEND
COMPREHENSION AND RESPONSE
Close the book before the retelling and then say:
T: Tell me in your own words what happened in the story.
Initial retelling included^ "^^haracters .^/Important details vocabulary/special phrases from story
Letting L^-^ents in sequence events out of sequence _^:rending
If initial retelling is incomplete, prompt:
T: Tell me more.
Added information about: characters
setting events ending
important details vocabulary/special phrases from story
Use these questions only if the following information was omitted from retelling: f r J f
T: What was Robert's problem in this story? /)d i^ar'-Z-C « i-fO p /^ (/ ^V^ ^ h
T: What was Mama's problemf — '^/^(^ (^^^^c//!^-^ ^f^'h UaTiO^ f^ '^ioi^
T: What did Robert do to help with the baby f ^ OA'jt hff '^ns -f-iinq^r •
Record other questions asked:
Response:
T: Did you like this story? Why or why not? V fS
7 •
T: What does this story make you think of? . .
Student's responses required: restating questions other questions prompts no prompts
READING PREFERENCES
T: Do you like to read alone with a buddy with a group? Why?
T: When do you like to read? Why?
T: Where do you like to read? Why?





D. of B : Age: yrs mths









lysis of Errors and Self-corrections
mation used or neglected [Meaning (M) Structure or Syntax (S) Visual (V)]
uctional
p s-checking on information (Note that this behaviour changes over time) .
,
'[ eu ^rJ7^ — ^f/ [/ ^^^^—li'll r/df (jK^.-.V^ Analysis of Errors and Self-corrections
nh^S /^J/Sf^ KC^, Oti h^/l -frff y<fj '^Z km4S (^ee Observaton Surve/ pages 30-32;
le
']
y ,^n^ f ^a outer- ivff6/t*--r ,
/























Analysis of Errors and Self-corrections
(see Observation Survey pages 30-32)








M RcxArd of Book'Reading Progress:hiid's N.me (viL^vAola^ l/A^^piO.
Grade(s):
























' . I 1 r\ Runnirning Record Form






























•1:lmatc**ig c^ •cficppy reac*ilg
•left to rightreodng ^ •feodsw/expreiaon
•retum sweeo<>^ •rereads ^^^^^
•oppeobftarhetp i-^ •setfexjuecls



























l^ L^ l^ t^ L^
L^
L^^l^__^, (Aitonged by Lisa Defcxtionx W8)
/U 1^ i^
DRA Observation Guide ROBERT'S NEW FRIEND
NamiL '>^-^-y.f\ ^ Grade i_ Teacher D'^ IS& kV i' , Date H-a/.^^
'^"
Wje35K«iE3Ei-J:
INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXT: PREVIEWING AND PREDICTING
T: Read the title and then say: Robert wasn't sure he liked his new baby sister, Maria. He felt left out
because Mama and Papa were busy taking care of Maria. Look at the pictures and tell me what is
happening in this story.
As the student previewed the pictures he/she gathered: little some pertinent information
T: Read the title again and then say: Now read to see how Robert helped his mama and became friends
with Maria.
)»»r"3ijj:..
ORAL READING AND STRATEGIES USED
Take a running as student reads.
Circle accuracy rate: Word Count 137
Phrasing and fluencyj^
Read: fl_ word by word in short phrases in longer phrases punctuation
Reread for: _L/phrasing punctuation
Intonation: emergmg Jy"^ developing generally effective
Readmg rate: slow i/inconsistent adequate too fast adjusted appropriately
At difficulty student
Problem-solved using: _L/picture ^r^ereading letter/sound letter/sound clusters
syllables multiple attempts pausing no observable behaviors
Appealed for help: often Ji^opetimes rarely not at all
Number of words told/given by teacher:
Analysis of miscues:
ves (/ sometime no
didn't look right
Miscues interfered with meaning:
Self-corrected miscues that:
Comments:
didn't make sense l/_ didn't sound right
O
DRA Observation Guide RO B E RT'S N EW FR IE N D Level 12 2 o]
'•5aasaasa,i,^_.,_..,
COMPREHENSION AND RESPONSE
close the book before the retelling and then say:
T: Tell me in your own words what happened in the story.
Initial retelling included: characters important details vocabulary/special phrases from story
setting events in sequence events out of sequence ending
If initial retelling is incomplete, prompt:






important details vocabulary/special phrases from story
Use these questions only if the following information was omitted from retelling:
T: What was Robert's problem in this story? |^ ^ T L^''« ^'- '^
^'"
''^w
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Record other questions asked:
-r^ C..O-Jr- \ n 'fKjL^-^ r^^-o^Wo^
Response:
T: What does this story make you think of? ^\,r-v
Student's responses required: restating questions other questions . prompts no prompts
READING PREFERENCES
T: Do you like to read U alone ^^^ with a buddy witth a group? Why? tlX C ^^<-^-v^.iU
T: When do you like to read? Why? Q \ .r-^- 0;sV" <2,0 QS' U 0.0_,y.
T: Where do you like to read? Why? \ p /O \ ^ ^ ^_^
T: What is one of your favorite hooks? Why?
\
Circle the statements on the Developmental Reading Continuum that describe the student's performance.
School: J^ L-d- /ir il.^'H
RUNNING RECORD SHEET










Analysis of Errors and Self-corrections







Cross-checking on information (Note that this behaviour changes over time)
Analysis of Errors and Self-corrections
(see Observation Survey pages 30-32)













Clay, M.M. (1993). An Observation Survey of Early Literacy Achievement. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
Analysis of Errors and Self-correctiors






7 1/ (^ -fel.'-;' 5^ •
b^ilty
^
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Clay, M.M. (1993). An Observation Survey of Early Literacy Achievement. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
DRA Observation Guide SHOE BOXES Level 10
Mame f}{-sinpll\Cr j^irtnia^ Grade /-^ Teacher>^>VM ^̂ ./. Date 5/6^^
NTRODUCTION TO THE TEXT: PREVIEWING AND PREDICTING
f: Read the title and then say: Mandy and her brother and sister each got a new pair of shoes. They did
afferent things with their shoe boxes. Look at the pictures and tell me what is happening in this
tory.
Ks the student previewed the pictures he/she gathered: little some .^pertinent information
v/ commented on each picture as a separate event began to connect events
f: Read the title again and then say: Now read to see what Mandy, her brother, and her sister did with
heir shoe boxes.
DRAL READING AND STRATEGIES USED
Fake a running record as student reads.
Circle accuracy rate: Word Count 134
hrasing and fluency:
Read: word by word in short phrases ;Xin longer phrases _i/punctuation
Reread for: phrasing punctuation ' '
Intonation: emerging developing generally effective
Reading rate: slow [/ mconsistent adequate too fast adjusted appropriately
\t difficulty student:
Problem-solved using: 1/piciure ^/rereading iXletter/sound letter/sound clusters
syllables multiple attempts 1/ pausing no observable behaviors"
Appealed for help: often \/ sometimes rarely not at all
Number of words told/given by teacher:
Analysis of miscues:
Miscues interfered with meaning: yes <• sometimes no




DRA Observation Guide SHOE BOXES Level 10
COMPREHENSION AND RESPONSE
Close the book before the retelling and then say:
T: Tell me in your own words what happened in the story.
Initial retelling included: uZ_ characters _iZ important details vocabulary/special phrases from story
setting ;/ events in sequence events out of sequence (lending
If initial retelling is incomplete, prompt:
T: Tell me more. ..^
Added information about: characters Important details vocabulary/special phrases from story
setting events ending
Use these questions only if the following information was omitted from retelling:
T: What did do with his or her shoe box?
T: What kind of shoes did they get?
Record other questions asked:
Response:
T: Did you like this story? Why or why not?
Ol^
J: What does this story make you think of? o/nZ rJ^^-t Ot^d. ^J^ -^^ ^ '»M.^~-Cp^
Studejftt's responses required: restating questions other questions prompts no prompts]
READING PREFERENCES
T: Who reads with/to you?
T: Do you have a favorite story you like to listen to? Why? /^ /
T: Do you like to read? Why or why not? , ^ ^ ^ , ^ "/ ^ CJ.
Circle the statements on the Developmental Reading Continuum that describe'the student's performance.
Running Record Form
it ^^^ ^rryci^ j
Date-^
'# of words) /^V H(# of errors).
r/^ ^A D
LeveL—v^jSL- Seen/Unseen





















(Almost) Complete Adequate Umiled










•fcodsw/ expredaon •uses M cues
•rereods -uses S cues
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(Arranged by Lisa Detamora, 1998)
Mame
Fext selected by teacher
DRA Observation Guide POT OF GOLD Level 16 1 of 2
SM- Grade Teacher 1^4.^ Date 5
student
-^jj^o
INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXT
r: Read the title and then say: yl mean man named Grumble caught an elf. Grumble knew every
df had gold, and he wanted this elf's gold. Look at the pictures and tell me what is happening
In this story.
\s the student previewed the pictures he/she gathered: little some pertinent information
_t,/^commented on each picture as a separate event
'""'^
began to connect events
constructed a tentative story
I: Read the title again and then say: Now read to find out if Grumble got the elf's gold.
ORAL READING AND STRATEGIES USED
Fake a running record as student reads.
Circle accuracy rate: Word Count 266
%
Miscues
100 95 94 93 92 91




Read: word by word in short phrases in longer phrases punctuation
Reread for: phrasing punctuation
Expression: emerging developing effective
Reading rate: slow inconsistent adequate too fast adjusted appropriately
\t difficulty student:
Problem-solved using: picture rereading letter/sound letter/sound clusters
syllables multiple attempts pausing no observable behaviors
Appealed for help: often sometimes rarely not at all
Number of words told/given by teacher:
Analysis of miscues:
Miscues interfered with meaning: yes sometimes no
Self-corrected miscues that: didn't make sense didn't sound right didn't look right
Comments:
DRA Observation Guide POT OF GOLD Level 16 2 of 2
COMPREHENSION AND RESPONSE
Close the book before the retelling and then say:
T: Tell me in your own words what happened in the story.
Initial retelling included: '^ characters important details vocabulary/special phrases from story
setting events in sequence events out of sequence ending
If initial retelling is incomplete, prompt:
T: Tell me more.
Added information about: characters important details vocabulary/special phrases from story
setting events ending
Use these questions only if the following information was omitted:




T: How did he solve it? ^ f ^
\
Record other questions asked: > '•'
'^'-'9f
Response: .
T: Did you like this story f Why or why not? —
^
T: What does this story make you think of?




T: When do you like to read? Why? .
cue d^ffm^^-f'J" -L^^^ Lo^^^^
T: Where do you like to read? Why? ^
T: What is one of your favorite hooks? Why? /
kh^A /^'-i^<:- <^tX^<s.^^X A- ^^-^c^ ^A^'^fe^'-^'^^
T: Do you like to read ^.^/alone _j,,,^it3| a fiudcfy^l with a group? Why? Zc(rf>-JL^ u)/ '^'
1)











SC(# of self corrections)
curacy rate:
A/-E X TOO =,
W
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Analysis of Errors and Salf-eorractions
Information used or neglected [Meaning (M) Structure or Syntax (S) Visual (V)]











Cross-checking on information (Note pat thiS/t)ehaviour changes over time)
<v^f/. (fti<yy imTS -^ ye. /X ^^^^^ ^^ g^^^ ^^ Self-corrections
(see Observation Survey pages 30-32)
Page TXjl CJ-iAij^'h^''^'^ /A^^^ V/LH3
/
I 3 ; Information used
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Analysis of Errors and Self-corrections
(see Observation Survey pages 30-32)
Information used
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ame J-̂ gLyv»*> .7^.^ Grade Teacher Date J — ^
^TRODUCTION TO THE TEXT: PREVIEWING AND PREDICTING
Read the title and then say: Kevin's two brothers and his sister used the same wagon for > nJ-
Ifferent things. Look at the pictures and tell me what is happening in this story.
s the student previewed the pictures he/she gathered: little some pertinent information
commented on each picture as a separate event began to connect events constructed a tentative story
Read the title again and then say: Now read to find out how Kevin's brothers and sister fixed the
".nted, dirty wagon when it was his turn to have it.
'RAL READING AND STRATEGIES USED
ike a running record as student reads,
ircle accuracy rate: Word Count 203
/o
Miscues
97 96 95 94 93 92 91 90 89
6-7 8-9 10-11 12-13 14-15 16-17 18-19 20-21 22-23
hrasing and fluency:
Read: word by word k'in short phrases in longer phrases punctuation
Reread for: phrasing punctuation
Intonation: emerging developing generally effective
Reading rate: slow inconsistent v adequate too fast adjusted appropriately
t difficulty student:
Problem-solved using: picture rereading letter/sound letter/sound clusters
syllables multiple attempts pausing no observable behaviors
Appealed for help: often ^sometimes rarely not at all
Number of words told/given by teacher:
nalysis of miscues:
Miscues interfered with meaning: /yes sometimes no
Self-corrected miscues that: didn't make sense didn't sound right didn't look right
Comments:
DRA Observation Guide THE WAGON Level 14
COMPREHENSION AND RESPONSE
Close the book before the retelling and then say:
T: Tell me in your own words what happened in the story.
Initial retelling included: characters important details vocabulary/special phrases from story
setting events in sequence events out of sequence ending
If initial retelling is incomplete, prompt:
T: Tell me more.
Added information about: characters important details vocabulary/special phrases from story
setting events ending
Use these questions only if the following information was omitted from retelling:
T: Who used the wagon, and what did they use it for?
T: What happened when it was Kevin's turn to have the wagon?
Record other questions asked:
Response:
T: Did you like this story? Why or why not?
T: What does this story make you think of?
Student's responses required: restating questions other questions prompts no prompts
^feSS"
READING PREFERENCES
T: Do you like to read alone with a buddy
T: When do you like to read? Why?
T: Where do you like to read? Why?
T: What is one of your favorite hooks? Why?
with a group? Why?
Circle the statements on the Developmental Reading Continuum that describe the student's performance.




Book Tirle, 'The, ida Q c>y\T
Directions: Make a check for each word correctly read. Write miscues (errors) above the
word in the text. Write SC each time the child self-corrects.
^ y y' y "^ V y
One day Kevin's big brother got a # SC Errors
new wagon. He used it to carry
hTs newspapers.
Kevin liked the wagon, but he never
y ^^ / -^ y' "^
got to nde in it. ,.
^hen^one day Kevin's brothep gave tlie
wagon to their sjst'er. sKe used tKe
wagon i6x a sandbox.
y • .. y-
Sometimes Kevin got to play in the
wagon, but he never got to ride in it.
-V"
Then on^e day Kevin's sisfer g^ve tKe
wagjon t^ their otrfer brother. ,x
~^
Thjs brother us'ed the wagon f4a fSrt
He covered it with dirt and sticks.
—""
Kevin never got to nde in the wagon.
'
_ \/ ^ y y y y^
1 hen one day Kevin's brother gave the
wagon to K^vin. Kevin was v^ry happy.
—'
Kevin looked a^ the wagon.
The wa^n looked olc! and dirty.
"
It^'ha'cl dePits in it. . j ^ ^ y
Kevin's big brother said,JWe'll
fix the wagon.
It will look as good as new."
Kevin's si^er got 5 rag and a bucket of v;ater.
His b\g brother got S hdfnmer. l-tis otfier
brother gbt s^me paint aKd ^ brush.
They washed the w^o/i wifh t]>e wSter.
They took out the deras with the hammer.
Thev painted th'e wagon a^nice bnght gi*^en.
The wagon looKed better than new because
it had Kevin's name drift.
100 Runnmg Words
.Accuracy Rate = 100-
^ |
^o (number of errors.) = .3 ?C
50 Running Words





LAS CAJAS DE ZAPATOS
Nombre ^^ ^^"*^ t ) ; 7- /^ Nr«^:2-Grado / ^^ Maestro/a /S> /^^^^~^-^>^^ Fecha JCJLL'^^TZ)
INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXT: PREVIEWING AND PREDICTING
M: Read the title and then say: Mandi y sus hermanos compraron un par de zapatos nuevos cada uno.
Todos hicieron algo diferente con sus cajas de zapatos. Mira los dibujos y dime lo que estd
pasando en este cuento.
As the student previewed the pictures he/she gathered: little some j/_ pertinent information
commented on each picture as a separate event / began to connect events
M: Read the title again and then say: Ahora lee para ver lo que hicieron Mandi, su hermano y su
hermana con las cajas de zapatos.
ORAL READING AND STRATEGIES USED
Take a running record as student reads.























Read: word by word in short phrases jy_vs\ longer phrases punctuation
Reread for: _l£ phrasing punctuation
Intonation: emerging developing l/ generally effective
Reading rate: slow inconsistent l-^dequate too fast adjusted appropriately
At difficulty student:
Problem-solved using: _v/picture ^ rereading letter/sound letter/sound clusters
syllables multiple attempts l/ pzusing no observable behaviors
Appealed for help: often sometimes rarely _^^ot at all
Number of words told/given by teacher: /
Analysis of miscues:
Miscues interfered with meaning: J^yes sometimes no
Self-corrected miscues that: _^didn't make sense l^didn't sound right _i:irdidn't look right
Comments:
/./)/.: (iiii\i dc iih>cri\nii>'i LAS CAJAS DE ZAPATOS
COMPREHENSION AND RESPONSE
Use the Story Overview/Resumen del cuento during the retelling. Close the book and then say:
M: Dime en tus propias palabras todo lo que paso en el cuento.
Initial retelling included: .i£_ characters ii important details t^vocaJbulary/special phrases from story
setting ^ events in sequence events out of sequence / ending
If initial retelling is incomplete, prompt:
M: Dime mas.
Added information about: characters important details vocabulary/special phrases from story
setting events ending
Use these questions only if the following information was omitted from retelling:
M: iQue hizo con su caja de zapatos?
M: ^Que tipo de zapatos compraron?
Record other questions asked:
Response:
M: ^ Te gusto este cuento? ^Por que si o por que no?(^^j) L- >^ v^
I \-~) A 4
f\ - „-.. V .'.t. v<
I.L , Vy>y
M: ^En que te hace pensar este cuento?
'X-
Student's responses required: restating questions other questions prompts no prompts
READING PREFERENCES
M: iQuien lee contigo o quien te lee?
(X. VWC. L^xE^
M: ^Tienes un cuento favorito que te gusta escuchar? ^Por que te gusta?
l^'iA-..-P ^ ^—f^
M: ^ Te gusta leer? ^Por que si o por que no?
''
(
'"J .., ci-i-'i- i^^ ^Z.
; ' :.-r r «j.. c^
Circle the statements on the Developmental Reading Continuum that describe the student's performance.
Running Record Form
Leve(_J_fi___ Seen/QD§§e





















ofcetefledbytege^er (fana)f Serm / Mg3L
Comments:
^^^
^- )• ^ ^^ ^i,








•opowAfarheb ^'iaeJf corrects /•wMVcues
•ottendjtopuicluallon •mokes ateillutlons
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(Amanged by Lisa Deiomora, 1998)
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART FOR AUDIO AND VIDEOTAPES **
Each teacher was asked to Videotape a pre and post administration of the Developmental Reading
Assessment i.e. November/May and to audiotape 2-4 reading group sessions which included their
focal student
.
Two of the teachers were not classroom teachers. Thus, they audiotaped a reading segment with their
focal student alone/
Kl~Fanny's audiotaped reading segments with Kristopher*
K2-DRA pre/ post video assessments with Kristopher
K3~Kates's audiotaped guided reading segments
K4~DRA pre/post video assessments with Jonathan
K5~Leah's audiotaped guided reading segment [ submitted one tape]
K6~DRA pre video assessment with Stephen [no post assessment]
K7~Mary's audiotaped guided reading segments
K8~DRA pre/post video assessments with Nicholas
K9~Mona's audiotaped guided reading segments
KIO-DRA pre/ post video assessments with Yamiliz
Kll-Ora's audiotaped guided reading segments
K12~DRA pre/ post video assessments with Emmanuel
K13~Tina's audiotaped reading segment with Ashley*
K14~DRA pre/post video assessments with Ashley
K15-Tracy's audiotaped reading segments
K16-DRA pre/ post video assessments with Leanne
Ki:^~audiotaped study group sessions [Oct. /Nov. /Jan./March
K18-videotaped study group sessions [December/ April]
All audiotapes and videotapes will be kept in researcher's home





These citations represent challenges described by teachers of conte)^ outside sg.
I
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
I
No Codes were selected for this case "benni'!
j
-Case Code Frequency Reference Source
^
I
No Codes were selected for this case TjenniS"!
I -Case Code Frequency Reference Source
carol challenge/ classroom related 4 6480,6587 CL0200
Source Material:
^<And what I do is I never wait until that last second, because they only can last fifteen to
twenty minutes.
^ carol challenge/ classroom related 4 17688,17729 CL0200
Source Material
A. No, I mean, and I don't have that time.
carol challenge/classroom related 4 26579,26760 CL0200
Source Material:
Thafs why like some gal was in here yesterday. She says, "Do you have a sched.,,^ I
said, "No. You can't do that." Telling her 9:30 'til quarter of 2:00, 1 mean, I can't jdp OM,
carol challenge /classroom related 4 26877,26962 CL0200
Source Material:
A. I'm not that kind of a person. I have a chi. . .I'd be here 'til midnight every night.
carol challenge/home related 1 15925,16111 CL0200
Source Material:
She doesn't even go over any papers. We don't have that many papers, [inaudible] to
go over it like this. Take this home tomorrow, and go over this with somebody, and
read it. No way.
carol challenge/ school related 4 39417,39455 CL0200
Source Material: \ ^
A. I wish I had more books, more books.
carol challenge/ school related 4 40219,40348 CL0200
Source Material:
A. So then I'm waiting for a particular book, and I'm waiting for this, and then / ,
some of the book's missing, you only can get two. i^
\
carol challenge/ school related 4 40458,40529 CL0200
Source Material:
I mean, I'd be willing to share, but no one seems to keep to the rules.
/'
carol challenge/ school related 4 40702,41039 CL0200
Source Material:
No. I asked one teacher one day, I said to her, I said, "Well, you have this particular
book. I... I...someone told me." Oh, she said, "My children love it" I said, "Yeah, but
thafs not what I asked you." I said, "You've had it for quite awhile now." Well, you
know, she was so reluctant. I...Ididn'tgetitforacoupleof more weeks. / ^'/±\
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
cottnie2 challenge/dassroom related 1 2240,2304 bm
Source Material:
but we don't have all the time to work v/ith her in small groups,
connie2 challenge/school related 1 11147,11231 bm
Sovirce Material:
Challenging would be all the assessments that we have to make, has been a challenge.
Case Code Frequency Reference Source




n it was like murder trying to get them, because everybody in our whole building was
liketestin
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
ct3 challenge /classroom related 1 14837,15338 BMOBOOa
Source Material:
A^ 4
^metimes what gets, for me, what gets in the way is the time—that we don't have A V^
'enough time. . .that. . .and even when, I mean, and like meetings, also like. . .we have the ^-^
P&Ds, but most of the time are taken for the meetings, and thafs one of the things that
can be in your way for changes, becatise we want to he prepared for the student, but 'I |i\/^
then when, again, do you have the time, and are you...and sometimes that [inaudible]
taking whole thing because time to do it at home, I mean, ifs overwhelming pressure
ct3 challenge/home related 1 16262,16466 BM0300a
Sotirce Material:
I have some students that I know the parents spend a lot of time with them, but again
you turn your back and there's a little signs that they can't because [inaudible] have
time to...are working three jobs.
eta challenge/ profession related 2 10245,11546 BM0300a
Source Material;
'Cause, I mean, and ifs not that I'm resentive of anything, but, I mean, example
parents, you have the. . .1 love the children and. . .and sometimes, I mean, even when
one, you've been teaching for so many years and, I mean, all these things we work and
become very. ..we like to work with the students and you like to work with the parent.
AD of this sudden one day, you say something even, I mean, just a little bit one word,
that, 1 mean, this child goes home and they [inaudible] open, so you're abusing my
children, they don't, I mean, they don't realize and they don't look for the truth. They
just say children. . .and 1 know 1 woxild do the same thing, but ifs something that is
like. . .like lately that I. . .1 fear sometimes like even how to like talk to my cMdren.
How. . .1 joke a lo. . .a used to joke a lot with my students. Now I can't, because I said,
okay, if I say something or even do something like...before, I used to take them to the
bathroom and if they have difficulties with zippers or belts, I won't help. Now I can't,
and thafs. ..I mean, they don't have to share the love that we have given to the
children, and then same with the administration. You can be a good teacher, but one
day you make a mistake, I mean, they have never pat you on the shoulder saying,
"Betty, you're doing a great job,"
ctS challerige/profession related 2 20461,20965 BM0300a
Source Materi^:
Am I crossing the line, because I don't want to, I mean, be against the union because if s
my . . .the imion. But it can be something that I choose to do because I need . . .1 want to
be prepared. I want to. . .1 mean, I'm coming here at 9 o'clock, and I'm leaving at 3:30. 3/^^
—
That doesn't make me a good teacher. Where is the time to plan? So I. . .1 want to be
here at least one hour, and ifs better for me to do it in the moniing. But then it comes
and. . .1 don't know. You can. . .you find yourself with your hands tied [
ct3 challenge/ schl related "lone rangef" ^ 18156,18627 BM03e0a_^
Source Material: ~l^')i \
I try to talk to them and I try to convince them, again, that this is need to be done. Like
it or not, ifs something that we have to do it because ifs part of like this, and the whole
thing is part of the [ii\audible] policy next year, so we have to do it, like it or not. And
ifs not something personal. I'm there because. . .1 mean, 1. . .1. . .well, I was the one who
went and took the training. So but I am in the same boat—^not to see me as the person
that I'm against that.
ct3 diaUenge/schoorrelated 1 19280,19604 BMOSOOa
Source Material:
s a matter of fact, we were talking with. . .1 was talking yesterday. Ifs like, why are you
,
/
doing so much and some teachers just come and they come in tiie door at 9:10, they _^ ^^
leave the door at 3:35, and thafs it. And she said, "Those teachers are working jvist for
'^
the money." I said, "I don't care about what the teachers do.

Case Code Frequency Reference Source
No Codes were selected for this case 'cynthia'!
~CaseCode Frequency Reference Source
cynthia 3 challenge/ classroom related 4 1122,1478 CT0300
Source Material:
this year we're like fvdl force to assess them early, Tom Borden[?] helps, so that we
covild leave the room and go down and test our kids. It meant double, triple,
quatriple[sic] work for us so we had [inaudible] up here.
Q. Yeah.
A. And then if you didn't get covered, I had to come back and recover it, depending
who was covering there, but it paid off
cynthia 3 challenge/classroom related 4 2150,2389 CT0300
Source Material:
^a^o a. . .a kid, if I got a vwong level, I can do it in an hour, but some kids, I know was
y on the wrong level, so by the time I jump to it, ifs a couple of hours, two and three f. i/ /\
''
\ hours, per kid. If you're having twenty-five kids, that's a lot V/VlVA
cynthia 3 challenge/classroom related 4 30817,30908 CT0300
Source Material:
Again, ifs the books. Getting the book. . .1 mean, you're pulling your hair out of your
head.
cynthia 3 challenge/classroom related 4 32051,32189 CT0300 \ n ^
Source Material: / \\ p^^
if s true. I mean, you can never have enough and then they love to read. This is all I IJ/
have over here. I mean, the/re forever reading.
cynthia 3 challenge/home related 1 3838,4051 CT0300
Soxu-ce MateriaL
Lee Anne, I'm not siu-e if her mother is helping her. I'm don't know. . .or she's just
doing it herself, 'cause her mother (inaudible] 'cause she's working nights and she's got
the other kids and she's stretched out.
cynthia 3 challenge/profession related 3 17400,17557 CT0300
Source Material:
I find a lack of time doing it. I always come to school at a little after 7:00 in the morning ,^^
--
to try to Une up stuff. Then, you know, I stay after school, \ •'
^
cynthia 3 chaUenge/ profession related 3 33346,33488 CT0300
Source Material:
I still really want a book for going. Now they give me a PDP[?]. Ifs always a sell-out, , . . ^^ _
PDF, thafs what we do. I'd rather have the books. i •
cynthia 3 challenge/profession related 3 38145,38505 9103(30^
Sovirce MateriaL /S ^ ' '^ \ I
We talked it out, like this little Indian one now, they know now important it is for him
to speak English. So when they're at home, they tell me that they really just speak in
English, but after school, they're working. So after school and the kid goes home, he's
spe. . .he's with the grandparents and they only speak Indian, or whatever you call the
language.






A. .. .a lot at home because like in school you have Uke different interruptions.




A. .. .but ifs ongoing, [inaudible]...
Q. You wotild like more time [inaudible] or would you like a longer. . .you mean a
longer school day to give you more time during the day? Is that what you mean by
more time?
A. No, no. ffl put it together at night, you know, I come in and do it. But things
don't go on as sch^uled because U u!) and U iut aiid Uub«HuLtbat and. . .there's just so
much going on in school all the time thatyoa don't really ... \
Q. .^Qj4fieN5[§Brtands-on you, yqy-mean2,'?he^--^ r
, XjU.
A. All of sudden they're coming in, we're gonna have this program or -that and
whatever. Things don't go as scheduled,
cynthia3 challenge/ school related 3 20712,20850 CT0300
Source Material:
Eva^Miije^sj^iiHli^SJQ-SiyS^' exen-Uke [inaudible] all-ef-«s, but everyone's on a
roll. There's reaHyTiorfhat much time to get together.
cynthia3 challenge/school related 3 21497,21635 CT0300 f
Source Material:
ITiere's so many demands thatjfs tecky. .
.
Q. Yeah.
A. . . .just tp^make another demand on somebody, you know, and they're already
overloaded.
^
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
No Codes were selected for this case Dec'!
-Case Code Frequency Reference Source
JAN challenge/home related 2 16249,16393 CL0300
Source Material:
'11 tell you, there's no cooperation with Jaquetta's mother.
Q. I know, yeah.
A. AU right? Twice we had an appointment and she never kept it.
JAN challenge/home related 2 17903,17983 CL0300
Source Material:
I couldn't grade her. .
.
Q. Oh.
A. . . .because she . . .because of her excessive absences.
JAN challenge/ profession related 4 11317,11463 CL0300
Sovurce Material: ^^
Cause I never had such a feel as I have the last two years. And I'll tell you, when I first
started this program, "How am I gonna make this work?^
JAN challenge /profession related 4 13822,14137 CL0300
Source Material: -— y^
;
And I'm thinking if you had thirty-six children, I don't know how this program would i










A. You really need, as everyone knows, and we're all. ..we've known for a long,
long time, you reaUy do need smaller classrooms.
JAN challenge/ profession related 4 35883,36445 CL0300
Source Material:
And we go to Apple computer. We have two different strands[?], you might say. AU
right, two kinds of exposure. I think one period a week. I'd like to use that time to do
more with the literacy myself. They go in, they do work at their own level, ifs very
high interest, but I think ifs a long time for kids to siL
Q. Okay.
A. Forty-five minutesy I always leave a few minutes earlier to allow for getting in




than ever. Before I always felt I had a lot of timeTT
JAN challenge/ profession related 4 37660,37752 CL0300
Source Material:
I don't know how to tell you. Before you could just read, all right? This, it takes
a lot.
JAN challenge/ses 1 43285,43341 CL0300
Source Material:
Well, I think thafs something I'd have to sit dovm and ...
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
jt0300 challenge/ classroom related 1 9083,9509 jt0300
Source Material:
I would also teU the veteran teacher that, you know, they might get a little discouraged
and say, "How can I do it, because I have so many kids," but I would also teU them that
they have to have...! would try to show them how to do it; that they would maybe
benefit from some profession^ development on a running record—someone who does
it really well—but ttiat it would be really beneficial with those hard to reach children
jt0300 challenge/profession related 4 46298,46482 CK0300a
Soiorce Material:
But that was the only thing that I really. . .when 1 got there, I loved it I really did, but it






jt0300 challenge/ profession related 4 16584,16928 jt0300
Source Material:
easy, why do they want to do this, they have the summers off, they don't try, they
don't work. People don't really realize that some teachers really go the extra...the extra
mile to learn, to keep up with new techniques, new strategies. They're always trying,
they .. .they're always giving to children. I mean, this is their whole heart and soiil.
jt0300 challenge/profession related 4 17660,18070 jt0300
Source Material
I mean, being a veteran teacher doesn't mean that, well, as I said before, quote me, put
out to pasture, because they have a lot of good ideas to share vidth people. Most
veteran teachers mentored new teachers long before the mentoring program, and did '^ '
it willingly with, you know, open arms. You know, try to help a new teacher out, and I
don't thmk the veteran teachers should get the bad rap that they get.
jt0300 challenge/profession related 4 21260,21756 jt0300
Source Material:
Well, I want to go learn about this and I wish someone could show, you know, show
me or demonstrate, becavise I'd like to really see it in action." Because the theory part
of it, 1 mean, you can read all you want, but vmtil you see it done effectively, I think,
you. . .you really don't make the connections that you should. Just like in college, you
learn the. . .the philosophy of this, the theory of this, but imtil you're in a classroom,
it. . .it doesn't make any sense at aU. I mean, ifs just words.

jt0300 challenge/schl related 'lone ranger" 1 22361,22754 jtOSOO ^
Source Material; J^^\ -
I think in the building, ifs hard for me because a lot of people are resistant to these
ideas. They're set in their ways. They have their lesson plans all done for the whole
next year with no spon. . .spont. . .you know, spontaneity, is that how you say it, which I
think is very important in teaching 'cause you sort of have to go with the child and the,
flow because ifs more meaningful to them. ^~-^
jt0300 challenge/ school related 2 23756,24204 jt0300
Source Material
ecause the grade levels have been meeting, and they ha. . .they have met with their
objectives, tiieir products, their this, their that, dramatically!?], ^kay? So ifs like da-da-
da-da-da-da. All right? Ifs all planned out for the [inaudible].[fanning is good, but
there's gotta be ways to deal with the instructional curriculum to get to the points /
where iiyou have the child with different techniques, to meet all 3\e needs of all the ''
childrenJ
jt0300 challenge/ school related 2 29000,29302 jt0300
Source Material:
I know another teacher in charge [inaudible] and they were home-grown too, and
when I asked her what her model was, you know, she rolled her eyes and she was very
imhappy that it was a home-grown. She would like something definitive; something
that everything's on the same page. Ifs not wishy-washy.
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
judy challenge/ school related 8 831,968 JT200a
Source Material:
n my school everyone is doing the DRA and the running record, but they are not really yj)A/y/|
doing anything vwth it, so it sort of a stand still ^/ty ' I
judy challenge/school related 8 3048,3392 JT200a
Source Material:
^^tiiii\k when people get more proficient at using it, it doesn't have to be a long process,
\ which a lot of teachers feel like right now, the DRA, you know doing it three times a
\ year is very time consuming and everything, but it is very beneficial, because you really
• don't know what is going through their heads and why they are making mistakes.
judy challenge/ school related 8 7936,8508 JT200a
Source Material:
I feel that we have gone a little bit backwards at this school, because we are not doinA ^'^
very structured and 1 feel bad that we are not an Elle School because the other teachersv / // ^
that I have talked to their training is very, they know exactly where they are heading,""V-^ /
they know exactly what is expected and everyone is on the same page. Um, my school ^
being what do you call it a home grown model is going every which way. The people /
are doing the DRN's, they are all doing the DRA, but ttiey are not analyzing so that it is /'
not going anywhere. Sort of like being in limbo. ^
judy challenge/ school related 8 8274,8356 JTZOOa
Source Material:
m, my school being what do you call it a home grown model is going every which way.
judy challenge/ school related 8 8602,8682 JT200a
Source Material:
JT: And guided reading, we didn't have a lot of materials before in the building
judy challenge/ school related 8 9097,9374 JT200a
Source Material:
See I am familiar with analyzing the running record and everything, so I can use certain
strategies, but I feel bad because other people are not at that point, they are just getting
through the DRA and that is it and I can't see any growth going on as far what could be
going on
judy challenge/school related 8 9618,10069 JT200a
Source Material:

You are saying that you feel that you have moved forward in your growth and
understanding, but your colleagues, the people around you, are not there, so it is cause
for the staff to try to move forward.
JT: And it is awful hard for me to speak up, because it is not wanted and it is found^^
the upper level. \.
,/
*MAJ: At the upper level or at your level or where?
JT: Even at my grade level, I mean certain people just don't have a culture for this.
judy challenge/school related 8 25974,26115 JT200a ^ _v>
'
Source Material: / / ,
t is too iffy, it's just out there and everybody is doing their own thing. I think/U we
were all on the same page and we had real structure. ' -
'
Case Code Frequency Reference Soiuxs
margie challenge/ school related 1 26067,26190 mv0200
Source MateriaL
They asked a few teachers here and she refused she said no and then the other one
was Nancy and she said no, she said no.
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
marion challenge/classroom related 2 10827,10928 mo200a
Source Material:
I don't like the responsibility, the weight that it puts on me, when I think of doing it for
20 kids.
marion challenge/classroom related 2 28231,28458 mo200a
Source MateriaL t-:*;^^
while I find that I not only need to work with very small groups, because we have srf^^>
many different levels, you know I will take my case study child for instance. I really *^^'-
- don't have another person that is on his reading level,
marion ~challenge/schl related "lone ranger" 1 21495,21727 mo200a ;;'^yM
Source Material: ^N^ '
not necessarily feeling that good about being the lone ranger in doing things, because
after a while it begins to feel pretty much as if it was my idea and not something that is
based in you know reading theory and reading practices.
marion challenge/school related 6 17471,17692 mo200a
Source Material:
ut again, which I have spoken to you about, it troubles me sometimes, when you don't=^
see it happening around you or in other environments, that you happen to be in and so''
you say that you must be a crazy lady teaching this
marion challenge/school related 6 18760,18974 mo200a
Source Material:
aybe somewhere along the line there would be a sort of like a reading of the minds and
even a quality, so where sometimes I mean it is probably not my business, but I worry^
about kids getting inconsistent teaching.
—
marion challenge/school related 6 18983,19524 mo200a
Source Material:
I work in the 5th grade for example and one of the reasons I thought when this 1st
grade job came out I first said to myself you are crazy to make that big jump again, you
know you almost died going from secondary to elementary and now you want to go
another step, but one of the things that convinced me was that I had seen so many kids
that had just been passed along and at fifth grade I was trying to teach them to read
and I just said maybe I can make a difference and even if it was just with that little
group of kids that come to me.
./:

marion challenge/school related 6 24125,24295 mo200a
Source Material:
But a lot of times I think that um, ther\ when my kids move on and get into a classroom
that has different types of teaching, then they sit there and just simmer like stew.
marion challenge/school related 6 25340,25912 mo200a —^,,
Source Material: / ' \
t hasn't been encouraged and in another way it has been discoviraged, to have 3*-"^
i
somebody who was thinking about their teaching, who was going to profession^
j
development and not neces^rily in terms of bragging, but I Sways feel like I doh't OyM^/
know enough and I need to know more. V f/iX^^
*MAJ: How is this discoxu-aged?
MO: It is discouraged in the sense of that you are basically laughed at by people who
are like that, or talked about, its like we all making the same salary, I don't know why-
you are banging your brains out to do all these extras, nobody is going to find this...
marion challenge/school related 6 25658,25912 mo200a
Source Material:
is discouraged in the sense of that you are basically laughed at by people who are like
that, or talked about, its like we all making the same salary, I don't know why you are
banging your brains out to do all these extras, nobody is going to find this...
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
marionS challenge/classroom related 1 19034,19564 MO0300
Source Material:
Seeing that we j\ist read, for example, I tried to bring books that btiild Mac literacy so
even though we're doing a Mac lesson and we've just read a book, the last book we
r«ad is The ? of Making ? and I wanted the children to write about that. I want them to
write about invent a way that they could make eleven or whatever their favorite
number is and then we get into the Mac lesson, which actually was skip counting, you
know. That, ifs been dSficult to become system with that because of time and being ^it^-C^
under time pressure.
marionS challenge/school related 4 9151,9533 MOOSOO
Source Material*
, we decided that so many of our kids were coming totally unschooled by the time they
come to first grade that we wanted to go and use the observations record, well, there is
a huge argument about not using all of it, you know, and then there's another
argument ? like if you're not using the whole test, you're really, you're really, maybe,
not getting a whole force of the results
marion3 challenge/school related 4 20226,20473 MCXBOO
Source Material:
think people receive you, no matter how humble or diplomatic you try to present your
work, people tend to perceive you as a competitor when you're working shoulder tOiT ,-_
shovilder and I'm not sure that individual teachers can truly make the difference - ~ ''
marionS challenge/ school related 4 20597,21503 MCHXBOO
Source Material:
You almost have to be in a position that gives you that sort of tag that says, 'My job is
to disseminate this information to give it you' and you're more received at that level as
opposed to me bursting in here and saying, 'Hey guys, this is what I'm learning in
study group'. I talk about it, you know, and the people who are interested, they bite, ^
you know. I present it in my grade level meetings, you know, because I've had the
opportunity to be the one making the agendas, you know, what we're going to discuss,
but for example, I talked about this in my grade level reading.
What are the habits of good readers? I offered the pink form that has all of that and
out of four teachers who actually, we're about seven that meet, but four of them
actually Grade 1, there's was only two people who were in this ? and the other ones
decided to carry on a private conversation while I was talking about it.




I just received a letter saying that 1 was going to be honored on Friday through the
bilingual department ? for Excellency in Teaching.
MAJ: Congratulations.
MO: Thank you. And I have been reluctant to share that.
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
mv3 challenge/ dasSroote-related 1 159%,16166 mvO300
Source Material
but we do not adjust. vWe never, never adjust [inaudible]. Maybe 'cause we have too
many children in the classroom or something there, but we do not adjust, you know,
to...
mv3 challenge/^^^elated 'lone ranger" 1 19089,20097 mvOSOO
Source Material:
ometimes all the. . .the peers. I mean, other colleagues, you know, they have all the,
you know, their own ways and ifs very hard for them to. . .to. . .to change. And for you
(^p
to, you know, to bring this knowledge or whatever, sometime the administration too ^S
can be, you know. \
Q. How so? Talk about...talk a little bit more about administration. \
A. Well, they don't want to rock the boat And they just want to follow a pattern /
that teaches the way they have, and then, hey, if you are happy, I am happy, lefs allh^
happy, you know. So you deal with that, you know. When you reach certain. . .a X
certain age of, you know, teaching, I know that you have... [inaudible]...that a lot or
teachers, you know, by the way they feel the same way. They said, "Well, you know,
pretty soon we're goima retire. What are we gonna be, you know, trying to. . .to. . .to
fight," you know, 9\ese battles that have already, you know, tried at the begiiming of
their, you know, when I started. And it seem like we don't go anywhere, so why try?
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
Shirley challenge/cl^ssrdom related 3 4224,4495 SM0200a.TXT
Source Material:
I am feeling so inadequate as I try to put all these pieces into place here, because I am
still moving something else which is antiquated or that doesn't quite fit, including the 25
kids and a few real behavior problems and doing the guided reading and how to go
about it.
Shirley challenge/da^rogjn-related 3 8667,8930 SM0200a.TXT
Soiu'ce MateriaL J>>
, but I think if I were more skilledat this now I would have been able to move them in
the group. I thiiUc I did a lot of floundering with what level to start with and where
they were at and because we were trying guided reading and that was not bad, it was
good.
Shirley challenge/classroom related 3 10244,10372 SM0200a.TXT
/Source Material:
•K But some of them of late, some of the things it is even like that 18 group I haven't seen ^
V them in 2 or 3 days. I don't like that. /^l-'fy
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
sm0300 challenge/classroom related 2 7040,7227 sm0300
Source Material:
I would also teU them that it. . .it looks a lot more difficult to learn, but it isn't that bad,
and ifs well worth working at. I mean, I don't feel even now. . .1 don't feel even now
proficien

sm0300 challenge/ dassrcwm related 2 27302,28267 smOSOO ,^
Source Material: L
And so the time continues to be a challenge, even now. Our school, we have to do
DRA testing. Right now, we have to do it at the beginning of the year and the end of
the year. Thafs gonna definitely go in place for next year. We st^ed it this year. And
we have to have subs, because we couldn't physically sit with one child and be expected
to maintain twenty, twenty-fotir other children. Now thafs all well and good, but if '^ '^^
that substitute, that support is taken away, but even though I want to do that, I might yr /^
npt be able to physically do that for all the kids. So like with the running records, I. . .1 ^"^
-Tmink ifs really important and ifs really helpfuL And I've done it with my fo. . .focus
\ child, and sometimes it was. . .it was difficult getting that in with one or two students.
How I can physically do it with twenty-five students may not be something that I can
do even if I really, really want to. So it. . .the time constraints continue to be a problem,
smO3O0 challenge/profession related 1 28371,28863 smOBOO
Source Material: q
how much time the teacher has. Because even our ^&Ds that we finally got, we've lost
them. We have to do other things, and we're constantly being given ottier things that, I
don't know, may or may not relate to this, and we don't have a choice sometimes. And
then after school and before school ifs just so . . .so much there, 'cause if you have. . ifp . ,,_
you're the person who has to go out and get the professional development, thaf s r"/?"0^
thc.thafs the only time thafs provided foryoii, then, you know... L— ,~^^^^
sm0300 challenge/school related 1 41554,41763 sm0300
Source Material:
You know, there are people in oiir. . .in. . .in. . .in my school, you know? One person told
me, "Why, I'm not paid to do that." It wasn't a. . .it wasn't a regxdar teacher, you know,




These citations describe supports of context outside of study group.
Case Code Frequency Reference Soiu-ce
benni support/n/home related 1 59112,59230 untitled
Source Material:
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
benni3 spt/PD content 1 31978,32085 CK0300a
Source MateriaL
he information was like imbelievable, how much information you got, and every single
class I took I'm using.
benniS spt/shid related 2 27138,27784 CK0300a
Source Material:
So I've done a lot of changes. What is happening is if you don't change, first of all, the
kids are changing. The ones that we are getting from day one are not the same
children when I first started teaching. There is a whole different background, and also a
whole different level. And if you continue with the exact same cvirriculum that you
were on, ifs boring. So you have to change. If you have to make that school is. . .okay,
means something to the kids. You know? It means that you can relate to the children
in saying, all right, they're all...they're all at different levels anyway, so you have to
relate to each child as an individual,
bemriS spt/shid related 2 28198,28252 CK0300a
Source MateriaL
You do the best for the group you have in front of you.
benni3 support/schl related 1 12475,12908 CK0300a
Soiirce Material:
When I first start, I more or less. . .Joan has the level books from. . .Leslie had given her /
for each. . .which one is the best one to do a running record on. I look at the child and / /i -f;\JL
I. . .and I take the first one that I thmk that the child may be. . . the level the child may be K-qjO*^^^
at, and I'm taking a good guess by when they come to me in September, what the story '
is, I have a level of where ttie children were when they left in June—the reading level.
32248,32535 CK0300abenniS support/ the how of PD 2
Source Material:
he first half of the first one was a lecture.
Q. Okay.
A. Then they would probably bring in a video about it, such as Chaimel 2 had a
video on the brain. So what they did was, and then they would open it up to
discussion, and show you different wa)re. . .it was a lot of cooperative leamin
benni3 support/thehowof PD 2 32935,33145 CK0300a
Source Material:
do a personal reflection after each class, then you have a paper due, and if you want to
get an A, you have to read a book and just give a...you know, so they gave you the
options, they told you what was required.
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
carol support/n/home related 1 9853,10120 CL0200
Source Material:
Stephan's a twin. I guess the other twin's not doing well. And anjrway, 1 asked to see
her. And he started to improve. And then she came up again because of the other





Oh, Anne is wonderfu
28548,28568 CL0200

carol support/ ses 3 22571,12757 CL0200
Source Material:
So you. . .what you're saying is, I think, is that you, because of your years of
experience, you're able to observe a young child and [inaudible]. .
.
A. Yes, yes, as they present themselves.
carol support/ses 3 28713,28938 CL0200
Soiorce Material:
it when the principal comes in and says to the children, "Could you read that for me?"
I never feel intimidated. Never, because I know that they shovdd be able to read it. I
have enough belief in myself, okay? I know that.
carol support/ses 3 58758,58867 CL0200
Source Material:
A. I'm trying to finish "Snow Falling on Cedars[?]."
Q. Well, okay.
A. So I can give it to a friend of mind.
carol support/ sys related 2 28712,28938 CL0200
Source Material:
. . .it when the principal comes in and says to the children, "Could you read that for
me?" I never feel intimidated. Never, because I know that they should be able to read
it. I have enough belief in myself, okay? I know that.
carol support/ sys related 2 29032,29098 CL0200
Source Material:
And she knows the children, and she knows who ca . . .she will know that
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
conrae2 spt/«^ related 1 9860,10058 bm
Source Material: (^mvn
Easy for me, hm, the grouping, that has made it easier, because if you have different t' / P i^-
groups, the more groups you have, and the more centers, the more time but less
students you have vwthin a group.
connie2 support/schl related 2 12381,12591 bm
Source Material: \^
have people from oiir/side that they come and we sit down and look at student's work /j a.^^ .4--
almost once a week, where um, also looking at student's work seeing the guided
reading and the nmning records they do to help
connie2 support/schl related 2 23348,23493 bm
Source Material:
Maybe in the future, if you plan to do this again, maybe you give us 10 minutes, 5
minutes to talk, because that is one of the best ways to learn.
connie2 support/ses 2 11907,11999 bm
Source Material:
o it was a challenge, but with practice and 1 know that I am at the beginning stages of
this,
connie2 support/ses 2 20450,20716 bm
Source MateriaL
ne of the things that we are saying is because we are veterans we don't need help, so
this group has, I have realized that even though no matter how long you have been
teaching, there are other colleagues in the same spot that you are and we all need help
with this.
connie2 support/sys related 2 12952,13333 bm
Source Material:

I can count on her, like if I need something, like materials, I can go to her. Also, um,
she had with professional development, she gave us a lot of facts, too, not only has she
given us opportunity to participate, she participates herself. This is a great plus because
I mean, hey we have to do it, but she is not just showing us that we have to do it, but
she has to do it too. -- '-^
connie2 support/sys related 2 13357,13614 bm
Source MateriaL
''
I mean if I have problems with the students, behavior problems, academic problems, I
can go talk to her, talk to Ms. Washington, talk to Mr. Curry, and I have confidence that
they are going to listen to me and we are going to do something about the student.
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
connie3 support/n/home related 1 4050,4172 CT0200a
Source Material:
Um, it sounds like she gives the mother a hard time at home about doing it, where as
in here she likes it and works togeth
connie3 support/sys related 1 8634,8725 CT0200a
Source Material:
: I think it was nice when we got those little books. That was nice. I thanked her for tha
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
ct3 spt/ stud related 1 13451,13609 BM0300a
Source Material:
changes are not easy, but what make it easy for me is the student, because I realize
that, I mean, ifs them, the one that I here. . .and I'm. . .I'm here for them.
ct3 support/n/home related 1 1767,2102 BM0300a
Source Material:
But she is a very disturbed child because of whafs going on. And I have known this
because, I mean, I want her to do the best and all the students, but with her, and see if I
pick her for this study, I have to come closer to the mother and, I mean, and know the ''
family better. I mean, I don't know with this child. She's learning.
ct3 support/schl related 1 28622,28984 BM0300a
Source Material:
o that maybe, in a mixed group, what are the things that the kids. . .like if a third-grade
teacher, we can say, "Okay, the second-grade teacher help you prepare the student
[inaudible], because we know that what they supposed to be teaching and the kids
learning, but sometimes we don't do that. So. . .and thafs one of the things that I think
a mixed group wiU help.
Case Code Frequency Reference Source




I can see the children who are really progressing beautifully, they are really forcing ( I
their parents.
cynthia support/schl related 1 12838,13052 CK200a
Source Material:
hat is great that the enviroiiment here is such that you can come in and find a book that^
after you determine their needs, that you actually have a place in this school, that you S::(_^-j-r- J—
covdd find books which meet his needs '
cynthia support/ses 1 14336,14563 CK200a c^ i~7/-., ^
Source Material:
So I said, no, but if it is something that I know 1 am going to need, why don't I get an ^
introduction to it and find out what it is about. And if you shut off the brain from J^ -
"'
learning I have no right to do that if I am teaching.
'^

cynthia support/thehowof PD 1 29851,30031 CK200a
Source Material:
In the study group our opinion counts and a lot of different types of professional ~ . / -^
development you just sit there and listen to it. This time, it is hands on and you have toV^ j
do it. >
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
cynthia 3 spt/ stud related 3 15445,15901 CT0300
Source Material:
If the kids really imderstand it and we get moving right along. But, you know, at that
mee.. .that second meeting, you said you weren't going [inaudible] like, you know, how
meaningful was that. You know, that other meeting was better that we had gone to
earlier. And. . .you know/soine things you just say, okay, you know, you put yoiu- time
in, but it really wasn't wc^tii it—to how many ideas you were gorma incorporate ^*"^
works for the kids, I'll do iO
cynthia 3 spt/stud related 3 16575,17051 CT0300
Source Material:
I mean, we were on a roll in here too. I mean, they . ..they just come in, they're
mesmerized, they want to learn, and we get right down to...to business, so I get, you
know, a lot of satisfaction from the kids. >^
Q. So when you see the kids making progress, then you're. .
.
A. Turned on more, and then it just. . .ifs just. . .ongoing support.
Q. In what way? I mean, from the. . .support from where?
A. Well, the kids are doing well, I'm supporting them, and ifs just going back and
forth,
cynthia 3 spt/stud related 3 16844,17056 CT0300
Source Material:
Turned on more, and then it just. . .if s just. . .ongoing support.
Q. In what way? I mean, from the. ..support from where?
A. Well, the kids are doing well, I'm supporting them, and ifs just going back and
forth, okay?
cynthia 3 support/n/home related 1 17635,18234 CT0300
SourceJ^Iaterial:
Ury to get them to realize that, you know, we're in this together. Years ago,
they would take it as a threat, I guess, when the teacher would say it. Now, you know,
I say we're a team, we're gonna work together to help your child. Shirley said that
before too, but they just see the teacher as a helper, the guider, and we work together, '
and, you know, they ask me to send home different things and I do. And I fotmd thafs
been importanir\ Even like some of my top kids, I mean, if I have something, I just call
the mother oi^e kids are down in the day care. I go down and tell the mother.
cynthia 3 support/ ses 1 36945,37069 Cr0300
Siource Material:
I'm an active learner all the time, looking for more ways, better ways, different ways to
do this and do that, to reach them.
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
No Codes were selected for this case 'Dec'!
-Case Code Frequency Reference Source
JAN spt/ profession related 1 14929,15203 CL0300
Source Material: i -^
rom kindergarten, and Stephan could barely write, his spacing was terrible, everything! /"/

If you have smaller classes, even in kindergarten, they can give them more attention
[inaudible]. They're all you need. In kindergarten, they have a couple of very
disruptive children.
JAN spt/tchr family relat 1 47207,47369 CL0300
Source Material:
hafs the best legacy that my mother gave me and my father. He's dead twenty years
now.
Q. Yeah.
A. They wanted us to go to school, or I wovddn't be here today.
JAN support/n/home related 2 1375,1455 CL0300
Source Material:
And both of his parents came up for open house and his brother. Isn't that nice?
JAN support/n/home related 2 10432,10877 CL030G
Source Material:
had to send for the mother twice. I mean, thaf s how. .
.
Q. At...at first
A. Yeah, I mean, she was very concerned. She's a single parent. The grandmother,
her mother, lives with them. She doesn't speak English, and we had an incident where
he stole the book, and I know he stole the book because the grandmother knew.
Q. Yeah.
A. Okay, so. . .it took a bit to straighten him out. But he's been a dream. He really
has. He's so proud of himself.




A. . . .to work with. She appreciates your efforts. I have to say that the [irwudible]
part about working, about [inaudible] appreciate what you're doing, and I. . .1 really
have to say that.
JAN support/prindpal 2 57264,57485 CL0300
Source Material
And if they want the principal to say, "Okay, thafs a good one," because the principal
knows the airriculum.
Q. See, thaf s the catch.
A. The principal has to know whafs going on. That wovdd really help you,
Connie."
JAN support/schl related 3 3618,3898 CL0300
Source Material:
Mark can\e with Maggie first and I was just stuimed. I [inaudible] two of them. They
sat through the whole thing. It was unbelievable. I wouldn't say I was nervous. I fell
very comfortable with myself, but I never expected somebody to sit right there and
listen to every word. .
.
JAN support/schl related 3 12692,12927 CL0300
Source Material:
very...he just...everything, plus at first he was getting some help from...lhadhimgo to
the literacy thing. We had a program. We're not gonna have it next fall. We had a
literacy tutor so that they're teaching them just to look at jobs.
JAN support/schl related 3 30470,30552 CL0300

Source Material:
...I would go to Mary [inaudible] and say, "Mary, whafs this thing with the centers?
JAN support/ ses 3 24649,24798 CL0300
Source Material:
I've taken a lot on myself to read about it. You know, I'm kind of like that. This thing
with the daily mess. . .the daily news and the morning message.
JAN support/ ses 3 25769,26000 CL0300
Source Material:
, I'll tell you, when we first started this, the program, I like to try new things, so I think
when you begin like that, as opposed to like people are saying, "Well, tead\ers who are
older didn't like. . .," well, that wasn't the truth.
JAN support/ses 3 57583,57945 CL0300
Sovirce Material:
But it has to be... it can't be dictatorial. "You MUST take this."
Q. Okay.
A. Okay? I don't think...
Q. Okay. Now I understand what you're sa)nng.
A. I could . . .1 don't [inaudible].
Q. No, I umderstand what you're saying. No, you are.
A. Ifs . . .ifs very hard to really. .
.
Q. So. . .so to you, PVPs[?] should revolve aroimd not just curriculiun, but also the
interest
JAN support/ sys related 2 37522,37752 CL0300
Source Material:
I take five periods a week planning and development is essential, yeah. It just takes a
lot of preparing.
Q. Yeah, absolutely, yeah.
A. I don't know how to tell you. Before you could just read, all right? This, it takes
a lot.
JAN support/ sys related 2 57075,57216 CL0300
Source Material: / ; ' —
Thafs why I think the teachers should have freedom of choice, as What interests
them, when ifs applicable to the curriculum at their level '
JAN support/ the how of PD 1 42335,42502 CL0300
Source Material-
don't know if you're goruia do this again, but at each meeting maybe two people,
depending on the number of. . .of teadhers, would really have to have planned and
prepared...
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
jt0300 spt/ stud related 4 46737,46865 CK0300a
Source Material:
really enjoyed working with one-on-one with the child and I think I'm gorma do that
from now on—a child that I think is at risk.
jt0300 spt/ stud related 4 49529,49949 CK0300a
Sovirce Material:
I think that the DRA is great, and I'm very happy I was introduced to it. Rimning
records, I love. But if there's anything else thaf s gonna help me to.. .to get a level for

my children and go to the next step, thafs fabulous. You know, I mean, I want to do
the best, and I do know that I do have some. . .there are some concerns that I have
about whether or not the children that I am testing ifs the right test for them.
jt0300 spt/shid related 4 16492,17151 jt0300
Source MateriaL /
Maybe the mindset of what teachers are, maybe all the. . .the taUc^bout teachers
having it so easy, why do they want to do this, they have the simime^off, they don't
try, they don't work. People don't really realize thiat some teachers really go the
extra...the extra mile to learn, to keep up with new techniques, ney? strategies. They're
always trying, they. . .they're always giving to children. I mein, tjius is their whole heart
and soul. I mean, if you're a teacher, you want the best for y( >vt/students, and you
really try your best. Ifs not just a job. Ifsjust...ifsarespons^ty and if you didn't,
you know, care for kids, it wouldn't mean anything.
jt0300 spt/shid related 4 20849,21204 jt0300
Source Material:
A. What makes it easy is wanting to know more—what will help children. I mean,
thafs the profession I chose; thafs what I want to do. I want to be effective towards
children. I want to help them get better at whatever problems they have, so I feel that
I've been open in my professional development tuning[?] the techniques, because I'd
like to know.
jt0300 support/ schl related 4 51774,51996 CKOSOOa
Source Material:
I feel ifs pretty good. I feel ifs good. And I know that next year we're gonna get like
forty-eighthoursof training. So, Imean, Joan is the trainer... train...the trainee this _:Jj:r J
year. Next year she's gonna be the trainer. ^ y^-" -V
jt0300 support/schl related 4 36534,36963 jt0300
Source Material:
s I listen to some of the other teachers, I hear them say, and I think ifs already
happening, is they shared it with other teachers, and they're spreading things around ^(_ X^'f
and other teachers are embracing it, so I mean it might be a good way of reaching out, --
branching out to some of these resistant people, having a veteran...veteran teacher sort
of say, "Gee, this is really happening; seeing results of children making better gains
jt0300 support/schl related 4 3724737595 jt0300
Sovu-ce Material:
It could be a complimentary...not a complimentary...completely voluntary type
situation, but also that maybe it coiild be shared at a grade level meeting.
Q. Okay.
A. But like a demonstration. But the administration would say, "\ think this would
be a good idea [iiwudible] DRA too. Lefs look at it. Do you really know what you
should do with it?"
jt0300 support/schl related 4 38671,39426 jt0300
Source Material:
urprofessional development than just liste"'"g t" someone rehash all the information
at us—dictate. You know, I mean, everybody's required to do the DRA, and I don't ^ / ' ,
tKnFaitybody really is proficient at analyzing it. I think, well, this is. . .this is how you J>C r 'J^
analyze it, what is the child doing, and tell her what. . .what you thii\k that the next step -,^__^^
would be. Make it so that it. . .ifs meaningful for the teacher and say, "Oh, gee, I've got
something I can use." j^mx know, they always want hands-on, they always want /, ,
modeling. The teachersBo because they're not sure, because it. . .ifs like testing the ' '
'
water and they say, "Am I doing it right? Am I doing it wrong? Show me how to do it
and then I'll try it." I think that would be better for. . .for people. /
jt0300 support/ses 1 40506,41010 jt0300
Source Material:
hat veteran teachers also have to know that they are useful, and that they have a lot of
good ideas because they've done a very good job, most of them. Like I said,




A. Mentoring other teachers, helping out just with the way the school is running,
just to helping out as a friend to listen to, and then the new educational things with
literacy. All our life we have to keep up with new things, and just because we're old





And I think it may have been good to have young teachers in there. Like half and half.
Q. Okay.
A. So you can both perspectives. Because I think that the yoimg teachers feel that
sometimes they're overwhelmed. And they know. . .1 don't know if they still have the
mentor/mentee program. They used to have it, I know that. And I know that the
teachers really. . .all the teachers thought it was wonderful.
jtOaOO support/sys related 53830,54199 CK0300a
Source Material:








Yeah, yeah, per person, right? [inaudible]?
Yeah, yeah.
What are you gonna do with that?
I think I'm getting a lot of [inaudible].
No, but you can have it in your own room, right?
Yeah. The kids will love. ..love it, because 1 got David Jones'[?] books.
jt0300 support/sys related 3 15109,15402 jt0300
Source Material:
he^orkshop at the Manning School I think was very beneficial. They had some, you A cy a^
know, hands-on activities and. . .and it made sense, you know, and I think thafs what a ^, ^
lot of us need, is to say, "Well, look at this. You know, the child needs to go to this step, ^ _ "
because they're not doing thi5:i -"' [—
Case Code Frequency Reference Sovirce
judy support/ schl related 3 7607,7934 JT200a
Source Material:
When you were at our school as a coach you did a lot of work with us which was very
beneficial on the running record, so that was really the first opportimity and mostly
everybody was open to that idea, so it was good training, very good, very structured
and we knew exactly what was going on. I think that is what we need now.
judy support/ schl related 3 17385,17515 JT200a
Source Material:
go into second grade classes and as I said I try to give the teacher an idea of what
strategy to work on with a certain student.
judy support/ schl related 3 23708,23922 ]T200a
Source MateriaL
heir scores were very, veiy good and I can see why. Most of the teachers were trained
'
in the strategies, so that they solved the problems early on and the kids when they get
'
to a higher level, there is no problems.
judy spt/ stud related 1 13915,14182 JT200a
Source Material:
anything else in your work this year, which has not made it easy for you to take on

more understanding of the running record?
JT: Like I know it works, it shows positive results, the children do respond and that ^ f
alone is all you need. I mean that is the big thing.
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
margie spt/profession related 1 25212,25464 mvO200
Source Material:
the guided reading, yes. That has helped me a lot. Because you read and you come out
with more knowledge of the material you have read. So when I do this and I go home
with a little bit of knowledge every time 1 go to the meeting, that is very good.
margie support/schl related 8 3668,3775 mv0200
Source Material:
anet, this is the way we used to do it, but she always says ask Maryanne, (laughing),
because things change.
margie support/a^^tefed 8 8519,8726 mv0200
Source Material: -^ '^-'
Well when a person knows what he is doing that makes it easier, you are more secure
when you know what you are doing. You feel more capable. That has made it easier I
am not struggling with certain things.
margie support/ schl related 8 8962,9225 mv0200
Source Material:
j4net, I would say Janet supports me.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
Page 6.
MV: And anything I like, like the other day In running records I went to her right away
and we did it together, we did certain things together and everything so that has been
very, very helpful.
margie support/schl related 8 15524,15695 mvO200
Source Material
heard that by what's her name, Irene, she said something or I read it, like teaching can
not take place vmless you assess, is not taking place unless you assess the child.
margie support/schl related 8 19815,20017 mvO200
Source Material:
this is something I told Janet and Janet said let's see what happens, is to take those
children to do the assessment, the running record and to give this to the tutors and say
this is where its lacking,
margie support/schl related 8 20531,20695 mv0200
Source Material:
I think every other Tuesday we have some strategies, now we have told them what to
do with certain things of the assessment, you know that is required, every 8 weeks
margie support/schl related 8 20761,21057 mv0200
Source Material:
I told her that we were going to use what you taught me to help the other, someone to
take the video of one of them, when they are teaching, tutoring the children and then
what we will do is ask them. Ok, do not look at the teacher, the tutor, just look at the
child and tell me what he is doing.

margie support/schl related 8 26231,26318 mvO200
Source Material:
when she said it would help me over here with the job I have now, this is why I said
Ok.
margie support/ses 1 24327,24759 mv0200
Source Material:
In a sense, we are all veteran teachers, that we do learn from each other, that is why we
were saying we need to talk more to one another. In a sense you have a tremendoiis
knowledge here from all the teaching. And I feel good because by seeing them, I don't
feel like I am saying these are teachers, we are at the same level when it comes to
records...it is incredible that we have been teaching for so long and we became aware S^ —
now
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
marion support/schl related 2 20978,21425 mo200a
Source MateriaL
Which I do belong, but um, I am hoping by consistently doing it in my classroom, that
it be more of like well I notice that Mary is doing better in her classroom and I notice
that, and I realize that this is what they were talking about in the literacy training,
maybe I will try, even if I may never know that it was through what I was doing and
the fact that it was working and pushing my kids to achieve more in the areas of
reading and writing.
marion support/schl related 2 21730,21883 mo200a
Source Material:
So I feel that this year is the first time, building wise, that we have had specific literacy-
training, or let's say training in any one particular thing,
marion support/ ses 2 17900,18013 mo200a
Source Material:
It feels good to know that you didn't just, you know that it's something that is truly
based in the best practices
marion support/ ses 2 24321,24768 mo200a
Source Material:
so therefore it becomes even more of a goal of mine. I try not to get too aggressive
about it, but you know of trying to maybe standardize is not really the word I am
looking for, but it approaches tiiat, where you know that, you, try to even if you say
standardize, you try to say it when people come and ask you why did you do this, or
how did you come about it.
*MAJ: Hm, mm.
MO: You try to make your materials and ideas available to people.
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
marionS support/ ses 3 15310,15796 MO0300
Source Material:
For me it was also helpful to go to the Saturday sessior«, you know, and be involved in
a larger group of veteran teachers because I found a lot of people who came there had
been teaching for many years, you know, and it really confirmed to me that despite ^..
^
what sometimes we hear, you know, ifs either commtmicated one way or the other
between things not said, I saw a lot of people who are still, even though they are not
jaded, they still want to bring fresh things to their children.
marionS support/thehowof PD 2 35762,36404 MO0300
Source Material:
I think that effective professional development not only gives you the information, but
also gives you a channel to practice, you know, or to be supported. I think if you, you ^ \^
can go to a million and one sessions and you have full intentions of bringing it back to /
your classroom to your children, but you find you get there and ifs so difficult to graft
'

it into your already established routine, but if somebody comes along besides you and
says, 'You know what, I'U come to your class. I'll work with your kids', for a couple of
weeks, a couple of months, however long you think it will take for you to do this, it
makes a big difference.




ither someone from who officially gave the workshop or I think a contract with C^l^
somebody who has agreed that they would be a mentor for you in doing the process.
marionS support/ses 3 35124,35574 MO0300
Source Material:
The more I think about it, the more determined I am to make sure any time I come in czj^,
contact with someone that I have to teach something that I do it in the most pleasant ^^^~
and exciting manner so that they're not turned off by the process of leanung. So, somef^^
of the adult learners, some of the adult non-learners that we see, are a result of being
children who were ttimed off on learning and reading and inquiry based type of things
a long time ago.
marion3 support/ses 3 33790,34085 MO0300
Source Material'
Professional development is a very selfish thing. It, in that, you are doing it to keep
your mind stimulated to keep learning, an ongoing process for you and to give you 5; "E^St
fresh materials to bring back to your children. I was a believer in professioi\al \
development before it was "forced upon us".
#
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
mv3 spt/PD content 1 21567,22035 mv0300
Source Material: C--\'^ "T
Something Uke, you know, that they know that they're learning, that they
are. ..something that they could use in the classroom. The thing is that the workshops
that they bring to us, I mean, they're not . . .they're not doing anything with us
sometimes, you know.
Q. Okay.
A. Different things that it was just, "Well, I'm not goima get up early or be here at 8
o'clock to be here just to. . .to hear someone like, you know. It doesn't make sense that
I'm gonna waste my time."
mv3 spt/tchr family relat 1 23164,23434 mv0300
Source MateriaL
easy with the fact that. . .that my children are already older that I covild be in every
workshop that I could think of. Yieah. Yeah, I don't have. . .I'm. . .1 don't have no need
to be in my, you know, my house at a certain time, you know. .
.
Q. Yeah.
A. . . .the food to cook, whatever.
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
Shirley spt/stud related 2 17432,17628 SM0200a.TXT
Source Material:
he more I have him up in the small group and more times calling him to task he in a
large group he just tends to be laid back and not focus, but um, the more he's reading
the stronger he is getting
Shirley spt/ stud related 2 17879,18058 SM0200a.TXT
Source Material:
ome kids need small group more and I think he is probably a child who needs a small
group that is his style, he learns better in a small group and some kids are like that you
know.

Shirley support/n/home related 1 13775,14042 SM0200a.TXT
Source Material:
maybe because I know the parents the extent of the eye problem is very serious and
they are hoping that if he were to wear the glasses all the time, that some of it would
begin to correct itself and indeed this year, they said that some of it is starting to get
better
ty
Shirley support/ses 1 2832,3034 SM0200a.TXT
Source Material;
when I am asked to do something in my job and I have to enforce it or do it, then I try
to look for what's relevant and work the piece that isn't so offensive to me or directly
against what I believe in
Case Code Frequency Reference Source
sm0300 spt/PD content 2 21893,22042 sm0300
Source Material:
the way or extent that I'm able to gain the knowledge and internalize and tise the new
information, then I think dictates how much change I could make.
sm0300 spt/PD content 2 22971,23454 sm0300
Source Material:
it has to be practical. It has to be given in a way that I can use it. I like. . .1 like things
that I can take away and use right away. I will read, I will. . .1 vidll look at some of the
research or some of that information, but I need. . .1 need the more hands-on
knowledge and how it directly affects the kids. And thafs what I need. I. . .1 need it
always to be directly connected, and not just too much for the abstract and just
intellectual, way out there. It has to be directly related.
/ u:
smO300 spt/shid related 3 18843,19079 sm0300
lUrce Material:
ell, the expression. . .what is it? You can' t teach an old dog new tricks and things Ukl
at. Well, I might be an old dog. But I'm real. . .1 vwll try to learn a new trick if I think
5fs gonna help my kids. And thafs the driving force.
sm0300 spt/aifetfrelated 3 20333,20678 sm0300
Soiu-ce Material:
You know, I'm always so concerned that. . .1. . .1 don't want my kids to be lacking
because of me. So if there's anything I can do to help my kids to reach their full
potential, then I...ril try to do it. And so those kinds of professional development
workshops are things that I think will help me to help my kids. Thafs what I'm most
interested in.
$r
sm0300 spt/ stud related 3 21338,21701 sm0300
Source MateriaL
If I don't think if s help. . .if it. . .if I don't find that ifs. . .or feel that ifs gonna make a
difference, then thafs a tiun-off right there. But when I. . .when I see and feel or get a
sense that kids are learning, kids are reading, kids are progressing, no matter what
their situation is, if they are able to make progress, then. . .then I'm. . .I'm looking and
I'm interested.
sm0300 support/ schl related 1 10272,10585 sm0300
Source Material:
There's some. . .of course, what we've learned here was. . .was also the DRA testing, that
was talked about in the ELUi?] coiurse. We had someone come to the school and talk
to us about it. So you could say that it was duplicated or that we had other ways to
learn about the same thing, but not really with the intensity
sm0300 support/ses 1 7315,7553 sm0300
'
Source Material:
I can. . .1 can, you know, take a running record, and I can look at it, and I cangain
to. . .you know, I can. . .I've gained certain information, but I. . .1 still feel that there's more
I can learn. I still feel that I. . .1 want it to be more automatic. y 1- ^ —"
"^t

sin0300 support/ sys related 1 11079,11226 sm0300
Source Material:
implementing certain things have become mandatory; that how I implement them with <C
the .. .the way I have embraced that has a lot to do with this course.
^"^
sm0300 support/^iS^^fFD 1 23504,24369 sm0300
Source Material: -^ triS
in terms of what setting is best for me, I need to be in a setting where I can learn, where
I'm expected to learn, where I know I can. . .that has to do vwth respect, it has to do with
giving the information that. . .that I'm. . .I'm looking for thafs necessary—not somebod
spinning off just at the top of their head or showing how smart they are, but I want
"
information to be relevant—^it must be relevant. And then in a situation where I'm
respected as a learner, and where I can. . .1 can., .there can be an exchange of dialogue,
and I can. . .1 will be able to. . .if there. . .if I find inmy area of learning that there are
things that are not meeting my needs or that need to be clarified or, you know, if I need
to ask questions about it or I need to repeat so that it can be affirmed that this. . .this
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